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Our primary purpose in preparing this bibliographic series is to 
develop a comprehensive research and ir1formation services program for 
those interested in management of and research on the environments and 
resources of the Chesapeake Bay region.. This work is the second con-
tinuation and enlargement of the Chesapeake Bay Bibliography begun 
over four years ago when the Chesapeake Research Consortium, Inc., 
of which VIMS is a member, was in its early inception. The Chesapeake 
Bay Bibliography, Volume III 1 Maryland Waters follows guidelines 
established in the first volume on the James River and the second 
volume on Virginia Waters. Other volumes nu~y follow later and 
maintenance revisions are planned. 
Books, periodicals, government, institutional, and academic re-
ports, theses, and dissertations have been consulted to compile the 
citations contained in the bibliography. It has been our intention 
to include listings from all :sources and of all types, "grey" and 
otherwise, in order to present as complete a compendium as possible. 




Financial support for compiling the citations in this 
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to the Virginia Institute of Marine Science. 
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GUIDE TO USERS 
The Chesapeake Bay Bibliography, Volume III, Maryland Waters is a 
subject index of literature concerning the Chesapeake Bay from the 
Maryland-Virginia state line to the fall line of the Susquehanna River. 
Subject terms were chosen from the Water Resources Thesaurus, a list 
of terms suggested for such indexes, published by the Office of Water 
Resources Research of the u. s. Department of the Interior (1966). 
Additional descriptors were added where geographic or other specialized 
concerns made them necessary (e.g. Patuxent River, blue crabs, oyster 
industry). 
As each citation was read, a maximum of ten descriptors was 
assigned. The bibliography is divided into three sections, followed 
by a list of descriptors and c. ross references. The first section, 
the subject or descriptor index, lists descriptors alphabetically. 
Under each descriptor are the accession numbers of the pertinent 
citations followed by the list. of desct·iptors for each of those cita-
tions. The second section gives the complete citations listed 
chronologically by accession numbers. The third section lists cita-
tions alphabetically by authoi'. 
The user can approach thE~ bibliography in two ways: by author 
or by subject: 
(1) If the user knows the author of a particular report, he 
can go directly to the author index (Section 3) where 
he will find the complete citation and descriptors for 
that report (as well as any other reports by that author). 
(2) If the user wants information on a particular subject, 
"blue crab", for example, he can go to the subject index 
{Section 1) where he will find accession numbers to all 
reports containing information on the blue crab. Since 
descriptors are presented with the accession numbers, the 
user can more easily discriminate among the various 
listings to identify specific reports needed. For example, 
if he is interested only in molting of the blue crab, he 
can select only those accession numbers which give 
"molting" as a descriptor. Then, taking these accession 
numbers, the user can refer to the listing by accession 
numbers (Section 2) to find the complete cirations. 
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ACCESSION NUMBERS LISTED BY DESCRIPTORS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MARYL ANC WATERS 








3030 ABSTRACTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STOR~S 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, U~AVAILABLE FGR 
REVIEW 
2828 ABSTRACTS, GRCWT~ RATES, JUVENILF FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTE,ATICS 









1969 ACCUSTICS, CC,PRESSIBILITY, SEDI~ENTS 




3347 AD"I~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, COORDINATIO~, SA~ITARY E~GINEERI~G, 
SEWAGE CISPCSAL, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
2 
3350 AD~I~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ACSORPTIONo ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIO~, PCWER 
PLA~TS, RESEARCb ANC DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES OEVELOP~E~T 
3348 A8~I~IST~ATIVE AGENCIES, LEGISLATION, wASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER 
T~EAT~fNT, wATEk 'UALITY 
365 AC~INISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRCDUCTIC~, POWER 
PLANTS 
438 AC~I~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, ~~CLEAR POWER PLA~TS, SHELLFIS~, 
THER~AL PCLLUTIC~, VIRGI~IA, WATFR POLLLTION 
439 AD~I~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, WATEK CONSERVATION, WATER MA~AGE~ENT (APPLIFCl, 




3347 AG~I~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ACSORPTION, COORDINATION, SANITARY E~GINEERING, 
SEwAGE CISPCSAL, wASTE WATER UISDOSAL 
3350 AO~l~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ACSORPTION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PCWER 
PLANTS, RESEARC~ ANC CEVELQPMENT, wATER RESOURCES DEVELOP~ENT 
3022 ADSCRPTIC~, eACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCLLATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,~O, SILTS, 




1538 AERIAL PrCTCGRAPrY, LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ANAGEMENT, RE~CTE SENSING, SHCRE 
PRCTECTIC~, wETLANCS 
1544 AERIAL PHCTCGRAP~Y, PARKS, PLAN~INGo KECREATION, RE~OTE SENSING 
1539 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPhY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATIC~ 
1537 AERIAL PhCTCGRAPbY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 
TREAT~E~T, SATELLITES (ARTIFICIAL), LLTRAVIOLET RADIATION 
3 
1609 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT DISEASES, RE~CTE 
SE~SI~G 
1698 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER), DYE RELEAS~S, 








1748 AGING IBIOLCGICAL), FECUNCITY, FISH POPuLATIONS, GROWTH KATES, PCTC~AC 
RIVER 
1924 AGING IBICLCGICALI, FISH POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXENT RIV~~. 
ALBINISM 
1666 AGING !BICLCGICALI, FIS~ POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, FIS~ SCALES 
2506 AGING IBIOLCGICALI, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 
1716 AGING IBIGLGGICALI, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPLLATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, 
STICKLEBACKS 
1713 AGING IBIOLCGICALI, CATFIS~ES, FISH POPLLATIONS, GROwTH RATES, PATUXENT 




2536 AGRICULTURE, CELAwARE, COMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, RLRAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER RESCURCES 
1609 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT DISEASES, RE~CTE 
SE~SING 
4 
3010 AGRICULTURE, FECERAL JURISCICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER RESOURCES, ~ATER 








1542 AIR PCLLUTICN, CATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 




3244 AIR TE~PERATURE, ~YOROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, wATER 




1924 AGI~G (BlCLCGICALI, FIS~ POPULATIO~S, GROwTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
ALB I~ IS~ 




1413 ALE~IVFS, ALCSICS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DOT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2131 ALEwiVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH PfPULATICNS, MODEL STuDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THER~AL 
POLLUTICN, T~ER~AL WATER 
5 
3300 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, ftHITE 
PERC~ 
3301 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAC, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPEC 
BASS, WHITE PERCH 
3082 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAO, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALOSICS, CATC~, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTCMAC RIVER, 
RAPPA~ANNOCK RIVER 





1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, ftATER CUALITY 
1840 ALGAE, OISTRieUTICN, 
2034 ALGAE, SYSTE~ATICS 
2496 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NITRCGEN 
CYCLE, PHOSP~CRUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2405 ALGAE, EUTRCP~ICATION, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, ~ATER 
QUALITY 
1501 ALGAE, BIOC~E~ISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, DEFORMITIES, HALCCLINE 
1938 ALGAE, AQUATIC PLANTS, CISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, SYSTE~ATICS 
554 ALGAE, OECO~PCSING ORGANIC MATTER, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, 
3311 ALGAE, EASTER~ SHCRE IVA-MCI, 
883 ALGAE, FUNGI, P~MUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
1794 ALG~E, BENT~IC FLCRA, CISTRIBUTION, 
1795 ALG~E, CISTRieUTION 
3038 ALGAE, CINOFL~GELL~TES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, ~ATER SUPPLY 
442 ALGAE, CIURNAL, P~OTOSYNTbESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SA~PLI~G 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, CIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 




2355 AL~ALINITY, ACU~TIC WEECS, ECOLOGY, GROwTH RATES, HYDROGEN ION 
CO~CE~TRATICN, ~INERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, ftiCOMICO RIVER,~D 
iUl4 ALKALINITY, C~LCAINATION, ~YDROGFN ION CONCENTRATION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
WATER CHE~ISTRY 
1880 ALKALI~ITY, rARBORS, HYCROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDRCGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
OAT~, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1622 ALKALINITY, CAREON CIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED CXYGEN, HYDROGEN IC~ 




1413 ALEwiVES, ALCSICS, ANAOROMOUS FISh, DDT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTC~~C RIVER, RAPPAH~NNOCK RIVER 






1198 AMERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2661 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATICN, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
1195 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRIEUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, wiCC~ICO RIVER,~D, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2813 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2815 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1931 AMERICAN SHAC, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
POTC~AC RIVER 
1275 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH HATCHERIES, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1927 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2055 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATICNS, 
PERCHES 
2127 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATICNS, 
PERCHES 
2819 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST u.s., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u.s., 
SPAWNING 
2668 AMERICAN ShAC, FISH HATCHERIES. FISH POPLLATIONS, SUS~LEHANNA RIVER 
2664 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2816 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2008 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH CONSERVATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LEGISLATIC~, 
MANAGE~ENT, 
8 
2007 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
2057 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
2662 AMERICAN ShAC, FISHERIES, HERKINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2657 AMERICAN SHAC, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2658 A~ER!CAN SHAC, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2666 AMEK!CAN SHAC, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3041 A~ERICAN SHAC, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
1370 AMERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1371 AMERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PCPULATIONS, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3050 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2121 AMERICAN SHAC, ANACROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, 
1396 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1643 AMERICAN SHAC, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
2049 AMERICAN SHAC, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
2663 AMERICA~ SHAC, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MORTALITY, PCTCMAC 
RIVER, WASTE CISPCSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
9 
2665 AMERICAN SHAD, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISH POP~LATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAW~I~G 
2667 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, U~ITEC 
STATES 
2670 AMERICAN S~AC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2653 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAw~I~G 
3194 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ HATCHERIES, 
2432 AMERICAN SHAD, CISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIGNS, 
FISHERIES, ~A~AGE~ENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
3095 AMERICAN SHAC, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2647 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
3201 AMERICAN SHAD, FIS~ EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3300 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, ~HITE 
PERCH 
3301 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRI~GS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPEC 
BASS, WHITE PERCH 
3198 AMERICAN SHAG, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVE~ILE FISHES, PCTC~AC RIVER 
3082 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, uNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2811 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2064 AMERICAN SHAC, CC~MERCIAL FISH, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, ~ANAGF~E~T, 
10 
2010 AMERICA~ SHAC, CCHMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERC~ES 
2029 AMERICAN SHAD, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
2414 AMERICAN SHAC, CATCH, FINFISH INOLSTRY, FISH POPULATICNS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 
2045 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATICNS, 
PERC~ES 
2023 AMERICAN SHAC, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH POPLLATIONS, STRIPED BASS 





1721 AMI~C ACICS, CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPTIDE$ 




1508 SYSTEMATICS, AMCEEAE, TREC AVON RIVER 




2100 AMP~IEIA~S, REPTILES 
1293 AMP~IEIA~S, CELAWARE, EASTERN ShORE (VA-MD), REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
11 
2095 AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
2099 AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
3036 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES 
3156 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2364 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, 
1817 AMPHIBIANS, 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DY~A~ICS, 
REPRCDUCTION 
2806 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES 
2646 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, REPTILES 
2865 AMP~IBIANS, BIRCS, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAP~Y 




734 AMPHIPCOA, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATLXENT RIVER, POTO~AC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 





3297 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POP~LATIONS 
2989 A~ACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, FISH PCPULATIC~S 
2540 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
2927 ANACCSTIA RIVER, SECIMENT CISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE ~ATERS, 
SUSPE~CEC LCAC, URBANIZATION 




1413 ALEWIVES, ALCSICS, ANADROMOUS FISh, DDT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICICE RESIDUES, 
PCTC~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2120 ANACRC~CUS FIS~, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, STRIPEC BASS 





3029 GY~~CSPER~S, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VEGETATION, ANGIOSPERMS 




1091 ANI~AL PARASITES, CISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, 
VIRGI~IA 
13 
1574 ANI~AL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 




665 ANII"AL PATHCLCGY, I!ACTER IA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, IIHI TE PERCH 
663 ANII"AL PATHCLCGY, CELAWARE, FLUORESCEI\ICE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPORES 
721 ANifoiAL PATHCLCGY, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, BACTERIA, CRABS, INVERTEBRATES 
1509 ANI~AL PATHCLCGY, NEOPLASMS, BLUE CRAB 
1597 ANifoiA~ PATHCLCGY, CISEASES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 




1296 ANJI"AL PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEk 
2673 ANlfoiAL POPULATICNS, MARSHES, SALT MARSHES 
1591 ANII"AL POPULATIONS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, foiSX, CYSTERS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 






1813 AN~ELICS, PCLYC~AETES, WORMS 
2516 AN~ELICS, PCPULATION, WORMS 
2494 AN~ELICS, PCLYCrAETES, SYSTEMATICS 




1423 AQUATIC A~I~ALS, ~ORTALITY, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
316 AQUATIC ANI~ALS, ECOLOGICAL DIST~IBLTION, FISH POPLLATIONS, PLANKTON, 
PLA~T PCPULATIC~S 
440 AQUATIC AI\I~ALS, EXPLOSIONS, TESTING, TIDAL WATERS 
1449 A~UATIC ANI~ALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1492 A~UATIC A~I~ALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




1319 AQUATIC BACTERIA, CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 









1381 AQUATIC LIFE, U~AVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 




721 ANI~AL PAT~CLCGY, A~UATIC MICKOORGANISMS, AACTEK!A, CKABS, I~VERTEPKATES 
618 AQUATIC ~ICRCCRGANISMS, P~YTUPLANKTON, SYSTE~ATICS 
2991 AQUATIC MICRCCRGA~ISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ~UCLEA~ PChFK PLANTS, 




2878 ACUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, PATCXENT RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
1719 AQUATIC PLA~TS, ECCNOMIC FEASIAILITY, FERTILIZERS, 
351 AQUATIC PLA~TS, ECOLOGICAL CISTRIBLTION, PATLXENT RIVE~, SALI~JTY, WATER 
QU[! L ITY 
1681 A~UATIC PLA~TS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODLCTION, PATUXENT K!VER, 
PHCTCSYNT~ESJS, RESPIRATION, THEqMAL WATE~ 
1798 AQUATIC PLA~TS, 
1827 AQUATIC PLA~TS, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, PCPULATIC~ GY~A~ICS 
298 ACUATIC PLA~TS, PAThOLOGY, PLANT POPLLATIONS, PLANT VIRUSES 
2357 AQUATIC PLA~TS, CISTRIBUTION, VI~GINIA 
1801 ACUATIC PLA\TS, 
1797 A~UATIC PLA~TS, VIRUSES 
1608 A~UATIC PLA~TS, CENSUS, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, ShFLLFISH, ~ILDL!FE, 
I~CUSTRIAL F!Sf-
H3E ALGAE, AClJATIC PLAf\TS, CISTKibUTION, EASTERt,; SHGRE (VA-MDl, SYSHIJATICS 
3236 A~UATIC PLA\TS, AClJATIC wEECS, lJ~AVAILAeLE FOR REVI~h 
1 7 9 9 A~ U AT I C P LA\ T S , '·'A R S h P L ANT S, WETLANDS 
2107 A~UATIC PLA~TS, CISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTE~ATICS 
1623 ACUATIC ?LA\TS, CECOMPOSING ORGA~IC ~ATTER, ELTROPH!CATIC~, HYCRCGE~ 
SULFICE, 
1720 ACUATIC ~LA~TS, CISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTIC~, SCLTH RIVFR,~D 
3108 ACUdTIC PLA~TS, ACUATIC WEEDS, PGTOMAC RIVE~, UNAVAJLABLr FCR REV!E~ 
402 ACUATIC PLA~TS, f-EREICICES, ShELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,4U 
1571 AClJATIC PLA~TS, C~E~!CAL WARFARE, LIM~ULOGY, lUCPLA~KTCN 
1559 ACUAT!C PLAUS, ECCLOGY, PONDS, WATER CHEMISTRY, ZOOPI.Ai'<KTON 
2431 ACUAT!C PLA~TS, ACUATJC wEEC CONTROL, HERBICIDES, 
L430 ACUATIC PLA~TS, ACUATIC WEEC LO~TROL, DISTRIBLTION, hERR!CIDES, 
17 
526 AQUATIC PLA~TSr BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, LRBANIZATICN, kATER 




1762 AQUATIC POPULAT IOI\S, 8 IOTA, SAMPLING 
******************************************************************************* 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL 
******************************************************************************** 
2423 A~UATIC WEEC CC~TROL, CRABS, FISH, ~ERBICIDES, LETHAL LI~IT, ~C~TALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, 2,4C 
2875 AQUATIC WEEC CO~TROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, VIRGINIA 
2885 AQUATIC WEEL CCNTRGL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES 
1856 AQUATIC WEEC CONTRCL, AQUATIC WEFOS, HE~BICIDES, PCTC~AC KIVFR 
2431 AQUATIC PLA~TS, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, HERBICIDES, 
2430 AQUATIC PLA~TS, AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, OISTRIBUTIQ~, HCRSICIDES, 




2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEECS, ECULOGY, GROwTH RATES, HYDROGF~ Ir~ 
CG~CENTRATIC~, ~INERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ICOM!CO RIVFR,~O 
2638 A~UATIC WEECS, CISEASES, ECOLOGY, PLA~T PATHOLOGY, KhCOf R!V~A 
2468 ACUATIC WEECS, CISEASES, RrOOE RIVER 
2071 AQUATIC WEECS, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
l!l 
2!l75 A~UATIC WEEC CC~TRCL, ACUAT!C WEfGS, VI~GINIA 
288~ ACUATIC ~EEC CO~TkCL, A~UATIC wEFOS, hERBICIDES 
3237 A~UATIC WEECS, ~~AVA!LAPLE FU~ RFV!Eh 
3236 ACUATIC PLA~TSr ACUATIC wEECS, L~AVA!LAHLF FOR REVIEh 
1555 A~UATIC WFECS, eEAC~ES, GEOGRAPhiCAL ~EGIONS, PLAN~ING, RESCURCE 
LEVELCP~E~T. S~FLLFIS~, ~ASTF wATER TqfAfME~T, hATEq CLALITY, hETLANGS, 
1856 ACUATIC WEEC CC\TRCL, ACUATIC wEFOS, HERBICIDES, PCTC~AC RIVER 
2527 AC.:UAT!C ~EfLS, CL~I'S, ~H~ICILES, OYSTEKS 1 Tl!XICITY, BLUC CRAB 
3108 ACUATIC PLA~TS, ACUATIC wEEDS, PnTOMAC RIVE~, U~AVA!LABLE FCR REVIEw 
18~8 A~UATIC iEECS, LISTRIEUTION, LIFF HISTORY STUDIES, PCPLLlTIC~ CY~A~lCS 




1572 A~UICULTURF, ~CRTALITY, GYST[R INDLST~Y, OYSTERS, DFLAWA~E ~AY 
l'HJ7 a,;uJCUITURE, FISHRIFS, hOLLLSr<.S, OYSTERS 
l'Ju2 AC.UICULTUt<E, ECC"JCI-'ICS, FIS!-, PKl'[;LCTIVlTY, SHELLFIS!-, Tr·ER~AL PCLLUT!Cr--, 





204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 




1554 ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKS, PLANNING, PCTO~AC RIVER, 




1616 ASSAY, BARNACLES, CHOPTANK RIVER, FOuLING, MUSSELS, OYSTERS, CYSTER 
SETTING 
******************************************************************************* 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
******************************************************************************** 
164 ATLANTIC CO~STAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GRCUNDWATER 
MOVE~ENT, HYCROGECLOGY, HYCROLOGIC DATA 
187 ATLANTIC CC~STAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAI~, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
188 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAI~, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
184 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, MESCZCIC ERA, 
VIRGINIA 
183 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATICNS, VIRGINIA 
181 ATLANTIC CO~STAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEIS~IC STuDIES, 
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 
205 ATLANTIC CC~STAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES 
IGECLCGICALI 
20 
204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 
GRCUNCWATER, WATER WELLS 
150 ATLA~TIC CC~STAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTCLCGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
1730 ATLANTIC CCASTAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS 
321 ATL~~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES 
147 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTGLCGY, 
STRATIGRAPhY 
315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, EROSION, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SECI~ENT TRANSPCRT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 




2073 ATLANTIC MENrACEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, ~ERCURY, NCRTH 
CARCLINA, PLANKTON 
1567 ATLANTIC MENHACEN, CATC~, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATICNS, FISHERIES, 
M!CCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2820 ATLANTIC MENrACEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST U.S., SCuTHEAST 
U.S., LENGT~-FRECUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
1709 ATLANTIC ~EN~ADEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LAMPREYS, PARASITIS~, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIPUTIC~ 
1754 ATLA~TIC ~ENrACEN, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
1753 ATLA~TIC ME~~ACEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPuLATIONS, SEASCNAL 
DISTRieUTIC~ 





1524 AUTC~ATICN, CRAe INCUSTRY, 




2135 BACK RIVER,~C, ChESTER RIVER, CURRENTS (wATER!, DYE kELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, wASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREAT~ENT 




665 ANI~Al PATHCLCGY, BACTERIA, FISh, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QLALITY 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAe INCUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDLSTRY, PLBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
1699 BACTERIA, CYCLING NUTRIENTS 
3023 BACTERIA, C~CPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVER~ RIVER,~C, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, ~ATER QLALITY 
1759 BACTERIA, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
721 ANI~AL PATHCLCGY, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, BACTERIA, CRABS, INVERTEBRATES 
2452 BACTERIA, CLA~ INCUSTRY, FOOCS, PUBLIC HfALTH 
2441 BACTERIA, FCCCS, ISOLATION, BLUE CRAR 
22 
2440 BACTERIA, CISEASES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, ~ATER 
POLLUTIC~, WATER 'UALITY CONTROL 
1569 BACTERIA, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL ~ODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, PCLLUTANTS, PROCUCTIVITY, SEDIMfNTS, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, 
wATER CUALITY 
1541 BACTERIA, BENT~CS, EUTROP~ICATION, NuTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
CO~PCUNCS, PCLLUTANTS, RE~OTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QLALITY 
2883 BACTERIA, ECCLCGY, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON, RHCDE RIVER 
2489 BACTERIA, BLUE CRAB 
1672 BACTERIA, CLA~S, CCLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATICN, SEDI~ENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SECIMENTS, WATER POLLLTION, ~ATER TEMPERATLRE 
1711 BACTERIA, CLA~S, CCLIFORMS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENT-~ATER INTERFACES 
2939 BACTERIA, CCLIFCR~S, WATER POlluTION, ~ATER QUALITY 
2559 BACTERIA, INVERTFERATES, OYSTERS 
2588 BACTERIA, EASTERN SrORE IVA-Mu), OYSTERS 
3091 BACTERIA, hEAVY METALS, MERCURY, uNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
1017 BACTERIA, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, hEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NuTRIENTS, 
PESTICICES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QUALITY 
1726 BACTERIA, CCLIFCR~S, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, CYSTERS, TANGIER SCUND 
1689 EACTER!A, CLA~S, CLEANING, 
1690 BACTERIA, CrlCRINE, CLAMS, CLEANING, 
3022 ACSCRPTJCN, eACT£K!A, COLIFORM$, FLOCCLLATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, SILTS, 





315 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, EROSION, SEDIME~T OISTRIBUTIC~, 




2115 BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
1600 BARNACLES, CRABS, FOOC ~ABITS, UROCHORDATES, BluE CRAB 
1861 BARNACLES, CYSTERS, PRECATION, WORMS, TRED AVON RIV~R 
732 BARNACLES, CISTRIBUTICN PATTERNS, SALINITY 





1836 BASI~S, ChESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SLBSURFACE 








407 BATHY~ETRY, BCTTC~ SEC!MENTS, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA CCLLECTICNS, YORK 
RIVER 
2490 BATHY~ETRY, C~OPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, SEDIMENTS 
24 










443 BEAC~ ERCSIC~, rURRICANES, TIDES, wAVES !hATERI 
2537 OEAC~ FRCSICN, CHESTER RIVER, POLLuTANT IDENTIFICATIC~, hATER PCLLUTIC~ 
2893 BEAC~ E~CSICN, CHCPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDI~E~TATIC~ 
2611 BEAC~ ERCSIC~, Pr.TC~AC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2612 BEAC~ ~RCSICN, FECERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, L~GISLATICN 
1812 BEAC~ ERCSICN, SECIMENTATIQN, SHO~E PROTECTION 
1750 BEACr ERCSICN, ERCSIUN, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEDIMENTATICN 
346 BEACr FRCSIC~, BEACrES, SECIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
2376 BEAC~ ERCSICN, 
2092 BEACr ERCSICN, LEGISLATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
2094 BEAC~ ERCSICN, ECCNOMICS, NAVIGATION 
2093 BEACr ERCSICN, SECIMENT TRANSPORT 
25 
1561 BE~CH ERCSICN, ERCSJON CONTROL, 
2634 BEAC~ EROSICN, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEASO~AL, SEDIMENT TRA~SPORT, SHCRE 
PRCTECTJCN 
526 AQUATIC PLA~TS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, LRBANIZATICN, wATER 




1555 AQUATIC WEECS, EEAChES, GEOGRAPhiCAL REGIONS, PLAN~ING, QESCURCE 
OEVELCP~ENT, S~ELLFIS~, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, wATER CUALITY, ftETlA~DS, 
1365 BEAC~ES, EEL GRASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEft 
1536 BEAC~ES, BULK~EACS, EROSION CONTROL, ~EASUREMENT, SHORE PRCTECTIC~ 
346 BEAC~ ERCSICN, EEAC~ES, SECIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
BEDS UNDER WATER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1858 BECS UNCER WATER, ~ANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDLSTRY, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1859 BECS UNCER WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL OISTRIBLTION, CYSTFR SETTI~G 
2572 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS 
2877 BECS UNCER WATER, ~AGOT~Y RIVER,MO, OYSTERS, REEFS, SPORT FISHI~G 
2531 BECS UNCER WATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2654 BECS UNCER WATER, CISTRIBuTION, nYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
26 
2569 BECS UNCER WATER, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1864 BECS UNGER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1498 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEk 
2908 BEC~ UNCER WATER, CYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1~94 BECS UNCER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS 
3093 BECS UNCER WAlEk, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-~0), OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
2529 BECS UNCER wATER, CISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
2534 BECS U~CFR WATER, CYSTER SETTING 
2910 BECS U~CER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2912 BECS UNCER WATER, OYSTER I~CUSTRY 
2043 BECS U~CER ~ATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
3250 BECS UNCER ~ATER, C~ARTS, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FOR REviE~ 
2573 BEC~ UNCER wATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDLSTRY 
3284 BECS UNGER WATER, CYSTER I~DUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, uNAVAILABLE 
FCR REVIEW 
3285 BECS UNCER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, LNAVAllA8LE FCR 
REVIEW 
3286 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
3279 BECS UNCER WATER, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
27 
3275 BECS UNCER WATER, OYSTER INCUS TRY, OYSTERS, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
3271 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3272 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3276 BECS UNCER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3280 BECS UNDER wATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, CNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3277 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3393 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, l.JNAVAILABLE FCR REVIfw 
3273 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3274 BECS UNCER WATER, OYSTER INDLSTRY, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
3270 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INCUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 




1243 BE~AVICR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARI~E FISH, PATLXE~T 
RIVER, PCRIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 





254 BE~THIC FAU~A, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDRCZCA 
348 BE~T~IC FAU~A, FOULING, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION 
389 BE~THIC FAU~A, EFFLUE~TS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TE~PERATURE 
308 BE~Tt-IC FAU!\A, FOL,L lNG 
1837 BE~THIC FAU~A, EICMASS, 
544 BE!\Th!C FAU~A, BICMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, PONDS 
1808 BE!\ThiC FAU~A, INVERTEBRATES, WORMS 
1806 BE!\THIC FAU!\A, INVERTEBRATES 
394 BE!\THIC FAU~A, ~ARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
376 BE~T~IC FAU~A, tREEC!NG, MARINE FISH, REPROUUCTION 
405 BE!\THIC FAU!\A, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), PREDATION, SALI!\ITY, TURBIDITY 
413 BE!\THIC FAU!\A, CEEP-WATER rA8lTATS, GRO~TH RATES, CYSTERS, PATLXE~T RIVER 
390 BENTHIC FAU~A, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATLXENT RIVER, THER~AL 
PCLLUTICN, ~ATER TEMPERATuRE 
1742 BE!\Tr!C FAU~~. CLA~S, POTOMAC RIVER 





1794 ALG~E, BENT~JC FlCRA, DISTRIBUTION, 




2757 BE~T~CS, FISh, FISr EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYO~OGRAPHY, PHYTCPLA~KTCN, 
ZGCPLANKTCN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
531 BEJivTI-<CS, CRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1402 BE~TrCS, FISrERIES, HURRICANES, HYDROGRAPHY, 
2859 BE~TrCS, CRECGING, FISt-<, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTO~, 
ZOCPLANKTGN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2860 8ENTrCS, CRECGif'..G, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYUROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTCI\!, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPCIL CJSPOSAL 
2862 BE~ TI-CS, ORECG If\G, FISt-', GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHY TO PLANK TGN, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPC1l CJSPOSAL 
2861 BEI\TrCS, ORECG HoG, FISt-, GEOLOGY, HY01{0GRAPHY, PH Y TOP LANK T Ct\, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2863 BEI'\TI-CS, CRECGING, FISt-', GEOLUGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZCCPLANKTON, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2852 BEf\Tf-,CS, CRECG 11\G, FISt-, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZCCPLAI\KTCN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2849 BHT .. CS, CRECGI,..G, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZCCPLAI\KTCN, 
SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2850 BEI\Tt-CS, CRECGit'I.G, FJ$f-,, FISH EGGS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2848 BEt\Tf-,CS, CRECG!NG, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
421 HEt\T~CS, ECCLCG!CAL DISTRIBUTION, ~EKTON, PLANKTON 
2851 BEI\TrCS, CRfCGI~G, FIS~, FISh EGGS, ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL D!SPCSAL 
1588 BEI\Tf-,CS, CRfCGII\G, MARINE FISh, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1541 BACTERIA, BEI\TrCS, EUTROP~ICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY ~ATER, ORGAI\!C 
CC~PCUNCS, PCLLUTANTS, REMOTE SE~SING, TOXICITY, WATER ~LALITY 
2857 t<EI\TI-CS, ESTUARIES, FISr POPULATIONS, -INVERTEBRATES, ~ORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, S~ELLF!S~, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1766 BEI\T~CS, eJCTA, CATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPLLAT!O~ OYI\A~!CS 
1644 BEI\T~CS, !~VERTEBRATES, 





1269 51ELICGRAP~IES, FSTUAR!ES, MIDDLE' ATLANTIC BIGHT, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
12&1 5IBLICGRAPrlfS, GEOLOGIC FOR~AT!ONS, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
956 BlELICGRAPrlES, BIGLOGY, 
534 BieLICGKAP~IES, BLUE CRAB 
428 eiBLICGRAP~IES, PLANNING 
15]4 BieLICGRAP~IES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, V!RGI~!A 
31 
1619 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CY~NOPHYTA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
2642 BIBLICGRAPHIES, SPORT FISHING 
1917 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1693 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, N~TURAL RESOURCES 
1912 BIHICGRAPHIES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
1391 BIBLICGRAP~IES, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MINERALOGY, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2110 BIBLICGRAPHIES, HYCROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGY, MORPHOLOGY 
154 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
2363 BIBLICGR~PHIES, CLAMS 
2360 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLCSIC~S, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUCIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 




2387 BIC~SSAY, BICTA, CrEMICAL WASTES, OIL hASTES, UNITED STATES 
1835 BICASS~Y, FISr POPULATIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PATLXE~T RIVER, hATER 
QU~LITY, WHITE PERCH 
349 BICASSAY, EELS, FISr POPULATIONS 
32 
2507 BICASSAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, HEATED wATER, 
MARI~E FISH, ~ORTALITY, THERMAL WATER 
1946 BICASSAY, CrLCRCPrYLL, NUTRIENTS, PATuXENT KIVER, PRI~ARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1761 BIC~SSAY, BICTA, LETH~L LIMIT, TOXICITY 
******************************************************************************* 
~IOChEMICAL OXYGE~ DEMAND 
******************************************************************************** 





2532 BICCrE~ISTRY, BIOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
GECLCGY, HYCRCLCGIC ASPECTS, METEOROLOGY 
1501 ALGAE, BICCrE~ISTRY, CrROMATOGRADHY, DEFOq~ITIES, HALCCLI~E 
b32 BICCrE~ISTRY, CrE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
bo4 BlCCrE~ISTRY, FISr, GUNPOWCER RlVER,MD, PATLXENT RIVER, SALTS 
1380 BICCI-E~ISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUAKIES, HEAVY ~lETALS, SHELLFISH 









3330 BICLCGICAL CC~MUNITIES, CHESTER RIVER, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBC~ 




1259 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, PATuXENT RIVER, PHYSICAL 
PRCPERTIES, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
1318 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, ELECTRIC POwER PRODuCTION, HEATED wATER, PCwER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTIO~, UNAVAILABLF FOR REVIEw 
1268 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER CLALITY, SPCIL 




1214 BlCLCGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLCE CRAB, UNAVAILABLe FCR REVIEw 
2532 BICCrE~lSTRY, BIOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE A~J RFTRIFVAL, 
GECLCGY, HYCRCLCGIC ASPECTS, METFnROLOGY 
956 BIBLICGRAPHIES, BICLOGY, 
2469 BICLCGY, BRYCZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
3032 BICLCGY, ECCLCGY, liFE I-I STORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAW~It\G SHRIMP 
728 BICLCGY, CRECG H,G, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, wATER QLAL!TY, WI LOLl FE 
1577 BICLCGY, JELLYFISt-, PEST CONTROL, SEA 1\.JETTLE S 
612 BICLCGY, CIUR~AL C IS T R I BUT ION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS IFI SH I 
2889 BICLCGY, ORECGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
1834 BICLCGY, BICTA, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, I~FCR~ATIC~ 
RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
2564 BICLCGY, ~CLLGSKS, MORPrOLOGY 




1~23 BICLU~I~ESCE~CE, 2IOT~, 




1837 BE~Tt-IC FAU~A, tiC~ASS, 
':>44 5Ef\THC FAU\11, t:ICMASS, GROi>Th i<.ATES, MARP.iE ANIMALS, PU,OS 
354 BIC~ASS, CCPEPOCS, GRCWTr RATES, PATLXE~T RIVER, PRI~ARY PRCOLCTIVITY, 
SEASC~AL CISTRitUTICN 
1~42 BIC~ASS, CCPEPCCS, CISTRIBLTION, GRO~TH RATES, PATLXENT RIVER, PCPULATICN 
GY~A~ICS, PCWER PLANTS, TrERMAL POLLLTION, wATER TEMPERATLRE, ZCCPLANKTC~ 
2831 P.IC~ASS, NA~f\CPLAf\KTON, ON-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTGPLANKTC~, PRI~ARY 
PRCCUCTIVITY, S~MPLING, VIRGINIA 





1257 BICTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1230 BICTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1229 BICTA, ~CRP~GLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2387 BICASSAY, BICTA, C~EMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, U~ITED STATES 
1764 BICTA, ~ANACE~E~T 
1822 BICTA, HEAVY ~ETALS 
1825 BICTA, CC~PUTERS, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
INFCR~ATICN RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
2000 BICTA, ELECTRIC PCWER PROC~CTION, PAT~XE~T RIVER, THER~AL PCLL~TICN 
2422 BICTA, GRECGI~G, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPLLATIONS, INDLSTRIAL ~ASTES, 
MGRTALITY, STRIPEC BASS, WATER POLLLTION 
2076 BICTA, CC~MERCIAL FIS~, 
2397 BICTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, CYSTERS 
1765 BICTA, 
1766 BE~TrCS, BICTA, OATA STORACE AND RETRIEVAL, POPuLATIC~ DY~A~ICS 
1758 BICTA, 
1762 AQUATIC PCPuLATICNS, BIOTA, SAMPLING 
1763 BICTA, 
1824 BICTA, PESTICICES 
2421 BIBLICGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLCSICNS, LIGHT, 
MAG~ETIC STUCIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SO~ND WAVES 
1923 BICLU~INESCENCE, EIOTA, 
1820 BICTA, ECCLCGICAL IMPACT, SEOIME~T DISCHARGE, SEOIMENTATICN, SLSPENGEC 
LCAC 
1834 BICLCGY, BICTA, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, I~FCRMATIC~ 
RET~IEVAL, SYSTE~ATICS 
1761 BICASSAY, BICTA, LETrAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
1174 RICTA, BIRCS, CIST~IBUTIO~, FISH, INVERTFBRATES, MAM~ALS, PLA~TS, 
PRCTCZCA 




2751 8IRC EGGS, WATERFCWL, OSPREYS 
2097 ~IRD FGGS, e!RCS, eREEDI~G, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), REPRCDuCTIC\, CSPREYS 




1746 B!RCS, CISTRIEUTICN, POPULATIO~ OYNAMICS, VIRGI~IA 
1839 BIRDS, EASTER~ S~CRF (VA-MCJ, MA~SHES, REPRODLCTION 
2864 ~IRCS, CISTRIPUTJCN, POTOMAC RIVFR 
37 
1262 BIROS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, SHORE BIROS, VIRGINIA, WATERFCWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2997 BIROS, CISTRIBUTIGN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, .,ATERFCWL 
1926 BIRDS, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, SWANS 
2750 BIROS, CONSERVATICN, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 




BIRCS, EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MCl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEII 
BIRDS, EASTER~ SHCRE IVA-MCl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE"' 
BIROS, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION 
BIRCS, FISH PCPULATIONS, ~YDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESCLRCES, 
PLA~TS, SEDII"ENTS, SHELLFIS~ 
2865 AMPHIBIANS, BIRCSr FISH, INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESCuRCES, PATLXE~T 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAPrY 
395 BIRCS, BREECI~G, NESTING, REPRODUCTION 
3096 BIRCS, CISTRIBUTICN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIF~ 
3097 BIROS, BREECII'<G, EASTERN SI-ORE IVA-MOl, L'JAVAILABLE FCR REVIO. 
2097 BIRD EGGS, BIRCS, BREEDING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), REPRODLCTIO., CSPREYS 
1844 BIRCS, REPRCCUCTICN, OSPREYS 
2583 BIRCS, CISTRIEUTICN, NESTING 
38 
3067 ~lRUSr PATUXE~T RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2582 BIROS, CISTRIBUTICN, 
2868 BAYS, BIRCS, CISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIES, VIRGI~JA, 
WATERFCWL 
2581 BIRCSr CISTRIEUTICN, 
1966 BIRCS, BREECI~G, CISTRieUTION, 
1965 BIRGS, BREECJ~G, CISTRIEUTION, 
2681 BJRCS, CISTRIEUTICN, ECOLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2867 BJRGS, CFLAWARE, CISTRIRUTIO~, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, ~ATERFC~L 
2424 BIReS, CISTRIBUTICN, 
2528 BIRCS, PATUXE~T ~IVER, SEASONAL niSTRIBUTION 
3065 BIRCS, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1580 ANJ~AL PCPULATICNS, BJRCS, OISTRI~UTIO~ PATTERNS, FOCU HABITS, HABITATS, 
HU~TJ~G, WATERFCWL 
1366 BIROS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1174 BJCTA, BIRCS, OISTRIBUTJO!\J, FISH, INVE~TEBRATES, lo'A~~ALS, PLAJ\TS, 
PRCTCZCA 
2650 BIROS, ~JCCENE EPCCr, FOSSILS 





1503 DUCKS IWILOI, SERUM PROTEINS, BLOOD VALUES, RHODE RIVER 




1627 CRAB INCUSTRY, BLUE CRAP. 
1628 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1629 CO~SERVATIC~, CRAB INCUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1214 BlCLCGY, CRAB INCUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BL~E CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
1624 MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1600 BAR~ACLES, CRABS, FOOC ~ABITS, UROCNORDATES, BLVE CRAB 
2717 CRAB INCUSTRY, FOCCS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PuBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE 
CRAB 
2720 CRAB INCUSTRY, FOCCS, hEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BL~E CRAB 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BL~E CRAB 
2721 CRAB INCUSTRY, FOCCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BL~E CRAA 
1625 ClA~S, FISr, CYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTO~AC RIVER, BLLE CRAB 
1838 CHE~lCAL ANALYSIS~ CRABS, FOOUS, BluE CRAB 
2402 CATCH, CRAB I~CUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTER~S, TRAPPING, BluE CRAB 
1632 CRAB INCUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, LARVAl GROWTH STAGE, BlUE CRAB 
1633 CRAB INCUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, BLLE CRAB 
1634 OISTRIPUTIC~ PATTERNS, BLUE C~AB 
1637 DISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, GROwTH ST~GES, PAT~XENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1635 SHRI~P, TAGGI~G, ELUE CRAB 
1636 MUSSELS, BLUE C~AE 
1667 PATUXE~T RIVFR, BLUE CRAB 
2929 ~CRTALITY, CXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, ALUE CRAB 
1595 CRABS, EXPLCSICNS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BluE CRAB 
2237 CC~SERVATIC~, CRAB INCUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUCIES, 
MA~AGE~ENT, BLUE CRAB 
1774 EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MCJ, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, CILIATES 
1510 EASTER~ SNOKE (VA-~C), NORT~ CA~OLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CARCLI~A, 
SY~BlCSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE CRAB 
2393 GC~ACS, ~CRPHCLCGY, REPROCUCTION, BL~E CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
1630 CATCr, CRAB I~CUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, T~APPING, BluE CRAB 
1587 ~IGRATICN, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
2400 CATCH, CRAB I~DUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
534 BIELICGRAPHIES, BLUE CRAB 
41 
1631 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ING GEAR, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1310 CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3217 CONSERVATIO~, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2641 CRAB INDUSTRY, eLuE CRAe, MOLTING 
2718 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
2441 BACTERIA, FCOCS, ISOLATION, BLUE CRAB 
1586 DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, TAGGING, BLLE CRAB 
2026 GRCWTH RATES, BLUE CRAB 
2028 GRCWT~ RATES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2853 CRAB INDUSTRY, eLUE CRAe, SCYPHOZOA 
24B9 BACTERIA, BLUE CRAB 
2775 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2780 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISt-fRIES, LABUR, BLLE CRAB 
2779 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHRIES, SOUTHEAST L.S., BLUE CRAB 
2778 CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
3049 BLUE CRAe, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2719 CRAB lf\t.;USTRY, Feces, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
42 
2793 CRAB 11'\DUSTRY, FOCCS, !"EATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BluE CRAB 
2125 CC~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, FIS~, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, BLUE C~AB 
1509 ANI~AL PAT~CLCGY, NEOPLASMS, BLUE CRAB 
2214 DISTRIPUTIC~, FlS~ERIES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2213 DISTRIBUTICN, FIS~ERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STLDIES, BLUE CRAB 
2527 ACUATIC WEECS, CLA~S, HERBICIDE~, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
2526 CLA~S, FIS~, ~EKRICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2547 ~CRP~CLCGY, BLUE CRAB, 1-'ISTOLUGICAL lf\IVESTIGATIONS, GLYCCGEN 
2390 PHYS ICLCGY, BLUE CRAB, GL YCDGEN, SCYPHOZOA 
3016 CLASSIFICATICN, GROwT~ STAGES, LARVAL GROhTH STAGE, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
909 EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CKAo 
1597 ANI~AL PATI"CLCGY, CISEASES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
311B DOT, PEST ICICES, ELUE CRAEl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2257 HATC~I"'G' LARVAL GROWTI" STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, ~CLTI~G 
3073 LIFE 1-"lSTCRY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2451 ELECTRCN ~ICRCSCOPY, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1626 D!SEASF~, VIRGIN I A, BLUE CRAB, A"'OEBAE 
43 
2~5~ ELECTRCN HICRCSCOPY, INVERTEB~ATES, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, RLUE 
CRAB, ZOCSPCRES 
1955 LIFE ~ISTCRY STUCIES, RESEARCH A~O DEVELOPMENT, BLlE CRAB 
1771 BLUE CRAB, FOCDS 
2025 CO~~ERCIAL FIS~, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS, SPCRT FISH, 
BLUE CRAB 
1741 MEASUREMENT, PORP~OLOGY, SKATES, BLLE CRAB 
2517 GRCWTH STAGES, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLLE CRAB 
1865 CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRd8 
~·············································································· BLUEBACK HERRING 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 









1211 BOATING, CRUISES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
b82 BCATlNG, CC~~ERClAL FlS~lNG, INDUSTRIAL wASTES, LCNG-lER~ PLA~~ING, 
RECREATICNr TRA~SPCRTATION 
126~ BOATING, RECREATICN, SPORT FISHING. UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
419 BOATING, ISLA~CS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATIO~ FACILITIES 
3175 BO~TI~G, UN~V~ILAeLE FOR REVIEW 




743 BG~TS, ~ISTCRY, S~IPS 
1227 BG~TS, HISTCRY, UN~VAlLABLE FOR REVIEw 
1549 BC~TS, CRAB I~CU~TRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
I9~1 BOATS, LABCR, OYSTER I~CUSTRY 
2752 BCATS, 




i65 BORE~CLE GECP~VSICS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETRCLOGY 
146 BORE~CLE GECP~YSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTCCE~E EPCC~, 




1695 BCTTC~ SECI~E~TS, EUTROPHICATION, IRO~, OXIDATION, PHCSPHATES, wATER 
PCLLUTICN SCURCES 
407 BAT~Y~fTRY, eCTTC~ SECIMENTS, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA CCLLECTIC~S. YCRK 
RIVER 
45 
408 BOTTC~ SEDI~E~TS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
409 BOTTC~ SEDI~E~TS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S 
3163 BOTTC~ SEDI~ENTS, CLAM I~C~STRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
310 BOTTC~ SEDI~E~TSr CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTC~AC RIVER, SA~PL!NG 
406 BOTTC~ SEDI~ENTS, CORE DRILLING, CR~ISES, GEOLOGIC !NVESTIGATIC~S, 









3000 BOUNCARHS !SURFACES I, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE !VA-~Cl, HISTCRY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3002 BOUFIIOARIES !SURFACESir eouNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, PCTC"AC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 





3000 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, eoUNDAKY DISPLTESr EASTERN SHORE IVA-~Clr HISTCRY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3002 BOU~CARIES !SURFACESlr eOUNOARY DISPuTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPFCTS, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 






2839 BRACKISH-WATER FIS~r COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATICNS, 




376 BE~T~IC FAU~A, EREECING, MARINE FISH, REP~ODUCTION 
395 BIRDS, ~REECI~G. NESTING, REP~ODUCTIO~ 
3097 BIRDS, BREECI~G, EASTER"' S~ORE !VA-MDlr LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
2097 BIRD EGGS, BIRCS, eREECING, EASTFRN SHORE !VA-MOI, REPRODLCTicr..;, CSPREYS 
~110 BREECI~G, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1966 BIRDS, EREECI~G, CISTRIBUTION, 
1965 BIRDS, BREECI~G, CISTRIBUTION, 
2493 BIRO EGGS, t!REECII\G, CUCKS I~>Jllul, HABITATS, NESTING, ~ATERFCV.L 
2486 BREECING, DUCKS !WILD), t-'ABITATS, NESTING, WATERFOhl 
2491 BREECII'\G, CUCKS IW!LOI, t-'ABITATS, NESTING, ~ATERFO~l 
289 BREECII\G, CUCKS (WILOlr EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI 
3136 BREECING, DUCKS !WILDlr UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
1684 BREECING, FIS~ GENETICS, FISh POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, HYBRICS 
47 
************* lclc lc leA A AA*********~****************************************"~<******** 
BRIDGES 
***~****** AA A A A A A*********************~************************************** 
3192 BRIDGES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVmW 
********************leA AA A A iA A A*************************************************** 
BRYOZOA 
*********************************************************************************** 
2115 BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, HOLLUSKS 
2469 BIOLOGY, BRYOZOA, SYSTEHATICS 
1922 BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTENATICS 
2391 BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEHATICS 
BUDGETING 
*********************************************'~********..,.'c***"~'rlr"l"-;'rlc-;.'(-;':-;'>**-:.'d~k.._'•-!•*"'i':**-!..-lrlc*'"..'c 
2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, NARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
BULKHEADS 
1536 BEACHES, BULKHEADS, EROSION CONTROL, MEASURE~IENT, SHORE PROTECTION 
*****************************************************•'n'•*****"(*·"~'r:**---';:-;.'(*•"-1(**~"--"'~(•'r*** 
C + D CANAL 
*************************************************************'''**********"'<*********"!<* 
1483 SALINITY, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1983 DELAWARE, PLANTS, C + D CANAL 
1581 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGarHY RIVER, HD, HARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, C + D CANAL 
1517 GUNPOWDER RIVER,HD, SEVERN RIVER,HD, TRIBUTARIES, WATER QUALITY, C + D 
CANAL 
48 
2842 DRECGII\'G, GECLOGY, 1-lYCROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPCIL DISPCSAL, C + C 
CAF\AL 
1270 GECLCGIC FORM~TIONS, C + C CANAL, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVlEW 
2854 CAF\ALS, ECCLCGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL 
2843 ORECGING, P~YTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + C 
CAF\AL 
2535 CAF\ALS, ~ISTCRY, INLAND WATERWAYS, C + D CANAL 
2460 FISb PCPULATICNS, STRIPFD BASS, TAGGI~G, C + D CANAL 
3098 CAF\ALS, E~VIRCN~E~TAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIF~ 




2930 CALCIU~, CATICN AESORPTID~, ChEMICAL ANALYSIS, ~AGNESIU~, PCTASSIL~, 




2854 CAULS, ECCLCGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + 0 CANAL 
2535 CAF\ALS, HISTCRY, INLAND WATER~AYS, C + 0 CANAL 
1545 CAF\ALS, CAM::., CRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PChERPLANTS, 
E~GIF\EERIF\G, ERCSICN CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
3098 CA~ALS, ENVIRCN~ENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FCR REV!Eft 
3325 CAF\ALS, CELIIWARE, EASTERN SI-'ORE IVA-MDI, INLAND IHATER~<AYS, NAVIGABLE 









1505 CARBCN, ORGANIC CCMPOU~CS, SUSPENDED L04Dt SLSQLEHANNA RIVfR 
1546 CARBC~, NITROGE~ COMPOUNDS, ORGANIC COMPOLNDS, SEDIME~TS, SUSPENDED LCAC, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER 





1622 ALKALINITY, CAREON DIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED CXYGE~, HYCRCGEN IC~ 




1978 CARP, CATFISrES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRI~GS, JUVENILE 




2402 CATCH, CRAB I~DLSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAP~ING, BLUr CRAB 
1630 CATCH, CRAB I~OUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, eLLE CRAB 
2400 CATC~, CRAB I~CUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLLE CRAB 
1631 CATCr, CRAB l~CUSTRY, FlS~lNG GEAR, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
50 
3025 CATC~, EASTER~ S~CRE IVA-MC), FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, S~ELLF1Sr 
2872 CATCH, CREEL CE~SUS, CISTRI8UTION, FISH POPLLATIONS, ~AGCTHY RIVER,~r 
SPCRT FISh 
2808 CATCh, ECCNC~ICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
23~6 CATCh, CC~~ERCIAL FIShiNG, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISH POPLLATIONS, 
1567 ATLANTIC ME~hACEN, CATCH, COMMERCIAL ~ISH, FISH PCPLLATICNS, FISHERil~, 
MICCLE ATLA~TIC EIGhT 
2407 CATCh, CCM~ERCIAL FIShi~G, FISH POPLLATIO~S, FISHERIES, FISHI~G GEAR, 
2~93 CATCh, CCM~ERCIAL FIShiNG, FISH POPLLATIO~S, FISHING GEAR, FISHERIES, 
1606 CATCh, CC~~ERCIAL FISh, DRLMS, FISH POPULATIO~S 
1678 CATC~, CC~MERCIAL FISh, FISh POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SE~SC~~L CISTR![UTION, STRIPED bASS 
2~70 CATCH, ChESTER KIVER, FISh POPLLATIONS, M4GOTHY RIVER,MD, PERCHES, 
SEASCNAL CISTRI~UTION, SEVERN RIVFR,~D, TAGGING 
2873 CATCH, CCMMFRC!AL FIS~, FINFISH INOLSTRY, FISHFRIES, ~ANAGE~E~T, PCTC~AC 
RIVER 
2855 CATCH, CC~ME~CIAL FIS~, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MU), FINFISH I~OUSTRY, 
FIShERIES, ShELLFISH 
2487 CATCH, CCMMERCI~L FISriNG, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, ~ID~LE ATLANTIC 
RIGHT 
1615 CATCh, NOkTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SLRF CLAM 
2898 CATCH, CCNSERVATICN, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, PATLXFNT RIVER, TRA~LING 
51 
2651 CATCH, FINFIS~ lNCUSTRY, FIShERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2809 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISHERIES, CYSTER I~OUSTRY, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SHELLFIS~ 
1611 ALEwiVES, ALOSICS, CATC~, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTCMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER 
343 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH 
2414 AMERICAN SHAC, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATICNS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 




350 CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALT 
TOLERANCE, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1978 CARP, CATFISrES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRI~GS, JUVENILE 
FISHES, LARvAL GRCWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
3206 CATFISHES, FISH PCPULATIONS, FISH REPRODLCTION, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
POTG~AC RIVER 
1713 AGING IBIOLCGICALl, CATFISrES, FISH POPLLATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXE~T 




2930 CALCIU~, CATICN AESCRPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ~AGNESIU~, PCTASSIL~, 
SOCIU~, WATER CrE~ISTRY 






184 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FCR~ATICNS, ~ESCZCIC FRA, 
VIRGI~IA 
1305 CE~CZCIC ERA, EASTERN SrORE IVA-~0), GEOLOGIC FOR~ATJCNS, GEOLCGY, 
VIRGI~IA, U~AVAILAELE FOR REVIEw 




792 CE~SUS, ~ETABCLIS~. POLLUTA~TS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 

















3248 CHA~TS, SCUT~ RIVER,MC, UNAVA!LARLE FOR REVIE~ 
53 




1259 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYSICAL 
PRCPERTIES, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
164 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, ChEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GRCU~D~ATER 
MOVE~ENT, HYCROGECLOGY, HYCROLOGIC DATA 
1838 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BLLE CRAB 
2930 CALCIU~, CATICN A~SORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, ~AG~ESIUM, PCTASSIL~, 
SOCIU~, WATER C~E~ISTRY 
632 BICCHE~ISTRY, C~EMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
386 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROP~YLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, FLUCRCMETRY, 
PHYTCPLANKTCN 
204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, 
GRCUNCWATER, WATER WELLS 
310 BOTTC~ SEDI~E~TS, ChE~ICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTO~AC RIVER, SA~PLI~G 
2807 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, IRCN, NITRATES, ~!TRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MC, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TEMPERATURE 










1571 AQUATIC PLA~TS, C~EMICAL wARFARE, LIMNOLOGY, ZOOPLANKTON 
******************************************************************************* 
CHM ICAL wASTES 
******************************************************************************** 
2387 BICASSAY, BIOTA, Cr~MICAL wASTES, OIL wASTES, UNITED STATES 
3186 CHE~ICAL WASTES, CIL wASTES, OILY WATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, WATER 
PGLLUTICN, U~AVAILAALE FOR REVIEW 




2575 CHE~ICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHELLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTCLCGICAL 
INVESTIGATICNS 









1913 CHESTER RIVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATICN, wATER CLALITY 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, rYCROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, SALI~ITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATrER CATA, wiNDS 
2537 BEACr FRCSICN, CHESTER RIVER, POLLUTA~T IDENTIFICATIO~, ~ATER PCLLUTIC~ 
55 
2532 BICCHE~ISTRYt BIOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
GEOLOGY, HYCRCLCGIC ASPECTS, METEOROLOGY 
2135 BACK RIVER,~O, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS (~ATERI, DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, ~ASTE TREAT~ENT 
1370 AMERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1371 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PCPULATIC~S. 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2870 CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, FISr POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,~D, PERCHES, 
SEASCNAL CISTRIEUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TAGGING 
2934 CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (~ATERI, JAMES RIVER, PLA~KTC~, RE~CTE 
SENSING, SUSPENCEC LOAD 
1579 CHESTER RIVER, CHCPTANK RIVER, ESTLARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH, SEIS~IC 
STUDIES, SUSCUErANNA RIVER 
1836 BASINS, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SLBSURFACE 
MAPPING, SUSCUErANNA RIVER 
2811 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COM~ERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3330 BICLCGICAL CC~MUNITIES, C~ESTER RIVER, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBO~ 
PESTICIOESEASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLCOD, HYDRCLCGIC 
ASPECTS, METECRCLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, TIDES, wATER 
TE~PERATURE 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C~LORINATED HYDROCARBON PESTICIDES 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3330 BICLCGICAL CC~MUNITIES, CrESTER RIVER, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBC~ 





2014 ALKALINITY, C~LCRINATION, rYDROGEN 10~ CONCENTRATION, PAT~XENT RIVER, 
WATER CHEMISTRY 
1905 CHLCRINATIC~. DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHLCRINATIO~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHLCRINATIONr CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHLCRINATIC~, DISSOLVED OXYGENr HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLCRI~ATION, CISSCLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATLRE 
1899 CHLCRI~ATIO~, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATuRE 
1900 CHLCRINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHLCRINATIC~, DISSCLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLCGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2455 CHLCRI~ATIO~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCWER PLANTS, PRIMARY PRODuCTIVITY 
1755 CHLCRINATIC~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDROZOA, ~ORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWEK PLANTS 
1783 CHLCRINATIC~, FISr POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SE~AGE EFFLLE~TS, 









723 CARBC~YDRATES, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMfNTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED LCAD 
55 CHLCRCPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LCAD 
1897 CHLCRCPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), ~YDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, PHCSPHATES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1896 CHLCRCPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROGKAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
2496 ALGAE, CHLORCPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, ~ITRCGEN 
CYCLE, PHOSPHCRUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
386 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROP~YLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, FL~CROMETRY, 
PHYTCPLANKTCN 
550 CHLCRCPHYLL, PHCTCSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODuCTIVITY 
1620 CHLCRCPHYLL, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, FluORESCENCE, TE~PERATLRE 
347 CHLCRCPHYLL, ~ITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER CUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
2001 CHLCRCPHYLL, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, PHCSPHATES, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1757 CHLOROPHYLL, CINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, GRO~TH RATES, PHYTCPLANKTC~, 
RAINFALL 
1946 BICASSAY, C~LCROP~YLL, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PRI~ARY PRCO~CTIVITY 
58 
400 CHLCRCPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRI~ARY 
PRCCUCTIVITY 
548 CHLCRCPHYLL, INLETS !WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLING, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1622 ALKALINITY, CAREON CIOXICE, ChLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED CXYGE\, HYCRCGEN IC' 




1610 ChCPTA'K RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTC~AC RIVER, SLSCUEHA,~A 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLLTION SOURCES, WATER CUALITY 
1585 CHCPTA~K RIVER, OYSTER INCUSTRY, SALINITY, ~EIGHT 
1974 CHCPTA~K RIVER, DISTRI~UTION, FO~AMINIFERA 
3023 BACTERIA, C~CPTA~K RIVER, COLIFOqMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVER' RIVER,~C, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, ~ATER QLALITY 
1887 CHCPTANK RIVER, rYCROGRAP~Y, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRI8UTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1894 CHCPTANK RIVER, rYCROLOGIC CATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, ~ATER 
TE~PERATURE, wEAT~ER CATA, WINOS 
1891 CHCPTA~K RIVER, ~YCROGRAP~Y, HYCRCLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTIO~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1889 CHCPTA~K RIVER, ~YCRQ(qAP~Y, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIPUTIO~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~INDS 
1885 CHCPTANK RIVER, ~YCROGRAP~Y, HYD~OLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASO,AL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ~EATHER DATA, WI~DS 
1886 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGRAP~Y, hYD~OLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
OISTRI8UTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~INDS 
59 
1876 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLCGIC DATA, RAPPAHANNCCK 
RIVER, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2805 CHCPTANK RIVER, EROSION, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEUIMENTATICN 
2893 BEACh EROSION, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATICN 
2490 BAThY~ETRY, C~OPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, SEDI~ENTS 
2855 CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVER, 
POTO~AC RIVER, STRIPEC BASS 
2856 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVER, 
POTCMAC RIVER, STRlPEC BASS 
1756 CHCPTANK RIVER, REPRDCUCTION, OSPREYS 
2439 CHCPTANK RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, ~OLLCSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTE~ATICS, FOSSILS 
1579 CHESTER RIVER, ChCPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH, SEIS~IC 
STUCIES, SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER 
1836 BASINS, ChESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, S~BSURFACE 
MAPPING, SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER 
1956 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISH POPULATIONS, NORTH CAROLINA, SHARKS, DEFCR~ITIES 
1616 ASSAY, BARNACLES, CHOPTANK RIVER, FOULING, MUSSELS, OYSTERS, CYSTER 
SETTING 
2811 AMERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, CCM~ERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, SUSC~EHANNA RIVER 
2735 CHCPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMFNT, RECREATION, SEDI~ENTATIC~, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, wATER POLLUTION 









2453 CHRC~CSCMES, PLATY~ELMINTHES, WORMS 
I735 CHRC~CSCMES, CYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, REPRODUCTION 








1539 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
1554 ARChiT~CTURE, CITIES, LANCSCAPINGt PARKS, PLANNING, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RESCURCE DEvELOPMENT, URBANIZATION, WATER QUALITY 
1551 CITIES, ECOLCGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLA~~ING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WILDLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECOLCGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDLSTRIES, LEGAL 




1950 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, TRACERS, WASTES, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 
61 
1949 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS tWATERI, FLUORESCENCE, FLUORC~ETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
1698 AERIAL PHOTGGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS twATERI, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1952 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS tWATERI, FLUORESCENCE, FLUORCMETRY 1 HARBCRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 





950 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION PATTER~S, ~CLLUSKS, 
MSX, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1272 CLA~ INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!Ek 
2452 BACTERIA, CLA~ INCUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH 
3163 BOTTC~ SEDI~ENTS, CLAM INCLSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
3164 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
3162 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
1960 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, HISTORIC FLOOD, HLRRICA~ES, 
2797 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NCRTHFAST U.S., 
SOFT CLAM 
1455 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPA~ANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
62 
2556 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRECGING, 
3209 CLA~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, SHELLFISH 
2403 CLA~ INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, 
2359 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLA~S, DREDGING, FIShiNG GFAR 
1671 CLA~ INCUSTRY, LRECGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
423 CLA~ INCUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
166B CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS 
1594 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CRAE INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LAbOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INCUSTRY, RESCURCE CEVELOPMENT, INDLSTRIAL FISH 
2777 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CLAMS, SOFT CLAM 
2069 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CLaMS, LIFE HISTORY STLDIES, 





2505 CLA~S, CISTRIEUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
950 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CLAMS, DFRMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ~CLLUSKS, 
MSX, CYSTER I~OUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1625 CLA~S, FISH, CYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BLLE CRAB 
1772 CLa~s, CYSTERS, PIGMENTS 
63 
3181 CLA~S, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FIS~ERIES, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICA~ES, 
2797 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FIS~ERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NCRTHEAST U.S., 
SOFT CLA~ 
1982 PHYSICLCGY, CLAMS, FEEDING RATES, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1455 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISbERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPA~ANNGCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISbERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
2448 CLAMS, MORPrCLOGY, hiSTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, DELA~ARE BAY 
2869 CLAMS, CISTRieUTIGN, POTOMAC RIVFR, SOLTHEAST U.S., VIRGJ~IA 
1700 CLA~S, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXE~T RIVER, SPA~NING, ~ATER TEMPERATLRE 
1507 CLAMS, OXYGEN REQUIREME~TS, PATUXENT RIVER, TEMPERATLRE 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORM$, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATJCN, SEDI~ENT-hATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLLTION, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
1711 BACTERIA, CLA~S, COLIFORM$, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENT-~ATER INTERFACES 
2359 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLA~S, DREDGING, FISriNG GFAR 
1727 CLAMS, DISTRieUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SIZE 
1573 CLA~S, PHGTCGRAPHY, SAMPLING 
2018 CLA~S, GRCWTb RATES 
64 
2040 CLAMS, GRGWTr RATES, UNITEC STATES 
2033 CLAMS, GRCWTb RATES, MOLLUSKS, U~ITED STATES 
2575 CHE~ICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, Sh~LLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTCLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATJCNS 
2363 BI~LJCGRAPbiES, CLAMS 
1668 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS 
1703 CLAMS, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING 
1742 BE~Tr!C FAU~A, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1722 CLAMS, CISTRI~UTICN, POTOMAC RIVER 
1724 CLAMS, GC~ACS, PATUXENT RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL JNVESTIGATIO~S 
1778 RURRCWS, CL~MS, SECIME~TS 
1780 CL~MS, GRECGJ~G, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2527 ACUATIC WEECS, CLAMS, ~ERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, BLUE CRA~ 
25 26 CLA~S, FISH, rERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2777 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLA~S, SOFT CLAM 
3115 CLAMS, GRCwTr STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
2586 CL~~S, GCNACS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIC~S, TRED 
AVC~ RIVER 
539 CL~~S, GCNACS, SEASONAL DISTRIBuTION, SPAwNING, SOFT CLA~, HISTCLCGICAL 
JNVESTTGATICNS 
65 
1723 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, S~ELLFISH, SPAw~ING, TREO AVCN KIVER 
2069 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, 
3059 CLA~S, GROWTh RATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2130 CLA~S, CRABS, ECUCATION, FISH, hYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOLRCES, CYSTERS, 
WEATbER 
2509 CLA~S, DISEASES, ~ARINE BACTERIA, MOLLLSKS, OYSTERS 
1775 CLA~S, GLYCCGE~ 
1688 ABSCRPTICN, CLAMS, CLEANING, 
1689 BACTERIA, CLA~S, CLEANING, 
1690 BACTERIA, C~LCRI~E. CLAMS, CLEANING, 
3039 CLA~S, OISTRIEUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, 




254 BENTHIC FAU~A, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYCRCZCA 
2827 CLASSIFICATIC~, MCLLUSKS, MUSSELS, SOUTHEAST U.S., SYSTE~ATICS 
3016 CLASSIFICATIC~, GRCWT~ STAGES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
969 CLASSIFICAT!C~, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PA~L~KEY 
RIVER, MCRP~CLOGY, YORK RIVER 
66 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, CIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 




1~71 CLAY ~INERALS, CO~TINENTAL MA~GIN, DISTRIBLTIONt ESTUARIFSt U~ITED STATES 
2365 CLAY ~I~ERALS, CLAYS, CIAGE~ESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JA~ES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SEDI~E~TS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLCCD, HYCRCLCGIC 





2810 CLAYS, CELAWARF, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
3056 CLAYS, CCASTAL PLAINS, P~YSICAL PROPERTIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIF• 
3377 CLAYS, GECLCGIC FCRMATIONS, GEOLOGY, U~AVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
2365 CLAY ~I~ERALS, CLAYS, CIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JA~ES KIVER, P~ 




1738 CLEA\l~G, FIS~ POPULATIO~S, PATLXE~T ~IVER, STICKLEBACKS, SY~BICSIS 
1688 ABSCRPTIC~, CLA~S, CLEA~J~G, 
1689 hACTERIA, CLA~S, CLEANING, 





2955 Cll~ATES, GECLOGY, hiSTORY, NATURAL RESOuRCES, POLLLTANT IDENTIFICATIC~, 
CO~~ERCE 





1675 CLIMATIC DATA, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHEKICl, WEATHER PATTERNS 
2640 CLI~ATIC DATA, FIS~ERIES, GEOLOGY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, PLA~TS, ~ATER 
RESCURCES, CC~MERCE 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLCCD, HYCRCLCGIC 













1576 DISSCLVEC CXYGEN, ENZYMES, PhOSPHATES, RESPIRATION, C~IDARIA 





2745 CCASTAL PLAINS, GECLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH 
3080 CCASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, ~NAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




1277 DISTRI8UTIC~, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, COASTAL ZONE, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2696 MA~AGE~ENT, CCASTAL ZONE 




2934 CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (WATER), JAMES RIVER, PLANKTC~, RE~CTE 




3023 BACTERIA, C~OPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVER,~C, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFL~ENTS, ~ATER Q~ALITY 
2832 CCLIFCR~S, CYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTO~AC RIVER, SE~AGE 
TREAT~E~T, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLLTIUN, ~ATER CLALITY 
1672 BACTERIA, CLA~S. COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IOENTIFICATICN, SEOIMENT-~ATER 
INTERFACES, SECIME~TS, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER TEMPERATURE 
1711 BACTERIA, CLA~S, CGLIFORMS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENT-~ATER INTERFACES 
2939 BACTERIA, CCLIFCR~S, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY 
69 
1726 BACTERIA, CCLIFCR~S, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, OYSTERS, TANGIER SOU~D 
3022 ADSORPTION, B~CTERIA, CCLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, SILTS, 




2955 CLI~ATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOLRCES, POLLLTA~T IOENTIFICATIC~, 
CO~~ERCE 





2055 AMERICAN S~~C, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATIONS, 
PERCHES 
2127 AMERICAN SHAD, COM~ERCIAL FISHr FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATiC~S, 
PERC rES 
2001 A~ERICAN SH~C, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH ~ATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERC~ES 
2057 A~ERICAN SH~C, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIC~S, 
PERC~ES 
1567 ATLANTIC ~EN~~OEN, CATC~, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, 
~ICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FIS~, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISh TAXONO~Y, ~ARINE FISh 
1606 CATCH, CC~MERCIAL FIS~, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
2820 ATLANTIC ME~rADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, ~ORTHEAST L.S., SOUTHEAST 
U.S., LENGT~-FRECUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
70 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SE~SCNAL CISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
2120 ANADRO~CUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, STRIPEC BASS 
2121 AMERICAN SHAC, ANACROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, 
2873 CATCr, COMMERCI~L FIS~, FINFISH INOLSTRY, FISHERIES, ~ANAGE~ENT, PCTC~AC 
RIVER 
2076 BICTA, COMMERCIAL FIS~, 
2049 AMERIC~N SH~C, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
PERC~ES 
2814 CC~~ERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCTC~AC RIVER 
2858 CATC~, COMMERCIAL FIS~, EASTERN SHORE {VA-MD!, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, SrELLFISH 
281 CC~~ERCIAL FISr, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
2B09 CATCH, COM~ERCIAL FIS~, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISHERIES, CYSTER I~DUSTRY, 
PCTC~AC RIVER, SHELLFISr 
2811 AMERICAN SHAC, C~ESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2062 CC~~ERCIAL FISh, ~ANAGEMENT, STRIPED BASS 
2064 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, ~ANAGEME~T, 
2059 CC~~ERCIAL FISh, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
2812 CO~~ERCIAL F!Sr, CELAWARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGrT 
71 
2038 CO~MERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STRIPEC BASS 
2025 CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDuSTRY, OYSTERS, SPCRT FISH, 
BLUE CRAB 
2010 AMERICAN SHAD, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERC~ES 
343 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH 
2045 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATICNS, 
PERCr.ES 
2023 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPLLATIONS, STRIPED BASS 





682 BOATING, COMMERCIAL FISriNG, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, LONG-TER~ PLA~~I~G, 
RECREATICN, TRA~SPORTATION 
2046 CO~~ERCIAL FISriNG, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHI~G GEAR, 
2051 CO~MERCIAL FIS~ING, FISrERIES, FISHING GEAR, FYKE NETS, GILL ~ETS, 
TRAWLING, SEINI~G 
2396 CATCr, COMMERCIAL FISriNG, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISH POPLLATICNS, FISHERIES, 
2407 CATCr, COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHI~G GEAR, 
2993 CATCr, COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHING GEAR, FISHE~IES, 
229 CO~MERCIAL FISrlNG, DRECGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDLSTRY, U~ITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
72 
2649 CC~MERCIAL FISHING, F!Sr, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTCMAC RIVER, SPCRT 
FISHI~G 
423 CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDuSTRY, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
2125 CC~MERCIAL FISHING, FISH, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, BLUE CRAB 
1754 ATLA~TIC ~ENHACEN, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
2487 CATCH, CCMMERCIAL FISriNG, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
2122 CC~~ERCIAL FISrlNG, FISri~G GEAR, OYSTER INDLSTRY 
745 CC~~ERCIAL FISHING, FINFISr INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGI~IA 
2578 CC~~ERCIAL FISHI~G, FISr MIGRATION, FISH POPLLATIO~S, FISHERIES, GRCWTH 













1825 BICTA, CC~PUTERS, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 





2132 CONDUCTIVITY, DEPT~, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIV~R, SALINITY, 
THPERATURE 
******************************************************************************* 
CONSER VAT ION 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1629 CONSERVAT ICN, CRAE! INCUS TRY, BLUE CRAB 
427 CONSERVATIC~ 
2237 CO~SERVATIC~, CRAE! INCUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HlSTCRY STUDIES, 
MA~AGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
2426 CO~SERVATION, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATuRAL RESC~RCES, STATE 
GGVER~MENTS 
1310 CONSERVATIO~, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB, L;NAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3217 CO~SERVATICN, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3184 CO~SERVATIO~, CRABS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2750 BIRDS, CONSERVATION, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2626 CO~SERVATION, PCLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER ~ANAGE~ENT 
IAPPLIECl, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
598 COI\SERVATICI\, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER MANAGEI"'Et-;T IAPPLIECl 
438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NuCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, wATER POLLuTION 
2615 CO~SERVATIO~, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER QUALITY, ~ATER RESCURCES 



















CCI\SERVAT IC~, NATURAL RESOURCES 
CO~SERVAT IOI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
COf\SERVAT ICf\, NATURAL RESOuRCES 
CCfi.SERVAT I Cl\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
CCf\SERVAT ICf\, NATURAL RESOuRCES 
CCI\SERVAT ION, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
CCfi.SERVAT IOI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
CCI\SERVATICI\, NATURAL RFSOLRCES 
CCfi.SERVAT 101\, NATURAL RESOuRCES 
COf\SERVATICI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
CCI\SERVATICI\, NATURAL RESOuRCES 
CCf\SERVAT ICfl., NATURAL RESOURCES 
CCf\SERVAT !Ofl., NATURAL RESOuRCES 
CCfi.SERVAT !Cf\, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
CCI\~ERVAT I Oil., NATuRAL RESOLRCES 
CCf\SERVAT IOI\, NATURAL RESO~RCES 
COI\SERVAT 101\, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
75 
2833 CO~SERVATIO~, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2834 CO~SERVATIO~, NATURAL RESOURCES 
910 CO~SERVATIO~, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGI~IA 







CONSTRUCTIC~ COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHCRITIES, 
TRA~SPCRTATICN, UNITEC STA~ES 
CONSTRUCTIO~ COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPCRT, I~PCRT, 
INDUSTRIES, PCRT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 













2004 CCCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED wATER, THER~Al PCLLUTIC~ 
1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS (WATER), DISCHARGE (WATER!, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCDUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POWER PLA~TS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
2604 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NuCLEAR PCWER 
PLANTS, PCTCMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, wATER TE~PERATURE 
365 AD~I~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CODLING WATER, ELECTRIC PCwER PRCDLCTION, PCWER 
PLA~TS 
434 CCCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATLXENT RIVER, THERMAL wATER, WATER 
TE~PERATURE 
1564 CGCLI~G WATER, LETrAL LIMIT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, 




COCLI~G WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
HYCRAULIC MCCELS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL PCLLLTIO~ 
COCLI~G wATER, ELECTRIC POwERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTCPLA~KTCN, 
THER~AL PCLLUTIC~ 
COCLING WATER, CURRENTS (WATER!, DISCHARGE (wATER), ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTIO~, E~VIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED wATER, NLCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 




3347 AO~l~ISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ACSORPTION, COORDINATION, SANITARY E~GINEERING, 




404 COPEPCCS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
2006 COPEPCCSt LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, ZOOPLANKTC~ 
2389 CCPEPCCS, MCRPrCLCGY, SYSTEMATICS 
17 
1745 COPEPCDS, FIS~ PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, PARASITIS~ 
715 COPEPCDS, FIS~ PARASITES 
354 BIC~ASS, COPEPOCS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION 
1942 BIC~ASS, COPEPOCS, DISTRIBUTION, GROwTH RATES, PATLXENT RIVER, PCPULATICN 
DYNA~ICS, PCWER PLANTS, T~ERMAL POLLUTION, wATER TE~PERATURE, ZCCPLANKTCN 
388 COPEPCDS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, wATER TEMPERATURE, 
ZOCPLANKTCN 
1814 COPEPCDS, ZCCPLANKTON 
2488 COPEPCCS, PATUXENT RIVER, PROTOZOA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2514 COPEPCCS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBuTION, wATER TE~PERATURE, ZCCPLANKTC~ 
2563 CCPEPCCS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 









406 BOTTC~ SECI~E~TS, CORE CRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIC~S, 





408 BOTTC~ SECI~E~TS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
409 BCTTC~ SECI~E~TS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
2495 CORES, ~EAVY ~ETALS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1943 CC!\TI~ENTAL 51-ELF, CORES, SANDS, SECIMENTS 




2884 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLA~NING, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER CUALITY, 
wATER RESOURCES 
3017 CCST-BENFFIT ANALYSIS, FECERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
Fl'TURE PLANNING (PROJEcrED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
\o.'ATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPHENT, \.JATER St.:PPLY 
3007 CCST-BENFFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FuTURE PLAN\I~G 




625 CRAB I~CUSTRY, CRABS, FIS~ING GEAR, TRAPPING 
626 CRAB II'\CUSTRY, CRABS, SI-ELLFISH 
627 CRAB III.:CUSTRY, CRABS, FISI-I'IJG GEAR 
730 CRAB II'\CUSTRY, CRECGING, OYSTER INDLSTRY, POLLuTA'IJTS, POPLLATICN, THER~AL 
POLLUTICN, WILCLIFE, INCUSTRIAL FISI-
1627 CRAB II\JCUSTRY, ELUE CR.AB 
79 
1628 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1629 CONSERVATION, CRAB INCUS TRY, BLUE CRAB 
1214 BICLCGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2724 CRAB INCUS TRY, FOOCS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, Pt.;BUC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2717 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCDS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUB Ll C HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE 
CRAB 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INCUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INOLSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHFLLFISH 
2120 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCCS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
2122 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOOCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
631 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, t-ISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY. SHIPS 
2402 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTER~S, TRAPPING, BLLE CRAB 
2046 CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
1632 CRAB INDUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTFRNS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BLLE CRAB 
1633 CRAB INDUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, BLLE CRAB 
2237 CO~SERVATION, CRAB INCUSTRY, CRAPS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
MA~AGE~ENT, BLUE CRAB 
1549 BOATS, CRAB III.CUSTRY, LA80~, LEGAL ASPECTS, !VIRGINIA 
80 
1630 CATCH, C~AB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
2400 CATCh, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLLE CRAB 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTRCL, PLANNI~G, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, wATER QLALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1631 CATCH, CRAB I~CUSTRY, FISHNG GEAR, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
3183 CRAB INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
2641 CRAB INCUSTRY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2718 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
1524 AUTC~ATICN, CRAE INDUSTRY, 
3151 CRAB II'\CUSTRY, FISI-ERIES, HI~TORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
2853 CRAB INCUSTRY, ELUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
2776 CRAB l~CUSTKYr EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2775 CRAE INDUSTRY, F!St-ERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2780 CRAB l~GUSTRY, FISHERIES, LABOR, BLuE CRAB 
2779 CRAB I~LUSTRY, F!St-ERIES, SOUTHEAST L.S., BLUE CRAB 
2778 CRAe 11'\CUSTRY, ECCNOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2719 CRAB lfi;CUSTRY, FOCCS, 1-'EATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
2743 CRAB Ifi;DUSTRY, FOCCS, I-EATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
81 
423 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CO~MERCIAL FISHI~G, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDuSTRY 
1594 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INCUSTRY, RESCURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
3112 CRAB INCUSTRY, FISrERIES, ShELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3126 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, SrELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3127 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, S~ELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3197 CRAB INDUSTRY, FlSrERIES, SrELLFISH 
1865 CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
2801 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, FISHING GEAR 





625 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISriNG GEAR, TRAPPING 
626 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SrELLFISH 
627 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISriNG GEAR 
1600 BARNACLES, CRABS, FOOC rABITS, UROCHOROATES, BLUE CRAB 
2423 ACUATIC WEEC CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LI~IT, ~CRTALITY, 
OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 2 1 40 
1838 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
82 
1992 CRABS, ECCLCGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
1595 CRABS, EXPLCSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
2237 CONSERVATIO~, CRAB INCUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
MA~AGE~ENT, BLUE CRAB 
628 CRABS, GRCWTb STAGES, LIFE rlSTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
630 CRABS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
721 ANI~AL PATHCLCGY, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, BACTERIA, CRABS, !~VERTEBRATES 
3184 CG~SERVATIO~, CRABS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
632 AICCrE~ISTRY, CrE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
3190 CRABS, ECGLCGY, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2009 CRABS, ECCLCGY, LIFE ~!STORY STUOIES, PATUXENT RIVER 
661 CRABS, GRCWTr STAGES, SALINITY, ~OLTING 
1731 CRABS, JELLYFISr, PATUXENT RIVER, SYMBIOSIS 
1706 CKABS, CISTRIBUTICN, 
2397 BICTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2671 CRAeS, CISTRIEUTICN, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, 
1563 CRABS, ELECTRIC PGWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATLXE~T RIVER, SPCRT 
FISrl~G, STEA~ TURBINES, TrERMAL WATER 
83 
2678 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, MAGOTrY RIVER,MO 
2682 CRABS, MIOCENE EPCCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2684 CRA8St DELAWARE, EASTERN SrORE IVA-MOl, FOOD HABITS, 
2687 CRABS, DELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
2419 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
659 CRABS, ANGICSPERMS 
1093 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, TRIBLTARIE~, VIRGI~IA 
1658 CRABS, CISTRIBUTICN 
2470 CRABS, ENVIRO~MENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MORTALITY, PATLXENT 
RIVER 
2050 CRABS, OIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2052 CRABS, DIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, nYSTFRS, WEATHER 
2047 CRABS, DIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH~ HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARCH ANC CEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2048 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RE~CURCES, CYSTERS, 
MOLTI~G 
2123 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEATrER 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISr, HYCROGRAP~Y, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCr 
ANC DEVELOP~E~T, WEATrER 
84 
2126 CRA~S, EDUCATION, FISr, HYCROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND CEVELCP~E~T, WEATrER 
2044 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISr, HYCROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARC~ 
ANC CEVELCP~E~T, WEATrER 
2130 CLA~S, CRABS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
WEATrER 




2003 CRAYF!Sr, DISTR!PUTION, F!Sr POPULATIONS, 
2066 CRAYFISr, CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, 




2B72 CATCr, C~EEL CE~SUS, CISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, ~AGCTHY RIVFR,~D, 
SPCKT FISr 
1673 CRFEL CENSUS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, NORThEAST RIVER,MD 
1791 C~EEL CE~SuS, ELFCTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPLLAT!CNS, PATLXE~T 
RIVER, PCWEK PLANTS, SPORT FlSHl~G 
1792 CREEL CE~SUS, FlSr POPuLATIONS, SPORT FISHING 
1/52 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIO~, PATUXE~T RIVER, SEASC~AL 
DISTRieUTIC~, SPCRT FIS~ING, STEAM 






1299 CRCAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, FOODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 




1537 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, CROPS, IN~RARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 
TREAT~ENT, SATELLITES (ARTIFICIAL), ULTRAVIOLET RADIATIO~ 





1211 BOATING, CRUISES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
407 BATHY~ETRY, BCTTO~ SECIMENTS, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA CCLLrCTIC~S, YCRK 
RIVER 
408 BOTTC~ SEDIMENTS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIC~S 
409 BOTTC~ SECI~ENTS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
406 BOTTC~ SECI~ENTS, CORE CRILLING, CRLISES, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATICNS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 





2714 CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
529 CRUSTACEANS, SA~PLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1930 CRUSTACEA~S, CISTRIBUTIGN, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPODS 
432 CRUSTACEA~S, ~ATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER, RAPPAHAN~CCK 
RIVER, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, hATERFLEAS 
I604 CRUSTACEA~S, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION 
1497 CRUSTACEANS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2066 CRAYFIS~, CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIUUTJON, 
2678 C~AeS, CRUSTACEANS, MAGUT~Y RIVE~,MD 
2419 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
969 CLASSIFICATICN, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PA~U~KEY 
RIVER, ~CRPrCLCGY, YORK RIVER 
2445 CRAYFISr, CRUSTACEANS, CISTRibUf!ON, FRESH~ATER, PATAPSCC RIVER,~C 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECCLCGY, OSTRACOGS, PATLXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPKCCUCTICN, SEASCNAL CISTRibUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1574 ANI~Al PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 





1782 CTENOPHORES, FEEDING RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PREDATION, ZCCPLA~KTC~ 
1804 CTENCPHCRES, JELLYFISr 
1714 CTENOPHCRES, ECUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 












1598 CO~PUTER MODELS, CURRENTS (WATER!, MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
EFFECTS 
1950 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, TRACERS, wASTES, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 
1949 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, FLUORESCENCE, FLLORCMETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS (WATER!, DISCHARGE (wATER), ELECTRIC PC~ER 
PRCDUCTICN, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED wATER, NLCLEAR POwER PLA~TS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, TrERMAl WATER 
660 CURRENTS !WATER!, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
88 
1897 CHLCRCPhYLL, CURRENTS IWATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, PHCSPHATES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SALINITY, T~RBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1896 CHLCRCPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER!, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1898 CURRENTS (WATER!, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERAT~RE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINCS 
1584 CURRENTS (WATER!, MARINE FISH, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, SLSQ~EHANNA RIVER 
96 CURRENTS !WATER!, TIDES, TRIBUTARIES 
2135 BACK RIVER,~C, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS I~ATERl, DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEwAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREAT~ENT 
2787 CURRE~TS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACESWATER CIRCULATION 
2794 CURRENTS !WATER!, CENSITY CuRRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTLARIES, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SEWAGE CISPCSAL, wATER POlluTION 
2136 CuRRE~TS IWATERJ, CATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2134 CURRE~TS IWATERJ, CATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, VELCCITY 
1698 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER!, DYE RELEASES, 





C~ESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS (WATER!, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTOh, RF~CTE 
SE~SI~G, SUSPENCEC LOAD 
' 
CRABS, CRCAKER, CURRENTS (WATER!, ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
CIRCULATICN, CURRENTS !WATER!, FLUORESCENCE, FLUORCMETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
COCLING WATER, CURRENTS (WATER), DISCHARGE IWATERJ, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTICN, ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NuCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
89 
1599 CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1553 CURRENTS !WATER), hYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SLSPENDED LCAD, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, TICAL EFFECTS 
1967 CURRENTS (WATER), rYOROGRAPHY, SFOIMENT TRANSPORT, S~SPENDED LCAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TICAL EFFECTS 
1985 ACCUSTICS, CURRENTS (WATERI, MEASUREME~T, PATUXENT RIVER, VELCCITY 
1987 CURRENTS (WATER), hYDROGRAPHY, MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TLRBULE~CE, 
TURBULENT FLCW 
3249 CURRENTS !WATER), UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 

















1545 CA~ALS, CAMS, DRFCGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEFRING, EROSION CO~TROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 




1001 DATA CCLLECTICNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAhANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1928 DATA CCLLECTICNS, FOULING, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER 
THER~AL POLLUTION, WATER QLALITY 
2136 CURRENTS !WATER), CATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELCCITY 
2134 CURRENTS (WATER), CATA COLLECTIO~S, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALI~ITY, VELCCITY 
532 DATA CCLLECTICNS, I-ARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL 
2133 DATA CCLLECTICNS, CISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIE~TS, ON-SITE CATA 




1542 AIR PCLLUTICN, CATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 
1825 BICTA, CCMPUTERS, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
INFCR~ATICN RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1834 BICLCGY, BICTA, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, I~FCR~ATIC~ 
RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
91 
.... ~ ......................................................................... . 
DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2532 BICCHE~ISTRY, BIOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
GECLCGY, HYCRCLOGIC ASPECTS, METEOROLOGY 
1825 BICTA, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1766 BENTHCS, BICTA, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATIO~ DYNA~ICS 





1413 ALEWIVES, ALCSICS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DDT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
3118 DOT, PESTICICES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
******************************************************************************* 
DECOMPOSING ORGANIC MATTE~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
554 ALGAE, DECCMPCSING ORGANIC MATTER, HYDROGEN SulFIDE, 



















2388 DISTRIBUTICN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, DEFCR~ITIES 
1841 FISH PCPULATICNS, PATUXENT RIVER, DEFORMITIES 
1501 ALGAE, BIOC~E~ISTRY, CHROMATOGRAPHY, DEFORMITIES, HALCCLI~E 
1725 FRCGS, CEFCRMITIES 
1732 BLUEFISH, FIS~ POPULATIONS, DEFORMITIES 








663 ANI~AL PATHCLCGY, CELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPORES 
1983 CELAWARE, PLANTS, C + C CANAL 
93 
1262 BIRDS, DELAWARE, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MDI, SHORE BIRDS, VIRGINIA, wATERFOwL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2727 DELAWARE, FIS~ERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, CELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1183 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, FISh POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2536 AGRICULTURE, CELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, R~RAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2810 CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
2928 DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, STRATIGRAPHY 
2684 CRABS, DELAWARE, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MDI, FOOD HAr TS, 
2687 CRABS, CELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUriES, 
2925 DELAWARE, FROCS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2368 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS 
2603 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGI~IA 
2867 BIRDS, DELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, nATERFCnl 
2812 CO~~ERCIAL FISH, CELAWARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ~ICDLE 
ATLANTIC BIG~T 
3325 CANALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, INLAND WATfRhAYSr NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, VIRGI~IA, DELAWARE BAY 
1811 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
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1645 DISTRIAUTICN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTC~AC ~IVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
1572 ACUICULTURE, ~ORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAwARE BAY 
2448 CLA~S, ~CRP~CLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, DELAhARE BAY 
3325 CA~ALS, CELA"ARE, EASTERN SHORE CVA-MD), INLAND WATER~AYS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, VIRGI~IA, CELAWARE BAY 
1602 DRECGING, ECC~O~ICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AuTHORITIES, SHIPS, 




1290 OE~SITY, UNAVAILAELE FOR REVIEW 




2794 CURRENTS (WATER), CENSITY CuRRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTLARIES, PCTC~AC 




333 DEPCSITICN ISECIMENTSI, DIAGENESIS, SEDIMENTATION 
341 DEPCSITICN CSECIMENTSI, SESTON 
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950 CL~~ INDUSTRY, CL~MS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, ~CLLuSKS, 
MSX, CYSTER I~CUSTRY, OYSTERS 













2708 BUCGETING, CETRITUS, ESTUARIES, FuTROPHICATION, MARSHES, ~ITRCGE~, 




333 DEPCSITION ISECIMENTSI, DIAGENESIS, SEDIMENTATION 
2365 CL~Y ~INERALS, CL~YS, DIAGENESIS, GECCHEMISTRY, JA~FS RIVER, PATuXE~T 





2115 BAR~ACLESt eRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLuSKS 
2399 DIATC~S, INCUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PLANKTON, WATER 
PCLLUTICN, WATER ~UALITY 
1619 BI~LICGKAPHIES, CYANOPHYTA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
2083 DIATC~S, MICCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2991 AQUATIC MICRCCRGANISMS, CIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ~UCLEAR POkER PLA~TS, 
PLA\KTC~, SEASC~AL CISTRIBLTION, THERMAL PDLLLTICN, ZCCPLANKTC~ 
2050 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2052 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATIO~, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2047 CRABS, CIATC~S, ECUCAT!ON, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATLRAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARCH ANC CEVELCP~ENT, WEATHER 
2048 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATuRAL RESCURCES, CYSfERS, 
MCLTI~G 
2123 CRABS, CIATC~S, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEAT~ER 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, CIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTO~, SALI~ITY, 
SA~PLI~G, WATER TEMPERATURE 















CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROPbYLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, FLUOROMETRY, 
PHYTCPLANKTCN 
CHLORCPHYLL, CINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTIO~, GROwTH RATES, PHYTCPLANKTC~, 
RAINFALL 
AQUATIC MICRGCRGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, ~LCLEAR PCWER PLA~TS, 
PLANKTCN, SEASONAL ClSTRIBlJTION, THERMAL POLLL;TION, ZCCPLANKTCN 
ALGAE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, WATER SUPPLY 
BICLU~INESCENCE, CINOFLAGELLATESr PHOTOMETRY 
2394 DINOFLAGELLATES, CISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, SYSTE~·TtCS 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 












2079 DISC~ARGE MEASURE~ENT, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GAGING STATIO~S, RU~CFF, 
STREA~FLOW, SURFACE WATERS, WATER RESOuRCES 
2056 DISChARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGI~G STATIONS, STREAMFLOW 
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DISChARGE IWATERl, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EuTROPHICATION, ~ULTIPLE-PURPCSE 
PRCJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTUMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
CCCLI~G WATER, CURRENTS (WATER), DISCHARGE tr.ATER), ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTIO~, E~VIRCNME~TAL EFFECTS, HEATED r.ATER, NuCLEAR POr.ER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, Tf-ERMAL wATER 
DISCHARGE !WATER), GAGING STATID~S, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATAPSCC 
RIVER,~C, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,~D, STREA~FLCW, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
CCCLING WATER, CURRENTS (WATER), DISCHARGE (WATER), ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTICN, ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED r.ATER, NuCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXE~T RIVER, T~ERMAL wATER 
97 DISCrARGf IWATERl, STREAMFLOW, TRIBUTARIES 




2638 AQUATIC WEECS, CISEASES, ECOLOGY, PLANT PATHOLOGY, RHCDE RIVER 
2468 ACUATIC WEECS, CISEASES, R~ODE RIVER 
2440 BACTERIA, CISEASES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PuBLIC HEALTH, "'t.lER 
POLLUTICN, WATER CUALITY CONTROL 
1597 ANI~AL PAThCLCGY, CISEASES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1626 DISEASES, VIRGI~IA, BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
1591 ANI~AL PCPULATIC~S, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, ~SX, OYSTERS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2509 CLAMS, DISEASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 




2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,~D, SEVERN RIVER,MC, 




1576 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ENZYMES, P~OSPHATES, RESPIRATION, C~IDARIA 
1565 DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
SALI~ITY, TE~PERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1905 CHLCRINATIC~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC OATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHLCRINAT!Of\, DISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC tlATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHLORINATION, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHLORINATIOf\, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLCRINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1899 CHLCRINATICN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIOITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHLORINATION, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
100 
1901 CHLCRINATIO~, DISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1895 DISSCLVEO OXYGEN, ~YDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
2496 ALGAE, ChLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL ~ODELS, NITROGEN 
CYCLE, PI-ICSP~CRUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3340 OISSCLVEC CXYGEf\, ~YDROLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, WATER 
QUAL! TY 
1620 CHLCRCPHYLL, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, FLUORESCENCE, TEMPERATLRE 
1513 CHERT, CISSCLVEC CXYGEN, CYE RElEASES, ESTL.:ARIES, Y.ATHEHATICAL NODELS 
PCTCI'AC RIVER 
1962 DISSCLVEC CXYGF~, ~YCROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, MAPPING 
1569 BACTERIA, OISSOLVEC OXYGEN, INDL.:STRIAL wATEK, MATHE~ATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PROCUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREAT~E~T, 
WATER CUALITY 
2001 CHLCRCPHYLL, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATIOf\, PHCSPHATES, 
SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
309 BICC~E~ICAL CXYGEN CEMANC, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLO~IC DATA, C~-S!TE 
OAT~ COLLECTIONS 
314 DISSCLVEC CXYGE~, ESTUARIES, EUTQOP~JCATION, NUTRIENTS 
1017 BACTERIA, CJSSOLVEC OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICICES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, hATER QUALITY 
3312 DISSOLVED CXYGE~, MAT~EMATICAL MODELS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER 
QUALITY 
2807 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTLARIES, IRON, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCC RIVER,~C, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TEMPERATURE 
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3116 OISSCLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE ~ATER, VERTICAL 
MIGRATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
756 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDI~ENTATICN, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
1622 ALKALINITY, CARBON DIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN IO~ 
CONCENTRATICN, PLANKTON, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
2383 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ~YOROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, 




1746 BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
2505 CLAMS, CISTRIBUTICN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
1232 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1940 DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER CRILLS 
2878 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
1827 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATIC~ DY~A~IOS 
2003 CRAYFISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
2781 DISTRIBUTION, MAGCTHY RIVER,MD, PROTOZOA, SEVERN RIVER,MO 
1195 AMERICAN SHAD, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, WICCMICO RIVER,~D, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2864 BIRDS, CISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC KIVER 
1210 DISTRIBUTIC~, U~AVAJLABLE FOR REVIEW 
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2438 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2357 ACUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1862 DIPTERA, DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 
2002 DISTRIBUTIC~, NCRT~EAST RIVER,MD, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2714 CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
1840 ALGAE, DISTRIBUTION, 
1910 DISTRIBUTIO~, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
404 CCPEPCOS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
655 AMPHIPCCA, CISTKIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYP~~c 2 
2997 BIRCS, CISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE tVA-MDl, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, WATERFCWL 
1930 CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPODS 
1737 DISTRIBUTIO~, ISOPOCS, 
2388 DISTRIBUTIC~, FISr POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, DEFORMITIES 
2538 DISTRIBUTIC~, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1707 DISTRIBUTIO~, FISr POPULATIONS, 
1974 CHCPTANK RIVER, CISTRIBUTIO~, FORAMINIFERA 
2499 DISTRIBUTIO~, FRES~WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
103 
3~0 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
1931 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
POTO~AC RIVER 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1277 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, COASTAL ZONE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2585 DISTRIBUTION, ECONOMIC LIFE, PLANTS 
1759 BACTERIA, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
1653 DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES, SNAKES 
2102 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
2098 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
2103 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
2996 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2846 DISTRIBUTIO~, DRECGING, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, SPAw~ING, 
SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2786 DISTRIBUTION, MAM~ALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
2785 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 
1938 ALGAE, ACUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, SYSTE~ATICS 
104 
1970 DISTRIBUTICN, FORAMINIFERA, PAT~XENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2872 CATCH, CREEL CENSUS, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, ~AGCTHY RIVER,MD, 
SPCRT FISH 
2871 DISTRI8UTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
1935 DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2636 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, YCRK RIVER, 
HA~PTCN ROACS 
2358 DEER, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA 
1183 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
3036 AMPHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTJON, REPTILES 
2367 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD, SHARKS 
2599 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
3156 AMPhiBIANS, CISTRIBUTION, FROGS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2654 BECS UNCER WATE~, CISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1645 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES. t~lU~f~T 
RIVER, PCTC~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
3297 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
1586 DISTRIBUTIC~, SPAWNING. TAGGING, BLLE CKAB 
1832 CHAETCGNATHS, CISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PLANKTONo POPULATIGN DYNA~ICSo ftCR~S 
105 
2672 BIRDS. DISTRIBUTION. PATUXENT RIVER 
2364 AMPHIBIANS. DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, 
1139 DISTRIBUTION• TURTLES 
1730 ATLANTIC CO~STAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTE~ATICS 
1833 AMPHIBI~NS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATICN DY~A~ICS, 
REPRCCUCTIO~ 
2806 AMP~IBIANS• DISTRIBUTION, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES 
1971 CLAY ~INERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARiES, U~ITEO STATES 
1942 BIC~ASS. COPEPOCS, DISTRIBLTION, GROwTH RATES, PATuXENT RIVER, PCPULATICN 
OY~A~ICS• PCWER PLANTS, T~ERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZCCPLANKTCN 
1829 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRCDUCTICN, 
ZOCPLANKTON 
2619 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN S~ORE (VA-MD), PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FIS~, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATICNS, 
FIS~ TAXCNC~Y, MARINE FISh 
2782 DISTRI8UTION. ECUIPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2869 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., VIRGINIA 
2107 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2989 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, FISH PCPULATICNS 
2540 ANACCSTIA RIVERo CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
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2058 DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
1794 ALGAE, BENT~IC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION, 
1091 ANI~AL PARASITFS, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, 
VIRGINIA 
2646 AMPhiBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MD), REPTILES 
1047 DISTRI~UTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
286 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2020 DISTRIBUTIC~, ~YCROZOA, PATUXENI RIVER 
2500 DISTRIBUTIO~, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
1757 CHLORCPhYLL, CINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, GRO~TH RATES, PHYTCPLANKTO~, 
RAI~FALL 
2417 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS !WILD), MIGRATION, WATERFOWL 
2413 DISTRIBUTIO~, PCTCMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTI~G 
2106 DISTRI~UTIC~, ECOLOGY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2068 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS lwiLOI, GEESE !WILD!, SwANS 
2070 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
2463 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1914 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PAT~XENT RIVER, SHARKS 
1915 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
107 
358 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
166~ DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, 
1706 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, 
2~67 DISTRIBUTION, FlSr POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1767 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
635 DISTRIBUTION, PrYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
889 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
880 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
2671 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
3024 DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES, SYSTE~ATICS 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, U~ITEC 
STATES 
2670 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2669 DISTRIBUTIO~, FISr EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
1727 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SIZE 
2366 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, SOILS, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
2066 CRAYFISH, CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, 
2676 DISTRIBUTION, FISr MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GRCwTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
108 
2814 CC~MERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER 
2442 DISTRIBUTION, FISr EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, TAGGING 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROwTH RATES, 
LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, PERCrES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
2432 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, ~ANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
722 DISTRIBUTION, PrOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
168o DISTRIAUTICN, ESTUARIES, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS 
1925 AMPHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTION, FROGS, 
2427 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS 
2012 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
1922 BRYCZCA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2391 BRYCZCA, DISTRIBUTION, lNVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1795 ALGAE, DISTRIBUTION 
2101 DISTRIBUTION, MCSSES, SYSTEMATICS 
2687 CRABS, CELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HiSTORY STUDIES, 
2796 DISTRIRUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
2214 DISTRIBUTION, FISrERIES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
109 
2213 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, BLUE CRAB 
2419 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
1722 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
2844 BENTHOS, DISTRIBUTION, CRECGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTE~ATICS, SPCIL 
DISPOSAL 
1831 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOlluSKS, POPULATION DYNA~ICS 
1720 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, SOuTH RIVER,MD 
1948 DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MO, SOUND wAVES 
3096 BIRDS, OISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2539 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2560 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRCWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2511 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, YORK RIVER 
1078 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
2428 DISTRIBUTION, FERNS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO, PLANTS 
2847 DISTRIBUTION, DRECGING, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2994 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
2737 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, PLANTS 
110 
1093 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
2105 DISTRIBUTIO~, ECOLOGY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,~D 
2420 DISTRIBUTION, S~ELLFISH, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2411 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MD), MOLLUSKS 
2439 CHCPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTE~ATICS, FOSSILS 
2065 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATuXENT RIVER 
2361 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SHARKS 
1669 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1656 DISTRIBUTIC~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
1641 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
1658 CRABS, DISTRIBUTICN 
1646 DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, TURTLES 
2466 DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TURTLES 
2465 DISTRIBUTIGN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2445 CRAYFISH, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D 
397 DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1984 DISTRIBUTION, HALOPHYTES, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
111 
2356 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER 
1760 DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI 
3044 DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERAT~RE 
1826 DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES 
2498 DISTRIBUTION, MARS~ PLANTS, PLANTS 
2529 BEDS UNDER WATER, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
2368 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, PLANTS 
2108 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2804 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
1828 AQUATIC WEECS, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPLLATION DY~AMICS 
2583 BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, NESTING 
2430 AQUATIC PLANTS, A~UATIC WEED CONTROL, DISTRIBUTION, HERBICIDES, 
3069 AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2582 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, 
286~ BAYS, BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIES, VIRGI~IA, 
WATERFOWL 
2581 BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1966 BIROS, BREEDING, DISTRIBUTION, 
112 
1965 BIRDS, BREECING, CISTRIBUTION, 
2681 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2867 BIRDS, DELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, ~ATERFCWL 
2424 BIROS, CISTRIBUTICN, 
2362 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, SWANS, WATERFOWL 
3066 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILDI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2749 DISTRIBUTIC~, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOlt MAMMALS, 
2394 OI~CFLAGELLATES, CISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, SYSTEMATICS 
2580 DISTRIBUTIO~, MARSr PLANTS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2369 DISTRIBUTIC~, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2109 DISTRIBUTIC~, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2408 DISTRIBUTION, NEMATODES, SYSTEMATICS 
2038 CO~~ERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 
1779 DISTRIBUTION, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
2741 DISTRIBUTION, METALS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIMENTS 
2015 CRCAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISr MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, 
3005 DISTRIBUTIO~, MA~~ALS, OYSTER INDuSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
113 
573 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POP~LATIONS, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
1174 BIOTA, BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, PLANTS, 
PROTOZOA 
3039 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
2841 BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER 
2133 DATA COLLECTICNS, CISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2462 DA~S, DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER; TAGG!~G 
2563 COPEPCOS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
2562 COPEPCOS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
1148 BASS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, ~HITE PERCH 
2739 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS 
273B DISTRIBUTIO~, FIS~ POPULATIONS 
3033 DISTRIBUTibN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 




243 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTICN, 
OYSTER SETTING 
114 
950 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ~CLLUSKS, 
MSX, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2549 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1617 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ZOOPLANKTON 
734 AMPHIPCCA, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATLXENT RIVER, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
2402 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAb 
1632 CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, LARVAL GRC~TH STAGE, BLUE CRAe 
1633 CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, BLUE CRAB 
1634 OISTRIBUTICN PATTERNS, BLUE CRAB 
1637 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH STAGES, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
917 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
1630 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
2400 CATC~, CRAB I~DUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
15B1 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, C + D ~ 
1604 CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
732 BAR~ACLES, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 




ATLANTIC MENH~OEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT 
RIVERo PORIFERA, R.PPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1580 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BIROS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FOOD HABITS, HABITATS, 
HUNTING, WATERFOWL 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2661 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATION, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SPAW~ING 
1287 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2623 DISTRICT OF CCLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SEDI~ENTS, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl 
2806 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES 
2622 DISTRICT OF CCLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, wATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOl, WATER POLLUTION 
1485 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MAMMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3024 DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES, SYSTE~ATICS 
2803 DISTRICT OF CCLUMBIA, FIS~ POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2B68 BAYS, BIROS, CISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIES, VIRGI~IA, 
WATERFOWL 
3065 BIROS, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 









1911 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
612 BICLCGY, CIUR~AL CISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS IFISHl 




2536 AGRICULTURE, CELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, RURAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER RESCURCES 
······························································***************** DRAINAGE DISTRICTS 
·················•**********************************~*************************** 
525 DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, FRESHWATER 
******************************************************************************* DRAINAGE SYSTEMS 
··················································•••******************·····~··· 
3167 DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, WATER DEMAND, WATER SUPPLY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
***************•······························································· DRECGING 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
730 CRA8 INDUSTRY, CREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPuLATIC~, THER~AL 
POLLUTICN, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1570 DRECGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINCS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
117 
2842 DRECGING, GEOLOGY, HYCROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPOIL DISPCSAL, C + C 
CANAL 
2435 DRECGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDuSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2436 DRECGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2437 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
531 BENTHOS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2859 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2860 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2862 BENTHGS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2861 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKT ON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2863 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2852 BEI'HHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2849 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZCOPLANKTCN, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2850 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2848 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2851 BENTHCS, ORECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
118 
2846 DISTRIBUTIO~, DRECGING, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, SPAW~ING, 
SPCIL DISPOSAL 
1588 BENTHOS, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2843 DREDGING, P~YTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CA~AL 
3163 BOTTC~ SECI~ENTS, CLAM INDLSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
2845 DREDGING, ZCOPLANKTON, SPQIL DISPOSAL 
3191 DESIGN, DIKES, CRECGING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SPOIL DISPOSAL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1545 CANALS, CAMS, DRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PCWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, ERCSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
229 CO~MERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDLSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
2556 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRECGING, 
2359 CLAfo' INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
1671 CLAM INDUSTRY, CRECGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
2422 BICTA, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDLSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPEC BASS, WATER POLLuTION 
728 BICLCGY, CRECGING, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QLALITY, WILDLIFE 
1668 CLAfo' INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS 
2844 BENT"'CS, DISH~ IBUT ION, DREDGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTE to' A Tl CS, SPCJ L 
DISPCSAL 
119 
1780 CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2847 DISTRIBUTION, DRECGING, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2889 BIOLCGY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDlr MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTICN, WATERFOWL 
1602 DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, 
TRANSPCRTATIO~r HAMPTON ROADS, DELA~ARE BAY 




1606 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
1655 DRUMS, FISH PCPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 





1255 DUCKS (WILOI, MIGRATION PATTERNS, WATERFO~L, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1312 DUCKS (WILD), WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1503 DUCKS IWILDl, SERUM PROTEINS, BLOOD VALUES, RHODE RIVER 
2433 DUCKS IWILDI, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATERFCwL 
2417 DISTRIBUTION, CUCKS IWILDI, MIGRATION, WATERFOWL 
120 
2068 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILDI, GEESE (WILD), SWANS 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDI, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTICN, WATERFOWL 
3081 DUCKS IWILOI, PCTCMAC RIVER, WATERFOwL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE\oo 
3066 DISTRIRUTIC~, CUCKS IWILDI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2493 BIRC EGGS, BREECING, CUCKS IWILDI, HABITATS, NESTING, WAF 
2486 BREECING, DUCKS IWILDI, 1-'ABITATS, NESTING, WATEPF~•·l 
2491 BREECING, CUCKS IWILDl, 1-ABITATS, NESTP-4C, "::OTE'c<':,-, 
3135 DUCKS IWILDl, WATERFOWL, uNAVAILABLE FOR ~rv;,::,, 
289 BREEC lNG, DUCKS I WILD l, EASTERN SHORE ! VA-MD l 
3136 BREEDING, DUCKS !WILD!, UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3256 DUCKS IWILDl, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATERFOwl, UNAVAILABLE FOR RE~IEh 




3023 BACTERIA, Ct-CPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVER~ RIVER,~C, 
SEwAGE BACTERIA, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, wATER CLALITY 
528 DYE RELEASES, EASTERN BAY,MO, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MSX, CVSTERS 
1968 DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREAT~E~T, wASTE CISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QuALITY 
121 
2135 BACK RIVER,MO, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS lwATERI, DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREAT~ENT 
1513 CHERT, DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
POTOMAC RIVER 
2794 CURRENTS IWATERI, DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTLARIES, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTO~AC RIVER, SEWAGf 
TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, wATER CUALITV 
1698 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATER), DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTr CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,~D, SEVERN RIVER,~D, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 
1989 DYE RELEASES, HAReORS, MATrEMATICAL MODELS, TRACERS, ~ATER CUALITY 









528 DYE RELEASES, EASTERN BAY,MD, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MSX, OYSTERS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EASTERN SHORF IVA-MDI 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2505 CLAMS, DISTRieUTICN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
1203 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
122 
1839 BIROS, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MC), MARSHES, REPRODUCTION 
2784 EASTERN ShCRE IVA-MDI, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLI~A, VIRGINIA 
2882 EASTERN ShORE IVA-MDI, LARVAE, OYSTERS, MARICULTURE 
1262 BIRCS, CELAwARE, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOl, SHORE BIROS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2997 BIROS, CISTRieUTICN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, wATERFCWL 
765 EASTERN SHCRF IVA-MDI, r!STORY, VIRGINIA 
766 EASTERN ShORE IVA-MD), ~!STORY, VIRGINIA 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE !VA-~01, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1774 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, CILIATES 
1510 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SY~BICSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLLE CRAB 
1305 CENCZCIC ERA, EASTERN SrORE !VA-MOI, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATICNS, GEOLCGY, 
VIRGINIA, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1938 ALGAE, ACUATIC PLANTS, CISTRibUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SYSTE~ATICS 
3025 CATCH, EASTER~ SHCRE IVA-MD), FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, CYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SrELLFISh 
742 EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI, HISTORY, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
3210 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING 
3000 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-~Dl, HISTCRY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTO~AC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
123 
1359 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
283 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ~!STORY 
2952 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, VIRGINIA, WATERFOwl, OSPREYS 
1921 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY 
2619 DISTRIBUTIO~, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
405 BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PREDATION, SALI~ITY, TURBIDITY 
2079 DISChARGE MEASURE~ENT, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GAGING STATIONS, RU~OFF, 
STREA~FLOW, SURFACE WATERS, WATER RESOLRCES 
3311 ALGAE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, 
3058 BIRDS, EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEw 
3057 BIROS, EASTER~ SHCRE IVA-MDI, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2776 CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISHERIES, SCUTHEAST U.S. 
2646 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, REPTILES 
2588 BACTERIA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, OYSTERS 
1705 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MCI, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
1399 EASTERN ShORE IVA-MDI, FIS~ HATCHERIES, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
2987 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, ~YCROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3089 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, NAVIGABLE WATERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
124 
2858 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FINFISH I~DUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
2074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, SALINITY, SURFACE WATERS, TIDES, WATER CUALITY 
2677 EASTERN ShORE IVA-MCI, MARS~ PLANTS, MARSHES, 
2928 DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, STRATIGRAPHY 
2684 CRA~S, CELAWARF, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MDI, FOOD HABITS, 
3093 BECS UNDER WATER, EASTERN ShORE IVA-MOl, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3096 BIRCS, CISTRIEUTICN, EASTERN SHD~E IVA-MDI, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3097 BIROS, BREECI~G, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOl, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
2078 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MC), GROUNDwATER, wATER RESOURCES 
2732 EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MCJ, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
3109 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
2097 BIRC EGGS, t!IRCS, BREEDING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-I'D), REPROCUCT!C!\, CSPREYS 
3001 BCUI\CARIFS I SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHCRE IVA-~Cl, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
2737 OISTRIPUTICI\, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS 
3208 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MCI, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2411 DISTRIBUTIOI\, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOl, MOLLLSKS 
2587 EASTERN SHORE {VA-MO), GROwTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALII\ITY, TREC 
AVCI\ RIVER 
125 
2731 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2368 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, PLANTS 
3074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISH HATCHERIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
289 BREEDING, DUCKS IWILOI, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl 
3131 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY, LAGOUNS, SEDIMENTS, U~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEw 
2749 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SbORE IVA-MDI, MAMMALS, 
3325 CANALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, INLAND wATERhAYS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, VIRGI~JA, DELAWARE BAY 
1997 DUCKS IWILCI, EASTERN SbORE IVA-MDI, GEESE !WILD) 
2772 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MCl, GEOLOGY, RIVERS, wiCOMICO RIVER,MD 
3039 CLA~S, CISTRIEUTICN, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
3330 BICLCGICAL CCMMUNITIES, CHESTER RIVER, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBC~ 
PESTICIDESEASTERN SbORE IVA-MOl, 




351 AQUATIC PLA~TS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SALI~ITY, wATER 
CUALITY 
316 ACUATIC ANI~ALS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBLTIQN, FISH POPuLATIONS, PLA~KTCN, 
PLANT POPULATIONS 
126 
421 BE~TbCS, ECCLCGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
2989 ANACCSTIA RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBLTICN, FISH PCPULATIC~S 
1640 ECCLCGICAL CISTRIEUTION, ~YCROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTCPLA~KTCN, 
PLA~KTCN, SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1720 A~UATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, SCUTH RIVER,~D 




531 BE~T~CS, CRECGI~G, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SPOIL DISPCSAL 
2854 CA~ALS, ECCLCGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL 
1545 CA~ALS, CA~S, CRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PChERPLANTS, 
ENGI~EFRING, ERCSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1820 BICTA, ECGLCGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDI~FNTATICN, SLSPENDEC 
LCAC 
770 ECCLCGICAL !~PACT, ENVIRO~MENTAL EFFECTS, HYORALLIC MCDELS, PRCJFCT 
FEASIEILITY 




2355 ALKALI~ITY, ACUATIC WEEDS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDRCGE~ IO~ 
CO~CE~TRATICN, ~INERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,~D 
2638 AQUATIC WEECS, liSEASES, ECOLOGY, PLANT PATHOLOGY, RHCDE RIVER 
127 
1992 CRABS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, 
1277 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, COASTAL ZONE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3190 CRABS, ECOLCGY, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2009 CRABS, ECOLCGY, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER 
3177 ECOLOGY, RODENTS, TIDAL MARSHES, wETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVItw 
3174 ECCLCGY, PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2883 BACTERIA, ECCLOGY, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON, RHODE RIVER 
2106 DISTRIBUTIO~, ECOLOGY, FISr POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1733 ECOLOGY, FIS~ EGGS, FISr POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, PERGrES 
3032 BICLCGY, ECCLCGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASot>AL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAW~ lNG SHRIMP 
1979 ECCLCGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, wATER QLALITY, ~ATER SLPPLY 
1980 ECCLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER ~UALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
2366 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, SOILS, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
2541 ECCLCGY, ECCNCMICS, GROUNDWATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS 
2105 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,~C 
969 CLASSIFICATIO~, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGF, PA~UNKEY 
RIVER, MORPrOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
128 
2356 DISTRIBUTIOt\, ECOLOGY, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER 
2889 BICLCGY, CRECGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECCLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATL,XENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPRCCUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1908 ECCLCGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1559 Ai;UATIC PLANTS, ECOLOGY, PONDS, ~-TATER CHE~liSTRY, ZOOPLANKTON 
2681 BIRCS, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2362 DISTRIPUTIC~. ECOLOGY, SWA"'S, WATERFOWL 
2398 ECCLCGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVFR, SEASONAL DISTRJBLTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1551 CITIES, ECCLCGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDLSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATIO~, wiLDLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECCLGGY, ECONOMICS, ESTU4RIES, GEOMORPHCLCGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PL~~~ING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, wiLDLIFE 




1719 A~UATIC PLA~TS, ECCNOMIC FEASIBILITY, FERTILIZERS, 
******************************************************************************* 
ECONOMIC IMP4C T 
******************************************************************************** 
422 ECCNC~IC IMPACT, PORT AUTbORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1697 ECCNCMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PROOLCTION, ENVIRU~~E~TAL EFFECTS, 













1932 ECCNCMICS, ~ANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PGTO~AC RIVER, GYSTER 
SETTING 
1214 BICLCGY 1 CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2377 ECCNGMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POwER PLANTS, SCCIAL ASPECTS, 
THER~AL POLLUTION 
1691 ECCNCMICS 1 SPCRT FISHING 
2800 ECCNCMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ~IDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGhT 
136 ECCNC~ICS 1 MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE 
DEVELCPMENT, VIRGINIA 
2884 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER 'UALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2808 CATCH, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
2597 ECCNC~ICS 1 FINFIS~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, SHELLFISH, SPCRT 
FISHING 
2386 ECCNCMICS, INCUSTRIES, POPULATION 
130 
2985 ECCNCMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, 
SOIL ERCSIO~, WATER POLLUTION 
2894 ECCNC~ICS, riSTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION 
2778 CRAB INDUSTRY, ECCNOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2403 CLA~ INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, 
1400 ECCNC~ICS, FINFISr INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
2541 ECCLCGY, ECCNCMICS, GROUNDWATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS 
1582 ACUICULTURE, ECCNCMICS, FISh, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL PCLLUTICN, 
WASTE CISPOSAL 
2054 ECCNC~ICS, FIShERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1594 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAe INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INCUSTRY, RESCURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2589 ECCNC~ICS, ~A~AGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOP~ENT 
2094 BEACh ERCSICN, ECONOMICS, NAVIGATION 
1981 ECCNC~ICS, EMPLCYMENT, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
3007 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
IPRCJECTEDl, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
1602 DRECGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, 
TRANSPCRTATIO~, hAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
1026 CO~STRUCTIO~ COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHCRITIES, 
TRANSPCRTATION, UNITED STATES 
1024 CC~STRUCTIO~ COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, I~PCRT, 
INCUSTRIESr PCRT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
131 
1551 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, wiLDLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, ~ILDLIFE 
**••··········································································· ECOSYSTEMS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1380 Bl OCHEfol IS TRY 1 ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, SHELLFISH 




2050 CRABS, OIATCMS 1 ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2052 CRABS, OIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
20~7 CRABS, OIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARCH ANC CEVELOPMENT 1 WEATHER 
20~8 CRABS, OIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
MOLTING 
2123 CRABS, OIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
212~ CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS~, HYCROGRAPHY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND CEVELOP~ENT, WEATrER 
2126 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND CEVELOPME~T, WEATHER 
20~~ CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS~, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOP~ENT, WEAT~ER 
2130 CLAMS, CRABS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 









1446 EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1773 EELS, FISH PrYSIOLOGY, 
3338 EELS, FISHERIES, 
3095 AMERICAN SHAC, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 




389 BE~ThiC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1160 EFFLUENTS, PULP WASTES, TICAL WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2606 EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, WATER QUALITY 
390 BE~ThlC FAU~A~ EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC PO~ERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTICN, WATER TEMPERATURE 
426 CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEwAGE 
T REATHNT 










393 DISCHARGE (WATER), ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATICN, ~ULTIPLE-PURPCSE 
PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
1256 ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
389 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PAT~XENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
434 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THER~AL ~ATER, WATER 
TE~PERATURE 
1557 ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHING, POTC~AC RIVER, THER~AL 
WATER 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PCwERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1563 CRABS, ELECTRIC PCWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVER, SPCRT 
FIS~ING, STEA~ TURBINES, T~ERMAL WATER 
387 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THER~Al POLLUTION 
390 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ElECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 




ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1256 ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1681 AQUATIC PLA~TS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHCTCSYNThESIS, RESPIRATION, THERMAL ~ATER 
3350 AO~INISTRATIVE ~GENCIES, ACSORPTION, ELECTRIC POWER PROO~CTION, PCWER 
PLANTS, RESEARC~ AND CEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOP~ENT 
2377 ECCNC~ICS 1 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN 
2004 COCLI~G WATER, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER• THER~Al PCLLUTICN 
1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS CWATERit DISCHARGE lkATER), ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTION 1 ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, N~CLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, TrERMAL WATER 
2604 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NuCLEAR PCWER 
PLANTS, PCTCM~C RIVER, THERMAL POLL~TION, WATER TE~PERATURE 
365 AD~INISTRATIYE AGENCIES, COOLING wATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS 
2886 ELECTRIC POWER PRCOUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NCRTHEAST 
u.s., NUCLEAR PCWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST U.S., THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1318 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED ~ATER, PCWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL PCLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1791 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PL~NTS, SPORT FISHING 
2455 CHLCRINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRCN~ENT, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1920 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
HYCRAULIC MCCELS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLL~TION 
135 
2000 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL PCLLUTICN 
1697 ECCNQMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1694 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, FISH POP~LATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STEEL 
1755 CHLORINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDROZOA, MORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1393 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARIES, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1752 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPORT FISHING, STEAM 
3090 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POwER PLANTS, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2992 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, FISH, MODEL STUDIES, NUCLEAR PCWER PLA~TS, 
THER~Al POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
2380 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL PCLLLTICN, WATER 
TE~PERATURE 
3326 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR PGwER PLANTS, 
POTO~AC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1993 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERI, DISCHARGE IWATERl, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
3211 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTLARINE ENVIRCN~ENT, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, RADICISOTCPES, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATICNS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
136 
2770 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, FISH EGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, PCWER 
PLANTS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2507 BICASSAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, HEATED wATER, 




2421 BieLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLGSICNS, LIGHT, 




830 CYTCLCGICAL STUCIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JELLYFISH 
2447 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, TREMATODES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATICNS 
2451 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
2454 ELECTRON MICRCSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE 
CRAB, ZOCSPCRES 
1786 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, 





2421 BIBLICGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLCSICNS, LIGHT, 





146 BOREHCLE GECP~YSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH, 




2371 ELK RIVER,MC, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 









1545 CANALS, DAMS, DRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PCWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
3053 ENGINEERING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3374 ENGINEERING, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 










3375 ENVIRCN~ENT, GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, ~IOCENE EPCCH, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1696 ENVIRCNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 





1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS !WATER!, DISCHARGE (ftATERl, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTIONr E~VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED ~ATER, NlCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, TrERMAL WATER 
1857 ENVIRCN~ENTAL EFFECTS, EST~ARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLCOD, H~RRICA~ES 
2886 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED wATER, NCRTHEAST 
u.s., NUCLEAR PCWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST u.s., THERMAL PCLLUTlON, VIRGINIA 
2854 CANALS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL 
1268 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER QUALITY, SPOIL 
DISPCSAL, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1601 ENVIRCN~ENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGI~IA 
1920 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
HYCRAULIC MCCELS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
1697 ECC~C~IC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRON~ENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, POTC~AC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
139 
2011 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3326 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
POTO~AC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1993 COOLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERlr DISCHARGE (WATER), ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
3211 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EST~ARINE ENVIRCN~ENT, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, RADIOISOTCPES, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
3098 CANALS, ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL SnDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, ThERMAL WATER 
2470 CRABS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, ~ORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
770 ECCLCGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC ~CDELS, PROJECT 
FEASIBILITY 
1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, I~PCRT, 
INDUSTRIES, PCRT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1023 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PCRT AuTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
1029 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOLRISM, UNITED STATES 






2154 ESTUARIES, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
3299 ENVIRCN~ENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 








2510 EPIZCCTICLOGY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MARINE BACTERIA, ~CRTALITY, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, WHITE PERCH 




1714 CTE~CP~CRES, ECUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SA~PLING 
27B2 DISTRIBUTIO~, ECUlPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
1674 E~UIP~ENT, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTF.RS 





1543 ERC~ICN, EUTRCP~JCATJON, N~TRIENTS, SILTJ~G, SLSPENDED LCAD 
2805 CHCPTANK ~IVER, EROSJQ~, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEOl"ENTATJCN 
141 
315 ATLANTIC CO~STAL PLAINt BANK EROSION, EROSION, SFDI~E~T DISTRIBUTICN, 
SECI~ENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 




1589 ERCSICN CONTRCLr ISLANDS, WATERFOWL, wiLDLIFE CONSERVATICN 
1545 CANALS, CAMS, DRECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PCwERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1536 BEACHES, BULK~EADS, EROSION CONTROL, MEASUREMENT, SHORE PROTECTIC~ 




1607 ESTUARIES, GECMCRP~OLOGY, MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL WATERS 
2708 BUDGETING, CETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, ~ARSHES, NITRCGEN, 
PHCSPHCRUS, S~LT M~RSHES, WATER OUALITY 
2154 ESTUARIES, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, HYDRAULIC ~ODELS, NATURAL RESCURCES 
1976 ESTUARIES, ~ANAGE~ENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1224 ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1269 BIBLICGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
660 CURRENTS IWATERI, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
1968 DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREAT~ENT, WASTE CI~~OSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER ~UALITY 
142 
1B57 ENVIRC~MENTAL EFFECTS, ESTuARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES 
2073 ATLA~TIC MEN~AOEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, NCRTH 
CARCLINA, PLA~KTON 
1603 CRAB INCUSTHY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTRCLt PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, S~IPS, WATER QuALITY, .INDUSTRIAL FISH 
403 ESTUARIES, FISHERIES, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
1309 ESTUARIES, MANAGEMfNT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CCNTRCL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2787 CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACESWATER CIRCULATION 
59B CONSERVATICN, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
1971 CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, OISTRIBLTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
1513 CHERT, CISSCLVEC CXYGEN, CYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MATHENATICAL HODELS 
POTCfoiAC RIVER 
2794 CURRENTS (WATER), CENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTLARIES, PCTCfoiAC 
RIVER, SEWAGE CISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1601 ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELCPME~T, VIRGINIA 
1380 BICC~H'ISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, SHELLFISH 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2857 BENT~CS, ESTUARIES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, ~ORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFIS~, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3339 ESTUARIES, foiANAGEI"ENT, WATER RESOURCES 
1698 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER), DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, ~ORT~ CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
143 
2774 ESTUARIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
314 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS 
728 BICLCGY, DRECGING, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, ~ATER QuALITY, WILDLIFE 
1392 ESTUARIES, GECLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1393 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARIES, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2990 ESTUARIES, ~YCROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER CHEMISTRY, wATER 
TE~PERATURE 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATuXENT RlVER, SALINITY, SEASON~L 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER ChEMISTRY, wATER TEMPERAT~RE 
2027 BATHY~ETRY, ESTUARIES, ~YCROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTIC~, WATER 
CHEMISTRY 
1686 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS 
54 CURRENT METERS, ESTUARIES 
658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
3099 ESTUARIES, rYCROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
56 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHwATER INTERFACESSALI~E wATER 
INTRUSION 
57 ESTUARIES, SALINE WATER-FRESHwATER INTERFACES 
263 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 
144 
1548 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TICAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
2807 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, IRON, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1639 CESIUM, ESTUARIES, ION EXC~ANGE, RADIOISOTOPES 
1599 CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1579 CHESTER RIVER, ChCPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH, SEIS~IC 
STUDIES, SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER 
2889 BICLCGY, ORECGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
2868 BAYS, BIRCS, CISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, 
WATERFCWL 
400 CHLORCPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY 
PRCCUCTIVITY 
3299 ENVIRCN~ENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHCSP~CRUS, P~YTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
3008 ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1551 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLAN~I~G, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, wiLDLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECCLCGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 




3030 ABSTRACTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STORMS 
2455 CHLCRINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRCN~ENT, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
145 
2433 DUCKS (WILD), ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATERFCWL 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3211 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTLARINE ENVIRCN~E~T, 





393 DISCHARGE !WATER), ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, MULTIPLE-PURPCSE 
PRCJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITRCGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
1695 BOTTCM SEDIMENTS, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, PHOSPHATES, WATER 
POLLUTION SCURCES 
1543 EROSION, EUTRCP~ICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, SUSPENDEu LOAD 
1565 DISSCLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTC~AC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
3292 EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHCRUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
2405 ALGAE, EUTRCP~ICATIQN, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, ~ATER 
QUALITY 
1821 EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
2639 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NLTRIENTS, PCTO~AC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLLTION CONTROL, WATER CLALITY 
3328 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGF TREATMENT, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER CUALITY 
146 
1541 BACTERIA, BE~T~CS, EUTROPbiCATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY wATER, ORGANIC 
CO~PCUNCS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
1623 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DECOMPOSING ORGANIC MATTER, EUTROPHICATICN, HYDROGEN 
SULFICE, 




1595 CRABS, EXPLCSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLLE CRAB 
1973 EXPLCSICNS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MORTALITY 
440 AQUATIC ANI~ALS, EXPLOSIONS, TESTING, TIDAL WATERS 
3047 EXPLCSICNS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2422 BICTA, CRECGI~G, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDLSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPEC BASS, WATER POlLUTION 
2397 BICTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2421 BI8LICGRAPHIES, BICTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLCSICNS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 









1024 CONSTRUCTIO~ COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTSJ EXPORT, I~PCRT, 
INDUSTRIES, PCRT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• FECUNCITY . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1748 AGING !BIOLCGICALI, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PCTO~AC 
RIVER 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PERC~ES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGT~-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 




2630 FECERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER POLLUTICN 
CONTRCL, WATER ~UALITY 
2631 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, MANAGEMENT, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDI~ENTATIC~, SCIL 
ERCSICN 




3214 FECERAL JURISCICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, wATER PCLLLTIO~, 
WATER QUALITY, WATERS~EC MANAGEMENT 
3245 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PRCTECTION, 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
148 
3012 FECERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 FECERAL JURISCICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, PCTCMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, wATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC CP IN IONS 
3014 ENGINEERING, FECERAL JURISCICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
3009 FECERAL JURISCICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESCURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, FECERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3011 FECERAL JURISCICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDI~E~TCLCGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3006 FECERAL JURISCICTION, FIS~, NATURAL RESOLRCES, POTCMAC RIVER, RECREATIC~, 
WILCLIFE 
3007 COST-BENEFIT ~NALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLTURE PLANNI~G 




2503 PARASITIS~, FEECING 
2988 FCCC ~AeiTS, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
2561 FISh PCPULATICNS, FOOC hABITS, JAMES RIVER, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
2632 A~I~C ACIDS, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
1704 FISh PCPULATICNS, FOOC ~ABITS, SEVERN RIVER,MD, FEEDING 





1782 CTENOPHORES, FEEDING RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PREDATION, ZCCPLA~KTC~ 












1944 FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTC~ETRY, 








1198 AMERICAN SHAD, FINFIS~ INC~STRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PCTCMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1307 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTO~AC RIVER, wATERFCWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3025 CATCH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, S~ELLFISH 
2808 CATCh, ECONCMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
2597 ECC~C~lCS, FI~FIS~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, SHELLFISH, SPCRT 
FISHI~G 
3034 FI~FIS~ INDUSTRY, FIS~ POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, 
2396 CATC~, COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISH POPLLATICNS, FISHERIES, 
2873 CATCh, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FINFISH INOLSTRY, FISHERIES, ~ANAGEMENT, POTO~AC 
RIVER 
1353 Fit-;FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1354 FII\FISH INCUS TRY, FISl-ER IES, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVlEh 
1355 FII\FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1350 Fif\FISH INCUS TRY, FIS~ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
1351 FII\FISI-- INDUSTRY, FIS..,ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1400 ECCI\C"ICS, FII\FISI- INCUS fRY, FISHERIES, LNAVAILABLE FGR REVIEw 
1401 FII\FISH INDUSTRY, FISI--ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1404 FII\FISh INCUS TRY, FISI-ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1398 Fli\FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ER!ES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1397 FIHIS~ INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, Ut'-JAVAILABLE FOK REVIEh 
1347 Fli\FISH INCUS TRY, FIS~ERIES, LEGISLATION, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1394 Fif\FIS~ INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, OYSTER INDuSTRY, SHELLFISH, hA TERFCWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
151 
2858 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FINFISH IND~STRY, 
FISHERIES, S~ELLFIS~ 
910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2651 CATCH, FINFIS~ INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2809 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FINFISH INDlSTRY, FISHERIES, CYSTER I~OUSTRY, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SHELLFIS~ 
3082 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FINFISH I~DUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISH HATCHERIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3075 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ rATCHERIESr FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLF FCR REVIEW 
3076 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISr rATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3133 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTCYAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3046 Fl~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GRO~TH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISH SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
745 CO~~ERCIAL FlS~ING, FiNFIS~ INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTFR INDLSTRY, 
VIRGINIA 
2414 A~ERICAN SHAC, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPLLATICNS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 






665 ANI~AL PATHCLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
2423 AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL Ll~IT, ~CRTALITY, 
OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 2,40 
2757 BE~THCS, FIS~, FIS~ EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLA~KTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
1625 CLA~S, FISh, CYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BL~E CRAB 
1595 CRABS, EXPLCSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLLE CRAB 
1276 FISH, FISHERIES, ~ANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2073 ATLANTIC ~ENrADEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, ~ERCURY, NORTH 
CARCLINA, PLANKTON 
2859 BENThCS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2860 BE~TrCS, DREDGING, FlSr, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2862 BENT~CS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZCCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2861 BENTrCS, CRECGI~G, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2863 RE~TrCS, CREDGING, FlSr, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2852 BE~TrCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZCCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2849 BENTrCS, CREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZOOPLA~KTCN, 
SPCIL CISPCSAL 
153 
2850 BEIIiTt<CS, ORECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2851 BEIIiT~CS, ORECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL OISPCSAL 
2792 FISH, TAGGING 
3222 FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFO~L, U~AVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3157 FISh, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
664 BICCHE~ISTRY, FIS~, GUNPOWCER RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
2649 CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, FIS .. , FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTCMAC RIVER, SPCRT 
FISHING 
2865 AMPHIBIANS, BIRCS, FISI-1, INVEIHEBRATES, NATURAL RESOLRCES, PATUXEr\T 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
2125 CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, FISr, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, BLUE CRAB 
2397 BICTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECCNOMICS, FISr, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THER~AL PCLLUTIC~, 
WASTE CISPOSAL 
2992 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, FISH, MODEL STLOIESt NUCLEAR PCWER PLANTS, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN, WATER POLLUTION 
2648 FISH, INCUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STREAMFLOW, ~ATER 
POLLUTIDN, WATER ~UALITY 
1596 BEHAVIOR, FISH, REPRODUCTION, SKATES 
658 CRABS, CRCAKER, CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, FISHr OYSTERS 
2526 CLA~S, FISH, ~ERBICIOES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,40, VIRGINIA, BLLE CRAA 
154 
2847 DISTRIBUTIO~, DRECGING, FISr, FISH POPULATIONS, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
1502 FISH, FIShEKIES, FOODS, SrELLFISHr VIRGINIA, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2050 CRADSr CIATC~S. ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2052 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2047 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARCH ANC CEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2048 CRABS, CIATC~S, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
MOLT IlliG 
2123 CRABS, CiATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEAThER 
2124 CRABS, ECUCATION, F!S .. , HYCROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANC CEVELCP~E~T, WEAT~ER 
2126 CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS .. , HYCROGRAPHY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCh 
ANC CEVELCP~E~T, WEATrER 
2044 CRABS, ECUCATION, F!S~, HYCROGRAPHY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANC CEVELCP~ENT, WEATrER 
2130 CLA~S, CRABS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEAT~ER 
3006 FECERAL JURISCICTION, FIS .. , NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATIC~, 
WILCLIFE 
2593 FISH, FISHEKIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER, S~ELLFISH, ~ATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 















2813 AMERICAN SHAG, FISb EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2815 AMERICAN SHAG, FISb EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2757 BE~T~CS, FIS~, FISb EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
1927 AMERICAN SHAD, FISb EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, SLSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2849 BENThCS, CRECGING, FIS~, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZOOPLA~KTCN, 
SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2850 BE~ThCS, CRECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2848 BE~THCS, DRtCGING, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2851 BENT~CS, ORECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, ZOOPLANKTON, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2819 AMERICAN SHAD, FIS~ EGGS, NORTHEAST u.s., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u.s., 
SPAW~ING 
1777 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEASCNAL-
DISTRIBUTIO~ 
2846 DISTRIBUTION, CRECCING, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, SPAW~ING, 
SPCIL CISPCSAL 
156 
2007 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCbES 
2406 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPA~NING, STRIPED BASS 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCHES, MORPbOLOGY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1978 CARP, CATFISbES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 
FIShES, LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
2415 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1712 FISH EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATLXENT RIVER, 
SPAWNING 
1733 ECCLCGY, FISh EGGS, FISh POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT 
RIVtR, PERC~ES 
2669 DISTRieUTIC~, FISh EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2442 DISTRIPUTICN, FISh EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, TAGGING 
2647 AMERICAN ShAC, FISh EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
2404 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, HYBRIDS 
1648 E~BRYC~IC GRCWTh STAGE, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GRCwTH STAGE, 
~GRP~CLCGY 
3201 A~ERICAN SHAC, FISh EGGS, FISH HATCHEK!ES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH PCPULATICNS, MODEL ST~DIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLA~TS, THERMAL 
POLLUTIC~, ThERMAL WATER 
2770 ELECTRIC PCwER PRCCUCTIO~, FISH EGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, PC~ER 
PLA~TS, wATER TEMPERATURE 
157 
3300 ALEWIVES, A~E~ICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, WHITE 
PERC~ 
3301 ALEwiVES, AME~ICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPEC 
BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1716 AGING IBIOLCGICAL), FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, 
STICKLEBACKS 
2010 AMERICAN SHAC, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCrES 









1275 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr HATCHERIES, PATLXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
2055 AMERICAN SHAC, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIC~S, 
PERCHES 
2127 AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIC~S, 
PERCrES 
2668 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, SLS~UEHANNA RIVER 
2664 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2816 AMERICAN SHAC, F!Sr HATCHERIES, SUSQUF.HAN~A RIVER 
2007 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCrES 
158 
2057 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
PERC~ES 
2406 FISH EGGS, FISH rATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATIONS, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
1370 A~ERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PCPULATIC~S, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1371 AMERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PCPULATIO~S, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2415 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1399 EASTERN SHCRE IVA-~Cl, FIS~ HATCHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
1396 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2049 A~ERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATIC~S, 
PERC~ES 
2665 A~ERICAN SHAC, FISr HATCHERIES, FISH POP~LATIONS, POTCMAC RIVER, SPAWNI~G 
2653 AME~ICAN SHAC, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, POTC~AC RIVER, SPAWNI~G 
3194 A~ERICAN SHAC, FIS~ HATCrERIESr 
2464 FISr rATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
2432 AMERICAN SHAC, LISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, ~ANAGE~ENT, ~ORTH CAR0LI~A 
2404 FISH EGGS, FISH rATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, HYBRIDS 
3201 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3200 F!Sr rATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED ~ASS 
159 
3074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MCl, FINFISH INDuSTRY, FISHERIES, FISH HATCHERIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3075 FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FGR REVIEW 
3076 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2010 A~ERICAN SHAC, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERC~ES 
2045 AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
PERC~ES 





2492 FISH MIGRATIO~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELCP~ENT, 
SPAWNING, STRIPEC BASS 
1929 DISTRIBUTIO~, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POP~LATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
2120 ANADRC~OUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE 
HlSTCRY STUCIES, STRIPEC BASS 
2676 OISTRIBUTIO~, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, 
LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
342 FIS~ ~IGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIC~, 
STRIPEC BASS, TAGGING 
3094 FISh ~IGRATIC~, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2560 DISTRIBUTIO~, FIS~ MIGRATION, FIS~ POPuLATIONS, FOCD HABITS, GRC~TH 
RATES, LIFE blSTORY STUCIES, REPROD~CTION, STRIPED BASS, ~NJTED STATES 
160 
2485 FISh ~IGRATIO~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, UNITED STATES 
2994 ABSTRACTS, CISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1677 FISh ~IGRATICN, FISH POPULATIONS, PATuXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFL~E~TS, WATER 
POLLUTION 
2030 FISH ~IGRATIC~, FISb POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGI~G 
2578 CO~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, GRCWTH 
RATES, SPCRT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 




1919 FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
SILVERSICES, SPAWNING 
1745 CCPEPCDS, FISr PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, PARASITIS~ 
715 COPEPCCS, FJSr PARASITES 
3041 AMERICAN Sh~C, FISr PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
288 ACA~TbCCEPH~LA, FISH PARASITES, SPOT 
305 FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
383 FISH PARASITES, TREMATOCES 
381 FISH PARASITES, TREMATOCES 
?676 DJSTRIBUTIC~, FISr MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, 
LIFE riSTCRY STUCIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, U~ITED STATES 
161 
2434 FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM 




1773 EELS, FIS~ P~YSIOLOGY, 
2450 FISh PHYSICLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
1776 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, STRIPEC BASS, wHITE PERCH 
2458 FISH PHYSICLCGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, wATER 
TE~PERATURE 
1787 CARBCN, FJSr PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, KlLLIFISHES, PATuXE~T RIVER, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2855 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISr PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATuXE~T RIVER, 
POTC~AC RIVER, STRIPEC BASS 
2856 CHCPTANK RIVER, F!Sr PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATuXE~T RIVER, 
POTC~AC RIVER, STRIPEC BASS 
1749 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, PRCTEINS 
1736 FIS~ PrYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, RAUIOACTIVITY, VITA~!~ 
B 
1717 FISH PrYSIOLOGY, GCNACSr STRIPED BASS 
1781 FIS~ PrYSIOLCGYr TEMPERATURE, BLOOD VALUES 
1999 FISH PHYSIOLCGYr FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS 
162 
1786 ELECTRCN ~ICRCSCOPY, FISH PrYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, 




2003 CRAYFISh, CISTR!BUTION, FlS~ POPULATIONS, 
1198 A~ERICA~ SrAC, FlNFlSr INCuSTRY, FISH POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, PCTCMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEw 
3259 FISh PCPULATICNS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTICN, wATER 
~UALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1446 EELS, FISH PCPULATIONS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1195 AMERICA~ SH~C, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPLLATIONS, wiCC~ICO RIVER,~O, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1418 FISh PrPULATIC~S, UNAVAILABLE Foq REVIEw 
2813 A~fRICAN S~AC, FISr EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2815 AMERICA~ S~AC, FISr EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2492 FISh ~IGRATIO~. FISr POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, RESEARCH A~D OEVELCP~ENT, 
SPAw~I~G, STRIPEC BASS 
1~19 FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HlSTCRY STUDIES, 
SlLVERSICES, SPAWNING 
2795 FISH PCPULATICNS, RAYS 
1964 FISr PCPULATICNS, SEASONAL CISTRIBLTIUN 
2388 DISTRIPUTIC~, FIS~ POPULATION~, STRIPED BASS, DEFORMITIES 
163 
1265 FISH PCPULATICNS, SPORT FIShiNG, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1707 DISTRIP.UTICN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2800 ECCNCMICS, FISH PCPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGI~IA, ~!COLE 
ATLANTIC BIGrT 
1931 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIO~S, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
POTC~AC RIVER 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPEC BASS, 
TAGGING 
917 DISTRI~UTIC~ PATTERNS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONO~Y, PERCHES 
1941 FISh PCPULATICNS, FOOC ~ABITS, 
1927 AMERICAN SHAD, FlSr EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHAN~A RIVER 
2450 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, KILLIFISHES, PATLXE~T 
RIVER 
2055 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FiSH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIC~S, 
PERCrES 
1973 EXPLCSICNS, FISr POPULATIONS, MORTALITY 
2127 AMERICAN SHAC, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIC~S, 
PERCHES 
316 A~UATIC ANI~ALS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBLTION, FISH POPLLATIO~S, PLA~KTCN, 
PLANT POPULATIONS 
1300 FISh PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1299 CRCAKER, FISr PCPULATIONS, FOODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
164 
1748 AGING (81CLCGICALl, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, PCTO~AC 
RIVER 
1841 FISH PCPULATICNS, PATUXENT RIVER, DEFORMITIES 
1657 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTr RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ~ORPHOLOGY 
1734 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGEr PATUXENT RIVER, 
~ORPHCLCGY 
1777 FISH EGGS, FISH PCPULATIONS, LARVAE, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEASONAL 
CISTRI~UTICN 
1685 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATLXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRI~UTIC~ 
2846 DISTRIRUTION, CMECGING, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIO~S, LARVAE, SPAw~ING, 
SPCIL CISPCSAL 
1745 COPEPCOS, F!Sr PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, PARASITIS~ 
3210 EASTERN ShCRE !VA-MOI, FISH POPULATIO~S, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING 
1918 FISh PCPULATICNS, FISH TAXONOMY, 
2872 CATCH, CREEL CENSUS, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, ~AGCTHY RIVER,~D, 
SPCRT FISH 
2871 DISTRIEUTIC~, FiSr POPULATIONS, 
1673 CREEL CENSUS, F!S~ POPULATIONS, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD 
1791 CREEL CE~SUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIGNS, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCWER PLANTS, SPORT FISHING 
1792 CREEL CENSUS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SPORT FISHING 
165 
1557 ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHING, PCTG~AC RIVER, THERMAL 
WATER 
3235 FISH POPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2636 OISTRIAUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, YCRK RIVER, 
HA~PTCN ROACS 
1183 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, FlS~ POPULATIO~S, VIRGINIA 
2367 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, NORTHEAST RIVER,MO, SHARKS 
2371 ELK RIVER,MC, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2599 DISTRI8UTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
1645 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTC~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
3034 FINFIS~ INDUSTRY, FISr POPulATIONS, FISHERIES, 
3297 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
2668 AMERICAN SHAD, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, SUS,UEHAN~A RIVER 
1360 FISH PCPULATICNS, STRIPEO BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2008 AMERICAN SHAO, FISr CONSE~VATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LEGISLATIC~, 
MANAGEMENT, 
2001 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERC~ES 
2057 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATICNS, 
PERChES 
2396 CATCh, COMMERCIAL FIS~iNG, FINFISH INOLSTRY, FISH PCPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, 
166 
1567 ATLANTIC ME~~ADEN, CATC~, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIGNS, FISHERIES, 
MICCLE ATLA~TIC BIG~T 
2407 CATC~, CCMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
2993 CATCh, CCMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING GEAR, FISHERIES, 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FIS~, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATICNS, 
FISH TAXCNC~Y, MARINE FIS~ 
2561 FISH PCPULATICNS, FOOC ~ABITS, JhMES RIVER, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
3172 FISH PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE" 
3218 FISH PCPULAT!CNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3219 FISH PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3220 FISH PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3171 FISh PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2989 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL OlSTRIB~TICNr FISH PCPULATIC~S 
2540 ANACCSTIA RIVER, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
2769 FISH PCPULATICNS, FIS~ REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTIO~, SPAwNING 
2406 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
1606 CATCH, CO~MERCIAL FISh, ORLMS, FISH POPULATIONS 
350 CATFISHES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXE~T RIVER, SALT 
TGLERA~CE, WATER TEMPERATURE 
16 7 
2857 BENTbCS, ESTUARIES, FISh POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, ~ORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISh, WATER TEMPERATuRE 
1370 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PCPULATIO~S, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1371 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH PCPULATIC~S, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1678 CATCh, COMMERCIAL FISh, FISb POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
2460 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGI~G, C + D CANAL 
546 FISH PCPULATICNS, ~ICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL OISTRIBLTICN, STRIPED BASS, 
VIRUSES, HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
3050 A~ERICAN SHAC, FISr POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, ~~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3048 FISH PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE" 
3047 EXPLCSICNS, FISh POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, ~NAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1047 DISTRIPUTIO~, FISh POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
286 DISTRIBUTIO~, F!Sr POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2370 BIRCS, FIS~ PCPULATIONS, bYDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATuRAL RESC~RCES, 
PLANTS, SEC!MENTS, SHELLFISb 
2836 FISh PCPULATICNS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1495 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1496 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
168 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCbES, MCRPrOLOGY, SEVERN RIVER,MO 
1978 CARP, CATFISrES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 
FISHES, LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
2106 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISh POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1916 FISh PCPULATICNS, PHYLOGENY, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIB~TICNS 
1917 BIPLICGRAPhiES, FISh POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2120 ANACRCMCUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATICNS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, STRIPEC BASS 
2121 A~ERICA~ ShAC, ANACROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATICNS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, 
1924 AGING (~ICLCGICALI, FISh POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
ALBIN IS~ 
2463 DISTRIBUT!O~, F!Sr POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1914 D!STRIBUT!CN, F!Sr POPULATIONS, PATLXENT RIVER, SHARKS 
1915 DISTRIBUTIG\, F!Sr POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
2870 CATCb, CHESTER RIVER, F!Sr POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,~D, PERCHES, 
SEA~C~Al C!STRJeUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TAGGING 
1912 BleLICGRfiPHIES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
2415 FISH EGGS, FISr HATCHERIES, FISh POPLLATIONS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGEr 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
2416 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTh STAG~S, STRIPED BASS 
169 
1486 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1662 FISH PGPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS 
1665 FISH PCPULATICNS, RAYS 
358 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1655 DRUMS, FISH PCPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1666 AGING CBIOLCGICAL), FIS~ POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERC~ES, FIS~ SCALES 
1664 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2422 BICTA, DREDGI~G, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDLSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPEC BASS, WATER POLL~TION 
1651 FISH PCPULATICNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1649 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, ~ORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPRCDUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIB~TION 
2609 FISH POPULATICNS, FIS~ERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
1708 FISH PCPULATICNS, MULLETS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1709 ATLANTIC ME~HADEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LAMPREYS, PARASITIS~, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTIO~ 
1712 FISH EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVFNILE FISHES, LARVAE, PAT~XENT RIVER, 
SPAW~ING 
1740 FIS~ PCPULATICNS, OSTEOLOGY 
1705 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FIS~ POP~LATIONS, FISHERIES, 
170 
2467 OISTRieUTIO~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1733 ECCLCGY, FIS~ EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PERC~ES 
889 OISTRieUTIC~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, ~ARINE FISH 
880 DISTRIBUTIC~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
1643 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ POP~LATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
2049 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIC~S, 
PERC~ES 
2663 A~E~ICAN SHAC, FIS~ POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL wASTES, MCRTALITY, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, WASTE CISPCSAL, WATER POLLUTiON 
2665 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, POTC~AC RIVER, SPAW~J~G 
2667 A~E~ICAN SHAC, CISTRIBUTJON, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, U~ITEC 
STATES 
2670 AMERICAN ShAC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, ~NITEO STATES 
2653 A~EkJCAN SrAC, FISr HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAW~I~G 
2669 DlSTRIP.UTIO~, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2458 FISh PrYSIOLOCY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHFS, WATER 
TE~PERATURE 
1694 ELECTRIC PCWER PRCCUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
OISTRISUTIG~, STEEL 
1493 FISH PrPULATICNS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
1704 FISh PCPULATICNS, FOOC rARITS, SFVERN RIVER,MD, FEEDI~G 
171 
2814 CO~MERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER 
1787 CARBCN 1 FIS~ PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1769 FISH PCPULATICNS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ALBINIS~ 
1563 CRABS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PAT~XENT RIVER, SPCRT 
FISHING, STEA~ TURBINES, T~ERMAL WATER 
2855 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATuXENT RIVER, 
POTC~AC RIVER, STRIPEC BASS 
2856 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPuLATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTO~AC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1749 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, PRCTEINS 
2442 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, TAGGING 
1835 BIOASSAY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,M0 1 PATLXENT RIVER, hATER 
QUALITY, WHITE PERCH 
2464 FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNCITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRChTH RATES, 
LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, PERC~ES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGT~-FRECUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
1816 FISH PCPULATICNS 
1736 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATuXENT RIVER, RADIOACTIVITY, VITA~IN 
B 
2432 AMERICAN SHAD, CISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
FISHERIES, ~ANAGE~ENT, NORT~ CAROLINA 
342 FISH MIGRATICN, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTIO~, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
172 
1753 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
2796 DISTRIPUTICN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
1768 FISH PCPULATICNS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD 
2487 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, ~IDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGr.T 
3095 AMERICAN SHAC, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2539 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2560 DJSTRJRUTICN, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPLLATIONS, FOCD HABITS, GRCWTH 
RATES, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, KEPRODLCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2511 OJSTRIEUTICN, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, YORK RIVER 
2485 FISh ~IGRATIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, LNITEO STATES 
1078 DISTRIPUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBLTARIES, VIRGINIA 
2652 FISH PCPULATICNS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2647 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
2847 DISTRIBUTIC~, CRECGING, FlSr, FISH POPLLATIONS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2994 ABSTRACTS, CISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1659 FISr PCPULATICNS, PATUXENT RIVER, OSPREYS 
1785 FISH PCPULATICNS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
173 
2404 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, HYBRIDS 
1648 E~BRYCNIC GROWT~ STAGE, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GRCwTH STAGEr 
~ORPHCLOGY 
3206 CATFISHES, FISr POPULATIO~S, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIFSr 
POTC~AC RIVER 
2105 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISr POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVFR,~D 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH PCPULATICNS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, TrERMAL WATER 
2065 DISTRIRUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2361 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, SHARKS 
1669 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1661 FISH PCPULATICNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1656 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, 
1654 FISh POPULATICNS, LENGTr, SrARKS 
1641 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2465 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, 
2506 AGING IBIOLCGICAL), FISr POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 
1732 BLUEFISH, FIS~ POPULATIONS, DEFORMITIES 
2446 DRU~S, FISH PCPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, ~ATER 
TE~PERATUREr WINTER 
174 
2449 FISH PCPULATICNS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, WINTER 
1716 AGING IBIOLCGICALl, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, 
STICKLEBACKS 
1713 AGING IBIOLCGICAL), CATFISrES, FISH POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, lENGTr-FRE,UENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1956 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISr POPULATIONS, NORTH CAROLINA, SHARKS, DEFCR~ITIES 
1652 CREEL CENSUS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPCRT FISHING, STRIPED 
BASS 
349 BICASSAY, EELS, FISr POPULATIONS 
3199 FISr PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS 
3200 FISH rATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
2804 DISTRI~UTIO~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
2803 DISTRICT OF CCLUMEIA, FISr POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3198 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, POTCMAC RIVER 
2507 BICASSAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, HEATED WATER, 
MARINE FISH, ~ORTALITY, T~ERMAL WATER 
2510 EPIZCCTIOLOGY, FISr POPULATIONS, MARINE BACTERIA, MORTALITY, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, STRIPEC EASS, WHITE PERCH 
3072 CHE~ICAL WASTES, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3133 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISr POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTCMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
175 
291 FISH PCPULATICNS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
3129 FISH PCPULATICNS, POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3045 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIC~S, FIS~ SCALES 
2005 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWT~ RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECuENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS, FIS~ SCALES 
2064 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, ~ANAGE~E~T, 
3046 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, GROwTH RATES, STRIPEC 
BASS, FISH SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2401 FISH PCPULATICNS, FIS~ERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, FISH SCALES 
2410 EXPLCSIONS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER 
1999 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS 
2913 FISH PCPULATICNS, MAGOThY RIVER,MD, MORTALITY, SALINITY, SEVER~ RIVER,~C 
2038 CG~~ERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STRIPEC BASS 
2024 FISH POPULATICNS, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING 
2025 CO~~ERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER IND~STRY, OYSTERS, SPCRT FISh, 
BLUE CRAB 
2010 AMERICAN SHAD, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERChES 
1783 CHLORINATION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SE~AGE EFFLUE~TS, 
TOXICITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1684 BREEDING, FIS~ GENETICS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, HYBRIDS 
176 
1677 FISH ~IGRATICN, FISr POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER 
POLLUTICN 
2459 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE hiSTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 
1738 CLEANING, FISh POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, STICKLEBACKS, SYMBIOSIS 
3061 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3239 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1786 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
2030 FISH ~IGRATIC~, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2029 AMERICAN SHAC, FISr POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
2578 CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, GRCWTH 
RATES, SPCRT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
2414 A~ERICA~ ShAC, CATCH, FINFIS~ INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGI~G 
2045 A~ERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
PERChES 
3257 CATCH, FISH PCPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQuENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2023 AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPuLATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
2016 AMERICAN SHAD, CO~MERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCrES 
2015 CRCAKER, DISTRIEUTION, FISr MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, 
573 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SAMPLI~G 
177 
2462 DA~S, DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SUSOLEHANNA RIVER, TAGGING 
1660 FISH PCPULATICNS, LENGT~, PATUXENT RIVER, wEIGHT 
1642 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1148 BASS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, wHITE PERCH 
3268 FISh PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3269 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3241 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2739 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS 
3242 FISH PCPULATICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2738 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS 





2769 FISH POPULATICNS, FISr REPRODUCTION, POTO~AC RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRI~UTION, SPAWNING 






1666 AGING IBICLCGICALI, FISr POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERChES, FISr SCALES 
3045 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTr RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECLENCY 
DISTRIBUTIO~S, FISr SCALES 
2005 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROwTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECUENCY 
DISTRIBUTICNS, FISr SCALES 
3046 FI~FISH INCUSTRY, FISr POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, GROwTH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISh SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 




917 O!SlR!8UT10~ PATTERNS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISH TAXDNO~Y, PERCHES 
1918 FISh PCPULATICNS, FIS~ TAXONOMY, 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FIS~, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATICNS, 




1198 A~ERICAN S~AC, FINFIS~ INCLSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PCTCMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILA8LE FOR REVIEW 
1199 FISHERIES, SPCRT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1191 FISHERIES, RESEARC~ AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, U~AVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
2492 FISH ~IGRATIC~, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELCP~ENTo 
SPAW~I~G, STRIPEC 8ASS 
179 
2119 FIShERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
2837 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1220 FISHERIES, ~ATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR RFVIEW 
3338 EELS, FISHERIES, 
2046 CO~~ERCIAL FIShiNG, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
2800 ECCNC~ICS, FIS~ PCPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGI~IA, ~ICCLE 
ATLANTIC BIGhT 
1273 FIShERIES, POTO~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1931 A~ERICAN SHAC, CISTRI~UTIO~, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
POTC~AC RIVER 
1929 DISTRIBUTIO~, FJS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPEC BASS, 
TAGGING 
2121 DELAWARE, F!SrERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1276 FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, u~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1402 BENTHCS, FIShERIES, HURRICANES, HYDROGRAPHY, 
1280 FIShERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2051 CO~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, FIS~ERIES, FISHING GEAR, FYKE ~ETS, GILL ~ETS, 
TRAWLING, SEINING 
403 ESTUARIES, FIS~ERIES, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
180 
1307 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIShERIES, OYSTER INOUSTRY, POTO~AC RIVER, WATERFCWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3025 CATCh, EASTERN ShORE (VA-MD), FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INCUSTRY, S~ELLFIS~ 
3183 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2791 FIShERIES, riSTCRY, MA~AGEMENT 
3210 EASTERN ShORE IVA-MOl, FISr POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING 
3233 FIShERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYST~RS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2808 CATCH, ECONCMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
2597 ECC~C~ICS, Fl~FISr INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, SHELLFISH, SPCRT 
FIS~l~G 
3224 FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3225 FIShERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3226 FIShERIES, UNAVAILAELE FOR REVIEW 
2104 FIShERIES, UNAVAILAELE FOR REVIE~ 
3020 FIShERIES, UNAVAILAHLE FOR REVIEW 
3019 FISHERIES, UNAVAILAP.LE FOK REVIEW 
1356 FIShERIES, LEGISLATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1525 FISHERIES, WATER PCLLUTION 
ldl 
2502 FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
3034 FI~FISH INCUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, ~ISHERIES, 
2396 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
1960 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, HISTORIC FLOOD, H~RRICA~ES, 
2797 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CLAMS, FIS~ERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NCRTHEAST U.S., 
SOFT CLAM 
2662 A~ERICAN SHAC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2657 A~ERICAN SHAC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2658 AMERICAN S~AC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTO~AC RIVER 
2666 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1455 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FIS~ERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPA~ANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1567 ATLANTIC MENhADEN, CATCh, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATICNS, FISHERifS, 
~ICCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2407 CATCh, COMMERCIAL FIShl~G, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHI~G GEA~, 
2993 CATCH, CCMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHING GEAR, FISHERIES, 
1907 ACUICULTURE, FISHERIES, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
3151 CRAB INDUST~Y, FIS~ERIES, hiSTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
182 
3170 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3169 FISHERIES, INCUSTRIES, STATISTICS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3165 FIShERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3166 FIShERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
1378 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2985 ECC~C~ICS, FISHERIES, HISTO~Y, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATICN, 
SCIL ERCSIC~, WATER POLLUTION 
1379 FISh[RIES, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2820 ATLA~TIC ME~rACEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST U.S., SCUTHEAST 
U.S., LENGT~-FRECUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
3195 FISHERIES, ~CRT~ CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2649 CC~MERCIAL FISHING, FISr, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTCMAC RIVER, SPCRT 
FISr!NG 
1678 CATCr, CCMMERCIAL FISr, F!Sr POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
2776 CRAB I~CUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FISHERIES, SCUTHEAST U.S. 
2775 CRAB I~CUSTRY, FIShERIES, BLUE CRAB 
2780 CRAB I~CUSTRY, F!SrERIES, LABOR, BL~E CRAB 
2111 FISHERIES, GULFS, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2779 CRA~ I\CUSTRY, FISrERIES, SOUTHEAST u.s., BLUE CRAB 
183 
2778 CRAB INDUSTRY, ECCNOMICS, FISHERIES, BLCE CRAB 
1499 CO~SERVATIC~, FIS~ERIES, NATURAl RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3209 CLA~ INDUSTRY, FIS~FRIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, SHELLFISH 
1912 BI BLICGRAPI-tiES, F I Sl-' POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQ~HANNA 
RIVER 
2873 CATC~, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FINFISH INDLSTRY, FISHERIES, ~ANAGE~E~T, PCTC~AC 
RIVER 
2609 FISH PCPULATICNS, FISrERIES, POTOMAC RIVE~, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED bhSS 
1705 EASTERN SHORE (VA-~Cl, F!S~ POPLLAT!ONS, FISHERIES, 
1353 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ER!ES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!E~ 
1354 Fl~FlSr INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1355 Fl~F!Sr INDUSTRY, F!S~ERIES, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1350 F!~FISH 1\DUSTRY, F!SrEK!ES, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIE~ 
1351 FI~F!SH INDUSTRY, F!SrER!ES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!E~ 
1400 ECC~C~ICS, Fl~FIS~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
1401 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEk 
1404 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1398 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, F!SrER!ES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1397 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
184 
1347 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ER!ES, LEGISLATION, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1348 FISHERIES, S~ELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1349 FISHERIES, SI-'ELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1394 FI~FlSH l~CUSTRY, FIS~ER!ES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFC~Lr 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1643 AMERICA~ SHAG, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
3026 FISHERIES, rlSTCRY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVtR, RAPPAHAN~CCK RIVER, 
SUSCUE~ANNA ~IVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
446 FIShERIES, ~ESEARC~ ANC DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
2054 ECC~C~ICS, F!SrERIES, ~ATURAL RESOuRCES 
2b14 CC~~ERCIAL FIS~, CISTR!EUTION, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCTC~AC RIVER 
28513 CATCH, CCMMERCIAL FISt-, tASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), FINFISH II\DUSTRY, 
FIS~ERIES, SrELLFIS~ 
2432 A~ERICA~ SrAC, C!STR!BUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATIONS, 
FIShERIES, ~A\ACE~ENT, ~ORTh CAROLI~A 
910 CC~SERVATIC~, FINFISH INCUSTRY, FIShERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATtRS, VI~::I~IA 
1754 AfLAI\TIC ~EI\~ACE~, COMMFRCIAL FIShiNG, FISHt~IES 
2214 DISTRIPUTIC~. F!S~ERIES, VIRGINIA, BLuE CRAB 
2213 DISTRIPUTJCI\, FIShERIES, JAME~ RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STLOIES, BLUE CRAB 
2487 CATCH, CCM~EKCIAL FIShiNG, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, ~!DOLE ATLAI\TIC 
Bl Gt·T 
185 
1780 CLA~S, CREOGI~G, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
3107 FISHERIES, CYSTERS, S~ELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3112 CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, SrELLFlSHt UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3203 FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3207 FIShERIES, CYSTERS, S~ELLFISH 
2360 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
3124 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3125 FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3126 CRAB INDUSTRY, FJS~ERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2898 CATCH, CONSERVATION, FlSrfRIES, FISHI~G GEAR, PAT~XENT RIVER, TRAwLING 
3127 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, SHELLFISH, ~NAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2651 CATCH, FINFISr INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
3197 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, SrELLFISH 
2809 CATCH, CC~MERCJAL FJS~, FINFISH IND~STRY, FISHERIES, CYSTER I~D~STKY, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SHELLFIS~ 
3082 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISH HATCHERIFS, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
186 
3075 Fl~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3076 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISr rATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3202 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
3070 FISHFRIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2811 A~ERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1502 FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, SrELLFJSH, VIRGINIA, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2067 FISHERIES, ~A~AGE~ENT, 
2064 A~ERICA~ SHAC, COM~ERCIAL FISH, FISH POP~LATIONS, FISHERIES, ~A~AGE~ENT, 
2059 CC~~ERCIAL FISh, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
3040 FISrERIES, ~A~AGE~ENT, 
3046 FI~FISH I~CUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GRO~TH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISH SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2401 FISH PCPULATICNS, FlSrERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, FISH SCALES 
2410 EXPLCSICNS, FlSr POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER 
3130 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, wATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2812 CO~~ERCIAL FISr, CELAWARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLA~TIC BIGHT 
2740 FISHERIES, LA~C USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNI~G, 
UReA~IZATIC~, WASTE WATER CISPOSAL, wATER QUALITY 
187 
3035 FISHERIES, RESEARC~ AND DEVELOPMENT 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOuRCES, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SrELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
3252 FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2578 CO~MERCIAL FISHING, FISr MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GRCWTH 
RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
2640 CLI~ATIC DATA, FIS~ERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLA~TS, wATER 
RESCURCES, CC~MERCE 
2414 AMERICAN SHAG, CATCh, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATICNS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 
3258 FISHERIES, riSTCRY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, U~AVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3262 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3263 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2801 CRAB INGUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, FISHING GEAR 
3281 FISHERIES, PCTO~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2838 CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FCCCS, CYSTFR 
INCUSTRY, SrELLFlSr 











625 CRAB INDUSTRY, CR~BS, FIS~ING GEAR, TRAPPING 
627 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
2046 COM~ERCIAL FIShiNG, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
2051 CC~~ERCIAL FISHING, FISrERIES, FISHING GEAR, FYKE NETS, GILL NETS, 
TRAWLING, SEI~ING 
1631 CATCh CRAB l~CUSTRY, FISHNG GEAR, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
2502 FISHERIFS, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
3163 BCTTCM SECI~E~TS, CLAM INC~STRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
2407 CATC~, CCMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
2993 CATCr, CCMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POP~LATIONS, FISHING GEAR, FISHERIES, 
1678 CATCI-', CCM~ERCIAL FIS~, FISh POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASChAL CISTRI~UTION, STRIPED BASS 
2359 CLAII INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DRECGING, FISHING GEAR 
1671 CLAM INCUSTRY, CRECGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
287 FISHihG GEA~, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
189 
2898 CATCH, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, PATUXENT RIVER, TRAWLING 
2122 CO~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, FIS~ING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
745 CO~MERCIAL FISHING, FlNFISr INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER IND~STRY, 
VIRGINIA 








3022 ADSORPTION, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,~O, SILTS, 









3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FECERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PRCTECTICN, 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER Qt:ALITY CONTROL, 









1936 FLCCCS, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1857 ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLCOD, HURRICANES 
2754 FLCCCS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREA~FLOW, STRIPEC BASS, YORK RIVER 




663 ANI~AL PATbCLCGY, CELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPORES 
1949 CIRCULATICN, CURRENTS (WATER), FLUORESCENCE, FL~ORCMETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACFRS, WATER POLLUTION 
1620 CHLCRCPrYLL, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, FLUORESCENCE, TE~PERATLRE 
1952 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER), FL~ORESCENCE, FLUORCMETRY, HARBCRS, 




1950 CIRCULATICN, CURRENTS !WATERI, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, TRACERS, ftASTES, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 
1~49 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER), FLUORESCENCE, FLLORCMETRY, HAR~CRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
386 CHE~IChL ANALYSIS, C~LOROPrYLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, FLUC~OMFTRY, 
PHYTCPLANKTC"' 
1952 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, FLUORESCFNCE, FLLORC~ETRY, HARBCRS, 





1919 FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
SILVERSIDES, SPAWNING 
1600 BARNACLES, CRABS, FOOC ~ABITS, uROCHORDATES, BL~E CRAB 
1941 FISH PCPULATICNS, FOOC ~ABITS, 
2988 FOCG HABITS, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
2561 FISH PCPULATICNS, FOOC rABITS, JAMES RIVER, STRIPED BASS, FEECI~G 
1715 FOCD ~ABITS, rAEITATS, MARSh PLA~TS, MARSHES, PATuXENT RIVER, ~ATERFC~L 
2676 DISTRieUTION, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1704 FISH PCPULATICNS, FOOC rABITS, SEVERN RIVER,MD, FEEOI~G 
2570 FOCD HABITS, CYSTERS, FEECING 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PERCrES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNI~G, 
LE~GTH-FRFCUE~CY CISTRIAUTION~ 
2684 CRABS, CFLAWARE, EASTERN SrORE IVA-MD), FOOD HABITS, 
2560 DISTRIBUTICN, FIS~ MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOCO HABITS, GRCWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODuCTION, ~TRIPED BASS, L~ITEC STATES 
2506 AGI~G (BICLCGICAL), FIS~ POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 






2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOOCS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2717 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOOCS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PLBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE 
CRAB 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAE INCUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDLSTRY, PLBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2720 CRAB INCUSTRY, FOCCS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOCCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOOCS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1838 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BluE [qAB 
2452 BACTERIA, CLA~ INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH 
1299 CRCAKER, FISr PCPULATIONS, FOODS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2718 CRAB INCUSTMY, FOOCS, PLBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLLE CRAB 
244l BACTERIA, FCCCS, ISOLATION, BLUE CRAB 
3055 FCCCS, U~AVAILAELE FOR REVIEW 
2719 CMA8 I~CUSTRY, FCCCS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUF CRAB 
2793 CRAB INCUSTRY, FOCCS, ~EATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2730 FCCLS, CYSTERS, RACIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
193 
1502 FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, S~ELLFISH, VIRGINIA, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1771 BLUE CRAB, FCCDS 
1583 AUTC~ATION, FCOCS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 





1206 FORA~INIFERA, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
1207 FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCr, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1974 CHCPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, FORAMINIFERA 
1803 FORA~INIFERA 
1285 FORA~INIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH, LNhVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2080 FORA~INIFERA, PALEONTOLOGY 
2085 FORA~INIFERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2081 FORA~INIFERA, MIOCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1970 DISTRIBUTIO~, FLRAMINIFERA, PATuXENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER 
150 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALFGNTULCGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
2679 FCRA~INIFERA, P~YLOGENY, PROTOZOA, SYSTE~ATICS 
194 
1788 FDRA~INIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1789 FORA~I~IFERA, MA~MALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1790 FORA~INIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 









2438 DISTRIBUTIO~, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
1218 MARSHFS, SWAMPS, WETLANCS, FOSSILS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1292 TURTLES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1294 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, FOSSILS, uNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3160 MICCE~E EPCCr, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3179 WHALES, FCSSILS, UNAVAILABLE ~OK REVIEw 
1376 PALEC~TCLCGY, FCSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1377 PALEC~TCLCGY, FCSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1375 PALEC~TCLCGY, W~ALES, FOSSILS, LNAVAILABLF FOR REVIE~ 
195 
1372 MICCENE EPCC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1373 MICCENE EPDC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, ~NAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1484 PALECNTOLOGY, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2682 CRABS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2685 MICCENE EPOCh, ~OLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2420 DISTRiflUTION, S~ELLFIS,_., SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2439 CHCPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTE~ATICS, FOSSILS 
3063 MICCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, 
3064 MICCE~F EPCC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2655 GECLCGIC TI~E, GECLOGY, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 




2373 FOULI~G, PRCTCZOA, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION 
2115 BARI'<ACLES, BRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOUL lNG, HYDROZOA, MOLLLSKS 
1933 FOULI~G, OYSTERS 
1928 DATA CrLLECT ICNS, FOUL IlliG, HEATED I-lATER, PATUXENT RIVER 
THER~AL POLLUTICN, WATER CLALITY 
196 
348 BEI\ThiC FAUII.A, FOULING, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBL.TICN 
308 BEI\ThiC FAUI'\A, FOUL lNG 





2499 DISTRIBUTION, FRES~WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
2445 CRAYFISh, CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTIUN, FRESHWATER, PATAPSCC RIVER,MC 
525 DRAINAGE CISTR!CTS, FRESHWATER 




3156 A~PH!BIANS, C!STR!BUT!ON, FROGS, UIIIAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2364 AMPHIBIA~S, CISTRIBUTIO~, FROGS, 
1730 ATLAI\TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTE~ATICS 
1725 FRCGS, C~FOR~ITIES 
1925 A~P~IB!ANS, CISTR!BUT!ON, FROGS, 
2925 DELAWARE, FRCGS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 





891 FU~GI, ~OLLUSKS, ~ORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
883 ALGAE, FUNGI, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLAI>.:TS, 
VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
909 EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
235b DISTRieUTIO~, ECOLOGY, FUNGI, PAT~XENT RIVER 
25!3 AQUATIC FUNGI, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
17b0 DISTRIBUTIO~, FUNGI 
3044 DISTRieUTIC~, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALI~ITY, ~ATER TEMPERATLRE 
182b DISTRieUTIC~, FUNGI, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES 
2728 FU~GI, ~ANAGE~E~T, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
2799 FU~GI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FUTURE PLAN~ING (PROJECTED! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1193 FUTURE PLAN~I~G IPROJECTECI, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
781 FUTURE PLAN~I~G (PROJECTED), MANAGEME~T, PROJECT PLAN~ING, RESC~RCE 
DEVELCPMENT, wETLANDS 
1278 FUTURE PLAN~I~G (PROJECTECI, HISTORY, SUSQLEHANNA RIVER, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1379 FISHERIES, FUTURE PLANNING (PKOJ~CTEDI, HISTORY, LNAVAIL~BLE FCR REVIEw 
3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, FUTURE PLM'1:ING 
(PROJECTED), P<YrOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
198 
3012 FECERAL JURISCICTICN, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), PGTC~AC RIVER, 
RESERVCIRS, wATER RESOURCES, wATFR SUPPLY 
3013 FECERAL JURISCICTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLA~~ING, PCTCMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, wATER RESCURCES, ~ATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC CPINIONS 
3007 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTIC~, FUTURE PLANNING 









2079 DISCrARGE MEASURf~E~T, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GAGING STATIONS, RU~CFF, 
STREA~FLCw, SURFACE wATERS, WATER RESOLRCES 
2089 DISChARGE (wATER), GAGING STATIONS, GLNPOWDER RIVER,~D, PATAPSCC 
RIVER,~C, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOLTH RIVER,~D, STREA~FLCw, 
SUSCUErANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2056 DISCrARGE ~EASURE~ENT, GAGING STATIONS, STREAMFLOw 




1978 CARP, CATFISrES, FISH EGGS, FISh POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 





1526 GASES, SECI~E~TS 




3015 GASTRCPODS, MCRP~CLOGY, SNAILS 
1231 GASTROPODS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1494 GASTRCPCCS, RESPIRATION, WATER TFMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1767 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
2017 GASTROPCOS, RESPIRATIO~, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
2032 GASTRCPODS, GROWT~ RATES, MOLLUSKS 
2012 DISTRieUTIO~, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2590 GASTRCPODS, SYSTEMATICS 





2068 DISTRieUTIC~, DUCKS IWILOI, GEESE (w!LOJ, S~ANS 





164 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, CrEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMIST~Y, GROU~DwATER 
MOVE~ENT, HYCROGECLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
2365 CLAY ~INERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JA~ES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SECI~E~TS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2747 GECCrf~ISTRY, rEAVY METALS, SEDIMENTS 





1208 GECGRAPHICAL REGICNS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1555 ACUATIC WEECS, 8EACrES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELCPMENT, S~ELLFIS~, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, ~ATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 




1213 GECLCGIC FCKMATIGNS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1216 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVFR, ~NAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1217 GECLCGIC FCRMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
1270 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, C + C CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1281 8l~LICGRAPriES, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1282 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
201 
1285 FGRA~INIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1283 GECLCGIC FCRMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UN~VAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
128B GECLCGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
187 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GFOLOGIC FORM~TIO~S, GULF COASTAL PLAI~, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
188 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORM~TIONS, GULF CCASTAL PLAI~, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
1294 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, FOSSILS, L~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
184 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, ~ESCZCIC ERA, 
VIRGI~IA 
1305 CE~OZOIC ERA, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATICNS, GECLCGY, 
VIRGINIA, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
183 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FOR~~TICNS, VIRGI~IA 
2745 COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, PLEISTCCENE EPCCH 
1327 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3376 GECLCGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3375 ENVIRCNMENT, GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, ~ICCENE EPCCH, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3298 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIONS, POTOMAC HIVF.R 
3377 CLAYS, GECLCGIC FCR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
202 
2783 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
TOPCGRAPHY 
2928 DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, STRATIGRAPHY 
3101 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3102 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIONS, GEO~OGY, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
3122 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3083 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3373 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
769 GEOGRAPhiCAL RFGICNS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
3128 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIO~S, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 




406 BCTTC~ SECI~E~TS, CORE CRILLI~G, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 




2596 PHYSICLCGY, GEQLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 
2591 GECLCGIC TI~E, PETROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS 





2077 GECLCGY, TOPOGRAP~Y 
2090 GECLCGY, OIL INCUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETRCLOGY, SEOI~ENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
2053 GECLCGY, GRCU~OWATER, HYDROLOGY, 
2757 BE~ThCS, FISb, FIS~ EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLA~KTCN, 
ZOCPLA~KTONr SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2842 DREDGING, GFCLGGY, bYCROGRAPHY, SEDIM~NTS, SESTON, SPCIL DISPCSAL, C + C 
CANAL 
2955 CLI~ATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESO~RCES, POLLLTANT lDENTIFICATIC~, 
CCI'~ERCE 
1222 GECLCGY, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1288 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2596 PHYSICLCGY, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, PALEO~TOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 
2532 BICCrEI'ISTRY, BIOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
GECLCGY, HYCRCLCGIC ASPECTS, METEOROLOGY 
3085 GECLCGY, POTC~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1295 GECLCGY, ORGA~IC MATTER, PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1294 GECLCGIC FORMATIO~S, GEOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, FOSSILS, lNAVAILAHLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2859 BE~TrCS, CRECGINGr FISr, GEOLUGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTGN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2860 BE~ThCS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTCN, 
ZOGPLANKTON, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
204 
2862 BE~THCS, CRECGING, FISh, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2861 BE~ TI-CS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLAI'\KTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2863 BE~TbCS, CRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYD~OGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLA~KTCN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2852 BE~ TI-CS, CRECGING, FISI-i, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2849 BENTHCS, CRECGI~G, FIS~, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZOOPLANKTON, 
SPCIL CISPOSAL 
1305 CE~CZCIC ERA, FASTERN S~ORE IVA-~DJ, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
VIRGI~IA, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2745 CCASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGIC FORMATinNS, GEOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
1286 GECLCGY, GECMCRPHCLOGY, UNAVAILARLE FOR REVIEW 
3155 GECLCGY, PALECNTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3376 GECLCGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3375 ENVIRCN~ENT, GEGLGGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, ~ICCENE EPOCH, 
UNAVAILAHLE FCR REVIE~ 
3080 CCASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1921 EASTERN SrCRE IVA-~CJ, GEOLOGY 
2746 GECLCGY, 
1534 BIP.LICGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NAT~RAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
2C5 
2805 CHCPTANK RIVER, EROSIO~, GEOLOGY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDI~ENTATICN 
2674 GECLCGY, POTC~AC RIVER 
3377 CLAYS, GEOLCGIC FORMATIO~S, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1481 GECLCGY, SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1391 BIBLICGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MINERALOGY, UNAVAILABLE FCR RFVIEh 
2783 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQ~EHA~NA RIVER, 
TOPOGRAPHY 
1392 ESTUARIES, C~CLCGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3101 GECLCGIC FCP~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
3102 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3122 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILAgLE FUR REVIEW 
3083 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
2889 BICLCGY, ORECGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MA~AGF~E~T 
3084 GECLCGY, UNAVAILAELF FOR REVIEw 
3372 GECLCGY, UNAVAILAELE FOR REVIEW 
2603 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, SffiATIGRAPHY, VIRGI~IA 
3373 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, MI~ERALOGY, MIOCENE EPCCH, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3131 EASTERN ShORE IVA-~Cl, GEOLOGY, LAGOO~S, SEDIMENTS, C~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
206 
3374 ENGI~EFRING, CECLCGY, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEw 
3128 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIO~S, GEOLCGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2655 GECLCGIC TI~E, GEOLOGY, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
3240 GECLCGIC FCR~ATIO~S, GEOLOGY, GNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3011 FECERAL JUR!SCICTICN, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTO~AC RIVER, SEDI~f~TCLCGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, wATER SUPPLY 
2640 CLI~ATIC CATA, F!S~ERIES, GEOLOGY, NAT~RAL RESOLRCES, PLANTS, WATER 
RESCURCES, CC~MERCE 
3261 GECLCGY, GEC~CRP~CLOGY, UNAVAILARLE FOR REV!Ew 
2772 EASTERN ShORE IVA-~0), GEOLOGY, RIVERS, wiCOMICO RIVER,~D 





1607 ESTUARIES, CECMCRP~CLOGY, MEANDERS, PATLXENT RIVER, TIDAL WATERS 
1271 GEC~CRP~OLCGY, S~CRESr SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1286 GECLCGY, GECMCRPbCLOGY, UNAVA!LARLE FOR REVIEW 
1551 CITIES, ECCLCGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHCLOGY, !NDLSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLA~~l~G. RESOURCE ALLOCATION, hiLULIFE 
15?2 CITIES, ECCLCCY, ECONOMICS, ESTuARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, IND~STRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLAN~I~G, RESOLRCE ALLOCATION, h!LDLIFE 















2547 MORPrCLCGY, BLUE CRAB, riSTOLOGICAL l~VESTIGATIONS, GLYCCGE~ 
2390 PHYSIClCGY, BLUE CRAB, GLYCOGEN, SCYPHOZOA 




2594 GO~ACS, MUSSELS, SPAwNI~G 
2595 GO~ACS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
2508 GC~ACS, OYSTERS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, S~SQLEHANNA RIVER, 
HISTClCGICAL INVFSTIGATIONS 
2393 GC~ACSr MCRPrCLCGY, REPROCLCTIONr BLLE CRAB, SCYPHCZCA 
1724 CLA~S, GCNACSo PATUXENT RIVER, riSTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIG~S 
1717 FISH PrYSIOLCGY, GCNACS, STRIPED BASS 
435 GO~ACS, STRIPEC BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
208 
2586 CLAMS, GONACS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, TREO 
AVC~ RIVER 
539 CLAMS, GCNACS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAwNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTCLCGICAL 
INVESTIGATICNS 
2444 GO~ACS, GROWTr RATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATLXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2443 GO~AOS, INVERTEeRATES, PATuXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, REPROOUCTICN, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 




2053 GECLCGY, GRCU~CWATER, HYDROLOGY, 
204 ACUIFER CbARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, 
GRCUhCWATER, WATER WELLS 
2541 ECCLCGY, ECCNCMICS, GROUNCwATERr LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLA~OS 
2078 EASTER~ ShCqE (VA-MOI, GROuNDwATER, wATER RESOURCES 
3011 FECERAL JURISCICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SECI~E~TCLCGYr 




164 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, CrEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDwATER 





2355 ALKALINITY, A'UATIC WEECS, ECOLOGY, G~OWTH RATES, HYDROGEN IC~ 
CO~CENTRATICN, MINERALOGY, POTOM~C RIVER, ~ICOMICO RIVER,~D 
2530 GRCWT~ ~ATES, MCRTALITY, OYST~RS, PATLXE~T ~IVER 
2553 GRCWTH RATES, OYSTERS, PATLXENT RIVER 
2450 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, KILLIFISHES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 
17~8 AGI~G IBICLCGICALI, FECUNCITY, FISH POPUL~TIO~S, GRC~TH RATES, PCTC~AC 
RIVER 
1657 FISH P~PULATICNS, GROWl~ RATES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, ~ORPHCLCGY 
1734 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROwl~ RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PATLXE~T ~!VER, 
MCRP~CLCGY 
2026 GRCWTH RATES, eLUE CRAB 
2028 GRCWTr RATES, eLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
544 BE~THIC FAU~A, BICMASS, GRGWTH RATES, MARINE ANI"~LS, PC~OS 
354 BIC~ASS, CCPEPOCS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PRI~ARY PRCDLCTIV!TY, 
SEASC~AL CISTRieUTION 
1942 BiC~ASS, CCPEPOCS, CISTRIBLTION, GROwTH RATES, PATLXE~T RIVER, PCPuLATIC~ 
DY~A~ICS, PCWER PLANTS, TrERMAL POLLLTION, WATER TE~PERATLRE, ZCCPLANKTC~ 
2828 ABSTRACTS, GRCWTH RATES, JUVENILE FISHES, PATLXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTE~ATICS 
1702 GRCWTr RATES, REPRCOUCTION, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATLR~ 
1757 CHLCRCPrYLL, ,CI~OFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBLTIO~, GRO~Trl RATES, PHYTCPLA~KTC~, 
RAI~FALL 
21U 
1924 AGI~G IBICLCGICAL), F!Sr POPULATIO~S, GROwTH RATES, PATLXENT RIVER, 
ALE I~ IS~ 
1666 AGI~G !BICLCGICALl, FISr POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCrES, FISr SCALES 
413 BE~TriC FAU~A, LEEP-WATER rABITATS, GROwTH RATES, CYSTERS, PATGXE~T RIVER 
2676 DIST~IeuTIC~, F!Sr MIGRATIO~, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GRC~T~ RATES, 
LIFE riSTCRY STUDIES, SPAw~ING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1710 CISTRIEUTIC~, FECUNCITY, FISr POPuLATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROwTH RATES, 
LIFE riSTCRY STUCIES, PERC~ES, SFVERN RIVER,MD, SPA~NING, 
LE~GTr-FRECUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
20i8 CLAFS, GRCWTr RtTES 
2040 CLA~S, GRLWTr RATES, UNITEC STAT~S 
2032 GASTRCPCCS, GRCWT~ RATES, MOLLuSKS 
2033 CLA~S, GRCWT~ RATES, ~OLLUSKS, LNITED STATES 
281 CC~~ERCIAL FISr, GROWTh RATES, ATLANTIC ~ENHADEN 
2560 CISTRIP.UTIC~, riSr ~IGRATIGN, FISh POPLLATIONS, FCCD HABITS, GRCwTH 
RATES, LIFE riSTr,RY STUCIES, kEPRCDLCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
3213 GRC~Tr RATES, CYSTERS 
2506 AGI~G !eiCLCGICAL), FISr POPuLATIO~S, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 
1716 AGI~G !eiCLLGICALlo FlSr EGGS, FfSr POPLLATIONS, GRCwTH RATES, 
STICKLFeACKS 
1713 AGI~G !PICLCGIClll, CATFISrES, FISH POPuLATIONS, GRCwTH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, LENGTr-FRECUENCY DISTRIBLT!ONS 
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2587 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, TREC 
AVCN RIVER 
2444 GO~ACS, GROWT~ RATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATLXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, WCR~S, 
HISTCLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
3059 CLA~S, GROWTr RATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3045 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTr RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECuENCY 
DISTRIBUTIC~S, FIS~ SCALES 
2005 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LE~GTH-FRECUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIC~S, FISr SCALES 
3046 FI~FISr INCUSTRY, FISr POPuLATIONS, FISHERIES, GROkTH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISr SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2401 FISH POPULATIONS, FISrERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, FISH SCALES 
2578 CC~~ERCIAL FISHING, FISr MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GRCWTr 
RATES, SPORT FISriNG, STRIPED BASS 
3033 OISTRIPUTIO~, FISr POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTIC~, 
LE~GTr-FRECUE~CY CISTRIPUTION~ 




1637 OISTRIBUTIC~ PATTERNS, GROWTH STAGES, PATLXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
628 CRABS, GRCWTr STAGES, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, REPRODLCTICN 
661 CRABS, GROWl~ STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
2416 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTr STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
212 
3016 CLASSIFICATIC~, GROWTr STAGES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
3115 CLA~S, GRCWTr STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2517 GROWTH STAGES, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
3266 AN~ELICS, GROWTr STAGES, POLYCHAETE$, WORMS, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
******************************************************************************* 
GULF COASTAL PLAIN 
******************************************************************************** 
187 ATLA~TIC CC~STAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAI~, 
STRATIGRAPHY 













2T53 GU~PCWCER RIVER,MC, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCC RIVER,~O, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, RU~CFF, STREAM GAGES, STHFAMFLOW, SuSQUEHAN~A RIVER 
664 5!CC~E~ISTRY, FISr, GUNPOWCER RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, SALTS 
2089 OISCbARGE (WATE~I, GAGING STATIONS, GLNPOWOER RIVER,MO, PATAPSCC 
RJVER,~L, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOLTH RIVER,~O, STREA~FLCW, 
SUS~UF~ANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
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1768 FISH PCPULATICNS, GUNPOWDER RlVER,MD 
2428 DISTRIBUTION, FERNS, GUNPOWDE~ RIVER,MD, PLANTS 








1715 FOCC HABITS, ~ASITATS, MARS~ PLANTS, MARSHES, PATLXE~T RIVER, ~ATERFC~L 
2686 HASITATS, HISTORY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PATuXENT RIVER, SFVCRN RIVER,MC 
1580 ANI~Al POPULATIONS, BlRCS, CISTRIBuTION PATTERNS, FOCU HABITS, HABITATS, 
HUNTING, WATERFCWL 
2493 BIRD EGGS, BREECING, CUCKS IWILD), HABITATS, NESTING, ~ATERFC~L 
2486 BREECING, CUCKS IWILDI, hABITATS, NESTING, wATERFO~L 













2636 DISTRIEUTIC~, FJSr DQPULAT!O~S, MnBJACK BAY, POTOMAC ~IV[R, YCRK RIVER, 
HA~PTC~ RCACS 
1718 ~ETECRCLCG!CAL CATA, PATUXE~T RIVER, STOR~S, HA~PTCN ROADS 
1602 ORELGING, ECC~OMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AuTHORITIES, SHIPS, 




lY50 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS I~ATERl, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, TRACERS, wASTES, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 
1949 CIRCULATICN, CU~RENTS (WATER), FLuORESCENCE, FLLORCMETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
1881 HAR~CRS, rYCRCG~APrY, ~YDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER CATA, W!NCS 
1880 ALKALI~ITY, rAR~ORSr rYCROGF~ IO~ CONCENTRATION, HYDRCGRAPHY, HYDRCLCGIC 
DATA, SALINITY, WATFR TFMPERAlURE 
547 HARbCRS, riSTCRY, NAVIGABLE hATERS, SEOI~ENTATION, SCIL ERCSIC~ 
1952 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, FLUORESCENCE, FLLORCMETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACFRS, WATER POLLUTION 
532 DATA CCLLECT!CNS, rARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL 
526 A'UATJC PLA~TS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, LRP.A~IZATICN, WATER 
POLLUTICN, WATER RESOU~CES CEVELOP~ENT, ~ETLANDS 
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3245 FECERAL JURISCICTION, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIVERS, uNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 




2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BluE CRAB, ~CLTI~G 
2770 ELECTRIC PCWER PRODUCTION, FISH EGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, PChER 




2004 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, THERMAL PCLLUTIC~ 
1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERI, DISCHARGE IWATERI, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCDUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POWER PLA~TS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
2604 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NLCLFAR PCWER 
PLANTS, POTCMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLuTION, WATER TE~PERATLRE 
2B86 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NCRTHEAST 
U.S., NUCLEAR PCWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST L.S., THERMAL PCLLLTICN, VIRGfNIA 
1318 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIO~, HFATED WATER, PCWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
1393 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, ESTUARIES, HEATED wATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THER~AL POLLUTICN, UNAVAILABLE FOK REVIEW 
1993 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERI, OISCHARGF (WATER), ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCDUCTICN, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POWFR PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
3211 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTLARINE E~VIRCN~E~T, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR wASTES, RADICISCTCPES, 
THERMAL PCLLUTICN 
216 
2770 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH EGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, POWER 
PLANTS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2507 BIOASSAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, HEATED WATER, 
MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, THERMAL WATER 
1928 DATA COLLECTIONS, FOLTLING, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER, THERHAL 
POLLL'TION, WATER QUALITY 
HEATING 
2720 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2719 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2793 CRAB INDVSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, Pl!RLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
HEAVY METALS 
2073 ATLANTIC NENHADEN, ESTL'ARIES, FISH, HEAVY HETALS, ~1ERCURY, NORTH 
CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
1822 3IOTA, HEAVY METALS 
3091 BACTERIA, HEAVY METALS, HERCURY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2495 CORES, HEAVY ~1ETALS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDUIENTS 
1017 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, HANAGE}!Et-.1, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER Ql'ALITY 
1380 BIOCHEHISTRY, ECOSYSTENS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY HETALS, SHELLFISH, 
GNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
217 




2423 AQUATIC WEEC CCNTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LI~IT, ~CRTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, 2,4D 
2885 AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES 
1856 AQUATIC WEEC CO~TROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES, POTO~AC RIVER 
582 DICUAT, HERBICICES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLA~ 
2527 AQUATIC WEECS, CLAMS, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXIC1TY, BLUF CRAB 
402 AQUATIC PLA~TS, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,4D 
2526 CLA~S, FISH, ~ERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,4D, VIRGINIA, BLLE CRAB 
2431 AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, HERBICIDES, 




2661 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATION, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
1931 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRI~GS, 
POTC~AC RIVER 
2662 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2657 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
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2658 A~ERICAN SHAC, FIS~ERIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2666 AMERICAN S~AC, FIS~FRIES, ~ERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1978 CARP, CATFISrES, FISH EGGS, FISh POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 
FIShES, LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, ~UCKERS 
3095 A~ERICAN SHAC, EFLS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
UNAVAILA~LE FCR REVIEW 
3300 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, ~HITE 
PERCr 
3301 ALEWIVES, A~ERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPEC 




2508 GO~ACS, OYSTERS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2448 CLA~S, ~CRP~CLOCY, ~ISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, DELAwARE BAY 
546 FISr PCPULATICN~, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTICN, STRIPED BASS, 
VIRUSES, hiSTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1787 CARBCN, FIS~ PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPuLATIONS, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2575 ChE~ICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHFLLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTCLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIC~S 
1724 CLA~S, GC~ACS, PATUXENT RIVE~, ~ISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2547 MORPHCLCGY, BLUt CRAB, ~ISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, GLYCCGEN 
435 GC~ACS, STRIPEC BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
219 
2586 CLA~S, GCNACS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIO~S, TREO 
AVCN RIVER 
539 CLA~S, GCNACS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAwNING, SOFT CLA~, HISTCLCGICAL 
INVESTIGATICNS 
2444 GONADS, GROwl~ RATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATLXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2443 GONADS, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETES, REPRODUCTIC~, wCR~S, 
HISTCLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2447 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, TREMATODES, HISTOLCGICAL 
INVESTIGATICNS 
2576 DISEASES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATICNS 





1857 ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTLARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLCCD, HURRICA~ES 
3030 ABSTRACTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STOKMS 
1960 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FIS~ERIES, HISTORIC FLOOD, HLRRiCA~ES, 
2744 HISTORIC FLCOC, MCLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
2888 FLCCCS, HISTCRIC FLOOC, POTOMAC RIVER 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLCCD, HYDRCLCGIC 
ASPECTS, METECRCLCGICAL DATA, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, TIDES, WATER 
TE~PERATURE 






2497 HISTCRY, CYSTER INCUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1193 FUTURE PLAN~I~G !PROJECTECJ, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2955 CLI~ATES, GECLOCY, HISTORY, NATuRAL RESOLRCES, POLLLTANT IDENTIFICATIC~, 
CC~~ERCE 
1221 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1226 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1225 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
743 BOATS, HISTCRY, S~IPS 
631 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, ~!STORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
1227 BOATS, riSTCRY, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2947 HISTCRY, SHIPS 
1263 hiSTCRY, UNAVAILAeLE FOR REVIEW 
352 HISTCRY 
1266 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3021 HISTCRY, UNITED STATES 
2436 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDuSTRY, PCTCMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2437 DRECGING, HI~TORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDuSTRY, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
VIRGI~IA 
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1278 FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTECl, HISTORY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
765 EASTERN SHORE IVA-~Ol, ~ISTORY, VIRGINIA 
766 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ~ISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1281 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
742 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, ~ISTORY, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
2791 FISHERIES, riSTORY, MANAGEMENT 
3222 FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOwL, U~AVAILABLF 
FOR REVIEW 
3000 BOUNCARIES ISURFACESlr BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHOKE IVA-~01, HISTCRY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
283 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MClr ~JSTORY 
3375 ENVIRCNMENT, GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, ~ICCENE EPCCH, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
547 HARBCRS, HISTCRY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SEDIMFNTATION, SCIL ~RO~ICN 
3188 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2535 CA~ALS, HISTORY, INLAND WATERWAYS, C + D CANAL 
1361 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1545 CANALS, DA~S, ORECGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC PCwERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
2096 HISTCRY, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, VIRGINIA 
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3151 CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, ~!STORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
2985 ECC~C~ICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTO~AC RIVER, RECREATICN, 
SOIL ERCSION, WATER POLLUTION 
1379 FISHERIES, FUTUKE PLANNING IPROJECTEDit HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2894 ECC~C~ICS, riSTCRY, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION 
3054 HISTCRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1489 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
ib38 BOATS, ~ISTCRY, OYSTER INCLSTRV 
2688 HISTCRY, PCTC~AC RIVER 
3oo2 BCU~CARIES lSURFACESI, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, PCTC~~C 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1026 FISHERIES, rlSTCRY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPArlANNCCK RIVER, 
SUSCUE~A~NA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1487 HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2608 HlSTCRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
284 HISTCRY 
1392 ESTUARIES, GECLCGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2035 HlSTCRY, CYSTER INCUSTRY 
o15 HISTCRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE JURISOlCTlCN 
223 
2525 HISTCRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2683 HISTCRY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2686 HABITATS, HISTORY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
2734 HISTCRY, PATUXENT RIVER 
3258 FISHERIES, riSTCRY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
2579 EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MCJ, riSTORY, 




1575 HU~A~ PCPULATION, NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THFRMAL PCLLUTIC~, 




2372 HU~TINGr MA~MALS, 
1580 ANI~AL POPULATICNS, BIRCS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FCCD HABITS, HAP.ITATS, 
HUNTI~G, WATERFCWL 




443 BEACH ERCSICN, rURRICANES, TIOES, WAVES !wATER! 
1857 ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLCOD, HLRRICA~ES 
224 
1402 BE~THCS, FISHERIES, HURRICANES, HYDROGRAPHY, 
1235 FLCCC DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, SLSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
WEATrER CATA 
1960 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, HISTORIC FLOOD, HLRRICA~ES, 
290 HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1500 FLCCCI~G, hURRICANES, HYC~OLOGIC DATA, SALINITY 




2404 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, HYBRIDS 




2154 ESTUARIES, ENVIRONMENTAL f~GINEERING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, NATLRAL KESCURCES 
1920 COCLI~G WATER, ELECTRIC POnER PRODUCTION, ENVIRCN~ENTAL EFFECTS, 
HYCRAULIC MCCELS, NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLLT!O~ 
1540 HYCRAULIC MCCELS, SURVEYS 
2384 HYCRAULIC MCCELS, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOP~ENT 






2379 HYCRCCYNAMICS, MANAGEMENT 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2355 ALKALINITY, ACUATIC WEEDS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN IO~ 
CO~CE~TRATICN, ~INERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,~D 
2014 ALKALINITY, CrLCRINATION, rYOROGEN ION CONCENTRATICN, PATuXENT RIVER, 
WATER Ct-<E~ISTRY 
1875 HYCRCGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATuRE 
1876 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGEN ION CONCENTRATIO~, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAPPAHAN~CCK 
RIVER, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 HYCRCGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1872 HYCRCGEN 101\ CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1873 HYCRCGEN I Cr-. CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL l Nl TY, loiATE R THPERATURE 
1874 HYCRCGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL! 'Ill TY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1869 HYCRCGEN lOt\ CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL! "Jl TY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1870 HYCRCGFN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL! "Jl TY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1871 HYCRCGEN ICN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL! ~I TY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1866 HYCRCGEN ION CONCENTRATIOf\1, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SAL I Nl TY, WATER TEJIIPERATURE 
1867 HYCRCGEN lOr-. CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEJIIPERATURE 
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18BO ALKALINITY, hAR~ORS, rYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDRCGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATUR~ 
1863 HYCRCGEN IC~ CCf\CENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALif\ITY, 
WATER TEJIIPERATURE 
1962 DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, ~YORGGEN ION CONCENTRATION, MAPPING 
2001 CHLCRCPhYLL, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, hYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATIO~, PHCSPHATES, 
SALif\ITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1958 HYCRCGFN IO~ CCNCENTRATIO~, HYDROGRAPHY, ~AGOTHY RIVER,~O, C\-SITE CATA 
CCLLECTICNS, CXYGEN, SALI~ITY, VELOCITY, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
1622 ALKALI~ITY, CAReeN DIOXIDE, CHLUROP~YLL, DISSOLVED CXYGE~, HYCRCGEN IC~ 
CO~CE~TRATICN, PLANKTON, SALINITY, TE~PERATLRE 
2383 DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, rYCKOGE~ ION CONCE~TRATION, HYDRCGRAPHY, SALI~ITY, 




554 ALGAE, CECC~PCSING ORG~NIC MATTER, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, 
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2757 BEf\H-CS, FISt-, FIS~ EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLAf\KTCN, 
ZOCPLA~KTCN, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
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2842 DREDGING, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPCIL DISPCSAL, C + C 
CANAL 
1905 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHLCRINATIONt DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLCGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLCRINATIO~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1899 CHLCRINATIONt DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHLORINATIONr DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDRCLCGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATuRE 
1896 CHLORCPHYLLr CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALI~ITY, TURBIDITY, hATER TE~PERATuRE 
1887 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGRAPI-Y, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALII'>ITY, SEASCI\AL 
DISTRIBUTIOI\, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1891 CHCPTANK RIVER, hYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC UATA, SALII'>ITY, SEASOI\AL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~INDS 
1889 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPI-Y, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASCI\AL 
OISTRIBUTICI\, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~I~DS 
1895 DISSCLVED OXYGEN, 1-YDROGRAPHY, hYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~FS RIVER, SALII\ITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~INDS 
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1B92 HYCRCGRAPHY, ~YCRCLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCI\AL 
DISTRIBUTICI\, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1890 HYCRCGRAPHY, 1-YCRCLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCI\AL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1888 HYCRCGRAPHY, 1-YCRCLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCI\AL 
DISTRIBUTICI\, WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1885 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASCI\AL 
DISTRIPUTICI\, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~!NOS 
1886 CHCPTAI\K RIVER, HYCROGRAPI-Y, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASCI\AL 
DISTRIPUTIO~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1881 hARBCRS, hYCRCGRAPbY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATEK TF~PERATLRE, 
WEATHER CATA, WINCS 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, 1-YCROGRAPHY, HYDKOLOGIC DATA, MAGCTHY RIVFR,~D, SALI~ITY, 
WATER TE~PEKATUKE, WEATI-ER DATA, wiNDS 
1883 HYCRCGRAPHY, 1-YCRCLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, ~ATER TEMPERATuRE, wEATHER CATA, 
WII\CS 
1~78 HYCRCGRAPrY, 1-YCRCLOGIC DATA, ~ALINITY, wATER TE~PFRATcR~, nFATHFR DATA, 
Wli\CS 
1879 HYC~CGRAPHY, 1-YLRCLOGIC CATA, SALINITY, ~ATER TE~PERATLRE, ~EATHER D4TA, 
Wli\CS 
1880 ALKALI~ITY, HAR~CRS, HYDROGEN 10~ CONCENTRATIGN, HYDRCGRAPHY, HYORCLCGIC 
DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATUR~ 
1402 BE~TI-CS, FISI-ERIES, HURRICANE~, HYDROGRAPHY, 
2859 E<EI\TI-CS, CRECGI\G, FISh GEOLOGY, HYD'{OGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZCCPLAI\KTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2860 BE~Tt-CS, CREDGI~G, FISh GEOLOGY, HYD~OGRAPHY, PHYTCPLANKTCN, 
ZCCPLA,KTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
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2862 BE!\ THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
lOCPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2861 BE!\THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PH YTCPLANK TON, 
ZOCPLAIIIKTON, SPC IL DISPOSAL 
2863 BE~THCS, DREDG lNG, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTCPLANKTCN, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPC IL DISPOSAL 
2852 BE!\THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLAr-.JKTCr>., 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2849 BEII<THCS, DREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZCOPLAf\KTCN, 
SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2755 HYCRCGRAPHY, JA~FS RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RJVER,~O, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, ~UNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STKIPFD BASS, SLSQUEHA~NA R!VFR 
2753 GUNPCWDER RIVER,MC, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVE~, PATAPSCC RIVER,~O, POTC~AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STRFAMFLO~, SLSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2370 BIRDS, FIS~ PCPULATIONS, ~YDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL KESCLRCES, 
PLANTS, SEDI~ENTS, SHELLFIS~ 
2110 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYCROGRAP~Y, HYD~OLOGY, ~ORPHOLOGY 
2987 EASTERN SI1CRE IVA-MOl, ~YCROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER THPEKATURE 
1640 ECCLCGICAL CISTRIBUTION, ~YDROGRAPHY, PATLXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLAf\KTCf\, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
2990 FSTUARJES, ~YCRCGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER CHE~!STRY, ~ATER 
TE~PERATURE 
2027 BATHY~ETRY, ESTUARIES, ~YCROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTICf\, WATER 
CHE~ISTRY 
441 HYCRCGRAP~Y, CXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, hATER TE~PFRATURE 
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3099 ESTUARIES, ~YCROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 HVCRCGEN ICf\ CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIO~S, CXYGEN, SALINITY, VELOCITY, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
3215 HYDRCGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, C + D CANAL 
1553 CURREf',TS (WATER>, ~YDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPEI\DEO LCAO, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, TICAL EFFECTS , 
1967 CURREI\TS (WATER), ~YDROGRAP~Y, SfDIMENT TRANSPORT, SLSPENDED LCAO, 
SUSCUE~A~I\A RIVER, TICAL EFFECTS 
2132 CCf\CUCTIVITY, DEPT~, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, 
TE"PERATURE 
1987 CURRENTS (WATER!, ~YuROGRAP~Y, MFASLREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TLRBULEI\CE, 
TURBULENT FLOW 
2050 CRAtlS, CIATC~S, FCUCATIO"i, FI~H, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2052 CRABS, CIATC~S. ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2047 CRABS, CIATC~S. ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATuRAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARCH ANC CEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2048 CRABS, CIATC~S, ECUCATIO~, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
~CLTI!\G 
2123 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEAl~ER 
2124 CRABS, ECUCATION, FIS~, HYDROGRAPHY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANC CEVELCP"Ef\T, WEAT~ER 
2126 CRACS, ECUCATICN, FISr, HYCROGRAPHY, NATuRAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND CEVELCP"Ef\T, WEAT~ER 
2044 CRABS, ECUCATION, FISh t-'YCROGRAPHY, IIIATuRAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANC CEVELCP~Ef\T, WEAT~ER 
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2130 ClA~S, CRABS, ECUCATIO~, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, ~ATlRAl RESOlRCES, CYSTERS, 
WEAT~ER 
3244 AIR TE~PERATURE, ~YCROGRAP~Y, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, ~ATER 
TE~PERATURE, UNAVAilA~lE FOR REVIEw 
285 BIBLICGRAPHIES, HYCROGRAP~Y, JAMFS RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, YORK RIVER 
2383 DlSSClVED OXYGEN, ~YDROGE~ ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALI~ITY, 




2532 BICC~E~ISTRY, ~IOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE AND KETRIEVAL, 
GECLCGY, ~YCRCLCGIC ASPFCTS, METFOROLOGY 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, ClAY MI~FRALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLCCD, HYuRCLCGIC 
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MOVE~E~T, HYCRCGECLOGY, HYCROLOGIC DATA 
1905 CHLCRINATIC~, DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHLCR!NATIO~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLCGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHLCRINATIO~, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDRCLCGIC ~ATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1903 CHLGRINATIO~, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC CATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLCRINATIO~, CISSCLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATFS, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TE~PERATLRF 
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1899 CHLCRINATICN, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHLCR!NATIO~, CISSCLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1901 CHLCRINATIG~, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLCGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1897 C~LCRCPHYLL, CURRFNTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, PHCSPHATES, 
PCTC~AC RIVER, SALINITY, TLRBIDITY, ~ATER TEMPERATLRE 
1896 CHLCRCP~YLL, CURRENTS f~ATERl, hYDROG~APHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
PCTC~AC RIVEN, SAINT MARY'S RIVFR, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
1893 HYCRCLfGIC LATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALI~ITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, wEAT~ER CATA, WINDS 
18&7 CHCPTA~K RIVEq, ~YCROGRAP~Y, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASG~AL 
DISTR!~UTIC~, WATER TEMPERATU~E, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1894 CHCPTA~K RIVER, ~YCROLOGIC CATA, SALI~ITY, SEASONAl DISTRIBLTIC~, WATER 
TEWPfRATURE, WEAT~ER CATA, WINDS 
1891 ChCPTA~K RIVER, ~YCROGRAPhY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASO~AL 
LiSTRIPUTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1889 CHCPTANK RIVER, hYCROGAAPhY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASG~AL 
CISTRI~UTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1895 GISSCLVEC CXYCE~, ~YCROGRAPhY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, SALI~ITY, 
TUR~ICITY, ~ATER TEMPERATLRE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1892 HYCRLGPAP~Y, hYCRCLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRieuTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1890 ~YCRCGRAPHY, hYLRCLCGIC CATA, PATLXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 
C!STRIP.UTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER OAIA, wiNDS 
1888 HYCRCGRAPhY, hYCRrLCGIC DATA, PATGXE~T RIVER, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DJSTMIPUTIC~, WATER TEMPE~AT~KF, wEATHEK DATA, hiNDS 
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1884 HYCRCLCGIC CATA, SALINITY, ,WATER TEMPERATLRE, wEATHER DATA, ~I~CS 
1885 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGRAPrY, HYUROLOGIC UATA, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIPUTIO~t WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNOS 
1886 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGRAPrY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIBUTIO~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1881 HARBCRS, HYCRCGRAPrYt rYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER T~~PERATuRE, 
WEATrER DATA, WINCS 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, rYCROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ~AGCTHY RIVER,~D, SALI~ITY, 
WATER TE~PERATURE, wEATrER DATA, WINDS 
1883 HYCRCGRAPHY, rYCROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATLRE, wEATHER CATA, 
wiNCS 
1878 HYCRCGRAPHY, rYCRClOGIC DATA, SALINITY, ~ATER TEMPERAT~RF, nEATH[R CATA, 
WI~CS 
1879 HYCRCGRAPHY, rYCROLOGIC CATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATLRE, ~EATHE~ DATA, 
WI~CS 
1875 HYCRCGEN IO~ CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATU~E 
1876 CHCPTANK RIVER, HYCROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLCG!C DATA, RAPPAHAN\CCK 
RIVER, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 HYCRCGEN IG~ CC~CENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1872 HYCRCGE~ IC~ CO~CENTRATION, HYDRGLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WhTER TE~PERATURE 
1873 HYDRCGEN IC~ CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~P~RATURf 
1874 HYCRCGEN IC~ CCNCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1869 HYCRCGEN 1C~ CO~CENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TE~PERATURE 
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1870 HYCRCGF~ IC~ CC~CENTRAT!GN, HYuRGLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATuRE 
1871 HYCRCGEN IC~ CCNCENTRATIG~, HYD~GLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1866 HYCRCGEN IC~ CC~CENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, W~TER TE~PFRATU~E 
1867 HYCRCGE~ IC\ CC~CENTRATIO~, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATFR TE~PERATURE 
1880 ALKALINITY, HAR~GRS, ~YCKOGEN 10~ CONCENTRATION, HYDRCGRAPHY, HYDRGLGGIC 
CATA, SALI~ITY, ~ATER TE~PERATUR~ 
1868 HYCRCLCGIC CATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATGRE 
1863 HYCRCGFN !C\ CC~CENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TE~PERATURE 
309 BICC~E~!CAL CXYGEN DF~ANO, DJ~SOLVED OXYGFN, HYORCLCGIC DATA, C~-SITE 
DATA CCLLECTICNS 
527 CRUISFS, ~YCRCLCG!C DATA, ON-SITF DATA COLLECTIONS, SA~PLING 




2053 GECLCGY, GRCu~CwATER, rYCROLUGY, 
3340 OISSCLVEC OXYGE~, rYCROLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER, PRI~ARY PROOLCTIVITV, wATER 
CUALITY 
2110 eiPL!CG~APriES, rYCROGRAPrY, HYDROLOGY, ~ORPHOLOGY 
2011 ENVIRC~~E~TAL EFFECTS, rYC~OLOGY, INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, lAC~, CN-SITE CATA 
CCLLECTICNS, PATAPSCO RIVEK,MO, WATER POLLuTION, WATER CLALITY 
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*********************************************''>********-."•**~':-k-!:·•k**";':;b':~d:** .... , .. ,.., ... ,*****'1:-. .. -;~ 
HYDROZOA 
******************************************************-t..-k-.'r'"k*** .. ~****"k"h~~*******'"---':"'k·k-.'•** 
2115 BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
2273 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STING NETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
1805 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
254 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, I!c<\TERTEBRATES, JAMES RIVER, HYDROZOA 
2020 DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PATUXENT RIVER 
1755 CHLORINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDROZOA, MORTALITY, PATUXEP.'T 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
IMPORT 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIROI\'MENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, INPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
INC0}1E 





730 CRAe I~CUSTRY, CRECGING, OYSTER INDLSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POP~LATICN, THER~AL 
PCLLUTICN, WILCLIFE, INCUSTRIAL FISH 
1603 (;{A~ I!I.:CUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, PEST CONTRCL, PLANI\II\G, 
PCLLUTAI\TS, REC~EATION, S~!PS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1608 ACUAT!C PLA~TS, CENSUS, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, SHELLFISH, WILDLIFE, 
II'.CUSTRIIIL FIS~ 
15~4 CLA~ I~CUST~Y, CRAE INDUSTRY, ECONO~ICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INCUSTRY, RESCURCE OEVF:LOPMENT, P.JO~SH~IAL FISH 




682 BCATII\G, CC~~ERCIAL F!Sri~G, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TER~ PLAI\.:1\I!I.:G, 
RECREATICN, TRA~SPCRTATION 
2629 INCUSTRIAL wASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATIU~ FACILITIES, 
RU~CFF, SEWAGf CISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
403 ESTUARIES, FIS~ERIES, l~DUSTRIAL WASTES, 
2399 DIATC~S, INCUST><IAL WASTES, IKON, PATAPSCO RIVf'R,~D, PLA~KTCN, WATER 
PCLLUTIC~, wATER CUALITY 
2409 I~CUSTRIAL WASTES, PATAPSCO R!VER,~O, SEWAGE OISPOSAL, WASTE OISPCSAL, 
WtTER PCLLUTICN, WATER QUALITY 
2618 l~CUSTRIAL WAST~S, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SE~AGF TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
C!SPCSAL, WATfR PCLLUTION, WATER POllLTION CONTROL 
2621 1!\CUSTRIAL wASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIEDJ, ~ATER 
PCLLUTIC~, WATER CUALITY 
2422 BICTA, L:REDGII\G, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDLSTRIAL WASTES, 
MCRTALITY, STRIPEC RASS, WATER POLLLTION 
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2663 Aflo1ERICAN SHAG, FISI- POPULATIONS, INDuSTRIAL I>ASTES, p.4CRTALITY, PCTCI'AC 
RIVER, WASTE CISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTIO~ 
2660 INCUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLLTION 
2382 INCUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEwAGE DISPCSAL, SEftAGE 
TREATI'E~T, WATER PCLLUTIOI\J, WATER QLALITY 
2011 ENVIRCN,.,ENTAL EFFECTS, 1-YCROLOGY, INDLSTRIAL wASTES, IRO~, C~-SIT~ CATA 
COLLECTIO~S, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WATER POLLLTION, wATER CLALITY 
2648 FISh, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STREA,.,FLOw, ftATER 




1569 BACTERIA, OISSOLVEC OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHE~~TICAL I'CDELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PROCUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, wASTE: wATER TREATI'E~T, 




2386 ECC~CI'ICS, INCUSTRIES, POPULATION 
3169 FISHERIES, INCUSTRIES, STATISTICS, LNAVAILAbLE FOR REVIEh 
3052 INCUSTRIES, flo1USKRATS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3051 INCUSTRIES, MUSKRATS, UI\JAVAILABL'F FOR REVIF'n 
418 INCUSTRIES, URBANIZATION 
1024 CONSTRUCTIO~ COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRO~~ENTAL EFFFCTS, FXPCRT, li'PCRT, 
INCUSTRIES, PCRT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1551 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTuARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, 11\JDLSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLAN~ING, RESOURCE ALLOCATIO~, ;,JLDLIFE 
23b 
1552 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 




1B25 BICTA, COMPUTERS, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND ReTRIEVAL, 
INFCRI'ATION RET~IEVAL, MANAGEMENT 





1537 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPrY, CROPS, l~FRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY ~ATER, WATER 




2535 CA~ALS, H!STCRY, INLAND WATERwAYS, C + D CANAL 
3325 CA~ALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SrOKE (VA-,.,~1, INLAND loATERhAYS, ~AVIGABLE 




54B CHLCRCPhYLL, INL~TS (WATFRwAYSl, MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLI~G, 









3119 INSTRUMENTATICN, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




433 INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PROJECT PLAN~ING, 








1930 CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPOOS 
254 BENT~IC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATION, INVERTEBRATES, JA~ES RIVER, HYDRCZCA 
721 ANIMAL PATHOLCGY, AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, BACTERIA, CRABS, INVERTEBRATES 
1547 INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1808 BENTHIC FAUNA, INVERTEBRATES, WORMS 
1806 BENTHIC FAUNA, INVERTEBRATES 
1807 INVERTEBRATES 
2857 BENT~CS, ESTUARIES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, ~ORTALITY, SEA 
NETTlES, SHELLFISr, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2559 BACTERIA, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
2865 AMPHIBIANS, BIRCS, FISH, INVERTE~RATES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAPrY 
1922 BRYCZCA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2391 BRYCZCA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2419 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
1663 INVERTEBRATES, NUCIBRANCH 
1644 BE~TrCS, INVERTEBRATES, 
2844 BE~THCS, DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTE~ATICS, SPCIL 
DISPCSAL 
312 INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISr, STINGING NETTLES, TOXINS 
2444 GO~ACS, GRCWTr RATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATLXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2443 GC~ACS, INVERTEBRATES, PATLXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETES, REPRCDUCTICN, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2454 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE 
CRAB, ZCCSPCRES 
Z457 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS, 
ZOCSPCRES 










1695 BOTTC~ SEDI~ENTS, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, PHCSPHATES. ~ATER 
POLLUTICN SCURCES 
2399 DIATC~S. INCUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, PLA~KTCN, ~ATER 
POLLUTION, WATER 'UALITY 
2011 ENVIRCN~ENTAL EFFECTS, rYCROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, C~-SITE DATA 
COLLECTICNS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QLALITY 
2807 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTLARIES, IRCN, NITRATFS, NITRITFS, 





1589 ERCSICN CDNTRCL, ISLANDS, wATERFOWL, WILDLIFE CONSERVATIC~ 








1930 CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPODS 




243 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVFR, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBuTIC~, 
OYSTER SETTI~G 
1g13 CHESTE~ RIVER, JA~ES RIVER, POLLUTANT lDENTIFICATIC~, wATER ~LALITY 
1413 ALEWIVES, ALCSICS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DDT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICICE RESIDUES, 
PCTC~AC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVE~ 
734 A~PriPCCA, CISTRieUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATLXE~T RIVER, PCTC~AC 
RIVeR, RAPPArANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1944 F!LTRATICN, JA~ES RIVER, LIGrT, ~ANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTRCPHCTC~ETRY, 
WATER, WICC~ICC RIVER,MC 
1897 ChLCRCPrYLL, CURRENTS (WATERl, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, PHCSPHATES, 
PCTC~AC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, W~TER TEMPERATLRE 
1001 DATA CCLLECTICNS, JAMES RIVER, PAT~XENT RIVER, POTCMAC RIVER, 
RAPPArANNCCK RIVFR, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YCRK RIVER 
1895 DISSCLVEC OXYGE~, rYDROGRAPrY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, SALI~ITY, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
254 BE~TrlC FAUNA, CLASSIFICATIO~, INVERTEBRATES, JA~ES RIVE~, HYCRCZCA 
1235 FLCCC CA~AGE, rURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, SLSCUEHA~~A RIVER, 
wEATrER CATA 
181 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEIS~IC STUDIES, 
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 
3227 JA~ES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
205 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES 
IGECLCGICALI 
243 
!645 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, PATuXENT 
RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, OELAWA~E BAY 
2754 FLCODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREA~FLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVFR 
2753 GUNPCWDER RIVER,MC, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCC RIVER,~O, POTO~AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STRFAMFLO~, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
146 BOREHOLE GECPrYSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPCCH, 
SECI~ENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHAN~A RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1455 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
2561 FISH PCPULATICNS, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, STRIPED BASS, FEEDI~G 
229 CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER I~OLSTRY, U~ITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
2810 CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1854 JA~ES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THER~AL POLLUTIC~, 
VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
3026 FISHERIES, riSTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2934 CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS !WATERI, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTC~, RE~CTE 
SENSING, SUSPENCEC LOAD 
2926 JA~ES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER, ZINC 
244 
2213 DISTRI~UTION, FISrERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STLDIES, BLUE CRAB 
2365 CLAY ~INERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JA~ES RIVER, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, SEDI~ENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
~6 ESTUARIES, JA~ES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSALI~E hATER 
INTRUSICN 
2511 DISTRIBUTIO~, FISr POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, YORK RIVER 
1243 BEhAVICR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, PCRIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1855 JA~ES RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER, PROJFCT PLANNING, THER~AL POLLUT!C~, 
VIRGI~IA, YCRK RIVER 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JA~ES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
1238 JA~ES RIVER, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC), RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RU~CFF 
RELATICNSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RLNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, U~ITEC 
STATES 
285 BIBLICGRAPhlES, HYCROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, YCRK RIVE~ 





2273 HYCRCZCA, JELLYFISr, REPROCUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING ~ETTLES, 
SYSTE~ATICS 
1804 CTE~CPrCRES, JELLYFISr 
830 CYTCLCGICAL STULIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JELLYFISH 
245 
1805 HYDROZOA, JELLYFIS~, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2879 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
2880 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
2881 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
345 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, SEA NETTLES, SEASCNAL DISTRIBLTICN 
1578 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SYSTEMICS 
2771 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES 
1714 CTENOPHORES, EQUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1731 CRABS, JELLYFIS~, PATUXENT RIVER, SYMBIOSIS 
720 JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, WILDLIFE 
2370 BIROS, FISH PCPULATIONS, HYGROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESCLRCES, 
PLA~TS, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2037 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SCYPHOZOA 
2021 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
2072 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY ST~OIES, SEA NETTLES 
282b JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SUMMER 
1770 BIC~ASS, CTENCP~ORES, JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PREDATION 
312 INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, STINGING NETTLES, TOXINS 
24b 




1645 DISTRIPUTIO~, F!Sr POPULATlO~S, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCTC~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
2828 ABST~ACTS, CRCWT~ RATES, JLVENlLE FISHES, PATLXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTE~ATICS 
1978 CARP, CATFIS~ES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPuLATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 
FISHES, LARVAL CRCWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
1712 FISH EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATLXENT RIVER, 
SPAWNING. 
1733 ECCLCGY, FISH EGGS, FISr POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PERCrES 
2667 AMERICAN SHAC, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVE~ILE FISHES, UhllEC 
STATES 




2450 FIS~ PrYSICLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, KlLLIFISHE3, PAT~XE~T 
RIVER 





2b05 LABCR, CYSTER INCUSTRY 
247 
1549 BOATS, CRAB I~OUSTRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1991 BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER INCUSTRY 
2780 CRAB INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, LABOR, BLUE CRAB 
1594 CLA~ INCUSTRY, CR~e INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INCUSTRY, RESCURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDLSTRIAL FISH 
2042 LABCR, CYSTER INDUSTRY 


















1977 LAN~ CEVELOPMENT, LANC RESOURCES, LANO LSE, SHORE-LINE CCVER 





1977 LA~C CEVFLCP~ENT, LANC RfSOURCESr LAND uSE, SHORE-LINE CCVER 
3313 LANC USE, PCTCMAC RIVER, RIVEK ~ASIN COMMISSIONS, kATER RESOURCES, ~ATER 
SUPPLY 
261b LA~C RFSCURCES, LANC USF, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
2740 FISHERIES, LA~C USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNI~G, 




1554 AKCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANCSCAPI~G, PARKS, PLANNING, PCTG~AC RIVER, 




2882 EASTERN SHCRE IVA-~D), LARVAE, OYSTERS, MARICULTURE 
2848 BE~lHCS, DRECGI~G, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1777 FISH EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MAGOTHY RIVER,~O, SEASONAL 
D!STRIPUTIG~ 
284b DISTRIPUTIO~, C~ECGING, FlSr EGGS, FISH POPuLATIONS, LARVAE, SPAW~l~G, 
SPC!L CISPCSAL 
245b LARVAE, OYSTER INCUSTRY, SPAWNING 
2552 CULTC~, LARVAE, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1712 FISr EGGS, F!Sr POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATuXENT RIVER, 
SPAw~ING 
249 
1733 ECCLCGY, FISH EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, PERC~ES 
1703 CLA~S, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE 
******************************************************************************** 
1632 CRAB INDUSTRY, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BLLE CRAB 
528 DYE RELEASES, EASTERN BAY,MD, LARVAL GROftTH STAGE, ~SX, CYSTERS 
1992 CRABS, ECCLCGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
630 CRA~S, LARVAL GROWl~ STAGE, 
2006 COPEPCCS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, ZCOPLA~KTC~ 
1657 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWl~ RATES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, ~GRPHCLCGY 
1734 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWT~ RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PATLXE~T RIVER, 
MCRP~CLCGY 
1562 LARVAL GROWTM STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, TE~PERATURE, SCYPHCZCA 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISh POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUUIFS, 
PERC~ES, MORP~OLOGY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1978 CARP, CATFISMES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVE~ILE 
FISHES, LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
2415 FISH EGGS, FISM HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGF, 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
3016 CLASSIFICATICN, GROWT~ STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
250 
1648 E~P.RYC~IC GRCWT~ STAGE, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPuLATIONS, LARVAL GRC~TH STAGE, 
~CRPrCLCGY 
3115 CLA~S, GRCWT~ STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
969 CLASSIFICATICN, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PA~U~KEY 
RIVER, ~CRPtCLCGY, YORK RIVER 
2257 HATCri\G, LARVAL GROWTr STAGE, SALI~ITY, TEMPERATURE, BLLE CRAB, ~CLTI~G 
2470 CRA~S. E~VIRC~MENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, ~ORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
******************************************************************************* 
LAW OF THE SEA 
******************************************************************************** 




1610 ChCPTA~K R!VFR, LEGAL ASPFCTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PCTC~AC RIVER, SLSCUEHA~~A 
RIVER, wASTE wATER TREATMENT, wATER POLLLTION SOURC~S, wATER CLALITY 
1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY 
3346 RGU~CARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPFCTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE GCVER~~E~TS, 
WETLA~CS 
1538 AERIAL P~CTCGRAPhY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MA~AGEMENT, REMCTE SENSING, SHCRE 
PRCTECTIC~, wETLANCS 
2435 URECGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDLSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGI~IA 
2436 DRE~GING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTCMAC RIVER, 
VIRGI~IA 
2437 DRECGI~G, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
VIRGI~IA 
251 
1549 BOATS, CRAB INDUSTRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1280 FISHERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE" 
3000 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPIJTES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-i'!Dl, HISTCRY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3176 LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOLRCES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIf~ 
2622 DISTRICT OF CCLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVfR, VIRGI~IA, ~ATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION 
2630 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER POLLUTICN 
CONTRCL, WATER CUALITY 
3054 HISTGRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILAALE FOR REVIEW 
1994 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1395 LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, WATER QLALITY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3002 BOU~DARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPfCTS, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2608 HISTCRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
2541 ECCLCGY, ECCNCMICS, GROUNDWATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLA~DS 
615 HISTCRY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE JURISDICTION 
1594 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INDUSTRY, RESCURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2612 BEACH ERCSICN, FECERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION 
3001 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHCRE IVA-~01, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
2063 LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
252 
3117 LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1556 LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTA~TS, RECREATION, RESOURCE DEVELCPMENT, ~ETLANOS 
1696 ENVIRCNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITFO STATES 
2740 FIShERIES, LA~D USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNI~G; 
URBA~IZATIC~, WASTE WATER CISPOS~L, WATER QuALITY 
3013 FECERAL JURISCICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEOJ, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLA~NI~G, PCTCMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, hATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
1551 CITIES, ECOLCCY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLAN~I~G, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, hlLDLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECOLCGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLA~~ING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, hiLDLIFE 




2661 A~ERICAN SHAC, CISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATICN, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, SPAWN lNG 
1205 LEGISLATION, CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1202 LEGISLATICN, CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1201 LEGISLATICN, CYSTERS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3349 LEGISLATICN, PERMITS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER CONSERVATIC~, WATER 
POLLUTION SCURCES 
3345 AESThETICS, LEGISLATION, RIVERS, SCENERY 
253 
3348 AO~I~ISTRATIVE ~GENCIES, LEGISLATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER 
TREAT~ENT, WATER CUALITY 
2237 CONSERVATION, CRAB INCUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
~A~AGE~ENT, BLUE CRAB 
2426 CONSERVATION, LEGISLATION, ~ANAGE~ENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE 
GOVERNI"ENTS 
3000 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE lVA-,..Cl, HISTCRY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTO~AC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1356 FISHERIES, LEGISL~TION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3159 LAW CF THE SE~, LEGISLATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2008 AMERICAN SH~C, FIS~ CONSERVATION, FISH POPlLATIONS, LEGISLATIC~, 
MANAGEpAENT, 
2649 COJII~ERCIAL FISHING, FISh FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTC"'AC RIVER, SPCRT 
FISHING 
1347 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, LEGISLATION, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2608 HISTCRY, LEGAL ~SPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
2612 BEACH EROSICN, FECERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION 





1832 CHAETCGNATHS, ClSTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNA,..ICS, WOR,..S 
1669 DISTRIBUTIO\, FISr POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1654 FISH PCPULATICNS, LENGT~, SbARKS 




2820 ATLA~TIC ME~rACEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST U.S., SCUTHEAST 
U.S., LENGT~-FRECUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
1~16 FISH PCPULATJCNS, PHYLOGENY, LE~GTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBLTICNS 
1710 DJSTRIPUTION, FECUNDITY, FISh POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE riSTGRY STUDIES, PERC~ES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGT~-FRECUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1713 AGING lBIGLCGICALI, CATFISrES, FISH POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, LENGTh-FRECUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
3045 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTr RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECLENCY 
DISTRIBUTIC~S, FISr SCALES 
2005 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWTr RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECLENCY 
D1STRIBUTIC~S, FISb SCALES 
3257 CATCr, FISh PCPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQlENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 




LETHAL LIM IT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2423 AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LI~IT, ~CRTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTO~AC RIVER, 2,40 
1564 COCLING WATER, LET~AL LIMIT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, 
TE~PERATURE, THERMAL WATER, SCYPHOZOA 
350 CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALT 
TOLERANCE, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1700 CLAMS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SPA~~ING, ~ATER TEMPERATLRE 




1796 LICHENS, MOSSES 
******************************************************************************* 
LIFE biSTORY STUDIES 
******************************************************************************** 
2986 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
3003 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1827 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PCPULATIC~ CY~A~ICS 
1919 FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HlSTCRY STUDIES, 
SILVERSIDES, SPAWNING 
1219 LIF~ HISTCRY STUDIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1830 LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPuLATION DYNA~ICS, REPRCDUCTICN, 
STllliGING NETTLES 
340 OISTRIBUTIOI\i, LIFE HISTORY STUDIFS, SEA NETTLES 
345 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, SEA NETTLES, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTICN 
1578 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SYSTEMICS 
2237 CO~SERVATIC~, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRAAS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
MA~AGEJoo'ENT, BLUE CRAB 
628 CRABS, GROWTr STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODLCTION 
2006 COPEPODS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, ZOOPLA~KTCN 
1685 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, PATuXENT RIVER, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIBUT 101\ 
1564 COCLING WATER, LETHAL LIMIT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, 
TEI'IPERATURE, T~ERMAL WATER, SCYPHOZOA 
3190 CRABS, ECCLCGY, LIFE rlSTORY STUDIES, PATuXENT RIVER, U~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2009 CRABS, ECOLCGY, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, PATuXENT RIVER 
2797 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISrERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, ~CRTHEAST U.S,, 
S CFT CLA~ 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTIO~, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPLLATICN DY~A~ICS, 
REPRCCUCT ICI\ 
1829 DISTRIBUTIOI\ 9 LIFE HISTORY STUDIFS, POPULATION DY~AMICS, REPRCDUCTIC~, 
ZOCPLAr\KTCN 
2037 JELLYFISH, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, SCYPHOZOA 
1683 LIFE blSTURY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHCZCA 
2021 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY ST~DIES, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
257 
2798 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTrEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PREOATICNr REPRODUCTION 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCHES, MORPrOLOGY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
2120 ANADRC~CUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, STRIPEC BASS 
2121 AMERICAN SHAD, ANACROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISHr FISH POP~LATIC~S, LIFE 
HISTCRY STUCIES, 
2072 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
1649 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPROCUCTIONr SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
3032 BICLCGY, ECCLCGY, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
S PAWl'; I NG SHRIMP 
2671 CRABS, DISTRieUTION, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, 
2676 DISTRIBUTION, FISr MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GRC~TH RATES, 
LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNCITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRO~TH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUCIES, PERCrES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
2687 CRABS, CELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
2213 DISTRIBUTION, FISrERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, BluE CRAB 
1831 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLL~SKS, POPULATION DYNA~ICS 
2560 DISTRIBUTION, FISr MIGRATION, FISH POPuLATIONS, FOCD HABITS, GRCWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODuCTION, STRIPED BASS, uNITED STATES 
3016 CLASSIFICATICN, GROWTr STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTCRY STUDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
258 
1093 CRABS, OlSTRieUTICN, LIFE riSTORY STLDIES, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGI~IA 
3206 CATFISHES, FIS~ PCPULATIONS, FISH REPROD~CTION, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, 
POTC"AC RIVER 
1826 DISTRIRUTIO~, FUNGI, LIFE riSTORY STuDIES 
2069 CLAI" INCUSTRV, CUMS, LIFE HSTORY STlJDIESr 
1828 AQUATIC WEECS, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAI"ICS 
3073 LIFE ~!STORY STUCIES, BLUE CRAB, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1955 LIFE ~!STORY STuCifS, RESEARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT, BLLE CRAB 
2461 LIFE riSTCRY STUCIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2060 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS 
2459 FISh PCPULATICNS, LIFE rlSTORY STUDIES, PATuXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 





1944 FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTC~ETRYr 
WATER, WICG"ICO RIVER,MC 
1945 LIGHT, SPECTRCPrOTCMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1537 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY ~ATER, WATER 
TREAT"ENT, SATELLITES IARTIFICIALlr uLTRAVIOLET RADIATION 
2421 818LICGRAPHIESr BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLCSICNS, LIGHT, 









1571 AQUATIC PLANTS, C~EMICAL WARFARE, LIMNOLOGY, ZOOPLANKTON 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
LITTORAL OR I FT 
******************************************************************************** 
1750 BEACH EROSION, EROSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEDIMENTATION 




















2930 CALCIU~, CATICN AeSORPTION, CHEMICAL A~ALYSIS, MAG~ESIUM, POTASSIU~, 




2421 BIBLICGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLCSICNS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUCIES, MORTALITY, RADIATIO~, SOUND WAVES 
******************************************************************************* 
MAGOTrY R tVER ,MD 
******************************************************************************** 
2781 DISTRIPUTICN, MAGCTHY RIVER,MD, PROTOZOA, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, rYCROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,~O, SALINITY, 
wATER TEMPERATURE, WEAT~ER DATA, WINOS 
1777 FISH FGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEASONAL 
DISTR I euT !Of\ 
1581 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUSCUEHAI\NA RIVER, C + D Ck"<AL 
2872 CATCH, CREEL CENSUS, CISTRIBUTIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, ~AGCTHY RIVER,~O, 
SPCRT FISH 
2877 BECS UNCER WATER, MAGOTrY RIVER,MD, OYSTERS, REEFS, SPORT F!SHI~G 
2870 CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, F!Sr POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PERCHES, 
SEASC~AL CISTRieUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TAGGING 
2678 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, MAGOTrY RIVER,MO 
1958 HYCRCGEN ICN CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, CXYGEN, SALINITY, VELOCITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,~O, SEVERN RIVER,~D, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 
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2686 HABITATS, HISTORY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SEVERN RIVER,MD 




2997 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, wATERFCWL 
2996 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, 
2786 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
2785 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 
2372 HU~TING, MAMMALS, 
2358 DEER, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA 
1788 FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1789 FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1790 FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1485 DISTRICT OF CCLUMBIA, MAMMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1743 MA~MALS, SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, WHALES 
2749 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MD), MAMMALS, 
3005 DISTRIBUTION, MA~MALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 






1858 BECS UNDER wATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDuSTRY, OYSTERS, POTCMAC RIVER, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1932 ECCNC~ICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, CYSTER 
SETTI~G 
1976 ESTUARIES, ~A~AGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1538 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, REMOTE SENSING, SHCRE 
PRCTECTICN, WETLANDS 
2721 DELAwARE, FIS~ERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, wATERFC~L 
1276 FISH, FISHERIES, MA~AGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
781 FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), MANAGEME~T, PROJECT PLANNING, RESCURCE 
DEVELCPMENT, WETLANDS 
136 ECC~CMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE 
DEVELCPMENT, VIRGINIA 
2237 CO~SERVATIC~, CRAE INDUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
MA~AGEMENT, BLUE CRAB 
2405 ALGAE, EUTRCP~ICATION, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, wATER 
QUALITY 
2426 CO~SERVATION, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESCURCES, STATE 
GCVERN~ENTS 
1764 BICTA, ~ANAGE~ENT 
1309 ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CCNTRCL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1310 CO~SERVATICN, ~ANAGEMENT, ~LUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
263 
2791 FISHERIES, ~ISTCRY, MANAGEMENT 
2568 MANAGE~ENT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2569 BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2418 MANAGE~ENT, PLANTS 
2008 AMERICAN SHAC, FIS~ CONSERVATION, FISH POPLLATIONS, LEGISLATIC~, 
MA~AGEMENT, 
1934 MA~AGE~ENT, OYSTERS 
2696 MA~AGE~ENT, CCASTAL ZONE 
3176 LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLF FOR REVIEW 
2615 CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, ~ATER RESCURCES 
2631 FECERAL GOVERNMENT, MA~AGEMENT, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIME~TATICN, SOIL 
ERCSICN 
2639 EUTRCPHICATICN, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NLTRIENTS, PCTCMAC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLL~TION CONTROL, WATER CLALITY 
3328 EUTROP~ICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ATER 
POLLUTION, WATER CUALITY 
1825 BICTA, COMPUTERS, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
INFCR~ATICN RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
3339 ESTUARIES, MA~AGEMENT, WATER RESOURCES 
2379 HYCRCCYNAMICS, MANAGEMENT 
2873 CATCH, COMMERCIAL F!Sr, FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEME~T, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
264 
2125 CC~MERCIAL FISHING, FIS~, MANAGE~ENT, OYSTERS, BLUE CRAB 
1980 ECCLCGY, MANAGEMENT, PLAN~ING, TRANSPORTATION, wATER CUALITY, ~ATER 
SUPPLY 
1995 MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1998 MA~AGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2432 AMEPICAN S~AC, CISTRI8UTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
910 CC~SERVATIO~, FINFIS~ l~D~STRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1017 BACTERIA, DISSOLVFC OXYGEN, nEAVY METALS, MANAGEME~T, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
2384 HYC~AULIC MCCFLS, MANAGEME~T, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2378 MA~AGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2728 FU~GI, MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
2889 BlCLCGY, CRECGI~G, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
2589 ECCNCMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RFSOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2067 FISbERIES, MA~AGE~ENT, 
2062 CO~MERCIAL F!Sr, MANAGEMENT, STRIPED BASS 
2064 AMEKICAN SHAC, CQMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPLLATIONS, FISHERIES, MA~AGE~ENT, 
2059 CC~~fRCIAL F!Sr, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
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3040 FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
3004 MANAGE.,ENT, OYSTER INCUS TRY 
2546 MANAGE~ENT, PLANNING 
2545 MANAGE.,ENT, PLANNING 
2544 MANAGE!"ENT, PLANNIIIIG 
2543 MAI'<AGE!"ENT, PLANNING 
2542 MANAGE!"ENT, PLANNING 
2573 BECS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY 




1962 DISSCLVEO OXYGEIII, hYDROGEIII ION CONCENTRATION, MAPPING 
1697 ECCNC!"IC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, PGTC!"AC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
3134 MAPPING, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIMEIIITS, SEIS"IC STLDIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
549 MAPPING, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
548 CHLCRCPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SA!"PLI~G, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 





1391 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MINERALOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
*********;'*'"****'~***************************************************************** 
MAR I CULTURE 
******************~~******~~****************************************************** 
2882 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), LARVAE, OYSTERS, MARICULTURE 
1528 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PONDS, MARICULTURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3037 OYSTER INDUSTRY, MARICULTURE 
*"1•***********'";~********* ... ~******************************************************* 
MARINE ALGAE 
"i("k******"~**'h-k-:.'c-k***-1:*****************************************-k********************** 
1619 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CYANOPHYTA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
2584 BENTHIC FLORA, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVER 
1957 MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA 









2510 EPIZCCTIOLOGY, FISr POPULATIONS, MARINE BACTERIA, ~ORTALITY, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, WHITE PERCH 




1618 MARINE FISH, ~ORTALITY, PREDATION 
1584 CURRENTS (WATER!, MARINE FIS~, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, SLSOUEHA~NA RIVER 
1581 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUSCUEI-'ANNA RIVER, C + D CANAL 
1588 BENTHCS, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPCSAL 
2839 BRACKISH-WATER FISt-', COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH PCPULATICNS, 
FISH TAXONO~Y, MARINE FISr 
394 BENTHIC FAUNA, MARINE F!Sr, REPRODUCTION 
376 BENTHIC FAUNA, BREEDING, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
889 DISTRIBUTION, F!Sr POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
880 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH 
2446 DRUMS, FISH PCPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATuXENT RIVER, hATER 
TE~PERATURE, WINTER 
397 DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2449 FISH PCPULATICNS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, hATER 
TE~PERATURE, WINTER 
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1243 BEhAVICR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
2507 BICASSAY, ELECTKIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATICNS, HEATED "ATER, 
MARI~E FISt-', ~ORTALITY, TrERMAL WATER 













1560 MARSb PLANTS, MARSrES, VEGETATION 
1799 AQUATIC PLA~TS, MARSH PLANTS, wETLANDS 
2107 ACUATIC PLANTS, CISTRI8UTION, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
1715 FOCC HA~ITS, ~A8ITATS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, PATLXENT RIVER, hATERFOwl 
2677 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MC), MARSr PLANTS, MARSHES, 
1984 DISTRI8UTIO~, HALOPHYTES, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
2498 DISTRIPUTIC~, MARSr PLANTS, PLANTS 





1839 BIRDS, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, MARSHES, REPRODUCTION 
2708 BUCGETING, CETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITRCGEN, 
PHCSP~CRUS, SALT MARS~ES, WATER QUALITY 
2504 MARS~ES, MUSKRATS, TICAL MARSHES, TRAPPING 
1218 MARSHES, SWAMPS, WETLANCS, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1223 MARShES, WETLANCS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1560 MARSH PLANTS, MARS~ES, VEGETATION 
1374 MARSHES, WETLANCS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2673 ANI~Al POPULATIONS, MARSHES, SALT MARSHES 
1715 FOCO ~ABITS, ~AeiTATS, MARSH PlANTS, MARSHES, PATuXENT RIVER, "ATERFOWl 
2677 EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDI, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDI~ENTATICN, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
2867 BIROS, DELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, ftATERFCwl 










362 MAThF~ATICAL ~OCELS, SALINITY 
2496 AlGAE, CHLCRCP~YLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL ~GDELS, NITRCGEN 
CYCLE, P~OSPrCRUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2832 CLLIFCPMS, CYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTO~AC RIVER, SEftAGE 
TREAT~ENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLLTIONr wATER CUALITY 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVEC OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAl ~ODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, 
WATER CUAliTY 
2639 EUTRCPbiCATIC~, MANAGEME~T, MATH~MATICAL MODELS, NLTRIENTS, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLluTION CONTROL, WATER 'UALITY 
3312 DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, MATrEMATICAL MODELS, PATLXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
199D MATHE~ATICAL ~OCELSr POTOMAC RIV~R, TIDES, wAVES (WATER) 




432 CRUSTACEANS, ~ATTAPONI RIVER, PA~~NKEY RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER, RAPPAHAN~CCK 









1598 CO~PUTER MODELS, CURRENTS (WATER), MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
EFFECTS 
1536 BEACHES, BULK~EACS, EROSION CONTROL, MEASUREMENT, SHO~E PROTECTIC~ 
2013 MEASUREMENT, CN-SITE CATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
1985 ACOUSTICS, CURRENTS (WATER), MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RI~ER, VELCCITY 
1987 CURRENTS (WATER), rYDROGRAPHY, MEASwREMENT, PATLXENT RIVER, T~RBULENCE, 
TURBULENT FLCW 




2073 ATLA~TIC MENhADEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, ~ERCURY, NCRTH 
CARCLINA, PLA~KTON 


















290 HURRICANES, ~ETEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1718 METECRCLOGICAL CATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTON ROADS 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLCOD, HYDRCLCGIC 





1258 METECRCLCGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2532 BICCrE~ISTRY, BIOLOGY, CHESTER RIVER, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 




1759 BACTERIA, CISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRLSES, YEASTS 
553 MICRCCRGANISMS, MCRTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITIS~ 
546 FISH PCPULATICNS, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTICN, STRIPED BASS, 
VIRUSES, hlSTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIO~S 
552 MICRCCRGANISMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
273 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MIDCLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1191 FISHERIES, RESEARC~ AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, U~AVAJLABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1269 BIBLICGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, uNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
2800 ECCNCMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, ~IDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1567 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATC~, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
MICDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2487 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, ~IDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
397 DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 





1587 MIGRATION, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
2433 DUCKS CWILCit ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTO~AC RIVER, wATERFCWL 
2417 OISTRieuTION, DUCKS IWILDI, MIGRATION, WATERFOwl 













2355 ALKALINITY, ACUATiC WEECS, ECOLOGY, GROwTH RATES, HYDROGEN !0~ 
CCNCENTRATICN, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,~O 
1534 BIBLICGRAPH!ES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATLRAL RESOURCES, VIRGI~IA 
1391 B!BL!CGRAPH!ES, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MINERALOGY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 





1207 FORA~INIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCr, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
1282 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2081 FORA~INIFERA, MIOCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1327 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3160 MICCE~F EPCCH, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3376 GECLCGIC FGRMATIONS, GEOLOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3375 ENVIRCN~ENT, GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, ~IOCENE EPCCH, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
150 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALECNTCLCGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
215 
1372 MICCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, liNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1373 MICCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1788 FORA,.INIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1789 FORAfoiiNIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1790 FORAI'INIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
2083 DIATC~S, MICCENE EPOCrt PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEM~TICS 
147 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTCLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
2682 CRABS, MIOCENE EPOCr, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2685 MICCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2439 CHCPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTEI'ATICS, FOSSILS 
3373 GECLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3063 MICCENE EPOCh, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, 
3064 MICCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 





2636 OISTRIBUTIO~, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, YCRK RIVER, 
HAJIIPTCN RCACS 
1591 ANI~AL POPULATIONS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 




2136 CURRE~TS (WATER), CATA COLLECTIONS, MOOEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELCCITY 
2134 CURRE~TS (WATERl, CATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, POTCMAC RIVER, 
SALI~ITY, VELCCITY 
2992 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, FISH, MODEL STCDIES, NUCLEAR POwER PLA~TS, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN, WATER POLLUTION 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH PCPULATICNS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLA~TS, THER~AL 
POLLUTICN, T~ERMAL WATER 
3299 ENVIRCN~ENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, NITRCGEN, NUTRIE~TS, 
PHCSP~CKUS, P~YTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 





1232 OISfRieUTIO~, MCLLUSKS, S~ELLFISH, ~NAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2115 BAR~ACLES, eRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLLSKS 
891 FU~Git ~CLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
277 
950 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, OERMOCYSTIDJUM, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ~CLLUSKS, 
MSX, OYSTER INCUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1212 MOLLUSKS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2091 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1907 AQUICULTURE, FISHERIES, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
2744 HISTCRIC FLCOC, MCLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
2032 GASTRCPOOS, GROWT~ RATES, MOLLUSKS 
2033 CLA~S, GROWT~ RATES, MOLLUSKS, UNITED STATES 
2685 MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
1810 MOLLUSKS, S~ELLFIS~ 
1831 OISTRIP.UTION, LIFE hiSTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, POPULATION DYNA~ICS 
2827 CLASSIFICATICN, MCLLUSKS, MUSSELS, SOUTHEAST U.S., SYSTF~ATICS 
2411 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-~01, MOLLUSKS 
2439 CHCPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLuSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2087 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY 
2086 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
2509 CLA~S, DISEASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
2655 GECLCGIC TI~E, GECLOGY, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
278 
2564 BIOL<X;Y, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOL<X;Y 




1624 MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2641 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2028 GROWTH RATES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
661 CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
1597 ANIMAL PATHOLCX:Y, DISEASES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2048 CRABS, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
MOLTING 
*********************** .. k*-1..~************************"1'****************************** 
HORPHOL(X;Y 
**""l("k*********m':-k*****'"k*****'k***•"**""'k*•"'***********"i"***'-'•"irk***-1•*********************"*** 
SEE PLANT MORPHOLOGY AND ANIHAL MORPHOLOGY 
HORTALITY 
891 FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, HORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
1423 AQUATIC ANU1ALS, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3259 FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1624 HORTALTIY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
2395 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
279 
2530 GRCWTh RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PATuXENT RIVER 
2874 MORTALITY, CYSTERS 
2423 AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LIMIT, ~GRTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, 2,40 
2929 MORTALITY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, BL~E CRAB 
1595 CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLLE CRAB 
1973 EXPLCSICNS, FlSr POPULATIONS, MORTALITY 
1774 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, MORTALITY, BluE CRAB, CILIATES 
161B MARINE FISH, ~ORTALITY, PREDATION 
1593 MORTALITY, CYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVFR 
2531 BEDS UNDER WATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INOCSTRY 
553 MICRCCRGANIS~S, MCRTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITIS~ 
2569 BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OY~TERS 
3181 CLA~S, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1572 ACUICULTURE, ~ORTALITY, OYSTEK INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAwARE BAY 
2923 MORTALITY, CYSTERS 
2857 BE~T~CS, ESTUARIES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, ~GRTALJqy, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFIS~, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3047 EXPLCSICNSr FISr POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, U~AVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
280 
2422 HICTA, GREDCI~G, EXPlOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDLSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPEC BASS, WATER POLLLTION 
1649 FIS~ PCPULATIGNS, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERChES, REPRCCUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2397 BICTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2663 AMERICAN S~AC, FIS~ POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL hASTES, MGRTALITY, PCTCMAC 
RIVER, WASTE CISPCSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1755 CHLCRINATIC~, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTIO~, HYDROZOA, ~ORTALITY, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, ~CWE~ PLANTS 
1493 FISh PCPULATICNS, ~ORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1780 ClA~S, CREDCI~G, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2131 ALEWIVFS, ELECTRIC POWER P~ODuCTION, E~VIRON~ENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FIS~ PCPULATlCNS, ~COEL STLDIES, MORTALITY, PO~ER PLA~TS, THER~AL 
POLLUTIC~, TrER~Al WATER 
2421 BleLICGRAP~IESo BIOTA, ElECTRICITY, ElECTRONICS, EXPLC~ICNS, LIGHT, 
MAG~ETIC STUCI[S, ~ORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 
2446 DRU~S, FISH PCPUlATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, wiNTER 
2449 FISH PCPULATICNS, ~ARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, Wl~TER 
2587 EASTERN SHCRE (VA-MOI, GROwTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALI~ITY, TREO 
AVCN RIVER 
731 DER~CCYSTIDIU~, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDuSTRY, OYSTERS 
2507 BICASSAY, ELtCTRI[ POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPLLATICNS, HEATED wATER, 
MARI~E FISH, ~ORTAllTY, T~ERMAl WATER 
281 
2510 EPIZCCTIOLOGY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MARINE BACTERIA, ~CRTALITY, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1591 ANIMAL POPULATICNS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2470 CRABS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAL GROkTH STAGE, MORTALITY, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 
2410 EXPLCSIONS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2913 FISH PCPULATICNS, MAGOT~Y RIVER,MO, MORTALITY, SALINITY, SEVER~ RIVER,~C 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALCSICS, CATC~. MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2558 MORTALITY, CYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS 




1862 DIPTERA, DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, MOSQ~ITOES 
2429 ENTC~OLCGY, MCS,UITOES, PEST CONTROL 




2101 DISTRIBUTIC~, MCSSES, SYSTEMATICS 





950 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CLAMS, DERMOCYSTIDIUM, DISTRIBUTION PATTER~S, ~CLLUSKS, 
MSX, CYSTER l~DUSTRY, OYSTERS 
663 ANI~AL PAThCLCGY, CELAWARE, FLUORESCE~CE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPCRFS 
2538 DiSTRiPUTiC~, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
528 DYE RELE~SFS, EASTERN BAY,MC, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, MSX, CYSTERS 
553 ~ICRCCRGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITIS~ 
537 MSX, CYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
552 MICKCCRSANIS~S, MSX, OYSTEKS, PARASITISM 
731 DERMCCYSTIDIU~, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDLSTRY, OYSTERS 
1591 ANI~AL PCPULATICNS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, CYSTERS, 








393 OISChARGF (WATER), ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, ELTROPHICATICN, MuLTIPLE-PURPCSE 
PRCJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
433 INTER-AGENCY COCPERATION, MULflPLE-P~RPOSE PROJECTS, PROJECT PLA~~I~G, 





2504 MARShES, MUSKRATS, TICAL MARSHES, TRAPPING 
2786 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
2785 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 
3052 INCUSTRIES, MUSKRATS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




2594 GONACS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
2595 GO~ACS, MUSSELS, SPAWNI~G 
1636 MUSSELS, BLUE CRAB 
2551 MUSSELS, OYSTERS 
2827 CLASSIFICATICN, MCLLUSKS, MUSSELS, SOUTHEAST u.s., SYSTE~ATICS 





2831 BIC~ASS, NANNCPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTCN, PRIMARY 
PRCCUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 





1144 FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTQ~ETRY, 




2126 NATURAL RESCURCES, SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ATER POLLLTICN 
2154 ESTUARIES, ENVIRC~~ENTAL ENGINEERING, HYDRAULIC ~ODELS, ~ATURAL RESCURCES 
2955 CLI~ATES, GECLOCY, ~ISTGRY, NATURAL RESOLRCES, POLLLTANT IDENTIFICATICN, 
CC,..~ERCE 
1220 FISHERIES, ~ATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2426 CC~SERVATICN, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESCURCES, STATE 
GCVERI\I'ENTS 
3222 FISh, ~ISTCRY, ~ATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFO~L, UI\AVAILABLE 
FCR REVIFw 
1362 NATURAL RESCURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3182 NATURAL RESCURCES, UNAVAILABLE FnR REVIE~ 
3176 LEGAL ASPECTS, ~ANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
1~34 BIBLICGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, ~INEkALGGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
2624 NATURAL RESCURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
PGLLUT!CN, WATER CUAL!TY 
2894 ECCNCI'!CS, ~ISTCRY, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION 
720 JELLYFISh ~ATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MAfl.SHES, WATERFOwL, wiLDLIFE 
285 
2370 BIRDS, FISH PCPULATIONS, ~YOROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESCLRCES, 
PLANTS. SECI~ENTS, SHELLFISH 
1499 CONSERVATION, FIS~ERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2773 NATURAL RESCURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
3209 CLA~ INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, SHELLFISH 
2865 AMPHIBIANS, BIRCS, FISh INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXEI\T 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAP~Y 
1693 BIBLICGRAPHIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2774 ESTUARIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
2063 LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2895 COI\SERVATION, N.GTURAL RESOURCES 
2896 CCNSERVAT 101\i, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
2902 CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2903 COIIOSERVATIO,.., NATURAL RESOURCES 
2905 CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2906 COI\SERVAT 101\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2909 COI'.SERVATICI\ 1 NATURAL RESOURCES 
2911 COIIOSERVAT ION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2914 COI\SERVAT ICN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
286 
2915 COI\SERVAT ICI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2916 CONSERVATION, l'lATURAL RESOURCES 
2917 COI\SERVAT IGI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2918 COII.SERVAT IO'.i, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
2919 COI\SERVATICII., NATURAL RESOURCES 
2920 CCI\SERVAT ICI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2921 COII.SERVAT ICI\, NATURAL RESOI,RCES 
2922 CCII.SERVAT ICI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2833 COI\SERVAT 101\, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
2834 CCI\SERVATICI\, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1998 MA,..AGF~ENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, OYSTERS 
2054 ECCI\C~ICS, FIS~ERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2360 BIBLICGRAPHIES, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2731 EASTERN ShORE IVA-MCl, NATURAL RESOLRCES 
2589 ECCI\iC~ICS, ~AI\AGE~ENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELCP~EI\T 
2740 FISHERIES, LAI\C USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANI\11\G, 
URBANIZATION, WASTE WATER CISPOSAL, wATER QUALITY 
2047 CRABS, CIATC~S, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARCH ANC CEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
287 
2048 CRABS, DIATOMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
MOLTING 
2123 CRABS, OIATCMS, ECUCATIONt FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS~, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2126 CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS~, HYCROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEAT~ER 
2044 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NAT~RAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOP~ENT, WEATrER 
2130 CLAMS, CRABS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
3006 FEDERAL JURISCICTION, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTCMAC RIVER, RECREATIC~, 
WILDLIFE 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RfSOURCES, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, S~ELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
2637 ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, REMCTE SENSI~G, 
SEASHCRES 
2640 CLIMATIC DATA, FISrERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, ~ATER 
RESOURCES, CO~MERCE 





547 HARBORS, HISTCRY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SEDIMENTATION, SOIL EROSICN 
1823 BOATING, NAVIGAfLE WATERS 
1395 LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3089 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), NAVIGABLE WATERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
288 
3245 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3325 CANALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), INLAND WATERWAYS, NAVIGABLE 




2094 BEACH EROSION, ECONOMICS, NAVIGATION 
2736 MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION 
l.JETLANDS 
NEKTON 
421 BENTHOS, ECOLtX;ICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
........ k***"k************************'" .... "*************~"******-1..-k*************************** 
NEMATODES 
****************""*****"k6'>;~m":*'l;**'"*************~~****************-;'r******************* 
2408 DISTRIBUTION, NEMATODES, SYSTEMATICS 
NEOPLASHS 
"k1rk'}'rld:***"'•*"'rln":****''<****************************"":C*-;.'-k****************************'"J~*** 
1509 ANIMAL PATHOL(X;Y, NEOPLASMS, BLUE CRAB 
NESTING 
395 BIRDS, BREEDING, NESTING, REP~ODUCTION 
2583 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, NESTING 
2493 BIRD EGGS, BREEDING, DUCKS (WILD), HABITATS, NESTING, WATERFOWL 
289 
2486 BREEDING, DUCKS (WILD), HABITATS, NESTING, WATERFOwl 








3292 EUTRCPHICATIO~, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHCRUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
347 CHLCRCPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER CUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
2807 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTLARIES, IRCN, NITRATES, NITRITES, 




2807 CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CISSOLVEO OXYGEN, ESTLARIES, IRCN, NITRATES, ~ITRITES, 




2708 BUDGETING, CETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITRCGEN, 
PHCSPHCRUS, SALT MARS~ES, hATER QUALITY 
3292 EUTRCPHICATICN, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHCRUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
3299 ENVIRCN~ENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, ~ITROGEN, ~UTRIE~TS, 
PHCSP~CRUS, P~YTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
290 
2133 DATA CCLLECTICNS, CISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NuTRIENTS, CN-SITE DATA 
COLLECTICNS, PrCSP~ORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 




1614 NIT~CGEN CCMPCUNDS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHOTCSY~THESIS, 
PHYSICAL PRCPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY 





2496 ALGAE, CHLCRCPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL ~ODELS, NITROGEN 








2073 ATLANTIC ~E~~ACEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, ~ERCURY, NORTH 
CARCLINA, PLANKTON 
1510 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SY~BICSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE CRAB 
2755 HYCRCGRAPHY, JA~ES RIVER, NORTH CAROLI'.IA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STRfAMFLOW, STRIPFD BASS, SLSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3195 FISrERIES, NCRTr CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
291 
1698 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTr CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
2432 AMERICAN SHAC, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, ~A~AGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
1615 CATCH, NORTh CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SURF CLAM 
1956 CHOPTANK RIVER, FIS~ POPULATIONS, NORTH CAROLINA, SHARKS, DEFCR~ITIES 




2002 DISTRIBUTION, NCRTrEAST RIVER,MD, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
1673 CREEL CENSUS, FISr POPULATIONS, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD 




2886 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED hATER, NCRTHEAST 
u.s., NUCLEAR PCWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST U.S., THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2819 AMERICAN SHAC, fiSr EGGS, ~ORTHEAST U.S.; POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u~s;~ 
SPAWNING 
2797 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST u.s., 
SOFT CLAM 
2820 ATLANTIC MENhADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST u.s., SCUTHEAST 
U.S., LENGTr-FREQUENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 




NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
******************************************************************************** 
1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERl, DISCHARGE I~ATERl, ELECTRIC PCftER 
PROCUCTICN, E~V!RONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, TrERMAL WATER 
2604 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NuCLEAR PCWER 
PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLuTION, WATER TE~PERATURE 
2886 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED ~ATER, NCRTHEAST 
u.s., NUCLEAR PCWER PlANTS, SOUTHEAST ~.s., THERMAL PCLLGTION, VIRGINIA 
1575 HU~A~ PCPULATIO~, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL PCLLUTIC~, 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
438 AC~INISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NLCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN, VIRGINIA, WATFR POLLUTION 
1920 COOLI~G WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
HYCRAULIC MCCELS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
2991 AQUATIC ~ICRCCRGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, NUCLEAR PuWtK PLA~TS, 
PLA~KTCN, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION, THERMAL POLLUTION, ZCOPLANKTCN 
2992 ELECTRIC POwER P~OCUCTION, FISH, MODEL STUDIES, NUCLEAR PCwER PLA~TS, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN, WATER POLLUTION 
3326 ELECTRIC POWER PRCCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NuCLEAR PCWER PLA~TS, 
POTC~AC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1993 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERl, OISCHARGE lwATERl, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRCCUCTION, E~VIRGNMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NuCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, TrERMAL WATER 
3211 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTLARINE ENVIRCN~ENT, 
HEATEC WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, RAOICISCTCPES, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN 




3211 ELECTRIC POWER PROCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTLARINE E~VIRCN~ENT, 









1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SECIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, wATER 
ANALYSIS, WINCS, SPOIL CISPOSAL 
1543 ERCSICN, EUTRCP~ICATION, NLTRIENTS, SILTI~G, SUSPENDED LCAD 
1565 DISSCLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NLTRIENTS, PLANKTON, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
3292 EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHCRUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
2405 ALGAE, EUTRCP~ICATION, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQ~EHANNA RIVER, wATER 
QUALITY 
1821 EUTROPHICATIGN, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVEC OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHE~ATICAL ~GDELS, 
NUTRIENTS, PCLLUTANTS, PROCUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE wATER TREAT~E~T, 
WATER QUALITY 
2639 EUTRCPHICATICN, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NLTRIENTS, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLLTION CONTROL, WATER CUALITY 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHCS, EUTROP~ICATION, NUTRIE~TS, OILY wATER, ORGANIC 
CO~PCUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, wATER QUALITY 
310 BOTTC~ SEUI~ENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, N~TRIENTS, POTO~AC RIVER, SA~PLING 
314 DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS 
1686 DISTRIBUTIC~, ESTUARIES, ~UTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHCSPHORUS 
1017 BACTERIA, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICICES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, wATER QLALITY 
426 CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NuTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEwAGE EFFLLENTS, SEwAGE 
TRF.AT~FNT 
756 DISSCLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SECI~ENTATICN, TE~PERATURE, THERMAL hATER 
1946 BICASSAY, CrLCRCPrYLL, NUTRIENTS, PATLXENT RIVER, PRI~ARY PRCCUCTIVITY 
3299 FNVIRCN~ENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, ~ITROGEN, NUTRIE~TS, 
PHCSPI-CRUS, Pt-YTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
2133 DATA CCLLECTICNS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NuTRIENTS, CN-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHOSPI-ORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 




154 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, OCEANOGRAPt-Y, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
******************************************************************************* 
0 IL INCUS TRY 
******************************************************************************** 
2090 GECLCGY, CIL INCUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETRCLOGY, SECI~ENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1602 DREDGING, ECCt-;OMICSr OIL INDUSTKY, PORT AL;THORITIES, SHIPS, 





2387 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, C~EMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
3186 CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, OILY WATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, WATER 




3186 CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, OILY WATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,~Q, WATER 
POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1537 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 
TREAT~ENT, SATELLITES IARTIFICIALl, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION 
1541 BACTERIA, BENT~CS, EUTROPhiCATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGA~IC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QLALITY 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
407 BATHY~ETRY, BCTTO~ SEDIMENTS, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA CCLLECTIC~S, YORK 
RIVER 
408 BOTTC~ SEOI~E~TS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
409 BOTTCM SEDI~E~TS 1 CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S 
1852 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1848 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1853 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1843 ON-SITE CATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1849 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
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1850 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1845 ON-SITF DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1846 CN-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S, SEDIMENTS 
1847 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1851 ON-SITF CATA COLLECTIONS, SFDIMENTS 
1842 ON-SITE DATA CDLLECTIO~S, SEDIME~TS 
2114 ON-SITE CATA COLLECTIONS, TIDES, VIRGINIA,_VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
309 BlCCrEMICAL CXYGEN CEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGIC DATA, C~-SITE 
DATA CCLLECTICNS 
2831 BIC~ASS, NA~~CPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTC~, PRIMARY 
PRCCUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
2013 MEASURE~E~T, CN-SlTE CATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, RATER TE~PERATURE 
2011 ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, rYCROLOGY, INDLSTRIAL WASTES, IRQ~, ON-SITE DATA 
CGLLfCTICNS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD 1 WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY 
406 BOTTC~ ~EDI~E~TS, CORE CRILLING, CRliSES, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATICNS, 
ON-SITE CATA COLLECTIONS 
1958 HYCRCGFN 10~ CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, CXYGEN, SALINITY, VFLOCITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
2117 ON-SITF DATA COLLfCTICNS 1 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDFO LOAD 
2113 ON-SITE CATA CGLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, SLSPENUED LOAD 
2118 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDI~ENTS, SUSPE~DED LOAC 
527 CRUISES, HYCRCLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
2133 DATA COLLECTIONS, CISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, CN-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PMCSP~ORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 









1505 CARBCN, ORGANIC CCMPOUNCS, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1546 CARBC~, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SEDI~E~TS, SUSPE~DED LCAC, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER 
1541 BACTERIA, eENT~CS, EUTROP~ICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY ~ATER, ORGA~IC 








2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEnAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, wATER ANALYSIS, 





2751 BIRD FGGS, ~ATEkFCWL, OSPREYS 
2750 BIRDS, CCNSERVATICN, WATF~FDWL, QSPREYS 
2~52 FASTER~ SHCRE IVA-~Cl, VIRGINIA, WATERFO~L, OSPRFYS 
2097 BlRC EGGS, t'lRl;S, E'REECING, EASTF~N SrlO~E lvA-~Dl, REPROfJLCTIO;, CSPRFYS 
3110 tREFli~G, WATERFO~l, USPREYS, UNAVAILABLE FGR REVIEW 
lb44 FIRCS, RFPRCCUCTICN, OSP~EYS 
1756 CtiCPTA"!K RIVER, RFPROCUCTIQN, OSPRF'YS 
1659 FIS~ PrPULATICNS, PATUXE~T RIVER, OSPREYS 








147 ATLA~TIC CCASTAL PLAIN, ~IOCENE FPUCh, OSTRACODS, PALECNTGLCGY, 
STRH l(KAP~Y 
3031 CRUSTACEA~S, ECCLCCY, CSTRACOUS, PATLXENT KlVER, ~ORPHCLC~Y, 
REPHCCUCTIC\, SEASCNAL CISTRibUTIUN, SYSTF~ATICS 
29<.J 
2084 OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 









2031 OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVFR, WATER CHEMISTRY, wATER QUALITY 
441 HYCRCGRAPHY, CXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, hATER TE~PERATURE 
1958 HYCROGFN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, ~AGOTHY RIVER,MU, ON-SITE DATA 




2929 MORTALITY, :;YGEN REQUIREMENTS, BLUE CRAB 




1940 DISTRIPUTICN, CYSTER CRILLS 





2497 HISTCRY, CYSTER I~CUSTRY, OYSTE~S 
1858 BECS U~GER ~ATER, MANAGEME~T, OYSTE~ INOLSTRY, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
CYSTER SFTT INC 
9?0 CLA~ I~CUSTRY, CLAMS, CERMOCYSTIOIUM, OISTRlkuTIO~ PATTE~~S, ~CLLUS~S, 
M~X, CYST I::R l 'JCUS TRY, OYSTERS 
2924 OYSTER INCUSTRY, CYSTERS 
2729 OYSTER I~CUSTRY, POTOM~C qJVER, Vl~GI~IA 
1932 ELC~C,!CS, MA~AGE~ENT, OYSTER INOGSTRY, OYSTERS, PCTQ~AC RIVER, CYSTER 
SF.TT!f'<G 
730 CRAB INCUSTRY, CREeGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTA~TS, POPULATIC~, THER~~L 
PCLLUT!GN, ~!LCLIFE, INCUSTRIAL FIS~ 
2784 EASTER~ ~HC:<E (VA-MCl, OYSTER I"JDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOLT!i CAROLIII:A, VIRGII'dA 
£119 FIS~FR!ES, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
2837 FISHEQIES, CYSTER INCLSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER 
2724 Ct<A1:3 INLUSTRY, FeCes, OYSTER INDUSTRY, Pl..BllC HEALTH, SH!:LLFISH 
2717 CK.AB INCUSTRY, FCCCS, OYSTER l"lDUSTRY, PLollC HEALTH, SH£LLFISH, eLUE 
C~At: 
2725 BACTfRIA, CRAe I"JCUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDLSTRY, PLBLIC liEALTH, SHELLFISH 
1585 CHCPTI~K RIVER, OYSTER I~CLST~Y, SALI~ITY, ~EIGHT 
2605 LABCR, CYSTER INCUSTRY 
301 
631 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, riSTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
1996 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS 
2435 ORECGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER IND~STRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2436 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PCTOM~C RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2437 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPeCTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVFR, 
VIRGINIA 
136 ECCNC~ICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLRLIC LANDS, RCSCURCE 
DEVELCPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1603 CRAB INCUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTRCL, PLAN~ING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDLSTRIAL FISH 
1307 FltliFISI-' INDUSTRY, FISrERIES, OYSTER II\JDUSTRY, POTO,..AC RIVER, ~ATFRFCWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1991 BOATS, LABOR, OYSTER I~CUSTRY 
3025 CATCH, EASTERII. SHORE IVA-MDI, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTfR 
INDUSTRY, SrELLFISr 
3233 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTFRS, SHF.LLFISHr UNAVAILABL~ FCR REVIEW 
2531 BEDS UNCER WATER, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2557 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS, SEASONdL OISTRIBLTION 
3231 OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2597 ECCNC~ICS, FINF!Sr INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDLSTRY, SHELLFISH, SPCRT 
FISHING 
302 
1528 OYSTER INCUSTRY, CYSTERS, POI\JUS, MARICULTURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2502 FISHFRIES, F!Srl~G GEAR, OYSTER INOLSTRY 
3164 CLA~ INCUSTRY, CYSTER I~DUSTRY 
3162 CLAM INCUSTHY, CYSTER l~OUSTRY 
1521 OYSTER INCUSTRY, RESOU~CE CEVELOP~ENT, SHELLFISH 
3lb9 OYSTER INCUSTRY, LNAVAILABLE FOR AEVIE~ 
2440 BACTERIA, CISfASES, OYSTER INUUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, loATER 
PCLLUTIC~, ~ATER CUALITY CC~TKOL 
1572 AI.UICULTURF, r-'OKTALITY, !JYSTER l~lDL:STRY, OYSTERS, DELAWARE BAY 
2456 LARVAE, CYSTER INCUSTRY, SPAWNING 
3170 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILA~LE FOR RFVIEw 
1378 FISrERIES, LYSTER I~DUSTRY, PATAPSCO ~IVER,MO, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
229 CO~~ERCIAL FIS~INGt DRECGI~G, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INULST~Y, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGir--IA 
2111 FISHFRH:S, GULFS, OYSTER 11\JDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2798 LIFE ~ISTCRY STU~IES, ~ORTrEAST U.S., OYSTEK 11\JDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PRECATIC~, ~EPRCCUCTIO~ 
2789 CYSTER INCUSTRY, CYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLINA 
423 CLA~ l~CUSTRY, COM~ERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1860 OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1638 BOATS, HISTCRY, OYSTER INCLSTRY 
2041 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1995 MANAGE~ENT, OYSTER INCUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1352 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1994 BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1998 MANAGE~ENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1394 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, ~ATFRFCWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2035 HISTCRY, OYSTER INCUSTRY 
1674 EQUIPMENT, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1594 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAB INCUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LA~OR, LEGAL ASPECTS, CYSTER 
INCUSTRY, RESCURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDLSTRIAL FISH 
3037 OYSTER INDUSTRY, MARICULTURE 
3124 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
540 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTER SETTING 
2122 CO~~ERCIAL FISHING, FIS~ING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
731 DER~CCYSTIDIU~, MCRTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2809 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FINFISH INDGSTRY, FISHERIES, CYSTER I~DUSTRY, 
POTC~AC RIVER, ShELLFISr 
304 
3202 F!ShFRIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
3070 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3133 FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTCMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3130 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, ShELLFISH, WATERFOWL, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3004 ~A~AGt~ENT, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
2897 OYSTER INCUSTRY, CYSTER SETTING 
2i04 OYSTER I~CUSTRY, CYSTER SETTING 
2042 LABCR, CYSTEA INCLSTRY 
2907 CYSTER INCUSTRY, CYSTER SETTING 
2910 BECS UNCER ~ATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
2912 BECS U~CER wATER, OYSTER I~DUSTRY 
2043 BECS U~GER wATER, CYSTER INDUSTRY 
2461 LIFE r!STCRY STUCIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2036 CYSTER INDUSTRY 
2025 CC~~FRCIAL FISr, FISH POPulATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPCRT FISH, 
Blue CRAB 
745 CO~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, Fl~FISr INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTFR INDLSTRY, 
VIQGI~IA 
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3256 DUCKS IWILDI, OYSTER INCUSTRY, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEN 
2573 BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER IND~STRY 
3005 DISTRIFIUTICN, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTII\G 
3262 FISHERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3263 FIShERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, uNAVAILABLE FCR KEV!EY, 
2425 DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1583 AUTC~ATION, FCOCS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
3284 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, uNITED STATES, vNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3285 BECS UNDER wATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3286 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2838 CLAI'ol INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FI"JFISH INOliSTRY, F I SHERI E S, FOCDS, CYSTER 
INCUS TRY, SI-ELLFISI-
3279 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INOUSTR Y, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV l Eh 
3275 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNA VA! LABLE FCR REVIEw 
3271 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIH 
3272 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEI-. 
3276 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNA VA I LliB LE FCR RFVIFF< 
306 
3280 BECS UNCER WATE~, OYSTER l"lDUSTRY, OYSTERS, uNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEI< 
3277 BEDS UNDER WAT E~<, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIFF< 
3393 BECS UNGER )'JAT ER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, U"JliVAILAbLE FOR REVIEW 
3273 ElECS UNDER ,.AT ER, CYS TER INDUSTRY, OYSTfRS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV! Flo. 
3274 BECS UI\'CER ,.AT ER, CYSTER I"JCLSTRY, OYSTERS, LNA VA I LAB LE FCR REV! EO. 
3270 eEDS Uf'\CER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
3278 BECS UI\CER wATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABlE FOR REVIFI. 
******************************************************************************* 
OYSTE~ SETT !~!G 
******************************************************************************** 
1260 OYSTERS, PATUXE~T RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVJE\o, 
2986 LIFE 1-ISTCRY STLC!ES, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
243 CISTRIP.UTIC\ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVFR, OYSTERS, SEASO~AL DISTRIBLTIC~, 
OYSTER SfTT INC 
1858 EECS U~GER WATER, MANAGEME~T, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PCTC~AC RIVER, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1859 bECS UNGER WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1932 ECC~C~ICS, VA~AGE~ENT, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PQTC,AC RIVFR, OYSTER 
SETTING 
2549 CISTRIPUTIO~ PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1~37 OYSTERS, CYSTER SETTING 
2907 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
3005 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
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2876 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1935 DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2555 OYSTER SETTING 
2908 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2552 CULTCH, LARVAE, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2413 OISTRI~UTION, PGTCMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
3337 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2817 POTC~AC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
3208 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MCJ, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
541 CHE~ICALS 1 CYSTERS 1 OYSTER SETTING 
1616 ASSAY, BARNACLES, CHOPTANK RIVER, FOULING, MUSSELS, OYSTERS, CYSTER 
SETT lNG 
540 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTER SETTING 
2529 BEDS UNDER WATfR, CISTR!BUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
2550 PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
2534 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER SETTING 
2897 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTER SETTING 
2904 OYSTER INCU5TRY, OYSTER SETTING 
3196 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 





1260 OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2497 HISTCRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2986 LIFE ~ISTGRY STUDIES, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
3003 LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
243 DISTRI8UTIC~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVFR, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBuTION, 
OYSTER S ETT I "JG 
1858 BECS UNGER WATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, 
OYSTER SETT INC 
950 CLA~ INCUSTRY, CLAMS, OERMOCYSTIOIUM, DISTRIB~TION PATTERNS, ~CLLUSKS, 
MSX, CYSTER 11\CUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1205 LEGISLATICN, CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1202 LEGISLATION, CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1201 LEGISLATION, CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLF FOR REVIEW 
2924 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS 
1932 ECCNC~ICS, ~A~AGE~FNT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PCTO~AC RIVER, CYSTER 
SETT l~G 
1196 OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1592 OYSTERS, PAfUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTICN 
663 ANI~AL PATHCLCGY, CELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPORES 
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2572 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS 
2061 OYSTERS 
2395 MORTALITY, CYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOw, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1933 FOULING, OYSTERS 
2530 GRCWT~ RATES, MGRTALITYr OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2553 GRCWTH RATES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2784 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOLTH CAROLI~A, VIRGI~IA 
1937 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2874 MORTALITY, CYSTERS 
2876 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2423 AQUATIC WEEC CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LI~IT, ~CRTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTO~AC RIVER, 2,4C 
2882 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, LARVAE, OYSTERS, MARICULTURE 
1625 CLA~S, FISh, CYSTERSr PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BLLE CRAB 
1772 CLA~S, OYSTERS, PIGMENTS 
1261 OYSTERS, UNAVAILAeLE FOR REVIEW 
1996 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2538 OISTRIBUTIO~, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
310 
1936 FLCCCS, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2508 GO~ACS, OYSTERS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, SUSQLEHANNA RIVER, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
528 DYE RELEASES, EASTERN BAY,MC, LARVAL GROhTH STAGE, MSX, OYSTERS 
1861 BAR~ACLES, CYSTERS, PRECATION, WORMS, TRED AVON RIVER 
136 ECCnC~ICS, ~A~AGE~ENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PLBLIC LANDS, RESCURCE 
DEVELCP~ENT, VIRGINIA 
1308 OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1319 A~UATIC BACTERIA, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1593 MCRTALITY, CYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2877 BECS U~CER WATER, ~AGOT~Y RIVER,~O. OYSTERS, REEFS, SPORT FISHI~G 
3233 FIS~ERIES, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1935 OISTRIBUTIC~, CYSTERS, OYSTE~ SETTING 
2548 OYSTERS 
2551 MUSSELS, CYSTERS 
3234 OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2557 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBuTION 
553 MICRCCRGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITIS~ 
3230 OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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3229 OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2568 MA~AGEMENT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2654 BEDS UNDER WATER, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1528 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PONDS, MARICULTURE, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2569 BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
2440 BACTERIA, DISEASES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, wATER 
POLLUTION, WATER CUALITY CONTROL 
3180 OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 MANAGE~ENT, OYSTERS 
1864 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
582 DICUAT, HERBICICES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLA~ 
1455 CLA~ INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPA~ANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FIS~ERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1572 AQUICULTURE, ~ORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAwARE BAY 
1907 AQUICULTURE, FISHERIES, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
1735 CHRC~CSOMES, CYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
1721 AMINC ACIDS, CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPTIDE$ 
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2923 MORTALITY, CYSTERS 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, CISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, uNITED STATES, 
VIRGINIA 
1498 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2798 LIFE rlSTORY STUDIES, NORTrEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PREDATION, REPRCOUCTION 
2559 BACTERIA, I~VERTE~RATES, OYSTERS 
2588 BACTERIA, EASTERN S~ORE (VA-MOI, OYSTERS 
2908 BECS U~CER ~ATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2836 FISH PCPULATICNS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2789 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLINA 
2125 CC~~ERCIAL FIS~ING, FISrr MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, BLUE CRAB 
2041 OYSTER INDUSTRY, CYSTERS 
2397 BICTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1995 ~A~AGE~ENT, OYSfER INCUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1352 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1994 BECS UNGER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1998 MA~AGE~ENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
413 BE~THIC FAUNA, CEEP-WATER rABITATS, GROwTH HATES, OYSTERS, PATLXENT RIVER 
313 
2570 FOCD HABITS, CYSTERS, FEEDING 
2730 FDCDSo OYSTERS, RACIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
3337 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1674 EQUIPMENT, CYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
3093 BECS UNDER WATER, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOl, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVlE" 
3028 OYSTERS, TRACE ELEMENTS 
658 CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS IWATERI, ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
3107 FISHERIES, CYSTERS, S~ELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEk 
2527 AQUATIC WEECS, CLAMS, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
2526 CLA~S, FISH, ~ERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,40, VIRGINIA, BL~E CRAB 
2525 HISTCRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, WICOMICO RIVER.~O 
391 COPPER, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, OYSTERS, PATLXENT RIVER, 
SHELLFISH 
537 MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITIS~, SPORES 
3204 OYSTERS 
3205 OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3212 OYSTERS 
3208 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
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3207 FISHERIES, CYSTERS, S~ELLFISH 
3213 GRCWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
2587 EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MOl, GRO"TH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALI~ITY, TREC 
AVCN RIVER 
541 CHE~ICALS, CYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1616 ASSAY, BARNACLES, CHOPTANK RIVER, FOULING, MUSSELS, OYSTERS, CYSTER 
SETTING 
552 MICRCCRGANIS~S, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
731 DER~CCYSTICIU~, MCRTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2447 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, TREMATODES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATICNS 
1591 ANI~AL PCPULATICNS, DISEASES, MO~JACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, CYSTERS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1613 ANI~AL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
24bl LIFE riSTCRY STUCIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
2025 CO~~ERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPCRT FIS~. 
BLUE CRAB 
2060 LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS 
2050 CRABS, CIATC~S, ECUCATIO~, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WFATHER 
2052 CRABS, CIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, wEATHER 
2047 CRABS, VIATCMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESCURCES, CYSTERS, 
RESEARC~ ANC CEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
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2048 CRABS, DIATOMS, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
MOLTING 
2123 CRABS, DIATCMS, ECUCATIQN, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, 
WEAT~ER 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, CYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND CEVELOP~E~T, WEAT~ER 
2126 CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS~, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOP~ENT, WEAThER 
2044 CRABS, EDUCATION, FIS~, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND CEVELOP~ENT, WEAT~ER 
2130 CLA~S, CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
2509 CLAMS, DISEASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLLSKS, OYSTERS 
2576 DISEASES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
3250 BECS UNDER WATER, CHARTS, OYSTERS, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1726 BACTERIA, CCLIFCRMS, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, OYSTERS, TANGIER SOUND 
3005 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2554 OYSTERS 
2558 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS 
536 CHCPTANK RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
2425 DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
3284 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
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32B5 BECS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, uNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3286 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
3196 OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
3279 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3275 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3271 BECS UNCER WATER, OYSTER INDuSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3272 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
3276 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEh 
3280 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3277 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3393 bECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3273 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3274 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FGR REVIEW 
3270 BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 





2090 GEOLOGY, OIL INCUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SECI~ENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1217 GECLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
lb25 CLAMS, FISH, OYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BLLE CRAB 
1283 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2596 PHYSICLOGY, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 
1295 GECLCGY, ORGANIC MATTER, PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2080 FORA~INIFERA, PALEONTOLOGY 
2085 FORA~INIFERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2081 FORA~INIFERA, MIOCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
3221 PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3155 GECLOGY, PALECNTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2091 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
150 ATLA~TIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALFCNTCLCGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
137b PALECNTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR·REVIEW 
1377 PALECNTCLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1375 PALECNTCLOGY, W~ALESr FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
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1372 MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1373 MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2083 DIATOMS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEOt-.'TOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
147 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
1484 PALEONTOLOGY, SAINT M.ARY 1 S RIVER, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2682 CRABS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2685 MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
2087 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY 
2086 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
2084 OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
3063 MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
3064 MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOL<X;Y, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2655 GEOL<X;IC TH1E, GEOL<X;Y, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOL<:x;Y, FOSSILS 
2088 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 




432 CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
319 
883 ALGAE, FUH;I, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
969 CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOOY, LARVAL GRanll STAGE, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A********************************************** 
PARASITISM 
AAAA AAAAI< ************************************************************************** 
2503 PARASITISM, FEEDING 
2538 DISTRIBUTION, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1745 COPEPODS, FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, PARASITISM 
553 MICROORGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1709 ATLANriC MENHADEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LAMPREYS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
2434 FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM 
2575 CHEMICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHELLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOOICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1809 FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
909 EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
537 MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
552 MICROORGANISMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
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2447 ELECTRON MICRCSCOPY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, TREMATODES, HISTOLOGICAl 
INVESTIGATICNS 
2451 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, PARASITISM, PATLXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
2454 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, INVERTEBRATfS, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE 
CRAB, ZOCSPCRES 
2576 DISEASES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATICNS 




1544 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, RE~OTE SENSING 
419 BCATING, ISLA~DS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIES 
1554 ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANCSCAPING, PARKS, PLANNIN~, PCTO~AC RIVER, 




1197 PATAPSCC RIVER,MC, SEWERAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1209 PATAPSCC RIVER,~D, SEWERAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
2399 DIATCI"S, INCUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PLAI'.t<TON, wATER 
POLLUTICN, WATER CUALITV 
2409 INCUSTRIAL WASTES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, wASTE DISPCSAL, 
WATER PCLLUTICN, WATER QUALITY 
3186 CHf~ICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UILY WATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, WATER 
POLLUTICN, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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3191 DESIGN, DIKES, CREDGING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SPOIL DISPOSAL, U~AVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
2755 HYCRCGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCD RIVER,~D, PCTC~AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPfD BASS, SuSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2753 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MC, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCC RIVER,~D, POTO~AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2787 CURRENTS IWATER), ESTUARIES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SALINE wATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACESWATER CIRCULATION 
1378 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
3053 ENGINEERING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTATION, SEDI~ENTS, SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1497 CRUSTACEANS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2089 DISCHARGE IWATERI, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATAPSCC 
RIVER,~D, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,~D, STREA~FLCW, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1835 BIOASSAY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, PATLXE~T RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY, WHITE PERCH 
2011 ENVIRCN~ENTAL EFFECTS, ~YCROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2807 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 1 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, IRCN, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER 1 M0 1 PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2445 CRAYFISH, CRUSTACEANS, CISTRIBUTION, FRESHwATER, PATAPSCC RIVER,~C 
2571 PATAPSCC RIVER,MDr WASTE DISPOSAL, wATER POLLUTION, WATER ~UALITY 
2741 DISTRIBUTION, METALS, PAT~PSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIMENTS 
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3149 CHANNELS, CCRES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD 1 SEDI~ENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3264 PATAPSCC RIVER,MD, WORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3022 ADSCRPTICN, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS 1 FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, SILTS, 








1259 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYSICAL 
PRCPERTIES, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1260 CYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
393 DISCHARGE (WATER!, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, ELTROPHICATICN, ~uLTIPLE-PURPCSE 
PRCJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
1607 ESTUARIES, GECMCRP~OLOGY, MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL WATERS 
3394 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1228 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2878 A~UATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
351 AQUATIC PLA~TS, ECCLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, wATER 
QUALITY 
1681 AQUATIC PLA~TS, ELECTRIC POwER PRODuCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHCTCSYNThESIS, RESPIRATION, THERMAL WATER 
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1420 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1523 PATUXENT RIVER, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
1610 CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTC~AC RIVER, SUSCUEHAN~A 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER CUALITY 
1592 OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
2530 GRCWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2553 GRCWT~ RATES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1782 CTENOPHORES, FEECING RATES, PATuXENT RIVER, PREDATION, ZCCPLA~KTC~ 
734 AMPHIPODA, CISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATLXE~T RIVER, POTC~AC 
RIVER, RAPPA~ANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
2014 ALKALINITY, C~LORINATION, ~YDROGEN ION CONCENTRATICN, PATuXENT RIVER, 
WATER CHEMISTRY 
1598 CO~PUTER MOCELS, CURRENTS (WATER), MEASUREMENT, PATLXENT ~IVER, TIDAL 
EFFECTS 
1637 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROwTH STAGES, PATLXENT RIVER, BLLE CRAB 
1667 PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
2879 JELLYFISH, PATUXF.NT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
2880 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
2881 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
1988 COCLING WATER, CURRENTS lwATERI, DISCHARGE IWATERI, ELECTRIC PCwER 
PRCCUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NLCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
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660 CURRENTS IWATERl, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
1275 AMERICAN SHAD, FIS~ HATCHERIES, PATLXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1001 DATA COLLECTICNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTC~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1893 HYCRCLCGIC CATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, WEAT~ER CATA, WINDS 
1892 HYCRCGRAPHY, ~YCRCLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
OISTRIBUTIC~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNOS 
1890 HYCRCGRAPHY, ~YCRCLOGIC DATA, PATuXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
OISTRIRUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
18B8 HYCRCGRAPHY, ~YCRCLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIPUTIO~, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1863 HYCRCGFN ICN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALI~ITY, 
WATER TE~PERATURE 
2450 FISH P~YSICLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
2748 BIGCEGRADATIC~, CEGRACATION IDECOMPOSITIO~l, DETERGENTS, PATUXE~T RIVER 
1928 OATil CCLLECT ICNS, FOULING, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER 
THER~Al PCLLUTICNr WATER OLALITY 
348 BE~THIC FAUNA, FOULING, PAT~XE~T RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTICN 
1297 PATUXENT RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, LNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
389 B~~THIC FAU~A, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POwERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER. SALINITY, 
WATER TE~PERATURF 
434 CCCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POwERPLA~TS, PATLXENT RIVER, THER~AL wATER, WATER 
TEI'IPERATURE 
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3340 DlSSCLVEO OXYGEN, ~YOROLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
1841 FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, DEFORMITIES 
1734 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTr RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PATLXENT RIVER, 
MORPHCLGGY 
1729 NETS, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS, SAMPLI~G 
1685 FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASO~AL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1581 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUSC:UE!-IANNA RIVER, C + D CANAL 
1593 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1970 DISTRIBUTION, FORAMINIFERA, PATUXENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNCCK RIVER 
1791 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATLXE~T 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, SPORT FISHING 
1614 NITRCGEN CC~PCUNDS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHOTCSY~THESIS, 
PHYSICAL PRCPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY 
1676 PATUXENT RIVER, P~OTOSYNT~ESIS, PRIMARY PROUUCTIVITY 
1645 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
3187 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3190 CRABS, ECOLCGY 1 LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, PATLXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2009 CRABS, ECOLCGY 1 LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, PATLXENT RIVER 
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2455 CHLCRINATIC~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRCN~ENT, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PRIMAKY PRODUCTIVITY 
2672 BIRCS, CISTRIBUTICN, PATUXENT RIVER 
3178 PATUXENT RIVER, TRACE ELEMENTS, WATER CHEMISTRY, wATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILAHLE FCR REVIEW 
354 BIC~ASS 1 CGPEPOCS, GROWTh RATES, PATLXENT RIVER, PRI~ARY PRCDLCTIVITY, 
SEASC~AL DISTRIBUTION 
1942 BIC~ASS, COPEPOCS, DISTRIBLTION, GROwTH RATES, PATLXE~T RIVER, POPULATICN 
DYNAMICS, PCWER PLANTS, T~ERMAL POLLLTION, wATER TEMPERATLRE, ZCCPLANKTCN 
388 COPEPCCS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION. WATER TE~PERATURE, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
2488 COPEPCCS, P~TUXENT RIVER, PROTOZOA, ZOOPLANKTON 
347 CHLCRCPrYLL, ~ITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TUR~ICITY, WATER CUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
1735 CHRC~CSC~ES, CYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
2096 HISTCRY, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, VIRGINIA 
3173 PATUXENf RivER, PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3168 PATUXENT RIVER, PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
664 BICCrE~ISTRY, FIS~, GUNPOWCER RIVER,MD, PATuXENT RIVER, SALTS 
1731 CRABS, JELLYFISr, PATUXENT RIVER, SYMBIOSIS 
350 CATFIS~ES, FISh PCPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALT 
TOLERANCE, WATER TEMPERATLRE 
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1700 CLA~S, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAwNING, wATER TEMPERATCRE 
1507 CLA~S, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, TEMPERATURE 
2675 NOCTURNAL, PATUXENT RIVER, WORMS 
2828 ABSTRACTS, GRCWTH RATES, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTE~ATICS 
883 ALGAE, FUNGI, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
1711 BACTERIA, CLA~S, COLIFORMS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENT-~ATER INTERFACES 
2000 BICTA, ELECTRIC POWER PROD~CTION, PAT~XENT RIVER, THERMAL PCLLUTICN 
2020 DISTRIBUTIO~, HYCROZOA, PATUXENT RIVER 
2113 NATURAL RESCURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
1698 AERIAL PHOTCGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, C~RRENTS lwATERI, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORT~ CAROLINA, PATUXFNT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
2106 DISTRIPUTION, ECOLOGY, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
2865 AMPHIBIANS, BIRCS, FISH, INVERTEARATES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PAT~Xf~T 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAP~Y 
1924 AGING IBICLCGICAL), FIS~ POPULATIONS, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
ALBI~ISM 
1914 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATLXENT RIVER, SHARK$ 
2415 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATIONS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
2774 ESTUARIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
32H 
1666 AGING IBIOLCGICALl, FIS~ POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERC~ES, FISH SCALES 
1649 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPRCCUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1712 FISH EGGS, FIS~ PCPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATLXENT RIVER, 
SPA~~ING 
1733 ECCLCGY, FIS~ EGGS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, PERC~ES 
2089 DISCHARGE (wATER!, GAGING STATIONS, G~NPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATAPSCC 
RIVER,~C, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOLTH RIVER,~D, STREA~FLCw, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, wiCOMICO RIVER,MD 
2~84 BE~THIC FLCRA, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVE~ 
1727 CLA~S, CISTRieUTICN, PATUXENT RIVER, SIZE 
2458 FISh P~YSIOLGGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, ~ATER 
TE~PERATURE 
1694 ELECTRIC PCWER PRCCUCTION, FISH POPLLATIO~S, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTIC~, STEEL 
1755 CHLCRI~ATIC~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDROZOA, ~ORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCwER PLANTS 
1715 FOCC ~ABITS, rAeiTATS, ~ARS~ PLANTS, MARSHES, PATLXENT RIVER, ~ATERFOwL 
413 BE~THIC FAU~A, CEEP-wATER ~ABITATS, GRO~TH RATES, OYSTERS, PATUXE~T RIVER 
1393 ELECTRIC PCwER PRCCUCTION, ESTUARIES• HEATED wATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THER~AL PCLLUTICN, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1770 BIC~ASS, CT~~CP~ORES, JELLYFISH, PATLXENT RIVER, PLANKTO~, PRECATIO~ 
2814 CC~~ERCIAL FIS~t CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PCTC~AC RIVER 
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1787 CARBCN, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
HISTCLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1752 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPORT FISHING, STEAM 
1769 FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ALBI~IS~ 
1563 CRABS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PAT~XE~T RIVER, SPCRT 
FISHING, STEAM TURBINES, T~ERMAL WATER 
2855 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTC~AC RIVER, STRIPEC BASS 
2856 CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PAT~XENT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1749 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, PRCTEI~S 
1835 BIOASSAY, FJS~ POPULATIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, PATLXENT RIVER, ~ATER 
QUALITY, WHITE PERCH 
1640 ECCLCGICAL CISTRieUTION, ~YDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLA~KTCN, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
2990 ESTUARIES, ~YCROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, hATER CHE~ISTRY, wATER 
TE~PERATURE 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CrEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
390 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1736 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, RADIOACTIVITY, VITA~IN 
B 
2031 OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 
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3043 PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLI~G 
3042 PATUXENT RIVER, P~OSPrORUS 
1686 OISTRIBUTIC~, ESTUARIES, NUTRIENTS, PATuXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS 
2926 JA~ES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC ~IVER, RAPPAHANNlCK RIVER, ZINC 
441 HYCRCGRAPHY, CXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, hATER TE~PERATURE 
3092 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAIL~BLE FOR REVIEW 
1703 CLA~S, LARV~E, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING 
1724 CL~~S, GONACS, PATUXENT RIVER, ~JSTOLOGICAL iNVESTiGATIONS 
3312 DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, MAT~EMATICAL MODELS, PAT~XENT RIVER, SALINITY, ~ATER 
OU~LITY 
1718 ~ETECRCLCGIC~L CATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HA~PTCN ROADS 
2365 CLAY ~INERALS, CL~YS, CIAGE~ESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JA~ES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SEDI~ENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1993 COCLI~G wATER, CURRENTS IWATERI, DISCHARGE lwATERI, ELECTRIC PCwER 
PRCDUCTICN, E~VIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED wATER, NLCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, T~ERMAL WATER 
1659 FISb PCPULATICNS, PATUXENT RIVER, OSPREYS 
391 CCPPEK, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POwERPLANTS, OYSTERS, PATLXENT RIVER, 
SHELLFISH 
2065 OISTRieUTlC~, FlSr POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1646 DISTRIBUTIC~, P~TUXENT RIVER, TUqTLES 
331 
2506 AGING IBIOLCGICAL), FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GRCkTH RATES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER 
2446 DRUMS, FISH PCPUL~TIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATuXENT RIVER, kATER 
TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
1713 AGING IBIOLCGIC~L), CATFIS~ES, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, LENGTh-FREtUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1243 BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATuXE~T 
RIVER, PORIFERA, R~PPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1985 ACCUSTICS, CURRENTS !WATER), MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, VELCCITY 
1987 CURRENTS IW~TERl, ~YDROGRAPHY, MEASLREMENT, PATLXENT RIVER, TLRBULE~CE, 
TURBULENT FLOW 
2898 CATCH, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, PATLXENT RIVER, TRAwLING 
2356 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER 
2513 AQUATIC FUNGI, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
3044 DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATuRE 
2728 FUNGI, MANAGE~ENT, PATUXENT RIVEK, MORPHOLOGY 
2799 FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1652 CREEL CENSUS, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATLXENT RIVER, SPCRT FISHING, STRIPED 
BASS 
3027 DIUR~AL CISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SEASC~AL DISTRIBUTICN 
2550 PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
2444 GONACS, GROWT~ RATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATLXENT RIVER, PDLYCHAETES, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
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2443 GCNACS, INVERTEBR~TES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETES, REPRDDUCTICN, WCR~S, 
HISTCLCGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECCLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATuXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPRCCUCTION, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTIO~, SYSTEMATICS 
2451 ELECTRCN MICRCSCCPY, PARASITISM, PATuXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
2454 ELECTRCN MICRCSCCPY, INVERTEBRATES, PARASITISM, PATLXENT RIVER, BLUE 
CRAB, ZOOSPCRES 
1591 ANI~AL POPULATICNS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, ~ORTALITY, ~SX, CYSTERS, 
PATUXE~T RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2683 HISTCRY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2686 HABIT~TS, HISTORY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, PATLXENT RIVER, SEVERN RIVER,~D 
2734 HISTCRY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2811 AMERICAN SHAC, ChESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COM~ERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, SUSOLEHANNA RIVER 
3067 BIRCS, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2681 BIRCS, CISTRIBUTICN, ECOLOGY, PATuXENT RIVER 
2528 BIROS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
3134 MAPPI~G, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIME~TS, SEIS~IC STuDIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1946 BICASSAY, CHLCRCPHYLL, NUTRIENTS, PAT~XENT RIVER, PRI~ARY PRODUCTIVITY 
400 CHLCRCPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXE~T RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PKI~ARY 
PRCCUCTIVITY 
333 
2470 CR~BS, ENVIRONMENT~L EFFECTS, LARVAL GRO~TH STAGE, MORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
2410 EXPLCSIONSo FIS~ POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER 
2398 ECCLCGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBlTION, SYSTE~ATICS 
1783 CHLCRINATION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PAT~XENT RIVER, SEwAGE EFFLUE~TS, 
TOXICITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1684 BREEDING, FIS~ GENETICS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, HYBRIDS 
1677 FISH ~IGRATIO~, FISh POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SE~AGE EFFLLEhTS, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1612 FECUNCITY, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES 
2459 FISH POPUL~TICNS, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, 
WATER PCLLUTICN 
1738 CLEANING, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATUXENT ~IVER, STICKLEBACKS, SY~BICSIS 
3247 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE F~R REVIEW 
3253 PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SuRFACE ~ATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SLPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1111 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, ~ATER SLPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
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1114 PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1115 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, "ATER SUPPLY, YCRK RIVER 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SLRFACE wATERS, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1108 PATUXENT RIVER, PCTCMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE ~ATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SLRFACE wATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1104 PATUXENT RIVER, PCTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE "ATERS, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, wATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SLRFACE ~ATERS, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YCRK RIVER 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, PCTCMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSCUE~ANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
2457 ELECTRCN MICRCSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS, 
ZCCSPCRES 
1692 PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT FIS~ING 
2841 BIRCS, CISTRieUTION, CISTRICT OF COL~MBIA, PARASITISM, PATUXE~T RIVER 
1660 FISH PCPULATICNS, LENGT~, PATUXENT RIVER, wEIGHT 
1642 FISh P~YSICLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1739 PATUXENT RIVER, SWANS, ~ATERFOWL 
3282 PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, ~ATER OLALITY, UhAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
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2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POT<MAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLtrriON, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A*********************************************************** 
PENNSYLVANIA 
******A A A A A A A A A A A A A A*************************************************************** 
1912 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERmS, PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 




1721 AMINO ACIDS, CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPTIDES 
****A A A A A A A A A A A******************************************************************* 
PERCHES 
*********************************************************************************** 
917 DISTRIBUTION PATIERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH TAXONOMY, PERCHES 
2055 AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
2127 AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPuLATIONS, 
PERCHES 
2007 AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERmS, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
2057 AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCHES, MORPHOL<X;Y, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
33b 
2870 CATCh, CHESTER RIVER, FIS~ POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PERCHES, 
SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVERoMD, TAGGING 
358 DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1bb6 AGING lBIOLCGICALI, FIS~ POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATuXENT RIVER, 
PERC~ES, FIS~ SCALES 
1b49 FISH PCPULATICNS, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPRCOUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1733 ECCLCGY, FIS~ EGGS, FISr POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PERCHS 
2049 A~ERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISh HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
PERCHES 
2458 FISh P~YSIOLCGY, FISh POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHFS, ~ATER 
TEfo/PERHURE 
1749 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, PRCTEINS 
24b4 FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNCITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, PERC~ES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGT~-FRE,UENCY CISTRIBUTIONS 
2105 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISt- POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVFR,fo/0 
2010 AMERICAN SI-'AC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERC~ES 
lbl2 FECUNCITY, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES 
2045 A"'ERICAN SI-'AC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATICNS, 
PERCf-,fS 











2429 ENTOMOLOGY, MOSCUITOES, PEST CONTROb 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTRCL, PLAN~I~G, 
PULLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1488 MOSQUITOES, PEST CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 




1413 ALEWIVES, ALOSICS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, DDT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 




1824 BICTA, PESTICIDES 
1017 BACTERIA, DISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY 














1576 OISSCLVED OXYGEN, ENZYMES, PHOSPHATES, RESPIRATION, CNIOARIA 
1695 BOTTC~ SEDI~E~TS, EUTROPMICATION, IRO~, OXIDATION, PHCSPHATES, wATER 
PCLLUTICN SCURCES 
1905 CHLCRINATIO~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHLCRINATIC~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TUR~ICITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHLCRINATICN, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYORO~RAPHY, HYDROLCGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHLCRINATIC~, CISSOLVEO OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLGRINATICN, CISSOLVED OXYGE~, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1899 CHLCRINATIO~, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPMATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERAT~RE 
1900 CHLCRINATIO~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHLCRINATIC~, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1897 CHLCRCPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER!, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JA~ES RIVER, PHCSPHATES, 
POTC~AC RIVER, SALINITY, TLRBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATLRE 
339 
1896 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTO~AC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
3292 EUTRCPHICATION, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHCRUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
347 CHLORCPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
2001 CHLOROPHYLL, CISSOLVEC OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, PHCSPHATES, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
722 DISTRIBUTION, P~OSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2807 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, IRON, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TE~PERATURE 
548 CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SA~PLI~G, 




2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITRCGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARS~ES, WATER QUALITY 
2496 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL ~GDELS, NITRCGEN 
CYCLE, PHOSPhCRUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3292 EUTRCPHICATION, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHCRUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
3042 PATUXENT RIVER, P~OSPhORUS 
1686 DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS 
3299 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, P~YTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
340 
2133 DATA CCLLECTICNS, CISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHOSP~ORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 




1614 NITRCGEN CO~PCUNDS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHOTCSYNTHESIS, 




1573 CLA~S, PhCTCGRAPHY, SAMPLING 








1681 AQUATIC PLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODLCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHCTCSYNTHESIS, RESPIRATION, THERMAL WATER 
1614 NITRCGEN CO~PCU~DS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS CO~POLNDS, PHOTCSY~THESIS, 
PHYSICAL PRCPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODLCTIVITY 
550 CHLCRCPHYLL, PHCTCSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1676 PATUXENT RIVER, PrOTOSYNTrESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
387 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTCPLANKTO~, 
THER~AL POLLUTION 
341 
400 CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY 
PRCDUCTIVITY 




2679 FORAMINIFERA, P~YLOGENY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 




357 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 




1259 BICLCGICAL PRCPERTIESt CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1614 NITROGEN CO~PCUNOS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS CO~POUNDS, PHOTCSY~THESIS, 
PHYSICAL PRGPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODLCTIVITY 










2596 PHYSICLCGY, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 
1982 PHYSIOLOGY, CLA~Sr FEEDING RATES, WATER TEMPERATURE 




2757 BENTHCS, FISb, FIS~ EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTCN, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
55 CHLORCPHYLLr PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2659 BE~THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPCIL CISPOSAL 
2860 BENTHCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2862 BE~THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLA~KTCNr SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2861 BE~THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTON, SPCil CISPOSAL 
2863 BE~THCS, CRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOCPLANKTCN, SPCIL DISPOSAL 
2852 BE~THCS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPGIL DISPOSAL 
1614 NITRCGEN CO~PCUNCS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS CO~POUNDS, PHOTCSY~THESISr 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PROOLCTIVITY 
386 CHE~!CAL ANALYSIS, CHLOROP~YLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, FLUORO~ETRY, 
PHYTCPLANKTCN 
343 
2843 DREDGING, P~YTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SPOil DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
1821 EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PHYTOPLANKTON 
618 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS 
883 ALGAE, FUNGI, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1757 CHLOROPHYLL, CINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PHYTCPLANKTC~, 
RAINFALL 
635 DISTRIBUTION, PrYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
2831 BICMASS, NA~NCPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTCN, PRI~ARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
387 COCLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTCPLA~KTO~, 
THER~AL POLLUTION 
1640 ECCLCGICAL CISTRIBUTION, ~YDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTCN, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBLTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1793 PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
3299 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, PrYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 




723 CARBCHYDRATES, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPE~DED LOAD 





564 PLA~KTCN, PLANKTON NETS 
1830 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNA~ICS, REPRODUCTION, 
STI~GING NETTLES 
1565 DISSCLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NLTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTC~AC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
2073 ATLA~TIC MEN~AOEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, ~ERCURY, NORTH 
CARCLINA, PLANKTON 
316 ACUATIC ANI~ALS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBLTION, FISH POPLLATIONS, PLANKTON, 
PLA~T PCPULATIONS 
1298 ABSTRACTS, CISTRieUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
421 BENT~CS, ECCLCGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
2790 PLANKTCN, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION 
2399 DlATC~S, INCUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PLA~KTON, wATER 
POLLUTICN, WATER CUALITY 
1729 NETS, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS, SA~PLING 
1588 BE~THCS, CRECGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1832 CHAETCGNATHS, DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PLANKTO~, POPULATION OYNA~ICS, WOR~S 
1714 CTENCPHCRES, ECUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SA~PLING 
2019 DENSITY, PLANKTON 
1770 BIC~ASS, CTENCP~ORES, JELLYFISH, PATuXENT RIVER, PLANKTO~, PREOATICN 
345 
1640 ECOLOGICAL CISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLA~KTCN, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
3090 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLA~TS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2991 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, THERMAL POLLUTION, ZOOPLANKTCN 
3043 PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
2934 CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERI, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTO~, RE~CTE 
SENSING, SUSPENCEC LOAD 
3038 ALGAE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, WATER SLPPLY 
2807 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, IRON, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3103 PLANKTON, PCTCMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2378 MANAGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
3027 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN 
442 ALGAE, CIURNAL, P~OTOSYNThESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SA~PLI~G 
1622 ALKALINITY, CARBON DIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN IC~ 
CONCENTRATION, PLANKTON, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 
SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATURE 





564 PLANKTCN, PLANKTON NETS 




2629 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATIO~ FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE CISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1544 AERIAL PHCTCGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER IND~STRY, PEST CONTRCL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1309 ESTUARIES, ~A~AGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CCNTRCL, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
2884 COST-8ENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLA~~ING, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER CUALITY, 
WATER RESCURCES 
1555 A~UATIC WEECS, BEACbES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGION~, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELCP~ENT, SHELLFISr, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, ~ATER CUALITY, ~ETLANDS, 
428 BI8LICGRAPriES, PLANNING 
1979 ECCLCGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QLALITY, ~ATER SLPPLY 
1980 ECCLCGY, MA~AGEMENT, PLAN~ING, TRANSPORTATION, ~ATER 'UALITY, ~ATER 
SUPPLY 
1554 ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKS, PLAN~ING, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RESCURCE DEVELOPMENT, URBANIZATION, ~ATER QUALITY 
2740 FISrERIES, LA~O USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCFS, PLANNING, 
UR8A~IZATIC~, WASTE WATER CISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
347 
3013 FEDERAL JURISCICTION, FUTURE PLANNING IPROJECTEO), LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, PCTCHAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, ftATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
2546 MANAGE~ENT, PLANNING 
2545 MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2544 MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2543 MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
2542 MA~AGEMENT, PLANNING 
1533 PLANNING, PCTCMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, wATER CUALITY 
1532 PLANNING, PCTCMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, ftATER CUALITY 
1514 PLANNING, SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES OE~ELCPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
!BASINS I 
1516 PLANNING, PCTCMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, wATERSHEDS IBASI~Sl 
1551 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, ~ILOLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INOLSTRIES, LEGAL 








PlANT MORPHOLOGY AND ANIMAL MORPHOLOGY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3015 GASTRCPCDS, MCRP~CLOGY, SNAILS 
1229 BICTA, ~CRP~CLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2393 GO~ACS, ~ORPrCLCGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHCZOA 
2389 COPEPCCS, MCRPhCLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1657 FISH PCPULATICNS, GROWT~ RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, ~CRPHCLCGY 
1734 FISh PCPULATICNS, GROWTh RATES, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, PATUXENT RIVER, 
MORPrCLCGY 
2448 CLA~S, ~ORPrOLCGY, hiSTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, OELA~ARE BAY 
1683 LIFE ~ISTCRY STUDIES, MORPrOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHCZCA 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERChES, MORP~CLOGY, SEVERN RlVER,MO 
3032 BICLCGY, ECCLCGY, LIFE ~!STORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SP.hii\ING SHRIMP 
2110 BIELICGRhPHIESt hYCROGRAPrY, HYDROLOGY, MORPHOLOGY 
2547 MGRPrCLCGY, BLUE CRAB, riSTOLOGICAL ~~~ESTIGATICNS, GLYCCGE~ 
1648 E~ERYCNIC GRCWTr STAGE, FISr EGGS, FISH POPuLATIONS, LAR~AL GRCkTH STAGE, 
~ORPrCLCGY 
969 CLASSIFICATICN, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROwTH STAG~, PA~L~KEY 
RIVER, ~ORPrCLOGY, YORK RIVER 
2728 FU~GI, ~ANAGE~ENT, PATUXE~T RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
349 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPROCUCTION, SEASONAL CISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
2512 MORPHCLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
2576 DISEASFS, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATICNS 
1741 MEASUREMENT, MORP~OLOGY, SKATES, BLUE CRAB 
2029 AMERICAN SHAO, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
2564 BICLOGY, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY 
3265 GASTRCPODS, MCRPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
2563 COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLCGY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 








298 AQUATIC PLANTS, PATHOLOGY, PLANT POPULATIONS, PLANT VIRUSES 










2071 AQUATIC WEECS, PLANTS, SUSQUEHA~~A RIVER 
1983 DELAWARE, PLANTS, C + C CA~AL 
2438 DISTRIBUTICN, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS, FOSSILS 
2002 DISTRIBUTIO~, NCRT~EAST RIVER,MD, PLA~TS, SLSQuEHA~NA RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
3029 GY~NCSPERMS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VEGETATION, ANGI~SPER~S 
1277 DISTRIBUTICN, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, COASTAL ZO~E, u~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2585 DISTRIBUTICN, ECDNO~IC LIFE, PLANTS 
2418 ~A~AGE~E~T, PLANTS 
2619 DISTRIBUTIC~, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-~OJo PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
3174 ECCLCGY, PLANTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE• 
2112 PLA~TS 
3173 PATUXENT RIVER, PLANTS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3168 PATUXENT RIVER, PLANTS, U~AVAILARLE FOR REVIEw 
883 ALGAE, FUNGI, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTCPlANKTC~, PLA~TS, 
VIRGI~IA, YCRK RIVER 
351 
2370 BIRCS, FISH PCPULATIONS, ~YDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATLRAL RESCLRCES, 
PLANTS, SECI"ENTS, SHELLFIS~ 
2865 A~PHIBIANSo BIRCS, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESOlRCES, PATlXE~T 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAP~Y 
2366 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, S"ILS, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
2427 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS 
2732 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MCl, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2428 OISTRIP.UTIO~, FERNS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PLANTS 
2737 OISTRIBUTICN, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-~OJ, PLA~TS 
1984 DISTRIBUTIC~, HALCPHYTES, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
2498 DISTRIBUTIC~, MARS~ PLANTS, PlANTS 
2368 DELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, EASTE~N SHORE IVA-"01, PLA~TS 
2108 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2580 DISTRIBUTION, MARS~ PLANTS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2369 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2109 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTE"ATICS, VIRGINIA 
2640 CLI~ATIC CATA, FIS~ERIES, GEOLOGY, NATlRAL RESOlRCES, PLA~TS, ~ATER 
RESCURCES, CC~MERCE 
1174 BICTA, BIROS, CISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, "A~~ALS, PLA~TS, 
PRCTCZCA 
352 









1285 FORAMINIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1283 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2745 COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH 
205 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, TERRACES 
!GEOLOGICAL I 
165 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
146 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1579 CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEISMIC 
STUOIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 




2998 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY 
2626 CONSERVATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEOI, wATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
353 
2617 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED! 
2618 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2735 CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATIO~, 




1913 CHESTER RIVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, WATER QUALITY 
2955 CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
COMMERCE 
2537 BEACH EROSION, CHESTER RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, WATER POLLUTION 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORM$, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATFR 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2637 ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, REMOTE SENSING, 
SEASHORES 
3260 POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THFRMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
792 CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
354 
660 CURRENTS tWATERl, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, wATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
1541 BACTERIA, BE~THOS, EUTROPHICATIO~, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 




1813 ANNELIDS, POLYCHAETE$, WORMS 
2444 GONADS, GROWTH KATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, WOR~S, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2443 GONADS, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETE$, REPRODUCTION, WOR~S, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
2494 ANNELIDS, POLYCHAETE$, SYSTEMATICS 




1528 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PONDS, MARICULTURE, UNAVAILABLF FOR REVIEW 
544 BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANI~ALS, PO~DS 





730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1910 DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
2785 DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, POPULATION 
1535 AIR POLLUTION, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER QUALITY 
2386 ECONOMICS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
2985 ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, 
SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
2516 ANNELIDS, POPULATION, WORMS 




1746 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1827 AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1830 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
STINGING NETTLES 
1832 CHAETOGNATHS, DISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, WORMS 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION 
1942 BIOMASS, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
356 
1829 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
1766 BENTHOS, BIOTA, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
523 ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1831 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, POP~LATION DYNAMICS 




1243 BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT 




422 ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1602 DKEDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDU~TRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, 
TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PO~T AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 






2930 CAlCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAl ANAlYSIS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 




2998 POlLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY 
393 DISCHARGE IWATERJ, ELECTRIC PDWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE 
PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN ION 
CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, wiCOMICO RIVER,MD 
1856 BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
OYSTER SETTING 
1859 BEDS UNDER WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1198 AMERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2661 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATION, POTO~AC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
3243 POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3259 FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, WAT[R 
QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2729 OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1932 ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER 
SETTING 
1610 CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA 
RiVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER QUALITY 
1196 OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1193 FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEw 
2999 POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
2813 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2815 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1592 OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, REPKODUCTION 
2864 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1413 ALEWIVES, ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DOT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
2423 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LIMIT, MORTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 2,40 
2837 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER 
1216 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2438 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATI:S, FOSSILS 
2629 INDUSTRIAL ~ASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1625 CLAMS, FISH, OYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BLUE CKAB 
734 AMPHIPOOA, C!STRIBUTION PATTER~S, JAMES RIVER, PATUXE~T RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS, YORK RIVER 
2499 DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
359 
1682 POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1565 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
196~ DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
2604 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
432 CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1272 CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2435 DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2436 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INUUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1273 FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2437 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1931 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
POTOMAC RIVER 
1897 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1896 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1001 DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVERo POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1898 CURRENTS IWATERlt POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINDS 
360 
1276 FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2496 ALGAE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NITROGEN 
CYCLE, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
3085 GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2602 POTOMAC RIVERo SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDlo WATER QUALITY 
1303 POTOMAC RIVER 1 PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1307 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1309 ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2884 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER CUALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
1748 AGING !BIOLOGICAL), FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
2819 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
SPAWNING 
2656 POTOMAC RIVER, TURTLES 
1287 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3222 FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1557 ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAl 
WATER 
361 
3234 OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2636 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTOMAC RIVER, YORK RIVER, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
3000 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDl, HISTORY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLlTION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3230 OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3228 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
25~8 MAN,GEMENT, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2654 BEDS UNDER WATER, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1645 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVE~ILE FISHES, PATUXE~T 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE oAY 
385 POTOMAC RIVERr SPORT FISHING 
3161 POTOMAC RIVER, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2754 FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK ~IVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCD RIVER,MD, PCTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER 
2753 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
294 OPTIMIZATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
3193 POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
362 
2626 CO~SERVATION, POLLUTIO~ ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2623 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, WATER 
MANAGEMENT !APPLIED) 
598 CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED! 
2662 AMERICAN SH.40, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2657 AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2658 AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2666 AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERR!~SS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1tl64 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC ~IVER 
1856 AQUATIC wEEC CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES, POTO~AC RIVER 
582 DICUAT, HERt3!CIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLA~ 
1455 CLAM I"JDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVfR, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLAM !"JOUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, PCTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
3298 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC KIVER 
1513 CHERT, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, ~lAT>{E~lA'I'ICAL HODELS 
POTOMAC RIVER 
2794 CURRENTS !WATER), DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTCM4C 
RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
3214 FEDERAL JURISDICTIO"J, POTO~AC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, wATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEM~NT 
363 
2096 HISTORY, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, VIRGINIA 
2782 DISTRIBUTION, EQUIPMENT, POTOMAC RIVER 
2869 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u.s., VIRGINIA 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3313 LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
2624 NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2616 LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
2622 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDlr WATER POLLUTION 
2617 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl 
2621 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2625 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER 
QUALITY 
2985 ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVFR, RECREATION, 
SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
2614 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER QUALITY 
2630 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
2615 CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
364 
2606 EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER QUALITY 
2769 FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING 
2600 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2639 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
3326 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMFNT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATFR 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2610 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDl 
2613 POTOMAC RIVER, ~ECREATION, VIRGINIA 
2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVFR, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2134 CURRENTS IWATERl, DATA COLLECTIO~S, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2674 GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER 
2610 CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVFR, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2649 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT 
FISHING 
3047 EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2611 BEACH EROSION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2433 DUCKS IWILDl, ESTUARINE ENVIRu~MENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL 
365 
1697 ECONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
2908 BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2836 FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2413 DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAJ~T MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1917 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
2873 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
2609 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT F!SHIN~, STRIPED BASS 
310 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTO~AC RIVER, SAMPLING 
2888 FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, POTOMAC RIVER 
1854 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THER~AL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2089 DISCHARGE IWATERl, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVFR,MD, STREAMFLOW, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1396 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2688 HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER 
164 ·• <-nt. , .-ISH POPULATIO'IIS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
3002 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
2601 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, ~<.ATER CuALITY 
366 
2663 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MORTALI TV, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2887 POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2665 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
2660 INDL,TRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIO~S, POTOMAC RIVE~, SPAWNING 
3026 FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHAN~OCK RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2783 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
TOPOGRAPHY 
1491 POTOMAC RIVER, wATER POLLUTIO~ CONTROL, U'IIAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1493 FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
2608 HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTO~AC RIVER 
2814 COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER 
1769 FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ALBINISM 
2855 CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED SASS 
2856 CHCPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
3090 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
367 
342 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2926 JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ZINC 
2648 FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STREAMFLOw, wATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1742 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1722 CLAMS, DISTRIBUtiON, POTO~AC RIVER 
2495 CORES, HEAVY METALS, POTOMAC RIVFR, SEDIMENTS 
3095 AMERICAN SHAD, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3326 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1554 ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKS, PLANNIN~, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, URBANIZATION, WATER QUALITY 
3103 PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2511 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2817 POTOMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
3108 AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEEDS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2525 HISTORY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, WICOMICO RIVER,MO 
1990 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES (WATER) 
3206 CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POTOMAC RIVER 
2788 CLOUDS, POTOMAC RIVER, WAVES !WATER) 
2633 ANACOSTIA RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIME~TATION, STRIP MINES 
2449 FISH POPULATIONS, MARI~E FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, Wl~TER 
2132 CUNOUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS IWILO), MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
3081 DUCKS lwiLOl, POTOMAC RIVER, WATFRFOWLo UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2804 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2809 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH I~DUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2803 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, FISH POPULATIONS. POTuMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
3198 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIO~S, JUVE~ILE FISHES, POTOMAC RIVER 
2510 EPllOOTIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIO~S, MARINE BACTERIA, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, STRIPED tlASS, WHITE PERCH 
3071 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEuiMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1855 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2811 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXE~T RIVER, POTOMAC ~IVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3133 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
369 
3129 FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3299 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
2512 MORPHOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALOSIDS, CATCH, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
3060 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3246 HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1981 ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FIITURE PLANNING (PROJECfED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SL'PPLY 
3012 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 FECERAL JURISCICTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RFSOURCES, ~ATFR 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3014 ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
3009 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVFR, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, wATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3011 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTO~AC RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
370 
3006 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, fiSH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, 
WILDLIFE 
3007 COST-BENEfiT A~ALYSIS, ECO~OMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
(PROJECTED!, POTOMAC P.IVER, WATER RESOURCES 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JA~ES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTO~AC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
3244 AIR TEMPERATURE, HYDROGRA~HY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1533 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGI~IA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1532 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGI~IA, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, WATER QUALITY 
1518 POTOMAC RIVER, ~ASTE WATER TREAT~[~T, wATER QUALITY 
1520 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER OUALITY 
1519 POTO~AC RIVER, wATER QUALITY 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTO~AC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1111 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXE!\IT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAf1ANJ\OCK RIVER, SLO'<FACE wATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK R!VFK 
1114 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, U~IT~D STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1115 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
371 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1108 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1104 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1516 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS (BASINS) 
285 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, YORK RIVER 
3258 FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
2607 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SECIMENTS 
573 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIO~S, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
2133 DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1701 POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
3281 FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGJNEERI~G, SEWAGE, WASTE 






1523 PATUXENT RIVER, POWER PLANTS, THfRMAl POLLUTION 
3350 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, AOSO~PTION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS, RESEARCh AND DEVELOPME~T, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
2377 ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
365 AD~INISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COOLI~G WATE~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS 
1318 BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, POWER 
PLA~TS, THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1791 CREEL CE~SUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, SPORT FISHING 
2455 CHLORINATIO~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1942 BIOMASS, COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, GRO~TH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
1697 ECONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, POTOMAC RiVER, POWER PLANTS 
1755 CHLORINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDROZOA, MORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PO"ER PLA~TS 
3090 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLA~KTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2380 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
3326 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRnNMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR POwER PLANTS, 
POTOMAC RIVFR, POWER PLANTS 
373 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2170 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH FGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, POwER 
PLANTS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
374 








1675 CLIMATIC DATA, PRECIPITATION tATMOSPHERICI, WEATHER PATTERNS 
1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERICI, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 





3116 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE wATER, VERTICAL 




1782 CTENOPHORES, FEEDING RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PREDATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1861 BARNACLES, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TRED AVON RIVER 
1618 MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PREDATIO~ 
405 BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PREDATION, SALINITY, TU~BIDITY 
2798 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
1647 GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL 
1770 BIOMASS, CTENOPHORES, JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTO~, PREDATION 
2843 DREDGING, PhYTOPLANKTO~, PRIMARY P~ODUCTiviTY, SPOIL uiSPGSAL, C + C 
CANAL 
550 CHLOROPHYLL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRI~ARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1676 PATUXENT RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRI~ARY PRODuCTIVITY 
3018 PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2455 CHLORINATIO~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, P~IMA~Y PRODUCTIVITY 
354 BIOMASS, COPEPOOS, GROWTH ~ATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2831 BIOMASS, NA~NOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGI~IA 
1946 BIOASSAY, C~LOROP~YLL, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
400 CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVE~, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY 





1614 NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS, PHOTOSYNTHFSIS, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY 
1588 BENTHOS, DREDGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 





269 PROFILES, RIVERS,. UNITED STATES 
3119 INSTRUMENTATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3120 INSTRUMENTATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3134 MAPPING, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIMENTS, SEISMIC STUDIES, 









781 FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, MANAGEMENT, PROJECT PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
433 INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PROJECT PLANNING, 
RESEARCH ANO DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
376 
1854 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1855 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJFCT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
















2781 DISTRIBUTION, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PROTOZOA, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
2373 FOULING, PROTOZOA, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2499 DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
1682 POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1510 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SYMBIOSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE CRAB 
1298 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
377 
2488 COPEPODSo PATUXENT RIVER, PROTOZnA, ZOOPLANKTON 
2679 FORAMINIFERA, PHYLOGENY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
3038 ALGAE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, WATER SUPPLY 
1802 PROTOZOA 
1574 ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 
1613 ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
2512 MORPHOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
1174 BIOTA, BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, PLANTS, 
PROTOZOA 




2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2717 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SrlELLFISH, BLUF 
CRAB 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2720 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2722 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
378 
2452 BACTERIA, CLAM INDUSTRY, FOOUS, PUBLIC HEALTH 
1303 POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHFLLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2718 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2440 BACTERIA, DISEASES, OYSTER IN~USTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2719 CRAB INDUSTRY, fOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUF CRAB 









3013 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLAN~ING IPRQJECTEDl, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 













2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 




2730 FOODS, OYSTERS, RADIOACTIVITY, ZINC 





3211 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, RADIOISOTOPES, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 




1757 CHLOROPHYLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
RAINFALL 
2648 FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STRfAMFLOW, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICl, RA!~FALL, RAI~FALL-RU~OFF 





1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICJ, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 






1413 ALEWIVES, ALOSIDSo ANADROMOUS FISH, DDT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
734 AMPHIPODA, DISTRIBUTIO~ PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
432 CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
lOOl DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
lti76 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN !UN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAPPAHA~NOCK 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1970 DISTRIBUTIO~, FORAMINIFERA, PATUXENT RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1645 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, DELAWARE BAY 
2754 FLOODS, JAMFS RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVEKt RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
1455 CLAM iNDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1458 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RlVEK 
3026 FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVfR, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVERo VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2926 JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, ZINC 
2511 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
1243 BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTER~S, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
381 
1611 ALEWIVES, ALOSIDS, CATCH, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
3246 HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC KlVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1111 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1114 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE ~ATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1115 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1108 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVFR 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1104 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
382 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ~APPAHANNOCK RIVER, SU~FACE WATERS, 




2795 FISH POPULATIONS, RAYS 




682 BOATING, COMMERCIAL FISHING, I~DUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM PLANNING, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
1264 BOATING, RECREATION, SPORT FISHI~G, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2879 JELLYFISH, PATUXE~T RIVER, RECREATIO~, SEA NETTLES 
2880 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
2881 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
1544 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING 
1603 CRAB INOUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLAN~ING, 
POLLUTA~TS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1608 AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, SHELLFISH, WILDLIFE, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2628 RECREATION 
2985 ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, P8PULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, 
SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
383 
289~ ECONOMICS, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION 
2613 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
1369 RECREATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2627 RECREATION 
1556 LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
3071 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2735 CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2736 MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION, 
WETLANDS 
2024 FISH POPULATIONS, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING 
3060 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 









2629 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVE~, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 




**************************** AAJ:AA J:J:AA J::lA:l :l :l:l AJ:JalAA:l:t:tA:l:l:l:l:l:l:lJ::I::I::l:lt:i:J::l:Jt::A ll J :lt i:J::A A AJ: Jc 
2877 BEDS UNDER WATER, HAGOTHY RIVER,MD, OYSTERS, REEFS. SPOIT FIS'I'II.NG 
********************"' AAA A*** A :A: A A: A******-* J::l:l:l:lJ::J::I::lJ>Ji:A:I:Iutt:&A:t£A:t-:l::t:I:::L:l:l:J:J: 1 AJl.Ji J: Ji Jt: ... A A 
REKOI'E SENSIM; 
*********************k-k*****A AA:l A:A:A:AAA :l:lJ:A::l:lJ:J::l:l:A:l:l :lJ:-:S:lJ::l:lJ:::I:I:J:J::l:J::iJI::IJl:J: i::l:l::i !A :A J: A A,.. !A·~ 
1200 REM<Jl'E SENSING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
792 CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLlfl'ANTS, REHOI'E SENS~. SEA h"'E'l'TLES 
1538 AERIAL PHOfOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT. REMCJrE SENSDX;, SHORE 
PRCYI'ECTION, WETLANDS 
1544 AERIAL PHOfOGRAPHY, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATIO!il;, REMOI'E SENSING 
1608 AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, RECREATI<»>, REHOl'E SENSDK;, SBEI..LFISH, lJll.DLIFE, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1235 FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REHOTE SENSI!i(;, SL'SQL'EHA!illiiA RIVER, 
WEATHER DATA 
1539 AERIAL PHOfOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENS~, L'RR.U.'IZ.ATION 
1545 CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POIJERPLA.l>1TS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL. HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1542 AIR POLLUTION, DATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 
385 
1609 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT OlSEASESt REMOTE 
SENSING 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SE~SING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
1698 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER I, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUAKiES, NCRTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
2934 CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERI, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, REMOTE 
SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 





1839 BIRDS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MA~SHES, REPRODUCTION 
1592 OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, REPROOUCTIO~ 
2273 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTIO~, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
1830 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTO~, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
STINGING NETTLES 
628 CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
2393 GONADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
1833 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATinN DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION 
1829 DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DY~AMICS, REPRCOUCTION, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
1735 CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
386 
394 BENTHIC FAU~A, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
376 BENTHIC FAU~A, BREEDING, MAR I 'liE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
16B3 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1702 GRC~TH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE 
2798 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, ~ORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
1649 FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTO~Y STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPRODUCTION, SEASO~AL OISTRIBUTIO~ 
395 BIRDS, BREEDING, NESTI\IG, REPRDDUCTI:i~~ 
1596 BEHAVIOR, FISH, REPRODUCTION, SKATES 
2560 DISTRIBUTI0\1, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPROD~CTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2097 BIRD EGGS, BIRDS, BREEDING, EAST'::RN SHORF (VA-MDI, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1844 BIROS, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1756 CHOPTANK RIVER, REPRODUCTIQN, OSPREYS 
2443 GONADS, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETES, REPRODUCTION, WORMS, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPRODUCTIO"l, SEASO"lAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 





2100 AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1653 DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES, SNAKES 
2095 AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
2099 AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
3036 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES 
1818 REPTILES 
2806 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES 
2646 AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MDI, REPTILES 
3024 DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES, SYSTEMATICS 
2680 PALEONTOLOGY, REPTILES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3350 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTIO~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1191 FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
2492 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
1976 ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
782 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
3161 POTOMAC RIVER, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPME~T, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
433 INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PROJECT PLANNING, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1601 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
446 FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
2384 HYDRAULIC MODEL~, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2378 MANAGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT 
2385 RESEARCH ANO OEVFLOPME~T, RHODE RIVER 
2589 ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1908 ECOLOGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1955 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, RESEARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT, BLUE CRAB 
3035 FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2047 CRABS, DIATOMS, FDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPME~T, WEATHER 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2126 CRAtiS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, \lATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
389 
2044 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 




1220 FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR R~VIEW 
1504 RESEARCH FACILITIES 
2995 PROJECT PURPOSES, PROJECTS, RESEARCH FACILITIES 




3012 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLAN~ING !PROJECTED!, POTCMAC RIVER, 




1551 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INOUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WILDLIFE 
1552 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 




781 FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, MANAGEMENT, PROJECT PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, WfTLANDS 
136 ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, ~ESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER ;uALITY, WETLANDS, 
390 
1521 OYSTER INDUSTRY, RESOU~CE DEVELOPME~T, SHELLFISH 
1554 ARCHITFCTURf, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKS, PLA~NING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
R~SOURCE OEVELOPMENT, URBANIZATin~, WATER ;uALITY 
1594 CLAM I~DUST~Y, CRAB l~OUSTRY, ECnNOMICS, LABO~, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTE~ 
I~DU~TRY, RESOU~CF DEVELOPME~T, INDUSTRIAL FISH 




16e1 ACUATIC PLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PQODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHCTCSYNTHESIS, RESPIRATIO~, fHEQMAL ~ATEq 
1576 DIS~CLVED OXYGEN, ENZY~ES, PHOSPHATES, RESPIRATION, CNIDARIA 
1494 GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, WATE~ TEMPERATURE, U~AVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 




2638 A~UATIC WEECS, GISEASES, ECOLOGY. PLA~T PATHOLOGY, QHCDF RIVER 
2466 A~UATIC WEECS, L!SEASES, RHODE RIVER 
2883 BACTERIA, ECCLOGY, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOQPLA~KTQ~, RHCDE RIVER 
1503 DUCKS I~ILDl, SERUM PROTEI~S, BLOOD VAluES, RHODE RlVER 
2385 RESEARCH ANC CEVELOPME~T, ~HOuE ~IVER 






3346 BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPFCTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE GOVERNMENTS, 
WETLANDS 
615 HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE JURISDICTION 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 





1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICI, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 









3345 AESTHETICS, LEGISLATION, RIVERS, SCENERY 
742 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), HISTORY, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
269 PROFILES, RIVERS, UNITED STATES 
1422 RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3245 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 












2629 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLAN~ING, POTO~AC RIVER, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE GISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
2754 FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC R!VFR, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO R!VER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER. 
2753 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MC, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO R!VER,MO, POTOI"AC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2079 DISCHARGE MEASUKEMENT, EASTEKN SHORE IVA-MD), GAGING STATIONS, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOw, SURFACE wATERS, wATER RESOURCES 
2382 INDUSTRIAL wASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMErHATION, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 




2536 AGRICULTURE, DELAWARE, 0Dr-1EST!C WATER, LIVESTOCK, RURAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER RES OU RC ES 
393 
******************************************************************************* 
SAINT MARY'S RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 
1896 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2552 CULTCH, LARVAE, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
2413 DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETT!NG 




3116 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATIO~ INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 
MIGRATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
******************************************************************************* 
SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
******************************************************************************** 
2787 CURRENTS (WATER!, ESTUARIES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACESWATER CIRCULATION 
56 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACFSSALI~E WATER 
INTRUSION 
57 ESTUARIES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
******************************************************************************* 
SALINE WATER INTRUSION 
******************************************************************************** 
56 ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACFSSALINE WATER 
INTRUSION 






351 AQUATIC PLANTS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
1483 SALINITY, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2395 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOw, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
357 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATU~E 
723 CARbOHYDRATES, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2714 CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
362 ~ATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY 
1585 CHOPTANK RivER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SALI~!TY, WEIGHT 
2508 GONADS, OYSTERS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER, 
HISTCLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1565 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTOMAC R!VFR, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1897 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1896 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1001 DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMFS RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1893 HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1898 CURRENTS (WATER), POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINDS 
395 
1887 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1894 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1891 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1889 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1895 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1892 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1890 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1888 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1884 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1885 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1886 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1881 HARBORS, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1883 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
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1878 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1879 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINOS 
1875 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1876 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1872 HYDROGFN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1873 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1874 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1869 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1870 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1871 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1866 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1867 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1880 ALKALINITY, HARBORS, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1868 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1863 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
397 
389 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1298 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTIO~, PLANKTO~, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2786 DISTRIBUT~CN, MAMMALS, MUSKRATS, SALINITY 
732 BARNAClES. DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SALINITY 
661 CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
347 CHLOROPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
2744 HISTORIC FLOOD, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
405 BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
2001 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2136 CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2134 CURRENTS i~ATERJ, DATA COLLECTIO~S, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SA~INITY, VELOCITY 
2987 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SALINITY, SURFACE WATERS, TIDES, WATER QUALITY 
2990 ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
398 
441 HYDROGRAPHY, OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, WATER TEMPFRATURE 
3312 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PATUXE~T RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
263 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1958 HYDRCGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, OXYGEN, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3100 RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
426 CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT 
1548 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TUR8!S!TY 
3215 HYDROGRA 0 HY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, C + D CANAL 
2514 COPEPOOS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, ~CLTING 
756 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THE~MAL WATER 
1963 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2132 CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE 
2587 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, TREO 
AVON RIVER 
3044 DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
549 MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
399 
548 CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS!, MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLING, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
29~3 FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MORTALITY, SALINITY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1500 FLOODING, HURRICANES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY 
1622 ALKALINITY, CARBON DIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, OISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION 
CONCENTRATION, PLANKTON, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
2592 SALINITY 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLOOD, HYDROLOGIC 
ASPECTS, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, TIDES, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1961 MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 
SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2383 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, 








2708 BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, FUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
2673 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, MARSHES, SALT MARSHES 





2508 GONADS, OYSTERS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
350 CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALT 








529 CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1729 NETS, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS, SAMPLING 
294 OPTIMIZATIO~. POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOP~1FNT 
1714 CTENOPHORES, EQUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
310 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
635 DISTRIBUTION, PHYTOPLA~KTO~, SAMPLING 
2831 BIOMASS, NA~NOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PROOUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
1573 CLAMS, PHOTOGRAPHY, SAMPL lNG 
1762 AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BIOTA, SAMPLING 
3043 PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
401 
414 SAMPLING, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD 
548 CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS !WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLING, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
442 ALGAE, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
527 CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
573 ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTR.IBUTION, FISH POPULATIO"JS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SAMPLING 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 












3347 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, COORDINATION, SANITARY ENGINEERING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 






1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, I~FRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 




3345 AESTHETICS, LEGISLATION, RIVERS, SCENERY 












655 AMPHIPODA, CISTRIBUTIO"l, SEA \jETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1805 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2393 GONADS, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
1564 CUCLING WATER, Lf'THAL LIMIT, LIFF HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, 
TEMPERATURE, THERMAL wATER, SCYPHOZOA 
2853 CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAA, SCYPHOi'OA 
2037 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUCIES, SCYPHOZOA 
403 
1683 LIFE HISTORY STUDmS, MORPHOLOOY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETI'LES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
2021 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDffiS, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1562 LARVAL GRCMI'H STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
656 SEA NETTLES, SYMBIOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 








2273 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING l:·lETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
792 CENSUS, NETABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
655 AMPHIPODA, DISTRIBUTION, SEA li"ETTLES, SCY'PHOZOA 
1805 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
2879 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
340 DISTRIBUTION. LIFE HISTORY STUDffiS, SEA NETTLES 
404 
2880 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
2881 JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
345 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2771 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES 
1564 COOLING WATER, LETHAL LIMIT, LIFF HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NFTTLES, 
TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, SCYPHOZOA 
2857 BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, li'IIVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1683 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLUGY, REPRODUCTION, s=A I'IIETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
2021 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA '~ETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1702 GROWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE 
1562 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIGHT li'IITENSITY, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
2632 AMINO ACIDS, SEA NETTLES, FEEI.liNG 
2072 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA ~ETTLES 
656 SEA NETTLES, SYMBIOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 
2826 JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SUMMER 
1577 BIOLOGY, JELLYFISH, PEST CONTROL, SEA I'IIETTLES 
526 AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSIO"l, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URBANIZATION, WATER 















2373 FOULING, PROTOZOA, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
243 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
OYSTER SETT lNG 
1859 BEDS UNDER WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1964 FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2549 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
529 CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
399 SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
345 JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1926 BIROS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SWANS 
432 CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL 0 IS TR I BUT JON, VIRGIN I A, WA TERFLEA S 
1893 HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
406 
1887 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1894 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1891 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1889 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1892 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1890 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1888 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TE~PERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1885 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATrlER DATA, WINDS 
1886 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
348 BENTHIC FAUNA, FOULING, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2790 PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1777 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1685 FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASQ~AL 
DISTRIBUTION 
2557 OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
3032 BIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SHRIMP, SPAWN!~ 
407 
1604 CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTIO~ PATTER~S, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
354 BIOMASS, COPEPOOS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
388 COPEPODSr PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
2769 FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
546 FISH POPULATIONS, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, 
VIRUSES, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1744 BIRDS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2870 CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PERCHES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN R!VER,MD, TAGGING 
1655 DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIO~ 
1651 FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIO~, STRIPED BASS 
1649 FiSH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUD!FS, MORTALITY, PATUXFNT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1647 GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL 
1708 FISH POPULATIONS, MULLETS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1709 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LAMPREYS, PARASITIS~, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1694 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STEEL 
408 
1752 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPORT FISHING, STEAM 
1640 ECOLOGICAL OIST~lBUTlON, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIO~, ZOOPLANKTON 
2991 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PLANKTO~, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, THERMAL POLLUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1793 PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DIST~IBUTIONr SYSTEMATICS 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONME~T, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBuTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2021 BATHYMETRY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
CHEMISTRY 
722 DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPHATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
342 FISh MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1753 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ~ISH PCPULATIONS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
2514 CUPEPODS, S~LINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
756 DISSOLVED OXYGE~, NUTRIENTS, ~ALINITY, SEASGNAL niSTRIBUTIO~. 
SEDI~ENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THER~AL WATER 
1661 FISH PnPULATIO~S, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1743 MA~MALS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WHALES 
539 CLAMS, GONADS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTCLOGICAL 
l~VESTJGATICNS 
3027 DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION 
409 
2550 PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMAT~CS 
2528 BIROS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
2398 ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTE~ATICS 
2563 COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 










2610 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, WATER MANAGEMENT 
I APPLIED! 
2927 ANACOSTIA RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, URBANIZATION 
1784 SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVFR 
414 SAMPLING, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1747 SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
182D BIOTA, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
4lu 





315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BA~K EROSION, EROSION, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
530 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTin~, SESTO~, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS 
2577 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
TURBIDITY 





1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRA~SPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINCS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2805 CHOPTANK RIVER, EROSIO~, GEOLJGV, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION 
2893 BEACH EROSION, CHOPTANK RIVER, S~DIME~T TRANSPORT, SEDIMFNTATION 
2635 SEC!~ENT TRANSPORT, SEDIME~TATIO~, SHORE PROTECTION, COASTAL ZONE 
315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, EROSION, SEDIMENT DISTRI8UTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
2117 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1553 CURRENTS {WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
2118 ON-S!TF DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
411 
1967 CURRENTS CWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT T~ANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
346 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
2092 BEACH EROSION, LEGISLATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
2093 BEACH EROSION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
2634 BEACH EROSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SFASONAL, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SHORE 
PROTECTION 





1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURF 




2090 GEOLOGY, OIL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLQGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
165 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
146 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 





333 DEPOSITION CSEDIMENTSJ, DIAGENESIS, SEDIMENTATION 
398 CHEMICAL STRATIFICATION, SEDIMENTATIO~ 
547 HARBORS, HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SEDIME~TATION, SOIL EROSION 
2623 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 
2805 CHOPTANK RIVER, EROSION, GEOLOGY, SFDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION 
2614 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MA~AGEMENT !APPLIED), WATER QUALITY 
2631 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, MANAGEMENT, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEOIMENTATICN, SOIL 
EROSION 
2893 BEACH E~OSION, CHOPTANK RIVER, S~DIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIME~TATION 
2635 SEDIME~T TRA~SPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SHORE PROTECTION, COASTAL ZONE 
3053 ENGINEFRING, PATAPSCO RIVE~.MU, SEOIME~TATION, SEDIMENTS, SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2382 INDUSTRIAL wASTES. RUNOFF, SEUIHFNTATION. SEwAGE DISPOSAL, SFWAGE 
TREATMENT, wATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
280 DEPOSITION ISEOIMENTSI, SAND bARS, SEDIMENTATION 
315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION. EROSIUN. SEDIMENT ulSTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEOIME~TATIO~, SILTING 
1812 BEACH EROSION, SECIMENTATION, SHORE PROTECTION 
3121 SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
413 
1750 BEACH EROSION, EROSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEDIMENTATION 
756 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
2633 ANACOSTIA RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, STRIP MINES 
1820 BIOTA, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS CWILDI, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
3071 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2735 CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2736 MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION, 
WETLANDS 




313 SEDIMENTATION RATES, SESTON 
425 HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 






2490 BATHYMETRY, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, SEDIMENTS 
3011 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 




2505 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2090 GEOLOGY, OIL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
2842 DREDGING, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
1852 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1848 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1853 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1843 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1849 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1850 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1845 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1846 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1847 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
415 
1851 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1842 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1546 ~ARBON, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2591 GEOLOGIC TIME, PETROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS 
2623 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, WATER 
MANAGEMENT !APPLIED! 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
2610 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIED! 
2490 BATHYMETRY, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, SEDIMENTS 
3053 ENGINEERING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-wATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2370 BIRDS, FISH POPULATIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANTS, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
1668 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS 
1778 BURROWS, CLAMS, SEDIMENTS 
1780 CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2495 CORES, HEAVY METALS, POTOMAC RIV~R, SEDIMENTS 
416 
1943 CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORES, SANDS, SEDIMENTS 
2365 CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1526 GASES, SEDIMENTS 
1972 GASES, SEDIMENTS 
3114 SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1558 SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2117 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2113 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEOIME~TS, SUSPENDED LDAO 
2118 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2577 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
TURBIDITY 
1969 ACOUSTICS, COMPRESSIBILITY, SEDI~ENTS 
346 BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPGRT, SEDIMENTS 
2747 GEOCHEMISTRY, HEAVY METALS, SEDI~ENTS 
3134 MAPPING, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIMENTS, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3131 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY, LAGOONS, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
3060 POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
417 
2741 DISTRIBUTION, METALS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTS 
3149 CHANNELS, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2607 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLOOD, HYDROLOGIC 
ASPECTS, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, TIDES, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
2818 SEDIMENTS, SOIL EROSION, URBANIZATION 










181 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JAMES RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 
1579 CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEISMIC 
STUDIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1836 BASINS, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SUBSURFACE 
MAPPING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3134 MAPPING, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIMENTS, SEISMIC STUDIES, 









3i3 SEDIMENTATION RATES, SESTON 
2842 DREDGING, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
341 DEPOSITION !SEDIMENTS), SESTO~ 
399 SEASONAL DISTRIHUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
414 SAMPLING, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD 
356 SESTON, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 




3300 ALEWIVFS, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, WHITE 
PERCH 
3301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPED 




2781 DISTRIBUTION, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, PROTOZOA, SEVERN RIVER,MO 
3023 BACTERIA, CHOPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER QUALITY 
419 
1959 SEVERN RIVER,MO, SURFACE WATERS, WATER LEVELS, WAVES IWATERI, WIND 
VELOCITY 
1728 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCHES, MORPHOLOGY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
2870 CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PERCHES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TAGGING 
1704 FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, SEVERN RIVER,MD, FEEDING 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PERCHES, SF.VERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1948 DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SOUND WAVES 
2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 
2105 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,MO 
2686 HABITATS, HISTORY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
2913 FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, MORTALITY, SALINITY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1517 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, SEVERN RiVER,MD, TRIBUTARIES, WATER QUALITY, C + D CANAL 
2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 




2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY , 
3282 PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
420 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 





3023 BACTERIA, CHOPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 




2998 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY 
3347 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, COORDINATION, SANITARY ENGINEERING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
2629 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
2602 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATEK QUALITY 
415 SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
2409 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2794 CURRENTS IWATERI, DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2601 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER QUALITY 
2382 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 






3023 BACTERIA, CHOPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, WATER QUALITY 
1968 DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
2135 BACK RIVER,MD, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS IWATER), DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT 
426 CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT 
1783 CHLORINATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
TOXICITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1677 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER 
POLLUTION 
2459 FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
WATER POLLUTION 





1197 PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEWERAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




2128 NATURAL RESOURCES, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
1968 DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, SEWAGE 
TRE~TMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
422 
2135 BACK RIVER,MD, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS (WATER), DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT 
3214 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEMFNT 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RFLEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2ol8 INDUSTRIAL wASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
3328 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER 
POLLUTION, wATER QUALITY 
2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC ~IVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MA~AGEMENT (APPLIED), WATE~ POLLUTION, W4TER QUALITY 
2382 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEwAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
TREATMFNT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 





2602 POTO~AC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER 




2367 DISTRIBUTIO~, FISH POPULATIO~S, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD, SHARKS 
1914 DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SHARKS 
2361 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SHARKS 
423 
1669 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1654 FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 








393 DISCHARGE IWATERI, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE 
PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2505 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
1232 DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
626 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SHELLFISH 
891 FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
1527 SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
2724 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2717 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE 
CRAB 
2725 BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
2120 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
424 
2122 CRAH INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2721 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1215 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2800 ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2127 DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1276 FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1608 AQUATIC PLA~TS, CENSUS, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, SHELLFISH, WILDLIFE, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1303 POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3025 CATCH, EASTERN SHORF (VA-MDI, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFlSH 
3216 SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3183 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3233 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTFRS, SHELLFISH, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2808 CATCH, ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
2?97 ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, SPORT 
FISHING 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
425 
2718 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1521 OYSTER INDUSTRY, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
2744 HISTORIC FLOOD, MOLLUSKS, SALINITY, SHELLFISH 
3151 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
3170 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1378 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1380 B I OCHEI'I IS TRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY METALS, SHELLFISH 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2857 BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2370 BIRDS, FISH POPULATIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANTS, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
2119 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
2793 CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
3209 CLAM INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, SHELLFISH 
1348 FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1349 FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1394 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
426 
446 FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
2858 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, EASTEKN SHORE (VA-MDI, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
~ATERS, VIRGINIA 
2575 CHEMICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHELLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
2419 CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
1810 MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
1780 CLAMS, DREDGI'~G, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
3107 FISHERIES, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, U"JAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
402 AQUATIC PLA!\lTS, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,4D 
2525 HISTORY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, WICOMICO KIVER,MO 
3112 CRAB INUUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3~1 COPPER, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SHELLFISH 
3207 FISHERIES, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH 
2420 UISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
3124 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
427 
3126 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3127 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2651 CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERI~S, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1723 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, TRED AVON RIVER 
3197 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
2809 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
3202 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
3070 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1502 FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
3130 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2812 COMMERCIAL FISH, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RiVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
343 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH 
3262 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
3263 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 






743 BOATS, HISTORY, SHIPS 
631 CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHIPS 
2947 HISTORY, SHIPS 
415 SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
422 ECO\JOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1671 CLAM INDUSTRY, OREOGING, FISHI!IlG GEAR, SHIPS 
1602 DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PO~T AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, 




1262 BIRDS, UELAYIARE, EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MD), SHORE RIRDS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 








1538 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
PRCTECTION, WETLANDS 
2635 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIME~TATIO~, SHORE PROTECTION, COASTAL ZGNE 
429 
1536 BEACHES, BULKHEADS, EROSION CONTROL, MEASUREMENT, SHORE PROTECTION 
1812 BEACH EROSION, SEDIMENTATION, SHORE PROTECTION 




1271 GEOMORPHOLOGY. SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• SHRIMP 
******************************************************************************** 
1635 SHRIMP, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
3032 BIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONALDISTRIBUTION, 
SPAWNING SHRIMP 




347 CHLOROPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 




1543 EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, SUSPENDED lOAD 
2610 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGF, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDl 
315 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, EROSION, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
430 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDl, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 




3022 ADSORPTION, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SILTS, 









1550 SIZE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 




1596 BEHAVIOR. FISH, REPRODUCTION, SKATES 









2618 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 




3015 GASTROPODS, MORPHOLOGY, SNAILS 




1653 DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES, SNAKES 
2102 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
2098 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
2103 DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 









2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 





2797 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST u.s., 
SOFT CLAM 
582 DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLAM 
2575 CHEMICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHELLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
2777 CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, SOFT CLAM 
2586 CLAMS, GONADS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, TRED 
AVON RIVER 





547 HARBORS, HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SEDIMENTATION, SOIL EROSION 
2985 ECCNOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, 
SOIL ERDS!O~, WATER POLLUTION 
2631 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, MANAGEMENT, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENTATION, SOIL 
E'ROSION 










1222 GEOLOGY, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1271 GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
236b DISTRIBUTION• ECOLOGY, PLANTS, SOILS, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
3267 CATION ABSORPTION, HISTORIC FLOOD, SALINE WATER I~TRUS!O~, SOIL 
PROPERTIES, SOILS 





415 SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1575 HUMAN POPULATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 




1948 DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MO, SOUND WAVES 
2421 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 




2784 EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1510 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SYMBIOSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE CRAB 




2089 DISCHARGE !WATER!, GAGING STATIO~S, GUNPOwDER RIVER,MD, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MO, STREAMFLOW, 
SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER, wiCOMICO RIVER,MD 
1720 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, SOuTH RIVER,MD 




2886 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NORTHEAST 
U.S., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST u.s., THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2819 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
SPAwNING 
2869 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST u.s., VIRGINIA 
2820 ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST u.s., SOUTHEAST 
U.S., LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2776 CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SH9RE IVA-MD), FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2111 FISHERIES, GULF~, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
2779 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CRAB 





2594 GONADS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
2595 GONADS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
2661 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
2492 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
1919 FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
SILVERSIOES, SPAWNING 
1936 FLOODS, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2819 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, NORTHEAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., 
SPAWNING 
2846 DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1584 CURRENTS (WATER), MARINE FISH, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1586 DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
c456 LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SPAW~ING 
2769 FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING 
2406 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERI~S, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
1700 CLAMS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1712 FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SPAWNING 
436 
3032 BIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES• MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAWNING SHRIMP 
2665 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
2653 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
2676 DISTRIRUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1710 DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1703 CLAMS, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING 
2586 CLAMS, GONADS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, TRED 
AVON RIVER 
539 CLAMS, GONADS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1723 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, TRED AVON RIVER 




1944 FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, 
WATER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1945 LIGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 





1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2751 BENTHOS, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2lr42 DREDGING, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
531 BENTHOS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2859 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISHt GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOil DISPOSAL 
2860 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2862 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2861 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOil DISPOSAL 
2863 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2852 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2849 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZOOPLANKTON, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2850 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2848 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH EGt;S, LARVAE, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2851 BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
438 
2846 DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1268 BICLUGICAL PROPERTIES, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER OUALITY, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1588 BE~THOS, DREDGING, MARI~E FISH, PLA~KTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2843 DREDGI~G, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
2845 DREDGING, ZOOPLANKTON. SPOIL DISPOSAL 
3191 DESIGN, DIKES, DREDGING, PATAPSCO RIVER,HO, SPOIL DISPOSAL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR Rf"V I EW 
422 ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
3053 ENGINEERING, PATAPSCO RIVER,HD, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2844 BENTHOS, DISTRIBUTION, DREOGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 




663 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DELAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPORES 





2872 CATCH, CREEL CENSUS, DISTRI8UTIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, 
SPORT FISH 
2796 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
2038 COMMERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 





1199 FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1264 BOATING, RECREATION, SPORT FISHI~G, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1265 FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1691 ECONOMICS, SPORT FISHING 
1274 SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3210 EASTERN SHORE (VA-MD), FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING 
3238 SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2877 BEDS UNDER WATER, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, OYSTERS, REEFS, SPORT FISHING 
1791 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, SPORT FISHI~G 
1792 CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISHING 
440 
2597 ECONOMICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, SPORT 
FISHING 
385 POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
2649 COMMERCIAL FISHI~G, FISH, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT 
FISHING 
2642 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SPORT FISHING 
2609 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
1752 CREEL CE~SU~, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXE~T RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTR!BuTIO~, SPORT FISHING, STEAM 
1563 CRAbS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT 
FISHING, STEAM TURBINES, THERMAL WATER 
2796 DISTRIRUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
1652 CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED 
BASS 
2039 SPORT FISHING 
2024 FISH POPULATIONS, RECREATION, SPORT FISHI~G 
2578 CO~MERCIAL FISHING, FISH M!GRATIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH 
RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPEu BASS 




288 ACANfHOCEPHALA, FISH PARASITES, SPOT 
441 
********************************************************************************** STATE GOVERNMENTS 
*********************************************************************************** 
• 
3346 BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE GOVERNMENTS, 
WETLANDS 
2426 CONSERVATION LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE 
COVERNMENTS 
*********************************************************************************"k STATE JURISDICTION 
*********************************************************************************** 
615 HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGIITS, STATE JURISDICTION 
************ AA A A A A***** A A A A AA A*************************************************** 
STATISTICS 
*********************************************************************************** 
3169 FISHERIES, INDUSTRIES, STATISTICS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3252 FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
.3258 FISHERIES, HISTORY, PorOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
****************************************''***************************************** STEAM 
******************************A A A A A A A A A A A A A A*************************************** 
1752 CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 





1563 CRABS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT 









1716 AGING (BIOLUGICALi, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS. GROWTH RATES, 
STICKLEBACKS 




2273 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
1830 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTO~, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
STINGING NETTLES 




3030 ABSTRACTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STORMS 





2090 GEOLOGY, OIL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
2596 PHYSIOLOGY, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 
187 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
188 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GULF COASTAL PLAIN, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
150 ATlANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
147 ATLANTIC COASTAl PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
2928 DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, STRATIGRAPHY 
2439 CHOPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2082 FORAMINIFERA, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 




2753 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO, HYDRotRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2927 ANACOSTIA RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE WATERS, 





2395 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1304 STREAMFLOW, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2754 FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOw, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2753 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2756 STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2079 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GAGING STATIONS, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, WATER RESOURCES 
2089 DISCHARGE !WATER!, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MD, STREAMFLOw, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2648 FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STREAMFLOW, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2056 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, STREAMFLOW 









2492 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, 
SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
2388 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, DEFORMITIES 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FiSH MiGRATION, FISH POPULATIONSt FISHER!ESr STRIPED BASS! 
TAGGING 
1584 CURRENTS (WATER), MARINE FISH, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3235 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2754 FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1360 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2756 STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2988 FOOD HABITS, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
2561 FISH POPUl.AT IONS, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
3172 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3218 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3219 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3220 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3171 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2406 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS 
1776 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1678 CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
7460 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, C + D CANAL 
282B ABSTRACTS, GROWTH RATES, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT RiVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTEMATICS 
546 FISH POPULATIONS, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, 
V !RUSES, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
3048 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1047 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
286 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2120 ANADROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTORY STUCIES, STRIPED BASS 
2463 DISHUBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2415 FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
2416 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
1662 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
287 FISHING GEAR, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
447 
2422 8101A, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
1651 FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
2609 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPfD BASS 
2467 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
2676 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2855 CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXFNT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
2856 CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
342 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVE~, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
3094 FISH MIGRATION, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2560 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABiTS, G~OWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2511 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
2485 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, UNITED STATES 
1078 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1717 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS 
435 GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
448 
2994 ABSTRACTS, OISTKIBUTION, FISH MIGRATIO~. FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
3301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRI~GS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPED 
BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1652 CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT ~IVE~. SPORT ~~~rliNG, STRIPED 
BASS 
3199 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
3200 FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
2510 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE BACTERIA, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, STRIPEC BASS, WHITE PERCH 
291 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
3129 FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3045 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRE~UENCY 
DISTRIBUTIO~S, FISH SCALES 
2G05 FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
2062 CO~MERCIAL FISH, MANAGEMENT, STRIPED BASS 
3046 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISH SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2401 FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, FISH SCALES 
2038 CO~MERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 
2030 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGI~G 
449 
2578 C<H£RCIAL FISHIR;, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GR<Ml'H 
RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
3257 CATCH, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENcY DISTRIBUTIONS 
2023 AMERICAN SHAD, CCH£RCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
AAAAA AAA A AA A AAAA AA AA A Ji A A AA AAAAA A AAJcJc AA Ali AA AA A A***AAJc A J: AAA A it A A ic**************t..--:.K** 
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 
*****'*AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA******AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA******************************** 
181 ATLANTIC CQlSTAL PLAIN, GEOPHYSICS, JA)£S RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS 
******** AA AAAA AAAA A AA J:AA AAA AAAA :AAAAA AAA**AAA A A AA A A AAA AA AA*****AA A A A AA ************* 
SUBSURFACE MAPPING 
AAAAAA AA I: AA AA AAAA A A AA AAA AAAA AAA AiAA AAAAAA A A AAAAAA AA A AAAAAA A A AA A AA AAA AAA************ 
1836 BASINS, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SUBSURFACE 
MAPPING, SUSQtEHANNA RIVER 
AAAAAAAilAAAAAAAJrAA:lAAAAAAAAJ:J:AAAAitAJcA********************************************* 
SUCKERS 
****A 4 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A Jc AA AA A A A A A******************************************** 
1978 CMP, CATFISHES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 
FISHES, LAR.VAL GROWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
*"""""""*""****""""""*"***"""""*************************************************** SUMMER 
***AAAAA:lAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAJcAJcAAAA**'*********IcAAAAAAAA********************* 









1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION iATMOSPHERiCi, RAINfALL, RA!~FALL-RUNOFF 





2756 STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2079 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GAGING STATIONS, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, WATER RESOURCES 
2927 ANACOSTIA RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, URBANIZATION 
1959 SEVERN RIVER,MD, SURFACE WATERS, WATER LEVELS, WAVES IWATERJ, WIND 
VELOCITY 
2074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SALINITY, SURFACE WATERS, TIDES, WATER QUALITY 
1017 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1111 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
451 
1114 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1115 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEH~NNA RIVER, UNITED STATESr WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1108 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLYr YORK RIVER 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1104 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER; SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 








723 CARBOHYDRATES, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SAliNITY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1550 SIZE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1505 CARBON, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
452 
1543 EROSION, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
399 SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1945 LIGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
55 CHLOROPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1546 CARBON, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2927 ANACOSTIA RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, URBANIZATION 
2934 CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERlr JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, REMOTE 
SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2365 CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1558 SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
2117 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRA~SPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1784 SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
414 SAMPLING, SEDIMENT DISCHARGEr SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1599 CURRENTS (WATER), ESTUARIES, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1553 CURRENTS IWATERl, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1530 SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
2113 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
453 
2118 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
530 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS 
2577 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
TURBI OITY 
1967 CURRENTS !WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVERo TIDAL EFFECTS 
1747 SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 





1610 CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVERo POTOMAC RIVERo SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER QUALITY 
2395 MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2071 AQUATIC WEEDS, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1505 CARBON, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2002 DISTRIBUTION, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1936 FLOODS, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2508 GONADS, OYSTERS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1278 FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, HISTORY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
454 
1927 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3292 EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, NIT~OGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHOSPHORUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
2405 ALGAE, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER 
QUALI TV 
1235 FLOOD DAMAGE, HURRICANES, JAMES RIVERo RE~OTE SENSING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
WEATHER DATA 
1584 CURRENTS tWATERI, MARINE FISH, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASSo SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1581 DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, C + D CANAL 
3232 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1546 CARBON, NITROGEN COMPOUNDS, O~GA~IC COMPOUNDS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2668 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHAN~A RIVER 
2755 HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SU~QUEHANNA RIVER 
2753 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGE?, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHA~NA RIVER 
2664 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
2816 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
146 BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
3050 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIO~S, SUSQUEHANNA RIVERo UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
455 
1912 BlBLIOGRAPHl.ES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
1481 GEOLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2089 DISCHARGE IWATERl, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MD, STREAMFLOW, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2887 POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3026 FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2783 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
TOPOGRAPHY 
3100 RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2652 FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3201 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1784 SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1553 CURRENTS IWATERl, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
356 SESTON, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1579 CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEISMIC 
STUDIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1967 CURRENTS IWATERl, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1747 SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
456 
1836 BASINS, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SUBSURFACE 
MAPPING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3123 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3068 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2811 AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
3132 MARSHES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2735 CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1111 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1114 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1115 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION !ATMOSPHERIC!, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
457 
1108 PATUXENT RIVE~, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1104 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE wATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVFR 
1514 PLANNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMtNT, WATERSHEDS 
!BASINS I 
1515 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCF.S DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS (BASINS) 
2462 DAMS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TAGGING 








1926 BIROS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SWANS 
2068 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILDI, GEESF IWILDI, SWANS 
1511 MARKING TECHNIQUES, MIGRATORY BIROS, SWANS 
458 
2362 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, SWANS, WATERFOWL 




1510 EASTERN SHORE !VA-MD!, NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SYMBIOSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE ~~AH 
1731 CRABS, JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, SYMBIOSIS 
656 SEA NETTLES, SYMBIOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 
1574 ANiMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEA~S, pqoTOZnA, SYMBIOSIS 




2878 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTIO~, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2273 HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
2438 OISTRIPUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2002 DISTRIBUTION, NORTHEAST R!VER,MQ, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2034 ALGAE, SYSTEMATICS 
734 AMPHIPODA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
3029 GYMNOSPERMS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VEGETATION, ANGIOSPERMS 
459 
1510 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SYMBIOSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE CRAB 
2085 FORAMINIFERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2389 COPEPODS, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2081 FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1938 ALGAE, AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SYSTEMATICS 
2469 BIOLOGY, BRYOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
1547 INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
618 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, PHYTOPLA~KTON 1 SYSTEMATICS 
1730 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAINt DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS 
2107 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2679 FORAMINIFERA, PHYLOGENY, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
2058 DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
2828 ABSTRACTS, GROWTH RATES, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTEMATICS 
1683 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
2083 DIATOMS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1915 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLI~G 
460 
1767 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
3024 DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES, SYSTEMATICS 
2366 DISTRIBUTIO~, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, SOILS, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
1793 PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
2012 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
1922 BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2391 BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRhTES, SYSTEMATICS 
2101 DISTRIPUTION, MOSSES, SYSTEMATICS 
2844 BENTHOS, DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
2827 CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS, MUS~ELS, SOUTHEAST u.s., SYSTEMATICS 
2732 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
2925 DELAWARE, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1508 SYSTEMATICS, AMOEBAE, TRED AVON RIVER 
2420 DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2439 CHOPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
2466 DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TURTLES 
1243 BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
461 
2513 AQUATIC FUNGI, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2799 FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2082 FORAMINIFERA, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2108 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS; SVSTE~~TICS 
3031 CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
2804 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
2084 OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1834 BIOLOGY, BIOTA, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, INFORMATION 
RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
2512 MORPHOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
2394 DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, SYSTEMATICS 
2109 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2408 DISTRIBUTION, NEMATODES, SYSTEMATICS 
2494 ANNELIDS, POLYCHAETE$, SYSTEMATICS 
2398 ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1999 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS 
2457 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, 
ZOOSPORES 
462 
2590 GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
2088 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
2563 COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 








1635 SHRIMP, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
1929 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1587 MIGRATION, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
2792 FISH, TAGGING 
1586 DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
2460 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, C + D CANAL 
286 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2463 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAG~ING 
2870 CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, PERCHES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MO, TAGGING 
463 
287 FISHING GEAR, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2442 DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, TAGGING 
342 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2485 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, UNITED STATES 
435 GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIO~S 
2994 ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED HASS, 
TAGGING 
291 FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2030 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
2414 AMERICAN SHAD, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 








1565 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1620 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, FLUORESCENCE, TEMPERATURE 
1564 COOLING ~ATER, LETHAL LIMIT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, 
TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, SCYPHOZOA 
464 
1507 CLAMS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, TEMPERATURE 
1702 GROwTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE 
1562 LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
2017 GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
2257 HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, ~OLTING 
756 DISSOLVED OKYGEN, NUTRIENTS, ~ALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENTATIO~, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
2132 CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE 
1781 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, TEMPERATURE, BLOOD VALUES 
1622 ALKALINITY, CARBON DIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVFD OXYGE~, HYDROGEN ION 








... ~ ........................................................................... . 
2090 GEOLOGY, OIL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTS, 
STRATIGRAPHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1294 GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2091 MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
465 








1512 THERMAl POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1523 PATUXENT RIVER, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INOUSTR IAL FISH 
2377 ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
THERMAl POLLUTION 
2004 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, THERMAL POLLUTION 
2604 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1928 DATA COLLECTIONS, FOULING, HEATEDWATER, PATUXENTRIVER 
THERMAl POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2886 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NORTHEAST 
U.S., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST U.S., THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
1575 HUMAN POPULATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
1318 BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3018 PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
466 
1942 BIOMASS, COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1920 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
2000 BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTiON, PATUXENT RivER, THER~AL POLLUTiON 
1854 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PlANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCT!V!TY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
1393 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARIES, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
387 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLA~TS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
2991 AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, THERMAL POLLUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
390 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2992 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH, HODEL STUDIES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
2380 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PlANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
535 THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
3211 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, E~VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, R~DIOISOTOPES, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
467 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
1680 COOLING WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTIO~ 
1855 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 




1681 AQUATIC PLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXE~T RIVER, 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS, RESPIRATION, THERMAL WATER 
1512 THERMAL POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1682 POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1988 COOLING WATER, CURRENTS !WATER!, DISCHARGE IWATERJ, ELECTRIC POWER 
PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, ~UCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER 
434 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLA~TS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1557 ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL 
WATER 
1564 COOLING WATER, LETHAL LIMIT, LIFF HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, 
TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER, SCYPHOZOA 
1563 CRABS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORJ 
FISHING, STEAM TURBINES, THERMAL WATER 
1993 COOLING WATER, CURRENTS (WATER!, DISCHARGE [WATERJ, ELECTRIC PCWER 
PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLA,TS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER 
756 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENT AT ION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
468 
2131 ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLA~TS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
2507 BIOASSAY, ELECTKIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, HEATED WATER, 








1598 COMPUTER MODELS, CURRENTS (WATERJ, MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
EFFECTS 
290 HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1548 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
1553 CURRENTS (WATER!, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
530 SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS 
2577 SEDIMENT DISTRibUTION, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
TURBIDITY 
1967 CURRE'JTS (WATER!, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 




2504 MARSHES, MUSKRATS, TIDAL MARSHES, TRAPP!t~;G 





1607 ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL WATERS 
llbO EFFLUENTS, PULP WASTES, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA 
440 AQUATIC ANIMALS, EXPLOSIONS, TESTING, TIDAL WATERS 
380 TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES IWATERI 
910 CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2383 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, 




1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
443 BEACH EROSION, HURRICANES, TIDES, WAVES IWATERI 
2114 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
9b CURRENTS IWATERI, TIDES, TRIBUTARIES 
380 TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES IWATERI 
2074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SALINITY, SURFACE WATERS, TIDES, WATER QUALITY 
441 HYDROGRAPHY, OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, WATER TEMPFRATURE 
1947 SEA LEVEL, SLOPES, TIDES 
1990 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES (WATERI 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLOOD, HYDROLOGIC 





2077 GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY 
2865 AMPHIBIANS, BIRDS, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAPHY 









1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
2527 AQUATIC WEEDS, CLAMS, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
402 AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,40 
2526 CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,40, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1785 FISH POPULATIONS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
1761 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, LETHAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
471 
1783 CHLORINATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 








3178 PATUXENT RIVER, TRACE ELEMENTS, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3028 OYSTERS, TRACE ELEMENTS 




1950 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, TRACERS, WASTES, 
WATER POLLUTION 
1949 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEwAGE 
TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1952 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER!, FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,~D, SFVERN RIVER,MD, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 





682 HOATING, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM PLA~~ING, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
1979 ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATIO~, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1980 ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, T~ANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
1602 DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PO~T AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, 
TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTON ROADS, DELAWARE BAY 
1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, E~VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 




625 CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPINS 
2504 MARSHES, MUSKRATS, TIDAL ~ARSHES, TRAPPING 
2402 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1630 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
2400 CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 




2051 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, FYKE NETS, GILL NETS, 
TRAWLING, SEINING 
1915 DISTRJBUTID~, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
413 
2898 CATCH, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, PATUXENT RIVER, TRAWLING 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRED AVON RIVER 
******************************************************************************** 
1861 BARNACLES, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TRED AVON RIVER 
1508 SYSTEMATICS, AMOEBAE, TRED AVON RIVER 
2586 CLAMS, GONADS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, IRED 
AVON RIVER 
1723 BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, TREO AVON RIVER 





2058 DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 




3041 AMER~CAN SHAD, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
305 FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
383 FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
381 FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1809 FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
474 
2447 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, TREMATODES, HISTOLOGICAL 




782 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
96 CURRENTS !WATER!, T!DES, TRIBUTARIES 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, DISTRIBUTIO~, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, UNiTED STATES, 
VIRGINIA 
1078 DISTRIBUTIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1093 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1522 TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1517 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TRIBUTARIES, WATER QUALITY, C + D CA:-iAL 
97 DISCHARGE (WATER!, STREAMFLOW, TRIBUTARIES 
1148 BASS, DISTRIBUTIO~, FISH POPULATIO~S, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGI~IA, WHITE PERCH 
******************************************************************************* 
TURBID I TV 
******************************************************************************** 
1570 DREDGI~G, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPO~T, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1550 SIZE, SUSPE~DED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
399 SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1905 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGE~, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
475 
1906 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1902 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGE~, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1899 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOSIC 8ATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1897 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER!, HYDROLOGIC DATA, J~MES RIVER, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, W4TER TEMPERATURE 
1896 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER!, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC JATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1895 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DAT6, JAMFS RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, w!N~S 
347 CHLOROPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
405 BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PREDATION, SALI~ITY, TURBIDITY 
1548 ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
1599 CURRENTS !WATER!, ESTUARIES, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
47o 
1530 SUSPENDEJ LOAD, TUKBiuiTY 
2577 SEDIMENT CISTRIBUTION, SEDI~ENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
TURBIDITY 
548 CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (wATERwAYS), MAPPI'lG, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLIIIJG, 
TURbiDITY, "'ATFR TEMPERATU~E 
3244 AIR TE~PERAfURE, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TUR~IDITY, wATER 
TE~PERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
3022 AuSORPTI'J~, 8ACTF'R!A, COLIFORM$, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SILTS, 




1987 CURRENTS (wATER), HYDK.O:;'<APHY, "'EASURE~EI\jT, PATUXE~T il.IVER, TURBULENCE, 









1427 TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
12'12 TURTLES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2656 PCJTu~AC RIVER, TURTLES 
1139 DISTR!BUTIO'J, TURTLES 




3109 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3113 TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1646 DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, TURTLES 




2423 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LIMIT, ~ORTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 2,40 
402 AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,4D 




1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 




2387 BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
3021 HISTORY, UNITED STATES 
269 PROFILFS, RIVERS, UNITED STATES 
478 
1971 CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MA~GI~, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
3151 CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, HISTORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
229 COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, DISTRIBUTIO~, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, U~ITED STATES, 
V!RG!N!h 
1047 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2667 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, UNITED 
STATES 
2670 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2669 DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
2676 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2040 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, UNITED STATES 
2033 CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MOLLUSKS, UNITED STATES 
2012 DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
2560 DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
2485 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIO~S, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, UNITED STATES 
1696 ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, U~lTED STATES 
3136 BREEDING, DUCKS IWILDI, UNlTEU STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
479 
1026 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, E~VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1024 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITED STATES 
1023 CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, FNVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
1029 ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, UNITED STATES 
3252 FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED ST4TES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1111 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1114 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1115 PATUXE~T RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1238 JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION !ATMOSPHERIC>, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, R4PPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1108 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
480 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, 5URFACE WATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1104 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1051 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
2029 AMERICA~ SHAD, FISH POPULATIO~S, ~ORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
3258 FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVE~, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
2562 COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 





433 INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS; PROJECT PLANNING, 




1539 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CITIES, REMOTE SENSING, URBANIZATION 
2927 ANACCSTIA RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, URBANIZAT!O~ 
1554 ARCHITFCTURE, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PA~KS, PLA~NING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, UR~ANIZATION, WATER QUALITY 
481 
418 INDUSTRIES, URBANIZATION 
2740 FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, 
URBANIZATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
526 AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URRANIZATION, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 








3029 GYMNOSPERMS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VEGETATION, ANGIOSPERMS 




2136 CURRENTS IWATERI, DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
2134 CURRENTS (WATER!, DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY,.VELOCITY 
1958 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, OXYGEN, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3215 HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, C + 0 CANAL 





3116 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 




1746 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION DY~AMlCS, viRGINIA 
3003 LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
2729 OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGI~IA 
1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, lEGAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER OUALITY 
2784 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, OYSTER INQUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2875 AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, VIRGINIA 
2357 AQUATIC PLA~TS, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1262 BIROS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, SHORE BIROS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2997 BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHO~E IVA-MDI, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1565 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
2800 ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
432 CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VI~GINIA, WATERFLEAS 
2435 DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
483 
2436 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2437 DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
2727 DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
782 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
136 ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC LANDS, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1549 BOATS, CRAB INDUSTRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
765 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
766 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HISTORY, VIRGINIA 
1293 AMPHIBIANS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2886 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NORTHEAST 
U.S., NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOUTHEAST U.S., THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA 
2114 ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
1160 EFFLUENTS, PULP WASTES, TIDAL WATERS, VIRGINIA 
184 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MESOZOIC ERA, 
VIRGINIA 
1305 CENOZOIC ERA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
183 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CENOZOIC ERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, VIRGINIA 
484 
742 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HISTORY, RIVERS, VIRGINIA 
3000 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES>, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HISTORY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
632 BIOCHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, VIRGINIA 
1356 FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2358 DEER, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA 
1183 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, VIRGINIA 
2952 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDJ, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2536 AGRICULTURE, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, RURAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2756 STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
2619 DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1534 BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
3041 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
2096 HISTORY, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ROCKS, VIRGINIA 
2869 CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., VIRGINIA 
1601 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
485 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
229 COMMERCIAL FISHING, DREDGING, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNITED 
STATES, VIRGINIA 
2622 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDit WATER POLLUTION 
2613 POTOMAC RIVER, REGREATIONi VIRGINIA 
1788 FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1789 FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1790 FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
3195 FISHERIES, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
2810 CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, YCRK RIVER 
883 ALGAE, FUNGI, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1091 ANIMAL PARASITES, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, 
VIRGINIA 
2b11 BEACH EROSION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1854 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
728 BIOLOGY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
3002 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
486 
2831 BIOMASS, NANNOPLANKTON, 0~-SITE DATA COLlfCTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PROUUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
302b FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
910 CONSERVATIO~, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1957 MARINE ALGAF, VIRGINIA 
2214 DiSTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, VIRGI~IA, BLUE C~AB 
1017 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATFRS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
2b3 ESTuARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
1078 DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, VI~GI~IA 
252b CLAMS, FISH, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,4D, VIRGI~IA, BLUE CRAB 
2925 DELAWARE, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
lbl5 CATCH, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SURF CLAM 
3001 BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, ~OU~DARY DISPUTES, EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MDI, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, VIKGINIA 
1093 CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
2b51 CATCH, FINFIS~ INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
2082 FORAMINIFERA, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2803 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
487 
2603 ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1626 DISEASES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, A~OEBAE 
1591 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1855 JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
2868 BAYS, BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, 
WATERFOWL 
2867 BIRDS, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1502 FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
2580 DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS, VIKGINIA 
2369 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
2109 DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
2812 COI'o!MERCIAL FISH, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
2517 GROWTH STAGES, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
745 COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA 
3325 CANALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI, INLAND WATERWAYS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
1533 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1532 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
488 
1522 TRIBUTARIES, VIKGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
392 DISCHARGE !WATER!, PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, VIRGINIA 
1865 CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
3149 CHANNELS, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
3260 POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1566 DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1148 BASS, OISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH 
1811 DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, ~ARINE ALGAE, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 




1759 BACTERIA, DISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
1797 AQUATIC PLANTS, VIRUSES 
546 FISH POPULATIONS, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, 














2999 POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1968 DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
415 SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
2409 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2135 BACK RIVER,MD, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS (WATER), DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREAT~ENT 
2618 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2663 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1582 AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
2571 PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
532 DATA COLLECTIONS, HARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL 
2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 
~ATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
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417 WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POllUTION CO~TROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1968 DYE RELEASES; ESTUARIES; POTOMAC K!~E~; SE~AGE EFFLUENTS; SE~AGE 
TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
2135 BACK RIVER,MO, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS (WATER), DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WASTE WATER CiSPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALiTY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
******************************************************************************* 
WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
******************************************************************************** 
3347 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTIO~, COORDI~ATION, SANITARY ENGINEERING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
3349 LEGISLATION, PERMITS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
3348 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, l€GISLATIO~, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE wATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
2602 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER 
MANAGE~ENT (APPLIED!, WATER QUALITY 
2740 FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, 
URBANIZATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
2735 CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMFNT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 




WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1527 SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
1610 CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER QUALITY 
3348 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, LEGISLATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1575 HUMAN POPULATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
2639 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
1533 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1532 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 










1944 FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGliT, NANTIC<J.CE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, 
WATER, WICOMICO RIVER, MD 
************* k AkA k k k- k k A AkA kk A nkk AkA AAkkA AA:l :l:l- :oU- :l :l:lA:l A:l A AAAA********,. A k k ,. ,. A A A:l:l 
WATER ANALYSIS 
******************************A:lA:lA:lAA:l:lA:lAA:lA:ln:lA:l:lA:lAAAAAAA:l. tAA-.A.<AA************ 
1570 DREDGING, NUI'RIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
***************************************A-kAJ:AJck ............ J: .... Jt:A~A********~'~~~·~~~ ************* 
WATER CHEMISTRY 
-k-1•*********************************** ....................... ..,.. ...... k ... A***** ........ "" ....... A A • A A "' ... ~ }•***************** 
1559 AQUATIC PLANTS, ECOL<X;Y, PONDS, WATER CHEMISTRY, ZOOPLANKTON 
1986 WATER CHEMISTRY, ZINC 
2014 ALKALINITY, CHLORINATION, HYDR<X;EN ION CONCENTRATION, PATITAEJ:\'T RIVER, 
WATER CHEMISTRY 
2930 CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MAGNESIUM, ParASSIUM, 
SODIL'N, WATER CHEMISTRY 
3178 PATUXENT RIVER, TRACE ELEMENTS, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2990 ESTUARIES, HYDR<X;RAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER 
TEHPERATURE 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONffiNT, PATUXEJ:\'T RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
493 
2031 OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 





2787 CURRENTS IWATER), ESTUARIES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SALINE WATER-FRFSHwATER 
INTERFACESWATER CIRCULATION 
2835 DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 




3349 LEGISLATION, PERMITS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
439 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, 








1959 SEVERN RIVER,MD, SURFACE WATERS, WATER LEVELS, WAVES IWATERI, WIND 
VELOCITY 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED> 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2602 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DIS~OSAL 1 SEWERS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER 
MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), WATER QUALITY 
494 
2626 CONSERVATIO~, POLLUTIO~ ABATEMENT, POTO~AC ~IY£R, WATER MANAGEMENT 
IAPPLIEDI, WATER POLLUTION CONTROl 
2623 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl 
598 CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
2624 NATURAL RESOURCES. PO!O~AC 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
DYV~D 
~&OL~. ~ANAGE~ENT \APPLIED;, wATER 
2622 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEOl, WATER POLLUTION 
2617 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVFR, wATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED) 
2621 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2625 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEHE~T IAPPliEDl, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER 
QUALITY 
2614 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED>, WATER QUALITY 
2606 EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER ~ANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER QUALITY 
2600 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEME~T (APPLIED!, ~ATER POLLwTION, WATER QUALITY 
2610 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, WATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLIED I 
2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPliEOl, WAlE~ POlLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2601 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAl, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER QUALITY 
524 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MA~AGEME~T (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL 
495 
439 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), 




2998 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY 
3259 FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2128 NATURAL RESOURCES, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
1224 ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS (WATER), FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, TRACERS, WASTES, 
WATER POLLUTION 
1949 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER), FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
2537 BEACH EROSION, CHESTER RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, WATER POLLUTION 
1303 POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2399 DIATOMS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PLANKTON, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3232 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3228 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW. 
3227 JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1525 FISHERIES, WATER POLLUTION 
496 
2409 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3186 CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, OILY WATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WATER 
POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2440 BACTERIA, DISEASES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2794 CURRENTS IWATERl, DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
3214 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER OUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
438 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, wATER POLLUTION 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE 
TREATMFNT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2624 NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2622 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION 
2618 INOUST~!AL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTIO~, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2621 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2985 ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, HISTORY, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, 
SOIL EROSION, WATER POLLUTION 
2600 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3328 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
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2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IOE~TIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2939 BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2422 BIOTA. DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS. iND~STRiAi ~ASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
2663 AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
2660 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
2382 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2992 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH, MODEL STUDIES, NUCLEAR POWER PLA~TS, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
2011 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2648 FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STREAMFLOW, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1952 CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
3103 PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2571 PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2866 DREDGI~G, DUCKS IWILDI, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
1680 COOLING WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLA~TSt THER~AL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
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2735 CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
526 AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URBANIZATION, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
2736 MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION, 
WETLANDS 
1783 CHLORINATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXfNT RIVER. SEW~GE EFFLUENTS, 
TOXICITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALiTY 
1677 FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER 
POLLUTION 
2459 FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
WATER POLLUTION 
2593 FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOC~ RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTIO~, YORK RIVER 
524 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEME~T !APPLIED!, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL 
3008 FSTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3251 BACK RIVER,MD, wATER POLLUTIO~, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, WA~TE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
3022 ADSORPTION, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SILTS, 
TURBIDITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
3283 SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
499 
******************************************************************************* 
WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
******************************************************************************** 
417 WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
2626 CONSERVATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
!APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2618 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
2625 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER 
QUALITY 
2630 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROl, WATER QUALITY 
2639 EUTKO?H!CATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
1491 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
******************************************************************************* 
WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
******************************************************************************** 
1610 CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER QUALITY 
3349 LEGISLATION, PERMITS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER CONSERVATION, wATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
1695 BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, PHOSPHATES, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
3292 EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHOSPHORUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 





2998 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE UISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY 
351 AQUATIC PLANTS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
3259 FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1610 CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER QUALITY 
1621 ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, LEGAl ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1913 CHESTER RIVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDE~TIFICATIO~, WATER QUALITY 
3348 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, LEGISLATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER CUALITY 
2999 POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
2708 BUDGETI~G, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICAT10N, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER OUALITY 
2629 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
3023 BACTERIA, CHOPTANK RIVER, COLIFORM$, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, WATER QUALITY 
1968 DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTO~AC RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WASTE DISPQSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
2405 ALGAE, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY 
2602 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER QUALITY 
501 
1928 DATA COLLECT IONS, FOULING, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER 
THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1297 PATUXENT RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3340 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
1603 CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CONTROL, PLANNING, 
POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, SHIPS, WATER QUALITY, INDUSTRIAL FiSH 
1303 POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2399 DIATOMS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PLANKTON, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2884 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECJNOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC KIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
1287 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
1268 BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER QUALITY, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3018 PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2409 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
294 OPTIMIZATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
317B PATUXENT RIVER, TRACE ELEMENTS, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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347 CHLOROPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY, ZOOPLA~KTON 
1535 AIR POLLUTION, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER QUALITY 
3214 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
2832 COLIFORMS, DYE RFLEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER• SE~AGE 
TREATMENT, TRACER~, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2624 NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2621 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDJ, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2625 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEME~T IAPPLIEDI, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER 
QUALITY 
2614 POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER QUALITY 
2630 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
2615 CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
2606 EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER QUALITY 
2600 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1569 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
2639 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER QUALITY 
3328 EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
503 
1541 BACTERIA, BENTHOS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY WATER, ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, WATER QUALITY 
2620 POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2939 BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1979 ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1980 ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
1395 LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
728 BIOLOGY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
2601 POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER QUALITY 
2382 INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUNOFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1835 BIOASSAY, FISH POPULATIO~S, PATAPSCO RIVER.MD, P~TUXENT RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY, WHITE PERCn 
2074 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SALINITY, SURF4CE WATERS, TIDES, WATER QUALITY 
2031 OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 
2011 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL W4STES, IRON, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2648 FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAI~FALL, STREAMFLOW, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1017 BACTERIA, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HEAVY METALS, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, 
PESTICIDES, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
504 
3312 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
1554 ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESOURCE DEVELOP~ENT, URBANIZATION, WATER QUALITY 
2571 PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2740 FISHERIES, LAND USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, 
URBANIZATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1783 CHLORINATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 
TOXICITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1533 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1532 PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1518 POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, WATER QUALITY 
1522 TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER G.IUALITY 
1520 POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
1519 POTOMAC RIVER, wATER QUALITY 
1517 GUNPOWDER RIVER,MC, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TRIBUTARIES, WATER OUALITY, C + D CANAL 
2840 ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WATER POLLUTICN, WATER QUALITY 
1989 DYE RELEASES, HARBORS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TRACERS, WATER QUALITY 
3282 PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE, ~ASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 




WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1309 ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2440 BACTERIA, DISEASES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECfED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 FEDERAl JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNiNG iPROJECTEQ) t LC~~L ~~rL~oJo 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3009 FEDERAl JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
, 
524 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER PCLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY CONTROL 
3008 ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
3022 ADSORPTION, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SILTS, 




2884 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2536 AGRICULTURE, DELAWARE, DOMESTIC WATER, LIVESTOCK, RURAL AREAS, VIRGINIA, 
WATER RESOURCES 
2079 DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GAGING STATIONS, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, SURFACE WATERS, WATER RESOURCES 
3313 LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
2616 LAND RESOURCES, LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
2615 CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
2078 EASTERN SHORE !VA-MDI, GROUNDWATER, WATER RESOURCES 
3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FUTURE PlANNING (PROJECTED), POTOHAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
3012 FEDERAL JURiSDICTION, FUTURE PLAN~!NG fPROJECTFDl, POTO~AC RIVER, 
RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLA~NING !PROJECTED), LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING• POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3014 ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTIO~, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
3009 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, FEDERAL JURISDICTIO~, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3011 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3007 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING 
!PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
2640 CLIMATIC DATA, FISHERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, WATER 
RESOURCES, COMMERCE 
2075 CLIMATES, FISHERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, SOILS, WATER 
RESOURCES 
3339 ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, WATER RESOURCES 
507 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3350 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
417 WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
294 OPTIMIZATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
DEVELOPMENT 
526 AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URBANIZATION, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
3017 COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FUTURE PlANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, ,WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
439 ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1514 PLANNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
I BAS INS l 
1515 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS IBAS!NSl 




2999 POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
3167 DRAINAGE SYSTEMS, WATER DEMAND, WATER SUPPLY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3313 LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RIVER BASIN COMMISSIONS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
1979 ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
508 
1980 ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
3038 ALGAE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, WATER SUPPLY 
3017 COST-BFNEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FUTURE PlANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
3012 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESERV,OIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
3013 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED!, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, PUBLIC OPINIONS 
3014 ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTIO~, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
3009 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3011 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
1110 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS. 
1111 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVtR, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1112 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVFR 
1113 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1114 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
509 
1115 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1107 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1108 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1109 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
ii04 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RivER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVERt UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1105 PATUXENT RIVER, P.OTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1106 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
2742 PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 





357 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1682 POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2604 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1905 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1906 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
510 
1902 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1903 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATFR TEMPERATURE 
1904 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
!899 CHLOR!~ATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1900 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1901 CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1897 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATER), HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1896 CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1001 DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1893 HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1898 CURRENTS (WATER!, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINDS 
1887 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER D~TA, WINOS 
1894 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WI~DS 
1891 CHOPTA~K RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
511 
1889 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1895 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1892 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1890 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1888 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1884 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1685 ~HOPTAN~ RiVER, H'ORJGkA~HY, ~YJROLOGI~ OAT~, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DIS~RiBlTIJN, W.HER TE,..PE~ATU .... E. WEATHER JAlA, '··NOS 
1886 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TPF'ERATURE, WEATHFR DATA. wiNDS 
1381 HAR3:JRS, HYJ~JGRA;:>Hv, HY!)~OL:JGr~- ;:J!.Tt., S!.UN;;,>, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER !:lATA, WINDS 
1682 CHESTER RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1883 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1878 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINOS 
1879 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1875 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
512 
1876 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1877 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1872 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1873 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1874 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1869 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1870 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1871 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1866 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1867 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1880 ALKALINITY, HARBORS, HYDROGEN 10~ CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1868 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1863 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1297 PATUXENT RIVER, WATER QUALITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
389 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE • 
434 COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
513 
1982 PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMS, FEEDING RATES, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1942 BIOMASS, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
388 COPEPOOS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
2883 BACTERIA, ECOLOGY, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON, RHODE RIVER 
2001 CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, PHOSPHATES, 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
350 CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALT 
TOLERANCE, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2857 BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1700 CLAMS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAW~ING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1672 BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1494 GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2887 POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WAT~R TEMPERATURE 
2458 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
2987 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2990 ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
2392 ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
514 
390 BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2013 MEASUREMENT, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
441 HYDROGRAPHY, OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, WATER TE~PERATURE 
23eO ELECT~!( POwER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1958 HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, OXYGEN, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3215 HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TtMPtRATURE, C + 0 CANAL 
2807 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, IRON, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2514 COPEPODS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTCN 
2770 ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH EGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, POWER 
PLANTS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2446 DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATUXE~T RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, Wl~TER 
2449 FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE• FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER 
TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
1963 SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
3044 DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
549 MAPPING, SALINITY, WAfER TEMPERATURE 
548 CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPrlATES, SALINITY, SAMPLING, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
515 
3244 AIR TEMPERATURE, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2533 CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLOOD, HYDROLOGIC 
ASPECTS, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, SALINITY, SEDIMENTS, TIDES, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1961 HAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
444 ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTO~, SALINITY, 
SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2383 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, 
TIDAL WATERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 




1537 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CROP~, INFRAREG RADIATiON, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 




535 THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, wATER USERS 
3009 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
3010 AGRICULTURE, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, wATER RESOURCES, WATER 




204 AQUIFER CHARACTERISTICS, ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, 





432 CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 




1255 DUCKS IWILDI, MIGRATION PATTERNS, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1192 WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2751 BIRD EGGS, wATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
1262 BIRDS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, SHORE BIRDS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2997 BIROS, OISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHO~E IVA-MDI, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1589 ERC5ION CONTROL, ISLANDS, WATERFOWL, WILDLIFE CONSERVATION 
2727 DELAWARE, FIS~ERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGI~IA, WATERFOWL 
1307 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOwL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1312 DUCKS (W!LOI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3222 FISH, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
3158 WATERFOWL, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2750 BIRDS, CONSERVATION, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
2952 EASTERN ~HORE IVA-MDI, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
517 
720 JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, WILDLIFE 
2433 DUCKS IWILDI, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL 
2500 DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
2417 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILDI, MIGRATION, WATERFOWL 
1647 GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL 
1394 FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1715 F003 HABITS, HABITATS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, PATUXENT RIVER, WATERFOWL 
3110 BREEDING, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2866 DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDI, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
3081 DUCKS IWILDI, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3068 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2868 BAYS, BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIFS, VIRGINIA, 
WATERFOWL 
2867 BIRDS, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFOwL 
2362 DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, SWANS, WATERFOWL 
3066 DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS !WILD), WATERFOWL, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1819 WATERFOWL 
518 
1580 ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BIRDS, DISTRIBUTID~ PATTERNS, FOOD HABITS, HABITATS, 
HUNTING, WATERFOWL 
2493 BIRD EGGS, BREEDING, DUCKS (WILD), HABITATS, NESTING, WATERFOwL 
2486 BREEDING, DUCKS (WILD), HABITATS, NESTING, wATERFOWL 
2491 BREEDIP>.JG, DUCKS (WILD), HABITATS, "JESTING, WATERFOWL 
3135 DUCKS (WILD), WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3136 BREEDING, DUCKS (WILD), UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3130 FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3255 WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3256 DUCKS IWILDI, OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2802 HUNTING, WATERFOWL 




3214 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, 




1514 PLANNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
(BAS INS l 
1515 SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCFS DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS IBASINSl 
519 




443 BEACH EROSION, HURRICANES, TIDES, WAVES IWATERl 
380 TIDAL WATERS, TIDES, WAVES IWATERl 
1959 SEVERN RIVER,MD, SURFACE WATERS, WATER LEVELS, WAVES !WATER), WIND 
VELOCITY 
1990 MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES (WATER! 




2129 CLIMATOLOGY, WEATHER 
2050 CRA3S, 8IATOMS, EDUCATION, FlSH, HYOROG~AP~Y. ~YSTERJ, WEATHER 
2052 CRA~S, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
2047 CRABS, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2123 CRABS, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
2124 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
2126 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
520 
2044 CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 





1893 HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1898 CURRENTS IWATERl, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINDS 
1887 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1894 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1891 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1889 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1895 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1892 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1890 HYDROGRAPHY, ~YCROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1888 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1884 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
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1885 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1886 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1881 HARBORS, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1833 HYD~OGRAPHY, HYOR8LOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATE~ TEM?ERtT~~E, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1876 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDRDLDG!C DATA, SALINITY, WATE~ Tf~~ERa-·:~e, WEATHER DATA, 
WlNDS 
1879 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 









1585 CHOPTANK RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SALINITY, WEIGHT 





1194 WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3346 BOUNDARIES !PROPERTY!, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE GOVERNMENTS, 
WETLANDS 
1218 MARSHES, SWAMPSi WETLANDS; fOSSILS~ U~~VAILABLF FOR REV!E~ 
1223 MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1538 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MA~AGEMENT, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
PROTECTION, WETLANDS 
781 FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED!, MANAGEMENT, PROJECT PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1555 AQUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER T~EATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
3177 ECOLOGY, RODENTS, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1799 AQUATIC PLANTS, MARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS 
1374 MARSHES, WETLANOS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2541 ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS 
3117 LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS, UNAVAIL~BLE FOR REVIEW 
1556 LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
3132 MARSHES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
526 AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URBANIZATION, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
523 
2736 MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION, 
WETLANDS 




3179 WHALES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1375 PALEONTOLOGY, WHALES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 




665 ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, BACTERIA, FISH, FISH DISEASES, WHITE PERCH 
1776 FISH PHYSIOLOGY, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1B35 BIOASSAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY, WHITE PERCH 
3300 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HE~RINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, WHITE 
PERCH 
3301 ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPED 
BASS, WHITE PERCH 
2510 EPIZOOTIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, MARI~E BACTERIA, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 





2355 ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN ION 
CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1195 AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, WICOMICO RIVER,MD, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1944 FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, 
WATER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2089 DISCHARGE !WATER!, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MO, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MD, STREAMFLOW, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2525 HISTORY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
2772 EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, GEOLOGY, RIVERS, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
******************************************************************************* 
W IL DL I FE 
******************************************************************************** 
730 CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WILDLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1608 AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS, RECREATION, REMOTE SENSING, SHELLFISH, WILDLIFE, 
INDUSTRIAL FISH 
720 JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, WILDLIFE 
728 BIOLOGY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
768 PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
3006 FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTO~AC RIVER, RECREATION, 
WILDLIFE 
1551 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WILDLIFE 
525 
1552 CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 













1570 DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINOS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1893 HYDROLOGIC DATA, ~ATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASJNAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1898 CURRENTS (WATER), POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINOS 
1887 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1894 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1891 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1889 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1895 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
526 
1892 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1890 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1888 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TE~PERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WI~DS 
1884 HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, ~EATHER DATA, WINDS 
1885 CHOPTA~K RIVER, HYCROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, ~I~DS 
1886 CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1881 HARBORS, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1882 CHESTER RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WI~DS 
1883 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC CATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1878 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALl~ITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, ~EATHER DATA, 
WI~DS 
1879 HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1529 AIR, INTERFACES, WINDS 





2500 DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
2446 DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER 
TEMPEIIATURE, WINTER 
2449 FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POIOMAC RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
k kk k J:k J: k k ************ k k k k A k kk k k A k Jck k kJc A Ale***************************************** 
W01U1S 
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ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 7121,59-74 
BIOMASS, COPEPODS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIQN 
1969 SCHUBEL JR, BIGGS RB 
DISTRIBUTION Of SESTON IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 10, 18-23 I CHES BAY INST CONTRIB 1291 ICHES BI CL LAB CCIHRI B 373 l 
SESTON, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY OF SURFACE WATER AT SOLO~ONS, ~0 
CHES SCI 1, 2-11 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 foiANSUET I R 
COMPARISON OF THE MOVEMENTS OF STOCKED AND RESIDENT YELLOW PERCH, PERCA 
FLAVENSCENS, IN TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1, 21-35 









1969 POICOURT W 
A NU~ERICAL MODEL Of THE SALINITY DISTRIBUTION IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES RAY INST TECH REP 54 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, SAL IN ITY 
1970 CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GROUP, STEERING CO~MITTEE 
REPORT ON RESEARCI- ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSALS 
MIMEOGR PAP 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLAIIiTS 
1963 HOFFMIIN Rll 
GCNADS, SPER~ATIC DUCTS, A~D SPERMATOGENESIS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTE~ 
OF ~ALE TOADFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 21-29 ICONTRIB 225, NATUR RESOURCES INST, MD UNIVl 
RFNTHTC FAUNA, BREEDING, MARINE FISH, REPRODUCTION 
1964 HICKS SC 
TIDAL wAVE CrARACTERISTICS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 5, 103-113 
TIDAL WATERS, TICES, WAVES IWATERI 
1964 lo'CMAHON JW 
~CNCGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 2. THE 
SUPERFAMILY CICLIDOPHOROIDEA 
CHES SCI 5, 124-133 IVIMS CONTRIB loll 
PISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1963 MCMAHCN JW 
MCNCGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOMF CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 1. THE 
SUPERFAMILIES CAPSALOIDA PRICE, 1936 AND DlCLIDOPHORCIDA PRICE, 1936 
Cl-iES SCI 4, 151-160 IVIMS CONTRIB 1531 
FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES, 
1963 FRISBIE CM, RITCHIE DE JR 
SPCRT FISHING SURVEY OF TrE LOWER POTOMAC ESTUARY, 1959-1961 
CHES SCI 4, 175-191 ICONTRIB 250, NATUR RESOURCES INST, MD Ul\iiVl 
PCTC~AC RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
386 1969 FLEMER CA 
CC~TINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF IN VIVO CHLORPHYLL OF A DINOFLAGELLATE BLOO~ IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 10, 99-103 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 385! 










l9b9 ~ORGAN RP II, STROSS RG 
DESTRUCTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE COOLING WATER SUPPLY OF A STEA~ 
ELECTRIC STATION 
CHES SCI 10, lb5-171 ICONTRIB 399, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~01 
COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THER~AL POLLUTION 
19b9 HEINLE CR 
TEMPERATURE ANC ZOOPLANKTON 
CHES SCI 10, 186-209 ICONTRie 400, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~01 
COPEPOOS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
19b9 CORY RL, NAUMAN JW 
EPIFAUNA AND THERMAL ADDITIONS IN THE UPPER PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY 
CHES SCI lOr 210-217 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 NAUMAN JW, CORY RL 
THERMAL ADDITIONS AND EPIFAUNAL ORGA~ISMS AT CHALK PCINT, ~ARYLA~D 
CHES SCI 10, 218-226 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 ROOSENBURG WH 
GREENING AND COPPER ACCUMULATION IN THE AMERICAN OYSTER ••• IN THF VICI~ITY 
OF A STEAM ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION 
CHES SCI 10, 241-252 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 3981 
COPPER, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SHELLFISH 
l9b7 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. GEOL SURV MONTHLY RELEASE 
DISCHARGE !WATER), PENNSYLVANIA, SALT BALANCE, VIRGINIA 
1971 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
OUTLINE OF RIVER AND ESTUARY STUDIES IN POTOMAC RIVER, PATUXE~T RIVER, 
AND CHESAPEAKE BAY CARRIED OUT BY THE LIMNOLOGY DEPART~ENT 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
DISCHARGE (WATER!, ELECTRIC POWFRPLA~TS, EUTROPHICATIO~, MULTIPLE-PURPCSE 










1963 HOFFMAN RA 
ACCESSORY GLANCS AND THEIR DUCTS IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM CF THE MALE 
TCAOFISH ••• 
CHES SCI 4, 30-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, MARINE FIS~, REPRODUCTION 
1963 MEANLEY B, WEBB JS 
NESTING ECOLOGY AND REPRODUCTIVE RATE OF THE REO-wiNGED BLACKBIRD IN 
TI~AL MARS~ES OF THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 412),90-100 
BIROS, BREEDING, NESTING, REPRODUCTIO~ 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ 
THE BARRELFISH FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY A~O THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, WITH 
CCMMENTS ON ITS ZOOGEOGRAPHY 
CHES SCI 4131,147-149 ICONTRIB 238, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Dl 
DISTRIBUTICN, MARINE FISH, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1967 BIGGS RB 
THE SEDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN A~ER ASS ADVANCEMENT OF SCI, ESTUARIES, P.239-260 
CHE~ICAL STRATIFICATION, SEDIMENTATION 
1955 BURT WV 
UISTRIBUTIC~ OF SUSPENDED MATERIALS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J MAR RES 14, 47-62 tCHES BAY INST CONTRIB 22) 
SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPE~DED LOAD, TURBIUITY 
1965 STROSS RG, STOTTLEMEYER JR 
PRl~ARY PRCDUCTION IN THE PATUXENT RIVER 
CHES SCI 6, 125-140 ICONTRI6 291, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Dl 
CHLCROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER~ PHOTOSYNTHFSIS, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY 
1965 RAWLS CK 
FIELC TESTS CF HERBICIDE TOXICITY TO CERTAIN ESTUARI~E A~IMALS 
CHES SCI 6, 150-161 ICONTRIB 290, NATUR RESOURCES INST, L~IV ~Dl 
AQUATIC PLA~TS, ~ERBICIDES, SHEllFISH, TOXICITY, 2,40 
1967 CRONIN LE 
THE PROTECTIO~ OF MARYLAND'S ESTUARINE AREAS 
PRCC GULF CARIB FISH INST, SAN JUAN P. RICO, NOV 1967, P.44-54 










1961 BOWMAN TE 
THE COPEPOD GENUS ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 2, 206-207 
COPEPODS, CISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1962 HOPKINS Sh 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES OF CLIONA !BORING SPONGE! ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF 
VIRGINIA IN RELATION TO SALINITY 
CHES SCI 3, 121-124 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PREDATION, SALINITY, TURBIDITY 
1951 POLLAK MJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CORE DRILLING, CRUISES, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
ON-SiTE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 4 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, C~UISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS. YORK 
RIVER 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 5 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 6 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1966 MERRILL AS, BOSS KJ 
BENTHIC ECOLOGY AND FAUNAL CHANGE RELATING TO OYSTERS FROM A DEEP BASI~ 
IN THE LOWER PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS, PROC 56, 81-87 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DEEP-WATER HABITATS, GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1968 SCHUBEL JR 
SUSPENDED SECIMENT OF THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 35, REF 68-2 










1968 COULTER JB 
MARINE SHIPPING INDUSTRY -- EFFECTS AND IMPACTS ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13, 
P.127-133 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SHIPS, SOLID WASTES, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1968 BREHMER ML 
MAN AND THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.l61-166 
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
i9o8 SPARKS RM 
INDUSTRIAL AND URBAN ACTIVITIES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13, 
P.103-107 
INDUSiRIES, URBANIZAiiON 
1968 ELLIS SP 
DEVELOPMENT OF TrE CHESAPEAKE BAY SHORELINE AND ISLANDS FOR RECREATICN 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.109-113 
BCATING, ISLANDS, PARKS, RECREATION DEMAND, RECREATION FACILITIFS 
1968 CRONIN LE 
THE BIOLOGY OF TrE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE lNST, SEPT 12-13, P.75-80 
BENTHOS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, NEKTON, PLANKTON 
1968 HALPIN WG 
MARINE SHIPPING INDUSTRY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13, P.83-89 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
19o8 MANNING Jr 
BAY FISHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.91-101 
CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1968 WOLMAN MG 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GCVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13 









1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.49-74 
CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT 
1971 CHESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATION 
THE BAY AND THE BAY FOUNDATION 
CHES REP, JUNE 1971 
CONSERVATION 
1971 HEINLE DR, HAMILTON DH 
SUMMARY OF DOCUMENTS RELATED TO RESEARCH NEEDS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BIOL LAB, MD UNIV IREF 71-25) 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PLANNING 
1970 CHAMBERS JR ET AL 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTODORA KINDTII IFOCKEl ICLADOCERAl IN VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 255-261 IVIMS CONTRIB 360) 
CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHAN~CCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA, WATERFLEAS 
1971 HAMMOND AL 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BADLY NEEOEC STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 827-830 
INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECTS, PROJECT PLANNING, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1970 CORY RL, NAUMAN JW 
TEMPERATURE ANC WATER QUALITY CONDITIONS OF THE PATUXE~T RIVER ESTUARY, 
MARYLAND. JANUARY 1966 THROUGH 1967 DECEMBER 
CHES SCI 11, 199-209 
COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1970 RITCHIE DE JR 
EVALUATION OF GONADAL BIOPSY TECHNIQUE IN STRIPED BASS BASED ON TAGGED 
FISH RETURNS 
CHES SCI 11, 210-215 ICONTRIB 430, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 








1971 HOLDEN C 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 172, 825-827 
16 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, CONSERVATION, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SHELLFISH, 
THERMAL POLLUTION, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION 
1970 UNITEC STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
IN NATIONAL ESTUARY STUDY, VOLUME 3, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, 
WATER RESOURCES CEVELOPMENT 
1969 GREEN JJ, DAVIDSON GM 
EXPLOSIVE TESTS OF UNDERWATER ORDNANCE BY THE NAVAL ORDNANCE LABCRATCRY 
IN MARYLAND TICAL WATERS 
NAVAL ORDNANCE LAB, WHITE OAK, MD, TECH REP NOLTR-69-33 
ACUATIC ANIMALS, EXPLOSIONS, TESTING, TIDAL WATERS 
1969 OWEN W 
A STUDY OF TrE PrYSIC~L HYDROGRAPHY OF THE PATUXENT RIVER AND ITS ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 53 
HYDROGRAPHY, OXYGENi PATUXENT RIVER. SALINITY, TIDES, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1967 TAYLOR WR, rUGHES JE 
PRIMARY PRCDUCTIVITY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING THE SUM~ER OF 1964 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 34, 67-1 
ALGAE, DIURNAL, PrOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SA~PLI~G 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE PREDICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ARMY CORPS OF ENG, WASh, DC, BEACH EROSION BOARD, MISC PAP 1-59 
BEACH EROSION, HURRICANES, TIDES, WAVES IWATERI 
1968 WHALEY RC, TAYLOR WR 
A PLA~KTON SURVEY OF ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY USING A CC~Tl~UC~S U~DE~~~¥ 
SAIIIPLING SYSTEM 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 36, REF 68-4 
ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLA~KTON, SALINITY, 




1969 MERRill AS, HANKS RW 
THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY AT CXFORO, 
"ARYLANO, MEETING THE PROBLEMS OF SHELLFISHERIES 
ASB BULL 16141,103-106 
FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
SUMMARY, ECONOMIC BASE STUDY, CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
ECONOMIC PRECICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 





FISH AND WlLCLiFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLLT!ON, CHES~PEAKF RAY 
AND TRIBUTARIES 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SE~V, BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GA 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDJ, WATER POLLUTICN, WATER 
QuAL iTT CONi ROL 
1971 SEITZ RC 
DRAINAGE AREA STATISTICS FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FRESHWATER DRAINAGE BASI~ 
SPEC REP 19, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, FRESHWATER 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MC !CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FED SCI AND TECH INFOR~ NO PB 179-8441 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URRANIZATION, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1970 TAYLOR WR 
PLANKTON ECOLOGY PROJECT STATION DATA, AESOP CRUISES, 1-12, APRIL 1969 TC 
"ARCH 1970 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 16, REF 70-6 
CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
1967 CARTER 1-H 
A METHOD FOR PREDICTING BROOD STOCK REQUIREMENTS FOR OYSTER PRCDUCING 
AREAS WITH APPLICATION TO THE MANOKIN RIVER 
SPEC REP 13, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 









1970 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
ECOLCGY OF PCDCN POLYPHEMOIDES CCRUSTACEA, BRANCHIPODAI IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECh REP 66 
CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASONAL DISTQ.IBUTION 
1970 SCHUBEL JR 
TIGAL VARIATION OF T~E SUSPENDED SEDIMENT SIZ OISTQ.!BUTION AT A STATIC~ 
IN UPPER CrESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY l'.JST TECI- REP 63 
SECI~ENT DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1970 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
GRCSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EF"FECTS OF OVI:KBOARO SPOiL DiSPCSAL ,,, 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD CONTRIB 397 
t!ENT~OS, DRECGI"lG, ECOLOGICAL !~PACT, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1961 STROUP ED ET AL 
F!~AL REPORT--BALTIMORE HARBuR STUDY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 26 
DATA COLLECTIONS, HARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1957 CRONIN LE ET AL 
A PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE GENUS CALLINECTES 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 8 
BI8LICGRAPHES, BL_UE CRAB 
l9b9 PERKINSON WJ ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE AT BAY 
REPRINTED FRCM TrE BALTIMORE EV~NING SUN 
TI-ER~AL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
1968 wEBSTER JR, SHAW WN 
SETTING ANC FIRT SEASON SURVIVAL OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA, NEAR OXFORD, MARYLAND 
u.S. FISI- ANC WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP FISH 567 
CI-OPTANK RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTFRS, OYSTER SETTING 
537 1969 RCSENFIELG A ET AL 
CC~PARISGN OF THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIFS CF ~INCHINIA 
(1-<APLOSPORICA, HAPLOSPORlDIIDAEJ 
J PARASITOL 55, 921-941 









1965 SHAW WN 
SEASONAL GONADAL CYCLE OF THE M~LE SOFT-SHEll CLAM, ~YA AREN~RIA, IN 
MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV, SPEC SCI REP FISH NO 508 
CLAMS, GONADS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1969 SHAW WN 
OYSTER SETTING IN TWO ADJACENT TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 98, 309-314 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
1967 SHAW WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS OF POLYSTREAM AND DRILLFX ON OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISr ASS, PROC 57119671,17-23 
CHEMICALS, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1968 HANKS RW 
BENTHIC COMMUNITY FORMATION IN A NEW MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
CHES SCI 9131,163-172 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GROWTH RATES, MARINE ANIMALS, PCNDS 
1970 KRANTZ GE 
LYMPHOCYSTIS IN STRIPED BASS, RDCCUS SAXATILIS, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 137-139 
FISH POPULATIONS, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS, 
VIRUSES, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1945 GOTTSCHALK LC 
EFFECTS OF SOIL EROSION ON NAVIGATION IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOGR REV 35, 219-238 
HARBORS, HISTORY, NAVIGABLE WATERS, SEDIMENTATION, SCIL EROSION 
1966 STROUP ED, WOOD J~ 
ATLAS OF ThE DISTRIBUTION OF TURBIDITY, PHOSPHATE, A~D CHLOROPHYLL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 1949-1951 
CHES BAY INST, JO~NS HOPKINS UN!V, A~NAPOLIS, MD, GRAPHICAL SU~~ARY REP 4, 
REF 66-1 
CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLI~G, 









1963 STROUP ED, LYNN RJ 
ATLAS OF SALINITY ANC TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1952-1961 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, MD, GRAPHICAL SUMMARY REP 2, 
REF 63-1 
MAPPI~G, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1970 FLEMER CA 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 117-129 ICONTR 417, CHES BIOL LAB, NATUR RESOURCES INST, MD 
Uf'.;lVJ 
ChLOROPHYLL, PrOTOSYNThESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1969 SIELING Fw ET Al 
DISTRIBUTION OF SOME MICROPARASITES IN OYSTERS FRCM CHESAPEAKE ~AY, 
1963-1'168 
NAT SHEllFISr ASS, PROC 59 
MICRCCRGANISMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1962 ENGLE Je, ROSENFIELD A 
PROGRFSS IN CYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES 
GULF CARIB FISr INST, PROC 1~, NOV 1962, P.116-124 
MICRCCRGANISMS, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1966 HANKS RW 
OBSERVATIONS ON *MILKY WATER* IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 7131,175-176 
ALGAE, DECCMPOSING ORGANIC MATTER, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, 
1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN TrE ChESAPEAKE BAY 
Ut-.OERWATER NATUR 7, 17-25 
PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
1969 WARINNI'R JF 
DI~TR!BUTIC~ OF JUVENILE RIVER HERRING IN THE POTC~AC RIVER 
VII"S CONTRIB 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBuTION, FISH POPULATICNS, PCTC~AC 










1969 HAVEN OS 
LEVELS OF THE hERBICIDE DIQUAT IN TWO ESTUARINE MOLLLSCS AND IN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VA J SCI 20, 51-53 IVIMS CONTRIB 3081 
DIQUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLA~ 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 IVIMS CONTRIB 1071 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGE~ENT IAPPLIEDI 
1950 SETTE DE 
BIOLOGY OF T~E ATLANTIC MACKEREL ISCOMBER SCOMBRUSI CF ~ORTH AMERICA 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FI~H BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ~IGRATION, SCHOOLS !F!SHI 
l9TO POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
US FED WATER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN NO. 1 
HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE JURISDICTION 
1961 GRIFFIT~ RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CCNTRIB 172, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD IILLUSI 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS 
1947 ANDREWS E 
CRAB POT CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKf BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 262 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GFAR, TRAPPING 
1948 ANDREWS E 
THE •BOB• METHOD OF PICKING BLUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 276 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SHELLFISH 
1948 ANDREWS E 
TROTLIHE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 291 










1919 CHURChiLL EP JR 
LIFE HISTORY OF TrE BLUE CRA~ 
US BUR FISH BULL 11917-19181 36, 91-128 
CRABS, GROWTh STAGES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION 
1942 CHURCHILL EP 
THE ZOEAL STAGES OF THE BLUE CRAR, CALLI~ECTES SAPIDuS RATHBUN 
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UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1897 BA~TIMORE SEWERAGE COMMISSION 
REPORT OF SEWERAGE COMMISSION OF CITY OF BALTIMORE 
SEWERAGE COMM CITY OF BALTIMORE, P.l2-13 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MC, SEWERAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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FORREST AND STREAM 6, 266 
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REMOTE SENSING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1906 BALTI~ORE SEWERAGE COMMISSION 
ANNUAL REPORT 
55P. 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MC, SEWERAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 BARNES t-
REGARDING THE SOUTHERN LIM~TS OF BALANUS BALANOIDES L. 
OIKCS 9121,139-157 
DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR R~VIE~ 
1909 BARRIE R, eARRIE G JR 
CRUISFS MAINLY IN THE BAY OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
FRANKLIN PRESS, B~YN MAWR, PA. 276P. 










1953 BARTSCH P 
A NEW RISSOIO MOLLUSK FROM MARYLAND 
NAUTILUS 67, 40-41 
MOLLUSKS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1919 BASSLER RS 
CAMBRIAN AND ORDOVICIAN 
MD GEOL SURV. 424P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, UNAVAILABLF FOR REVIEW 
1932 BEAVEN GF 
A STUDY OF TrE BIOLOGY AND ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF THE BLUE CRAB 
CHES BIOL LAB UNPUBL MS 
BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1959 BENARDE MA 
STUDY FINDS FROZEN PRECOOKED CRAB CAKES HEATING DIRECTIONS I~ADE~UATE AS 
STATED 
QUICK FROZEN FOOCS P.21, 43 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1911 BERRY EW 
CORRELATION CF T~E POTOMAC FORMATIONS 
MD GEOL SURV, LOWER CRETACEOUS, 20P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1916 BERRY EW 
THE PHYSICAL CONDITIONS INDICATED BY THE FLORA OF THE C~LVERT FCR~ATIC~ 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 98, 61-73 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1898 BIBBINS A 
A FOSSIL CYPRESS SWAMP IN MARYLAND 
PLANT WORLC 1, 164-166 
MARSHES, SWAMPS, WETLANDS, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1883 BIRGE EA 
NOTES ON ThE DEVELOPMENT OF PANOPAEUS SAYI I SMITH I 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, STUD BIOL LAB 213),411-426 










1893 BOARD OF WORLD'S FAIR MANAGERS OF MARYLAND 
MARYLAND, ITS RESOURCES, INDUSTRIES AIIID IIIISTITUTICNS 
JCHNS HOPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, ~D. 506P. 
FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEw 
1954 BODINE AA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY ANC TIDEWATER 
2ND EO, BOCINE AND ASSOCIATES, DISTRIBUTED BY VIKING PRESS, BALTIMCRE, ~C 
HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1907 BOIIISTEEL JA, BURKE RTA 
THE SCilS CF CALVERT COUNTY 
I~ ~C GEOL SURV, CALVERT COUNTY, P.135-161 
GECLCGY, SCILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1941 BOIIIWILL At-
BLACKWATER - A STORY OF ThE MARSHLANDS IN DORCHESTER COUNTY, ~ARYLA~C 
MC NATUR HIST SOC BULL 11151,91-95 
MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1968 BOYER WC 
STATE~ENT ~ACE AT A PUBLIC HEARING ON ESTUARI~E PCLLLTICN, ANNAPCLIS, ~D. 
OCTCBER 30, 1968 
PROC ~D-OC PUBLIC MEETING, VOL 2, NAT ESTUARINE POLLLT STUD, F~PCA, 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA, P.422-436 
ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1837 BOZMAN JL 
THE HISTORY CF MARYLAND FROM ITS FIRST SETTLEMENT IN 1663 TO THE 
RESTORATION IN 1660 WITH A COPIOUS INTRODUCTION 
JAMES LUCAS ANC E.K. DEAVER, BALTIMORE, MD. 314P. 
HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1811 RCZMAN JL 
A SKETCH OF THE hiSTORY OF MARYLAND DURING THE TH~EE FI~ST YEARS AND ITS 
SETTLEMENT TC wHICH IS PREFACED A COPIOuS INTRCDUCTIC~ 
J, CCALE, BALTIMORE, MC 
HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 PREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SAILING CRAFT 
MC HIST SOC ANC C~ES BAY MAR MUS 









1967 ALLISON JT 
THE PATUXENT RIVER - REPORT NUMBER 4 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES. 7QP. 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1923 ANDREWS EA 
FCLLICULINA- CASE MAKING, ANATOMY AND TRANSFORMATION 
J MORPH 38, 207-278 
BIOTA, MORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1893 ANDREWS EA 
AN UNDESCRIBED ACRANIATE, ASYMMFTRON LUCAYANUM 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV STUD BlOL LAB 5, 213-247 
BIOTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 ALLEN JF 
NOTES ON THE GASTROPODS COLLECTED IN THE VICINITY OF CRISFIELD, ~ARYLANO 
NAUTILUS 67131,92-94 
GASTROPODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1955 ALLEN JF 
THE OCCURRENCE OF ESTUARINE BIVALVES IN AN UNUSUAL HABITAT 
NAUTILUS 68131,87-90 
DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 DEANGELIS RM, HOOGE WT 
PRELIMINARY CLIMATIC DATA REPORT HURRICANE AGNES JUNE 14-23, 1972 
NAT OCEANOGR ATMOS ADMIN TECH HEM EOS NCC-1 
FLOOD DAMAGE, MURRICANES, JAMES RIVER, REMOTE SENSING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
WEATHER DATA 
1936 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STUDIES OF RELATIONS OF RAINFALL AND RUN-OFF IN THE LNITED STATES 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 772 
JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICI, RAINFALL, RAI~FALL-RUNCFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
1971 SCHWARTZ FJ 
BIOLOGY OF MICROGOBIUS THALASSINUS IPICES. GOBIIDAEI, A SPONGE-INHABITING 
GOBY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH RANGE EXTENSIONS OF TWO GOBY ASSOCIATES 
CHES SCI 12, 156 
BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT 










1953 AOOY CE 
FALL MIGRATION OF THE BLACK DUCK 
US FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP wiLDLIFE 19, 63P. 
DUCKS IWILCI, MIGRATION PATTERNS, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1964 ALDEN RESEARCH LABORATOKIES 
CHALK POINT MOCEL STUDY 
wORCESTER POLYTECM INST REP COV~RING CHALK POINT MODEL STUDY FOR PEPCC 
ELECTRIC PCWERPLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1955 ALLEN JF 
A NCTF ON AMYGCALUM PAPYRIA CONRAD IN MARYLAND WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAUTILUS 68i31,83-87 
BIOTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1899 ABBE C JR ET AL 
REPORT ON THE METEOROLOGY OF MARYLAND 
MD WEATHER SERV SPEC PUB 1131,1-551 
METEOROLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1965 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND - BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND PHYSICAL STLDIES FCR 
THE POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER CU 1962-1964 
VCLUI"ES 1 ANC 2 
BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
1966 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
PATUXENT RIVER - OYSTER TRAY STUDIES 
OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1884 BROOKS WK 
DEVELOPMENT ANC PROTECTION OF THE OYSTER IN MARYLAND 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, MD. 193P. 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1949 BUCKELEW JH 
DEL-MAR-VA S~ORE BIRDS 
MD CONSERV 26(1),14-15,29 
BIKDS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SHORE BIRDS, VIRGINIA, WATERFCWL, 









1963 BURGESS R.,. 
THIS WAS CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CAMBRIDGE, MOt CORNELL MARITIME PRESS 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 BURTON B 
FUN, FISHING AND BOATING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
MD DEP TIDEWATER FISH, 36P. 
BOATING, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 BURTON B 
LITTLE TUNA FROM GUM THICKETS, IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
WATER AND WOODS, BALTIMORE EVENING SU~, OCTOBER 24, P.36 
FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 BYRON G 
EARLY EXPLORATIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD HIST SOC, BALTIMORE, MO. 23P. 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 FLEMER CA ET AL 
SPOIL DISPOSAL IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS, P.152-187 
IN MCCARTHY, PL AND KENNEDY, R ICHAIRMENI, NAT SYMP ON ESTUARINE POLLUT, 
PROC 
BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER QUALITY, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 CARRIKER MR ET AL 
A PRELIMINARY LIST OF THE LITERATURE ON THE ECOLOGY OF THE ESTUARIES WITH 
EMPHASIS ON THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
RUTGERS UNIV, 52P. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1937 CARTER CW 
THE UPPER CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL OF 
MARYLAND AND DELAWARE 
MD GEOL SURV 13, 237-283 









1951 CARTER GF, SOKOLOFF VP 
A STUDY OF SOILS AND LAND FORMS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY MARGINS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, ISAIAH BOWMAN SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHY, PROGRESS REP, 1 
JANUARY TO 31 OCTOBER 1951 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1957 CHAMBLISS S 
THE CLAM REVOLT 
SKIPPER MAG 171111,17-19, 42 
CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1959 CHAMBLISS S 
IN SIGHT, BUT OUT OF MIND 
SKIPPER MAG 191101, 18-21, 37-40 
FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1937 CHAMBLISS PC 
IT'S FISHING TIME IN MARYLAND 
SOUTHERN SPECTATOR 3, 23-26, 43 
SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 CHASE OM 
RECORD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT BRISTOL, MARYLAND, ON THE 
PATUXENT RIVER FROM APRIL 27, 1875 TO MAY 30, 1875, ON ACCOUNT OF THE 
STATE OF MARYLANC 
MD FISH COMM REP 53 
A~ERICAN SHAD, FISH hATCHERIES, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1948 CHESAPEAKE-POTOMAC STUDY COMMISSiON 
REPORT ON FISH ANC ShELLFISH IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND POTOMAC RIVER WITH 
RECCMMENDATICNS FOR THEIR FUTURF MANAGEMENT 
68P. 
FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFiSH, uNAVAiLABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1910 CHRYSLER MA 
THE ECOLOGICAL PLANT GEOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND, COASTAL ZO~E, WESTERN SHORE 
DISTRICT 
MD WEATHER SERV, VOL 3, T~E PLANT LIFE OF MARYLAND, JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, 
533P. 









1892 CLAPP AF 
THE SUSQUEHANNA, ITS PAST, PRESFNT AND FUTURE 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 21, 135-137 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), HISTORY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1949 CLARK JE 
INTER-STATE RELATIONS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHERIES 
MD BOARD NATUR RESOURCES, NOV 10, 1949. 31P. 
FISHERIES, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1901 CLARK WB, MARTIN GC 
THE EOCENE DEPOSITS OF MARYLAND, HISTORICAL REVIEw AND BIBLICGRAPHY 
IN MD GEOL SURV, EOCENE. 331P. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1904 CLARK WB 
MIOCENE 
MD GEOL SURV, 2 VOLS, 543P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1906 CLARK WB 
SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY OF PLIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE 
MD GEOL SURV. 85P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1906 CLARK WB 
FORAMINIFERA OF PLIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV, P.214-216 
FORA~INIFERA, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1837 DUCATEL JT 
OUTLINES OF THE PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND, E~RRACI~G ITS PRC~INE~T 
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 
MD ACAO SCI LIT TRANS 2, 24-54 
GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1287 1966 OURUM W~, LANGBEIN WB 
WATER QUALITY OF THE POTOMAC RIVER ESTUARY AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 
U.S. GEOL SURV CIRC 529-A, 9P. 









1911 CLARK WB ET AL 
LCWER CRETACEOUS 
MD GEOL SURV, 622P. 
42 
GEOLOGIC FGR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1959 COFIELD T 
THE SAGA OF THE JACKPOT 
MD CCNSERV 36131,12-14 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1880 COLLINS F 
OBSERVATIONS IN THE DENSITY OF THE wATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
PRINCIPAL ESTUARIES 
U.S. COAST AND GEOO SURV REP FOR 1877, APPENDIX 14 9 99P. 
DENSITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 COLLINS R, LYNN WG 
FCSSIL TURTLES OF MARYLAND 
A~ER PHILOS SOC TRANS 30161,63-88 
TURTLES, FCSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1945 CONANT ~ 
AN ANNOTATEU ChECK LIST OF THE AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES CF THE OEL-~AR-VA 
PENINSULA 
NATUR HIST SCC DELAWARE, ~P. 
A~PHIBIANS, CELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDl, REPTILES, VIRGINIA, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1842 CCNRAC TA 
DESCRIPTIO~ CF 24 NEW SPECIES OF FOSSIL SHELLS, CHIEFLY FRC~ THE TERTIARY 
DEPOSITS OF CALVERT CLIFFS, MARYLAND 
ACAO NATUR SCI PhiLA J I 1ST SERl, 8, 183-190 
GEOLOGIC FCR~ATICNS, GE~LOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1830 CONRAC TA 
ON THE GEOLOGY ANC ORGANIC REMAINS OF A PART OF THE PENINSULA OF MARYLAND 
ACAD NATUR SCI PriLA J 6(21,205-217 









1873 COPE EO 
SKETCH OF THE ZOOLOGY OF MARYLAND, P.16-1B 
IN WALLING AND GRAY'S NEW TOPOGRAPHICAL ATLAS OF ~ARYLANO, PHILADELPHIA, 
PA 1 O.W. GRAY, PUBL 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 CORY RL 1 NAUMAN JW 
TEMPERATURE AND WATER QUALITY CONDITIONS FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1963 TO 
DECEMBER 1965, PATUXENT ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
U.S. GEOL SURV, WASH, D.C., OPEN-FILE REP, 72P. 
PATUXENT RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1946 COWLES RP, BRAMBEL CE 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROTOZOA IN THE PLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
THEIR RELATION TO SALINITY 
ANAL REC 96, 564 
ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, SALINITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1950 CRAWFORD DR 
THE CROAKER, A COMMON MARYLAND FOOD FISH 
MD NATUR 2014},70-71 
CROAKER, FISH POPULATIONS, FOODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1948 CRAWFORD DR 
SOME ~ONSTROSITIES AMONG FISH 
MD NATUR 1813},45-49 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1957 CRONIN LE 
HOW CAN WE COUNT SCREWDRIVERS OR OYSTER DRILLS 
ATLANTIC ESTUARINE RES SOC, OCT 2t 1956, 4P. 
OYSTER DRILLS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1916 CUMMING HS 
INVESTIGATION OF THE POLLUTION AND SANITARY CONDITIO~S OF THE POTO~AC 
WATERSHED WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE' TO SELF PURIFICATION AND THE SANITARY 
CONDITION CF SHELLFISH ••• 
US PUB HEALTH SERV HYGIENE BULL 104 
POTOMAC RIVER, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, WATER CUALITY, 









1962 CARLING JM 
MARYLAND STREAMFLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 25 
STREA~FLOW, UNAVAILABLE FOR KEVIEW 
1893 DARTON NH 
CENOZOIC HISTORY OF EASTERN VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 5 1 24 
CENOZOIC E~A, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, 
VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1872 DAVIDSON I-
REPORT ON OYSTER FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER SHAD A~D HERRING FISHERIES AND 
WATERFOWL CF MARYLAND TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE CYSTER 
POLl CE FORCE 
JAN 1, 1872, ANNAPOLIS, MC. 48P. 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTC~AC RIVER, wATERFOwl, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1870 CAV IDSCfl: h 
REPORT UPON OYSTER RESOURCES OF MARYLAND TG THE GENERAL ASSE~BLY 
A"'NAPOLIS, MC, 20P. 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
1966 DAVIS RK 
PLANNING A WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. THE CASE OF THE PCTC~AC 
ESTUARY 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV WATER RES 
ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, POTOMAC ~lVER, WATER QUALITY CG~T~CL, 
U"'AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1944 DEASON 1-J 
STATE~ENT CONCERNING TI-E PROBLEMS OF CONSERVATION AND MANAGE~ENT OF TI-E 
bLUE CRAB RESOURCE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
PRESENTED AT ThE ATLANTIC STATES MAR FISH CO~M, BALTI~ORE, ~D, 19 CCT 
1944, 8P. ~11-iEOGR 
CCNSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
19':l2 DENMEAO T 
CANVAS BACK 
MD CCNSERV 29(3),11-12 










1969 DEROSE CR 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEATED DISCHARGES FROM STREAM ELECTRIC STATICNS IN 
MARYLAND 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES, 36P. 
BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, POWER 
PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1926 DIMITROFF VT 
SPIROCHAETES IN BALTIMORE MARKET OYSTERS 
J BACTERIOL 12, 135-177 
ACUATIC BACTERIA, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1936 DRYDEN L 
THE CALVERT FORMATION IN SOUTHERN MARYLAND MIOCE~E 
PENN ACAO SCI PROC 10, 42-51 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 MARYLANC GAME AND INLAND FISH COMMISSION 
SYNOPSIS OF FISH LAWS- STATE OF MARYLAND, AND REGLLATIONS ADCPTED ••• 
SALT IMORE, MC 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1907 MARYLANC SHELLFISH COMMISSION 
FIRST REPORT OF S~ELLFISH COMMISSION OF MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
FISHERIES, SrELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1915 MARYLANC SHELLFISH COMMISSION 
MARYLAND SHELLFISH COMMISSION REPORTS 
1906-1915, BALTIMORE, MD 
FISHERIES, ShELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1879 MARYLANC FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1879 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1880 MARYLANC FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1880 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 










1880 MARYLANC FISH COMMISSIONER 
DEVELOPMENT OF TrE AMERICAN OYSTER 
MC FISH COMM APPT REP, JANUARY, 1880, P.l-81 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1876 MARYLANC FIS~ COMMISSIONER 
REPCRT OF COMM!SSIO~ER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1876 
ANNA POLlS, MC 
FINFISH INCUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1877 ~ARYLANC FIS~ COMMISSIONER 
REPCRT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1877 
BALTIMORE, MC 
FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1878 MARYLANC FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPCRT CF CO~MlSSlONE~ OF FISH Of MA~YLANO, JANUARY, 1878 
BAL T !MORE, MC 
FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1945 FLACK HE 
TIDEWATER FISHING LAWS OF MARYLAND A~D VIRGINIA, COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AS 
CF OECEI-11JER, 1945 
MC LEGISLAT COUNCIL RES DIV 1-18 
FIS~ERIES, LEGISLATION, VIRGINIA, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1942 FOOTNER H 
MARYLAND MAIN AND THE EASTERN SHORE 
D. APPLETON-CENTURY CO., NEW YORK 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, UNAVAILARLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 ~AOOAWAY WJ 
SC~E OBSERVATIONS ON T~E STRIPED BASS 
MC CCNS ERV DEP FISH 5, 7-9 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1910 HALL CC 
NARRATIVES OF EARLY MARYLAND, 1633-1684 
SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK. 460P. 








1926 HAMILTON CC 
MARYLAND, P.401-410 
47 
IN NATURALIST'S GUIDE TO THE AMFRICAS, WILLIAMS AND wiLKINS CO., 
BALTIMORE, MD 
NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1957 KIDWELL AS 
CONTROL OF STOMOXYS CALCITRANA IN EEL-GRASS ON BEACHES IN THE SPESUITE 
ISLAND AREA IN MARYLAND 
UNIV MD MS T~ESIS. 26P. 
BEACHES, EEL GRASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1935 TYRRELL WB 
BIRO NOTES FROM ~ONGA, MARYLAND 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 517),36-41 
BIRDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1964 kENNEY NT 
CHESAPEAKE COUNTRY 
NAT GEOGR MAG 126, 370-411 
RECREATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 kENT A 
JOURNAL KEPT OF SHAD HATC~ING CAMP ON CHESTER RIVER 
COMM FISH MD REP 71-79 
AMERICAN ShAD, C~ESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIO~S, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 KENT A 
RECORD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT COPPAGE'S LANDING ON T~E 
CHESTER RIVER, MARYLAND, FROM MAY 6, 1875, TO JUNE 14, 1875 
CCMM FISH MD REP 54 
AMERICAN ShAC, ChESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPLLATICNS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1927 kELLOGG R 
KENTRIODON PERNEX, A MIOCENE PORPOISE FROM MARYLAND 
U.S • NAT MUS ART P R 0 C l 9, 6 9, 1- 55 









1957 KELLOGG R 
TWO ADDITIONAL MIOCENE PORPOISES FROM CALVERT CLIFFS, MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 107, 279-337 
MIOCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
1972 KELLY FL 
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN PROTECTING BAY WETLANOS 
CHES BAY FCUND 
MARSHFS, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 KELLOGG R 
OFSCRIPTION CF A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF wHALEBONE hHALE FRC~ THE 
CALVERT CLIFFS, MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 63, 1-14 
PALEONTOLOGY, WHALES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!Eh 
1923 KELLOGG R 
DESCRIPTIO~ CF TWO SQUALOCONTS RECENTLY DISCOVERED I~ THE CALVERT CLIFFS, 
MARYLAND, ANC NOTES ON THE SHARK-TOOTH CETACEANS 
U.S. ~AT MUS PROC 6212462),1-69 
PALECNTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 KELLOGG R 
A FCSSIL PCRPOISE FROM ThE CALVERT FORMATIONS OF ~ARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 63, 1-39 
PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1881 INGERSOLL E 
THE CYSTER INDUSTRY. O. MARYLAND AND BALTIMORE 
U.S. DEP INTERIOR, lOTH CENSUS, P.l56-l80 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PATAPSCO RIVER.MD, SHELLFISH, ur,AVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1944 JACK.SCN CE 
CHESAPEAKE FISrERIES, HISTORY AND OuTLOOK 
EXCERPTS FRCM REMARKS BEFORE MD CONSERV FORUM, BALTI~ORF, P.1-9 ~IMECGR 
FISHERIES, FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED>, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1380 1973 KEENEY M 
BIOCHEMISTRY OF ESTUARINf ECOSYSTEM WITH EMPHASIS ON HEAVY ~ETALS AND 
St-<ELLFISH 
1'0 wATER RESOURCES RES CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, TECH REP 15. 7P. 
BIOCHFMISTRY, ECOSYSTEMS, ESTUARIES, HEAVY ~lETALS, SHELLFISH 









1930 KILLIAN WH 
THE AQUATIC LIFE OF MARYLAND WATERS- A PRESENT NATURAL ASSET WITH GREAT 
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIES 
MD CONSERV CCHM ANNU REP 3, P.65-74 
A~UATIC LIFE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1955 KLINGEL GC 
ONE HUNDRED HOURS BENEATH THE CHESAPEAKE 
NAT GEOG MAG 107, 681-696 
AQUATIC LIFE, SCUBA DIVING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1897 MATHEWS EB 
BIBLIOGRAPhY AND CARTOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND, INCLUDING PUBLICATIONS RELATING 
TO THE PHYSIOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND MINERAL RESOURCES 
MD GEOL SURV PT 4(1),229-332 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MINERALOGY, UNAVAiLABLE FOR AEVIE~ 
1967 HIERS ES 
THE DROWNEC RIVER, THE STORY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, AN ESSAY 
THE CURTIS PAPER CO., NEWARK, DELAWARE 
ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1963 ~IHURSKY JA 
PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY STUDY WITH SPECIAL REFERFNCE TO THE EFFECTS OF 
HEATED STEAM-ELECTRIC STATION CONDENSER WATER ~PON ESTUARINE ECCLOGY 
MD UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST PUBL 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARIES, HEATED wATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THERMAL POllUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1874 MARYLANC TICEWATER FISHERIES DEPARTMENT 
REPORT OF THE COMMANDER OF THE OYSTER, FISH AND WATERFOwl OF ~ARYLAND 
MD TIDEWATER FISH DEP 
FINFISH JNCUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 MARYLANC WATER RESOURCES COMMISSION AND DEPT OF wATER RESCURCES 
GENERAL WATER QUALITY CRITERIA AND SPECIFIC WATER QUALITY STANDARDS FCR 
All MARYLAND WATERS 
WATER RESOURCES REGULATION 4.8, 29P. 









1876 MASON J 
RECCRD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FREESTONE, VIRGINIA, CN 
THE POTOMAC RIVER FROM MAY 15, 1875 TO MAY 25, 1875, AN ACCOLNT CF U.S. 
FISH COMMISSION 
MC FISH COMM REP 56 
A~ERICAN SrAC, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIfW 
1901 ~ARYLANC FIS~ COMMISSIONER 
REPCRT OF CO~MlSSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1900-1901 
~ALTIMORE, MC 
FI~FISH INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1897 ~ARYLANC FISb COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH nF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1896-1897 
BALTI~ORE, MC 
FI~FISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!EW 
1911 ~ARYLANC F!Sb COMMISSIONER 
HATCHING OPERATIONS FOR TrE COMMISSIONER OF FISH FOR EASTERN SHCRE 
1910-1911 
Ih ~D FISH CCMM REP 1910-1911, BALTIMORE, MD, P.20-36 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, FISH HATCHERIES, CNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1881 ~ARYLANC FISr COMMISSIONER 
REPCRT OF ECONOMICS OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY 1881 
HAGERSTOWN, ~C 
ECCNCMICS, FINFISr INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1882 ~ARYLANC FISr COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF CO~MISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1882 
ANNAPCLIS, MC 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!Eh 
1973 CHESAPEAKE RfSEARCH COUNCIL 
EFFECTS OF HURRICANE AGNES ON THE ENVIRON~E~T AND ORGANIS~S CF CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
VI~S SRAMSCE 29 
BFNTHOS, FISbERIES, hURRICANES, HYDROGRAPHY, 
1404 1863 MARYLANC FISr COMMISSIONER 
RfPCRT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 18R3 
HAuERSTOWN, ~C 









1971 BARNARD TA 
THE ROLE OF AN ANAOROMOUS FISH, THE ALEWIFE, ALOSA PSEUOOHARENGUS 
IWILSONJ, IN PESTICIDE TRANSPORT 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALEWIVES, ALOSIOS, ANAOROMOUS FISH, DOT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1954 ANON 
THE FLOUNDER 
MD CONSERV 31111,8-9 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1959 ANON 
THE RIVERS OF MARYLAND, THE PATUXENT RIVER 
MD CONSERV 36131,16-19 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 ~ARYLANC DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 
SCENIC RIVERS IN MARYLAND 
REP OF THE SCENIC RIVERS REVIEW BOARD PUBL 161 
RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 ANON 
SEAL KILLED YEARS AGO AT CAMBRIDGE 
MD CONSERV 7(4lo21 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1932 ANON 
A MONSTER LEATHER-BACK TURTLE OF THE TROPICAL SEAS CAPTURED IN ~ARYLANO 
WATERS 
MD CONSERV 9131,21-22 
TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 ANON 
EELS 
MD CONSERV 3, 9-11 
EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1449 1956 ~ANSUETI RJ 
TERMITES OF THE SEA 
SKIPPER MAG 16(9),27 AND 31 AND 32 









1970 HAVEN DS, KENDALL P 
SURVEY OF OYSTER AND CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTC~AC, 27 
MARCH 1970 
VIMS ~AR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2131,5-9 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 HAVEN D, KENDALL P 
SURVEY OF OYSTER AND CLAM WORK BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTCMAC, 19 MAY 
1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 2151,6-8 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1938 MARYE WB 
REPORT OF THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER EXPEDITION, SHELL HEAPS ON THE CHESAPEAKE 
tiAY 
A~DOVER PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
GECLOGY, SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
192B ANON 
REPORT ON SALINITY OF WATER IN CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
MD CCNSERV 5141,26-27 
SALINITY, C + C CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1937 MANSFIELD WC 
A SPECIMEN OF CRASSATELITES FRO~ THE ST MARY'S FORMATION OF MARYLAND 
WASH ACAD SCI J 27121,56-57 
PALEONTOLOGY, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 MANSUETI RJ 
EXTINCT ANC VANISHING MAMMALS OF MARYLAND AND DISTRICT CF COLUMBIA 
MD NATUR 20!1-21,1-48 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MAMMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1958 MANSUETI RJ 
THE HICKORY SHAD UNMASKED 
NATURE 51!71,351-354 









1852 ~CSHERRV J 
A HISTORY OF MARYLAND FROM ITS SETTLEMENT lN 1634 TO THE YEAR 1848 WITH 
AN ACCOUNT OF ITS FIRST DISCOVERY AND THE VARIOUS EXPLORATIONS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
JOHN ~URPHY CO., BALTIMORE, MO. 4l8P. 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 MALLACK J ET Al 
MOSCUITO CONTROL IN MARYLAND 
MD STATE 80 AGR BULL l 
MOSQUITOES. PEST CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1939 ~ALONEY J 
CHESAPEAKE OCYSSEY. AN 18-FT SAILBOAT FOLLOWS THE COURSE OF CAPT JOHN 
SMITH AROUND THIS SPACIOUS BAY OF HISTORY, COMMERCE, SEA FOOD, AND 
NAUTICAL LORE 
NAT GEOGR 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 MCKEE PW 
••• POLUTION CONTROL ON POTOMAC 
MD SPORTSMAN 91111,1 AND 3 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1936 MCLEAN RA 
A NEW DEEP-WATER lUClNA FRO~ Off ~ARYLANO 
NAUTILUS 49(3lt 87 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE fO~ REVIEW 
1953 MCNAllY T 
FISH KILLS OBSERVED OFF GIBSON ISLANO, SPARROWS POINT, AND LO~ER POTC~AC 
RIVER AREA 
BALTIMORE EVENING SUN, JUNE 7, 1953 
FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
1935 LOPINSKY h 
THE EFFECTS Of TEMPERATURE ON THE RATE OF RESPIRATION OF LITTCRlNA 
IRRORATA 
MD UNIV MS T~ESIS, COLLEGE PARK, MD 










1877 LUGGER G 
ADDITIONS TO LIST OF FISHES Uf ~ARYLA~O, PUBLISHED IN REPORT, JANUARY 1, 
1876 
IN MD COMM FIS~ REP 1877, 57-94 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1878 LUGGER 0 
ACDITIONS TO LIST OF FIS~ES OF ~ARYLANO, PREVIOUSLY P~BLISHED 
IN ~0 COMM FIS~ REP 1878, 107-175 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1~11 LIPPSCN RL, MiLLER RE 
CRuSTACEANS, P.92-107 
IN A BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF BALTIMORE HARBOR. MD UNIV, NATUR RESCURCES INST 
REP 71-76 lMIMEOGRl 
CRUSTACEANS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1878 LOCKYER JN 
OYSTER BEDS CF T~E ChESAPEAKE BAY 
~ATURE lB, 653 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 LONN E 
CCNSERVATIC~ OF ThE PRODUCTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MC FED WOMEN'S CLUBS, CENTRAL !BALTIMORE! DISTRICT, P.l-28 
CCNSEAVATICN, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1973 ULANOWICZ RE ET AL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SALINITIES IN THE WAKE OF HVRRICANE AGNES, 1972 
<CATA REP! CrES BIOL LAB, NAT RESOuRCES INST <NRI REF 71-251 
FLOCDI~G, HURRICANES, ~YDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY 
1972 DCYLE PJ, PATTERSON Gw 
STEROLS OF SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY ALGAE 
CCMP BIOCHEM P~YSIOL 41812),355-358 
ALGAE, BIOChEMISTRY, CrROMATOGRAPHY, DEFORMITIES, HALOCLINE 
1968 SUTTOR RE ET AL 
THE COMMERCIAL FIS~ING AND SEAFOOD PROCESSING l~DLSTKIFS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE 8AY AREA 
U~lV MD AGR EXP STA 









1972 KOCAN RM 
SOME PHYSIOLOGIC BLOOD VALUES OF WILD DIVING DUCKS 
J WILDLIFE DIS 8121,115-118 
DUCKS CWILOI, SERUM PROTEINS, BLOOD VALUES, RHODE RIVER 
1963 ENGLE JB 
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, OXFORD, MARYLAND. IN, FIELD STATIONS OF THE UNITED 
STATES. ARR BY F J VERNBERG 
AMER ZOOL 3131,373-374 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
1972 BIGGS RB, FLEHMER DA 
THE FLUX OF PARTICULATE CARBON IN AN ESTUARY 
MAR BIOL IBERLINI 12111,11~17 
CARBON, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA R1VER 
1963 RAVP SS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY, THE JOHNS 
HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
AMER ZOOL 3131,315-317 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 631 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
1972 KENNEDY VS, MIHURSKY JA 
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OF THREE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY BIVALVES 
CHES SCI 13111,1-22 INAT RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 4731 
CLAMS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, TEMPERATURE 
1971 SAWYER TK 
ISOLATION ANC IDENTIFICATION OF FREE-LIVING MARINE AMOEBE FRO~ UPPER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
AMER MICROSCOP SOC, TRANS 90111, 43-51 
SYSTEMATICS, AMOEBAE, TRED AVON RIVER 
1970 NEWMAN MW 
A POSSIBLE NEOPLASTIC BLOOD DISEASE OF BLUE CRABS 
COMPARATIVE LEUKEMIA RESEARCH 1969 BIBL HAEMAT NO 36 RM DUTCHER, ED P648. 
KARGER.BASEL, MUENCHEN, PARIS, NEW YORK 








1967 COUCH JA 
A NEW SPECIES OF LAGENOPHRYS !CILIATA* PERITRICHIDA* LAGENOPHRYIDAEI FRO~ 
A MARINE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
AMER MICROSC SOC, TRANS 86121,204-211 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, NORTH CAROLINA, PROTOZOA, SOUTH CAROLINA, 
SYMBIOSIS, SYSTEMATICS, BLUE CRAB 
1969 SLADEN WJL, COCHRAN WW 
STUDIES OF T~E WHISTLING SWAN, 1967-1968 
N AMER WILCLIFE AND NATUR RESOURCES CONF 34, TRANS !wiLDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
INSTITUTE! ICHES BAY CENT FOR FIELD BIOL SONTRIB 11 
MARKING TECHNIQUES, MIGRATORY BIROS, SWANS 
1969 ANON 
REPORT OF THE THERMAL RESEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES, Ai~NAPOLIS, MD 
THERMAL POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1969 HET Ll NG LJ 
THE POTOMAC ESTUARY MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
CHES TECH SUPPORTLAB, FED WATER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN, TECH REP 7 
CHERT, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, :-fATHEMATIGAL MODELS 
POTO,..AC RIVER 
1937 UNITEC STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 9 SUSQUEHANNA. IN* DRAINAGE BASIN 
CCMMITTEES' REPORTS FOR THE NORTHATLANTIC BASINS. US GOVT ?RINTING CFFICE 
PLANNING, SUSQUEhANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, wATERSHEDS 
!BASINS I 
1937 UNITEC STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT lOr UPPER CHESAPEAKE. IN* DRAINAGF BASIN 
CCM~ITTEE REPORT FOR T~E CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GOVT PRINTING OFFICE 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS !BASINS! 
1516 1937 UNITEC STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 11, POTOMAC. IN* DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE 
REPCRT FOR TrE CHESAP€AKE BAY DRAINAGE BASlNS 
US GCVT PRINTING OFFICE 










1971 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY WATER QUALITY STUDIES ••• 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION Ill ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 32 
GUNPOWDER RlVER,MD, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TRIBUTARIES, WATER QUALITY, C + D CANAL 
1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
POTOMAC ESTUARY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLA~TS SURVEY 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION III ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 27 
POTCMAC RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1970 UNiTED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PRUTECTION AGENCY 
WATER QUALITY SURVEY OF T~E POTOMAC ESTUARY EMBAYMENTS AND TRANSECTS 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION III ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 28 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WATER QUALITY OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY GILBERT SwAMP AND ALLEN'S FRESH A~D 
GUNST ON COVE 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION Ill ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 30 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
1966 GLUDE JE! 
CRITERIA OF SUCCESS AND FAILURE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SHELLFISH 
AMER FISHERIES SOC, TRANS 95131,260-263 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
SURVEY RESULTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY INPUT STUDY 1969-1970 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION Ill ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 31 
TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1969 ANON 
WILL POWER PLANTS BE BANNED ON CHESAPEAKE* 
NAT FISHERMAN 50111,10-C APR 1969 
PATUXENT RIVER, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
1969 FRYE J 
THE PROBLEM OF AUTOMATING CRAB PICKING CONTINUES TO DEFY SOLUTIO~ 
NAT FISHERMAN 491131,111-112 YEARBOOK 1969 










1969 FRYE, J 
CHESAPEAKE ~AY BASIN POLLUTION IS COSTING FISHERMEN $3 ~ILLIC~ 
NAT FISHERMAN 491131,115 YEARBOnK 1969 
FISHERIES, WATER POLLUTION 
1969 REE~URG~ WS 
OBSERVATIONS OF GASES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
LI~NCL OCEANOGR 14131,168-375 
GASES, SEDIMENTS 
1969 ANON 
METHOD TESTEC FOR TREATING StWAGt SO ITS NON-POLLLT!~G 
NAT FISHERMAN 5011l,4C,13C APR 1969 
SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
l9b9 FRYE .J 
ARTIFICIAL OYSTER PONDS PROMISI~G 
NAT FISHER~A~ ~0!1!.5-C APR 1969 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PONDS, MARICULTURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1969 PEEP ~. FLOWER RJ 
THE CHESAPtAKE BAY INSTITUTE WAVE FOLLOwER 
CHES BAY INST TFCr REPT 58 
AIR, INTERFACES, WINCS 
1970 SCHUBEL JR 
SilE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE SUSPENDED PARTICLES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
TURBIDITY ~AXIMUM 
NETHERLANDS J CF SEA RES 413l,2A3-309.1N~l CONTRJB 1331 
SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1969 HARDY JC 
RECCRDS OF TrE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, DERMOCHEYLES CORIACIA CCRIACIA 
ILINNAEUS), FROM THE CrFSAPEAKE BAY 
MC HERPETOL SOC, BULL 5131,92-96 INAT RESOURCES J~ST CO\TRIR 3931 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TURTLES 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, ~ATI 
NAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CCNF-PCLLUT CF T~E INTERSTATE WATERS OF THE POTOMAC ~IVER lwASHI~GTON 
METRCP AREAl DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-MD-VA, PROC II 









1910 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, NATT 
NAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CONF-POLLUT OF T~E INTERSTATE WATERS OF THE POTOMAC RIVFR (WASHINGTON 
METROP AREAl DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-MD-VA, PROC I 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREAT~ENT, WATER ~UALITY 
1912 HOFFER FB 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VIRGINIA GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 1950-1959 
VA DIV MINERAL RESOURCES INFORM CIRC 19 
BIBLIOGRAPNIES, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, VIRGINIA 
1972 HERZOG ~W JR 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA IN THE YEAR 2000 
PAP DELIVERED AT THE MEETING OF CITIZENS' PROGRAM FOR THE CHES BAY, 
FREDERICKSBURG, VA. JUNE 21, 1972 
AIR POLLUTION, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER QUALITY 
1949 ~ARYLANC DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 
SHORE EROSION IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
BULL STATE OF MARYLAND BOARD OF NATUR RESOuRCES. ~AVERLY PRESS. BALTI~CRE, 
MD 
BEACHES, BULKHEADS, EROSION CONTROL, MEASUREMENT, SHORE PROTECTICN 
1972 HOLTER MR 
TECHNICAL KEYNOTE ADDRESS ON REMOTE SENSING 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE AO~IN WALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANC TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAP~Y, CROPS, INFRARED RADIATION, LIGHT, OILY WATER, WATER 
TREATMENT, SATELLITES IARTIFICIALl, ULTRAVIOLET RADIATICN 
1972 CAPPER JR 
USE OF REMOTE SENSING IN SHORELINE AND NEAR-SHCRE ~A~AGE~ENT 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE AD~IN ~ALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAP~Y, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, RE~OTE SENSING, SHORF 
PROTECTION, WETLANDS 
1972 GERLACH AC, WRAY JR 
PROGRAMS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERO~ SPACE ADMIN WALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 








1972 LOVE COL WJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
60 
RE~CTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLCPS STA, 
VA, SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
HYDRAULIC MOCELS, SURVEYS 
1972 JENSON LD 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE POLLUTION 
REMOTF SENSING OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE AD~!~ wALLCPS 
STA, VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
BACTERIA, HENT~OS, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, OILY wATER, ORGANIC 
CCMPCUNOS, PCLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, TOXICITY, wATER CUALITY 
1972 HELLER AN 
SC~E APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SE~SING IN ATMOSPHERIC ~CNITORING PRCGRA~S 
RE~CTE SENSING OF THE CHES HAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE AO~I~ WALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANC TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AIR PGLLUTIG~, OATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 
1972 eREhMFR ML 
AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN POLLUTION 
RE~CTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPAC~ ADMIN WALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANC TECH INFORM OFFICE IVIMS CONTRIH 468) 
FRCSICN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, SILTING, SUSPE~OED LOAD 
1972 COX E 
~FCREATIONAL USES 
RE~CTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE AO~IN WALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANC TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AE~IAL PHCTOGRAP~Y, PARKS, PLANNING, RECREATION, RE~CTE SE~SING 
1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
E~GINFER!NC WORKS AND THE TIDAL CHES4PEAKE 
RE~CTF SENSING OF THE ChES 3AY. CONF, ~AT AERON SPACF AD~!N ~ALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI ANC TECH INFORM OFFICE !VIMS CONTRIB 469) 
CA\ALS, CAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
E~G!NEE~ING, EKOSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMUTE SE~SI~G 
1971 FLEHMFR OA, eJGGS R~ 
PARTICULATE CARBON, NITROGEN RELATIONS IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
FISH RESOURCES BGARO OF CANADA, J 28, 911-918 ICONTRIB 454 ~ATUR RESCURCES 
IN5T, UNIV MCl 










1911 GOSNER KL 
GUIDE TO IDENTIFICATION OF MARINE AND ESTUARINE INVERTEBRATES, CAPE 
HATTERAS TO THE BAY OF FUNDY 
WILEY-INTERSCIENCE, NEW YORK 
INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1972 PRITCHARD OW 
ESTUARINE TURBIDITY, FLUSHING, SALINITY, AND CIRCULATION 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE AD~IN wALLCPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
1919 CHURCHILL EP 
CRAB INDUSTRY Of CHESAPEAKE lAY 
BUR FISH DOC 868 
BOATS, CRAB INDUSTRY, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1.968 BIGGS RB 
•OPTICAL GRAINSIZE* OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 9, 261-266 
SIZE, SUSPENCEC LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1972 WALLACE ET AL 
MARYLAND CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
MARYLAND DEP STATE PLANNING, BALTIMORE, MD 
CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PlANNING, RESOURCE AllOCATION, WILDLIFE 
WALLACE ET AL 
THE INTEGRITY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD DEP STATE PLANNING, BALTIMORE, MD (SUMMARY OF WALLACE ET A 1972, 
MARYLAND CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDYI 
CITIES, ~COLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WILDLIFE 
1969 SCHUBEL JR 
DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORTATION OF SUSPENDED SEDI~ENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 60 
CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 









1967 POTOMAC PLANNING TASK FORCE 
THE POTOMAC, A REPORT ON ITS IMPERILED FUTURE AND A GUIDE FOR ITS ORDERLY 
DEVELOPMENT 
A~ER INST ARCHITECTS, US GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC 
ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANDSCAPING, PARKS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, URBANIZATION, WATER QUALITY 
1968 FARRAGUT PR 
A RECONNAISSANCE STUCY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEC SCI AND TECH INFORM, SPRINGFIELD, VA 
ACUATIC WEEDS, BEACHES, GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, PLANNING, RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT, ShELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS, 
1972 SHANDS WE, MATHES R 
T~E FUTURE OF CHESAPEAKf BAY 
SIERRA CLUB BULL, APRIL 1972, '5-10 
LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATIO~, RESOURCE DEVELOP~ENT, wETLANDS 
1965 ELSER HJ 
EFFECT OF A WARMED-WATER DISCHARGE ON ANGLING I~ THE POTOMAC RIVER, 
MARYLAND, 1961-62 
PROGR FISH-CULT 27121,79-86 
ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING, POTOMAC RIVER, THER~AL 
WATER 
1967 SCHUBEL JR 
SUSPENDED SECIMENT IN THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOL SOC OF AMER AND ASS SOC ANNU MEETINGS, 1967. GEOL SOC OF A~ER 
PROGRAMS AND ABSTR 197-198 
SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1973 SMRCHEK JC 
COMPARATIVE ECOLOGY ANO ZOOPLANKTON OF TWO MARYLAND PONDS INCLUDING A 
CCNGE~ERIC OCCURRENCE OF DIAPTO~US ICALA~OIDA, COPEPCDAl 
CHES SCI 14(3), 188-196 
ACUATIC PLA~TS, ECOLOGY, PONOS, WATER CHEMISTRY, ZOOPI.A~TO~ 
1973 FLOwERS MG 
VEGETATIONAL ZCNATION IN TWO SUCCESSIONAL BRACKISH MARSHES OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 









1967 SLAUGHTER Tr 
SHORE EROSION CONTROL IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
J WASHINGTON ACAD SCI 57, 117-129 
BEACH EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, 
1973 LOEB MJ 
THE EFFECT OF LIGHT ON STROBILATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE 
CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA 
MAR BIOL 20121,144-147 
LARVAL GROWTr STAGEr LIGHT INTENSITY, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE, SCYPHCZOA 
1973 ~OORE CJ ET AL 
A SPORT FISHING SURVEY IN THE VICINITY OF A STREA~ ELECTRIC STATION CN 
THE PATUXENT ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 14(3),160-170 ICONTRIB 545, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Ol 
CRABS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT 
FISHING, STEAM TURBINES, THERMAL WATER 
1973 GATZ AJ ET AL 
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON ACTIVITY AND MORTALITY OF THE SCYPHOZCAN 
MEDUSA, CHRYSAGRA QUINOUECIRKHA 
CHES SCI 14(3),171-180 ICONTRIB 346, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Dl 
CCCLING WATER, LETHAL LIMIT, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA ~ETTLfS, 
TEMPERATURE, ThERMAL WATER, SCYPHOZOA 
1969 CARPENTER Jh ET AL 
OBSERVATIONS OF EUTROPriCATION AND NUTRIENT CYCLES IN SO~E CCASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST CONTRIB 108 
DISSOLVED CXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1926 WOLFE JJ ET AL 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MICROPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC, J, 42,25-54 
DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1971 HENRY KA 
ATLANTIC MENhADEN IBREVOORTIA TYRANNUSl RESOURCE AND FISHERY--ANALYSIS OF 
DECLINE 
NAT OCEANIC ATMOS ADMIN, NAT MAR FISH SERV, SPEC SCI REP--FISH SER 642 
ATLANTIC MENHACEN, CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 









1971 JAWORSKI NA ET AL 
A WATER RESOURCE-WATER SUPPLY STUDY OF THE POT0~4C ESTUARY 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, WATE~ QLALITY OFFICE TECH REP 35 
BACTERIA, CISSCLVED OXYGEN, INDUSTRIAL WATER, MATHEMATICAL MCDELS, 
NUTRIENTS, POLLUTANTS, PRODUCTIVITY, SEDIMENTS, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, 
WATER QUALITY 
1968 BIGGS R8 
E~VIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL 
A~ER SOC CIVIL ENG SANIT ENG DIV 941SA3l,477-487 
DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPO~T, TIDES, TURBIDITY, WATER 
ANALYSIS, WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1971 SMRCHER JC 
OBSERVATIO~S OF FRESHWATER PONDS ON CARROLL ISLAND AND GLNPO"DER NECK, 
MARYLAND, WITH EMPHASIS ON THE ZOOPLANKTON 
ECGEWOOO AHSE~AL TECH REP 4549, EDGEWOOD ARSENAL, MD 
A~UATIC PLANTS, C~EMICAL ~ARFARE, LIMNOLOGY, ZOOPLANKTON 
l9b9 HIDU r 
THE FEASIBILITY OF OYSTER HATCHERIES IN THE DELAWARE-CHESAPEAKE BAY 
REGION 
CCNF rN ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF COMMERCIALLY VALUABL SHELLFISH--OYSTERS, 
PRCC OCT 22-23 1969 ICHES BAY LAB CO~TRIB 396l 
ACUICULTURE, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDLSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAwARE BAY 
1970 MCERLEA~ AJ, HOWARD J 
PHCTCGRAPHIC METrOD FOR SURVEYING CLAM POPULATIO~S 
NAT SHELLF!Sr ASS, PROC 61, 91-94 (NATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 439) 
CLAMS, P~OTCGRAPrY, SAMPLING 
1971 SPRAGUE V, COUCr JA 
A~ ANNCTATED LIST OF PROTOZOAN PARASITES, HYPERPARASITES, AND CC~MENSALS 
OF DECAPOD CRUSTACEA 
J PRCTCZOOL 18!3),526-537 
A~lMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 
1971 CRONI~ LE 
IV, PREVENTICN ANC MONITERING--POLLUTION PREVENTICN 
RCY SOC LONDON, PROC ~ULL 177, 439-450 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 457) 
HUMAN POPULAT!LN, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, SOLID WASTES, THER~AL PCLLUTICN, 









1971 BEATTIE CW 
RESPIRATORY ADJUSTMENTS OF AN ESTUARINE COELENTERATE TO ABNOR~AL LEVELS 
OF PHOSPHATE AND OXYGEN 
COMP BIOLCHEM PHYSIOL 40B, 907-916 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ENZYMES, PHOSPHATES, RESPIRATION, CNIDARIA 
1971 SCHULTZ LP, CARGO DG 
THE SEA NETTLE OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATUR RESOURC5S INST EDUC SER 93 
BIOlOGY, JELLYF!SH, PEST ~NTROL~ SEA NETTLES 
1971 CARGO DG 
THE SESSILE STAGES OF A SCYPHOZOAN IDENTIFIED AS RHOPILEMA VERRILLI 
TULANE STUD IN ZOOL AND BOT 17121,31-34 
JELLYFISH, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, SYSTEMICS 
1972 SCHUBEL JR, ZABAWA CF 
A PLEISTOCENE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER CHAN~EL CONNECTS THE LOWER REACHES OF THE 
CHESTER, MILES, AND CHOPTANK ESTUARIES 
CHES BIOL LAB SPEC REP 24 
CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEISMIC 
STUDIES, SUSCUEHANNA RIVER 
1972 STEWART RE 
WATERFOWL POPULATIONS IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE REGION 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP - WILDLIFE 65 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BIROS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FOOD HABITS, HABITATS, 
HUNTING, WATERFOWL 
1971 DOVEL WL 
FISH EGGS ANC LARVAE OF TrE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATUR RESOURCES lNST SPEC REP 4 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 460) 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MARINE FISH, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA R lVER, C + D CANAL 
1969 MIHURSKY JA 
ON USING INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WASTES IN AQUACULTURE 
AGR ENG, NOV 1969, 667-669 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 3951 











1970 WHEATON FW 
AN ENGINEERING STUDY OF TrE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA OYSTER INDUSTRY 
NAT SHELLFISr ASS, PROC 60119701,75-81 
AUTOMATION, FOODS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1970 DOVEL WL, FCMUNDS JR IV 
RECENT CHANGES IN STRIPED BASS IMORO~E SAXATILISI SPAWNING SITES AND 
COMMERCIAL FISriNG AREAS, POSSIBLE l~FLUFNCING FACTORS 
CHES SCI 12, 33-39 
CURHENTS !WATER), MARINE FISH, SPAWNING, STRIPED BASS, SuSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1970 ROON CD, TATRO MC 
BLGWING OYSTERS FOR INCREASED SALT CONTENT 
CHES SCI 12, 51-52 
CHOPTANK RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SALI"liTY, wEIGHT 
1942 GRAHAM JG, BEAVEN GF 
EXPERIMENTAL SPONGE-CRAB PLANTI~GS AND CRAB LARVAE DlSTRIBUTICN IN THE 
REGICN OF CRISFIELD, MD 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 52 
DISTRIBUTICN, SPAWNING, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
1949 CRONIN LE 
COMPARISON OF METHODS OF TAGGING THE BLUE CRAB 
ECCLCGY 30131,390-394 
MIGRATION, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
1968 FLEMER CA ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SPOIL DISPOSAL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
A~ER SCC CIVIL ENG, SANIT ENG DIV J 941SA4l,683-706 
BENTHOS, ORECGING, MARINE FISH, PLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY, SPOIL UISPCSAL 
1969 CASEY P 
DYING MARYLAND ISLAND GETS SMITHSONIAN HELP 
LCS ANGELOS TIMES MARC~-< 13, 1969 
ERGSirN CONTROL, ISLA'IJDS, WATERFOWL, wiLDLIFE CONSERVATION 
1969 SPRAGUE V ET AL 
DECREASE I"l INCIDENCE OF MINCHI"'IA NELSON! IN OYSTERS ACCOMPANYII\G 
REDUCTION OF SALINITY IN THE LABORATORY 
NAT SI-IELLF !Sr ASS, PROC 59, 23-26 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, DISEASES, MOBJACK BAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 









1967 BAHR LM, HILLMAN RE 
EFFECTS Of REPEATED SHELL DAMAGE ON GAMETOGENESIS IN THE AMERICAN CYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IGMELINl 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 57, 59-62 
OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
1968 DUNNINGTON EA 
SURVIVAL TIME OF OYSTERS AFTER BURIAL AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 
NAT SHELLF IS I" ASS, PROC 58, 101-103 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1966 QUITTMEYER CL ET AL 
A REPORT ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY fiSHERIES Of MARYLA~D 
FCR SEAFOOD AOV COMM OF WYE INST, CHESTON ON WYE, QuEENSTOWN, ~D 
CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1948 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
EFFECTS OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS ON OYSTERS, CRABS, AND FISH 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 70 
CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
1967 PRICE KS JR 
COPULATORY BEHAVIOR IN THE CLEARNOSE SKATE, RAJA EGLANTERIA, I~ LO~FR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA 4, 854-855 IUNIV DELA~ARE MAR LAB CONTRIB 45) 
BEHAVIOR, FISH, REPRODU<:riON, SKATES 
1966 ROSEN B 
SHELL DISEASE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIOUS 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHOL 9(3),348-353 
ANIMAL PATMOLOGY, DISEASES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1969 CANNON GA 
OBSERVATIONS OF MOTION AT INTERMEDIATE AND LARGE SCALES IN A COASTAL 
PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 52 










1968 SCHUBEL JR 
TURBIDITY MAXIMUM OF THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 161, 1013-1015 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB l23l 
CUI{RENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, SUSPENDED LOAD, TuRBIDITY 
1956 BEAVEN GF 
CRABS EAT SEA SQUIRTS OR MOLGULA 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 13131,3 
BARNACLES, CRABS, FOOD HABITS, UROCHORDATES, BLUE CRAB 
1973 HOWELLS GP 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
MAR TECH SOC J 7151,33-35 
ENVIRCNMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, VIRGINIA 
1973 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGI~EERS 
I~TERIM REPORT. ATLANTIC COAST DEEP WATER PORT FACILITIFS ST~DY, 
EASTPORT, ~AINE TO HAMPTON ROADS, VIR~INIA 
PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT 
DREDGING, E'CCNOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AuTHORITIES, SHIPS, 
TRANSPORTATICN, rAMPTO~ ROADS, OELAhARE BAY 
1967 CRONIN LE 
THE CCNDITION CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NCRTH AMER WILCLIFE AlllD "JATUR RESOuRCES CONF, TRANS 32, 137-150 ICONTRIB 
319, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
CRAB INDUSTRY, ESTUARIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PEST CCNTROL, PLAI'\NING, 
PCLLUTANTS, RECREATION, Sl--IPS, WATER QUALITY, INDLSTRIAL FISH 
1968 GOODWYN F JR 
THE OCCURRENCE OF THE CLADOCERAN LEPTODORA KINDTII IN THE UPPER 
CrESAPEAKE t3AY 
CHES SCI 911),63 
CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1972 JOSEPH EB 
THE STATUS OF THE SCIAENID STOCKS OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST 
CHES SCI 13121,87-100 IVIMS CONTRIB 4271 








1960 AHNERT F 
ESTUARINE MEANCERS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
GEOGR REV 50131,390-401 
ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL WATERS 
1972 CRONIN LE 
REMOTE SENSING AND EXTRACTABLE BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
REMOTE SENSING Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY. CONF, NASA WALLOPS STA, VA., SCI AND 
TECH INFORM OFFICE. NAT AERON AND SPACE ADMIN 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CENSUS. RECREATION, RE~OTE SENSING. SHELLFISH, WILDLIFE, 
INDUSTRIAL FISh 
1972 JENKINS OW 
AGRICULTURE ANC FORESTRY-IDENTIFICATION, VIGOR, AND DISEASE 
REMOTE SENSING Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY. CONF, NASA wALLOPS STA, VA., """-' ,..,..., 
TECH INFORM OFFICE, NAT AERON AND SPACE ADMIN 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, CROPS, FORESTRY, PLANT DISEASES, RE~CTE 
SENSING 
1970 ANON 
STATUS Of WATER QUALITY AND SIGNIFICANT SOURCES OF wASTEwATER DISCHARGES 
IN ~ARYLANO 
MC DEP WATER RESOURCES, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
CHOPTANK RIVER, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATLXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHAI\'-'A 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, ~ATER QUALITY 
1970 TSINENICES NC 
MORTALITY RATES AND POPULATION SIZE OF THE ALEWIFE ALOSA PSECDOHARENGUS 
IWILSONI IN THE RAPPAHANNOCK AND POTOMAC RIVERS 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALEWIVES, ALOSIOS, CATCH, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1971 TSAI CF, GIBSON GR JR 
FECUNDITY OF TrE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA FLAVESCENS MITCHILL, IN THE PATUXE~T 
RIVER, MARYL/INC 
CHES SCI 12141,270-274 
FECUNDITY, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES 
1613 1971 SPRAGUE V 
DISEASES OF CYSTERS 
ANNV REV OF MICROBIOL 25 ICONTRIB 451, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~01 




1971 FLEHMER 0/1 
EFFECTS OF HCT WATER OISC~ARGES STUDIED IN PATUXENT RIVER 
CC~~ FISH NEWS 4(41,1-2 
NITROGEN CGMPOUNCS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS COMPOLNDS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRODUCTIVITY 
1970 ROPES JW 
MARYLAND SURF CLAM LA~CINGS INCREASE 
COMM FISH NEWS 3!41 
CATCH, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, S~Rf CLAM 





SEASONAL FCULING AND OYSTER SETTING 0~ ASBESTOS PLATES !N BROAD CREEK, 
TALBCT COU~TY,MARYLAND 1963-65 
CHES SCI 8141,228-236 
ASSAY. BARNACLES, CHOPTANK RIVER, FOULING, MUSSELS, OYSTERS, CYSTER 
SETT lNG 
1968 BOSCH ~F, TAYLOR WR 
MARINE CLACOCERAWS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY 
RUSTACEANA 15 161-164 CCHES BAY INST CONTRIB 1101 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1968 DOVEL WL 
PREDATION BY STRIPED BASS AS A POSSIBLE I~FLUE~CE ON POPULATION SIZE CF 
THE ATLANTIC CROAKER 
A~ER FISH SOC, TRANS, 97, 313-319 
MAKINE FISr, MORTALITY, PREDATION 
1962 HU~M rJ 
BIBLICGRAPHIC CATA USEFUL I~ THE STUDY OF MARINE ALGAE 
VI~S SPEC SCI REP 29 
BIBLIOGRAP~IES, CYANOPhYtA, DIATOMS, MARINE ALGAE 
1970 FLEMER CA, BIGGS RB 
SHORT-TERM FLUORESCENCE AND DISSOLVED OXYGEN RELATIO~SHIPS I~ THE UPPER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 12, 45-52 ICONTRIB 436, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~DI 










FISH KILL INVESTIGATION SEMINAR 
JOINTLY SPONSORED BY US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, FED WATER QUALITY AD~I~, 
CINCINNATI, CHID AND OHIO STATE UNIV, OHIO COOP FISH UNIT 
ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, wATER QUALITY 
1965 WARD RW ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL STUDIES RELATED TO PLANKTON PRODUCTIVITY IN TWO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ESTUARIES 
CHES SCI 6, 214-225 
ALKALINITY, CARBON DIOXICE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDRCGEN IC~ 
CONCENTRATION, PLANKTON, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE 
1967 KOLESSAR MA 
AQUATIC PLANTS IN MARYLAND--A GROWI~G MENACE 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG. WATERWAYS AND HARBORS DIV 93(WW3l,1-7 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DECOMPOSING ORGANIC MATTER, EUTROPHICATION, HYDRCGEN 
SULFIDE, 
1939 BEAVEN GF, TRUITT RV 
CRAB MORTALITY ON CHESAPEAKE BAY SHEDDING FLOATS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 33 
MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1953 BLAKE SF 
THE PLEISTOCENE FAUNA OF WAILES BLUFF AND LANGLEYS BLUFF, ~ARYLA~D 
SMITHSONIAN MISC COLLECT 1211121 
CLAMS, FISH, OYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1966 SPRAGUE v, BECKETT RL 
A DISEASE CF BLUE CRABS ICALLINECTES SAPIDUSl IN ~ARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHOL 8, 287-289 
DISEASES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
1965 ASHBROOK FG 
THE BEAUTIFUL SWIMMER 
SEA FRONTIERS 11161,40 
CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1628 1941 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE US CONGRESS AND TO THE GOVERNORS OF THF ATLANTIC 
COAST STATES 
ATLANTIC STATES MAR FISH COMM, MOUNT VERNON, NY. 1941-1969 
CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1629 
72 
1935 BALEY A, rAMILL WS 
CRAB RESOURCES IN CONSERVATION PROBLEMS IN MARYLAND 
MD STATF PLANNING COMM SUB-COMMITTEE ON CONSERV 
CCNSERVATICN, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1630 1948 CRONI~ LE 
THE ~ARYLAND CRAB INDUSTRY 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 76 
CATCH, CRAB IN~USTRYr DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1631 1942 DAVIS CC 
A STUDY OF T~E CRAB POT AS A FISHING GEAR 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 53 
CATCH, CRAB INCUSTRY, FISbiNG GFAR, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1632 1955 CARGO DG 
THE BLUE CRAB IN MARYLAND ESTUARINE WATERS 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 12121,1-2 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BluE CRAB 
1633 1955 CARGO OG 
WHEREBOUTS OF MARYLAND CRABS IN SPRING REVEALED 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 111121,1-2,4 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, BLUE CRAB 
1634 1956 CARGO DG 
SIZES OF CRABS COMPARED 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 1313),1-4 
UISTRIBUTICN PATTERNS, BLUE CRAB 
1635 1958 CARGO DG 
CRABS RETAIN DYE FROM STAINEu FOOD 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 14(2),6,8 
SrRI~P, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
1636 1959 CARGO DG 
MUSSFLS MUSCLING IN 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 15!2lr7 









1956 CARGO DG 
TINY BLUE CRAB FOUND IN PATUXENT DURING DECEMBER 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 121111,4 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH STAGES, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1967 MARDEN L 
THE SAILING OYSTERMEN OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT GEOGR 132o 798-819 
BOATS, HISTORY, OYSTER INCUSTRY 
1970 RIEL GK 
RADiOACTiVE CESIUM IN ESTUARIES 
US PUBLIC hEALTH SERVo RADIOL HEALTH DATA AND REP 11, 659-665 
CESIUM, ESTUARIES, ION EXCHANGE, RADIOISOTOPES 
1947 ~ORSE DC 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN PLANKTON POP~LATICN, PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLANC 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 65,1-31 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY FISH FA~NA 
CHES SCI 113 AND 41 9 210-212 ICONTRIB 170, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MD} 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1961 WILBUR CG 
SCME PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEART OF THE TOADFISHr OPSANUS 
TAU 
CHES SCI 211 AND 21 1 72-75 ICONTRIB 176, MARYLAND OEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1961 MASSMANN WH 
A POTOMAC RIVER SHAD FISHERY, 1814-1824 
CHES SCI 211 AND 2),76-81 IVIMS CONTRIB 981 




1961 PFITZEN~EYER HT 
BENTHIC SHCAL WATER INVERTEBRATES FROM TIDEWATERS OF SO~ERSET COUNTY, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 211 AND 21,89-94 ICONT~IB 179, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SCLG~CNS, ~Dl 
BENTHOS, INVERTEBRATES, 
1961 FRISBIE C~ 
YOUNG BLACK DRUM, POGONIAS CKOMIS, IN TIDAL FRESH AND BRACKISH WATERS, 
ESPECIALLY IN ThE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY AREAS 
CHES SCI 211 AND 2),94-100 !CONTRIB 180, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SCLCMO~S. ~CI 
OISTRIBUTION, FISh POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, JUVENILE FISHES, ~ATU~ENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK ~•vcftt DELAWARE a~v 




A RECORD OF THE MiSSiSSiPPI MAP TURTLE. GRAPTEMYS KOHN!~ IN ~ARYLAND 
CHE~ SCI 2!1 A~D 2!.100-101 ICONTRIB 181, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SGLO~CNS, ~D 
DISTRIBUTICN, PATUXENT RIVER, TURTLES 
1961 ~ANSUETI RJ 
WATERFOWL PREDATION BY AND RECORDS OF THE GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING WINTER AND SPRING 
CHES SCI 211 AND 2!,102-104 ICO~TRIB 182, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EUUC, 
SOLCMONS, MDI 
GULLS, PRECATION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL 
1961 RUNYAN S 
EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF TrE CLINGFISH, GOBIESOX STRUMOSLS COPE 
CHES SCI 213 AND 4),113-141 ICONTRIB 178, MARYLAND DEP RES AND FDUC, 
SCLC~CNS, ~Dl IJOrNS HOPKINS UNIV THESIS! 
EMBRYCNIC GRCWTH STAGE, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GRCWTH STAGE, 
MCRPHCLOGY 
1961 MANSUETI RJ 
MOVEMENTS, REPRODUCTION, AND MORTALITY OF THE wHITE PERCH, RCCCUS 
A~ERICANUS, IN TrE PATUXENT ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 213 AND 4),142-205 ICONTRIB 187, NATUR RESOLRCES INST, UNIV 
MARYLAND) 
FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 









1961 SANANMAN Mt LEAR OW 
IRON IN CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS 
CHES SCI 213 AND 41,207-209 CCONTRIB 188, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
IRON, 
1961 MANSUETI RJ, MURPHY GJ 
FURTHER RETURNS OF STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS, TAGGED FROM DEEP WATER 
DURING WINTER IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 2(3 AND 41,209-212 CCONTRIB 189, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1962 SHEARER LW ET AL 
SPORT FISHING SURVEY IN 1960 OF THE LOWER PATUXENT ESTUARY AND THE 1958 
YEAR-CLASS OF STRIPED BASS 
CHES SCI 3(11,1-17 CCONTRIB 195, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED 
BASS 
1960 COOPER JE 
ANOTHER RAINBOW SNAKE, ABASTOR ERYTHROGRAMMUS, FROM MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1(3 AND 41,203-204 
DISTRIBUTION, REPTILES, SNAKES 
1960 SCHWARTZ F J 
MEASUREMENTS AND THE OCCURRENCE OF YOUNG SANDBAR SHARK, CARCHARHINUS 
MILBERTI, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1(3 AND 41,204-206 !CONTRIB 166, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUCt 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1960 MANSUETI RJ 
RESTRICTION OF VERY YOUNG RED DRUM, SCIAENOPS OCELLATA, TO SHALLCW 
ESTUARINE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING LATE AUTUMN 
CHES SCI 1(3 AND 41,207-210 !CONTRIB 167, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
COMMENTS ON THE SMOOTH DOGFISH, MUSTELUS CANIS, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1(21,124-125 









1960 DOVEL W 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE OYSTER TOAOFISH, OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 1(3 AND 4),187-195 CCONTRIB 163, MARYLAND OEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORPHOLOGY 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ, CARGO DG 
RECENT RECORDS OF THE XANTHIC CRAB, PANOPEUS HERBSTI, FROM ~ARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA WATERS 
CHES SCI 1(3 AND 41,201-203 CCONTRIB 164, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EOUC, 
SOLO~ONS, HOI 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION 
1960 ROBINSON PF ET AL 
ORGAN-BODY WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP IN THE TOAOfiSH, OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 1(21,120-122 CCONTRIB 157, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, OSPREYS 
1960 WILBER CG, ROBINSON PF 
THE CORRELATION Of LENGTH, WEIGHT AND GIRTH IN THE TOADFISH, OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 1(21 1 122-123 (CONTRIB 158, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SDLGMCNS, 
MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, PATUXENT RIVER, WEIGHT 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
AN UNUSUAl WINTER SURVIVAL Of A YOUNG SPAOEFISH CHAETODIPTERUS FABER 
CHES SCI 1(21,123-124 (CONTRIB 159, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1960 MANSUETI RJ 
AN UNUSUALLY LARGE PUG~EADEO STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATIL!S, FRO~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1(21,111-113 CCONTRIB 150, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1960 PFITZENMEYER HT 
NOTES ON ThE NUDIBRANCH, ELYSIA CHLOROTICA, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, ~ARYLAND 











1960 MANSUETI RJ 
THE OCCURRENCE OF THE ROUGH SCAD, TRACHURUS LATHAMI, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1121,117-118 ICONTRIB 154, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1960 MANSUETI RJ 
COMMENTS ON THE ROUGHTAIL STINGRAY, DASYATIS CENTROURA, IN ~ARYLAND 
WATERS 
CHES SCI 1111,76-77 ICONTRIB 143, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLCMCNS, MDI 
r1~n POPULATIONS, RAYS 
1960 MANSUETI RJ 
SELECTION OF BODY SITE FOR SCALE SAMPLES IN THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS 
AMERICANUS 
CHES SCI 1121,103-109 ICONTRIB 148, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC. SCLC~ONS. 
MDj 
AGING IBIOLOGICALI, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, FISH SCALES 
1960 CARGO DG 
A MEGALOPS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS, IN THE PATUXENT RIVER, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1121,110 ICONTRIB 149 MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLC~ONS, ~01 
PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1960 PFITZENMEYER HT 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY OF SOFT-SHELLED CLAM BOTTOMS IN TIDEWATER SC~ERSET 
COUNTY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1111,66-68 ICONTRIB 138, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MD) 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON ADULT BULL SHARKS CARCHARHlNUS LEUCAS !MULLER ANC 
HENLE!, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1111,68-71 ICONTRIB 139, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, ~Dl 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1960 MANSUETI R, WALLACE DH 
NOTES ON THE SOFT-SHELL TURTLE ITRIONYX) IN MARYLAND WATERS 










1960 MANNING Jh, MCINTOSH KA 
EVALUATION OF A METHOD OF REDUCING THE POWERING REQUIREMENTS OF 
SOFT-SHELLED CLAM DREDGING 
CHES SCI 1111 1 12-20 ICONTRIB 133, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CLAM l~DUSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
1960 LEAR OW 
STOR~Y FERMENTERS AND COLIFORM BACTERIA IN THE SOFT-SHELLED CLA~ MYA 
ARENARIA AND ITS HABITAT 
CHES SCI 1111 9 36-40 ICONTRIB 135, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SGLCMCNS, MOJ 
BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIMENTS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 ELSER HJ 
CREEL CENSUS RESULTS ON TbE NORTHEAST RIVER, MARYLAND, 1958 
CHES SCI 111),41-47 ICONTRIB 136, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOlCMGNS, MDI 
CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD 
1970 PAPARELLA MW, ALLEN M 
GAPING OYSTERS BY SHOCK WAVE ENERGY 
CHES SCI 11121,111-116 ICONTRIB 418, ~ATUR RESOURCES INST, U~IV ~ARYLANOJ 
ECUIPMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1971 HERSHFlELC CM 
THE FREQUENCY OF DRY PERIODS IN MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 12121,72-84 
Cli~ATIC DATA, PRECIPITATION (ATMOSPHERIC!, WEATHER PATTERNS 
1971 FLEMER CA, OLMON J 
DAYLIGHT INCUBATOR ESTIMATES OF PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE MO~TH CF THE 
PATUXENT RIVER, ~ARYLAND 
CHES SCI 12(21,105-110 ICONTRIB 448, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~ARYLANDI 
PATUXENT RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1970 TSAI CF 
CHANGES IN FISb POPULATIONS AND MIGRATION IN RELATION TC INCREASED SEWAGE 
POLLUTION IN LITTLE PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 11111,34-41 ICONTRIB 407, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~ARYLANDI 
FISH ~IGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVER, SEhAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER 
POLLUTION 
79 
1678 1970 KOO TSY 
THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY IN THE ATLANTIC STATES 
CHES SCI 11121,73-93 ICONTRIB 416t NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MARYLAND! 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1679 1970 ZWEIFEL RG 
DISTRIBUTION AND MATING CALL OF THE TREEFROG, HYLA CHRYSOSCELIS, AT THE 
NORTHEASTERN EDGE OF ITS RANGE 
CHES SCI 11121,94-97 
DELAWARE, FROGS, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
1680 1969 SORGE EV 
THE STATUS OF THERMAL DISCHARGES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
CHES SCI 1013 ANC 41,131-138 
COOLING WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, ~ATER POLLUTION 
1681 1969 ANDERSON RR 
TEMPERATURE ANC ROOTED AQUATIC PLANTS 
CHES SCI 1013 ANC 41,157-164 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS, RESPIRATION, THERMAL ~ATER 
1682 1969 CAIRNS J JR 
THE RESPONSE OF FRESH-WATER PROTOZOAN COMMUNITIES TO HEATED ~ASTE WATERS 
CHES SCI 1013 ANC 41,177-185 
POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1683 1938 LITTLEFGRC RA 
A STUDY OF ThE LIFE HISTORY OF DACTYLOMETRA QUINQUECIRRHA, L. AGASSIZ, 
AND THE TAXONOMIC VALIDITY OF THIS SPECIES 
PHD THESIS, UNIV MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, SYSTE~ATICS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1684 1969 TSAI CF, ZEISEL RB 
NATURAL HYBRIDIZATION OF CYPRINID FISHES IN LITTLE PATUXENT RIVER, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 10121,69-74 ICONTRIB 384, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MARYLAND! 









1969 DOVEL WL El AL 
LIFE HISTORY ASPECTS OF THE HOGCHOKER, TRINECTES MACULATUS, IN THE 
PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 10121,104-119 ICONTRIB 389, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~ARYLA~OI 
FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1940 NEWCOMBE CL, BRUST HF 
VARIATIONS IN THE PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OF ESTUARINE WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY NEAR SOLOMONS ISLAND, MARYLAND 
J ~AR RES 3,76-88 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 321 
DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, NUTRIE~TS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS 
1969 WARD JW ET AL 
THE EFFECT OF CLEANING P~OCEDURFS ON THE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES CF THE 
MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM IMYA ARENARIAI. I. THE EFFECT OF BLC~ING CN SANC, 
SHELL, AND ABSORBED WATER 
CHES SCI 10111,48-52 
ABSORPTION, CLAMS, CLEANING, 
1969 WARD JF, TATRO MC 
THE EFFECT OF CLEANING PROCEDURES ON THE QUALITY ATTRIBuTES CF THE 
MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM IMYA ARENA~IAI. II. BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES 
CHES SCI 10111,53-58 
BACTERIA, CLAMS, CLEA1'41!'4G, 
1969 WARD JF, TATRO MC 
THE EFFECT OF CLEANING PROCEDURES ON THE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES CF THE 
MARYLAND SCFT SHELL CLAM IMYA AREII4ARIAI. III. PILOT PLANT STUDIES 
BACTERIA, CHLORINE, CLAMS, CLEANI!'4G, 
l'l54 BUZZELL RC 
AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF T~E MARYLA1'4D TIDEWATER SPORT FISHERY 
IN BUZZELL RC, WALKER ET. A STUDY OF SPORT FISHING IN TIDEWATER ~ARYLAND. 
MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, RESOURCE STUDY REP 4111,1-14 
ECONOMICS, SPORT FISHING 
1954 WALKER ET 
AN INTENSIVE SURVEY OF THE PATUXENT RIVER SPORT FISHERY 
IN BUZZELL RC, WALKER ET. A STUDY OF SPORT FISHING IN TIDEWATER ~ARYLA~D. 
MARYLAND DEP RES AIIID ECU,C, RESOURCE STUDY REP 4111,1-6 









1955 MANSUETI R 
MARYLAND NATURAL RESOURCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, RESOURCE STUDY REP 7 1 1-27 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1973 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
ABUNDANCE, DIVERSITY AND SEASONAL PATTERNS OF ESTUARINE FISH POPULATIC~S 
ESTUARINE ANC COASTAL MAR SCI 1111,19-36 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STEEL 
1Q73 BRAY JT ET AL 
PHOSPHATE INTERSTITIAL WATERS OF ANOXI SEDiMENTS, OXIDATION EFFECTS 
DURING SAMPLING PROCEDURE 
SCI 180140931, 1362-1364 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIDATION, PHOSPHATE'S, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
1973 SHERROD HF IEDI 
ENVIRONMENT LAW REVIEW - 1973 
CLARK BOARCMAN COMPANY, LTD, NEW YORK, NY 
ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
1973 LIPPSON AJ 
ENVIRONMENTAL MAPPING IN THE MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING PROGRA~ 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES, RECORD OF THE MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING ACT 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1973 MAIRS RL, CLARK OK 
REMOTE SENSING OF ESTUARINE CIRCULATION DYNAMICS 
AMER SOC P~OTOGRAM, J IPHOTOGRAM ENGI 39191,927-938 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAP~Y, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER!, DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1971 BURCHARC RP 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BACTERIA ABLE TO CYCLE CARBON, NITROGEN, SULFER A~D 
PHOSPHORUS 
CHES SCI 12131,179-180 




1971 KENNECY VS 
UPPER TEMPERATURE TOLERANCES Of SOME ESTUARINE BIVALVES 
CHES SCI 12141,193-204 ICONTRIB 463, NATuR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~ARYLA~OI 
CLA~S, LET~AL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING, WATFR TE~PERATURE 
1971 WIEMEYER SN 
REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS OF POTOMAC RIVER OSPREYS--1970 
CHES SCI 12141,278-280 
PCTG~AC RIVER, REPROCUCTION, OSPREYS 





5TRCBilATICN IN !bE C~ESAPfAKE BAY SEA NETTLE CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA. I. 
THE EFFECTS Cf ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES ON STROBILAT!UN AND GROwl 
H 
J EXP ZCOL 180, 279-292 
GRCWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATCRE 
l9b2 PFiTZEN~EYER HT 
PERIODS OF SPAWNING ANC SETTING OF THE SOFT-SHELLED CLA~, MYA ARENARIA, 
AT SCLUMONS, MARYLANC 
CHES SCI 3121,114-120 ICO~TRIB 199, NATUR KESOURCES INST, UNIV ~D, CHES 
BICL lAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
CLA~S, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING 
1962 ~EYERS CD, MUNCY RJ 
SUM~ER FOOC ANC GROWTH OF CHAIN PICKEREL, ESOX NIGER, IN BRACKISH WATERS 
OF THE SEVER~ RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3121,125-128 ICONTRIB 202, NATU~ RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~o, CHES 
BICL LAB, SOLOMONS) 
FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, SEVERN RIVER,MD, FEEDING 
l9b2 ~ANSUETI RJ 
THE ATLANTIC BCNITO, SARDA SARDA, IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKF BAY, AND 
CC~~ENTS 0~ THE SEASIDE FISHERY OF MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3111,47-49 ICITNTRIB 190, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~o, CHES BIGL 
LAB, SOLCMCNS, MCI 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
19b2 ~ANSUET I RJ 
CALLICO CRAB, GVALIPES o. OCELLATUS IN MID-CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3121.129-130 ICONTRIB 198, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 









1962 BUTZ G, MANSUETI RJ 
FIRST RECORD OF THE KING MACKEREL, SCOMBEROMORUS CAVALLA, IN NORTHERN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3(2} 1 130-135 ICONTRIB 197, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MO, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
DISTRJBUTICN, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
A 20-INCH STRIPEC MULLET, MUGIL CEPHALUS, WITH TWO ANAL SPINES TAKEN I~ 
WINTER FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 312) 1 135-137 ICONTRIB 203, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS Mnl 
FISH POPULATIONS, MULlETS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL, NEWLY METAMORPHOSED SEA LAMPREYS, PETRC~YZO~ 
MARINUS, AND TrEIR PARASITISM ON MENHADEN, BREVOOTIA TYRAN~US, IN 
MIO-C~ES~PEAKE BAY DURING WINTER MONTHS 
CHES SCI 3121,137-139 
ATLANTIC MENrAOEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LAMPREYS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1963 MUNCY RJ 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA FLAVESCENS, IN ESTUARINE WATERS 
OF SEVERN RIVER, A TRIBUTARY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3(3) 1 143-159 CCONTRIB 210, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~DI 
DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUCIES, PERCHES, SEVER~ RIVER,MO, SPA~NING, 
LENGTH-FRECUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1962 LEAR CW 
GROWTH OF COLIFORM BACTERIA IN ESTUARINE WATERS 
CHES SCI 3131,160-165 CCONTRIB 211, NATUR RESOURCES lNST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BICL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENT-WATER INTERFACES 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
EGGS, LARVAE, ANC YOUNG OF THE HICKORY SHAD, ALOSA MEDIOCRIS, WITH 
COMMENTS ON ITS ECOLOGY IN THE ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 3(3},173-205 ICONTRIB 222, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 










1965 SCHWARTZ FJ, JACHOWSKI R 
THE AGE, GROWTh, AND LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP OF THE PATUXENT RIVER, 
MARYLAND ICTALURID WHITE CATFISH, ICTAL~RUS ~ATUS 
CHES SCI 614) 1 226-237 ICONTRIB 289, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
AGING (BIOLOGICAL), CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, LENGT~-FRECUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1965 HEINLE CR 
A SCREEN FOR EXCLUDING JELLYFISH AND CTENOPHORES FROM CLARKE-BUMPUS 
PLANKTON SAMPLES 
ChES SCI 6141,231-232 
CTENOPHORES, ECUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1965 MEANLEY B 
EARLY-FALL FCOC AND HABITAT OF THE SORA IN THE PATUXENT RIVER MARSH, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6141,235-237 
FCCD HABITS, HABITATS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, PATUXENT RIVER, WATERFCWL 
1965 SCHWARTZ FJ 
AGE, GROWTH, AND EGG COMPLEMENT OF THE STICKLEBACK APELTES QUADRACUS AT 
SCLCMCNS, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6(21,116-118 ICO~TRIB 281, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BICL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
AGING IBIOLCGICALJ, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, 
STICKLEBACKS 
1965 RITCHIE DE 
SEX DETERMINATION OF LIVE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS {WALBAUM), BY 
BIOPSY TECHNIQUE 
CHES SCI 6131,141-145 ICONTRIB 286, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BICL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDl 
FISH PHYSICLCGY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS 
1965 PORE NA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY EXTRATROPICAL STORM SURGES 
CHES SCI 6131,172-182 
METECRCLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTON ROADS 
1965 ANDERSON ~R ET AL 
MINERAL COMPOSITION OF EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL, MYRIOPHYLLUM SPICATUM L. 
CHES SCI 6( 1),68-72 ICONTRIB 263, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MQ, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MCI 









1965 PHILIPP CC, BROWN RG 
ECOLOGICAL STUDIES OF TRANSITION-ZONE VASCULAR PLANTS IN SOUTH RIVER, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6121,73-81 ICONTRIB 3666, MD AGR EXP STA, DEP BOT, UNIV MO, 
COLLEGE PARK, MDI 
A~UATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, SOUTH RIVER,MD 
1965 HILLMAN RE 
CHROMATOGRAP~IC STUDIES OF ALLOPATRIC POPULATIONS OF THE EASTERN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CHES SCI 6t2J,li5-ii6 iCONTRIB 279, NATLR RESOURCES INST. UN!V ~0: CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS. MDI 
AMINO ACIDS, CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PEPTIDE$ 
1964 PFITZENMEYER HT, DROBECK KG 
THE OCCURRENCE OF THE BRACKISH WATER CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA, IN THE POTC~AC 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 5141,209-215 ICONTRIB 273, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~D, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1965 SHAW WN 
SEASONAL SETTING PATTE~NS OF FIVE SPECIES OF BIVALVES IN THE TRED AVGN 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6111,33-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, SHELLFISH, SPAWNING, TRED AVON RIVER 
1965 PFITZENMEYER HT 
ANNUAL CYCLE OF GAMETOGENESIS OF THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM, MYA ARENARIA, AT 
SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6111,52-59 ICONTRIB 278, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~D, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
CLAMS, GONADS, PATUXENT RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1964 HARDY JC JR 
THE SPONTANEOUS OCCURRENCE OF SCOLIOSIS IN TADPOLES OF THE LEOPARD FRCG, 
RANA PIPIENS 
CHES SCI 5(1 AND 21rl01-102 ICONTRIB 260, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~C, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
FROGS, DEFORMITIES 
1964 VAUGHN MW, JONES AW 
BACTERIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AN OYSTER BED IN TANGIER SOUND, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 5(41,167-171 









1964 ~CERLEAN AJ 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MACOMA BALTHICA POPULATIONS IN THE MIDDLE PATUXENT 
ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 5141,200-208 ICONTRIB 274, ~ATUR RESOURCES INST, UN!V MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SIZE 
1964 MANSU ET I AJ 
EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA FLAVESCENS 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,46-66 ICONTRIB 258, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
FiSH EGGS, FISL POPULATIONS; LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCHES, MORPHOLOGY, SEVERN RIVfR,MD 
1964 DOVEL WL 
AN APPROAC~ TO SAMPLING ESTUARI~E MACROPLANKTON 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,77-90 ICONTRIB 261, NATUR RESOURCES iNST, UNIV ~0, 
CHES BIOL LAB• SOLOMONS, MDI 
N[TS, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS, SAMPLING 
1964 HARDY JC JR 
A NEW FROG, RANA PALUSTRIS MANSUETII, SUBSP. NOV., FROM THE ATLANTIC 
CCASTAL PLAIN 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,91-100 ICONTRIB 259, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~C, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAii'J, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS 
1963 JACHOWSKI R 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE MOON JELLY, AURELIA AURITA, AND THE SPIDER CRAB, 
Ll t3 I N I A DU B I A 
CHES SCI 4(41,195 ICONTRIB 248, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MCI 
CRABS, JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, SYMBIOSIS 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ 
BLUEFISH FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY DEFORMED BY PLASTIC BAND 
CHES SCI 4(4),196 ICONTRIB 247, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MCI 
BLUEFISH, FISH POPULATIONS, DEFORMITIES 
1964 MANSUET I RJ 
EGGS, LARVAE, ANC YOUNG OF THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS, WITH 
CCMMENTS ON ITS ECOLOGY IN THE ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 5(1 AND 21.3-45. ICONTRIB 236, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV 140, 
CHES &IOL LAB, SOLOMONS! 
ECOLOGY, FIS~ EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PERCHES 
87 
1734 1963 DOVEL WL 
LARVAL DEVELOPMENT OF CLINGFISH, GOBIESOX STRUMOSLS, 4.0 TO 12.0 
MILLIMETERS TOTAL LENGTH 
CHES SCI 414),161-166 ICONTRIB 249, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, HOI 
FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PATUXENT RIVER, 
MORPHOLOGY 
1735 1963 HILLMAN RE 
AN OBSERVATION OF THE OCCURRENCE OF MITOSIS IN REGENERATING MANTLE 
EPITHELIUM OF THE EASTERN OYSTER, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
CHES SCI 414},172-174 ICONTRIB 245, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
CHROMOSOMES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
1736 1963 NELP WB ET AL 
TOTAL BODY RADIOACTIVITY AND THE LACK OF EXCRETION OF C0-60 VITAMIN B12 
BY THE AGLOMERULAR OYSTER TOADFISH OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 414),192-194 ICONTRIB 251, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, RADIOACTIVITY, VITA~IN 
B 
173T 1963 BURBANCK WO 
SCME OBSERVATIONS ON ThE ISOPOD, CYATHURA POLITA, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY 412),104-105 
OISTRIBUT ION, ISOPOD$, 
1738 1963 TYLER AV 
A CLEANING SY~BIOSIS BETWEEN THE RAINWATER FISH, LUCANIA PARVA AND T~E 
STICKLEBACK, APELTES OUADRACUS 
CHES SCI 4121,105-106 ICONTRIB 237, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~D, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CLEANING, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, STICKLEbACKS, SY~BICSIS 
1739 1963 WILL T 
EFFECTS OF A FOREIGN BODY ON THE WHISTLING SWAN, OLOR CGLUMBIANUS 
CHES SCI 4121,106 ICONTRIB 231, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MCl 
PATUXENT RIVER, SWANS, WATERFOWL 
1740 1962 MANSUETI RJ, MANSUETI AJ 
LITTLE TUNA, EUThYNNUS ALLETTERATUSr IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
MARYLAND, WITH AN ILLUSTRATION OF ITS SKELETON 
CHES SCI 314),257-263 fCONTRIB 221, NATUR RESOURCES INSTr UNIV MD, 
SOLOMONS l 







l 74 7 
BB 
1963 TYLER AV, CARGO DG 
SIZE RELATIONS OF TWO INSTARS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 411),52-54 ICONTRJB 227, NATUR RESOURCES INST, LNIV MD, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMCNS, MCl 
MEASUREMENT, MGRPHOLOGV, SKATES, BLUE CRAB 
1963 PFITZEN~EYER HT, OROBECK KG 
BENTHIC SURVEY FOR POPULATIONS OF SOFT-SHELLED CLAMS, MYA ARENARIA, IN 
THE LOWER POTOMAC RIVER, MARYLA~D 
CHES SCI 412),67-74 ICONTRIB 232, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~D, SCLC~CNS, 
MDI 
BE~THIC FAUNA, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1962 SCHWARTZ FJ 
SU~MER OCCURRENCE OF AN IMMATURE LITTLE PIKED WHALEr BALAENOPTERA 
ACUTOROSTRATA, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3(3},206-209 ICONTRIB 212, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLO~ONS MCI 
MA~~ALSr SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WHALES 
1962 lARSON JS, ABBOTT JM 
A MIC-WINTER CENSUS OF AMERICAN BALD EAGLES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGICN, 
1962 
CHES SCI 3131,211-213 ICONTRIB 213, ~ATLR RESOuRCES INST, UNIV MD, 
ANNAPCL IS, ~C J 
BIROS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1962 DUTCHER BW, SCHWARTZ FJ 
A PREFERENTIAL PARASITIC COPEPOD-OYSTER TOADFISH ASSOCIATION 
CHES SCI 3131,213-215 ICONTRIB NATUR RESOUKCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BICL 
LAB, SOLOMCNS, MCl 
CCPEPOCS, FISH PARASITES, FISH POPLLATIONS, PARAS-ITISM 
1913 ABBOTT JM 
MAY REGIONAL BIRC CENSUS 1973 
ATLANTIC NATUR 2813),109-117 
B!RCS, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1 9 7 2 S C HU B E L J R 
SUSPENDED SECIMENT DISCHARGE OF THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AT CONCwiNGO, 
MARYLAND, CURING 1969 
CHES SCI 13111,53-58 ICON~RIB 1b0, CHES BAY INST, JOHN HOPKINS UNIVJ 









1972 OAVIS RM 
AGE, GROWTH, AND FECUNDITY OF THE ROSYSIDE DACE, CLINOSTOMUS FUNDULOIOES 
GIRARO 
CHES SCI 13111,63-66 ICONTRIB 474, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
AGING IBIOLOGICALit FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, PCTOMAC 
RIVER 
1972 MORGAN RP II ET AL 
ALBUMIN POLYMORP~ISM IN THE WHITE PERCH, MORONE AMERICANA 
CHES SCI 1311),66-68 ICONTRIB 475, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, PROTEINS 
l~t£ SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
A CASE STUDY OF LITTORAL DRIFT BASED ON LONG-TERM PATTERNS OF EROSION AND 
DEPOSITION 
CHES SCI 13121,80-86 ICONTRIB 168, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVI 
BEACH EROSION, EROSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEDIMENTATION 
1972 YOTSUKURA N ET AL 
A TRACER SIMULATION OF WASTE TRANSPORT IN THE MUDDY CREFK-RHCOE RiVER 
ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 13121,101-109 
CURRENTS IWATERJ, DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFL~ENTS, RHCOE 
RIVER 
1972 MOORE CJ, FRISBIE CM 
A WINTER SPORT FISHING SURVEY IN A WARM WATER DISCHARGE OF A STEAM 
ELECTRIC STATION ON THE PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 13121,110-115 
CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPORT FISHING, STEAM 
1972 NICHOLSON WR 
POPULATION STRUCTURE AND MOVEMENTS OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVCORTIA 
TYRANNUS, AS INFERRED FROM BACK-CALCULATED LENGTH FREQUENCIES 
CHES SCI 13131,161-174 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1972 NICHOLSON WR 
FISHING PRESSURE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON MONDAY CATCHES OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY PURSE SEINE FISHERY 
CHES SCI 13131,215-218 









1972 MCLEAN RI 
CHLORINE TOLERANCE OF THE COLONIAl HYOROID BIMERIA FRANCISCANA 
CHES SCI 13131,229-230 
CHLORINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HYDROZOA, ~CRTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1972 REESE JG 
OSPREY NESTING SUCCESS ALONG THF CHOPTANK RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 13131,233-235 
CHOPTANK RIVER, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1972 LOFTUS ~E ET AL 
GROWTH AND C!SSIPATION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN CHESAPEAKE 6AY. 1. RESPONSE Tr 
A LARGE PULSE CF RAINFALL 
CHES SCI 13141 1 282-299 ICONTRIB 692, MCCOLLUM-PRATT iNST, THE JOHNS 
HOPKINS UNIVl 
CHLOROPHYLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PHYTCPLANKTC~, 
RAiNFALL 
1972 ~CERLEAN AJ, KERBY C 
DISCUSSION OF TAXA AND SPECIAL EFFECTS SUMMARIES 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S64-S66 ICONTRIB 507, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~01 
CREF 72-1£, CCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTI 
BIOTA, 
1972 COLWELL RR 
BACTERIA, YEASTS, VIRUSES AND RELATED MICROORGANIS~S OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,569-S70 
BACTERIA, CISTRIBUTION, MICROORGANISMS, VIRUSES, YEASTS 
1972 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF T~E C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
C~ES SCI 131SUPPLl,S71-SJ2 
DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI 
1972 SWARTZ RC 
BIOLOGICAL CRITERIA OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13ISUPPLJ,Sl7-S4l IVIMS CONTRIB 4801 









1972 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
DISCUSSION OF THE STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING SAMPLING VARIATION, 
PHYSIOLOGIC TOLERANCES AND POSSIBLE CHANGE CRITERIA FOR BAY ORGA~IS~S 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S~2-S5~ 
AQUATIC POPULATIONS, BIOTA, SAMPLING 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS OF THE BIOTA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S55-S63 ICONTRIB 506, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
IREF 72-10, OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTJ 
BIOTA, 
1972 CRONIN LE ET AL 
PREFACE 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S1-S3 ICONTRIB 502, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~OJ 
IVIMS CONTRIB ~941 
BIOTA, MANAGEMENT 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ, KERBY C 
BIOTA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--INTRODUCTION 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S4-S7 ICONTRIB 503, NATUR RESOuRCES INST, UNIV MDI !REF 
72-lAr OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTI 
BIOTA, 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLirS8-S16 ICONTRIB 504 NATUR RESOURCES INST, uNIV MDJ IREF 
72-lBr OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTJ IVIMS CONTRIB 479) 
BENTHOS, BIOTA, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1972 MARCUS EB 
NOTES ON SOME OPISTHOBRANCH GASTROPODS FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131~1,300-317 
DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
1972 PEARSON JG, WARD FP 
A NEW RECORD OF THE BOWFIN, AMIA CALVA LINNAEUS, IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI 1314),323-325 










1972 MOORE CJ, POSEY CR SR 
FIRST RECORDS OF SINISTRALITY IN THE HOGCHOKER, TRINECTES MACULATUS 
(BLOCH AND SCHNEIDER), AND PARTIAL ALBINISM WITHIN A REVERSED A~ERICAN 
HETEROSTOMATE 
CHES SCI 13141,324-325 
FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ALBINISM 
1972 ~ILLER RJ, WILLIAMS RB 
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS ANC FOOD SUPPLIES OF CTENOPHORES AND JELLYFISH IN THE 
PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 131~1,328-331 
BIG~ASS, CTENOPHORES, JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PREDATION 
1972 TINKER 8L, LEARSON RJ 
AN IMPROVED PRECOOK PROCESS FOR BLUE CRAB (CALLINECTES SAPIDUSJ 
CHES SCI 13141,332-333 
BLUE CRAB, FCOCS 
1972 BOON CC 
THE RED PIGMENT IN DISCOLORED OYSTERS AND SOFT-SHELLED CLA~S FRC~ THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13141,334-335 ICONTRIB 520, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~OJ 
CLA~S, OYSTERS, PIGMENTS 
1966 BOHUN S, WINN HE 
LCCCMOTOR ACTIVITY OF THE AMERICAN EEL (ANGUILLA ROSTRATAI 
CHES SCI 7131,137-147 
EELS, FISH P~YSIOLOGY, 
1966 COUCH JA 
TWG PERITRICbOUS CILIATES FROM THE GILLS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
CHES SCI 7(31,171-173 
EASTERN SHCRE (VA-MOI, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, CILIATES 
1966 WARD J ET AL 
EXTRACTION OF GLYCOGEN FROM SOFT SHELL CLAMS (MYA ARENARIAJ 
CHES SCI 7141,213-214 ICONTRIB 314, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~DI 
CLA~S, GLYCOGEN 
1967 JANSSEN WA, MEYERS CD 
ANTIBODY AGAINST AN ANTIGEN IN BEEF HEART MUSCLE FOUND IN STRIPED BASS 
SERUM AND ABSENT IN WHITE ~ERCH SERUM 
CHES SCI 81 1),66 ICONTRIB 318, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 






1967 DOVEL W 
FISH EGGS AND LARVAE OF THE MAGOTHY RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 8121,125-129 ICONTRIB 325, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1967 PFITZENMEYER HT, DROBECK KG 
SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING REBURROWING ACTIVITY OF SOFT-SHELL CLAM, MYA 
ARENlR!A 
CHES SCI 8(3),193-199 CCONTRIB 330, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNiv ~D, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDi 
BURROWS, CLAMS, SEDIMENTS 
197Z VAN VALKENBURG SO 
NANNOPLANKTON OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S72-S74 CCONTRIB 508, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOi 
DISTRIBUTION, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
THE EFFECTS OF THE MARYLAND HYDRAULIC CLAM DREDGE ON POPULATIONS OF THE 
SOFT-SHELl CLAM, MYA ARENARIA 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES, ANNAPOLIS, MD AND NOAA, NAT MAR FISH SERV, 
WASHINGTON, DC 
CLAMS• DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
1781 1968 SILVER MA, SHENK WD 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION IN TOADFISH BLOOD 
CHES SCI 9111,1-8 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, TEMPERATURE, BLOOD VALUES 
1782 1967 BISHOP JW 
FEEDING RATES OF THE CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LEIDYI 
CHES SCI 8141,259-264 
CTENOPHORES, FEEDING RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PREDATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1783 1968 TSAI CF 
EFFECTS OF CHLORINATED SEWAGE EFFLUENTS ON FISHES IN UPPER PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 9121,83-93 CCONTRIB 348, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
CHLORINATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, 









1968 SCHUBEL JR 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DISCHARGE OF THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AT HAVRE DE GRACE, 
MARYLAND, DURING THE PERIOD 1 APRIL 1966 THROUGH 31 MARCH 1967 
CHES SCI 9121,131-135 
SEDIMENT DISCHARGEr SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1968 ROBINSON PF, SCHWARTZ FJ 
TOXICITY OF THE NORTHERN PUFFER, SPHAEROIOES MACULATUS, IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY AND ITS ENVIRONS 
CHES SCI 9(2),136-143 
FISH POPULATIONS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
1968 VERNICK SH 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF AUXILLARY GLANDS OF THE TOAOFISH OPSA~US TAU 
CHES SCI 9131,182-197 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1968 MIZEJEWSKI GJ, RAMM GM 
CARBON PARTICLE UPTAKE BY MACROPHAGE$ IN THE OVARY AND THYROID OF 
FUNDULUS DURING VARIOUS SEASONAL CYCLES 
CHES SCI 914),233-237 
CARBON, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1965 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF ~ARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 1 AND 2 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1966 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF ~ARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 3 AND 4 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1968 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF ~ARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 5-8 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1791 1963 ELSER HJ 
PATUXENT RIVER CREEL CENSUS, SUMMER OF 1963 
NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, REF 63-53 
CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPUlATIONS, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, SPORT FlSHING 
1792 1965 ELSER HJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CREEL CENSUS, 1962 
NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, REF 65-17 
CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISHING 
1793 1972 MULFORD RA 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S74-S75 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1794 1972 KRAUSS RW, ORRIS P 
BENTHIC MACROALGAE OF THE MARYLAND PORTION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,SB1-S83 
ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION, 
1795 1972 OTT FC 
MACROALGAE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S83-SB4 IVlMS CONTRIB 4831 
ALGAE, DISTRIBUTION 
1796 1972 OWENS AB 
BRYOPHYTE$ AND LICHENS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,SB5-SB6 
LICHENS, MOSSES 
1797 1972 CORBETT MK 
VIRUSES OF ACUATIC PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S86-S87 
AQUATIC PLANTS, VIRUSES 
1798 1972 ANDERSON RR 
SUBMERGED VASCULAR PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 











1972 HIGMAN C 
E~ERGFNT VASCULAR PLANTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY WETLANDS 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S89-S93 
ACUATIC PLANTS, MARSH PLANTS, WETLANDS 
1972 BROWN RG, REVEAL JL 
VASCULAR PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLJ,S94-S96 
ACUAT IC PLANTS, 
1972 SMALL EB 
FREE-LIVING PROTOZOA OF TrE CHESAPEAKE BAY EXCLUSIVE OF FORANINIFERA A~D 
HIE FLAGELLATES 
C~ES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S96-S97 
PRCTCZCA 
1972 BUZ AS MA 
FCRAMINIFERA OF TrE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ChES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S97-S98 
FCRAMIN I FERA 
1972 BISHOP JW 
CTENOPHORES OF TrE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CrES SCI 131SUPPLI,S98-S100 
CTENCPHORES, JELLYFISH 
1972 CALDER CR 
CNICARIA OF THE CrESAPEAKE BAY 
C~ES SCI 131SUPPLJ,Sl00-S102 IVlMS CONTRIB 4841 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
1972 HIGGINS RP 
PRiAPULIDA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CrES SCI 131SUPPLl,S102-S103 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INVERTEBRATES 
1972 HIGGINS RP 
TARDIGRADA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 










1972 HIGGINS RP 
KINORHYNCHA OF T~E CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S105-S106 
BENTHIC FAUNA, INVERTEBRATES, WORMS 
1972 OVERSTREET RM 
DIGENETIC TREMATODES OF ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S106-S107 
FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
MOLLUSCS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S107-S115 ICONTRIB 509, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~0, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
1966 ZANEVELC JS 
THE MARINE ALGAE OF THE AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CAPE ~AYr N.J. AND CAPE 
HATTERAS, N.C.) 
BOT MAR 913-41,101-128 
DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ~LGAE, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1968 SCHUBEL JR 
SHORE EROSION OF THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SHORE AND BEACH 36111,22-26 !CHES BAY INST CONTRIB 118) 
BEACH EROSION, SEDIMENTATION, SHORE PROTECTION 
1972 HAMILTON OH JR 
POLYCHAETES OF ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S115-S117 ICONTRIB 510, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Ol 
ANNELIDS, POLYCHAETE$, WORMS 
1972 HEINLE CR 
FREE-LIVING COPEPODA OF ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,Sl17-S119 
COPEPODS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1815 1972 WILLIAMS AB 
DECAPOD CRUSTACEANS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLirS119-S121 








1972 ~USICK JA, WILEY Ml 
FISHES OF ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,SI21-Sl22 ICONTRIB 512, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
IVI~S CONTRIB 4851 
FISH POPULATIONS 
1972 HARDY JC JR 
A~PHI~IANS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S123-S128 ICDNTRIB 513, ~ATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Ol 
AMPHIBIANS, 
1972 HARDY Jt JR 
REPTILES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGIO~ 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLJ,Sl28-S134 
REPTILES 
1972 STEWART RE 
WATERFOWl OF T~E CHESAPEAKE 8AY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S134-Sl37 
WATERFOWl 
1972 SHERK JA JR 
CURRENT STATUS OF THE KNOWLEUGE Of THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED 
AND CEPOSITEC SECIMENTS I~ CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,Sl37-Sl44 ICONTRIB 515, NATUR RESCURCES lNST, UNlV ~Ol 
~IOTA, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEOIM~NT DISCHARGE, SEDI~ENTATION, SUSPENDEC 
LOAD 
1972 FLEMER CA 
CURRENT STATUS Of KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE CAUSE AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS 
OF EUTROPHICATiON IN C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S144-Sl49 CCONTRIB 516, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Ol 
EUTROPHICATiON, NUTRIENT~, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1972 FRAZIER JM 
CURRENT STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE Of THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAVY METALS IN 
THE C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S149-Sl53 









1972 MARYlANC DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
GUIDE FOR CRUISING MARYLAND WATERS, THE ORIGINAL SMALL CRAFT ~ARINE ATLAS 
STATE OFFICE BUILDING, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
BOATING, NAVIGABLE WATERS 
1972 MUNSON TO, HUGGETT RJ 
CURRENT STATUS OF RESEARCH ON THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI~Sl54-Sl56 IVIMS CONTRIB 4861 
BIOTA, PESTICIDES 
1972 KOHLENSTEIN LC 
SYSTE~S FOR STORAGE, RETRIEVAL, AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL~,Sl57-S168 
BIOTA, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
INFOR~ATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
1972 SHEARER CA 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF DIVISION MYCOTA, COROLLOSPCRA 
PULCHELLA IFUNGUSl 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S171-S172 
DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1972 ANDERSON RR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF SUBMERGED AQUATIC VASCULAR PLANTS, 
RUPPIA MARITIMA L. IDITC~-GRASSl 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S172-S174 
ACUATIC PLANTS, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATICN DYNAMICS 
1972 SOUTHWICK CH 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF AQUATIC VEGETATION, MYRIOPHYLLUM 
SPICATUM !EURASIAN WATERMILFOILl 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLI,S174-Sl76 
AQUATIC WEEDS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PCPULATION OY~A~ICS 
1972 HEINLE CR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF ZOOPLANKTON ORGANISMS, ACARTIA TCNSA 
!COPE POOl 
CHES SC[ 13(SUPPLI,S176-S178 










1972 CALDER CR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF PLANKTONIC CNIDARIA, CHRYSAORA 
QUINCUECIRRbA !STINGING NETTLE! 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S179-Sl81 IVIMS CONTRIB 4871 
LIFE HISTO~Y STUCIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
STINGING NETTLES 
1972 PF!TZENMEYER HT 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF MOLLUSCS, MYA ARENARIA (SCFT-SHELL 
CLAM) 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLl,Sl82-S184 
OISTRIBUTICN, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, POPULATION DYNA~ICS 
1972 GRANT GC 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF PLANKTONIC CHAETOGNATHS, SAGITTA 
ELEGANS !ARRCWWORMI 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S184-Sl85 IVIMS CONTRIB 4881 
CHAETOGNATHS, GISTRIBUTION, LENGTH, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNA~ICS, WCR~S 
1972 HARDY JC 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF AMPHIBIANS, HYLA CINEREA !GREEN TREE 
FROG I 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,Sl86-S190 ICONTRIB 519, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~Dl 
A~PHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION 
1972 SwARTZ RC 
A PRELIMINARY CESIGN OF AN INFORMATION STORAGE SYSTE~ FCR BICLCGICAL 
CCLLECTION DATA 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S191-Sl97 IVIMS CONTRIB 4921 
BICLCGY, BIOTA, CATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIFVAL, INFCR~ATICN 
RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
1973 ~ORGAN RP II 
SUBLETHAL EFFECTS OF BALTIMORE HARBOR WATER ON THE WHITE PERCH, MCRONE 
A~ERJCANA, AND THE HOGCHOKER, TRINECTES MACULATUS 
CHES SCI 14111,17-27 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 5241 
BIOASSAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PAThPSCO RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY, WriTE PERCH 
1973 SCHUBEL JR, ZABAWA CF 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER PALEOCHANNEL CONNECTS LOWER REACHES OF CHESTER, MILES, 
A~C CHOPTANK ESTUARIES 
CHES SCI 14(11,58-62 ICHES BAY INST CONTRI8 189) 
BASINS, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RiVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SUBS~RFACE 










1973 HAMILTON OH JR, YURCHYK J 
BIOMASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASCIOIAN MOLGULA MANHATTENSIS IOEKAYl 
CHES SCI 1411),67-68 ICONTRIB 531, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, 
1973 BOON CA 
IRON, ZINC, MAGNESIUM, AND COPPER CONCENTRATIONS IN BODY MEAT OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 1412!,143-144 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
1932 AUSTIN OL JR 
THE BREEDING OF T~E BLUE-WINGED TEAL IN MARYLAND 
AUK 49121,191-198 
BIROS, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOlt MARSHES, REPRODUCTION 
1936 BOLO HC 
SCME INTERESTING ALGAE FROM TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
TENNESSEE ACAD SCI, J 11, 93-94 
ALGAE, DISTRIBUTION, 
1967 DAWSON CE 
NOTES ON TERATOLOGICAL GOBIOID FISHES FROM LOUISIANA AND MARYLAND 
lOUISIANA ACAD SCI, PROC 30, 74-79 
FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, DEFORMITIES 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CCRE DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY CORES IN BAY SHELF 
VOLUME 15. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CCRE CATA 
EXPLORATORY SHELF CORES 
VOLUME 16. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1970 REESE JG 
REPRODUCTION IN A CHESAPEAKE BAY OSPREY POPULATION 
AUK 87(4),747-759 









1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VCLUME 7. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VCLUME 8. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA CCLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 9. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA CULLECTIONS, SEDiMENTS 
i953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2- CCRE DATA BAY 
SHELF NORTr LINE 
VCLUME 12. C~ES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SUKVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CCRE DATA 
I~SIDF BAY 
VOLUME 5. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBCR REPORT !~SHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDF BAY 
VCLUMF 6. CHE~ BAY INST REF 53-7 
0~-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBCR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CCRE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VCLU~E 10. CbES BAY INST REF 53-7 









1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPE~DIX B-2 - CCRE DATA BAY 
SHELF CENTER LINE 
VOLUME 13. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA EOLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPE~DIX B-2 - CCRE DATA BAY 
SHELF SOUTH LINE 
VOLUME 14. C~ES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1973 MARYLANC ACADEMY OF SCIENCFS 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STLOIES GROUP 
POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM, MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1970 STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GRCUP 
REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSALS 
POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM, MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTIO~, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1961 HAVEN OS 
EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE POTOMAC RIVER ••• 
IN INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, 1961 ANNU FALL MEETING, 
SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL BEACH, VA. IVJMS CONTRIB 108) 
ACUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1973 CHESAPEAKE BAY RESEARCH COUNCIL 
THE EFFECTS OF HURRICANE AGNES ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ORGANIS~S CF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST CONTR!B 187, NATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 529, VI~S SRA~SOE 
29 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES 
1964 ANDREWS JC, BEAVEN GF 
A MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER FISHERY 
VIMS MS 











1965 ANDREWS JC 
PRE-SEASON SURVEY OF OYSTER BEDS IN POTO~AC RIVER 21-22 SEPTE~BER 1965 
v ,,..s ,..s 
BEDS UNDER wATER, POTOMAC RIVERo SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1973 I'IARASCG RJ 
AN APPRAISAL OF ThE ALTERNATIVE EARNI~G POWER Of THE MARYLAND OYSTER,..EN 
NAT SHELLFISr ASS, PROC 63, 47-52 
OYSTE~ INDUSTRY 
1973 CHRISTENSEN CJ 
PREY PREFERENCE Cf STYLOC~US ELLIPTICLS IN CHESAPEA~E BAY 
NAT SHELLFISr ASS, PROC 63, 35-38 
BAKNACLES, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS, TREO AVON RIVER 
1933 BISHOPP FC ET AL 
PRELI~INARY RESULTS OF A MOS~UITO SURVEY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SECTIC~ 
ENTCMOl ~OC CF WASHINGTON, PROC 35, l-6 
DIPTERA, OISTRIBUT ION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 
1963 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIX, MARCH 11-19, 1963. BAY CRUISE XXX, JULY 30--SEPTE~BER 
11, 1963. BAY CRUISE XXXI, OCTORER 21-24, 1963 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 50 
HYDROGEN ICN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
wATER TEMPERATURE 
1949 HAVEN OS 
BLACK OYSTERS ON THE POTOMAC 
VIt-IS ~S 
bEDS UNDER wATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC R!~ER 
1965 VAN E~GEL wA, WOJCIK FJ 
LICENSE RECORDS OF TrE BLUE CRAR FISHERIES, VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND, 
l89B-1960 
VIMS DATA REP 3 
CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
8AY CRUISE XXVII, 19 JULY--1 AUGUST 1961 
CHES RAY INST CATA REP 47 









1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVIII, 24 JULY--7 AUGUST 1962 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 48 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
TEMPERATURE ANC SALINITY DATA COLLECTED IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
TRIBUTARY ESTUARIES DURING THE PERIOD 1 FEB. 1956 TO 9 FEB. 1956 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 49 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIV, 22 AUGUST--9 SEPTEMBER 1960 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 44 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXV, 22 NOVEMBER--S DECEMBER 1960 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 45 
HYDROGEN JON CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVI, 27 FEBRUARY--7 APRIL 1961 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 46 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXI, 6 JULY--17 JULY 1959 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 41 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXII, 3 NOVEMBER--16 DECEMBER 1959 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 42 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIII, 27 APRIL--17 MAY 1960 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 43 









1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVIII, 6 AUGUST--22 AUGUST 1958 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 38 
HYDRCGE~ ICN CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TE~PERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XIX, 4 NOVEMBER--11 DECEMBER 1958 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 39 
CHOPTANK RIVER, rYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGiC DATA, RAPPAHAN~CCK 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHE~APEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRU!SE XX, 2~ MARCH--19 APRIL 1959 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 40 
HYDRCGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTirUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVI, 23 JANUARr--7 FFBRuARY 1958 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 35 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVII, 22 APRIL--13 MAY 1958 
CHES RAY !NST CATA REP 36 
HYCRCG~APHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, 
WI~CS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY I~STITUTE 
FINAL OATA REPORT, BALTIMORE HARBOR STUDY, CRUISES 1-28, JULY 
1958--DECEMBER 1960 
ALKALINITY, rA~BORS, HYDROGEN InN CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, HYOROLCGIC 
DATA, SALI~ITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1959 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BALTI~ORE rARBOR CRUISES I--XVI, JULY 1958--NOVEMBER 1959 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 31 
HAKBCRS, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLUGIC DATA, SALINITY, wATER TEMPERATURE, 









1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XIV~ 23 JULY--26 JULY 1957 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 33 
CHESTER RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, SALl~ITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XV, 11 SEPTEMBER--20 SEPTEMBER 1957 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 34 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINOS 
1955 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XIII, 17 FEBRUARY--18 MARCH 1953 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 26 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, wiNDS 
1956 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
UPPER CHOPTANK RIVER SPRING CRUISE, I. 5 APRIL--8 APRIL 1954, II. 24 
MAY--28 MAY 1954 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 28 
CHOPTANK RIVER, ~YDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1957 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BROAD CREEK CRUISE, I. 12 JULY--14 JULY 1954, II. 20 JULY--22 JULY 1954 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 29 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHOPTANK RIVER AUTUMN CRUISE, 23 SEPT.--27 SEPT. 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 22 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYOROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER WINTER CRUISE, 3 DECEMBER--7 DECE~BER 1952 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 23 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 









1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHCPTANK RIVER WINTER CRUISE, 7 OECEMBER--10 DECEMBER 1952 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 24 
CHCPTANK RIVER, rYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTICN, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY I~STITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER - SUMMER CRUISE, 23 JUNE--28 JUNE 1952 
CHES BAY INST CAT A REP 19 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXE~T RIVER, SALI~ITY, SEASCNAL 
OISTRIBUTICN, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHCPTANK RIVER - SUMMER CRUISE, 28 JUNE--1 JULY 1952 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 20 
CHCPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASC.I\AL 
DISTRIBUTICN, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER AUTUMN CRUISE, 15 SEPT.--22 SEPT. 1952 
CHES ~AY INST CATA REP 21 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXE~T RIVER, SALINITY, SEASC~AL 
OlSTRIBUTICN, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER - SPRING CRUISE, 3 APRIL--8 APRIL 1952 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 16 
HYCRCLOG1C CATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
19?4 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHCPTANK RIVER - SPRING C~UISE, 28 APRIL--1 MAY 1952 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 17 
CHCPTANK RIVER, rYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, WATER 
TE~PERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XII, 15 JULY--6 AUGUST 1952 
CHES BAY INS T CATA REP 18 
DISSCLVED CXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC OATA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 









1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
SAINT MARY'S RIVER CRUISE, 19 JUNE, 1951--18 JULY, 1951 
CHES BAY lNST CATA REP 11 
CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATERlt HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER 1 SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TE~PERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XI, 1 AUGUST, 1951--7 AUGUST, 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 12 
CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS (WATERJ, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER 1 SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PINEY POINT STUDY, 21 MAY 1952--24 MAY 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 14 
CURRENTS (WATER), POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINDS 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE VIII, JANUARY 10,1951--JANUARY 23, 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 6 
CHLORINATION 1 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE IX, 1 APRIL 1951--19 APRIL 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 9 
CHLORINATION 1 DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE X1 21 MAY 1951--31 MAY 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 10 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE IV 1 MARCH 25, 1950--APRIL 25, 1950 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 3 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 









1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISES V AND VI, MAY 20, 1950--MAY 25 1 1950, JULY 14, 
1950--JULY 19, 1950 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 4 
CHLCRINATIGN, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE VII, OCTOBER 14, 1950--NOVEMBER 2, 1950 
CHES BAY INST CATA REP 5 
CHLORINATION, CISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHCSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1949 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE I ANC II. QUARTERLY REPO~T, JULY 1, 1949--0CTOBER 1, 1949 
CHES BAY INST, DATA REP 1 
CHLORINATICN, CISSOLVED OXYGENi HYOROGRAPHY. HYDROLOGIC DATA: PHOSPHATES~ 
TURBIDITY. WATER TEMPERATURE 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE III, OCTOBER 10, 1949--0CTOBER 25, 1949 
CHES BAY INST, DATA REP 2 
CHLORINATION, CISSOLVEO OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1970 HIDU H 
THE WORLD CULTURE OF MARINE MOLLUSKS 
A~ER MALACCL UNION, ANNU REP 1970, 18-21 ICONTRIB 442, CHES BIGL LAB, 
SCLC~ONS, MDI 
ACUICULTURE, FISrERIES, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
1969 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
SMITHSONIAN OFFICE OF ECOLOGY 
1969 ANNU REP, SMITHSONIAN INST, WASHINGTON, DC 
ECOLOGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1973 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CLADOCERAN PODON POLYPHEMOIDES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MAR BIOL 19, 161-171 ICONTRIB 184, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, 
BALTI~ORE, MCl 








1973 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
DIURRAL VERTICAL MIGRATION OF AN ESTUARI~E CLADOCERAN, PODO~ 
POLYPHEMOIDES, IN THE CHESAPEAKF BAY 
MAR BIOL 19t 172-181 ICONTRIB 185, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, 
BALTI~ORE, MCl 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1958 MANSUET I R 
A BRIEF BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF THE FISH AND FISHERIES CF 
T~E LOWER SUSQUE~ANNA RIVER REGION IN MARYLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MO. REF 58-40 
BIBL IOGRAP~IES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES' PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
1973 ANON 
2 RIVFRS. VIRGINIA'S JAMES AND MARYLAND'S CHESTER 
CENTRAL ATLANTIC ENVIRON NEWS 319-101,1-12 
CHESTER RIVER, JAMES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, WATER QUALITY 
1957 I<IANSUETI RJ 
EIG~T-FOOT S~ARK BLUNDERS INTO PATUXENT RIVER SEINE 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 13181,1 ANU 4 
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MEASUREMENT, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, wATER TE~PERATURE 
2014 1940 BRUST HF, NEWCOMBE CL 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE ALKALINITY OF ESTUARINE WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NEAR SOLOMCNS ISLAND, MARYLAND 
SEARS FOUND, J MAR RES 3(21,105-111 ICHES BlOL LAB CCNTRIB 38l 
ALKALINITY, CHLORINATION, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, PATUXE~T RIVER, 
WATER CHEMISTRY 
2015 1940 WALLACE DH 
SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CROAKFR, MICROPOGON UNDLLATUS, AND DISTRIBUTIC~ 
OF THE EARLY STAGES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
A~ER FISH SOC, TRANS 70, 475-482 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 391 
CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, GONADS, 
2016 1940 WALLACE D~, TRUITT RV 
REPORT ON MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS, 1940 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 41 











1936 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON RESPIRATORY STUDIES OF LITTORINA IRRORATA, L. 
NATURE 13711936) ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 35) 
GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
1936 NEWCOMBE CL 
VALIDITY OF CONCENTRIC RINGS OF MYA ARENARIA, L. FOR DETERMINING AGE 
NATURE 137119361 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 361 
CLAMS, GROWT~ RATES 
1940 LITTLEFGRC RA ET AL 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CERTAIN QUANTITATIVE PLANKTON METHODS 
ECOLOGY 21131,309-322 ICHES HIOL LAB CONTRIB 37! 
DENSITY, PLANKTON 
1939 LITTLEFORC RA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RATHKEA 
NATURE 143, 1070 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 291 
DISTRIBUTION, hYCROZOA, PATUXENT RIVER 
1939 LITTLEFORC RA 
THE LIFE CYCLE OF OACTYLOMETKA CUINCUECIRRHA, L. AGASSIZ IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BIOL BULL 7713),368-381 ICHES BIOL LAB CO~TRIB 311 
JELLYFISH, LIFE riSTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1938 WALLACE Dh, TRUITT RV 
PROGRESS OF THE ROCK AND SHAD RESEARCH WORK AT THE CHESAPEAKE BICLCGICAL 
LABORATORY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 68( 19381,364-368 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 251 
AMERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1938 TRUITT RV 
SPORT FISHING IN MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 26 
FISH POPULATIONS, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING 
1939 TRUITT RV 
OUR WATER RESOURCES AND THEIR CONSERVATION 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 27 











1938 GRAY EH, NEWCOMBE CL 
THE RELATIVE GROWTH OF PARTS IN THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
GROWTH 2131,235-246 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRI8 201 
GROWTH RATES, BLUE CRAB 
1939 NEWCO~BE CL ET AL 
STUDIES ON T~E PrYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF ESTUARINE WATERS IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
SEARS FOUND, J MAR RES 2121,87-116 ICHES BIOL LAB CCNTRIB 211 
BATHY~ETRY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTICN, WATER 
CHE~ISTRY 
1939 GRAY tH, NEWCOMBE CL 
STUCIES OF MCLTING IN CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
GROWTH 2(4),285-296 IC~ES BlUL LAB CONTRIB 24) 
GRCWTH RATES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1937 VLADYKOV VD, WALLACE DH 
POPULATIONS CF T~E S~AD IALOSA SAP!DISSiMAJ ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
RFGICN 
A~ER FISH SOC, TRANS 67il937i,52-66 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 17) 
A~ERICAN S~AC, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
1937 VLADYKOV VD, WALLACE DH 
IS THE STRIPED BASS IROCCUS LINEATUSl OF CHESAPEAKE BAY A M!GRATCRY FISH* 
A~ER FISH SOC, TRANS 67( 19371,67-86 ICHES BIOL LAB CCNTRIB 18) 
FISH ~IGRATICN, FISH POPULATIONS, STRiPED BASS, TAGGING 
193~ NEWCOMBE CL, HORNE WA 
OXYGEN-POOR WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 88122731,80-81 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 19) 
OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 
1937 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
GROwTH INDICES OF LITTORINA IRRORATA. PARTS I AND II 
BICL GEN 13, 465-481 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 141 
GASTROPODS, GROWT~ RATES, MOLLUSKS 
1938 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
VARIATIONS IN GROWTH INDICES OF VENUS MERCENARIA L. FRO~ WIDELY SEPARATED 
ENVIRCNMENTS OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 
CANADIAN J RES 16, 1-5 IC~ES BIDL LAB CO~TRIB 15) 










1938 BOLD hC 
NOTES ON MARYLANC ALGAE 
TORREY BOT CLUB, BULL 65, 293-301 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 161 
ALGAE, SYSTEMATICS 
1937 NICHOL AJ 
THE OYSTER-PACKING INDUSTRY OF BALTIMORE, ITS HISTORY AND CURRENT 
PROBLEMS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 11 
HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1937 TRUITT RV 
BALTIMORE ANC THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 12 
OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1937 LITTLEFCRD RA, TRUITT RV 
VARIATION OF DACTYLOMETRA QUINQUECIRRHA 
SCIENCE 86122361,426-427 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 131 
JELLYFISH, LIFE hiSTORY STUDIES, SCYPHOZOA 
1937 TRUITT RV, VLADYKOV VD 
STRIPED BASS INVESTIGATIONS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 66119361,225-226 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 71 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STRIPED BASS 
1937 TRUITT RV, VLADYKOV VD 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPORT FISHING IN MARYLAND 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 91 
SPORT FISHING 
1936 NEWCOMBE CL, KESSLER H 
VARIATIONS IN GROWTH INDICES OF MYA ARENARIA L. ON THF • !~TIC COAST CF 
NORTH AMERICA 
ECOLOGY 17131,429-443 ICHES BIOL LAB CDNTRIB 101 
CLAMS, GROWT~ RATES, UNITED STATES 
1953 MARYLANC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
MARYLAND'S SUNKEN TREASURE 
MD DEP EDUC, CONSERV SER 2 









1927 TRUITT RV 
ASPECTS OF T~E OYSTER SEASON IN MARYLAND, INVOLVING LABOR CONFLICTS 
DETRIMENTAL TO BOTH SEAFOOD AND CANNERY INDUSTRIES, ~ITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO THE LATTER 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1 
LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1931 TRUITT RV 
RECENT OYSTER RESEARCHES ON CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 3 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1954 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1953 
MC CEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 34 
CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
1954 WALKER ET, MISTER TH 
MARYLAND COM~ERCIAL FISH hATCHERY OPERATIONS 1952-1953 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 35 
A~ERICAN SHAC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1954 CARGO DG 
MARYLAND CCMMERCIAL FISHING GEARS. III. THE CRAB GEARS 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 36 
CCM~ERCIAL FIS~ING, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
1948 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPCRT 1~48 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 22 
CRABS, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, ~ATLRAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
1949 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPCRT 1949 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 23 











1950 MAXFIELC GH 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS 1948 AND 1949 
MD DEP RES AND ECUCr EDUC SER 24 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1946 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1946 
MO DEP RES AND EDUCr EDUC SER 16 
CRABS, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
1949 COKER CM 
MARYLAND'S COMMERCIAL FISHING GEARS. I. THE FIN-FISH GEARS 
MO OEP RES AND EDUC, ECUC SER 18 
COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, FYKE NETS, GILL NETS, 
TRAWLING, SEINING 
1947 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1947 
MD OEP RES AND EDUCr EDUC SER 20 
CRABS, DIATOMS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
1946 BENNETT RR 
GROUND WATER IN THE BALTIMORE AREA, MARYLAND 
MD OEP RES AND EDUCr EDUC SER 13 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, 
1947 MILLER TM 
UTILIZATION PLAN MARYLAND MARINE PRODUCTS 
MD OEP RES AND EDUCr EDUC SER 14 
ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1947 COKER CM 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH hATCHERY OPERATIONS 1946 AND 1947 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 15 
AMERICAN SHACr COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1945 SINGEWALD JT JR 
MARYLAND STREAM FLOW RECORDS 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 9 





1946 HAMMER RC 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS 1944 AND 1945 
MD OEP RES AND ECUC, ECUC SER 11 
A~ERICAN S~AC, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1946 KAYLOR JF 
TREES OF MARYLAND 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 12 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
1945 TILLER RE 
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT PLAN PRODUCTIVE 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 6 
CCMMERCIAL FIS~, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 






MD CEP RES AND EDUCr EDUC SER 
LIFE HISTORY STUCIES, OYSTERS 
1~45 BEAVEN GF 
MARYLAND'S OYSTER PROBLEM 
MD CEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 8 
OYSTERS 
1944 TILLER RE 
THE MARYLAND MANAGEMENT PLAN AND THE ROCK INDUSTRY 
MD CEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 2 
COMMERCIAL FIS~, MANAGEMENT, STRIPED BASS 
1944 MARYLANC BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
MARYLAND LAWS GOVERNING TrE BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATED 
DEPARTMENTS, WIT~ INTERSTATE COMPACTS ON NATURAL RESCURCES 
MC CEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 3 
LEGAL ASPECTS, NATL~L RESOURCES 
1944 TILLER RE 
THE MARYLAND MANAGEMENT PLAN AND THE SHAD FISHERY 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, ECUC SER 5 










1958 SCHWARTZ FJ, MEREDITH WG 
THE SCALED GOBY, MICROGOBIUS THALASSINUS, A RECENT RECORD FRO~ THE 
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 14131,10,12 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1959 MEREDIT~ WG, SCHWARTZ FJ 
THE CRAYFISHES OF MARYLAND 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 15111,1-2 ISUPPL 121 
CRAYFISH, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1944 TILLER RE 
THE MARYLAND FIS~ERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 1 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
1955 MANSUETI R, LONGWELL JR 
MARYLAND DUCKS, GEESE AND SWAN 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 12171,1-2 ISUPPL 81 
DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILDI, GEESE IWILDI, SWANS 
1956 SIELING FW 
THE HARDSHELL CLAM FISHE~Y OF MARYLAND WATERS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 121101,1-2 ISUPPL 91 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
1956 MANSUETI R 
COPPERHEADS ANC RATTLESNAKES, THE ONLY VE~DMOUS REPTILES OF ~ARYLAND 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 13111,1-2 ISUPPL 101 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
1955 BEAVEN GF 
WATER CHESTNUT THREATENS DISASTER TO MARYLAND WATE~ AREAS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 12111,1-2 ISUPPL 51 
AQUATIC WEEDS, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1955 MANSUETI R 
THE SEA NETTLE, ChESAPEAKE BAY'S TROUBLESOME SUMMER JELLYFISH 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 12131,1-2 










1973 COCOROS G ET AL 
MERCURY CONCENTRATIONS IN FISH, PLANKTON AND WATER FROM THREE WESTERN 
ESTUARIES 
J FISH BIDL 5161,641-647 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, ESTUARIES, FISH, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, NCRTH 
CAROLINA, PLANKTON 
1957 MURPHY JJ 
SALINITY STUCIES IN ESTUARIES OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
MD CEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 18, 426-440 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, SALINITY, SURFACE WATERS, TIDES, WATER QUALITY 
1957 YOKES HE 
GEOGRAPHY ANC GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND ~ATER RESOURCES BULL 19 
CLIMATES, FISHERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, SOILS, WATER 
RESOURCES 
1944 ~ARYLANC DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 
NEwSLETTER PUBLIShED MONTHLY FROM 1944-1959 
BIOTA, COM~ERCIAL FISH, 
1899 ABBE C JR 
A GENERAL REPORT ON THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND 
MD WEATHER SERV SPEC PUBLICATION, 1121,41-216 
GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY 
1957 RASMUSSEN WC, SLAUGhTER TH 
THE WATER RESOURCES OF CAROLINE, DORCHESTER, A~D TALBOT COUNTIES 
MD DFP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 18, 1-371 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, GROUNDWATER, WATER RESOURCES 
1957 HULME AE 
THE SURFACE-WATER RESOURCES 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 18, 372-425 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD!, GAGING STATIONS, RUNCFF, 
STREA~FLOW, SURFACE WATERS, wATER RESOURCES 
1948 CUSHMAN JA 
FORAMINIFERA FROM THE BEThARDS WELL 











1948 DORSEY A 
MIOCENE FORAMINIFERA FROM THE CHESAPEAKE GROUP OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 268-321 
FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1948 SHIFFLETT E 
EOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND FORAMINIFERA OF THE AOUIA FORMATION 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 3 
FORAMINIFERA, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1948 LOHMAN KE 
MIDDLE MIOCENE DIATOMS FROM THE HAMMOND WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 151-187 
DIATOMS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1948 SWAIN FM 
OSTRACODA FROM THE HAMMOND WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BUll 2, 187-213 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1948 CUSHMAN JA 
FORAMINIFERA FROM THE HAMMOND WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 213-267 
FORAMINIFERA, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1948 STEPHENSON LW 
TERTIARY AND CRETACEOUS MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 1040 TO 2257 FEET IN THE 
HAMMOND WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 120-124 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1948 STEPHENSON LW 
CRETACEOUS MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 1894 TO 1896 FEET IN THE BERTHARDS 
WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 125-126 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY 
1948 VOKES HE 
CRETACEOUS MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 4875 TO 4885 FEET IN THE ~ARYLAND ESSC 
WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 126-151 






1944 MARYLANC CEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES 
SUM~ARY OF RECORDS OF SURFACE WATERS OF MARYLAND AND THE POTCMAC RIVER 
BASIN 1892-1943 
MD OEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 1 
DISCHARGE IWATERI, GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,~D, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MD, STREA~FLOW, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1948 ANDERSON JL 
CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 1-113 
GEOLOGY, OIL I~DUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SEDI~ENTS, 
STRATIGRAPbY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1948 GARDNER JA 
TERTIARY MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 330 TO 990 FEET IN THE HAMMC~D WELL 
MC CEP GEOL, ~INES AND WATER RESOURCES RULL 2.114-119 
MCLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1949 SINGEWALD JT JR 
THE SHORE EROSION PROBLEM 
MC DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 6, 1-18 
BEACH EROSION, LEGISLATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 




THE SHORE EROSION MEASUREMENTS 
MC CEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 6, 19-118 
BEACH EROSION, SECIMENT TRANSPORT 
1949 SLAUGHTER Tb 
NAVIGATION RESTORATION EXPENDITURES NECESSITATED BY SHORE EROSIC~ 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 6, 119-121 
BEACH EROSION, ECONpMICS, NAVIGATION 
1972 COOPER JE 
ENDANGERED SPECIES 
BALTI~ORE SUN, 23 DECEMBER 1972 
AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
1893 HOLMES WH 
DISTRIBUTION OF STONE IMPLEMENTS IN THE TIDEWATER COUNTRY 
A~ER ANTROPOL 6111 1 1-14 










1965 REESE J 
BREEDING STATUS OF THE OSPREY IN CENTRAL CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD BIROLIFE 21141,105-108 
BIRO EGGS, BIROS, BREECING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1966 COOPER JE 
THE SCARLET SNAKE ICEMOPHORA COCCINEAI IN MARYLAND 
MD HERPETOL SOC BULL 2121,10-13 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
1973 COOPER JE ET AL 
ENDANGERED AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF MARYLAND, A SPECIAL REPCKT 
MD HERPETOL SOC BULL 9131,42-100 
AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
1972 ANON 
14 VERTEBRATES TERMED 'ENDANGERED SPECIES' 
BALTI~ORE SUN 14 CECEMBER 1972 
AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
1949 OWENS AB 
A PRELIMINARY LIST OF MARYLAND MOSSES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION 
UNIV MD MS T~ESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, MOSSES, SYSTEMATICS 
1961 COOPER JE 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MOLE SNAKE IN MARYLAND 
HERPETOL 17121,141 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
1969 COOPER JE 
A RED-BELLIEC WATER SNAKE FROM MARYL~ND'S WESTERN COAST~L PLAIN 
J HERPETOL 313-4),185-186 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
1879 FERGUSON TB, HUGHLETT T 
REPORT OF COMMISSION OF FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, JANUARY 1879 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 7BP. 










1950 SANDERSON AE JR 
AN ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF T~E FISHES OF THE SEVERN RIVER WITH REFERENCE TO 
THE EASTERN CHAIN PICKEREL, ESOX NIGER LESUER AND THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA 
FLAVESCENS, (p.(ITCHILLI 
UNIV MD MS T~ESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,MO 
1950 MANSUET I R 
AN ECOLOGICAL AND DISTRIBUTIONAL STUDY OF THE FISHES OF THE PATUXENT 
RIVER WATERS~ED, MARYLAND 
UNIV MD MS T~ESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1940 ~OTCHKISS N 
RANGE EXTENSIONS OF MARS~ AND AQUATIC PLANTS 
RHCCCRA 42, 20-22 
ACUATIC PLA~TS, CISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
1940 SMITH AV 
SCME PLANTS RECENTLY FOUND IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF MARYLAND 
RHCCCRA 4215001,277-280 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
1914 TIDESTRCM I 
NCTES ON THE FLORA OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, II. 
RHCDCRA 1611921,201-209 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1953 MCGARY JW, KINSMAN 8 
A BIBLIOGRAP~Y OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
CHES BAY INST INSbORE SURV PROGRAM INTERIM REP 18 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, bYDROGRAP~Y, HYDROLOGY, MORPHOLOGY 
1963 LEE CF, SANFORD FB 
OYSTER INDuSTRY OF ChESAPEAKE BAY, SOUTH ATLANTIC, AND GULF CF ~FXICC 
US FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 25131,8-17 
FIShERIES, GULFS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST u.S. 
1925 HOLMES FO 
NON-PATHOGENICITY OF THE MLLKWEED FLAGELLATE IN MARYLAND 










1970 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DATA SUMMARY, AUGUST 1969- JULY 1970 (MOUTH CF BAY TC 
HEAD OF BAY I 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 18 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1971 CRONIN WB 
VOLUMETRIC, AREAL, AND TIDAL STATISTICS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY ANC 
ITS TRIBUTARIES 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 20 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, TIDES, VIRGINIA, VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS 
1953 ANDREWS JC 
FOULING ORGANISMS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST INSHORE SURV PROGRAM INTERIM REP 17 
BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
1966 WHALEY RC ET AL 
NUTRIENT SUMMARY 1964, 1965, 1966. UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY !SMITH POINT TC 
TURKEY POINTI. POTOMAC, SOUTH, SEVERN, MAGOTHY, BACK, CHESTER, AI\;D ~ILES 
RIVERS, AND EASTERN BAY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 12 
NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS 
1968 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DATA SUMMARY MARCH 1966 - MAY 1967 UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY CTOLCHESTER TO HAVRE DE GRACEI 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 14 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LCAC 
1970 SCHUBEl JR ET AL 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DATA SUMMARY, 24 FEBRUARY 1969 - 13 ~AY 1969 UPPER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IMATAPEAKE TO HAVRE DE GRACE! 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 17 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1954 BEAVEN GF 
THE MARYLAND OYSTER FISHERY 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 11151,1-2 ISUPPL 11 






1955 MANSUET I R 
LIFE HISTORY OF T~E STRIPED BASS IN MARYLAND WATERS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 11191,1-2 ISUPPL 31 
ANADRCMOUS FISh, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, STRIPED BASS 
1955 MANSUET I R 
NATURAL HISTORY OF ThE AMERICAN SHAD IN MARYLAND WATERS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 111111,1-2 ISUPPL 41 
AMERICAN ShAC, ANADROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, 
1950 SIELING FW 
MARYLAND'S COMMERCIAL FISHING GEARS. II. THE OYSTER GEARS 
MC CEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 25 
CCMMERCIAL FIShiNG, FISHING GEAQ, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1950 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPO~T 1950 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 27 
CRABS, DIATO~S, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
2124 1951 TRUITT RV 
2125 
2126 
ANNUAL REPCRT 1951 
MC CEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 29 
CRABS, EOUCATICN, FISH, ~YDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESO~RCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
1953 MARYLANC BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
THE CCMMERCIAL FISHERIES OF MARYLAND lA REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSE~BLY OF 
~ARYL AND J 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 30 
COMMERCIAL FIS~ING, F~SH, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, BLUE CRAB 
1952 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1952 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 31 
CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOlJRCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 









1952 COKER CM, MISTER TH 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS 1950-1951 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 33 
AMERICAN ShAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1954 ASHBAUGH BLt MCKEE PW 
MARYLAND'S LIVING WATERS 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 37 
NATURAL RESOURCES, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
1954 ASHBAUGM BL, BRANCATO GN 
MARYLAND'S WEATHER 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 38 
CLIMATOLOGY, WEATHER 
1955 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1954 
MD DEP RES AND ECUC, EDUC SER 39 
CLAMS, CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
1972 SCHUBEL JR, AULD AH 
THERMAL EFFECTS OF A MODEL POWER PLANT ON THE HATCHING SUCCESS CF ALEWIFE 
IALOSA PSEUDOHARENGUSl EGGS 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 28 
ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, HODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLANTS, THER~AL 
POLLUTION, TMERMAL WATER 
1972 SEITZ RC 
A CONDUCTIVITY-TEMPERATURE-DEPTH !CTDl RECORDER AND TwELVE 
SEMI-CONTINUOUS PROFILES OF TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 29 
CONDUCTIVITY, CEPTH, EQUIPMENT, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, 
TEMPERATURE 
1966 WHALEY RC ET AL 
DATA SUMMARY POTOMAC RIVER NUTRIENT CRUISES 1965-1966 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 11 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIE~TS, ON-SITE DATA 









1972 KLEPPER JC 
A REPORT ON THE PROTOTYPE DATA COLLECTED IN THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 25 
CURRENTS (WATER!, DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, VELOCITY 
1972 HAN G 
THE DELINEATION OF AN EXCLUSION AREA AROUND THE CHESTERTOWN OUTFALL CN 
THE CHESTER RIVER AND THE BACK RIVER SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT OuTFALL 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 26 
BACK RIVER,MC, CrESTER RIVER, CURRENTS !WATER!, DYE RELEASES, SFWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT 
1972 KLEPPER JC 
A REPORT ON THE PROTOTYPE CURRENT VELOCITY AND SALINITY DATA CO~LECTED IN 
THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY FOR THF CHESAPEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 27 
CURRENTS !WATER!, DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELCCITY 
1971 BEAL KL 
RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLE~~ AND TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS I~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CCLLCC !NT EXPLOR OCEANS 1! 11 
ESTUARIES, ENVIRONMENTAL ENG! EERING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1948 PEARSON JC 
FLUCTUATIONS IN TrE ABUNDANCE OF THE BLUE CRAB IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV RES REP 14 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE hiSTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
1942 PEARSCN JC 
DECLINE iN ABUNDANCE OF T~E BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDAS, I~ CHESAPEAKE 
BAY DURING 1940, AND 1941, WITH SUGGESTED CONSERVATION ~EASURES 
US FISH ANC WILDLIFE SPEC SCI REP 16 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
N*C* CHURCHILL EP JR 
THE CCNSERVATION OF THE BLUE CRAB OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VI ~S MS 
CCNSERVATICN, CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, LEGISLATION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 









1944 SANDOZ M, ROGERS R 
THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON HATCHING, MOULTING, AND SURVIVAL 
OF ZOEA LARVAE Of THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
ECOLOGY 25121,216-228 IVIMS CONTRIB 16l 
HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAB, MOLTI~G 
1960 BAILEY RS 
INHABITANTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY. I. ANIMALS OF JELLY 
VIMS EDUC SER 11 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
1964 ANDERSON RR 
ECOLOGY AND MINERAL NUTRITION OF MYRIOPHYLLUM SPICATUM L. 
UN!V MD ~S T~ESIS 
ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN ION 
CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RivER,MD 
1969 SHEARER CA 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF LIGNICOLOUS ASCOMYCETES AND FUNGI IMPERFECT! I~ 
THE PATUXENT RIVER 
UNIV MD MS T~ESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER 
1892 BIBBINS A 
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF CORDYLOPHORA IN THE CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES, AND THE 
CHARACTER OF ITS HABITAT 
MD ACAD SCI, TRANS 11N.S.I,213-228 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1960 FLYGER V 
SIKA DEER ON ISLANDS IN MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
J MAMMOL 4111),140 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 124) 
DEER, DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA 
1959 MANNING Jh 
COMMERCIAL AND BIOLOGICAL USES OF THE MARYLAND SOFT CLA~ DREDGE 
GULF ANO CARIBBEAN FISH INST, PROC 12, 61-67 ICHES BIOL LAB CCNTRIB 131l 









1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
BIBLIOGRAP~Y OF MARYLAND FISHERIES INCLUDING PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED 
PAPERS ON THE FIS~ERIES AND RELATED FIELDS OF TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAe CONTRIB 144 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1959 SCHWARTZ FJ 
TWO EIGHT-FOCT CUB SHARKS, CARCHARINUS LEUCAS (MULLER AND HENLE!, 
CAPTURED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
COPEIA 195913),251-252 ICbES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1181 
DISTRIBUTION, FISb POPULATIONS, SHARKS 
1958 STEWART RE, MANNING JH 
DISTRIBUTICN AND ECOLOGY OF WHISTLING SWANS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGICN 
AUK 75, 203-212 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1191 
DISTRIBUTICN, ECOLOGY, SWANS, WATERFOWL 
1960 PFlTZEN~EYER HT, SHUSTER C~ JR 
A PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE SOFT SHELL CLAM, MYA ARE~ARIA L. 
CHES BIOL LAe CONTRIB 123 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CLAMS 
1954 HARDY JC JR 
NCTES ON THE DISTRIBUTJO~ OF MYCROPHYLA CAROLINE~SIS IN SOUTHERN ~ARYLANC 
HERPETOL 8, 162-166 
A~PHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTION, FROGS, 
1954 POWERS ~C 
CLAY DIAGE~ESIS IN THE C~ESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
SWINEFORD A, PLUMMER NV IEDSJ. CLAY AND CLAY MINERALS. NAT CCNF CN CLAYS 
A~D CLAY MINERALS, 2ND, COLUMBIA MISSOURI, 1953, P.68-80 
CLAY MINERALS, CLAYS, DIAGENESIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1968 ~ERCER WO 
TAXONOMIC ANC ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE FLORA OF CALVERT COUNTY, ~ARYLA~D 
UNIV MD MS THESIS 
DISTRIBUTICN, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, SOILS, SYSTEMATICS, TKEES 
2367 1930 FOWLER HW 
HAM~ERHEAD SHARK RECORDED AT CHARLESTOWN, IN NORTHEAST RIVER, ~ARYLAND, 
IN TIDAL FRESH WATERS 
FISH CULTURIST 9(6),90 










1939 SMITH AV 
SOME NOTEWORTHY PLANTS RECENTLY FOUND IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF ~ARYLA~O 
AND DELAWARE 
RHOOORA 41, 111-112 
DELAWARE, CISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS 
1913 TIDESTRCM I 
NOTES ON THE FLORA OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA. I. 
RHOOORA 15, 101-106 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1973 LIPPSON AJ 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND, AN ATLAS OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV PRESS, BALTIMORE 
BIROS, FISH POPULATIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESCURCES, 
PLANTS, SEDIMENTS, ShELLFISH 
1933 FOWLER HW 
NOTES ON MARYLAND FISHES 
FISH CULTURIST 13111,8-9 
ELK RIVER,MD, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1973 FISH J 
CHESAPEAKE BAY RETRIEVER 
TIDEWATER TIMES 18171,123-133 
HUNTING, MAMMALS, 
1950 ANDREWS EA 
FOLLICULINIDS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AS NOMADS 
J MAR RES 9111,21-28 
FOULING, PROTOZOA, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1972 WILLIAMSON FSL 
BIOLOGY AND THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAO SCI, J 62121,88-102 
BIOLOGY, BIOTA, MANAGEMENT 
1949 SINGEWALO JT, SLAUGHTER TH 
SHORE EROSION IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
MD OEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES, BULL 6 
BEACH EROSION, 
144 
2377 1972 ROLANC JJ 
THE FATE OF ThE C~ESAPEAKE BAY, SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,102-108 
ECCNOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
2378 1972 RCY R~ 
CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,109-111 
MANAGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
2379 1972 LOVE ~J 
HYORCOYNAMIC C~ANGES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,118-121 
HYDRCCYNAMICS, MANAGEMENT 
2380 1972 PATRICK R 
THE POTENTIAL OF VARIOUS TYPES OF THER~AL EFFECTS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,140-144 
ELECTRIC POwER PRODUCTIO~, POWER PLA~TS, THERMAL POLLUTION, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
2381 1972 YCUNG FC 
TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSIS BY PROTON-INDUCED X-RAY EXCITATION 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,153-156 
PCLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, TRACE ELEMENTS, X-RAYS 
2382 1972 ~CKEWEN TC 
HUMAN WASTES AND THE CHESAPEAKE RAY 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,157-1bl 
INDUSTRIAL W~STES, RU~OFF, SEDI~ENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE 
TREAT~ENT, WATER POLLUTION, wATFR QuALITY 
2383 1972 WILLIAMS J 
PHYSICAL-C~E~ICAL CRISIS INDICATORS--ARE THERE ANY* 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, J 62121,174-183 
DISSCLVED CXYGEN, HYCROGE~ ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, 
TID~L WATERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
2384 1972 PRFNTISS LW 
THE CORPS CF ENGINEERS C~ESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
WASHINGTON ACAC SCI, ~ b212),190-195 









1972 SELIGER H 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121,196-201 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RHODE RIVER 
1972 HOLM EE 
CERTAINTIES AND UNCERTAINTIES IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS THEY RELATE TC 
THE fUTURE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121,202-206 
ECONOMICS, INDUSTRIES, POPULATION 
1973 BECKER CD ET AL 
REGIONAL SURVEY OF MARINE BIOTA FOR BIOASSAY STANDARDIZATION OF OIL AND 
OIL DISPERSANT CHEMICALS 
AMER PETROL INST PUBL 4167 
BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
1960 BURTON B 
CITY ANGLER LANDS RECORD OFFBEAT ROCK NEAR HOME 
BALTIMORE EVENING SUN, MAY 2, 1960, WATERS AND WOODS, SECTION E 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, DEFORMITIES 
1944 DAVIS CC 
ON FOUR SPECIES OF COPEPODA NEW TO CHESAPEAKE BAY, wiTH A DESCRIPTION CF 
A NEW VARIETY Of PARACALANUS CRASSIROSTRIS DAHL 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 61 
COPEPODS, MORPHOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1944 REGAN ML 
HISTOCHEMICAL OBSERVATIONS ON GLYCOGEN IN THE LIVER OF THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 62 
PHYSIOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, GLYCOGEN, SCYPHOZOA 
1944 OSBURN RC 
A SURVEY OF THE BRYOZOA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BIOL LAB 63 
BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
2392 1947 NASH CB 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A RIVER ESTUARY 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 64 
ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASCNAL 









1947 CRONIN LE 
ANATOMY ANC ~ISTOLOGY OF 'THE MALE REPRODUCTIVE SY~TEM OF CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
J MORPHOL 81121,209-239 
GCNADS, MORP~OLOGY, REPRODUCTION, BLUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
1947 THOMPSON RH 
FRESH-WATER DINOFLAGELLATES OF MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 67 
DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, SYSTEMATICS 
1946 BEAVEN GF 
EFFECT OF SUSOUE~ANNA RIVER STREAM FLOW ON CHESAPEAKE BAY SALINITIES A~D 
HISTORY OF PAST OYSTER MORTALITIES ON UPPER BAY BARS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 68 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOw, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1948 HA~MER RC ET AL 
MARYLAND CCM~ERCIAL FISHERIES STATISTICS 1944-1945 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 69 
CATCH, COM~ERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
1948 ~ARYLANC DEPARTMENT OF RES~ARCH AND EDUCATION 
EFFECTS OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS ON OYSTERS, CRABS AND FISH, A 
PRELIMINARY REPORT 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 70 
BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1948 TRESSLER WL, SMIT~ EM 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF SEASONAL DISTRIBuTION OF OSTRACODA, SCLOMCNS 
ISLAND, MARYLAND, REGION 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 71 
ECCLCGY, OSTRACOCS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL OISTRIBuTICN, SYSTE~ATICS 
1948 DAVIS CC 
STUDIES OF T~E EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION IN THE LOWER PATAPSCO 
RIVER AREA. 2. THE EFFECT OF COPPERAS POLLUTION ON PLANKTON 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 72 
OIATCMS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IRON, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, PLANKTO~, WATER 









1954 CRONIN LE 
THE MARYLAND CRAB INDUSTRY, 1949 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 84 
CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1950 TILLER RE 
A FIVE-YEAR STUDY OF THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY OF MARYLAND, BASED ON 
ANALYSES OF THE SCALES 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 85 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, FISH SCALES 
1951 CARGO DG, CRONIN LE 
THE MARYLAND CRAB INDUSTRY, 1950 
CHES RIOL LAB PUBL 92 
CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1958 MANNING JH, PFITZENMEYER HT 
THE MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM INDUSTRY, ITS POTENTIALS A~O PRCBLE~S 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS, PROC 48, 110-114 (CHES BIOL LAB CCNTRIB 145) 
CLAM INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, 
1961 RUBINCFF I 
ARTIFICIAL HYBRIDIZATION OF SOME ATHERINIO FISHES 
COPEIA 1961(2),242-244 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 156) 
FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, HYBRIDS 
1973 CLARK LJ ET AL 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FROM THE FORTHCOMING TECHNICAL REPORT 56 
*NUTRIENT ENRICHMENT AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY* 
U.S. ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE, REG III 
ALGAE, EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, NUTRIENTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, wATER 
QUALITY 
1952 JACKSON HW, TILLER RE 
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON SPAWNING POTENTIAL IN THE STRIPED BASS 
IROCCUS SAXATILIS WALBAUM) 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 93 
FISH EGGS, F1SH ~ATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, SPAwNING, STRIPED BASS 
2407 1952 HENSEL ~A, TILLER RE 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISHERIES STATISTICS 1946-1950 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 94 









1952 T!MM RW 
A SURVEY OF THE MARINE NEMATODES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 95 
DISTRIBUTICN, NEMATODES, SYSTEMATICS 
1952 GARLAND CF 
A STUDY OF WATER QUALITY IN BALTIMORE HARBOR 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 96 
INDUSTRIAL WASfES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1955 TILLER RF, COKER CM 
EFFECTS OF NAVAL ORDNANCE TESTS ON THE PATUXENT RIVER FISHERY 
U.S. DEP FIS~ ANC WILDLIFE SERV, SPEC SCI REP, FISH 143 !CHES BICL LAB 
CCNTRIB 101) 
EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, PATUX~NT RIVER 
1956 SCHELTE~A RS, TRUITT RV 
T~E SHIPWORM TEREDO NAVALIS IN ~ARYLAND COASTAL WATERS 
ECOLOGY 37(4),841-843 !C~ES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 103) 
DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MDI, MOLLU~KS 
1954 ~ANNING Jr, WHALEY h~ 
DISTRIBUTICN OF OYSTER LARVAE AND SPAT I~ RELATION TO SOME ENVIRGNMENTAL 
FACTORS IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
NAT SHELLFJS~ ASS, PROC 45, ~6-65 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1051 
DISTRltlUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1957 WALBURG Ch 
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF MARYLAND SHAD 1944-52 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, RES REP 38, 1-17 
A~ERICAN S~AD, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 
1958 MANSUFTJ R 
EGGS, LARVAE AND YOUNG OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
CrES RIOL LAe CONTRIB 112 
FIS~ EGGS, FIS~ ~ATC~ERIES, FISH POPULATIO~S, LARVAL GRCwTH STAGE, 









1958 ~ANSUETI R 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANAL SPINES AND SOFT-RAYS IN YOUNG STRIPED BASS, 
ROCCUS SAXAT IllS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 113 
FISH POPUL~TIONS, GROWTH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
1958 LONGWELl JR, STOTTS V 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON T~E RECOVERY OF DIVING DUCKS BA~DED IN THE ~ARYLA~O 
PORTION OF C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
SOUTHEASTERN ASS GAME AND FISH COMM, 12TH ANNU PROC, 285-291 ICHES BICL 
LAB CONTRIB 116l 
DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILD), MIGRATION, WATERFOWL 
1973 GIBBONS E 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--WHY IT WON'T DIE 
CHES REP, JU~E AND JULY IALSO 1972, ORG GARD AND FARM 19, 104-7) 
MANAGEMENT, PlANTS 
1699 PETIVER J, JONES ~ 
REMARKS BY MR. JAMES PETIVER, APOTHECARY, AND fELLOW OF THE RCYAL 
SOCiETY, ON SOME ANIMALS, PLANTS, ETC. SENT TO HI~ FROM MARYLAND, BY THE 
REVEREND MR. HUG~ JONES 
PHIL SOC LONCON TRANS 20,393-406 
CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
1824 SAY T 
AN ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE FOSSIL SHELLS OF MARYLAND 
ACAO NATUR SCI PrllADELPHIA, J 411ST SERl,124-155 
DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
1961 SCHWARTZ FJ 
A BIBLIOGRAPrY, EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FORCES ON AQUATIC ORGANJS~S 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIS 168 
BIBLIOGRAPhiES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, FXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 
1961 MANSUETI RJ 
EFFECTS OF CIVILIZATION ON STRIPED BASS AND OTHER ESTUARINE BIOTA IN 
CHESAPEAKE B~Y AND TRIBUTARIES 
GULF AND CARRIBEAN FISH INST, 14TH ANNU PRUC, P.110-136 
BICTA, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL wASTES, 




1962 BEAVEN GF ET AL 
FIELD OBSE~VATIONS UPON ESTUARINE ANIMALS EXPOSED TO 2,4-D 
NORTHEASTERN WEEC CONTROL CONF, 16, 449-458 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 192) 
ACUATIC WEED CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LIMIT, ~ORTALITY, 
OYSTERS, PCTOPoiAC RIVER, 20 40 
1949 STEWART RE 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF MARYLAND BIRDS 
MD BIRDLIFE 511),2 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, 






THE ~ARYLANC OYSTER INDUSTRY 
MS THESIS, A~ER BANKERS ASS, RUTGERS UNIV, NEW BRUNSwiCK, N.J. 
DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1943 CORRI~GTON JC 
REORGANIZATION OF CONSERVATION WORK IN MARYLAND 
SCIENCE 97, 140-141 
CONSERVATIGN, LEGISLATION, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE 
GOVERNMENTS 
1946 NORTO~ JBS, BROWN RG 
A CATALOG CF TI-E VASCULAR PLANTS OF MARYLAND 
CASTANEA li, 1-50 
DISTRIBUTICN, PLANTS 
1947 REED CF 
FERNS AND FERN-ALLIES OF THE GUNPOWDER RIVER REGION, BALTI~ORE CCUNTY, 
MARYLAND 
CASTANEA 12, 76-88 
DISTRIBUTION, FERNS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PLANTS 
1934 CORY EN ET ~L 
REPCRT ON ANTI-MOSQUITO WORK IN MARYLAND 
UNIV ~C, EXT SERV BULL 73, 1-31 
ENTCMOLOGY, ~DSQUITOES, PEST CONTROL 
1962 STEENIS J ... ET AL 
OBSERV&TIO~S ON DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL OF EURASIAN WATERMILFOIL IN 
CHESAPEAKF B~Y, 1961 
N.E. WEED CONTR CONF, PROC 16, 442-448 










1961 STEENIS JH, STOTTS VD 
PROGRESS REPORT ON CONTROL OF EURASIAN WATERMILFOIL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
N.E. WEED CONTR CONF, PROC 15, 566-570 
AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, HERBICIDES, 
1940 NESBIT RA 
HOW SHAD CAN BE BROUGHT BACK IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND NORTH CAROLINA 
MD CONSERV 17(11 1 1-2, 24 
AMERICAN SbAC, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
1959 LINDUSKA JP 
WATERFOWL ANC THE POTOMAC RIVER 
MD CONSERV 36, 4-8 
DUCKS IWILC), ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC RIVER, wATERFOwL 
1949 0 1 ROURK AE 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE MACROSCOPIC PARASITES OF FOOD FISHES IN THE 
VICINITY OF SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
TENNESSEE ACAD SCI, J 24-25, 174 
FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM 
1958 CHAMBLISS S 
THE OYSTER WARS, HELL ON THE HALF-SHELL 
SKIPPER, NOVEMBER, 17-19, 42 
DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1958 CHAMBLISS S 
OYSTER WARS, THE TUNE OF THE BULLET 
SKIPPER, DECEMBER, 20-21, 42-44 
DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTO~AC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1959 CHAMBLISS S 
THE OYSTER WARS, CISCORD OVER THE RIVER 
SKIPPER, JANUARY, 24-26, 42-43 
DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1911 BERRY EW 
A REVISION OF SEVERAL GENERA OF GYMNOSPERMOUS PLANTS FROM THE POTOMAC 
GROUP IN MARYLANC AND VIRGINIA 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 40118211,289-318 









1941 SCHOONOVER LM 
A STRATIGRAP~IC STUDY OF THE MOLLUSKS OF THE CALVERT AND CHOPTANK 
FOR~ATIONS OF SOUTHER~ MARYLAND 
A~ER PALEONT, BULL 25194BI,1-134 CBRYN MAWR COLL PHD DISSI 
CHGPTANK RIVER, CISTRIBUTIONo MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATIGRAPHY, 
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CHESAPEAt<E BAY 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS, CO~V ACDRESS 1952, 113-120 
OYSTERS 
1956 FNGLE Je 
TE~ YEARS CF STUCY ~ OYSTER SETTING IN A SEED AREA IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
NAT SHELLF 1'>!- ASS, PROC 4!:, ~8-99 
OYSTER SETT !NG 
1956 ~ANNI~G J~, CUN~INGTDN EA 
THE ~ARYLAND SOFT SHEll CLAM FISHERY, A PRELI~INARY INVESTIGATIONAL 
REPCRT 
NAT SHELLFISI- ASS, PRO(. 46, lCG-llC 
CLA~ INDUSTRY, C~EOGI~G, 
1957 FNGLE JE' 
THE SEASONAL SIGNIFICANCE CF TOTAL SOLIDS OF OYSTERS IN CO~~ERCIAL 
EXPLCITAT ICN 
NAT SHELLFISt- ASS, PROC 4ii, 72-71! 









1959 WEBSTER JR, MEDFORD RZ 
FLATWORM DISTRIBUTION AND ASSOCIATED OYSTER MORTALITY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS, PROC 50, 89-95 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS 
1967 LOVELACE TE ET AL 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BACTERIOL PROC 1967, 46 IABSTRACTI 
BACTERIA, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
1952 RANEY EC 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUhl 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL BULL 14111,5-97 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH 
RATES, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1952 HOLLIS EH 
VARIATIONS IN THE FEEDING HABITS OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
IWALBAUMI, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL BULL 14111,111-131 
FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, JAMES RIVER, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
1949 WILSON MS 
A NEW SPECIES OF COPEPOD OF THE GENUS CORYCAEUS FRO~ THE NORTH A~ERiCA~ 
COAST 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 99132391,321-326 
COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
1932 WILSON CB 
THE COPEPOO CRUSTACEANS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
u.s. NAT MUS, PROC 80(29151,1-54 
COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTlCN, SYSTEMATICS 
1971 VOGEL RM 
THE BIOLOGY AND A RECESCRIPTION OF THE OPISTHOBRANCH MOLLUSK HER~AEA 
CRUCIATA GOULD, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VELIGER 14(21 1 155-157 










1971 SHEARER CA 
A STUDY OF T~E ECOLOGY, TAXONOMY, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF SO~F ~OGD-INHABITI~G 
ASCCMYCETES ANC FUNGI IMPERFECT! FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER 
PHO CISS, UNIV MC, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 ANDRUS J8 
A TAXONOMIC ANC ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ACUATIC PHYCC~YCETES IN SCILS 
SURROUNDING THE UPPER PAT~XENT ESTuARY 
PHC CISS, UNIV MC, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1884 ROTHRCCK JT 
VACATION CRUISING IN CHESAPEAKE AND DELA~ARE BAYS 
J.B. LIPPINCCTT AND CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA, 262P. 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1944 FREY CG 
OYSTER CONSERVATION PROBLE~S G~ THE POTO~AC RIVE~ 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS CONV ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JU~E 1944 
MANAGEMENT, CYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1944 GALTSCFF PS 
PROBLEMS CF REhAB!L!TlT!O~ OF CHFSAPEAKE BAY OYSTER RESOURCES 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS CONY ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JU~E 1944 
BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1944 ~CRSE DC 
SC~E OBSERVATIONS ON T~E FOOD A~D FEEDING OF OYSTER~ JN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHEllFIS~ ASS CONV ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JU~E 1944 
FCCC HABITS, OYSTERS, FEECING 
1947 SIELING FW 
EFFECTS OF POllUTION AT BALTIMORE ON PH AND OXYGEN CONTENT OF ~ATER 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS CONY ADDRESS 1949, 50-54 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MG, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, ~ATER QUALITY 
1941 BEAVEN GF 
SHEll PlANTING OPERATIONS IN MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS CONV ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JUNE 5, 1941 









1943 WARFIELC, E JR 
INCREA~ING PRODUCTION OF OY~TERS IN MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS CONV ADDRESS, PHILADELPHIA, PA, JUNE, 1943 
BEDS UN~ER WATER~ MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1909 BAKER BN ET AL 
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION OF MARYLAND FOR 1908-1909 
BALTI~ORE, MD, 204P. 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 OTTO SV 
HERMAPHRODITISM IN THE SOFT,CLAM (MYA ARENARIAI 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 62, 47-49 
CHEMICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHELLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1973 TUBIASH HS ET AL 
CARDIAC EDEMA ASSOCIATED WITH VIBRIO ANGUILLARUM IN THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 63, 39-42 
DISEASES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1971 SCHUBEL JR 
TIDAL VARIATION OF THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT AT A 
STATION IN T~E CHESAPEAKE BAY TURBIDITY MAXIMUM 
NETHERLANDS J SEA RES 5121~252-266 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, ~EOI.ENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL ~FFECTS, 
TURBIDITY 
1952 VLADYKOV VD, WALLACE DH 
STUDIES Of T~E STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAU~:, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION DURING 1936-193~ 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL, BULL 14111,132-177 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, ~ISHERIES, GROWTH 
RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
1969 WILSTACH P 
TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 









1911 TIDESTRCM I 
THE TYPHAE OF MARYLAND ANC VIRGINIA 
RHCDCRA 13( 1561,241-243 
DISTRJBUTIGN, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1947 STEWART RE, ROBBINS CS 
RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON MARYLAND BIRDS 
AUK 6412),266-274 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTIO~, 
1943 STEWART RE, MEANLEY 8 
BACH~AN'S SPARROW IN MARYLAND 
AUK 6014),605-606 
BlRCS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1950 SPRINGER Pf, STEWART RE 
GADWELL NESTING IN MARYLAND 
AUK 67121,234-235 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, ~ESTING 
1969 ~ATHIESCN A, fULLER SW 
A PRELIMI~ARY INVESTIGATION OF THE BE~THONIC MARINE ALGAE OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
RHCCCRA 71, 524-534 
BENTHIC FLCRA, ~ARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVER 
1904 CLAKK hL 
NCTES CN MARYLANC PLANTS 
RHCOCRA 6, 176-177 
DISTRIBUTION, ECONOMIC LIFE, PLANTS 
1962 SHAW wN 
SEASONAL GONACAL ChANGfS i~ FEMALE SOFT-SHELL CLAMS, MYA ARE~ARIA, I~ THE 
TREC AVON RiVER, MARVLANC 
NAT S~ELLFIS~ ASS, PROC 53, 121-132 
CLAMS, GCNACS, SPAW~ING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATICNS, TRED 
AVON RIVER 
2587 1966 SHAW WN 
THE GROWTH AND MORTALITY OF SEEP OYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA, FRC~ 
BRCAC CREEK, ChESAPEAKE BAY; MARYLAND, IN HIGH-AND LCW-SALINITY ~ATERS 
NAT S~ELLFIS~ ASS, PROC 56, 59-63 










1968 LOVELACE TE ET Al 
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE COMMENSAL BACTERIAL FLORA OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 58, 82-87 
BACTERIA, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MOI, OYSTERS 
1971 SIELING FW 
ECONOMIC VALUE OF RESEARC~ IN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, AN EXPOSITION OF 
DIRECT ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO MANAGEME~T FROM RESEARCH 
NAT SHELLFIS~ ASS, PROC 61, 15-19 
ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND OEVELCPMENT 
1970 VOGEL RM, SCHULTZ LP 
CARGOA CUPELLA, NEW GENUS AND NEW SPECIES OF NUDIBRANCH FROM CHESAPEAKE 




1916 GOLDMAN MI 
THE PETROGRAPHY AND GENESIS OF THE SEDIMENTS Of THE UPPER CRETACECUS CF 
MARYLAND, P.111-182 
IN MD GEOL SURV. UPPER CRETACEOUS. JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE 
GEOLOGIC TIME, PETROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS 
1929 WELLS RC ET AL 
SALINITY OF THE WATER Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAP 154-C 
SALINITY 
1968 UNITED STATES BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND wiLDLIFE 
FISH AND WILCLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLuTION CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND TRIBUTARIES !EXCEPT SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASINI 
FOR FED W~TER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN 
FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK RIVER 
1962 ALLEN JF 
GONAD DEVELOPMENT AND SPAWNING OF BRACHIDONTES RECURVUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAUTILUS 75(~),149-156 








1962 ALLEN JF 
GCNAD DEVELOPMENT AND SPAWNING OF BRACHIDONTES RECURVUS IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY, CONCLUDED 
NAUTILUS 76(1),9-16 
GCNADS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
1916 CLARK WB 
THE UPPER CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF MARYLAND 
IN MC GEOL SURV. UPPER CRETACEOUS. JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTI~CRE, 
P.23-110 
PHYSIOLOGY, GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, PALEONTOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 
1932 FAIRBANKS WL, HAMILL WS 
THE FISHERIES OF MARYLAND 
MD DEVELOP BUR OF THE BALTIMORE ASS OF COMMERCE, BALTIMORE, ~0 
ECGNO~ICS, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDU~TRY, SHELLFISH, SPCRT 
FISHING 
1945 FOWLER ~W 
MARYLAND 
IN A STUDY OF THE FISHES OF THE SOUTHERN PIEDMONT AND CCASTAL PLAIN, ACAC 
NATUR SCI PHILADELPHIA, MONOGR 7, 73-86 
DISTRIBUTION, FISr POPULATIONS, 
1961 JACKSON NE 
WATER ~UALITY IN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
CCLCNIAL BEACH, VA, P.22-26 
PCTCMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, WATER POLLUTION, WATER CUALITY 
l96i MCCOMAS JR 
WATER ~UALITY IN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE CCMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASI~, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLCNIAL BEACH, VA, P.27-28 
PCTC~AC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEME~T !APPLIED!, WATER CUALITY 
1961 COLONY WM 
DEVELOPING A MASTER PLAN FOR SEWERS A~O WASTE WATER DISPOSAL IN THE 
WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
CCLCNIAL BEACH, VA, P.29-37 
PCTCMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWERS, WASTE WATER UISPOSAL, WATER 









1950 SPANGLER WB, PETERSON JJ 
GEOLOGY OF ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN IN NEW JERSEY, DELAWARE, MARYLAND, AND 
V lRGINIA 
AMER ASS PETROL GEOL, BULL 34111,1-99 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DELAWARE, GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGINIA 
1973 CARTER HH 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM THE MORGANTOWN GENERATING 
STATION ON THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 84 
COOLING WATER, EL~CTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER 
PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 BRADLEY WP 
THEY LIVE BY THE WIND 
ALFRED A. KNOPF, NEW YORK 
LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1969 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE PGTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
POTOMAC RIVER WATER QUALITY NETWORK, COMPILATION OF DATA, WATER YEAR 1969 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
EFFLUENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER CUALITY 
1963 WARK JW, KELLER FJ 
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF SEDIMENT SOURCES AND TRANSPORT IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.c., TECH BULl 11 
POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
1961 MCWILLIAMS WJ 
THE COMPACTS AND THE RIVER 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.5-21 
HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RiVER 
1961 MANSUETI RJ ET AL 
THE STRIPEC BASS SPORT FISHERY SURVEY IN THE LOWER POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.45-47 








1961 JOHNSON C 
SILT CONT RCL 
172 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.51-53 
POTC~AC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTS, SILTING, wATER MANAGEMENT 
! APPli EO l 
1961 LILLARD JH 
THE VIRGINIA TIDAL RIVERBANK EROSION SURVEY 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.54-61 
BEACH EROSION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1961 RAYNER AC 
THE FEDERAL ROLE IN SHORE EROSION CONTROL 
INTERSTATE CGMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
BEACH, VA, P.62-b3 
BEACH EROSION, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION 
1961 KEANE CM 
RECREATION POTENTIALS ON THE NORTHERN NECK 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
BEACH, VA, P.64-67 
POTCMAC RIVER, RECREATION, VIRGINIA 
19bl INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
PAPERS PRESENTED 21-22 SEPTEMBER, AT COLONIAL BEACH, VA 
POTCMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED!, WATER CUALITY 
1964 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
THE INTFRSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, ITS POLICY AND 
PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY, WATER RESOURCES 
1946 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
AN APPRAISAL OF LAND AND WATER RESOURCES IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASHINGTON, C.C. • 




19~7 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A PROGRAM FOR POLLUTION ABATEMENT 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 
19~7 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASTE TREATMENT GUIDE 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, SEWAGE TREATMENT, SLUDGE, WASTE 
DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 





A FLORISTIC ANO ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, VIRGINIA-MARYLAND 
M.S. THESIS, UNIV MD 
DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1950 KEMP HA 
SOLVING POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1950 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
REPORT ON INCUSTRIAL WASTES IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
19~6 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTO~AC RIVER, 
JULY 1 9 1945 THROUGH JUNE 30, 1946 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 
OISTRICT·OF COLUMBIA, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WATER 
MANAGEMENT (APPLIEOI, WATER POLLUTION 
1963 GUY HP ET AL 
A PROGRAM FOR SECIMENT CONTROL IN THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN REGION 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 










1945 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A REPORT ON THE CONDITIONS EXISTING IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1958 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TEAMWORK ON THE POTOMAC, A REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE INTERSTATE 
CCMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT !APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION CCNTRCL, WATER 
QUALITY 
1950 GUTHEIM F 
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CCNSERVATION, POLLUTiON ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER ~ANAGE~ENT 
(APPLIED!, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1961 RUARK ML 
MARYLAND'S CHESAPEAKE SHORES 
TRAVEL 116, 41-42 
RECREATION 
1964 DEARDORFF R 
AN ISLAND NAMEC SMIT~ 
TRAVEL 121, 42-45 
RECREATION 
N*D* BIRCHFIELD J 
THE POTOMAC RIVER VALLEY, ,AN OBJECT LESSON FOR DEVELOPMENT BY INTERSTATE 
CO-OPFRATION 
REPRINT FROM THE EVENING STAR 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1963 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
A POTCMAC REPORT FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1963 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 









1966 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
URBAN SEDIMENT CAN BE CONTROLLED 
WASHI~TON, D.C. 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, MANAGEMENT, SEDIMENT CONTROL, SEDIMENTATION, SOIL 
EROSION 
1973 LOEB MJ, BlANQUET RS 
FEEDING BEHAVIOR IN POLYPS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE, CHRYSAORA 
QUINQUECIRRHA I OESOR, 1848) 
BIOL BULL 145111,150-158 
AMINO ACIDS, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
1973 SCHUBERT JS, MACLEOD NH 
DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF POTOMAC RIVfR BASIN ERTS IMAGERY, SEDIMENTATION 
LEVELS AT THE POTOMAC-ANACOSTIA CONFLUENCE ••• 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER E-13, 659-664 
ANACOSTIA RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, STRIP ~INES 
1973 SLAUGHTER T~ 
SEASONAL CHANGES OF LITTORAL TRANSPORT AND BEACH WIDTH AND RESULTING 
EFFECT ON PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER M-1, 1259-1267 
BEACH EROSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEASONAL, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SHORE 
PROTECTION 
1973 KERHIN RT 
RECOGNITION OF BEACH AND NEARSHORE DEPOSITIONAL FEAT~RES OF CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER M-2, 1269-1274 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SHORE PROTECTION, COASTAL ZCNE 
1910 EVERMANN BW, HILDEBRAND SF 
ON A COLLECTION OF FIShES FROM THE LOWER POTO~AC, THE ENTRANCE r.F 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, AND FROM STREAMS FLOWING INTO THESE WATERS 
BIOL SOC WAShiNGTON, PROC 23, 157-164 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MOBJACK BAY, POTO~AC RIVER, YORK RIVER, 
HAMPTON ROADS 
1971 UNITEC STATES NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE AD~INISTRATION 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONF HELD AT WALLOPS STATION, VA., NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 294 










1970 BAYLEY SMM 
THE ECOLOGY ANC CISEASE OF EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL IMYRIOPHYlLU~ SPICATUM 
L.) IN THE Ct-ESAPEAKE BAY 
PHD OISS, JO~NS hOPKINS UNIV 
A~UATIC WEEDS, DISEASES, ECOLOGY, PLANT PATHOLOGY, RHODE RIVER 
1972 JAWORSKI NA ET AL 
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, P.246-273 
IN G.E. LIKENS lEO). NUTRIENTS AND EUTROPHICATION, THE LIMITING-NUTRIENT 
CONTROVERSY. AMER SOC LIMNOL OCEANOGR SPEC SYMP VOL 1 
EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, NUTRIENTS, POTC~AC 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, wATER ~UALITY 
1957 VOKES HE 
GEOGRAPHY ANC GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 19 
CLIMATIC DATA, FISHERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, wATER 
RESOURCES, COMMERCE 
1946 EVANS PW 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SOFT CRAB INOUSTRY 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV LEAFL 184 
CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1938 LYNN EV 
SPGRT FISHING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
UNPUBLISHED MS, ENOC~ PRATT FREE LIBRARY, BALTI~ORE, MO., 9 PAGES 
BIBLICGRAPbiES, SPORT FIS~ING 
1972 LEE OS 
LIST OF THE AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND 
MD HERPETCL SOC EULL 814!,90-95 
A~PHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD!, RHTILES 
1884 RICE 1-J 
EXPERIMENTS UPON RETARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF EGGS OF THE SHAD, ~ADE I~ 
1879, AT TrE UNITED STATES SHAD-HATCHING STATION AT HAVRE DE GRACE, MD. 
U.S. FISH COp.IM REP FOR 1881, PART 9, 787-794 
Ap.IERICAN St-'AC, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
111 
2648- 1907 PARKER tiN ET AL 
THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
U.S. GEOL SUAV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 192 
FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAINFALL, STREA~FLOW, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
2649 1883 KNIGHT W 
A BILL PROPOSED TO THE MARYLAND LEGISLATURE AT THE SESSION OF 1876, AND 
ENTITLED *AN ACT TO REGULATE THE CATCHING AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
PRESERVATION OF FISH ••• 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1882, 2, 265-272 
CCMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT 
fiSHING 
2650 1938 WETMORE A 
A MIOCENE BOOBY AND OT~ER RECORDS fROM THE CALVERT FORMATION rc ~ARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 8513030),21-25 
BIROS, MIOCENE EPOCH, FOSSILS 




FISHERIES OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, 1925 
IN FISHERY INDUSTRIES IN THE UNITED STATES, 1926. BY OSCAR E. SETTE. U. S. 
FISH COMM REP FOR 1927, ~63-483 
CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1889 RAVENEL WC 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT BATTERY STATION, HAVRE DE GRACE, MD., FOR THE 
YEAR ENDING CECEMBER 31, 1886 
U.S. FISH COMM REP FOR 1886, PART 14, 761-763 
FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1887 PICOONALC M 
REPORT OF SHAD PROPAGATION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER DURING THE SEASON GF 1886 
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DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
1966 HANKS RW 
THE SOFT-SHELL CLAM 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV, CIRC 162 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FIShERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., 
SOFT CLAM 
1965 LOOSANOFF Vl 
THE A~ERICAN OR EASTERN OYSTER 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV, CIRC 205 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
1974 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF ThE CMESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. IV. THREE NEW SPECIES 
FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER 
MYCOLOGIA 66111,16-24 
FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1945 CARSON RL 
FISH AND S~ELLFISH OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST 
U.S. FISH ANC WILCLIFE SERV, CONSERV BULL 38 










1949 WHART CN J 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY CRAB INDUSTRY 
U.S. FISH AN[ WILCliFE SERV fiSH LEAFL 358, 1-13 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, fiSHING GE~R 
1971 WALSH Hl'ol 
THE OUTLAW GUNNER 
TIDEWATER PUeLJS~ERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
HUNTING, WATERFOWL 
1899 SMITH HM, BEAN BA 
LIST OF FIShES KNOWN TO INHABIT THE W~TERS Of THE DISTRICT OF COLU~BIA 
AND VICINITY 
U.S. FISH COI'o!H BULL FOR 1898, V.l8, 179-187 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, fiS~ POPULATIONS, POTOMAC ~IVER, VIRGINIA 
18n SI'IITH H~ 
NCTES ON A CCLLECTJON OF FISHES FRO~ THE LOwER POTOMAC RIVER, ~ARYLANC 
U.s. FISh CC~M BULL FOR 1890, V.10, 63-72 
DISTRIBUTION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTE~ATICS 
1914 HUNTFR JF 
ERCSICN ANC SECIHENTATION IN C~fSAPE~KE BAY AROU~D THE ~OUTH CF CHOPTA~K 
RIVER 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 90-8 9 7-15 
CHOPTANK RIVER, EROSIO~, GEOLOGY, SfDIMf~T TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION 
1969 HARRIS ~S JR 
DISTRIBUTICNAL SURVEY. MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT CF COLUMBIA 
HC HEqPETOL SOC BULL 5(4lr97-l6l 
A~PHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTIO~, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES 
1952 PROVENZA VD 
AN INVESTIGATION OF Trf P~YSIO-CHEMIC~L CHARACTERISTICS OF A RIVER 
ESTUARY 
UNIV 1'10 PHC CISS 
CHE~ICAL A~ALYSIS, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUA~IES, IRON, NITRATES, ~!TRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MC, P~OSPrATES, PLANKTON, ~ATER TE~PERATURE 
2H08 1904 FVERMANN BW 
FI~HERlES CF MARYLANC, P.48~-516. IN EVERMANN, Bw. STATISTICS CF THE 
FIS~ERIES CF T~E MIOCLF ATLA~TIC STATES 
U.S. FISH CO~M REP FOR 1902, V.28, 433-540 









1893 SMITH HM 
POTOMAC RIVER, P.180-183. IN SMITH, HM. REPORT ON THE INQUIRY REGARDING 
THE METHODS ANC STATISTICS Of THE FISHERIES 
u.s. FISH COMM REP 1889-1891, 173-204 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INOUSTR Y, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, S~ELLFISH 
1960 KNECHTEL MM, HOSTERMAN JW 
BLOATING CLAY IN MIOCENE STRATA OF MARYLAND, NEW JERSEY, AND VIRGINIA 
u.s. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 400-B, P. B59-B62 
CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVFR 
1899 STEVENSON C~ 
THE SHAD FIS~ERIES Of MARYLAND, P.192-217. IN THE SHAD FISHERIES OF THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 1898, 101-269 
AMERICAN SHAC, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1901 TOWNSENC CH 
STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP FOR 1906, V.26, 195-310 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DELAWARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1885 BABCOCK WC 
REPORT OF SHAD OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FORT WASHINGTON, MARYLAND, IN THE 
SPRING OF 1883 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 11, 1035-1042 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1876 "'ILNER JW 
REPORT OF THE TRIANA TRIP 
U.S. FISH COMM REP FOR 1873-4 AND 1874-5, PART 3, 351-62 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER 
1886 BABCOCK WC 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT FORT WASHINGTON, MARYLAND, FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
COLLECTING S~AD EGGS DURING THE SEASON OF 1884 
U.S. FISH CO~M REP 12, 189-197 









188b HAMLEIII W 
REPCRT OF CPERATIONS AT T~E BATTERY ISlAND SHAD-HATCHING STATICN, HAVRE 
OE CRACE, ~o., DURI~G THE SEASO~ OF 1884 
u.s. FISH CO~M REP 12, 199-208 
A~ERICAN S~AC, FISH ~ATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
188b RAVENEL WCC 
REPORT OF CPERATIONS AT SAINT JFROME STATIO~ FOR 1884 
u.s. FISH CO~M REP 12, 209-214 
PCTC~AC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1967 WGLMAN ~G, SLICK AP 
EFFECTS OF CC~STRUCTION 0~ FLUVIAL SEDIMENT, URBAN AND SuBURBAN AREAS CF 
MARYLAND 
WATER RESOURCES RES 3, 451-464 
SEDI~ENTS 1 SCil EROSION, URS~N!lAT!O~ 
1957. CAV IS WS 
OVA PROOUCTIGN Of AMERICAN SHAD IN ATLANTIC COAST RIVERS 
U.S. FISH ANC WllCLIFE SERV, RES REP 49 
A~ERiCAN S~AC, FISH EGGS, ~ORTHFAST U.S., POTOMAC RIVER, SOuTHEAST u.~., 
SPAWNING 
1959 JUNE FC 1 REINTJES JW 
AGE ANO SIZE COMPOSITION Of THE MENHADEN CATCH ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
OF THE UNITEC STATES, 1952-55 ••• 
U.S. FISH ANC WILCLIFE SERV, SPFC SCI REP 317 
ATLANTIC MEN~ADEN 1 COMMERCIAl FISH, FISHERIES, NORTHEAST u.S., SCUTHEAST 
U.S., LENGTh-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1974 ~ARKS C~, CARGO OG 
FIELC TESTS Cf A euBBLE SCREEN SEA NETTLE BARRIER 
MAR TECH SCC, J 8(3),33-39 
JEllYFISH, SEA NETTLES, 'SUMMER 
1973 PIERCE SK JR 
THE RECTU~ OF *MODIOLUS* OEMISSUS (DILLwYNI !BIVALVIA. MYTILIDAE), A CLUE 
TO SCLVING A TROUeLEO TAXONOMY 
MALACCLOGIA 12(2),283-293 









1973 KOO TSY, RITCHIE DE JR 
GROWTH OF JUVENILE STRIPED BASS, MORONE SAXATILIS, AS DETERMINED BY 
TAGGING ANC RECAPTURE 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. MAR FISH SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER TECH 
PUBL 1, P.l24-125 
ABSTRACTS, GROWl~ RATES, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTE~ATICS 
1974 MCCARTHY JJ ET AL 
SIGNIFICANCE OF NANOPLANKTON IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY AND PROBLE~S 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE MEASUREMENT OF NANOPLANKTON PRODUCTIVITY 
MAR BIOL 24(11,7-16 
BIOMASS, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRI~ARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
1972 HYDROSPrERIC CONSULTANTS 
A TRACER STUCY OF THE EFFLUENT FROM THE PROPOSED CABIN POINT CREEK 
TREATMENT PLANT 
BALTIMORE, MC 1 PREPARED FOR GLENDALE ASS OF HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 
COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTO~AC RIVER, SEwAGE 
TREATMENT, TRACERS, VIRGINIA, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1940 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1941 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1964 PRITC~ARD OW, CARPENTER JH 
A COMPARISON OF T~E PHYSICAL PROCESSES OF MOVEMENT AND DISPERSION CF A~ 
INTRODUCED CONTAMINANT IN THE SEVERN RIVER, THE MAGOTHY RIVER AND THE 
CHESAPEAKE ••• 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 7 
DISPERSION, CYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SEVERN RIVER,~D, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 
1931 LUCE RH 
POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER AND FISH SURVEY 
MD CONSERV DEP. 30P. 









1964 BEAVEN GF, ANDREWS JO 
A ~ANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER FISHERY 
PREPARED FGR T~E POTOMAC RIVER FISH COMM 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER 
1966 WYE I~STITUTE, SEAFOOD ADVISO~Y COMMITTEE 
A REPORT ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHERIES OF MARYLAND 
CENTREVILLE, MC 
CLA~ INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FCODS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
1927 HllOEeRANC SF, SCHROEDER WC 
FISHES OF CPESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FIS~ eull 43 PART 1 
BRACKISH-WATER FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPLLATIONS, 
FISH TAXONCMY, MARINE FIS~ 
1973 WAGNER CO 
AN INVESTIGATIC~ OF THE P~VSICAL IMPACT OF SEWAGE OUTFLOW ON A 
RIVER-ESTUARI~E E~VIRONME~T 
U.S. ~AVAL ACACEMY, A~NAPOLIS, ~D 
ORGANIC WASTES, SEVER~ RIVER,MD, SEWAGE, wASTF DISPOSAL, WATER A~ALYSIS, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER CUALITY 
1941 WETMORE PW 
BLOCC PARASITES OF BIRDS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND PATUXENT 
RESEARCH REfUGE VICINITY 
J PARASITOL 27(5),379-393 
BIRCS, DISTRIBUTION, DIST~ICT OF COLUMBIA, PA~ASITIS~, PATUXENT RIVER 
1970 BIGGS RB 
GROSS PHYSICAL ANC BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT A. GEOLOGY AND HYDROGRAPHY 
UNIV ~D NATUR RESOURCES I~ST SPFC SCI REP 3 1 7-15 
DREDGING, GECLCGY, HYO~OGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
1970 FLEMER CA 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPCSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT B. PHYTOPLANKTON 
UNIV ~0 NAJUR RESOURCES I~ST SPEC SCI REP 3, 16-25 










1970 PFITZENMEYER HT 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT C. BENTHOS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC SCI REP 3, 26-38 
BENTHOS, DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
1970 GOODWYN F JR 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT D. ZOOPLANKTON 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC SCI REP 3, 39-41 
DREDGING, ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1970 COVEL WL 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT E. FISH EGGS AND LARVAE 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC SCI REP 3, 42-49 
DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAE, SPAWNING, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1970 RITCHIE DE JR 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT F. FISH 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC SCI REP 3, 50-63 
DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1968 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPOIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 68-2-D 
BENTHOS, DREDGING, FISH EGGS, LARVAE, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1968 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPOIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 68-2-A 
BENTHOS, ORECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, ZOCPLANKTON, 
SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1968 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAl AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPOIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 68-2-C 









1970 CRONIN LE ET Al 
BIOLOGICAl AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPOIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 68-2-B 
BENTHOS, DRECGING, FISH, FISH EGGS, ZOOPLA~KTON, SPOIL DISPOSAl 
1967 CRONIN LE ET AL 
INTERIM REPORT ON GROSS P~YSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBCARD 
DISPOSAl 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 67-3~ 
BENTHOS, ORECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZCOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1969 JACHOWSKI RL 
OBSERVATIONS ON BLUE CRABS IN SHEDDI~G TA~KS DURING 1968 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 69-24 
CRAB INDUSTRY, 8LUE CRAB, SCYPHOZOA 
1970 CRONIN LE 
THE IMPACTS OF TPE CHESAPEAKE A~O DELAWARE CANAL 0~ JHE ECOLCGY Of THE 
REGION 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 7G-20 
CANALS, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRO~MENTAl EFFECTS, C + 0 CANAL 
1969 MORGAN RP II 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BLOOD OF STRIPED BASS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 69-~2 
CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH P~YSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIO~S. PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTCMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1970 MORGAN RP II 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BLOOD OF STRIPED BASS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 7G-4 
CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVE~, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1969 KENNECY VS ET AL 
LABORATORY STUCIES ON TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ESTUARINE ANI~ALS 
UNIV ~D NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 69-13 
BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, ~O~TALITY, SEA 








1960 ~URPHY GJ 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES CATCH STATISTICS OF MAJOR SPECIES LANDED IN 
WORCHESTER COUNTY, MARYLAND 1890-1958 
MO OEP RES EDUC REF 60-5 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, S~ELLFISH 
1966 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPOIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 66-73-A 
BENTHOS, ORECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1967 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH 0~ THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPCIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 66-73-B 
BENTHOS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1967 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPCIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 67-33-B 
BENTHOS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1967 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPCIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 67-33-A 
BENTHOS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1967 CRONIN LE ET AL 
BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF DREDGING AND SPCIL 
DISPOSAL IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 67-33-C 
BENTHOS, DRECGING, FISH, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
2864 1961 BANAGAN JM 
PALMERS, MARYLAND 
ATLANTIC NATUR 16121,119-120 









1954 MANSUETI R 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NATURAL HISTORY OF CALVERT COUNTY 
ATLANTIC NATUR 10121,60-75 
A~PHIBIANS, BIROS, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESOuRCES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
1951 SLAVIK W, U~LER FM 
THE POTOMAC BASIN. 3. WHERE ARE THE DUCKS* 
ATLANTIC NATUR 6(41,143-150 
DREDGING, DUCKS IWILDl, MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
1949 STEWART RE 
BI~CS OF T~E MARSHES 
WOOD THRUS~ 4131,92-99 
BIROS, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFCWL 
1946 STEWART RE 
BIRCS OF TrE BAYS AND ESTUARIES 
WCOD THRUSH 2131,12-13 
BAYS, BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTuARIES, VIRGINIA, 
WATERFOWL 
1969 HOPKINS Sr, ANDREWS JO 
RANGIA CUNEATA ON THE EAST COAST. THOUSAND MILE RANGE EXTENSICN, OR 
RESURGENCE* 
SCIENCE 167, 868-869 IVIMS CONTRIB 3341 
CLA~S, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTHEAST U.S., VIRGINIA 
1957 MANSUETI R ET AL 
PRCGRESS REPCRT ON RESULTS OF THE 1956 YELLOW PERCH TAGGING PRCGRA~ 
MC CEP RES AND ECUC REF 57-8 
CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, FISr POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, PERCHES, 
SEASCNAL DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MO, TAGGING 
1958 ELSER HJ, MANSUETI R 
NCTES ON ThE ChAIN·PICKEREL IN MARYLAND 
MC CEP RES AND ECUC REF 58-6 










1958 ELSER HJ 
MAGOTHY RIVER CREEL CENSUS, 1957 
MD DEP RES ECUC REF 58-8 
CATCH, CREEL CENSUS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, 
SPORT FISH 
1958 MANSUETI R, MURPHY G 
BIOLOGY ANC MANAGEMENT POTOMAC RIVER FIN-FISHERIES 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 58-22 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHE~!ES, MANAGEMENT, PGTG~AC 
RIVER 
1960 BEAVEN GF ET AL 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES BY THE CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATCRY 
MD DEP RES ECUC REF 60-25 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
WATER MILFOIL INVASION OF TIDEWATER AREAS 
MD DEP RES ECUC REF 60-28 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, VIRGINIA 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
REPORT Of SPAT-FALL AND OTHER OYSTER OBSERVATIONS - 1960 SEASCN 
MD DEP RES ECUC REF 60-29A AND B 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1961 ELSER HJ 
A TEST OF AN ARTIFICIAL OYSTER-SHELL FISHING REEF, MARYLAND, 1960 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 61-16 
BEDS UNDER WATER, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, OYSTERS, REEFS, SPORT FISHING 
1965 ANDERSON RR ET AL 
CHECK-LIST OF VASCULAR AQUATIC PLANTS ON THE UPPER PATUXENT ESTUARY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 65-50 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1966 CARGO DG 
ENHANCEMENT OF RECREATIONAL USES OF ESTUARINE wATERS THROUGH STUDY OF 
POTENTIAL CONTROL MEASURES FOR STINGING SEA NETTLES 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 66-48 









1967 CARGO DG 
ENHANCEMENT OF RECREATIONAL USES OF ESTUARINE WATERS THROUGH STUCY OF 
PCTENTIAL CONTROL MEASURES FOR STINGING SEA NETTLES 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 67-7 
JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
1967 CARGO DG, VOGEL RM 
ENHANCEMENT CF RECREATIONAL USES OF ESTUA~INE wATERS THROUGH STUDY OF 
POTENTIAL CONTROL MEASURES FOR STINGING SEA NETTLES 
UNIV ~0 NATUR ~ESOURCES INST REF 67-56 
JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATiO~, SEA NETTLES 
1967 ~ECKETT ~L. HIDU ~ 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY OYSTER LARVAE CULTURE EXPERIMENTS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 67-78 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, LARVAE, OYSTERS, MARICULTURE 
1971 KANEKO T, COLWELL RR 
ECOLOGY OF VIBRIO PARA~AEMOLYTICUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J BACTERIOL 113\1),24-32 
BACTERIA, ECCLCGY, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON, RHODE RIVER 
1968 DAVIS RK 
THE RANGE CF C~OICE IN WATER MANAGEMENT, A STUDY OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN I~ 
THE PCTOMAC ESTUARY 
JCHNS HOPKINS UNIV PRESS, BALTI~ORE, MD 
CCST-PENEFIT A~ALYS!Sr ECONOMICS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, ~ATER QUALITY, 
WATER RESOURCES 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
WATER MILFOIL STUDIES IN THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
MD DEP RES ECUC REF 60-52 
ACUATIC wEED CONTROL, A~UATIC wEEUS, HERBICIDES 
1968 CRONIN LE 
THE IMPACT OF THERMAL RELEASES ALONG THE EAST COAST CN SHELLFISH 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 68-66 
ELECTRIC PCWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONME~TAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NORTHEAST 










1885 MCDONAlC M 
FLUCTUATIONS OF WATER TEMPERATURE IN THE CHESAPEAKE REGION 
u.s. FISH COMM REP 1883, 1034 
POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1882 MARQUETTE GR 
EXTRAORDINARY FLOODS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 1, 258 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, POTOMAC RIVER 
1973 SHERWOOD AW 
UNDERSTANDING THE CHESAPEAKE, A LAYMAN'S GUIDE 
TIDEWATER PUBLIS~ERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
BIOLOGY, DRECGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
1961 JORDAN GF 
EROSION ANC SECIMENTATION, EASTERN CHESAPEAKE BAY AT THE CHOPTANK RIVER 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV TECH BULL 16 
BEACH EROSION, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDI~ENTATION 
1972 JONES SE 
MARYLAND ON THE HALF SHELL 
NAT GEOGR 141121,188-229 
ECONOMICS, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, RECREATION 
1923 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1924 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STAT:O OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1924 TRUITT RV 
OYSTER PROBLEM INQUIRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
2ND ANNU REP, MD DEP CONSERV, P.21-46 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
204 
2898 1925 SETTE OE 
TRAWL-NET FISHING ON THE PATUXENT RIVER 
2ND ANNU REP, MD DEP CONSERV, P.47-53 
CATCH, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, FISHI~G GEAR, PATUXENT RIVER, TRAwliNG 
2902 1925 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
THIRC ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIIIIORE, MC 
CCNSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2903 1926 MARYLANC CONSERVATIO~ DEPARTMENT 
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF TrE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYlAND 
BALTI ... ORE, I'IC 
CC~SERVATIONt NATURAL RESOURCES 
2904 1926 TRUITT RV 
OYSTER PROBLEM INQUIRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
4TH ANNU REP, I'ID CONSERV DEP, P.2B-58 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
2905 1927 "'ARYLANC CONSERVATIO~ DEPARTMENT 
FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF T~E CO~SFRVATION DEPARTI'IENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CCNSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2906 1928 "'ARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF TrE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CCNSERVATIGN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
2907 1928 TRUITT RV 
OYSTER PROBLEM INQUIRY Of CHESAPEAKE BAY 
6TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.25-b3 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
2908 1928 LUCE RH 
SURVEY OF T~E OYSTER BARS,Of THE LOwER POTOMAC RIVER 
6TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.l27-l4B 









1929 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SEVENTH ANNUAl REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1929 TRUITT RV 
CHESAPEAKE BIOlOGICAL INQUIRY, 1929 
7TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.39-69 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1930 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF TnE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYlAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1930 TRUITT RV 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL INQUIRY, 1930 
8TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.34-57 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1930 TRUITT RV, ALGIRE GW 
INVESTIGATION OF FISH MORTALITY AND UNDERLYING CA~SES THEREOF IN THE 
SEVERN AND MAGOTHY RIVERS, NOVEMBER 11-18, 1930 
8TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.57-63 
FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MORTALITY, SALINITY, SEVERN RIVER,~D 
1931 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1932 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 









1933 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERV~TION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MC 
CCNSERVATIGN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1934 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CO~SERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTII'IORE, MC 
CCNSERVATICN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1935 MARYLANC CONSERVATIO~ DEPARTMENT 
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE GF 
MARYLAND 
BALTII\IICRE, MC 
CCNSERVAT[GN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1936 ~ARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
SALT I MCRE, MC 
CCNSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1937 MARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPART~ENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALT I~ORE, MC 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1938 ~ARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPdRT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTII\IIORE, MC 
CCNSERVATIGN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1939 ~ARYLANC CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPART~ENT OF THE STATE CF 
MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 










OYSTER MORTALITY HIG~ IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SOUTHERN FISHERMAN 6161,67 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
19~6 ANON 
OYSTER PRODUCTION DECLINE WORRIES MARYLAND OYSTERMEN 
SOUTHERN FISHERMAN 6171,99-100 
OYSTER INDUSTRY~ OYSTERS 
1956 REED CF 
HYLA CINEREA IN MARYLAND, DELAWARE, AND VIRGINIA, WITH NOTES ON TAXONC~IC 
STATUS OF HYLA CINEREA EVITTATA 
J WASH ACAD SCI 461101,328-332 
DELAWARE, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1964 O'CONNOR JT ET AL 
ZINC CONCENTRATIONS IN RIVERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
AMER WATER WORKS ASS, J 56111,280-286 
JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, ZINC 
1962 KEllER FJ 
EFFECT OF URBAN GROWTH ON SEDIMENT DISCHARGEr NORTHwEST BRANCH A~ACOSTIA 
RIVER BASIN, MARYLAND 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 450-C, C129-C131 
ANACOSTIA RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, STREAM GAGES, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSPENDED LOAD, URBANIZATION 
1970 OWENS JP ET AL 
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OUTCROPPING POST-MAGOTHY UPPER CRETACEOUS FORMATIONS 
IN SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY AND NORTHERN DELMARVA PENINSULA, DELAWARF AND 
MARYLAND 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 674 
DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, STRATIGRAPHY 
1957 CARPENTER Jh, CARGO DG 
OXYGEN REQUIREMENT AND MORTALITY OF THE BLUE CRAB IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 13 









1957 CARPENTER J~ 
A STUDY OF SOME MAJOR CATIONS I~ NATURAL wATERS 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 15 
CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SODIUM, WATER CHEMISTRY 
1972 NICHOLS M ET AL 
EFFECTIVENESS OF SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOR COASTAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
Vl~S MS 
CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERI, JAMES RIVER, PLANKTCN, REMOTE 
SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
N*D* LEAR, MARKS AND SCHMINCKE 
EVALUATION OF COLIFORM CONTRIBUTION BY PLEASURE BOATS 
U.S. FED WATER POLLUT CONTROL ADMIN, MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION, CHcS BAY-SUSC 
RIVER BASINS PROJECT TECH PAP 10 
BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1961 BROWN AC 
STEAM PACKETS ON THE CHESAPEAKE, A HISTORY OF THE OLD BAY LINE SINCE 1840 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, INC, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
HISTORY, SniPS 
1974 GABRIELE V 
W AND M BICLCGIST CONCERNED ABOUT DECREASE IN OSPREYS 
DAILY PRES~, NEWPORT NEWS, VA, SUNDAY, APRIL 21, 1974, o. F3 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
1970 BLAIR C~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, NOTES AND SKETCHES 
TIDEWATER PUBLIS~ERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATICN, 
CC~~ERCE 
1959 INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
TIDEWATER POTOMAC. CLEAN WATER ••• KEY TO THE FUTURE 
INTERSTATE CCMM ON T~E POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, 6 PAGES 
ECONOMICS, F!SrERIESr HISTORY, POPuLATIO~, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATICN, 









1931 ALGIRE EW 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE OYSTER, OSTREA VIRGINICA GMELIN, WITH SPECIAL 
E~PHASIS ON THE SPAT FALL 
UNIV MD THESIS 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1953 MCGARY JW, SEILI~G FN 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL DATA, CHINCOTEAGUE BAY AREA, JULY 1943 TO JUNE 1953 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, CHES BAY INST DATA REP 15 
EASTERN SHORE fVA-MD), HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1937 HOLLIS EH 
VARIATIONS IN THE FEEDING HABITS OF THE ROCKFISH, 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD THESIS 
FOOD HABITS, STRIPED BASS, FEEDING 
1949 HOWDEN ~F JR 
nnrr11C" 
~u~~u~ LINEATUS BLOCH. 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FISH IN THE ANACOSTIA 
RIVER TRIBUTARY IN MARYLAND 
UNIV MD THESIS 
ANACOSTIA RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATICNS 
1937 NASH CB 
A PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE PATUXENT RIVER WATERSbEO 
UNIV MD THESIS 
ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1972 MULFORD RA 
AN ANNUAL PlANKTON CYCLE ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE VICINITY OF CALVERT 
CLIFFS, MARYLAND, JUNE 1969 - MAY, 1970 
ACAD NATUR SCI PHILA 124131,17-40 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, THERMAL POLLUTION, ZOOPLANKTCN 
1971 NEALE LC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY FOR CALVERT CLIFFS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG, J POWER OIV 971P04l,827-836 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH, MODEL STUDIES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 









1954 HENSEL bA, TILLER RE 
MARYLAND CCMMERCIAL FISHERIES STATISTICS 1951-52 
CHES BIOL LAB PUB 99 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING GEAR, FISHERIES, 
1973 RITCHIE DE JR, KOO TSY 
MOVEMENTS OF JUVENILE STRIPED BASS IN THE ESTUARY AS OETER~INED BY 
TAGGING ANC RECAPTURE 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. MAR FISh SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER TECH 
PUBL 1, 124-125 
ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
1974 ~ARYLANC UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND ESTUARINE STUDIES 
STATUS OF PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS OF THE CENTER FOR ENV!RON~ENTAL AND 
ESTUARINE STUDIES ••• 
UNlV ~D REF 74-16 
PROJECT PURPCSES, PROJECTS, RESEARCH FACILITIES 
1805 COPE ED 
HOODED SEALS IN ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ACAO NATUR SCI P~ILA, PROC, P.273 
DISTRIBUTICN, MAMMALS, 
1950 BUCKALEW JH 
RECORDS FROM T~E DEL-MAR-VA PENINSuLA 
AUK 67, 250-252 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MAMMALS, ViRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1968 AALTO JA 
PART I. THE POTOMAC ESTUARY. STATISTICS A~D PROJECTIONS 
PRCC. 1968-1. INTERSTATE COMM OF THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, JUNE 1968, P.l-7 
PCLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER PCLLUTICN, 
WATER CUALITY 
1964 AULD CV 
WASTE DISPCSAL AND WATER SUPPLY 
ADDRESS PRESENTED TO T~E WINTER MEETING OF THE INTERSTATE CO~~ ON THE 
PGTCMAC RIVER BASIN, ARLINGTUN, VA, JANUARY 23 1 1964 








1946 EVERSTINE tN 
THE COMPACT OF 1785 
211 
MD LEGISLATIVE COUNC, RES DIV, RES REP 26 
BOUNDARIES (SURFACES), BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-~DI, HISTORY, 
LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVERo VIRGINIA 
1916 RUEDIGER FE, EARLE S 
JOINT REPORT OF ENGINEERS ON RE-LOCATING AND RE-MARKING MARYLAND-VIRGINIA 
BOUNDARY LINE ACROSS TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS 
THOMAS AND EVANS PRINTING CO, BALTIMORE, MD 
BOUNOAAIES (SURFACES I, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, EASTERN SHORE IVA-~DI, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1930 MATHEWS EB, NELSON WA 
REPORT ON THE MARKING Of THE BOUNDARY LINE ALONG THE POTO~AC RIVER IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AWARD OF 1877 
WAVERLY PRESS INC, BALTIMORE, MD 
BOUNDARIES !SURFACES!, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTC~AC 
RIVERo VIRGINIA 
1956 ALKIRE ~L 
CHESAPEAKE BAY OYSTERS 
u.s. WEEKLY WEAT~ER AND CROP BULL 43181,5-B 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1921 TRUITT RV 
A POLICY OF REHABILITATION OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY IN MARYLAND 
MD CONSERV CCMM ANNU REP FOR 1921, 5 PAGES 
MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1947 WARFIELD EA JR ET AL 
REPORT ON OYSTER PROBLEMS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
TIDEWATER FISH DEP REP TO GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY, FEB 19, 1947, 15 
PP. 
DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VIII 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 










1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS Of ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER eASIN REPORT, VOLUME IX 
BALTI~ORE CISTRICT 
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTICN, FUTURE PLANNI~G 
IPRCJECTEDI, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
1968 UNITED STATES FEDERAL WATER POLLUTIO~ CONTROL ADMINISTRATION 
CLEAN WATER ••• FOR THE NATION'S ESTUARIES 
PROC OF THE MD-D.C. MEETING. VOL 1 AND 2 
ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME V 
BALTI~ORE CISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGI~EERS 
POTC~AC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VI 
BALTIMORE CISTRICT 
AGRICULTURE, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGI~EERS 
PCTCMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VII 
BALTIMORE CISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTO~AC RIVER, SEDI~ENTOLCGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTC~AC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME II 
BALTIMCRE CISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PL~NNING IPROJECTEDI, PCTO~AC RIVER, 
RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTCMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME Ill 
BALTIMORE CISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PL4NNING IPROJECTEDI, LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATEK RESOURCES, WATER 









1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IV 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
1952 ALLEN JF 
THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE RADULA OF LITTORINA IRRORATA ISAYl 
AMER MICROSCOP SOC TRANS 71121,139-145 
GASTROPODS, MORP~OLOGY, SNAILS 
1938 ROBERTSON RL 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE GROWTH STAGES IN THE COMMON BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS RATHBUN WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO POST-LARVAL DEVELOP~ENT 
UN IV MD THESIS 
CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME I 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FUTURE PLANNING (PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATER SUPPLY 
1971 FLEMER CA ET AL 
THE EFFECTS OF T~ERMAL LOADING AND WATER QUALITY ON 5STUARINE PRIMARY 
PRODUCTION 
MD UNIV NATUR RESOURCES INST REF NO 71-68 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1932 FIEDLER Rt-
FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, 1930-1941 
IN FISHERY iNDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED STATES. PUBLISHED AS APPENDICES OF 
u.s. FISH COHM R~~. 1932-1945 
FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1880 FERGUSON TB, HUGHLETT T 
REPORT OF COMMISSION OF FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, JANUARY 1880 
ANNAPOLIS, HC 78P. 









1964 BYRON G 
THE WAR OF 1812 ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BALTIMORE MISTORICAL SOCIETY 
HISTORY, UNITED STATES 
1950 WE ISS CM 
THE REMOVAL GF ESCHERICHIA COLI FROM ESTUARINE WATERS BY ADSORPTION ON 
AND FLOCCULATION OF SILTS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV DISS 
~~~CRPTION, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVERrMDt SILTS, 
TURBIDITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1965 CARTER '"H 
A METHOD FCR DELINEATING AN EXCLUSION AREA AROUND A SEWAGE OUTFALL IN A 
TIDAL ESTUARY BASED ON WATER QUALITY WITH APPLICATION fC THE SEVERN ANO 
CHOPT ANK 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV CMES BAY INST SPEC REP 9 
BACTERIA, CHOPTANK RIVER, COLIFORMS, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVER,MO, 
SEWAG~ BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER QUALITY 
1945 ~CCAULEY RH JR 
THE REPTILES OF MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
PRIVATE PUBL, rAGERSTOWN, MD 
DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES, SYSTEMATICS 
1887 EARLL RE 
MARYLAND AND ITS FISHERIES 
IN THE FISHERIES AND FISHING INDUSTRIES OF THE U.S. BY G.B. GCODE, SEC. 2, 
P.42l-4-48 
CATCH, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
1887 MCDONALC M 
THE FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES 
IN THE FIS ... ERIES AND FISHING INDUSTRIES OF THE U.S. BY G.B. GOODE, SEC. 5, 
637-654 
FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SUS~UEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1939 SHEPHARD BB 
PLANKTON VARIATIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS NEAR SOLOMONS ISLAND, 
MARYLAND 
UNIV ~D THESIS, 34 P. 









1951 PRICE TJ 
OBSERVATION ON TR~CE ELEMENTS IN THE OYSTER OSTREA VIRGINICA IGMELINl IN 
THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD THESIS, 46 P. 
OYSTERS, TRACE ELEMENTS 
1972 BROWN RG 1 BROWN M 
WOODY PLANTS OF MARYLAND 
PUBL BY AUTHORS, COLLEGE PARK, MD. DISTRIBUTED BY STUDENT STORE, UNIV ~D 
GYMNOSPERMS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VEGETATION, ANGIOSPERMS 
1974 tHESAP~AKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INCORPORATED 
SYMPOSIUM ABSTRACTS ON THE EFFECTS OF TROPICAL STORM AGNES ON THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE SYSTEM, MAY 6-7, 1974 
CHES RES CONSORT, INC .>UBL 27 
ABSTRACTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, HISTORIC FLOOD, STORMS 
1946 SMITH EM 
AN ECCLOGICAL STUDY OF T~E SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE OSTRACODA OF 
SOLO~NS ISLAND, MARYLAND 
UNIV ~D THESIS, 63 P. 
CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOlCGY, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1953 MARRIOTT JL 
OBSERVATION ON THE INSHORE DISTRIBUTION, SEASO~AL ABUNDANCE AND BIOLOGY 
OF SHRIMP IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE GE~US 
PALAEMONETES 
UNIV MD THESIS, 32 P. 
BIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAWNING SHRIMP 
1953 YOUNG Rt-
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INSHORE POPULATION OF THE SPOT CLEIOSTG~US 
XANTHURUS LACEPEDEl WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO SEASONAL GROwTH AND SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD THESIS, 34 P. 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATE~, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1900 GEORGE AF 
THE FISH AND FISHERIES OF MARYLAND 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 1899, 49-54 










1932 TRUITT RV 
SCIENTIFIC FISHERIES WORK IN MARYLAND 
A~ER FISH SOC, TRANS 62, 50-57 
FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1925 FOWLER 1-'W 
RECORDS OF AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES FOR DELAWARE, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA. 
I I. MARYLAND 
COPEIA 145, 61-64 
AMPHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTION, REPTILES 
1933 RADCLIFFE L 
WATER FARMING AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 63, 154-157 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, MARICULTURE 
1958 PALMER CM 
ALGAE AND OTrER ORGANISMS IN WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
A~ER WATER WCRKS ASS, J 50(71,938-950 
ALGAE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, WATER SUPPLY 
1957 WELLS HW 
ABUNDANCE OF TrE HARD CLAM MERCENARIA MERCENARIA IN RELATION TO 
ENVIRON~ENTAL FACTORS 
ECOLCGY 38(11,123-128 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
1946 TILLER RE 
FISHERY MANAGEMENT IN MARYLAND 
N AMER WILDLIFE CONF, TRANS 11, 250-260 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
1948 HOLLIS EH, COKER CM 
A TREMATODE PARASITE OF T~E GENUS CLINOSTOMUM NEW TO THE ~HAD, ALOSSA 
SAPIDISSIMA 
J PARASITOL 34!61 1 493-495 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES, VIRGINIA 
1940 NEWCOMBE CL 
STUDIES ON T~E PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OF THE ESTUARINE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
AMER PHIL SOC, PROC 83(5l,62l-q30 IVIMS CONTRIB ll 









1940 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CERTAIN QUANTITATIVE PLANKTON METHODS 
ECOLOGY 21131,309-322 
PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1972 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ANU ITS TRIBUTARIES. III. THE DISTRIBUTION CF 
WCCO-INHABITING ASCOMYCETES AND FUNGI IMPERFECT! IN THE PATUXEN1 RIVER 
A~ER J BOT 5919),961-969 
DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1942 TILLER RE 
INDICATIONS OF COMPENSATORY GROWTH IN THE STRIPE1 BASS CROCCGS SAXArlLlS 
WALBAUM) AS REVEALED BY A STUDY OF THE SCALES 
UNIV foo'D THESIS 
FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FRECUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
1947 TILLER RE 
A FIVE-YEAR STUDY OF THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY OF ~ARYLANO, BASED ON SCALE 
ANALYSES OF FOUR SUCCESSIVE YEAR CLASSES 
UNIV MO PHC THESIS 
FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISH SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1953 lEETCt' B 
FISH Kill IN LOWER POTOMAC WAS THO~GHT TO BE CAUSED BY UNDER~ATER 
EXPLOSIONS OFF DAHLGREN PROVING GROUNDS 
WASHINGTON EVENING STAR, JUNE 3, 1953 
EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1948 lEETCt' B 
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT ROCKFISH 
MD LEAGUE SPORTSMEN RALLY SHEET 6111,8 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 LIPPSCN RL 
BLUE CRAB STUDY IN C~ESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
MD UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST, ANNU PROGRESS REP 71-9 










1936 LATROBE FC ET AL 
SHAG BATTERY ISLAND ON THE SUSQUEHANNA FLATS 
MD CONSERV 1314),22 AND 25 
A~ERICAN ShAC, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1934 LECOMPTE EL 
THE ~USKRAT INCUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
MD CCNSERV DEPT BULL, P.1-67 
INUUSTRIES, ~USKRATS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 LECOMPTE EL 
REVISED EDITION OF THE MUSKRAT INDUSTRY IN MARYLAND 
MD CGNSERV DEP. 47P. 
INDUSTRIES, MUSKRATS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
l963KOLESSAR MA 
SCME FNGINEERING ASPECTS OF DISPOSAL OF SEDIMENTS FROM BALTi~CRE HAR8CR 
FEDERAL INTERAGENCY SEDIMENTATION CONF., JACKSON, MISS. BP. 
ENGINFERING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIMENTATION, SED!MENTS. SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 LASSON KL 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, EXTRACTED FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL 
PERSPECTIVE 
MC UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST 
HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1956 LATROBE FC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY COOKBOOK 
HCRN-S HAFER PUBL 
FOODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 K~ECHTEL MM ET AL 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NO~MARINF CRETACEOuS CLAYS It: THE ~ARYLAfl[• (045~4L­
PLAIN 
MD CEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 23, 11P. 
CLAYS, COASTAL PLAINS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, UNAV~ILABLE FOR REVIlW 
1941 KOLB CH 
FURTHER ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES FROM OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND 
MC ACAC SCI BULL 1116),115-119 









1939 KOL8 CH 
ORNITHOLOGICAL oeSERVATIONS AT OCEAN CITY 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 10131,26-34 
BIRDS, EASTERN ShORE IVA-MD), UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 THOMPSC._ SJ 
GROWTH INDICES Of VENUS MERCENARIA L. 
MD UNI¥ MS T~ESIS 
CLAMS, GROWl~ RATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 TUTHILL DF ET AL 
THE EfFECTS Of SEDIMENT POLLUTION ON WATER RECREATION l~ THE UPPER 
PCTC .. AC ESTUARY 
MD UNIV DEP AGR ECON MISC PUBL 653, 62P. 
PCTCMAC RIVERo RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1934 TYRRELL WB 
UNKNOWN FISH IN T~E CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 41111,67 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1885 TRELEASE W 
OBSERVATIONS ON SEVERAL ZOOGLOEAE AND RELATED FOR~S, PIG~ENTED BACTERIA 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV STUD BIOL LAB 3141,193-216 
AQUATIC BACTERIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1906 TRUE FW 
DESCRIPTIO~ Gf A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF FOSSIL SEAL FROM THE MIOCENE OF 
MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 30, 835-940 
MIOCENE EPOC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, 
1912 TRUE FW 
DESCRIPTION OF A NEW FOSSIL PORPOISE OF THE GENUS DELPHINODON FRCM THE 
MIOCENE FORMATION OF MARYLAND 
PHILA J ACAC NATUR SCI SER 2, 163-194 
MIGCENE EPCC~, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 STEWART RC, ROBBINS CS 
BIRCS OF MARYLANC AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
u.S. FISH ANC WJLCLIFE SERVo N AMER FAUNA 62, 401P. 










1958 STEWART RE 
DISTRIBUTION OF T~E BLACK DUCK 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV CIRC 51, 1-8 
DISTRIBUTION, CUCKS IWILDI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1942 STEWART RE 
WINTER BIRCS OF T~E PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 
MC CDNSERV 19141,10-11 AND 26-29 
BIRDS, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1959 SPRINGER PF, STEWART RE 
CONGITIDN OF WATERFOWL FEEDING GROUNDS ON THE SUSQUEHANNA FLATS DURING 
THE FALL OF 1959 WIT~ NOTES ON THE INVASION OF A SERIOUS PEST PLANT 
BUR SPORT FISH ANC WILDLIFE ADMIN REP, LAUREL, MD 
SUS~UfHANNA RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1963 STEENIS Jt-, STOTTS VD 
PROGRESS REPCRT ON DISTRIBUTION AND CO~TROL OF EURASIA~ WATERMILFOIL IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, 1962 
SC WEED CONF, PROC, MOBILE, ALA. 16, 341-342 
ACUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1894 STEVENSON C~ 
T~E OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
BUR INDUS STAT MC, REP 2, 215-388 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 SOBERS CG 
THE l~PLICATIONS OF SEDIMENT POLLUTION ON WATER RECREATION IN THE UPPER 
POTOfAAC ESTUARY 
MD UN IV MS TI-ES IS 
PCTC,.AC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 SPEIR HJ 
FISH POPULATIONS AROUND EDGEWOOD ARSENAL'S CHEMICAL AGENT TEST AREA 
EDGEWOOD ARSENAL TECH REP 4609, 21P. 
CHE,.ICAL WASTES, FIS~ POPULATIONS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1943 SPENCE SR 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
SCUTHERN F lSI-ERMAN 3, 14-16, 37 









1917 SNYDER JP 
EXTRACTS FRO~ REPORT ON FISHERIES AND FISH CULTURAL CONDITIONS CN THE 
EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND 
MD CONSERV COM~ REP 2, 56-63 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-~DI, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISH HATCHERIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1918 SNYDER JP 
REPORT OF FISH HATCHERIES 1918 
MD CONSERV COMM REP 3, 44-64 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1919 SNYDER JP 
REPORT OF FISH HATCHERIES 1919 
MD CONSERV COMM REP 4, 50-64 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 HACK JT ET AL 
GUIDEBOOKS TO THE GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND. VOLUME 3. THE COASTAL PLAIN 
GEOLOGY OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
STUD IN GEOL 16, JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
COASTAL PLAINS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 SLAVIK W, UHLER FM 
WHERE ARE THE DUCKS* 
IN THE POTOMAC VALLEY, HISTORY AND PROSPECT/ AUDOBON SOC, D.C., INC, 
Po23-31 
DUCKS IWILDI, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1916 SMITH HW 
SHAD AND ALEWIFE INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBuTARIES 
IN REP OF THE COMM FISH 1916, DOC 836, 1-114 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1906 SHATTUCK GB ET AL 
PLIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE 
MD GEOL SURV. 291P. 




1950 SINGEWALD JT JR 
GUIDEBOOKS TC THE GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND 
STUD IN GEGL 16, JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE, ~0 
GEOLCGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 CLODS E 
GUIDEBOOKS TC THE GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND. VOLUME 2. THE GECLOGY CF BEAR 
ISLAND, POTOMAC 
STUD IN GEOL 16, JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
GECLOGY, PGTCMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3089 1911 MORRIS GS 
DCWN THE POCOMOKE 
CASSINIA 15, 35-39 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-~Dl, NAVIGABLE WATERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 




A~ ANNUAL PLANKTON CYCLE ON THE POTOMAC RIVER I~ THE VICINITY OF THE 
MCRGANTOWN STEAM ELECTRIC STATION 
ACAC NATUR SCI SPEC SCI KEP 40. ZiP. 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
UNAVAiLABLE FOR REViEW 
1972 NELSON J, COLWELL RR 
METABOLISM OF MERCURY COMPOUNDS BY BACTERIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
INT CCNGR ~AR CORROSJO~ A~D FOULING PROC AND MAR TECHNOL SOC PROC 
BACTERIA, rEAVY METALS, MERCURY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1968 PATRICK R 
REPCRT ON PRCGRAM OF WORK ON PATUXENT RIVER 
ACAD NATUR SCI PriLA, CEP LIMNOL, MIMEOGR COPY FRC~ PEPCQ 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILA~LE FOR REVIEW 
1878 PATTERSCN CP 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE OYSTER BEDS IN TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS 1~· 
PARTS OF TrE CrESAPEAKE BAY CONDUCTED DuRING PORTIONS Of YEARS ' 
1879 
MD CCMM FISH REP 1878, P.106-219 










1933 PEARSON JC 
MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FISH 22, 15-17 
FISH MIGRATION, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1878 PHILIPS B 
HERRING, SHAD AND EELS IN THE POTOMAC 
FOREST AND STREAM 10, ~62 
A~ERICAN S~AC, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
~NAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
194~ 0 00LE FG 
A LIST OF THE BTRCS OF CAROLINE COUNTY, MARYLAND 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 12, 51-56 
BIRDS, DIST~IBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1942 POOLE FG 
BREEDING NCTES ON EASTERN SHORE BIRDS 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 12141,56-58 
BIROS, BREEDING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1971 PRITChARD OW 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL AFFECTS ENVJRON~ENT 
A~ER SOC CIVIL ENG NAT WATER RES ENG MEETING, PHOENIX, ARIZONA. 26P. 
CANALS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 PRITC~ARO OW 
ESTUARINE HYCROGRAPHY 
IN H.E. LANDSBERG, EO. ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS. VOLUME 1. ACADEMIC PRESS, 
1952 
ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 PRITC~ARD OW 
A PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECT OF DIVERSION OF FLGW FRO~ THE 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER ON THE SALINITY OF THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
11TH COORDINATING COMM MEETING nF THE SLSQUEHANNA RIVE~ BASIN STUDY 
RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1913 PROSSER CS ET AL 
THE MIDDLE CEVONIAN DEPOSITS OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV. l44P. 
GEOLOGIC FOR~ATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
224 
3102 1913 PROSSER CS ET AL 
THE UPPER CEVONIAN DEPOSITS OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV. 71P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOl~GY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3103 1916 PURDY WG 
POTOMAC PLANKTON AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
IN H.S. CUMMING, INVESTIGATION OF THE POLLUTION AND SANITARY CONDITION Of 
THE POTOMAC WATERSHED/ U.S. PUB HEALTH SERV HYGIENE LAB BULL 1041130-1911, 
16-53 
PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3107 1865 RANDAll A 
OPINION IN RELATION TO TAKING OYSTERS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRIBUTARIES, TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND 
ANNAPCLIS, MC 
FISHERIES, OYSTERS, SHEllFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3108 1964 RAWLS CK 
ACUATIC PLANT NUISANCES 
INTERSTATE CCMM ON POTOMAC RIVER BASIN PROC, WASH, D.C. 1964111,51-56 
AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEEDS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3109 1956 REED CF 
CONTRIBUTION TO TbE HERPETOLOGY OF MARYLAND AND DELMARVA. NO. 7. AN 
ANNGTATED CHECKLIST OF THE TURTLES OF MARYLAND AND DELMARVA 
REED HERPETORIUM, BALTIMORE, MD. 11P. MIMEOGR 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MOl, TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3110 1968 REESE JG 
BREEDING OSPREY SURVEY OF QUEEN ANNES COUNTY MARYLAND 
MD BIRDLIFE 24, 91-93 
BREEDING, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3111 1944 REHDER rA 
A NEW VITRINELLA FROM MARYLAND 
NAUTILUS 57131,97 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3112 1905 ROBERTS WA 
THE CRAB FIS~ERY OF MARYLAND 
BUR FISH REP 119041; 417-432 










1947 ROBERTSCN HC 
NOTES ON THE GREEN TURTLE IN MARINE WATERS OF MARYLAND 
MD NATUR 17121,29-32 
TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 RYAN JO 
THE SEDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
JCH~S HOPKINS UNIV P~D DISS 
SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVl[ft 
1881 RYDER JA 
NOTES ON SC~E OF THE EARLY STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLAM, OR MANC~CSE 
C~YA ARENARIA, L.l 
MD COMM FISH REP !881 !APP AI, 83-91 
CLAMS, GROWTr STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1917 SALE JW, SKINNER WW 
THE VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF DISSOLVED OXYGE~ AND THE P~ECIPITATIO~ BY 
SALT WATER IN CERTAIN TIDAL AREAS 
FRANKLIN INST J 1841CECI,837-848 
OISSGLVED CXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTE~SITY, SAL!NE WATER, VERTICAL 
MIGRATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
1970 SALSBURY SM 
MARYLAND'S WETLA~CS, T~E LEGAL OUAGMIRE 
MO LAW REVIEW 30131,240-266 
LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1945 SANDHOLZER LA 
THE EFFECT OF CCT UPON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB ICALLINECTES SAPIDUSl 
FISH MARKET NEWS 71111,2-4 
DDT, PESTICICES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REV!Ek 
1971 SCHIE,..ER EW, SC~UBEL JR 
AN l~PROVEC VEHICLE FOR TOWING A DISPLACEMENT TYPE SC~NJ SOURCE FOR 
CCNTINUOUS SEISMIC PROFILING 
MAR GFOPHYS RES lt 352-353 
INSTRUMENTATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1971 5CnUBEL JR 
CC~CLUDING REMARKS WITr A FEW COMMENTS ON A CO~TINUD~S 5EIS~IC PROFILI~G 
STUCY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, P.XlV-1 TO XIV-~ 
I~ J.R. SCrUBEL, THE ESTUARINE E~VIRONMENT, AMER GEOL I~sr, WASH, D.C. 










1971 SCHUBEL JR 
SECI~ENTATION IN THE UPPER REACHES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, P.VII-1 TO 
VII-31 
IN J.R. SCHUBEL, THE ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES AND ESTUARINE 
SEDI~FNTATION, AMER GEOL INST, WASH, D.C. 
SEDI~F.NTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
1913 SCHUCHERT C ET AL 
DEVCNIA"l 
MD GECL SURV. 3 VOLUMES, 12BGP. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 SEABER PR, rOLLYDAY EF 
AN APPRAISAL OF TrE GROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF THE LOWER SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
BASIN 
U.S. GEOL SURV OPEN-FILE REP, SFPT 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1888 SEG~AVE ES 
REPCRT CN CYSTER FIS~ERIES OF MARYLA~C 
FOREIGN OFF ~ISC SER 8. U.S. LONDON 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INCUSTRY, SHELLFISH, U~AvAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1892 SETH Je 
ANNUAL REPORT CF COMMANDER OF MARYLA~D STATE FISHERIES FORCE TC BOARD CF 
PUBLIC WORKS FCR YEAR ENCED 1891 
A~.NAPCL IS, MC 
FISHERIES, U\AVAILABLE FO~ REVIEW 
1925 SETTE OE, ANC FIECL>q RF 
A SURVEY OF THE CONDITION OF THE CRAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. BUR FIS~. 36P. 
C~~b l~O~STRY, flSHERIES, SHELLFISH, U~AVAILARLE FOR REVIEW 
1926 SETTE OE, AND FIEClER RF 
A SURVEY OF THE CONOITIGN OF THF CRAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, 1925 
FISH AND OYSTER REPORTER 717),6-8, 12 
CPAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISh, U~Aii~IlABLE FOR REVIEW 
19L3 SWARTZ CK ET AL 
SILURIAN 
MC GEOL SURV. 794P. 











AMER FISH soc TRANS 34, 124-131 
FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, ~TRlPFO BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1873 TIMMONS WE 
REPORT OF COMMANDER OF THE OYSTER FISHERIES AND WATERFOWL OF ~ARYLAND TO 
HIS EXCELLENCY TI-E GOVERNOR, THE COMMISSION OF THE STATE OYSTER POLICE 
FORCE 
WM T. INGLEHART'S CO, ANNAPOLIS, MO, 11P. 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1953 STOUT CL 
A STUDY OF TIDAL LAGOON SEDIMENT IN CHINCOTEAGUE BAY, MARYLA~D 
PRINCETON UNIV DEP GEOL BS THESIS 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY, LAGOONS, SEDIMENTS, uNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1932 STREET JF 
A DAY ON Tt-E HAVRE DE GRACE FLATS (MARYLAND! 
CASSIN I A, PHIL A 28, 21-27 
MARSHES, SUS,UEHANNA RIVER, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FON REVIEw 
1931 SUNORUP E 
PCTCMAC RIVER OYSTER AND FISH SURVEYS 
MD CONSERV OEP, FEB 4, P .1-8 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 STILES NT 
ISOPACHOUS MAPPING OF THE LOWER PATUXENT ESTUARY SEDIMENTS BY CC~TI~UCUS 
SEISMIC PROFILING TECHNIQUES 
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGR OFFICE INFORMAL REP 37, 26P. 
MAPPING, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIMENTS, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1959 STOTTS VD 
BLACK DUCK STUDIES, FINAL REPORT 
MD PITTMAN-ROBERTSON PROJECT W-30-R-7. 241P. 










1969 STOTTS VD 
HABITAT ANC eREEDING ECOLOGY - EAST-CENTRAL UNITED STATES 
IN P. BARSKE. BLACK DUCK-EVALUATION, MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH, A SYMPOSIUM. 
ATL WATERFCWL COUN AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INST 
BREEDING, DUCKS IWILDI, UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
STUDY OF CHANNEL SEDIMENTS. BALTIMORE HARBOR, NORFOLK HARBOR, YORK 
ENTRANCE Ct-ANNEL 
VIMS f-!ANUSCRIPT 
CHANNFLS, CORES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1946 HOPKINS 51-
EARLY HISTORY OF THE CRAB INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STATES 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, HI~TORY, SHELLFISH, UNITED STATES 
1876 FOREMAN E 
SHELL HEAPS IN MARYLAND 
FIELD AND FORREST 2121,25-26 
GECLOGY, PALEO~TOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1953 FOWLER JA, STINE CJ 
A NEW COUNTY RECORD FOR MICROHYLA CAROLINENSIS CAROLINENSIS IN MARYLAND 
HERPETOLOGIA 9, 167-168 
A~PHIBIANS, CISTRIBUTION, FROGS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 FOWLER t-W 
NCTES ON MARYLAND FISHES 
FISH CULTURIST 13171,186 
FISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1913 FOWLER J-W 
SCME LOCAL FISt--EATING BIRDS 
CASSINIA, MARCH 1914, 6-16 
WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1965 GALBREATH PM 
MARYLAND WATER LAW 
WATER RESOURCES STUDY COMM, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MO. 87P. 










1950 GAZIN CL, COLLINS RL 
REMAINS OF LANC ANIMALS FROM THE MIUCENE OF THE CHESAPEAKE &AY ~EGin~ 
S~ITHSO~IA~ MISC COLL 116121,1-21 
MICCENE EPCC~, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1965 GEYER JC ET AL 
A RESEARCH PROGRAM FOR THE POTO~AC RIVER 
PCTC"'AC ESTUARY STUDY PLANNING COMM, BAL TIMURE, MO. l43P. 
PCTCMAC RIVER, RESEARC~ AND UEVELOPMFNT, U~AV~lLARLf FOR REVIFw 
1957 GLUOE Jf 
CLAM AND CrESAPEAKE OYSTER INVESTIGATIONS 
BRANCH OF FISH BIOL, ANNU REP, FISCAL YEAN lJ57, FIS~ A~D ~ILDLIFE S[RV, 
A~NAPCLIS, MC., UNPU~L MS P.33-47 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1954 GLUOE JE 
OBSERVATIONS Ol't THE EFFECT OF A MARYLA'IID SGFT CLAl" DREDG~ ~, Tuc 3:::TTC"' 
U.S. FISH ANC WILCLIFE SERV. 4P. UNPUBL MS 
BOTTO"' SEDIMENTS, CLAM l!IIDUSTRY, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
1956 GLUDE J!! 
QUARTERLY REPORT OF CLAM AND CHESAPFAKE OYSTER I'IIVESTIGAIIC~S, JuLY 
THROUGH SEPTEMEER 1956 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV, ANNAPOLIS, "'C. l3P. LNPLEL I-'S 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OYSTER IND~STRY 
1894 HOWARC TLe 
REPORT OF COMMANCFR OF MARYLAND STATE FISHERY FORCE TC BCARC C~ PUHLIC 
WCRKS 
ANNAPOLIS, MC. 12P. 
FISHERIES, U~AVAILABLE FOR REV!Fw 
1882 HUGHLETT T 
REPORT OF A COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, JA~UARY lRBZ 
ANNAPOLIS, MC. 32P. 
FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
1965 HULL CHJ 
MARYLAND WATER SUPPLY AND OEMA:\ID STUDY. VOLUME l, CHESAPEAKf !3AY "EST 
DRAINAGE BASIN 
MC STATE PLA~NING DEP. 146P. 





1947 ~GTCHK!SS N, STEWART RE 
VFCET6T!ON OF T~F PAIUXE~f RESEARCH ~EFLGE, ~D 
Al"ER "ICLA\C NATUR 38( 1 ), l-75 
PATUXF~T RIVER, PLANTS, u·~AVAlLAbLi: FOR REVIEw 
lH~3 HCWARC AB JR 
lSf AN~UAL REPORT OF BUREAU OF INO~STRIAL STAT!SIICS CF MARYLAND 
llALT l"'LKF, I"C, A, 225P. 
FIS~ERIES, l~DUSTRIES, STATiSTICS, U~AVAILABLE FOR RFV![W 
~*C* HCWAR~ AB JK 
T f· E CYST E R I!'. Cu S TRY 
MC bUR INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS BULL 4, 32P. 
fiS~ER!~S, CYST~R INCUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR ~EVIE" 
3171 1967 ~CLLIS E~ 
AN INVESflGATICN OF STRIPED bASS TN ~ARYLA~O 
FEC AIC IN FIS~ RESTORATIO~, F-~-R. (~l~ED~Rl. 56P. 
F!S~ PCPUL~T!D~S, STRJPEO BASS. UNAV4ILABLE FOR REV!~~ 




STR!PFC BASS STUCIES IN MARYLAND 
1-'C CC"-'S[t<V 33( 3), i0-i2 
F!Sr PCPuLATlO\S, STR!PfO BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVJE~ 
1940 ~CTCHK!SS 'J 
fLCRA CF T~E PAIUXENI q[SEARCH R[fLGE, ~ARYLANO 
U.S. FISr A~C "ILCLIFE SFRV, WILDLIFE LE~FL 154, 1-34 
PATUXF'JT RJVEi<, PLA\JTS, u!\IAVAIL~!3LF FOR '(EVIE.._ 
l9bo f-<I.;t-'.A!\ c 
Ai'\ FCCLCG I CALLY ANNOY AT EC CHEC!<..L IS T JF THE VA SCuLAk F LO"'A CF rHE 
Cf-<ESAPEAKE BAY CENT~R FOR FIELD ~OTA'JY, WITH KEYS 
St-'ITrSLN!A~-J INST,' WASf-<P;GTOi~, l).C. 232P. 
ECCLCCY, PLA~TS, U~AVA!LABLE Foq i<EVIE" 
1944 ~ILL \A 
CHESAPEAKE CRUISE 
GECRGE ~. ~l!\G pq!NTI\JC C0., hALTIMC~E, MO. 356P. 










1968 HITTMAN ASSOCIATES, INC 
PROPOSAL FOR A~ ANALYSIS OF LEGAL PROBLEMS RELATED TC THE DEVELCPMENT AND 
MANAGEMENT OF CHESAPEAKE BAY RESOURCES 
LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1953 HARRIS YT 
ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF MEADOW VOLES AND RICE RATS IN TIDAL ~ARSHES 
J MAM~OL 34, 479-487 
ECCLCGY, ROGENTS, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 HEIDEL SG, FRENIER WW 
CHEMICAL QUALITY OF WATER ANO TRACE ELEME~TS IN THE PATUXENT RIVER BASIN 
MG GEOL SURV REP OF INVEST 1, 1-40 
PATUXENT RIVER, TRACE ELEMENTS, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1939 HELM CL 
PRELI~INARY REPORT ON FOSSIL WHALE MANDIBLES 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 91121,107-110 
WHALES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1947 HAMMER RC 
MARYLAND OYSTER RESTORATION PROBLEM 
ATLANTIC FIS~ERMAN 28171,18 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 HAMONS FL 
SCFT CLAM MORTALITY STUDY, SITUATION ANALYSIS 
MO CEP CHES eAY AFFAIRS PRELIM REP 1, 18P. IMIMEOGRl 
CLA~S, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 HARDY JC JR 
COVE POINT, MARYLAND'S VANISHING EDEN 
MO ~ERPTOL SOC NEWSLETTER 1972111 
NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1932 EARLE S 
A BLOW TO THE CHESAPEAKE CRAH INDUSTRY 
MD CQNSERV 9131,9-10 








1925 EARLE S 
CRAB CONSERVATION 
MG CCNSERV 2131,14 
232 
CCNSERVATIGN, CRABS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 GOODIER JL ET AL 
THE PREVENTICN OF SPILLS OF OIL AND CHEMICALS INTO BALTIMORE HARBOR AND 
ENVIRONS 
LITTLE !ARTHUR Dl INC, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. REP C-72919. 285P. 
CHE~ICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, OILY WATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WATER 
PCLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1968 GOVERNOR'S PATUXENT RIVER WATER AND ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
THE PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND'S ASSET, MARYLAND'S RESPONSIBILITY 
MD STATE PLANNING DEP PUB 149 12 VOLSl 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1935 GRAHAM WJ 
THE INDIANS CF PORT TOBACCO RIVFR, MARYLAND, AND THEIR BURIAL PLACES 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 35P. 
HISTCRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1912 GRAVE C 
A MANUAL OF CYSTER CULTURE IN MARYLAND 
MC SHELLFISH COMM REP 4, 75P. 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1942 GRAY EH 
CERTAIN ECCLCGICAL AND LIFE HISTORY ASPECTS OF UCA MINAX, THE REO-JOINTED 
FIDDLER CRAB, AS FOUND IN THE VICINITY OF SOLOMONS ISLAND, MARYLAND 
UNIV ~D MS T~ESIS 
CRABS, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1971 GREEN AND TRIDENT 
SELECTION ANC PRIMARY DESIGN OF DIKED DISPOSAL AREAS FOR DREDGED SPOILS 
FRO~ BALTIMORE HARBOR, MARYLAND 
AUGUST REP, VOL 3 











N*D* GREINER, J.E. COMPANY 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BRIDGE ENGINFERING REPORT 
GREINER COMPANY, CONSULTING ENGINEERS, BALTIMOR~, MD, SUBMITTED TO 
GCVERNOR, STATE ROADS COMM MD, STAT~ HIGHWAY ADVISORY COUNCIL, BALTI~CRE, 
MD 
BRIDGES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1949 GUTHEIM F 
THE POTOMAC 
RINEHART AND CO, NEW YORK. 436P. 
POTCMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1879 MILNER JW 
THE WORK OF SHAD hATCHING ON THE HEAD WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
A"'E:R FISH SOC, TRANS 1878, 87-89 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, 
1958 KELLY WN 
PRODUCTION OF FISHERY PRODUCTS IN SELECTED AREAS OF VIRGINIA, ~ARYLA~D 
AND NORTH CAROLINA AS REPORTED TO HAMPTON FISHERY MARKET NEWS CfFICE 
U.S. FISH ANC WILDLIFE SERV, MARKET NEWS SERV, P.1-20 
FISHERIES, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1885 WOOD WM 
REPORT OF THE OPERATIONS AT ST. JEROME STATION IN LAYING OUT CYSTER 
GROUNDS BY T~E STEAMER FISH HAWK IN 1883 
U.S. COMM FISH REP 11, 1153-1156 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1891 SMITH HM 
NOTES ON TbE CRAB FISHERY OF CRISFIELD, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 1889, 91PT 21,103-112 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
1899 SMITH Hf'l 
STUDIES OF YCUNG SHAD IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH ~OMM REP 1898, 88-H9 
Af'lERICAN SHAC, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1884 SMILEY CW 
PENNING ROCKFISH AT BATTERY STATION 
U.S. FISH CCMM BULL 4, 320 










1887 SMILEY CW 
HATCHING AND PLANTING ROCKFISH 
u.s. FISH COJI!M BULL 6, 137 
FISH HATCHERIES, FlSb POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1883 RYDER JA 
REPCRT OF THE ABNORMAL APPEARANCE OF SHAD EGGS FROM A FISH KEPT IN 
CONFINEMENT AT HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH CG~M FOR 1881, 3, 440 
A~ERICAN S~AC, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1892 STEVt~SCN Cb 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH CC"M BULL 1892, 203-297 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
1880 RYDER JA 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF FREIA PRODUCTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AJI!ER NATUR 14, 133 
FISHERIES, UNAVA!LABLE FOR REVIEW 
18!31 RYDER JA 
AN ACCOUNT OF EXPERIMENTS IN OYSTER CULTURE AND OBSERVATIONS RELATED 
THERETO MACE AT ST. JEROME'S CREEK DURING SUMMER OF 1880 
CC~M FISH REP 1881, P.1-91 
OYSTERS 
1883 RYDER JA 
THE OYSTER PROBLEM SOLVED 
FOfl.EST AND STREAJI! 21, 90 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1883 RYDER JA 
PRELIJI!INARY NOTICE OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND bREEDING HABITS Of THE PCTO~AC 
CATFISH, AJI!EIUP.US ALBIDUS ILESUFURl, GILL 
u.s. FISH CO~M BULL 31 15),225-230 
CATFISHES, FISb POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PCTOII!AC RIVER 
1884 RYDER JA 
REPORT RESPECTING THE PRESENT CONDITION AND FISHERY PROSPECTS AT ST. 
JERCJI!E CREEK FOR THE WORK OF OYSTER CULTURE 
U.S. FISH CO~M BULL 4, 235-237 









1884 RYDER JA 
JOURNAl OF OPERATIONS ON GROUNDS OF EASTERN SHORE OYSTERS - CO. ON 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY NEAR STOCKTON, MD., DURING THE SUMMER OF 1883 
U.S. COMM FISH BULL 4, 43-47 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1957 MANNING JH 
MARYLAND SOFT SHEll CLAM INDUSTRY AND ITS EFFECTS ON TIDEWATER RESOURCES 
CHES BIOL LAB RESOURCE STUDY REP 11, 25P. 
CLAM INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, SHEllfiSH 
1940 EARLE S 
THE WHITE MARLIN FISHERY OF OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND 
u.s. DEP INTERIOR, BUR FISH SPEC SCI REP 6 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING 
1969 PRITCHARD OW 
A STATEMENT PREPARED FOR SUBMISSION AT THE PUBLIC HEARING ON APPLICATICN 
MADE BY BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY FOR A PER~IT •••• 
BALTIMORE GAS ANO ELECTRIC COMPANY REPORT 1969 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTuARINE ENVIRONME~T, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, RADIOISOTCPES, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
1884 RYDER JA 
AN ACCOUNT OF EXPERIMENTS IN OYSTER CULTURE AND OBSERVATIONS RELATING 
THERETO 
U.S. COMM FISH REP 10, 763-778 
OYSTERS 
1885 RYDER JA 
THE RATE AND GROWTH OF OYSTERS AT ST. JEROME CREEK STATION 
U.S. FISH COI"M BULL 5, 129-131 
GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS 
1974 HEUVELMANS M 
EASTERN NO-GOOCS, P.95-104 
IN HEUVELMANS M, THE RIVER KILLERS. HARRISBURG, PA. STACKPOLE BOCKS 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, 










1974 PRITCHARD OW, GARDNER GB 
HYDROGRAPHY CF T~E C~ESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, CHES BAY INST TECH REP 85 
HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, C + D CANAL 
1912 EARLE S 
4TH REPORT OF MARYLAND SHELLFISH COMMISSION 
MD SHELLFISH COMM REP 4, 1-376 
SHELLFISH, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 FARLE S 
MARYLAND'S EFFORTS TO SAVE THE BLUE CRAB OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD CCNSERV BULL 1, l6P. 
CCNSERVATION, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1961 HOLLIS EH 
AN INVESTIGATIUN OF STRIPED BASS 
CC~PLETION REP, FED AID PROJ F-R-3 IMI~EOGRl. MD. 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BA~S, UNAYAlLA~LE FOR REVIEw 
1962 HOLLIS EH 
A~ INVESTIGATION OF STRIPED tiASS 
CC~PLETION REP, FED AID PROJ F-R-3 IMIMEDGRl. MD. 
FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1963 HOLLIS EH 
AN INVESTIGATION OF STRIPED BASS 
CCMPLETION REP, FED AID PROJ F-R-3 (MIMEOGRI. MO. 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1901 EASTMAN CR 
SYSTE~ATIC PALEONTOLOGY, EOCE~E 
MC GECL SURV, P.98-ll6 
PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1830 ELLIOT J 
HISTCRICAL SKETC~ES OF TrE ••• DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ~ITH ••• A DESCRIPTIC~ 
OF THE RIVER POTOMAC, ITS FISH AND WILDFOWL, ETC 
wASHINGTON, C.C., P.l-554 











1876 FERGUSON TB, DOWNES PW 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS Of FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1876 
J.F. WILEY, PUBL. ANNAPOLIS, MO. 60P. 
FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1877 FERGUSON TB 
REPORT Of THE COMMISSION Of FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1877 
ANNAPOLIS, MO. 56P. 
FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1878 FERGUSON TB 
REPORT Of THE COMMISSION Of FISHERIES Of MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1878 
ANNAPOLIS, MO. 40P. 
fiSHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
SOUTHEAST DRAINAGE BASINS, A COOPERATIVE STATE-FEDERAL REPORT ON WATER 
POLLUTION 
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERV, WATER POLLUT SER 13, 1-236 
JAMES RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, A COOPERATIVE STATE-FEDERAL REPORT ON WATER 
POLLUTION 
U.S. PUBLIC rEALTH SERV, WATER POLLUT SER 28, VARIOUS PAGES 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1881 FERGUSON TB 
THE OYSTER 
MO FISH COMM REP, JANUARY 1881, P.1-64. ANNAPOLIS, MD 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 EVERSTINE CN 
OYSTER CULTIVATION IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
MD LEGISLAT COUNCIL, RES REP 30, 1-15 
OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
N*D* FAIRBANKS WL 
THE STATUS OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TC 
PRIVATE PLANTING OPERATIONS 
MO DIV BUR OF BALTIMORE ASS COMM, 44P. 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
238 
3232 1951 FEDERAL SECURITY AGENCY 
NCRTH ATLANTIC DRAINAGE BASINS, A COOPERATIVE STATE-FEDERAL REPORT ON 
WATER POLLUTION 
U.S. PUBLIC ~EALTH SERV, WATER POLLUT SER 10, 1-137 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3233 N*C* ENGLE Je 
FACTCRS INFLUENCING MARYLAND OYSTER YIELD 
ATLANTIC FIS~ERMAN 31141,18 AND 47 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
3234 1957 ENGLE JB, BEAVEN GF 
A REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER BARS 
CHES 8IOL LAB REF NO 57-50, 6P 
OYSTERS, PCTCMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3235 ·1953 ESCHMEYER RW 
THE STRIPEC 8ASS 
MC CCNSERV 30111,22-24 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3236 1967 ELSER HJ 
OBSERVATION CN THE DECLINE OF MILFOIL AND OTHER AQUATIC PLANTS IN 
MARYLAND, 1962-67 
MIMECGR REP PREPARED FOR THE 1968 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE WEED SCI SCC, ~EW 
ORLEANS, LA. 15P. 
ACUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEEDS, UNAVAILABLE FO~ REVIEW 
3237 1966 ELSER HJ 
STATUS OF ACUATIC WEED PROBLEMS IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND, SPRING, 1966 
MIMECGR REP, MANATEE PROJECT, ANNAPOLIS, MD, P.1-9 
ACUATIC WEEDS, UNAV~ILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3238 1953 ELSER HJ 
A STUDY OF THE LOCH RAVEN FISHERMAN AND HIS HARVEST 
MD SPORTSMAN 11, 8,9,10. 12, 2, 7 
SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3239 1876 UHLER PR, LUGGER 0 
LIST OF FISH OF MARYLAND 
IN MD FISH COMM REP, 1ST ED, P.81-202. 2ND ED, P.67-176 









1923 ULRICH EO, BASSLER RS 
AMERICAN SILURIAN FORMATIONS. PALEOZOIC OSTRACODA, THEIR MORPHOLOGY, 
CLASSIFICATION AND OCCURRENCE 
IN MD GEOL SURV, SILURIAN. P.233-391 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1937 YINGLING FC 
PARENTAL INSTINCTS OF SOME MARYLAND FISHES 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 71101,60-64 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1948 YINGLING FC 
QUEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
MD NATUR LEAFLET 151,1-4 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 ANON 
OTTER TRAWLS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
FISH SERV BULL, CEP COMM u.S. BUR FISH 107, 5-6 
POTCMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1915 UNITEC STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
AIR AND WATER TEMPERATURES, HYDROMETER READINGS, TURbiDITY, ETC., AT 
VARIOUS STATIONS FROM THE CHAIN BRIDGE TO THE MOUTH OF THE PCTC~AC RIVER 
AUG 1873--DEC 1914. JAN--MAY 1915 
AIR TEMPERATURE, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS IN MARYLAND, RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVF~ENTS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 24P. 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE wATERS, RIV~RS, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1956 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
HURRICANE SURVEY, CHESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERS, 
APPRAISAL REPORT 
OFFICE OF THE CISTRICT ENGINEER, WASH DISTRICT, WASH, D.C. UNPUBL MS. 7P. 










1930 UNITEC STATES ARMY, CHIEF OF ENGINEERS 
PATUXFNT RIVER, MARYLAND 
HCUSE DOC 463, 71ST CONGR, 2ND SESS, P.1-142 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
N*D* UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
CHARTS OF T~E SOUTH RIVER AREA 
REGISTER H188, 1846. REGISTER H2667, 1903. REGISTER H5329, 1933 
CHARTS, SOUl~ RIVER,MD, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
N*D* UNITEC STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
CURRENT DIAGRAM - CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.~. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV, WASHINGTON, D.C., CURRENT DIAGRAM NO 2 
CURRENTS IWATERl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 UNITEC STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
NATURAL OYSTER BAR CHARTS OF MARYLAND 
PREPARED FCR T~E MD CEP TIDEWATER FISHERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHARTS, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1964 UNITEC STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
SUM~ARY R~PORT, POLLUTION OF BACK RIVER 
39P. 
BACK RIVER,MC, WATER POLLuTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 UNITEC STATES FIS~ AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
FIShERY STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1880-1947 
STAT DIGEST 21, SECT 15, P.280-285 
FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1913 UNITEC STATES ARMY ENGINEERS 
PATUXENT RIVER 
62ND CONGRESS, 3RD SESS, HOUSE OF REPR DOC 1266 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 UNITED STATES FISH AND wiLDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN STUDIE 
WETLANDS OF MARYLAND 
BCSTON, MASS 









1956 UNITEC ST.TES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
INVENTORY OF PERMA~~NT WATER OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE TO WATERFCWL IN THE 
STATE QF MARYLANC 
OFFICE OF RIVER eASJN STUDIES, ATLANTA, GA. 7P. 
WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FCll REVIEW 
1932 VAN HUJZEN PJ 
REPCRT ON THE BLACK DUCK NESTS ON THE BLACKWATER MIGRATORY BIRO REFUGE, 
CAMBRIDGE, M.RYLAND 
M~NUSCRIPT FILED IN BIOL SURV, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
uU~KS (WILG), OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATERFOWL, u~AVAILABLE F8R REVIEW 
1937 WALLACE 0 .. 
LENGT!-" FRECUENC IES OF THE STRIPED BASS lROCCUS LINEATUSl IN THE 
ChESAPEAKE s•Y DURING THE SEASON 1936-1937 
MD UNIV MS T .. ESIS, 21P. 
CATCH, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTICNS 
1820 WARDEN CB 
DESCRIPTION STATlSTIOUE HISTORIOUE ET POLJTIQUE DES ETATS-UNIS DE 
L'AMERIQUE SEPTENTRION&LE ••• 
PARIS, CHEZ ET GRAVIERr 5 VOL. 
FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UIIIITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FCR RfV lEW 
1951 ANON 
POTC~AC CALLED OPEN SEWER, SMAll FISH DIE BY THOUSANDS 
•ASHINGTON POST, WAS~INGTON, D.C., AUGUST 14 
FISH POPUlATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 WATSON C 
MARYLAND PCLLUTION SURVEYED 
WAS~lNGTO~ POST, WAS~INGTON 1 D.C., MARCH 4, 1973, SECT A7 
PCLLUTANT lOENTIFICATIONo VIRGI~lAo UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 WEAVER KNo ~ANSEN HJ 
AN ANCIENT BURIEC RIVER C~ANNEL IS DISCOVERED 
MO CCNSERV ~3, 9-12 








1891 WEEKS TC 
SPEECH DELIVERED AT CONCORDIA OPERA HOUSE, BALTIMORE, ON THURSDAY, APRIL 
30, UNDER AUSPICES OF CANTON OYSTER EXCHANGE OF BALTIMORE CITY 
16P. 
FIShERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHEllFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1892 WEEKS TC 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
4TH BIENNIAL REP OF BUR OF INDUS STAT A~D INFORM OF MD, 1891-1892, 
ANNAPCLIS, ~C. P.ll-194 
FIShERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHtLLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 WEISS Ci'i 
FACTCRS CONTROLLI~G THE OCCURRENCE OF SHIP-WORMS AND OTHER MARINE BORERS 
IN BALTIMORE HARBOR 
SANIT ENG CEP, JOhNS HOPKINS UNI~. MIMEOGR, BP. 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1948 WERNER 1-J 
T~E ~ORPHOLOGY AND THE HISTOLOGY Of THE ALIMENTARY TRACT OF LITTCRINA 
IRRCRATA SAY 
MC UNIV PHC CISS. 77P. 
GASTROPCUS, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1883 WILSON EB 
CESERVATIC~S OF THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF SOME POLYCHAETCUS 
ANNELICS 
STUC BICL LAB, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2, 271-299 
ANNELICS, GRCWTH STAGES, POLYCHAETE$, WORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 YEDINAK A 
THE EFFECT OF SALT WATER. FLOODING ON SOl L FERTILITY 
MC UNIV MS Tt-ESIS. l2P. 
CATIO~ ABSORPTION, HISTORIC FLOOD, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SOIL 
PRCPERTIES, SOILS 
1934 YINGLING FC 
FCUR QUEER FISr OF ThE ChESAPEAKE BAY 
MC NATUR HIST SOC BULL 4151,26-28 










19~6 YINGLING FC 
FISH OBSERVEC AT COVE POINT, MARYLAND 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 6181,47-52 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, TALBOT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
u.s. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 250P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1909 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, WICOMICO COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 54P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1909 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF CYSTER BARS, WORCESTER COUNTY, MARYLA~D 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 67P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, KENT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
u.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 130P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, QUEEN ANNE COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 176P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1908 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF CYSTER BARS, SOMERSET COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. llBP. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1910 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, CALVERT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 94P. 









1911 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, CHARLES COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 62P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
1913 YATES CC 
SUMMARY OF SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS OF MARYLAND 1906-1912 
U.S. DEP CCMM, COAST AND GEODETIC SURV, U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 81P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILAbLE FOR REVIEW 
1907 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF CYSTER BARS, AN~E ARUNDEL COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. lOoP. 
BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1911 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF CYSTER BARS, BALTIMORE COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 42P. 
BECS UNDER WATER, OYSTER r•WuSTR.Y, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1937 WJLSTACK P 
PCTC~AC LANDINGS 
TUCCR PUBL CC, N.Y. 
FISHERIES, PCTCMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
l9b 1 WOLMAN A ET AL 
PATUXFNT REGIONAL SEWAGE REPORTS 
MD OEP HEALTI-, ll3P 
PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, LNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1964 WCLMAN MG 
PRCBLEMS PCSED BY SECIMENT DERIVED FROM CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IN 
MARYLAND 
MC WATER PCLLUT CONTROL COMM REP INOW DEP wATER RESOURCES!, 125P. 
SECIMENTATION, WATER POLLLTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
3284 18tll WINSLCW F 
DETERIORATION CF AMERICAN OYSTER BEDS 
PCP SCI MONTI-LV 20, 29-43, 145-146 









1882 WINSLOW F 
REPORT ON THE OYSTER BEDS OF THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, AND CF TANGIER 
AND POCOMOKE SOUNCS, MARYLAND A~D VIRGINIA 
APPEN 11 1 u.s. COAST A~D GEODETIC SURV REP 1881, WASHINGTON, D.C. 87P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FCR 
REVIEW 
1883 WINSLOW F 
CHESAPEAKE OYSTER BEDS 
SCIENCE 2, 440-443 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1973 CLARK LJ ET AL 
NUTRIENT ENRICHMENT AND CONTROL REQUIREMENTS IN THE uPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
SUMMARY ANC CONCLUSIONS 
U.S. ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
EUTROPHICATION, NITRATES, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, PHOSPHATES, PHCSPHORUS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES 
1974 GIRALCI A, CIETEMAN A 
FISHES OF THE UPPER ANACOSTIA RIVER SYSTEM OF MARYLA~D 
ATLANTIC NATUR 2912),61-67 
ANACOSTIA RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
1881 HEILPRIN A 
NCTE ON THE APPROXIMATE POSITION OF THE EOCENE DEPOSITS CF ~ARYLANO 
ACAD ~ATUR SCI P~ILA, PROC 1881, P.444-447 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1974 THOMANN RV ET AL 
PRELI~INARY MOCEL OF POTOMAC ESTUARY PHYTOPLANKTON 
J ENVIRON ENG CIV, AMER SOC CIVIL ENG 1001EE3),699-715 
ENVIRONMENTAl ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEl STUDIES, NITROGE~, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS, PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
1974 SCHUBEl JR ET AL 
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS OF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES OF THE EGGS 
OF SCME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 36, REF 74-4 










1974 SCHUBEL JR ET Al 
SCME OBSERVATIONS OF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES OF FISH EGGS 
CHES BAY INST, JO~NS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 37, REF 74-5 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPED 
BASS, WHITE PERC~ 
1966 HUMM ~J 
T~E ALGAE GF T~E NORTh JETTY AT OCEAN CITY, MARYLAND 
VI~S ~ANUSCRIPT 
ALGAE, EASTERN S~ORE IVA-MOl, 
1973 PHEIFFER TH, LOVELACE Nl 
APPLICATION CF AUTO-QUAL MODELLING SYSTEM TO THE PATUXENT RIVER BASIN 
U.S. ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE REGION III, ANNAPCLIS, 
MC 
DISSCLVEC OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL ~ODELS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, wATER 
QUALITY 
~*D* INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
THE POTOMAC - PUTTING THE PIECES TOGETHER 
BETHESDA, MD 
LAND USE, POTOMAC RIVER, RI~ER BASIN COMH!SSIO~S, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
1968 U.S. AR~Y CORPS OF ENGINEERS. 
REPCRT ON NA~IGATION STUCY, DELAWARE BAY- CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERWAY IN 
DELAWARE, ~ARYLANC AND VIRGINIA 
OFFICE OF T~E CISTRICT ENGINEER, NORTH ATLANTIC DIVr PHILADELPHIA, PA 
CANALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, INLAND WATERWAYS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
1974 POTGMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
A~ENO~ENT NO. 4. COUGLAS P.OINT NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION, ENVIRCNMENTAL 
REPGRT. DOCKET NOS. 50-448 AND 50-449, AMENDMENT INSTRUCTION SHEET 
wASHINGTON, C.C. 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONME~TAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR PO~ER PLANTS, 
PCTC~AC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1972 JAWORSKI NA ET AL 
UPPER POTO~AC ESTUARY EUTROPHICATION CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
U.S. fNVlRCN PROTECT AGENCY TECH REP 53, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE, 
A~NAPOLIS, MC 
EUTROPHICATION, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC RIVFR, SEWAGE TREATMENT, ~ATER 









1972 WESTINGHOUSE OCEAN RESEARCH LABORATORY 
INTERIM REPORT, REGIONAL STUDY OF THE CHESTER RIVER AND AN EVALUATION CF 
STRESSES ON THE BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESTER RIVER, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON 
PESTICIDESEASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt 
1974 OTTO SV 
THE DECLINE IN MARYLAND OYSTER PRODUCTION- AN INVESTIGATION BEGINS 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES COMM FISH NEWS 7141,4 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1974 BOONE JV 
EELS - A VALUABLE RESOURCE IN MARYLAND WATERS 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES COMM FISH NEWS 7141,4 
EELS, FISHERIES, 
1973 LONGEST JW 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTERESTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AREA 
MD UNIV, WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, WATER RESOURCES 
1974 CORY RL 
CHANGES IN OXYGEN AND PRIMARY PRODUCTION OF THE PATUXENT ESTUARY, 
MARYLAND, 1963 T~ROUGH 1969 
CHES SCI 15121,78-83 




MD CODE ANNU ART 66C, SEC 759-763 AS AMMENDED ISUPPL 19731 
AESTHETICS, LEGISLATION, RIVERS, SCENERY 
1973 ANON 
STATE WETLANDS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 66C, SEC 720 ISUPPL 19731 











SANITARY FACILITIES FUND 
MD CODE ANNU ART 43, SEC 387B 
AD~INISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, COORDINATION, SANITARY ENGINEERING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
1973 ANON 
WATER QUALITY ANC EFFLUENT STANDARDS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 96A, SEC 27 ISUPPL 19731 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, LEGISLATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1973 ANON 
PCLLUTING OR CONTAMINATING STATE WATERS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 96A, SEC 26 ISUPPL 1973) 
LEGISLATION, PERMITS, WASTE wATER DISPOSAL, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
1973 ANON 
PCWER PLANT ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 
MD CODE ANNU ART 66C, SEC 767 ISUPPL 19731 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1969 SOUTHwiCK DL, OWENS JP 
THE GEOLOGY OF HARFORD COUNTY, MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV. 133P. 
GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 STEFANSSON Kt OWENS JP 
CLAY MINERALOGY OF SELECTED SAMPLES FROM THE MIDDLE MIOCENE FORMATIONS OF 
SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 700-B, P.B150-B156 
GEOLCGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1955 SUPP CWA 
ENGINEERING GEOLOGY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BRIDGE IMOI 
IN JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, OEP CIVIL ENG, SYMP GEOL AS APPLIED TO HIGHWAY ENG, 
6TH ANNU PROC, FEB 1955, P.43-58 
ENGINEERING, GEOLOGY, UNAVAiLABLE FOR REVIEW 
249 
3375 1971 GERNANT RE ET AL 
ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF THE MARYLAND MIOCENE 
MD GEOL SURV FIELD INVEST GUIDEBOOK ~0. 3, P.I-V, 1-58 
ENVIRONMENT, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, MIOCENE EPOCH, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3376 1970 GERNANT RE 
PALEOECOLOGY OF THE CHOPTANK FORMATION IMIOCENEI OF MARYLAND AND VIRGI~IA 
MD GECL SURV REP INVEST 12, 90P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3377 1966 KNECHTEL MM ET AL 
EXPANDABLE CLAY IN ST. MARYS FORMATION OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV REP INVEST 4, 17P. 
CLAYS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
3393 1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, DORCHESTER COUNTY, MARYLAND 
u.s. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 180P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
3394 1967 ALLISON JT 
THE PATUXENT RIVER - REPORT NUMBER 1 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES. 104P. 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
CITATIONS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AUTHOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MARYLAND WATERS 
CITATIONS LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AUTHOR 
1968 AALTO JA 
PART I. THE POTOMAC ESTUARY. STATISTICS AND PROJECTIONS 
PROC. 1968-1. INTERSTATE COMM OF THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, JUNE 1968, P.1-7 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY 
1899 ABBE C JR 
A GENERAL REPORT ON THE PHYSIOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND 
MD WEATHER SERV SPEC PUBLICATION, 1(2),41-216 
GEOLOGY, TOPOGRAPHY 
1899 ABBE C JR ET AL 
REPORT ON THE METEOROLOGY OF MARYLAND 
MD WEATHER SERV SPEC PUB 1(31,1-551 
METEOROLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 ABBOTT JM 
MAY REGIONAL BIRD CENSUS 1973 
ATLANTIC NATUR 28(3),109-117 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS, VIRGINIA 
1965 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND - BIOLOGICAL, CHEMICAL, AND PHYSICAL STUDIES FOR 
THE POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER CO 1962-1964 
VOLUMES 1 AND 2 
BIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYSICAL 
PROPERTIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
PATUXENT RIVER - OYSTER TRAY STUDIES 
OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, OYSTER SETTING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHIA 
OUTLINE OF RIVER AND ESTUARY STUDIES IN POTOMAC RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
AND CHESAPEAKE BAY CARRIED OUT BY THE LIMNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
DISChARGE lWATERI, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, EUTROPHICATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE 
PROJECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
2 
1953 ADDY CE 
FALL MIGRATION OF THE BLACK DUCK 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP WILDLIFE 19, 63P. 
DUCKS IWILDlr MIGRATION PATTERNS, WAT£RFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 AHNERT F 
ESTUARINE MEANDERS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
GEOGR REV 50131,390-401 
ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, MEANDERS, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL WATERS 
1964 ALDEN RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
CHALK POINT MODEL STUDY 
WORCESTER POLYTECH INST REP COVERING CHALK POINT MODEL STUDY FOR PEPCO 
ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1940 ALEXANDER H 
CHESAPEAKE'S OYSTERS 
FRONTIERS 5111 9 7-12 
HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1931 ALGIRE EW 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE OYSTER, OSTREA VIRGINICA GMELIN, WITH SPECIAL 
EMPHASIS ON THE SPAT FALL 
UNIV MD THESIS 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1956 ALKIRE HL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY OYSTERS 
U.S. WEEKLY WEATHER AND CROP BULL 43(8) 1 5-8 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS, VIRGINIA 
1952 ALLEN JF 
THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE RAOULA OF LITTORINA IRRORATA ISAYI 
AMER MICROSCOP SOC TRANS 71(21,139-145 
GASTROPODS, MORPHOLOGY, SNAILS 
1954 AllEN JF 
THE INFLUENCE OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF FIVE SPECIES OF 
BIVALVES IN THE LITTLE ANNEMESSEX RIVER, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAUTILUS 68(21,56-65 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE lVA-MOI, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
3 
1954 ALLEN JF 
NOTES ON THE GASTROPODS COLLECTED IN THE VICINITY CF CRISFIELD, ~JRYLA~D 
NAUTILUS 67131,9~-94 
GASTROPODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 ALLEN Jf 
NOTES ON THC MOLLUSCAN FAUNA OF GALESVILLE, MARYLAND 
NAUTILUS 6714),106-112 
MOLLUSKS 
1955 ALLEN JF 
A NOTE ON AMYGDALUM PAPYRIA CONRAD IN ~ARYLAND WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAUTILUS 68131,83-87 
BIOTA, UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIEW 
1955 ALLEN JF 
THE OCCURRENCE OF ESTUARINE BIVALVES IN AN UNUSUAL HAeiTAT 
NAUTILUS 6RI3l,87-90 
DISTRIBUTION, MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 ALLEN JF 
FEEDING HABITS OF TWO SPECIES OF ODOSTOMIA 
NAUTILUS 72111,11-15 
PARASITISM, FEEDING 
195B ALLEN JF 
UROSALPINX CINEREA AND EUPLEURA CAUDATA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
NAUTILUS 72121,49-51 
DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER DRILLS 
1962 ALU:N JF 
GONAD DEVELOPMENT AND SPAWNING OF BRACHIOONTES RECURVUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAUTILUS 75141,149-156 
GONADS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
1962 ALLEt~ JF 
GONAD Of:VELOPMENT AND SPAWNING C'F BRACHIOONTES RECURV'.IS IN t;iESl,PEAK[ 
BAY, CONCLUDED 
NAUTILUS 76111,9-16 
GONADS, MUSSELS, SPAWNING 
4 
1967 ALLEN N, PELCZAR ~J 
B~CTEF.IOLOGICAL STUC:ES ON ~HE 1-'HHE PEF<;C:~, F<.CC:CUS H~ERICn:us 
CHES SCI 8, 135-154 
ANIMAL PAlHOLOGY, eACTERH·t F-ISH, FISH CiSH~E~. WHITE PERCH 
1967 ALLISON JT 
TilE PATUXENT RIVER - REPORT !\!UMBER 1 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES. 104P. 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 ALLISON JT 
THE PATUXENT RIVER - REPORT ~UMBER 4 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES. 70P. 
PATUXEN1 RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIE~ 
1948 ANDERSON JL 
CRETACEOUS AND TERTIAKY SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 1-113 
GEOLOGY, OIL INDUSTRY, PALEONTOLOGY, SEDIM~NTARY PETROLOCY, SEDIMENTS, 
STRATIGR~PHY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1964 ANDERSON RR 
ECOLOGY AND MINERAL NUTRITION OF MYRIOPHYLLU~ SPICATU~ L. 
UNIV MD ~S THESIS 
ALKALINITY, AQUATIC WEEDS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, HYDROGEN ION 
CONCENTRATION, MINERALOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1965 ANDERSON ~~ ET AL 
CHECK-LIST OF 1ASCULAR AQUATIC Pl~NTS ON THE UPPER PATUXENT ESTUARY 
UNIV MD CHES BIOL LAB REF 65-50 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SY~TEMATICS 
1965 ANCERSON RR ET ~L 
MINERAL COMrOSITION OF EURASiA~ WATER MILFOIL, MYRIOPHYLLUM SPICATUM L. 
CHES SCI 6111,68-72 ICONTRID 26!, NtTUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHE~ BIOL 
LAB, SOlOMON~, MOl 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, FERTILIZERS, 
1968 AND(RSON RR ET &L 
WATER QUALITY AND PLANT DlSTR!BUTION ALONG THE UPPER PATUXENT RIVER, MD 
CHES SCI 9131,145-15~ 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ECOLOGICAL OISTRlBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
QUALITY 
5 
1969 ANDERSON RR 
TEMPERATURE AND ROOTED AQUATIC PLANTS 
CHES SCI 10(3 AND 41,157-164 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVERo 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS, RESPIRATION, THERMAL WATER 
1972 ANDERSON RR 
SUBMERGED VASCULAR PLANTS Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
CHES SCI 131SUPPL),S87-S89 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 
1972 ANDERSON RR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF SUBMERGED AQUATIC V;SCULAR PLANTS, 
RUPPIA MARITIMA L. !DITCH-GRASSI 
CHES SCI l31SUPPlloS1~2-S174 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATICN DYNAMICS 
1893 ANDREWS EA 
AN UNDESCRIBED ACRANIATE, ASYMMETRON LUCAYANUM 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV STUD BIOL LAB 5, 213-247 
BIOTA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1906 ANDREWS EA 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CRAYFISH 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV CIRC 187, 418-423 
CRAYFISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1915 ANDREWS EA 
DISTRIBUTION OF FOLLICULINA IN 1914 
BIOL BULL 29161,373-380 
DISTRIBUTION, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PROTOZOA, SEVER~ RIVER,MD 
1923 ANDREWS EA 
FOLLICULINA - CASE MAKING, ANATOMY AND TRANSFORMATION 
J MORPH 38, 207-278 
BIOTA, MORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1947 ANDREWS E 
CRAB POT CONSTRUCTION-CHESAPEAKE BAY TYPE 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 262 
CkAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR, TRAPPING 
6 
1948 ANDREWS E 
THE *BOB* ~ETHOO OF PICKING BLUE CRABS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 276 
CRAB INDUSTRY, CRABS, SHELLFISH 
1948 ANDREWS E 
TROTLINE CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND MAINTENANCE 
US FISh AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 291 
CRAB I~DUSTRY, CRABS, FISHING GEAR 
1950 ANDREWS EA 
FOLLICULINIOS OF THE CHESAPEAKE .u "n 1ADS 
J MAR RES 9111,21-28 
FOULING, PROTOZOA, SEASONAL DIST· 10~ 
1951 ANDREWS JD 
SEASONAL PATTERNS OF OYSTER SETTING IN THE JAMES RIVER AND CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ECOLOGY 32, 752-758 !VI~S CONTRIB 341 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, SEASONAL D!STR!BUTJON, 
OYSTER SETT lNG 
1953 ANDREWS JD 
FOULING ORGANISMS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST INSHORE SURV PROGRAM INTERIM REP 17 
BARNACLES, BRYOZOA, DIATOMS, FOULING, HYDROZOA, MOLLUSKS 
1954 ANDREWS JD 
NOTES ON FUNGUS PARASITES OF BIVALVE MOLLUSKS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 45,_ 157-163 IVIMS CONTRIB 54) 
FUNGI, MOLLUSKS, MORTALITY, SHELLFISH 
1964 ANDREwS JD, BEAVEN GF 
A MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER FISHERY 
VI MS MS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
OYSTER SETT lNG 
1965 ANDREWS JD 
PRE-SEASON SURVEY OF OYSTER BEDS IN POTOMAC RIVER 21-22 SEPTEMBER 1965 
VI MS ~S 
BEDS UNDER WATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
7 
1970 ANDREWS JD 
THE MOllUSC FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE SAY (USAI 
IN PROC OF THE SYMP ON MOLLUSCA HELD AT COCHIN, PART Ill. MAR BIOL ASS OF 
INDIA IVIMS CONTRIB 2621 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, OERMOCYSTIOIUM, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, MOLLUSKS, 
MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1971 ANDREWS S 
PLANKTON WATCHING IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNDERWATER NATUR 7, 17-25 
PLANKTON, PLANKTON NETS 
1967 ANDRUS JB 
A TAXONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AQUATIC PHYCOMYCETES IN SOILS 
SURROUNDING THE UPPER PATUXENT ESTUARY 
PHD DISS, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 ANGELL 0 
THE EASTERN SHORE 
THE LAMP, SPRING-SUMMER, P.l0-16 
EASTERN SHORE !VA-MOI, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 ANON 
THE SHAD FISHERY Of THE POTOMAC 
FORREST AND STREAM 6, 266 
AMERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1885 ANON 
AN ACT TO PROTECT THE FISH IN THE POTOMAC RIVER IN THE DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA, AND TO PROVIDE A SPAWNING-GROUND FOR SHAD AND HERRING IN THE 
SAID POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 180 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HERRINGS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SPAWNING 
1888 ANON 
ARTICLE LXII OYSTERS 
ANNAPOLIS, MO. 36P. 
LEGISLATION, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
8 
1888 ANON 
OYSTER LAWS ENACTED BY GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND AT JANUARY SESSIONS 
1884, 1886, 1888 
ANNAPOLIS, MO. 30P. 
LEGISLATION, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1892 ANON 
MARYLAND STATE FISHERY FORCE. ARTICLE LXII OYSTERS 1892 
ANNAPOLIS, MD. 37P. 
LEGISLATION, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 ANON 
OTTER TRAWLS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
FISH SERV BULL, DEP COMM U.S. BUR FISH 107, 5-6 
POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1928 ANON 
REPORT ON SALINITY OF WATER IN CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
MD CONSERV 5(41,26-27 
SALINITY, C + 0 CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 ANON 
SEAL KILLED YEARS AGO AT CAMBRIDGE 
MD CONSERV 7(4),21 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1932 ANON 
A MONSTER LEATHER-BACK TURTLE OF THE TROPICAL SEAS CAPTURED IN MARYLAND 
~ATERS 
~D CONSERV 9131,21-22 
TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1932 ANON 
SPORT FISHERY IN THE BAY 
~0 FISH 18, 6-7 
FISHERIES, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1946 ANON 
OYSTER PRODUCTION DECLINE WORRIES MARYLAND OYSTERMEN 
SOUTHERN FISHERMAN 6171,99-100 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
9 
1951 ANON 
POTOMAC CALLED OPEN SEWER, SMALL FISH DIE BY THOUSANDS 
WASHINGTON POST, WASHINGTON, D.C., AUGUST 14 
FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER~ WATER POL~UTION, WATER 
QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 ANON 
EELS 
MD CONSERV 3, 9-11 
EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1953 ANON 
~~ITE SHAD ~AUGHT 8¥ ANGLER IN WICOMICO RIVER, MARYLAND 
SOUTHERN FISHERMAN 13151,11~ 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH- POPULATIONS, WICOMICO RIVER,MD, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 ANON 
THE FLOUNDER 
MD CONSERV 31111,8-9 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 AlltON 
WETLANDS INVENTORY OF MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, OFF OF RIVER BASIN STUD. BOSTON, MASS. l5P. 
WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1959 ANON 
THE RIVERS OF MARYLAND, THE PATUXENT RIVER 
MD CONSERV 36131,16-19 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1963 ANON 
IS END OF OYSTER WAR IN SIGHT* 
FISH BOAT, JANUARY, P.l3 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1968 ANON 
THE OYSTER-PRODUCING POTENTIAL OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
THE POTOMAC NEWSLETTER 21121,1-7 




METHOD TESTED FOR TREATING SEWAGE SO ITS NON-POLLUTING 
NAT FISHERMAN 50ill,4C,13C APR 1969 
SHELLFISH, WASTE WATER TREATMENT 
1969 ANON 
REPORT OF THE THERMAL RESEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE MARYLAND 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
THERMAL POLLUTION, THER~AL WATER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1969 ANON 
WILL POWER PLANTS BE BANNED ON CHESAPEAKE* 
NAT FISHERMAN 5011),10-C APR 1969 
PATUXENT RIVER, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION 
1970 ANON 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FIGHTS FOR ITS LIFE 
BUS WEEK 2114, 40-44 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DREDGING, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POLLUTANTS, POPULATION~ THERMAL 
POLLUTION, ~ILOLIFE, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1970 ANON 
STATUS OF WATER QUALITY AND SIGNIFICANT SOURCES OF WASTEWATER DISCHARGES 
IN MARYLAND 
MD DEP WATER RESOURCES, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
CHOPTANK RIVfR, LEGAL ASPECTS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, wATER QUALITY 
1911 ANON 
CONFERENCE OF REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SPACE WCRLD H-6-90, 49-?0 
REMOTE SENSING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 ANON 
FISH KILL INVESTIGATION SEMINAR 
JOINTLY SPONSORED BY US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, FED WATER QUALITY ADMIN, 
CINCINNATI, OHIO ANC OHIO STATE UNIV, OHIO COOP FISH UNIT 
ALGAE, BACTERIA, FISHKILL, LEGAL ASPECTS, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
11 
1971 ANON 
SANITARY FACILITIES FUND 
MD CODE ANNU ART '43, SEC 3878 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, COORDINATION, SANITARY ENGINEERING, 
SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL 
1972 ANON 
14 VERTEBRATES TERMED •ENDANGERED SPECIES' 
BALTIMORE SUN 14 DECEMBER 1972 
AMPHIBIANS, REPTILES 
1973 ANON 
POllUTING OR CONTAMINATING STATE WATERS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 96A, SEC 26 ISUPPL 19731 
LEGISLATION, PERMITS, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER CONSERVATION, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
1973 ANON 
POWER PLANT ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 
MD CODE ANNU ART 66C, SEC 767 ISUPPL 19731 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, ADSORPTION, ELECTRIC POWER PROD~CTION, POWER 
PLANTS, RESEARCH ANC DEVELOPMENT, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOP~ENT 
1973 ANON 
SCHnC RIVERS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 66Ct SEC 759-763 AS AMMENDED ISUPPL l973l 
AESTHETICS, LEGISLATION, RIVERS, SCENERY 
1973 ANON 
STATE WETLANDS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 66C, SEC 720 ISUPPL 19731 
BOUNDARIES (PROPERTY), LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE GOVERNMENTS, 
WETLANDS 
1973 ANON 
2 RIVERS. VIRGINIA'S JAMES AND MARYLAND'S CHESTER 
CENTRAL ATLANTIC ENVIRON NEWS 319-101,1-12 
CHESTER RIVER, JAHES RIVER, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, WATER QUALITY 
1973 ANON 
WATER QUALITY AND EFFLUENT STANDARDS 
MD CODE ANNU ART 96A, SEC 27 ISUPPL 19731 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, LEGISLATION, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WASTE WATER 
TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1954 ASHBAUGH BL, MCKEE PW 
MARYLAND'S LIVING WATERS 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 37 
12 
NATURAL RESCURCES, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION 
1954 ASHBAUGK BL, BRANCATO GN 
MARYLAND'S WEATHER 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 38 
CLI MATOLCGY, WEATHER 
1965 ASHBROOK FG 
THE BEAUTIFUL S~IMMER 
SEA FRONTIERS 11161,40 
CRAB INDUSTR~. oLUE CRAB 
1941 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION 
ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE US CONGRESS AND TO THE GOVERNORS OF THE ATLANTIC 
COAST STATES 
ATLANTIC STATES MAR FISH CGMM, MOUNT VERNON, NY. 1941-1969 
CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1944 ATLA~TIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSIO~ 
POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER SITUATION 
BALTIMORE MEETING, OCT. 19, 1944. MIMEOGR, 2P. 
OYSTERS, rCTGM~C RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1944 ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHER[ES COMMISSION 
RECENT ADVANCES IN MA~INE FISHERY RESEARCH ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REP BIOL SEC SCI COMM TO ATL STATES MAR FISH COMM. 34P. 
FISHERIE~, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVI:w 
1956 ATLANTIC WATERFOWL COUNCIL 
MARYLAND wATERFOWL IDENTIFICATION GUIDE 
REPRINTED FRrM VT. IDENTIFICATION GUIDE PUBL 1..955. 56P. 
WATERFOWL, ~NAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 AUDUBON SOCIETY OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
THE POTO~AC VALLEY - HISTORY AND PROSPECT 
P.1-44 
FUTURE PLANNII\JG (PROJECTED), HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
13 
1964 AULD DV 
WASTE DISPOSAL AND WATER SUPPLY 
ADDRESS PRESENTED TO THE WINTER MEETING OF THE INTERSTATE COMM ON THE 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, ARLINGTON, VA, JANUARY 23, 1964 
POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1932 AUSTIN OL JR 
THE BREEDING OF THE BLUE-WINGED TEAL IN MARYLAND 
AUK 49121,191-198 
BIRDS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOlt MARSHES, REPRODUCTION 
1974 AXELRAD OM ET AL 
FUNCTION OF MARSHES IN REDUCING EUTROPHICATION OF ESTUARIES OF THE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC REGION 
VIMS UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPT !GRANT REPI 
BUDGETING, DETRITUS, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, MARSHES, NITROGEN, 
PHOSPHORUS, SALT MARSHES, WATER QUALITY 
1885 BABCOCK WC 
REPORT OF SHAD OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FORT WASHINGTON, MA~YL4ND, !~ THF 
SPRING OF 1883 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 11, 1035-1042 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1886 BABCOCK WC 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT FORT WASHINGTON, MARYLAND, FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
COLLECTING SHAD EGGS DURING THE SEASON OF 1884 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 12, 189-197 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC ~IVER 
1966 BACK W 
HYDROCHEMICAL FACIES AND GROUND-WATER FLOW PATTERNS IN NORTHERN PART OF 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAP 498-A 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, GROUNDWATER 
MOVEMENT, HYDROGEOLOGY, HYDROLOGIC DATA 
1901 BAGG RM JR 
FORAMINIFERA OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV, EOCENE, P.233-258 
FORAMINIFERA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1904 BAGG RM JR 
FORAMINIFERA OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV, MIOCENE, P.460-483 
14 
FORAMINIFERA, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 BAHR LM, HILLMAN RE 
CHROMOSOME NUMBER OF STYLOCHUS ELLIPTICUS !GIRARDI 
AMER MICROSCOP SOC, TRANS 85121,323-324 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 3001 
CHROMOSOMES, PLATYHELMINTHES, WORMS 
1967 BAHR LM, HILLMAN RE 
EFFECTS CF REPEATED SHELL DAMAGE ON GAMETOGENESIS IN THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IGMELINl 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 57, 59-62 
OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION 
1960 BAILEY RS 
INHABITANTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY. I. ANIMALS OF JELLY 
VIMS EDUC SER 11 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, STINGING NETTLES, 
SYSTEMATICS 
1937 BAILEY V 
THE MARYLAND MUSKRAT MARSHES 
J MAMMOLOGY 18131,350-354 
MARSHES, MUSKRATS, TIDAL MARSHES, TRAPPING 
1909 BAKER BN ET AL 
REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION COMMJSSION OF MARYLAND FOR 1908-1909 
BALTIMORE, MD, 204P. 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1935 BALEY A, HAMILL WS 
CRAB RESOURCES IN CONSERVATION PROBLEMS IN MARYLAND 
MD STATE PLANNING COMM SUB-COMMITTEE ON CONSERV 
CONSERVATION, CRAB INDUSTRY, BLUE CRAB 
1897 BALTIMORE SEWERAGE COMMISSION 
REPORT OF SEWERAGE COMMISSION OF CITY OF BALTIMORE 
SEWERAGE COHM CITY OF BALTIMORE, P.l2-l3 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEWERAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
15 
1906 BALTIMORE SEWERAGE COMMISSION 
ANNUAL REPORT 
55P. 
PATAPSCO RIYER.MDe SEWERAGEe UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 BANAGAN JM 
PALMERS. MARYLAND 
ATLANTIC NATUR 1612le119-120 
BIRDSe OISTRIBUTIONe POTOMAC RIVER 
1955 BARD H 
MARYLAND TODAY 
- OXFORD BOOK CO, NEW YORKe 188P. 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 BARNARD TA 
THE ROLE OF AN ANAOROMOUS FISH, THE ALEWIFE, ALOSA PSEUDOHARENGUS 
CWILSONt, IN PESTICIDE TRANSPORT 
VIMS THESIS CCOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALEWIVES, ALOSIDS, ANADROMOUS FISH, DOT, JAMES RIVER, PESTICIDE RESIDUES, 
POTOMAC RIVERe RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1958 BARNES H 
REGARDING THE SOUTHERN LIMITS OF BALANUS BALANOIDES L. 
OIKOS 912),139-157 
DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1909 BARRIE Re BARRIE G JR 
CRUISES MAINLY IN THE BAY OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
FRANKLIN PRESS, BRYN MAWR, PA. 276P. 
BOATING, CRUISES. UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1~66 BARROW JH ET Al 
FLUORESCENT-ANTIBODY STUDIES OF HAPLOSPORIDIAN PARASITES OF OYSTERS IN 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAY 
SCIENCE 153C3743J, 1531-1533 
ANI"AL PATHOLOGY, DElAWARE, FLUORESCENCE, MSX, OYSTERS, SPORES 
1957 BARRY EM 
STRIPED BASS IROCCUS SAXATILIS) lWAlBAUM) RESEARCH IN MARYLAND 
SE ASS OF GAME AND FISH COMM, PROC 11, 268-270 
FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERifS, RESEARCH A~D DEVELOPMENT, 
SPAWNING• STRIPED BASS 
16 
1953 BARTSCH P 
A NEW RISSOID MOLLUSK FROM MARYLAND 
NAUTILUS 67, 40-41 
MOLLUSKS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1919 BASSLER RS 
CAMBRIAN AND ORDOVICIAN 
MD GEOL SURV. 424P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1968 BAYLEY S 
RECENT DECLINE IN THE DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF EURASIAN MILFOIL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 9(31,173-181 
AQUATIC PLANTS, PAThOLOGY, PLANT POPULATIONS, PLANT VIRUSES 
1970 BAYLEY SMM 
THE ECOLOGY AND DISEASE OF EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL !MYRIOPHYLLUM SPICATUM 
L. l IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
PHD DISS, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
AQUATIC WEEDS, DISEASES, ECOLOGY, PLANT PATHOLOGY, RHODE RIVER 
1950 BAYLIFF WH JR 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE SILVERSIDE MENIDIA MENIDIA ILINNAEUSJ 
MD BOARD OF NATUR RESOURCES, DEP OF RES AND EDUC PUBLICATION 90 
FISH PARASITES, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
SILVERSIDES, SPAWNING 
1951 BAYLIFF WH 
A RECORD OF THE COWNOSE RAY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA 11951) 1, 100 
FISH POPULATIONS, RAYS 
1971 BEAL KL 
RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS AND TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COLLOQ INT EXPLOR OCEANS 1111 
ESTUARIES, ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, HYDRAULIC MODELS, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1973 BEAN GA ET AL 
STUDIES ON THE *LAKE VENICE DISEASE* OF EURASIAN MILFOIL IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE AAY 
CHES SCI 14 ( 4 I, 279-280 
AQUATIC WEEDS, DISEASES, RHODE RIVER 
17 
1883 BEAN TH 
NOTES ON FISHES OBSERVED AT THE HEAD OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE SPRING OF 
1882, AND UPON OTHER SPECIES OF THE SAME REGION 
U.S. NAT MUS 6, 3b5-367 
FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL OISTRIBUTIO~ 
1971 BEATTIE CW 
RESPIRATORY ADJUSTMENTS OF AN ESTUARINE COELENTERATE TO ABNORMAL LEVELS 
OF PHOSPHATE AND OXYGEN 
COMP BIOLCHEM PHYSIOL 408, 907-916 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ENZYMES, PHOSPHATES, RESPIRATION, CNIDARIA 
1932 BEAVEN GF 
A STUDY OF THE BIOLOGY AND ECONOMIC IMPORTA~CE OF THE BLUE CRAB 
CHES BIOL LAB UNPUBL HS 
BIOLOGY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, BLUE CRAB, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1939 BEAVEN Gf, TRUITT RV 
CRAB MORTALITY ON CHESAPEAKE BAY SHEDDING FLOATS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 33 
MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1941 BEAVEN GF 
SHELL PLANTING OPERATIONS IN MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JUNE S, lg41 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS 
1945 BEAVEN GF 
~ARYLAND'S OYSTER PROBLEM 
MD DEP RES AND EDUCt EOUC SER 8 
OYSTERS 
1946 BEAVEN GF 
EFFECT OF SUSQUEHANNA RIVER STREAM FLOW ON CHESAPEAKE BAY SALINITIES ANO 
HISTORY OF PAST OYSTER MORTALITIES ON UPPER BAY BARS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 68 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1947 BEAVEN GF 
OBSERVATIONS ON FOULING OF SHELLS IN THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 1947, 11-15 
FOlJUNG, OYSTERS 
18 
1949 BEAVEN GF 
GROWTH OBSERVATIONS OF OYSTERS HELD ON TRAYS AT SOLOMONS ISLAND, MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS, OLD POINT COMFORT, VA, JUNE 7-9, 1949 
GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1950 BEAVEN GF 
RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON THE SEASON AND PATTERN OF OYSTER SETTING IN THE 
MIDDLE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 1950, 53-56 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1952 BEAVEN GF 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON RATE OF GROwTH ON OYSTERS IN THE MARYLAND AREA 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 1952, 90-98 
GROWTH RATES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1953 BEAVEN GF 
A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SOME EXPERIMENTS WITH THE PRODUCTION AND 
TRANSPLANTING OF SOUTH CAROLINA SEED OYSTERS TO CERTAIN WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE AREA 
GULF AND CARIBS FISH INST, PROC 5, 115-122 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLINA. VIRGINIA 
1954 BEAVEN GF 
THE MARYLAND OYSTER FIShERY 
~D TIDEWATER NEWS 11151,1-2 ISUPPL ll 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1955 BEAVEN GF 
VARIOUS ASPECTS OF OYSTER SETTING IN MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 45, 29-37 !RESOURCE STUDY REP 7, tHES BIOL LAB, 
MD DEP RES AND EOUC, SOLOMONS, MD) 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1955 BEAVEN GF 
WATER CHESTNUT THREATENS DISASTER TO MARYLA~D WATER AREAS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 12111,1-2 ISUPPL 51 
AQUATIC WEEDS, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1956 BEAVEN GF 
CRABS EAT SEA SQUIRTS OR MOLGULA 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 1313),3 
BARNACLES, CRABS, FOOD HABITS, UROCHORDATES, BLUE CRAB 
19 
1960 BEAVEN GF ET AL 
OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES BY THE CHESAPEA~t BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 60-25 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
REPORT OF SPAT-FALL AND OTHER OYSTER OBSERVATIONS - 1960 SEASON 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 60-29A AND B 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY OF SURFACE WATER AT SOLOMONS, MD 
CHES SCI 1, 2-11 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 BEAVEN GF ET AL 
FIELD OBSERVATIONS UPON ESTUARINE ANIMALS EXPOSED TO 2,4-D 
NORTHEASTERN WEED CONTROL CONF, 16, 449-458 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1921 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, CRABS, FISH, HERBICIDES, LETHAL LIMIT, MORTALITY, 
OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 2,4D 
1964 BEAVEN GF, ANDREWS JD 
A MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER FISHERY 
PREPARED FOR THE POTOMAC RIVER FISH COMM 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
WATER MILFOIL INVASION OF TIDEWATER AREAS 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 60-28 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, VIRGINIA 
1960 BEAVEN GF 
WATER MILFOIL STUDIES IN THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 60-52 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES 
1973 BECKER CD ET AL 
REGIONAL SURVEY OF MARINE BIOTA FOR BIOASSAY STANDARDIZATION OF OIL AND 
OIL DISPERSANT CHEMICALS 
AMER PETROL INST PUBL 4167 
BIOASSAY, BIOTA, CHEMICAL WASTES, OIL WASTES, UNITED STATES 
20 
1967 BECKETT RL, HIDU H 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY OYSTER LARVAE CULTURE EXPERIMENTS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 67-78 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LARVAE, OYSTERS, MARICULTURE 
1971 BEERS RF ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, A RESEARCH PROGRAM TO ASSIST IN BETTER MANAGEMENT OF 
COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, UNIV MD, AND VIMS 
ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1957 BENARDE MA 
ANTIBIOTIC RESIDUES IN SHELLFISH AFTER COOKING 
J AMER DIETETIC ASS 331 11), 1145-1149 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
1957 BENARDE MA, LITTLEFORD RA 
ANTIBIOTIC TREATMENT OF CRAB AND OYSTER MEATS 
APPLIED MICROBIOL 516),368-372 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE 
CRAB 
1957 BENARDE MA 
EVALUATION OF CLORPACTIN WCS-50 AS A BACTERICIDAL WASH FOR CRAB AND 
OYSTER MEATS 
APPLIED MICROBIOL 5131,137-140 
BACTERIA, CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH 
1957 BENARDE MA 
HEAT PENETRATION INTO PRECOOKED FROZEN CRAB CAKES 
J MILK AND FOOD TECH 20, 307-311 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1958 BENARDE MA 
COMPARISON OF TAP AND DISTILLED WATER ANTIBIOTIC DIP SOLUTIONS ON STORAGE 
LIFE OF FRESH CRAB MEAT 
ANTIBIOTICS ANNU 1957-1958, P.224-228 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBliC HEALTH, SHElLFISH, BlUE CRAB 
1958 BENARDE MA 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE SPOILAGE OF CRABMEAT 
J MILK AND FOOD TECH 21, 307-311 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
21 
1959 BENARDE MA 
STUDY FINDS FROZEN PRECOOKED CRAB CAKES HEATING DIRECTIONS INADEQUATE AS 
STATED 
QUICK FROZEN FOODS P.21, 43 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1946 BENNETT RR 
GROUND WATER IN THE BALTIMORE AREA, MARYLAND 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 13 
GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, HYDROLOGY, 
1971 BERGOFFEN B IEOI 
CITIZENS PROGRAM FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONF REP, SEPT 16-18, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
BOATING, COMMERCIAL FISHING, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, LONG-TERM PLANNING, 
RECREATION, TRANSPORTATION 
1906 BERRY EW 
FOSSIL PLANTS ALONG THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
J NEW YORK BOT GARDEN 7, 5-7 
DELAWARE, PLANTS, C + D CANAL 
1911 BERRY EW 
CORRELATION OF THE POTOMAC FORMATIONS 
MD GEOL SURVr LOWER CRETACEOUS, 20P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1911 BERRY EW 
A REVISION OF SEVERAL GENERA OF GYMNOSPERMOUS PLANTS FROM THE POTOMAC 
GROUP IN MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 40(1821J,289-318 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
1916 BERRY EW 
THE PHYSICAL CONDITIONS INDICATED BY THE FLORA OF THE CALVERT FORMATION 
u.S. GEOl SURV PROF PAP 98, 61-73 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, PALEONTOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1892 BIBBINS A 
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF COROYLOPHORA IN THE CHESAPEAKE ESTUARIES, AND THE 
CHARACTER Of ITS HABITAT 
MO ACAO SCI, TRANS lfN.S.Jo213-228 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTION, VIRGINIA 
1898 BIBBINS A 
A FOSSIL CYPRESS SWAMP IN MARYLAND 
PLANT WORLD 1, 164-166 
22 
MARSHES, SWAMPS, WETLANDS, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1963 BIGGS RB 
DEPOSITION AND EARLY DIAGENESIS OF MODERN CHESAPEAKE BAY MUDS 
LEHIGH UNIV, MAR SCI CENTER (PHD DISSI 
DEPOSITION ISEDIMENTSl, DIAGENESIS, SEDIME~TATION 
1967 BIGGS RB 
THE SEDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
IN AMER ASS ADVANCEMENT OF SCI, ESTUARIES, P.239-260 
CHEMICAL STRATIFICATION, SEDIMENTATION 
1968 BIGGS RB, WETZEL CO 
CONCENTRATION OF PARTICULATE CARBOHYDRATE AT THE HALOCLINE IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
LIMNOL AND OCEANOGR 13111,169-170 
CARBOHYDRATES, CHLOROPHYLL, PIGMENTS, SALINITY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1968 BIGGS RB 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF OVFRBOARO SPOIL DISPOSAL 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG SANIT E~G DIV 941SA31,477-487 
DREDGING, NUTRIENTS, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, TIDES, TURBIDITY, hATFR 
ANALYSIS, WINDS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1968 BIGGS RB 
*OPTICAL GRAINSIZE* Of SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 9, 261-266 
SIZE, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1969 BIGGS RB 
SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION Of SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MAR GEOL 911970),187-201 ICHES BIOL LA~ CONTR!B 404) 
SEDIMENTATION RATES, SESTON 
1970 BIGGS RB 
GROSS PHYSICAL ANC BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTRIB 397, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD !ALSO NATUR RESOuRCES INST, 
UNIV MD, SPEC REP 31 
BENTHOS, FISH, FISH EGGS, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
ZOOPLANKTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
23 
1970 BIGGS RB 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT A. GEOLOGY AND HYDROGRAPHY 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC SCI REP 3, 7-15 
DREDGING, GEOLOGY, HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENTS, SESTON, SPOIL DISPOSAL, C + D 
CANAL 
1972 BIGGS RB, FLEHMER UA 
THE FLUX OF PARTICULATE CARBON IN AN ESTUARY 
MAR BIOL IBERLINI 12111,11-17 
CARBON, ORGANIC COMPOUNDS, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIV~R 
1971 BIOSPHERICS INCORPORATED 
STUDY OF THE POSSIBLE ROLE OF POLLUTIO~ IN THE PREVALENCE OF SEA NETTLES 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
BIOSPHERICS INC, ROCKVILLE, MD 
CENSUS, METABOLISM, POLLUTANTS, REMOTE SENSING, SEA NETTLES 
N*D* BIRCHFIELD J 
THE POTOMAC RIVER VALLEY, AN OBJECT LESSON FOR DEVELOP~ENT BY INTERSTATE 
CO-OPERATION 
REPRINT FROM THE EVENING STAR 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION FACILITIES, 
RUNOFF, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER QUALITY 
1883 BIRGE EA 
NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PANOPAEUS SAYI !SMITH) 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, STUD BIOL LAB 2131,411-426 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 BISHOP JW 
FEEDING RATES OF THE CTENOPHORE, MNEMIOPSIS LEIDY! 
CHES SCI 8141,259-264 
CTENOPHORES, FEEDING RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PREDATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1972 BISHOP JW 
CTENOPHORES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S98-S100 
CTENOPHORES, JELLYFISH 
24 
1933 BISHOPP FC ET AL 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A MOSQUITO SURVEY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SECTION 
ENTOMOL SOC OF WASHINGTON, PROC 35, 1-6 
DIPTERA, DISTRIBUTION, INSECTS, MOSQUITOES 
1970 BLAIR CH 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, NOTES AND SKETCHES 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CLIMATES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, NATURAL ~ESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, 
COMMERCE 
1973 BLAKE E 
OSPREY, THE LANDLORD OF THE BIRD WORLD 
SAIL, JANUARYI19731,138-139 
BIRD tGGS, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS 
1929 BLAKE SF 
A NEW ESTUARINE BIDENS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
HOOORA 31, 87-90 
DISTRIBUTION, NORTHEAST RIVER,MD, PLANTS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1953 BLAKE SF 
THE PLEISTOCENE FAUNA OF WAILES BLUFF AND LANGLEYS BLUFF, MARYLAND 
SMITHSONIAN MISC COLLECT 121(121 
CLAMS, FISH, OYSTERS, PALEONTOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1893 BOARD OF WORLD'S FAIR MANAGERS OF MARYLAND 
MARYLAND, ITS RESOURCES, INDUSTRIES AND INSTITUTIONS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, MD. 506P. 
FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH FACILITIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 BODINE AA 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TIDEWATER 
2ND ED, BODINE AND ASSOCIATES, DISTRIBUTED BY VIKING PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1974 BOESCH OF, DIAl ~J 
NEW RECORDS OF PERACARID CRUSTACEANS FROM OLIGOHALINE WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1~111,56-59 
CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, SALINITY 
25 
1966 BOHUN s, WINN HE 
LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY OF THE AMERICAN EEL !ANGUILLA ROSTRATA) 
CHES SCI 7131,137-147 
EELS, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, 
19b9 BOICOURT W 
A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE SALINITY DISTRIBUTION IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 54 
~ATHEMATICAL MODELS, SALINITY 
1972 SOLANO JJ 
THE FATE Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
WASHINGTON ACAO SCI, J 62121,102-108 
ECONOMICS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, SOCIAL ASPECTS, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
1936 BOLO HC 
SOME INTERESTING ALGAE FROM TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
TENNESSEE ACAO SCI, J 11, 93-94 
ALGAE. OISTRI6UTIONr 
1938 BOLO HC 
NOTES ON MARYLAND ALGAE 
TORREY BOT CLUB, BULL 65, 293-301 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB lbl 
ALGAE, SYSTEMATICS 
1966 BONO GC, MEADE RH 
SIZE OISTRlBUTIONS OF MINERAL GRAINS SUSPENDED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
NEARBY COASTAL WATfRS 
CHES SCI 1o 208-212 
DEPOSITION fSEOIMENTS), SESTO~ 
1901 BONSTEEL JA, BURKE RTA 
THE SOILS OF CALVERT COUNTY 
IN MO GEOt SURV, CALVERT COUNTY, P.i35-161 
GEOLOGY, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1941 BONWILL AH 
BLACK~ATER - A STORY Of THE MARSHLANDS IN DORCHESTER COUNTY, M~RYLAND 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BUll 1115),91-95 
~ARSHES, WETLA~DS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
2b 
1973 BOON OA 
IRON, ZINC, MAGNESIUM, AND COPPER CONCFNTRATIONS IN BODY MEAT OF THE BLUE 
CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 14121,143-144 
CHE~ICAL ANALYSIS, CRABS, FOODS, BLUE CRAB 
1970 BOON DO, TATRO MC 
BLOWING OYSTERS FOR INCREASED SALT CONTENT 
CHES SCI 12, 51-52 
CHOPTANK RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SALINITY, WEIGHT 
1972 BOON DO 
THE RED PIGME~T IN DISCOLORED OYSTERS AND SOFT-SHELLED CLAMS FROM THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 1314),334-335 ICONTRIB 520, NATUR RESOURCES INST, uNIV MOl 
CLAMS, OYSTERS, PIGME~TS 
1974 BOONE JV 
EELS - A VALUABLE RESOURCE IN MARYLAND WATERS 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES COMM FISH NEWS 714),4 
EELS, FISHERIES, 
1968 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
~ARINE CLADOCERAWS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARY 
RUSTACEANA 15 l61-lb4 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 1101 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1970 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
ECOLOGY OF POODN POLYPHEMOIOES !CRUSTACEA, BRANCHIPODAl IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES BAY !NST TECH REP 66 
CRUSTACEANS, SAMPLING, SEASO~AL DISTRIBUTION 
1973 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
DISTRIBUTICN OF THE CLADOCERAN PODON POLYPHEMOIDES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MAR BIOL 19, 161-171 ICONTRIB 184, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, 
BALTIMORE, MDI 
DISTRIBUTION, POPULATION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1973 BOSCH HF, TAYLOR WR 
DIURRAL VERTICAL MIGRATION OF AN ESTUARINE CLAOOCERAN, POOON 
POLYPHEMOlDES, IN T~E CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MAR BID~ 19, 172-181 ICONTRIB 185, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, 
BALTIMORE, ~Ol 
DIURNAL DISTRlBUTIO~, ZOOPLANKTON 
27 
1969 BOUSFIELD EL 
NEW RECORDS OF GAMMARUS !CRUSTACEA AMPHIPODA) FROM THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
REGION 
CHES SCI 10, 1-17 
AMPHIPOOA, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTO~AC 
RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RlVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
1961 BOWMAN TE 
THE COPEPOO GENUS ACARTIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 2, 206-207 
COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTO~ 
1963 BOW~AN TE ET AL 
NOTES ON ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN HYPERIID AMPHIPOOS A~O MEDUSAE I~ 
CHESAPEAKE AND NARRAGANSETT BAYS A~O THE NIA~TIC RIVER 
CHES SCI 4, 141-146 ICONTRIB 239, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLO~ONS, MDI 
AMPHIPOOA, DISTRIBUTION, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
1968 BOYER WC 
STATEMENT MADE AT A PUBLIC HEARING ON ESTUARI~E POLLUTION, ANNAPOLIS, ~D. 
OCTOBER 30, 1968 
PROC MD-DC PUBLIC MEETING, VOL 2, NAT ESTUARINE POLLUT STUD, F~PCA, 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA, P.422-436 
ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1811 BOZMAN JL 
A SKETCH OF THE HISTORY OF MARYLAND DURI~G THE THREE FIRST YEARS AND ITS 
SETTLEMENT TO WHICH IS PREFACED A COPIOUS I~TRODUCTION 
J. COALE, BALTIMORE, MD 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1837 BOZ~AN JL 
THE HISTORY OF MARYLAND FRO~ ITS FIRST SETTLEMENT IN 1663 TO THE 
RESTORATION IN 1660 WITr A COPIOUS INTRODUCTIO~ 
JAMES LUCAS AND E.K. CEAVER, BALTIMORE, MO. 314P. 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 BRADFORD WL 
A STUDY ON THE CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR OF ZI~C IN CHESAPEAKE BAY wATER USING 
ANODIC STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 76 
WATER CHEMISTRY, ZINC 
1969 BRADLEY WP 
THEY LIVE BY THE WINO 
ALFRED A. KNOPF, NEW YORK 
LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1969 BRADY OK ET AL 
28 
FUTURE USE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FOK COOLING THERMAL DISCHARGES 
DEP GEOGR AND ENVIRON ENG, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, HEATED WATER, THERMAL POLLUTION 
1973 BRAY JT ET AL 
PHOSPHATE INTERSTITIAL WATERS OF ANOXI SEDIMENTS, OXIDATION EFFECTS 
DURING SAMPLING PROCEDURE 
SCI 18014093), 1362-1364 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, EUTROPHICATION, IRON, OXIOATIOI\J, PHOSPHATES, WATER 
POLLUTION SOURCES 
1968 BREHMER ML 
MAN AND THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.161-166 
WASTE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1972 BREHMER ML 
AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN POLLUTION 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CO~F, ~AT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE !VIMS CJNTRIB 468) 
EROSION, EL>TROPHICAT ION, NUT~IENTS, SILTING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1959 BRETSCHNEIDER CL 
HURRICANE SURGE PRECICTIONS FOR CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US ARMY CORPS OF ENG, WASH, DC, BEACH ~ROSION BOARD, MISC PAP 3-59 
BEACH EROSION, HURRICANES, TIDES, wAVES (WATER) 
1941 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BUGEYES 
MARINERS MUS, NEWPORT NEwS, VA, PUBLICATION 8 
BOATS, HISTORY, SHIPS 
1953 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY--A PICTORIAL MARITIME HISTORY 
CORNELL MARITIME PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FINANCING, HISTORY, OYSTER I"'DUSTRY, SHIPS 
1966 BREWINGTON MV 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SAILING CRAFT 
MD HIST SOC AND CHES BAY MAR MUS 
29 
BOATS, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1884 BROOKS WK 
DEVELOPMENT AND PROTECTION OF THE OYSTER IN MARYLAND 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, MD. 193P. 
CYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1905 BROOKS WK 
THE OYSTER, A POPULAR SUMMARY OF A SCIENTIFIC STUDY 
JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
OYSTER INCJSTRY, OYSTERS 
1961 BROWN AC 
STEAM PACKETS ON THE CHESAPEAKE, A HISTORY OF THE OLD BAY LINE SINCE 1840 
CORNEll MARITIME PRESS, INC, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
HISTORY, SHIPS 
1972 BROWN RG, REVEAL JL 
VASCULAR PLANTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l3tSUPPLl,S94-S96 
AQUATIC PLANTS, 
1972 BROWN RG, BROWN M 
WOODY PLANTS OF MARYLAND 
PUBL BY AUTHORS, COLLEGE PARK, MO. DISTRIBUTED BY STUOE~T STORE, UNIV ~D 
GYMNOSPERMS, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, VEGETATJO~, ANGIOSPERMS 
1940 BRUST HF, NEWCOMBE CL 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE ALKALINITY OF ESTUARINE WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NEAR SOLOMONS ISLANC, MARYLAND 
SEARS FOUND, J MAR RES 3121,105-111 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 381 
ALKALINITY, CHLORINATION, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, PATUXENT RIVER, 
WATER CHEMISTRY 
1949 BUCKELEW JH 
DEL-MAR-VA SHORE BIRDS 
MD CONSERV 26111 1 14-15,29 
BIROS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), SHOqE BIRi)S, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
30 
1950 BUCKALEW JH 
RECORDS FROM THE DEL-MAR-VA PENINSULA 
AUK 67, 250-252 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MAMMALS, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1959 BURBANCK WD 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE ESTUARINE ISOPOD, CYATHURA SP., ALONG THE EASTERN 
COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
ECOLOGY 4013),507-511 
CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, ISOPOD$ 
1963 BURBANCK WD 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE ISOPOD, CYATHURA POLITA, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY 4(21,104-105 
DISTRIBUTICN, ISOPOOS, 
1971 BURCHARD RP 
CHESAPEAKE BAY BACTERIA ABLE TO CYCLE CARBON, NITROGEN, SULFER AND 
PHOSPHORUS 
CHES SCI 12i3i,l79-l80 
eACTER!A, CYCLING NUTRIENTS 
1963 BURGESS RH 
THIS WAS CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CAMBRIDGE, MD, CORNELL MARITIME PRESS 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 BURGESS RH 
CHESAPEAKE CIRCLE 
CORNELL MAR IT !ME PRESS, CAMBR I•DGE, MD 
HISTORY 
1971 BURNETT JW 
AN ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDY OF THE NEMATOCYTES OF THE POLYP OF CHRYSAORA 
OUINQUECIRRHA 
CHES SCI 12(4),225-230 
CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES, ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, JELLYFISH 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVFY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 4 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BATHYMETRY, BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, YORK 
R!VfR 
31 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 5 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1952 BURT WV 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 6 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CORES, CRUISES, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1953 BURT WV 
EXTINCTION OF LIGHT BY FILTER PASSING ~ATTER IN CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS 
SCIENCE 118130661,386-387 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 131 
FILTRATION, JAMES RIVER, LIGHT, NANTICOKE RIVER, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, 
WATER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1955 BURT WV 
DISTRIBUTION OF SUSPENDED MATERIALS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J MAR RES 14, 47-62 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 221 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1955 BURT WV 
INTERPRETATION OF SPECTROPHOTOMETER READINGS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS 
SEARS FOUND J MAR RES 14111,33-46 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 211 
LIGHT, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1960 BURTON B 
CITY ANGLER LANDS RECORD OFFBEAT ROCK NEAR HOME 
BALTIMORE EVENING SUN, MAY 2, 1960, WATERS A~D WOODS, SECTION 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, DEFORMITIES 
1960 BURTON B 
FUN, FISHING AND BOATING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY COUNTRY 
MD DEP TIDEWATER FISH, 36P. 
BOATING, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 BURTON B 
LITTLE TUNA FROM GUM THICKETS, IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
WATER AND WOODS, BALTIMORE EVENING SUN, OCTOBER 24, P.36 
FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
32 
1961 BURTON RW 
DISTRIBUTION OF OYSTER MICROPARASITES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, 
1959-1960 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 52, 65-74 
DISTRIBUTION, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1948 BUTLER PA 
EFFECTS OF FLOOD CONDITIONS ON THE PRODUCTION OF SPAWN IN THE OYSTER 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 1948, 78-81 
FLOODS, OYSTERS, SPAWNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1949 BUTLER PA 
GAMETOGENESIS IN THE OYSTER UNDER CONDITIONS OF DEPRESSED SALINITY 
BIOL BULL 96131,263-269 
GONADS, OYSTFRS, SALINITY, SALT TOLERANCE, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1962 BUTZ G, MANSUETI RJ 
FIRST RECORD OF THE KING MACKEREL, SCOMBEROMORUS CAVALLA, IN NORTHERN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3121,130-135 ICONTRIB 197, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1969 BUZAS MA 
FORAMINIFERAL SPECIES DENSITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES IN AN ESTUARY 
LIMNOL AND OCEANOGR 14131,411-422 
CHOPTANK RIVER, DISTRIBUTION, FORAMINIFERA 
1972 BUZAS MA 
FORAMiNIFERA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLJ,S97-S98 
FORAMINIFERA 
1954 BUZZELL RD 
AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF THE MARYLAND TIDEWATER SPORT FISHERY 
IN BUZZELL RD, WALKER ET. A STUDY OF SPORT FISHING IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND. 
MARYLAND DEP RES ANC EDUC, RESOURCE STUDY REP 4111,1-14 
ECONOMICS, SPORT FISHING 
33 
1960 BYRON G 
EARLY EXPLORATIONS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD HIST SOC, BALTIMORE, MO. 23P. 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1964 BYRON G 
THE WAR OF 1812 ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BALTIMORE HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
HISTORY, UNITED STATES 
1966 CAIRNS J JR 
THE PROTOZOA OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FROM POINT OF ROCKS TO WHITES FERRY 
NOTULAE NATURAE, ACAO NATUR SCI PHILA 3B7, 1-11 
DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA 
1969 CAIRNS J JR 
THE RESPONSE OF FRESH-WATER PROTOZOAN COMMUNITIES TO HEATED WASTE WATERS 
CHES SCI 10{3 AND 41,177-165 
POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, THERMAL WATER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1972 CALDER OR 
CNIOARIA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLl,S100-S102 lVIMS CONTRIB 4841 
HYDROZOA, JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA, CNIDARIA 
1972 CALDER DR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF PLANKTONIC CNIDARIA, CHRYSAORA 
CUINQUECIRRHA !STINGING NETTLE! 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLI,Sl79-Sl81 IVIMS CONTRIB 4871 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PLANKTON, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
STINGING NETTLES 
1969 CANNON GA 
OBSERVATIONS OF MOTION AT INTERMEDIATE AND LARGE SCALES IN A COASTAL 
PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 52 
COMPUTER MODELS, CURRENTS IWATERI, MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TIDAL 
EFFECTS 
1972 CAPPER JR 
USE OF REMOTE SENSING IN SHORELINE AND NEAR-SHORE MANAGEMENT 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, LEGAL ASPECTS, MANAGEME~T, REMOTE SENSING, SHORE 
PROTECTION, WETlANDS 
1951 CARGO DG, CRONIN LE 
THE MARYLAND CRAB INDUSTRY, 1950 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 92 
34 
CATCH, CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TRAPPING, BLUE CRAB 
1954 CARGO DG 
MARYLAND COM~ERCIAl FISHING GEARS. III. THE CRAB GEARS 
MD DEP RES ANO EDUC, EDUC SER 36 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
1955 CARGO DG 
THE BlUE CRAB IN MARYLAND ESTUARINE WATERS 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 12121,1-2 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRibUTION PATTERNS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, BLUE CRAB 
1955 CARGO DG 
wHEREBOUTS OF MARYLANC CRABS IN SPRING REVEALED 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 111121,1-2,4 
CRAB INDUSTRY, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, BLUE CRAB 
1956 CARGO DG 
SIZES OF CRABS COMPARED 
~ARYLAND TIDFWATER NEWS 13!3),1-4 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, BLUE CRAB 
1956 CARGO DG 
TINY BLUE CRAB FOUNC IN PATUXE~T DURING DECEMBER 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 121111,4 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, GROWTH STAGES, PATUXENT RivER, BLUE CRAB 
1958 CARGO DG 
CRABS RETAIN DYE FROM STAINED FOOD 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEwS 14!2),6,8 
SHRIMP, TAGGING, BLUE CRAB 
1959 CARGO DG 
MUSSELS MUSCLING IN 
MARYLAND TIDEwATER NEWS 15(2),7 
~USSELS, BLUF CRAB 
35 
1960 CARGO DG 
A MEGALOPS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS, IN THE PATUXENT RIVER, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1121,110 ICONTRIB 149 MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MOl 
PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1966 CARGO DG 
ENHANCEMENT Of RECREATIONAL USES OF ESTUARINE wATERS THROUGH STUDY OF 
POTENTIAL CONTROL MEASURES FOR STINGING SEA NETTLES 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 66-48 
JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
1966 CARGO DG, SCHULTZ LP 
NOTES ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE SEA NETTLE, CHRYSAORA CUINQUECIRRHA, IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 712),95-100 
DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
1967 CARGO DG 
ENHANCEMENT OF RECREATIONAL USES OF ESTUARINE WATERS THROUGH STUDY CF 
POTENTIAL CONTROL MEASURES FOR STINGING SEA NETTLES 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 67-7 
JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
1967 CARGO OG, VOGEL RM 
ENHANCEMENT OF RECREATIONAL USES OF ESTUARINE wATERS THROUGH STUDY OF 
POTENTIAL CONTROL MEASURES FOR STINGING SEA NETTLES 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 67-56 
JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, RECREATION, SEA NETTLES 
1967 CARGO DG, SCHULTZ LP 
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE BIOLOGY OF THE SEA NETTLE AND JELLYFISHES IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 8, 209-220 
JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1971 CARGO DG 
THE SESSILE STAGES OF A SCYPHOZOAN IDENTIFIED AS RHOPILEMA VERRILLI 
TULANE STUD IN ZOOL AND BOT 17121,31-34 
JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SYSTEMICS 
36 
1957 CARPENTER JH 
A STUDY OF SOME MAJOR CATIONS IN NATURAL WATERS 
CHES BAY lNST TECH REP 15 
CALCIUM, CATION ABSORPTION, CHEMiCAL ANALYSIS, MAGNESIUM, POTASSIUM, 
SODIUM, WATER CHEMISTRY 
1957 CARPENTER JH, CARGO DG 
OXYGEN REQUIREMENT AND MORTALITY OF THE BLUE CRAB IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 13 
MORTALITY, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, BLUE CRAB 
1960 CARPENTER JH 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE STUDY UF THE BALTIMORE HARBOR 
~ARYLAND-DELAWARE WATER AND SEWAGE ASS, 33RD ANNU CONF PROC !CHES BAY INST 
CONTRIB 51) 
CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER), FLUOROMFTRY, HARBORS, TRACE~S, wASTES, 
wATER POLLUTION 
1960 CARPENTER JH 
TRACER FOR CIRCULATION AND MIXING I~ NATURAL WATERS 
PUBLIC WORKS 91, 110-112 !CHES BAY INST 49l 
CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER), FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROMETRY, HARBCRS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
1969 CARPENTER JH ET AL 
OBSERVATIONS OF EUTROPHICATION AND NUT~IENT CYCLES IN SOME COASTAL PLAIN 
ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST CONTRIB lOB 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, TE~PERATURE, VIRGINIA 
1950 CARRIKER MR ET AL 
A PRELIMINARY LIST OF THE LITERATURE D~ THE ECOLOGY OF THE ESTUARIES WITH 
EMPHASIS ON THE MIDCLE ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
RUTGERS UNIV, 52P. 
BIRLIOGRAPHIES, ESTUARIES, MIDDLE ATLA~TIC BIGHT, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 CARRITT DE, CARPENTER JH 
AN EMPIRICAL CORRECTION FOR A SOURCE OF ERROR IN THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
DETERMINATION OF CHLOROPHYLL A 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 2 
CHLORUPHYLL, PHYTOPLANKTON, SPECTROPHOTOMETRY, SUSPENDED LCAD 
37 
1945 CARSON RL 
FISH AND SHELLFISH OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC COAST 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, CONSERV BULL 38 
ECONOMICS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1937 CARTER CW 
THE UPPER CRETACEOUS DEPOSITS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL OF 
MARYLAND AND DELAWARE 
MD GEOL SURV 13, 237-283 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1951 CARTER GF, SOKOLOFF VP 
A STUDY OF SOILS AND LAND FORMS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ~ARGINS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, ISAIAH BOWMAN SCHOOL OF GEOGRAPHY, PROGRESS REP, 1 
JANUARY TO 31 OCTOBER 1951 
GEOMORPHOLOGY, SHORES, SOILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 CARTER HH 
A METHOD FOR DELINEATING A~ EXCLUSION AREA AROUND A SEWAGE OUTFALL IN A 
TIDAL ESTUARY BASED ON WATER QUALITY WITH APPLICATION TO THE SEVERN AND 
CHOPTANK 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 9 
BACTERIA, CHOPTANK RIVER, COLIFORM$, DYE RELEASES, SEVERN RIVE~,MD, 
SEWAGE BACTERIA, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, WATER QUALITY 
1967 CARTER HH 
A METHOD FOR PREDICTING BROOD STOCK REOUIREMENTS FOR OYSTER PRODUCI~G 
AREAS WITH APPLICATION TO THE MANOKIN RIVER 
SPEC REP 13, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
DYE RELEASES, EASTERN BAY,MD, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MSX, OYSTERS 
1968 CARTER HH 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM A HEATED DISCHARGE IN AN 
ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 44 
COOLING WATER, CURRENTS IWATERI, DISCHARGE IWATERI, ELECTRIC POwER 
PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER 
1970 CARTER HH, OKUBO A 
LONGITUDINAL DISPERSION IN NON-UNIFORM FLOW 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 68 
CURRENTS IWATERI, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLLUTANTS 
38 
1972 CARTER HH, DYER WM 
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECT OF THE LEONARDTOWN SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT GN 
BRETON BAY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 22 
DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEW~SE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT, WAT~R OUALITY 
1973 CARTER HH 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM THE MORGANTOWN GENERATING 
STATION ON THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 84 
COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC PO~ER PRODUCTION, hEATED WATER, NUCLEA~ POWER 
P~ANTS, POTO~AC RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 CASEY P 
DYING MARYLA~D ISLAND GETS SMITHSONIAN HELP 
LOS ANGELOS TIMES MARCH 13, 1969 
EROSION CONTROL, ISLANDS, WATERFOWL, WiLDLIFE CONSERVATION 
1~62 CHAMBERLAIN NA 
ECOLOGICAL STUDIES OF ThE LARVAL DEVELOP~ENT OF RHITHROPA~OPEUS HARRIS!! 
IXANTHIDAE, BRACHYURAI 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 28 
CRABS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
1966 CHAMBERLAIN EB 
PROGRESS REPORT, PRODUCTIVITY STUDY OF WHISTLING SwANS WINTERING IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SOUTHEASTERN ASS GAME AND FIS~ CO~M, 20TH ANNU CONF PROC, 154-157 
BIRDS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, S~ANS 
1970 CHAMBERS JR ET AL 
OCCURRENCE OF LEPTODORA KINDT!! IFOCKEI !CLADOCERAI IN VIRGINIA 
TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 255-261 IVIMS CONTRIB 3601 
CRUSTACEANS, MATTAPONI RIVER, PAMUNKEY RIVE~, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, VIRGI~IA, WATERFLEAS 
1937 CHAMbLISS PC 
IT'S FISHING TIME IN MARYLAND 
SOUTHERN SPECTATOR 3, 23-26, 43 
SPORT FISHING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVI~W 
1957 CHAMBLISS S 
THE CLAM REVOLT 
SKIPPER MAG 171111,17-19, 42 
39 
CLAM INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 CHAMBLISS S 
THE OYSTER WARS, HEll ON THE HALF-SHELL 
SKIPPER, NOVEMBER, 17-19, 42 
DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1958 CHAMBLISS S 
OYSTER WARS, THE TUNE OF THE BULLET 
SKIPPER, DECEMBER, 20-21, 42-44 
DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1959 CHAMBLISS S 
IN SIGHT, BUT OUT OF MIND 
SKIPPER MAG 191101, 18-21, 37-40 
FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1959 CHAMBLISS S 
THE OYSTER WARS, DISCORD OVER THE RIVER 
SKIPPER, JANUARY, 24-26, 42-43 
DREDGING, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
VIRGINIA 
1884 CHAPMAN P 
HABITS OF THE SHAD AND HERRING AS THEY APPEAR IN THE POTOMAC RIVER TO ONE 
WHO HAS WATCHED THEM FOR FIFTY YEAR~ 
US FISH COMM BULL 4, 61-65 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, 
POTOMAC RIVER 
1961 CHAPOTON RB 1 SYKES JE 
ATLANTIC COAST MIGRATION OF LARGE STRIPED BASS AS EVIDENCED BY FISHERIES 
AND TAGGING 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 90111,13-20 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGING 
40 
1876 CHASE OM 
RECORD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT BRISTOL, MARYLAND, ON THE 
PATUXENT RIVER FROM APRIL 27, 1875 TO MAY 30, 1875, ON ACCOUNT OF THE 
STATE OF MARYLAND 
MD FISH COMM REP 53 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1933 CHESAPEAKE BAY AUTHORITY 
CONFERENCE AT REGIONAL ADVISOR'S OFFICE. BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. OCTOBER 6, 
1933 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AUTHORITY 
DELAWARE, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1970 CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GROUP, STEERING COMMITTEE 
REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSALS 
MIMEOGR PAP 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES, COOLING WATER, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER 
PLANTS 
1971 CHESAPEAKE BAY FOUNDATION 
THE BAY AND THE BAY FOUNDATION 
CHES REP, JUNE 1971 
CONSERVATION 
1949 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE I AND II. QUARTERLY REPORT, JULY 1, 1949--0CTOBER 1, 1949 
CHES BAY INST, DATA REP 1 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE III, OCTOBER 10, 1949--0CTOBER 25, 1949 
CHES 13AY INST, DATA REP 2 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, wATER TEMPERATURE 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE IV, MARCH 25, I950--APRIL 25, 1950 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 3 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
41 
1950 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISES V AND VI, MAY 20, 1950--MAY 25, 1950, JULY 14, 
1950--JULY 19, 1950 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 4 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CATA REPORT, CRUISE Vllr OCTOBER 14, 1950--NOVEMBER 2,1950 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 5 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1951 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
DATA REPORT, CRUISE VIII, JANUARY 10.1951--JAI'IfUARY 23, 19'_ 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 6 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE IX, 1 APRIL 1951--19 APRIL 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 9 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE X, 21 MAY 1951--31 MAY 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 10 
CHLORINATION, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XI, 1 AUGUST, 1951--7 AUGUST, 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 12 
CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1952 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
SAINT MARY'S RIVER CRUISE, 19 JUNE, 1951--18 JULY, 1951 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 11 
CHLOROPHYLL, CURRENTS IWATERI, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PHOSPHATES, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, SALINITY, TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
42 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CORE DATA BAY 
SHELF CENTER LINE 
IIOLUME 13. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR ~EPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA BAY 
SHELF NORTH L 11\JE 
VOLUME 12. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CORE DATA BAY 
SHELF SOUTH LINE 
VOLUME 14. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE CATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT iNSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPE~O!X B-2 - CORE DATA 
EXPLORATORY SHELF CORES 
VOLUME 16. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
19~3 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAl HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 5. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 6. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE CATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE ~AY 
VOLUME 7. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
CN-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
43 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY ' 
VOLUME B. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 -CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 9. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CORE DATA 
INSIDE BAY 
VOLUME 10. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX B-2 - CORE DATA 
SUPPLEMENTARY CORES IN BAY SHELF 
VOLUME 15. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL HARBOR REPORT INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM. APPENDIX F - TEMPERATURE AND 
SALINITY OAT A 
VOLUME 4. CHES BAY INST REF 53-7 
DATA COLLECTIONS, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, YORK RIVER 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER - SPRING CRUISE, 3 APRIL--8 APRIL 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 16 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1953 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PINEY POINT STUDY, 21 MAY 1952--24 MAY 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 14 
CURRENTS IWATERI, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER 
DATA, WINDS 
44 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHOPTANK RIVER AUTUMN CRUISE, 23 SEPT.--27 SEPT. 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 22 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHOPTANK RIVER - SPRING CRUISE, 28 APRIL--1 MAY 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 17 
CHOPTANK RIVFR, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHOPTANK RIVER - SUMMER CRUISE, 2B JUNE--1 JULY 1952 
CHES BA~ INST DATA REP 20 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINOS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CHOPTANK RIVER WINTER CRUISE, 1 OECEMBER--10 DECEMBER 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 24 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XII, 15 JULY--6 AUGUST 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 18 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, JAMES RIVER, SALINITY, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER OATA, WINDS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT ~IVER AUTUMN CRUISE, 15 SEPT.--22 SEPT. 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 21 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER - SUMMER CRUISE, 23 JUNE--28 JUNE 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 19' 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
45 
1954 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PATUXENT RIVER WINTER CRUISE, 3 DECEMBER--7 DECEMBER 1952 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 23 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1955 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
CRUISE XIII, 17 FEBRUARY--18 MARCH 1953 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 26 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1956 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
UPPER CHOPTANK RIVER SPRING CRUISE, I. 5 APRIL--8 APRIL 1954, II. 24 
MAY--28 MAY 1954 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 28 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHFR DATA, WINDS 
1957 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BROAD CREEK CRUISEr I. 12 JULY--14 JULY 1954, II. 20 JULY--22 JULY 1954 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 29 
CHOPTANK RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1959 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BALTIMORE HARBOR CRUISES I--XVI, JULY 1958--NOVEMBER 1959 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 31 
HARBORS, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XIV, 23 JULY--26 JULY 1957 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 33 
CHESTER RIVER, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, WINDS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XV, 11 SEPTEMBER--20 SEPTEMBER 1957 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 34 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
46 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVI, 23 JANUARY--7 FEBRUARY 1958 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 35 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, wEATHER DATA, 
WINDS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVII, 22 APRIL--13 MAY 1958 
CHFS BAY INST DATA REP 36 
HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, WEATHER DATA, 
WINOS 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XVIII, 6 AUGUST--22 AUGUST 1958 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 38 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE X!X, 4 NOVEMBER--11 DECEMBER (Q5B 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 39 
CHOPTANK ~IVER, HYDROGEN ION CONCENlKATION, HYDRGLOGlC DATA, ~APPAH4~NOCK 
RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XX, 23 MARCH--19 APRIL 1959 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 40 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXI, 6 JULY--17 juLY 1959 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 41 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXII, 3 NOVEMBER--16 DECEMBFR 1959 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 42 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
PAY CRUISE XXIII, 27 APRIL--17 MAY 1960 
CHES BAY IN~T DATA REP 43 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
47 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIV, 22 AUGUST--9 SEPTEMBER 1960 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 44 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXV, 22 NOVEMBER--S DECEMBER 1960 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 45 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVI, 27 FEBRUARY--7 APRIL 1961 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 46 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVII, 19 JULY--1 AUGUST 1961 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 47 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXVIII, 24 JULY--7 AUGUST 1962 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 48 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYD~OLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
FINAL DATA REPORT, BALTIMORE HARBOR STUDY, CRUISES 1-28, JULY 
1958--DECEMBER 1960 
ALKALINITY, HARBORS, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGIC 
DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY DATA COLLECTED IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
TRIBUTARY ESTUARIES DURING THE PERIOD l FEB. 1956 TO 9 FEB. 1956 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 49 
HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1963 CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE 
BAY CRUISE XXIX, MARCH 11-19,.1963. BAY CRUISE XXX, JULY 3D--SEPTEMBER 
11, 1963. BAY CRUISE XXXI, OCTOBER 21-24, 1963 
CHES BAY INST DATA REP 50 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROLOGIC DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
48 
1973 CHESAPEAKE BAY RESEARCH COUNCIL 
THE EFFECTS OF HURRICANE AGNES ON THE ENVIRONMENT AND ORGANISMS OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST CONTRIB 187, NATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 529, VIMS SRAMSOE 
29 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARIES, FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES 
1948 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
EFFECTS OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS ON OYSTERS, CRABS, AND FISH 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 70 
CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, EXPLOSIVES, FISH, MORTALITY, BLUE CRAB 
1970 CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD CONTRIB 397 
BENTHOS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1948 CHESAPEAKE-POTOMAC STUDY COMMISSION 
REPORT ON FISH ANC SHELLFISH IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND POTOMAC RIVER WITH 
RECOMMEND-AT IONS FOR THEIR FUTURE MANAGfMENT 
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~ATER RESOURCES 
1971 GREEN AND TRIDENT 
SELECTION AND PRIMARY DESIGN OF DIKED DISPOSAL AREAS FOR DREDGED SPOILS 
FROM BALTIMORE HARBOR, MARYLAND 
AUGUST REP, VOL 3 
DESIGN, DIKES, DREDGING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SPOIL DISPOSAL, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
N*D* GREINER, J.E. COMPANY 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BRIDGE ENGINEERING REPORT 
GREINER COMPANY, CONSULTING ENGINEERS, BALTIMORE, MD, SUBMITTED TO 
GOVERNOR, STATE ROADS COMM MD, STATE HIGHWAY ADVISORY COUNCIL, BALTIMORE, 
~D 
BRIDGES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 GRIFFITH RE 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CONTRIB 172 0 CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD llllUSI 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, PHYTOPLANKTON, SYSTEMATICS 
1937 GROVER NC 
THE FLOODS OF MARCH 1936. PART 3. POTOMAC, JAMES, AND UPPER OHIO RIVERS 
U.S. GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 800 
FLOODS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, RUNOFF, 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASSo YORK RIVER 
88 
1905 GROVER NC, HOYT JC 
REPORT OF PROGRESS OF STREAM MEASUREMENTS FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1904 
U.S. GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRIG PAP 12b 
HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, NORTH CAROLINA, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1906 GROVER NC, HOYT JC 
REPORT Of PROGRESS OF STREAM MEASUREMENTS FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1905 
U.S. GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY AND IRRIG PAP 167 (ALSO U.S HOUSE OF 
REPRESENT, 59TH CONGRESS, 1ST SESS, DOC 7511 
GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, POTOMAC 
RIVER, RUNOFF, STREAM GAGES, STREAMFLOW, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
196b GUNNERSON CG 
OPTIMIZING SAMPLING INTERVALS IN TIDAL ESTUARIES 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG PROC 921SA-21,103-l25 




RINEHART AND CO, NEW YORK. 436P. 
POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 GUTH£IM F 
PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMMISSION ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
CONSERVATION, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT 
(APPLIEOI, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
1963 GUY HP ET AL 
A PROGRAM FOR SEDIMENT CONTROL I~ THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN REGION 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, WATER 
MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDI 
1950 HACK JT ET AL 
GUIDEBOOKS TO THE GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND. VOLUME 3. THE COASTAl PLAIN 
GEOLOGY OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND' 
STUD IN GEOL 16, JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
COASTAL PlAINS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
89 
1957 HACK JT 
SUBMERGED RIVER SYSTEM OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEOL SOC AMER BULL 68, 817-830 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY 
1930 HADDAWAY WJ 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE STRIPED BASS 
MD CONSERV DEP FISH 5, 7-9 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1964 HAEFNER PA, SHUSTER C 
LENGTH INCREMENTS DURING TERMINAL MOLT OF THE FEMALE BLUE CRAB, 
CALLINECTES SAPIOUS IN DIFFERENT SALINITY E~VIRONMENTS 
CHES SCI 5131,114-118 
CRABS, GROWTH STAGES, SALINITY, MOLTING 
1930 HAIGHT FJ 
TIDES AND CURRENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
US COAST AND GEOD SURV, SPEC PUBLICATION 1b2 
CURRENTS (WATER!, TIDES, TRIBUTARIES 
1910 HALL CC 
NARRATIVES OF EARLY MARYLAND, 1b33-1b84 
SCRIBNER'S SONS, NEW YORK. 4bOP. 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1941 HALL GL 
CONTROLLING POLLUTION OF OYSTER GROWING WATERS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CIVIL ENG 11, 715-717 
BACTERIA, DISEASES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, PUBLIC HEALTH, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
1968 HALPIN WG 
MARINE SHIPPING INDUSTRY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13, P.83-89 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
l92b HAMILTON CC 
MARYLAND, P.401-410 
IN NATURALIST'S GUICE TO THE AMERICAS, WILLIAMS AND WILKINS CO., 
BALTIMORE, MD 
NATuRAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
90 
1970 HAMILTON DH ET AL 
POWER PLANTS, EFFECTS OF CHLORINATION ON ESTUARINE PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
SCIENCE 169, 197-198 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 4201 
CHLORINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIQ~, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POWER PLANTS, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
1972 HAMILTON DH JR 
POLYCHAETES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S115-S117 ICO~TRIB 510, ~ATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
ANNELIDS, POLYCHAETE$, WORMS 
1973 HAMILTON DH JR, YURCHYK J 
BIOMASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASCIDIA~ MOLGULA MANHATTENSIS IDEKAYJ 
CHES SCI 14!1l,b7-b8 ICONTRIB 531, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, 
1885 HAMLEN W 
REPORT OF SHAD-HATCHING OPERATIONS AT BATTERY STATION, HAVRE DE GRACE, 
~D., SEASON OF 1885 
U.S. FISH COM~ BULL 5, 401-405 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
188b HAMLEN W 
REPORT OF OPERATIONS AT THE BATTERY ISLAND SHAD-HATCHING STATION, HAVRE 
DE GRACE, MO., DURING THE SEASON OF 1884 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 12, 199~208 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1942 HAMMER RC, TRUITT RV 
CONTROL OF FISHING INTENSITY IN MARYLAND 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 71, 144-148 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH CONSERVATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LEGISLATION, 
MANAGEMENT, 
1943 HAMMER RC 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS, 1943 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL bO 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
91 
19~6 HAMMER RC 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS 194~ AND 1945 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 11 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1948 HAMMER RC ET AL 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISHERIES STATISTICS 1944-1945 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 69 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
1947 HAMMER RC 
MARYLAND OYSTER RESTORATION PROBLEM 
ATLANTIC FISHERMAN 28(71,18 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1947 HAMMER RC 
PRESENT STATUS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY OYSTER BARS IN MARYLAND 
NAT SHEllfiSH ASS, CONY ADDRESS 1947, 8-10 
MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS 
1~71 HAMMOND AL 
NSF PRODS SCIENTISTS TO COORDINATE BAY RESEARCH, BUT ACADEMIC RIVALRIES 
SNAG BADLY NEEDED STUDIES 
SCIENCE 172, 8l7-830 
INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION, MULTIPLE-PURPOSE PROJECT~, PROJE· PLANNING, 
RESEARCH ANC DEVELOPMENT, UNIVERSITIES 
1971 HAMONS ~L 
SOFT CLAM MORTALITY ~T~DY, SITuATION \NALYSIS 
MD DEP CHES ~A~ AFFAIR~ P~ELIM REP 1, l8P. fMIMEOGRJ 
CLAMS, MORTALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 HAMON FL JR 
SURVEY INDICATES THREE-FOLD INCREASE I~ CLAMMING AREAS FOR 1974 SEASON 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES, COMM FISH NEWS 616Jol-2 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, HISTORIC FLOOD, HURRICANES, 
1936 HAMPE IE 
BIRO NOTES FROM SOLOMON'S ISLA~O AND COV£ POINT, MARYLAND 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 6(10) 0 59-62 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER 
92 
1972 HAN G 
THE DELINEATION OF AN EXCLUSION AREA AROUND THE CHESTERTOWN OUTFALL ON 
THE CHESTER RIVER AND THE BACK RIVER SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT OUTFALL 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 26 
BACK RIVER,MD, CHESTER RIVER, CURRENTS IWATERI, DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE 
EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, WASTE TREATMENT 
1966 HANKS RW 
OBSERVATIONS ON *MILKY WATER* IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 7131,175-176 
ALGAE, DECOMPOSING ORGANIC MATTER, HYDROGEN SULFIDE, 
1966 HANKS RW 
THE SOFT-SHELL CLAM 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, CIRC 162 
CLAM INUUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., 
SOFT CLAM 
1968 HANKS RW 
BENTHIC COMMUNITY FORMATION IN A NEW MARINE ENVIRONMENT 
CHES SCI 9131,163-172 
BENTHIC FAUNA, BIOMASS, GROWTH RATES, ~ARINE ANIMALS, PONDS 
1972 HANSEN DV, RATTRAY M JR 
ESTUARINE CIRCULATION INDUCED BY DIFFUSION 
J MAR RES 30131,281-294 
CURRENTS (WATER!, ESTUARIES, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER 
INTERFACESWATER CIRCULATION 
1968 HANSEN H 
GEOLOGY OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
~D CONSERV 45, 4-8 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY 
1954 HARDY JD JR 
NOTES ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF MYCROPHYLA CAROLINENSIS IN SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
HERPETOL 8, 162-166 
AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, 
1962 HARDY JD JR 
COMMENTS ON THE ATLANTIC RIDLEY TURTLE, LEPIDOCHELYS OLIVACEA KEMP!, IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 3131,217-220 
DISTRIBUTION, TURTLES 
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1964 HARDY JD JR 
A NEW FROG, RANA PALUSTRlS HANSUETII, SUBSP. NOV., FROM THE ATlANTIC 
COASTAL PLAIN 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,91-100 ICONTRIB 259, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS 
1964 HARDY JO JR 
THE SPONTANEOUS OCCURRENCE OF SCOLIOSIS IN TADPOLES OF THE LEOPARD FROG, 
RANA PIPIENS 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,101-102 ICONTRIB 260, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
FROGS, DEFORMITIES 
1969 HARDY JO 
RECORDS OF THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, DERMOCHEYLES CORIACIA CORIACIA 
ILINNAEUSI, FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD HERPETOL SOC, BULL 5(3),92-96 (NAT RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 3931 
DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, TURTLES 
1972 HARDY JO JR 
AMPHIBIANS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLl,S123-S128 ICONTRIB 513, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
AMPHIBIANS, 
1972 HARDY JO JR 
COVE POINT, MARYLAND'S VANISHING EDEN 
MD HERPTOL SOC NEWSLETTER 1972111 
NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 HARDY JD JR 
REPTILES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S128-S134 
REPTILES 
1972 HARDY JO 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF AMPHIBIANS, HYLA CINEREA !GREEN TREE 
FROG I 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S186-S190 ICONTRIB 519, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD) 
AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION UYNAMICS, 
REPRODUCTION 
94 
1958 HARGIS WJ JR 
THE FISH PARASITE ARGULUS LATICAUDA AS A FORTUITOUS HUMAN EPIZOON 
J PARASITOL 44, 45 IVIMS CONTRIB 771 
COPEPODS, FISH PARASITES 
1961 HARGIS WJ JR 
RESEARCH ON THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE POTOMAC ESTUARY, 38-44 IVIMS CONTRIB 1071 
CONSERVATION, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER MANAGEMENT IAPPLIEDl 
i972 HARGIS WJ JR 
ENGINEERING WORKS AND THE TIDAL CHESAPEAKE 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, ~AT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE IVIMS CONTRIB 4691 
CANALS, DAMS, DREDGING, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, 
ENGINEERING, EROSION CONTROL, HISTORY, REMOTE SENSING 
1972 HARGIS WJ JR 
SOLuTION TO CONFLICT IN THE COASTAL ZONE, P.37-65 
COASTAL ZONE POLLUT MANAGE SYMP, PROC (VIMS CONTRIB 49Bl 
MANAGEMENT, COASTAL ZONE 
1956 HARRIGAN RE 
THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE PUMPI~G RATE OF THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM, 
~YA ARENARIA 
MS THESIS, GFORGE WASHINGTON UNIV 
PHYSIOLOGY, CLAMS, FEEDING RATES, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1885 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR 1885 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 192 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1886 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR 1883 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1884, 4, 13 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
188b HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRING FISHE~IES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR 1884 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1884, 4, 221 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
95 
1887 HARRIS G 
REPORT UPON THE SHAD AND HERRI~G FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR 1886 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1886, 6, 202 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISHERIES, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1969 HARRIS HS JR 
DISTRIBUTIONAL SURVEY. MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
MD HERPETOL SOC BULL 514),97-161 
AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES 
1953 HARRIS VT 
ECOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF MEADOW VOLES AND RICE RATS IN TIDAL MARSHES 
J MAMMOL 34, 479-487 
ECOLOGY, RODENTS, TIDAL MARSHES, WETLA~DS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 HARRISON W ET AL 
POSSIBLE LATE PLEISTOCENE UPLIFT, CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE 
J GEOL 73, 201-229 IVIMS CONTRIB 138) 
BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS, ELIZABETH RIVER, JAMES RIVER, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, 
SEDIMENTARY PETROLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1972 HATHAWAY JC 
REGIONAL CLAY MINERAL FACIES I~ ESTUARIES ANO CONTINENTAL MARGIN OF THE 
UNITED STATES EAST COAST 
GEOL SOC AMER, MEM 133, P.293-316 
CLAY MINERALS, CONTINENTAL MARGIN, DISTRIBUTION, ESTUARIES, UNITED STATES 
1949 HAVEN OS 
BLACK OYSTERS ON THE POTOMAC 
VIMS MS 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVFR 
1961 HAVEN OS 
EURASIAN WATER MILFOIL IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE POTOMAC RIVER ••• 
IN INTERSTATE COMH ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, 1961 A~~U FALL MEETING, 
SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL BEACH, VA. IVIMS CONTRIB lOBI 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, HERBICIDES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1969 HAVEN OS 
LEVELS OF THE HERBICIDE OIQUAT IN TWO ESTUARINE MOLLUSCS AND IN THE WATER 
AND MUD 
VA J SCI 20, 51-53 IVIMS CONTRIB 3081 
DIOUAT, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, SOFT CLAM 
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1970 HAVEN DS, KENDALL P 
SURVEY OF OYSTER ANO CLAM WO~K BOATS IN VIRGINIA AND THE POTOMAC, 27 
MARCH 1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 213),5-9 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1970 HAVEN Dr KENDALL P 
SURVEY OF OYSTER ANC CLAM WORK BOATS I~ VIRGINIA AND THE POTOMAC, 19 MAY 
1970 
VIMS MAR RESOURCE INFORM BULL 215),6-8 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1940 HECK NH 
EARTHQUAKE PROBLEMS OF THE ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
SEISMOL SOC AMER BULL 30, 109-113 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, EARTHQUAKES 
1965 HEIDEL SG, FRENIER WW 
CHEMICAL QUALITY OF WATER AND TRACE ELEMENTS IN THE PATUXENT RIVER BASIN 
MO GEOL SURV REP OF INVEST 1, 1-40 
PATUXENT RIVER, TRACE ELEMENTS, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1881 HEI~PRIN A 
NOTE ON THE APPROXIMATE POSITION OF THE EOCENE DEPOSITS OF MARYLAND 
ACAD NATUR SCI PHILA, PROC 1881, P.444-447 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1965 HEINLE DR 
A SCREEN FOR EXCLUDING JELLYFISH AND CTENOPHORES FROM CLARKE-BUMPUS 
PLANKTON SAMPLES 
CHES SCI 6141,231-232 
CTENOPHORES, EQUIPMENT, JELLYFISH, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1966 HEINLE OR 
PRODUCTION OF A CALANOIO COPEPOD, ACARTIA TONSA, IN THE PATUXENT RIVER 
ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 712),59-74 
BIOMASS, COPEPODS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
97 
1969 HEINLE DR 
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE POPULATION DYNAMICS OF ESTUARINE COPEPODS 
PHD. THESIS, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MDI 
BIOMASS, COPEPODS, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POPULATION 
DYNAMICS, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
1969 HEINLE OR 
TEMPERATURE AND ZOOPLANKTON 
CHES SCI 10, 186-209 ICONTRIB 400, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
COPEPOOS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
1971 HEINLE OR, HAMILTON DH 
SUMMARY OF DOCUMENTS RELATED TO RESEARCH NEEDS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BIOL LAB, MD UNIV !REF 71-251 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, PLANNING 
1972 HEINLE OR 
FREE-LIVI~G COPEPODA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S117-S119 
COPEPOOS, ZOOPLANKTON 
1972 HEINLE OR 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF ZOOPLANKTON ORGANISMS, ACARTIA TONSA 
ICOPEPOOI 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S176-S178 
DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS, REPRODUCTION, 
ZOOPLANKTON 
1972 HELLER AN 
SOME APPLICATIONS OF REMOTE SENSING IN ATMOSPHERIC MONITORING PROGRAMS 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
AIR POLLUTION, DATA PROCESSING, REMOTE SENSING 
1939 HELM CL 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON FOSSIL WHALE MANDIBLES 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 91121,107-110 
WHALES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1964 HENDRICKS EL 
COMPILATION OF RECORDS OF SURFACE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 
1950 TO SEPTEMBER 1960. PART 1-B. NORTH ATLA~TIC SLOPE BASINS, NEW YORK TO 
YORK RIVER 
U.S. GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1722 
STREAMFLOW, STRIPED BASS, SURFACE WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1971 HENRY KA 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN IBREVOORTIA TYRANNUSl RESOURCE AND FISHERY--ANALYSIS OF 
DECLINE 
NAT OCEANIC ATMOS ACMIN, NAT MAR FISH SERV, SPEC SCI REP--FISH SER 642 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIG~T 
1952 HENSEL HA, TILLER RE 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISHERIES STATISTICS 1946-1950 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 94 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
1954 HENSEL HA, TILLER RE 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISHERIES STATISTICS 1951-52 
CHES BIOL LAB PUB 99 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHING GEAR, FISHERIES, 
1964 HERMAN SS, MIHURSKY JA 
INFESTATION OF THE COPEPOD ACARTIA iONSA WITH THE STALKED CILIATE 
ZOOTHAMNIUM 
SCIENCE 146, 543-544 
COPEPODS, PATUXENT RIVER, PROTOZOA, ZOOPLANKTON 
1968 HERMAN SS ET AL 
ZOOPLANKTON AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTE~ISTICS OF THE PATUXENT RIVER 
ESTUARY 1963-1965 
CHES SCI 9121,67-82 
CHLOROPHYLL, NITRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SILICATES, 
TURBIDITY, WATER QUALITY, ZOOPLANKTON 
1971 HERSHFIFLD OM 
THE FREQUENCY OF DRY PERIODS IN MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 12121,72-84 
CLIMATIC DATA, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICl, WEATHER PATTERNS 
99 
1972 HERZOG HW JR 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA IN THE YEAR 2000 
PAP DELIVERED AT THE MEETING OF CITIZE~S' PROGRAM FOR THE CHES BAY, 
FREDERICKSBURG, VA. JUNE 21, 1972 
AIR POLLUTION, INCOME, POPULATION, WATER QUALITY 
1969 HElliNG LJ 
THE POTOMAC ESTUARY MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
CHES TECH SUPPORTLAB, FED WATER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN, TECH REP 7 
CHERT, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
POTOMAC RIVER 
1966 HElLING LJ, O'CONNELL RL 
A STUDY OF TIDAL DISPERSION IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
WATER RESOURCES RES 2141,825-841 
CURRENTS IWATERI 1 DENSITY CURRENTS, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, POTOMAC 
RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1974 HEUVELMANS M 
EASTERN NO-GOODS, P.95-104 
IN HEUVELMANS M, THE RIVER KILLERS. HARRISBURG, PA. STACKPOLE BOOKS 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, 
WATER QUALITY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 
1964 HICKS SO 
TIDAL WAVE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 5, 103-113 
TIDAL WAIERS, TIDES, WAVES (WATER) 
1969 HIDU H 
THE FEASIBILITY OF OYSTER HATCHERIES IN THE DELAWARE-CHESAPEAKE BAY 
REGION 
CONF ON ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION OF COMMERCIALLY VALUABL SHELLFISH--OYSTERS, 
PROC OCT 22-23 1969 ICHES BAY LAB CONTRIB 3961 
ACUICULTURE, MORTALITY, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, DELAWARE BAY 
1969 HIDU H ET AL 
OYSTER HATCHERIES FOR ThE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC REP 2 ICONTRIB 3821 
LARVAE, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SPAWNING 
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1970 HIOU H 
THE WORLD CULTURE OF MARINE MOLLUSKS 
AMER MALACOL UNION, ANNU REP 1970, 18-21 ICONTRIB 442, CHES BIOL LAB, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
AQUICULTURE, FISHERIES, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
1969 HIGGINS EAT 
A FLORISTIC AND ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND, VIRGINIA-MARYLAND 
~.S. THESIS, UNIV MD 
DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1974 HIGGINS MW ET AL 
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MARYLAND, AND NOTES ON THE SHARK-TOOTH CETACEANS 
u.S. NAT MUS PROC 62124621,1-69 
PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 KELLOGG R 
A FOSSIL PORPOISE FROM THE CALVERT FORMATIONS OF MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 63, 1-39 
PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1924 KELLOGG R 
DESCRIPTION OF A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF WHALEBONE WHALE FROM THE 
CALVERT CLIFFS, MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS PROC 63, 1-14 
PALEONTOLOGY, WHALES, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1927 KELLOGG R 
KENTRIOOON PERNEX, A MIOCENE PORPOISE FROM MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS ART PROC 19, 69, 1-55 
MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1957 KELLOGG R 
TWO ADDITIONAL MIOCENE PORPOISES FROM CALVERT CLIFFS, MARYLAND 
u.s. NAT MUS PROC 107, 279-337 
MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 1 AND 2 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1966 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATIO~ OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 3 AND 4 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
1968 KELLOGG R 
FOSSIL MARINE MAMMALS FROM THE MIOCENE CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA, PARTS 5-8 
US NAT MUS BULL 247 
FORAMINIFERA, MAMMALS, MIOCENE EPOCH, VIRGINIA 
114 
1972 KELLY FL 
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN PROTECTING BAY WETLANDS 
CHES BAY FOUND 
MARSHES, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 KELLY WN 
PRODUCTION OF FISHERY PRODUCTS IN SELECTED AREAS OF VIRGINIA, MARYLAND 
AND NORTH CAROLINA AS REPORTED TO HAMPTON FISHERY MARKET NEWS OFFICE 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, MARKET NEWS SERV, P.l-20 
FISHERIES, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1950 KEMP HA 
SOLVING POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMM ON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
POLLUTION ABATEMENT, POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE TREATMENT, WASTE DISPOSAL, 
WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED!, WATER POLLUTION, WATEK QUALITY 
1968 KENDALL AW JR, SCHWARTZ FJ 
LETHAL TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY TOLERANCES OF THE WHITE CATFISH, 
ICTALURUS CATUS, FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES ~Cl ~, 103-108 
CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALT 
TOLERANCE, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1969 KENNEDY VS ET AL 
LABORATORY STUDIES ON TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON ESTUARINE ANIMALS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST ~EF 69-13 
BENTHOS, ESTUARIES, FISH POPULATIONS, INVERTEBRATES, MORTALITY, SEA 
NETTLES, SHELLFISH, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1971 KENNEDY VS 
UPPER TE~PERATURE TOLERANCES OF SOME ESTUARINE BIVALVES 
CHES SCI 12(4),191-204 ICONT~IB 463, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNJV MARYLAND! 
CLAMS, LETHAL LIMIT, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1972 KENNEDY VS, MI~URSKY JA 
EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OF THREE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY BIVALVES 
CHES SCI 13(ll,1-22 (NAT RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 4731 
CLAMS, OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, TEMPERATURE 
1964 KENNEY NT 
CHESAPEAKE COUNTRY 
NAT GEOGR MAG 126 1 370-411 
115 
RECREATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 KENT A 
JOURNAL KEPT OF SHAD HATCHING CAMP ON CHESTER RIVER 
COMM FISH MD REP 71-79 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 KENT A 
RECORD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT COPPAGE'S LANDING ON THE 
CHESTER RIVER, MARYLAND, FROM MAY 6, 1875, TO JUNE 14, 1875 
COMM FISH MD REP 54 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 KERHI N RT 
RECOGNITION OF BEACH AND NEARSHORE DEPOSITIONAL FEATURES OF CHFSAPEAKE 
BAY 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER M-2, 1269-1274 
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SHORE PROTECTION, COASTAL ZONE 
1957 KIDWELL AS 
CONTROL OF STOMOXYS CALCITRANA IN EEL-GRASS ON BEACHES IN THE SPESUITE 
ISLAND AREA IN MARYLAND 
UNIV MD MS THESIS. 26P. 
BEACHES, EEL GRASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 KILLIAN WH 
THE AQUATIC LIFE OF MARYLAND WATERS- A PRESENT NATURAL ASSET WITH GREAT 
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIES 
MD CONSERV COMM ANNU REP 3, P.65-74 
AQUATIC LIFE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 KINSMAN B 
SURFACE WAVES AT SHORT FETCHES AND LOW WIND SPEED, A FIELD STUDY, VOLUME 
1 
CHES BAY TECH REP 19 
SEVERN RIVER,MD, SURFACE WATERS, WATER LEVELS, WAVES (WATERI, WIND 
VELOCITY 
1895 KIRKWOOD FC 
A LIST OF THE BIRDS OF MARYLAND 
MO ACAD SCI TRANS 1(N.S.I,241-382 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 KLEPPER JC 
116 
A REPORT ON THE PROTOTYPE CURRENT VELOCITY AND SALINITY DATA COLLECTED IN 
THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 27 
CURRENTS (WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, SALINITY, VELOCITY 
1972 KLEPPER JC 
A REPORT ON THE PROTOTYPE DATA COLLECTED IN THE POTOMAC RIVER FOR THE 
CHE~APEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 25 
CURRENTS !WATER), DATA COLLECTIONS, MODEL STUDIES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
SALINITY, VELOCITY 
1933 KLINGEL GC 
AN UNDULATING NOCTURNE 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 4(41,20-21 
NOCTURNAL, PATUXEt\IT RIVER, WORMS 
1937 KLINGEL GC 
THE CHESAPEAKE MARSHES 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 7(6),30-35 
ANI~AL POPULATIONS, MARSHES, SALT MARSHES 
1938 KLINGEL GC 
MARYLAND TODAY -THE RESULT OF AN ANCIENT YESTERDAY 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 9!21,11-16 
GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER 
1951 KLINGEL GC 
THE BAY 
CORNWALL PRESS, CORNWALL, N.Y. 
JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, SALT MARSHES, WATERFOWL, WILDLIFE 
1955 KLINGEL GC 
ONE HUNDRED HOURS BENEATH THE CHESAPEAKE 
NAT GEOG MAG 107, 681-696 
AQUATIC LIFE, SCUBA DIVING, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
117 
1960 KNECHTEl MM, HOSTERMAN JW 
BLOATING CLAY IN MIOCENE STRATA OF MARYLAND, NEW JERSEY, AND VIRGINIA 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 400-Br P. 859-862 
CLAYS, DELAWARE, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1961 KNECHTEL MM ET Al 
PHYSICAl PROPERTIES OF NONMARINE CRETACEOUS CLAYS IN THE MARYLAND COASTAL 
PlAIN 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 23, 11P. 
ClAYS, COASTAl PLAINS, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1966 KNECHTEL MM ET AL 
EXPANDABLE CLAY IN ST. MARYS FORMATION OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV REP INVEST 4, 17P. 
CLAYS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1883 KNIGHT W 
A BILL PROPOSED TO THE MARYLAND LEGISLATURE AT THE SESSfON UF 1876. AND 
ENTITLED *AN ACT TO REGULATE THE CATCHING AND TO PROVIDE FOR THE 
PRESERVATION OF FISH ••• 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1882, 2, 265-272 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER, SPCRT 
FISHING 
1972 KOCAN R~ 
SOME PHYSIOLOGIC BLOOD VALUES OF WILD DIVING DUCKS 
J WILDLIFE DIS 8(2loll5-ll8 
DUCKS IWILDl, SERUM PROTEINS, BLOOD VALUES, RHODE RIVER 
1966 KOFOED JW, GORSLINE OS 
SEDIMENTS OF THE CHOPTANK RIVER, MARYLAND 
SOUTHEASTERN GEOL 7, 65-82 
BATHYMETRY, CHOPTANK RIVER~ SEDIMENTOLDGY, SEDIMENTS 
1972 KOHLENSTEIN LC 
SYSTEMS FOR STORAGE, RETRIEVAL, AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLl,S157-S168 
BIOTA, COMPUTERS, DATA PROCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, MANAGEMENT 
118 
1939 KOLB CH 
ORNITHOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT OCEAN CITY 
~D NATUR HIST SOC BULL 10(3),26-34 
BIROS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1941 KOLB CH 
FURTHER ORNITHOLOGICAL NOTES FROM OCEA~ CITY, MARYLA~D 
~0 ACAD SCI BULL 1116),115-119 
BIROS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), UNAVAILAALE FOR REVIEW 
1963 KOLESSAR MA 
SOME ENGI~EERJNG ASPECTS OF DISPOSAL OF SEDIMENTS FROM BALTIMORE HARBOR 
FEDERAL JNTFRAGENCY SEDIMENTATION CONF., JACKSO~, MISS. 8P. 
ENGINEERING, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, SEDIMENTATION, SEDIMENTS, SPOIL DISPOSAL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 KOL~SSAR MA 
AQUATIC PLANTS IN MARYLAND--A GROWING ~ENACE 
A~ER SOC CIVIL ENG. WATERWAYS AND HARBORS DIV 93(WW3) ,1-7 
AQUATIC PLANTS, D[COMPOSING ORGA~!C MATTFR, EUTROPHICATION, HYDROGEN 
SULFIDE, 
1970 KOO TSY 
THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY IN THE ATLANTIC STATES 
CHES SCI 11!2),73-93 !CONTRIB 416, NATUR RESOURCES INSTr UNIV MARYLAND! 
CATCH, CCM~ERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIO~S, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
1972 KOO TSY, WILSON JS 
SONIC TRACKING STRlPEC BASS I~ THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
AMER FISH SCC, TRANS 10113),453-462 !NATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 484) 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED ~ASS, TAGGING, C + 0 CANAL 
1973 KOO TSY, RITCHIE DE JR 
GROWTH OF JUVENILE STRIPED BASS, MORJNE SAXATILIS, AS DETERMINED BY 
TAGGING AND RECAPTURE 
ABSTRACT IN u.s. ~AR FISH SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER TECH 
PUBL 1, P.124-125 
ABSTRACTS, GROWTH RATES, JUVENILE FISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS, 
SYSTEMATICS 
119 
1969 KRANTZ GE ET AL 
ISOLATION OF VIBRIO PARAHAEMOLYTICUS FROM THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 164, 1286-1287 
BACTERIA, BLUE CRAB 
1970 KRANTZ GE 
LYMPHOCYSTIS IN STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 11, 137-139 
FISH POPULATIONS, MICROORGANISMS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIP~D BASS, 
VIRUSES, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1970 KRAUSS RW ET AL 
CHECK LIST, PLANT SPECIES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY OCCURRI~G wiTHIN THE HIGH 
TIDE LIMITS OF THE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES 
BOT DEP, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
ALGAE, FUNGI, PAMUNKEY RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, PLANTS, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1972 KRAUSS RW, ORRIS P 
BENTHIC MACROALGAE OF THE MARYLAND PORTION OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S81-S83 
ALGAE, BENTHIC FLORA, DISTRIBUTION, 
1951 LANDAU H, GALTSOFF PS 
DISTRIBUTION OF NEMATOPSIS INFECTION 0~ THE OYSTEK GROUNDS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AND IN OTHER WATERS OF THE ATLANTIC AND GULF STATES 
TEXAS J SCI 1951111,115-130 
ANIMAL PARASITES, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTERS, TRIBUTARIES, UNITED STATES, 
VIRGINIA 
1962 LARSON JS, ABBOTT JM 
A MID-WINTER CENSUS OF AMERICAN BALD EAGLES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, 
1962 
CHES SCI 313),211-213 ICONTRIB 213, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
ANNAPOLIS, MDI 
BIROS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1970 LASSON KL 
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, EXTRACTED FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LEGAL 
PERSPECTIVE 
MD UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST 
HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
120 
1936 LATROBE FC ET AL 
SHAD BATTERY ISLAND ON THE SUSQUEHANNA FLATS 
~D CONSERV 13141,22 AND 25 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1956 LATROBE FC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY COOKBOOK 
HORN-SHAFER PUBL 
FOODS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 LEAR OW 
STORMY FERMENTERS AND COLIFORM BACTERIA IN THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM MYA 
ARENARIA AND ITS HABITAT 
CHES SCI 1111,36-40 ICONTRIB 135, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MDI 
BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, SEDIMENT-WATER 
INTERFACES, SEDIME~TS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 LEAR OW 
GROWTH OF COLIFORM BACTERIA IN ESTUARI~E WATERS 
CHES SCI 3131,160-165 ICONTRIA 211, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
BACTERIA, CLAMS, COLIFORMS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEDIMENT-WATER INTERFACES 
N*D* LEAR, MARKS ANC SCHMINCKE 
EVALUATION OF COLIFORM CONTRIBUTION BY PLEASURE BOATS 
U.S. FED WATER POLLUT CONTROL ADMIN, MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION, CHES BAY-SUSQ 
RIVER BASINS PROJECT TECh PAP 10 
BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1930 LECOMPTE EL 
REVISED EDITION OF THE MUSKRAT l~DUSTRY IN MARYLAND 
MD CONSERV DEP. 47P. 
INDUSTRIES, MUSKRATS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 LECOMPTE EL 
THE MUSKRAT INDUSTRY OF MARYLA~D 
~D CONSERV DEPT BULL, P.l-67 
INDUSTRIES, MUSKRATS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1962 LEE CF, SANFORD FB 
SOFT-CRAB INDUSTRY 
121 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COHM FISH REV 24111,10-12 
CRAB INDUSTRY, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
1963 LEE CF ET AL 
MECHANIZING THE BLUE CRAB INDUSTRY. PART I. SURVEY OF PROCESSING PLANTS 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 25171,1-10 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
1963 LEE CF ET AL 
MECHANIZING THE BLUE CRAB INDUSTRY. PART II. MEASURES FOR iMMEDIATE 
RELIEF THROUGH WORKER SPECIALIZATION 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 25181,1-5 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LABOR, BLUE CRAB 
1963 LEE CF, SANFORC FB 
OYSTER INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, SOUTH ATLANTIC, AND GULF OF MEXICO 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 25(3),8-17 
FISHERIES, GULFS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SOUTHEAST U.S. 
1964 LEE CF, SANFORD FB 
CRAB INDUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE SOUTH-- AN INDUSTRY IN 
TRANS IT ION 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 261121,1-12 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SOUTHEAST U.S., BLUE CRAB 
1964 LEE CF ET AL 
MECHANIZING THE BLUE CRAB INDUSTRY. PART III. STRENGTHENING THE 
INDUSTRY'S ECONOMIC POSITION 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 26111,1-7 
CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, BLUE CRAB 
1972 LEE OS 
LIST OF THE AMPHIBIANS AND REPTILES OF ASSATEAGUE ISLAND 
MD HERPETOL SOC BULL 814),90-95 
AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, REPTILES 
1948 LEETCH B 
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT ROCKFISH 
MD LEAGUE SPORTSMEN RALLY SHEET 611),8 
FI~H POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
122 
1953 LEETCH B 
FISH KILL IN LOWER POTOMAC WAS THOUGHT TO BE CAUSED BY UNDERWATER 
EXPLOSIONS OFF DAHLGREN PROVING GROUNDS 
WASHINGTON EVENING STAR, JUNE 3, 1953 
EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1957 LEWIS Rll'l 
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF POPULATIONS OF THE STRIPED BASS 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP 204 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1961 lEwiS RM 
COMPARISON OF THREE TAGS ON STRiPED BASS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
CHES SCI 2, 3-8 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASSr TAGGING 
1961 LILLARD JH 
THE VIRGINIA TIDAL RivERBANK EROSION SURVEY 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.54-61 
BEACH EROSION, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1959 LINDUSKA JP 
WATERFOWL AND THE POTOMAC RIVER 
~D CONSERV 36, 4-8 
DUCKS (WILD), ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, MIGRATION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL 
1969 Ll NES OF 
THERMAL EFFECTS OF A STEAM ELECTRIC STATION UPON THE PATUXENT RIVER 
ESTUARY 
UNIV VA THESIS 
BIOTA, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL POLLUTION 
1973 LIPPSON AJ 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND, AN ATLAS OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV PRESS, BALTIMORE 
BIRDS, FISH POPULATIONS, HYDROGRAPHY, JELLYFISH, NATURAL RESOURCES, 
PLANTS, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
123 
1973 LIPPSON AJ 
ENVIRONMENTAL MAPPING IN THE MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES, RECORD OF THE MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING ACT 
ECONOMIC IMPACT, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, 
MAPPING, ?OTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS 
1971 LIPPSON RL 
BLUE CRAB STUDY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
MD UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST, ANNU PROGRESS REP 71-9 
BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 LIPPSON RL, MILLER RE 
CRUSTACEANS, P.92-107 
IN A BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF BALTIMORE HARROR. MD UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST 
REP 71-76 IMIMEOGRI 
CRUSTACEANS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1937 LITTLEFORD RA, TRUITT RV 
VARIATION OF DACTYLOMETRA QUINQUECIRRHA 
SCIENCE 86122361,426-427 ICHES BIOL LAR CONTRIB 131 
JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SCYPHOZOA 
1938 LITTLEFORD RA 
A STUDY OF THE LIFE HISTORY OF DACTYLOMETRA QUINQUECIRRHA, L. AGASSIZ, 
AND THE TAXONOMIC VALIDITY OF THIS SPECIES 
PHD THESIS, UNIV MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, SYSTEMATICS, 
SCYPHOZOA 
1939 LITTLEFORD RA 
DISTRIBUTION OF RATHKEA 
NATURE 143, 1070 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 29l 
DISTRIBUTION, HYDROZOA, PATUXENT RIVER 
1939 LITTLEFORD RA 
THE LIFE CYCLE OF DACTYLOMETRA OUINQUECIRRHA, L. AGASSIZ IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BIOL BULL 77131,368-381 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 311 
JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES, SCYPHOZOA 
124 
1940 LITTLEFORD RA ET AL 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF CERTAIN QUANTITATIVE PLANKTON METHODS 
ECOLOGY 21131,309-322 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 371 
DENSITY, PLANKTON 
1957 LITTLEFORD RA 
RETORT COOKING OF BLUE CRABS 
UNIV MD SEAFOOD PROCESSING LAB BULL 1 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAB 
1957 LITTLEFORD RA 
STUDIES ON PASTEURIZATION OF CRAB MEAT 
UNIV MD SEAFOOD PROCESSING LAB BULL 2 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FOODS, HEATING, PUBLIC HEALTH, SHELLFISH, BLUE CRAP 
1970 LOCKE LN ET AL 
AN OUTBREAK OF FOwL CHOLERA IN WATERFOWL ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J WILDLIFE DISEASE 6141,404-407 
DISTRIBUTION, WATERFOWL, WINTER 
1878 LOCKYER JN 
OYSTER BEDS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NATURE 18, 653 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 LOEB MJ 
STROBILATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA. I. 
THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE CHANGES ON STROBILATION AND GROWT 
H 
J EXP ZOOL 180, 279-292 
GROWTH RATES, REPRODUCTION, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE 
1973 LOEB ~J 
THE EFFECT OF LIGHT ON STROBILATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE 
CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRHA 
MAR BIOL 2012),144-147 
LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIGHT INrENSITY, SEA NETTLES, TEMPERATURE, SCYPHOZOA 
1973 LOEB MJ, BLANQUET RS 
FEEDING BEHAVIOR IN POLYPS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEA NETTLE, CHRYSAORA 
QUINQUECIRRHA IDESOR, 18481 
BIOL BULL 145111,150-158 
AMINO ACIDS, SEA NETTLES, FEEDING 
125 
1972 LOFTUS ME ET AL 
GROWTH AND DISSIPATION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN CHESAPEAKE BAY. 1. RESPONSE TO 
A LARGE PULSE Of RAINFAll 
CHES SCI 13(4),282-299 ICONTRIB 692, MCCOLLUM-PRATT INST, THE JOHNS 
HOPKINS UNIV I 
CHLOROPHYLL, DINOFLAGELLATES, DISTRIBUTION, GROWTH RATES, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
RAINFALL 
1948 LOHMAN KE 
MIDDLE MIOCENE DIATOMS FROM THE HAMMOND WELL 
MD DEP GEOL 1 MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 151-187 
DIATOMS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1973 LONGEST JW 
INVESTIGATION OF THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE INTERESTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AREA 
MD UNIV, WATER RESOURCES RES CENTER, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
ESTUARIES, MANAGEMENT, WATER RESOURCES 
1956 LONGwEll JR, STOTTS V 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE RECOVERY OF DIVING DUCKS BANDED IN THE MARYLAND 
PORTION OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SOUTHEASTERN ASS GAME AND FISH COMM, 12TH ANNU PROC, 285-291 ICHES BJOL 
LAB CONTRIB 1161 
DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILDI, MIGRATION, wATERFOWL 
1924 LONN E 
CONSERVATION OF THE PRODUCTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FED WOMEN'S CLUBS, CENTRAL IBALTIMOREJ DISTRICT, P.1-28 
CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
196~ LOOSANOFF VL 
THE AMERICAN OR EASTERN OYSTER 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, CIRC 205 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, NORTHEAST U.S., OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, 
PREDATION, REPRODUCTION 
1935 LOPINSKY H 
THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE RATE OF RESPIRATION OF LITTORINA 
IRRORATA 
MD UNIV ~S THESIS, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, WATER TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 LOVE COL WJ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
126 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, ~AT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SC.I AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, SURVEYS 
1972 LOVE WJ 
HYDRODYNAMIC CHANGES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121 1 118-121 
HYDRODYNAMICS, MANAGEMENT 
1967 LOVELACE TE ET AL 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
3ACTER!OL PROC 1967, 46 !ABSTRACT! 
BACTERIA, INVERTEBRATES, OYSTERS 
1968 LOVELACE TE ET AL 
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE COMMENSAL BACTERIAL FLORA OF CRASSOSTREA 
VIRGINICA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 58, 82-87 
BACTERIA, EASTERN ShORE iVA-MOl, OYSTERS 
1959 LOW S, STEWART RE 
THE PATUXENT RIVER 
~D CONSERV 36131,16-19 
NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
1928 LUCE RH 
SURVEY OF THE OYSTER BARS OF THE LOWER POTOMAC RIVER 
6TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP,,P.l27-148 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVfR, OYSTER SETTING 
1931 LUCE RH 
POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER AND FISH SURVEY 
MD CONSERV DEP. 30P. 
FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1877 LUGGER 0 
ADDITIONS TO LIST OF FISHES OF MARYLAND, PUBLISHED IN REPORT, JANUARY 1, 
1876 
IN MD CO~M FISH REP 1877, 57-94 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1878 LUGGER 0 
ADDITIONS TO LIST OF FISHES OF MARYLAND, PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED 
IN MD COMM FISH REP 1878, 107-125 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
1953 LUNZ GR 
A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON SOME EXPERIMENTS IN THE PRODUCTIO~ AND 
TRANSPLANTING OF SOUTH CAROLINA SEED OYSTERS TO CERTAIN WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE AREA 
GULF AND CARIBS FISH INST, PROC 5, 113-115 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, SOUTH CAROLINA 
1938 LYNN EV 
SPORT FISHING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
UNPUBLISHED MS, ENOCH PRATT FREE LIBRARY, BALTIMORE, MO., 9 PAGES 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, SPORT FISHING 
1973 MAIRS RL, CLARK OK 
REMOTE SENSING OF ESTUARINE CIRCULATION DYNAMICS 
AMER SOC PHOTOGRAM, J IPHOTOGRAM ENG) 39191,927-938 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, CIRCULATION, CURRENTS !WATER), DYE RELEASES, 
ESTUARIES, NORTH CAROLINA, PATUXENT RIVER, REMOTE SENSING 
1953 MALKIN OS 
BIOSTRATIGRAPHIC STUDY OF MIOCENE OSTRACODA OF NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
J PALEONTOL 27, 761-799 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, MIOCENE EPOCH, OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY, 
STRATIGRAPHY 
1966 MALLACK J ET AL 
MOSQUITO CONTROL IN MARYLAND 
MD STATE 8D AGR BULL 1 
MOSQUITOES, PEST CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1939 MALONEY J 
CHESAPEAKE ODYSSEY. AN 18-FT SAILBOAT FOLLOWS THE COURSE OF CAPT JOHN 
SMITH AROUND THIS SPACIOUS BAY OF HISTORY, COMMERCE, SEA FOOD, AND 
NAUTICAL LORE 
NAT GEOGR 
HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
128 
1952 MANNING JH 
SETTING OF OYSTER LARVAE AND SURVIVAL OF SPAT IN THE ST. MARY'S RIVER, 
MARYLAND, IN RELATION TO FOULING OF CULTCH 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 1952, 74-78 
CULTCH, LARVAE, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1954 MANNING JH, WHALEY HH 
DISTRIBUTION OF OYSTER LARVAE AND SPAT IN RELATION TO SOME ENVIRONMENTAL 
FACTORS IN A TIDAL ESTUARY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 45, 56-65 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1051 
DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER, SAINT MARY'S RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1956 MANNING JH, DUNNINGTON EA 
THE MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM FIS~ERY, A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONAL 
REPORT 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 46, 100-110 
CLAM INDUSTRY, DREDGING, 
1957 MANNING JH 
MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM INDUSTRY AND ITS EFFECTS ON TIDEWATER RESOURCES 
CHES BIOL LAB RESOURCE STUDY REP 11, 25P. 
CLAM INUUSTRY, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, SHELLFISH 
1958 MANNING JH, PFITlENMEYER HT 
THE MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM INDUSTRY, ITS POTENTIALS AND PROBLEMS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 48, 110-114 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 145) 
CLAM INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, 
1959 MANNING JH 
COMMERCIAL AND BIOLOGICAL USES OF THE MARYLAND SOFT CLAM DREDGE 
GULF AND CARIBBEAN FISH INST, PROC 12, 61-67 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 131) 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHING GEAR 
1960 MANNING JH, MCINTOSH KA 
EVALUATION OF A METHOD OF REDUCING THE POWERING REQUIREMENTS OF 
SOFT-SHELLED CLAM DREDGING 
CHES SCI 1111,12-20 ICONTRIB ~33, MARYLAND OEP RES AND EOUC, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CLAM INDUSTRY, OREDGING, FISHING GEAR, SHIPS 
1968 MANNING JH 
BAY FISHERIES RESOURCES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.91-101 
CLAM INDUSTRY, COMMERCIAL FISHING, CRAB INDUSTRY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1937 MANSFIELD WC 
A SPECIMEN OF CRASSATELITES FROM THE STMARY'S FORMATION OF MARYLAND 
WASH ACAD SCI J 27121,56-57 
PALEONTOLOGY, SAINT MARY'S RIVERo FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1964 MANSUETI AJ 
EARLY DEVELOPMENT Of THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA FLAVESCENS 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,46-66 ICONTRIB 258, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
PERCHES, MORPHOLOGY, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1967 MANSUETI AJo HARDY JD JR 
OEVELOPHENT OF FISHES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, AN ATLAS OF EGG, 
LARVAL, AND JUVENILE STAGES. PART I 
NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD IPORT CITY PRESS, BALTIMORE, MOl 
CARP, CATFISHES, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GARS, HERRINGS, JUVENILE 
FISHESo LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SUCKERS 
1950 MANSUETI R 
AN ECOLOGICAL AND DISTRIBUTIONAL STUDY OF THE FISHES OF THE PATUXENT 
RIVER WATERSHED, MARYLAND 
UNIV MD MS THESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1950 MANSUETI RJ 
EXTINCT AND VANISHING MAMMALS OF MARYLAND AND DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
~D NATUR 2011-2lo1-48 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MAMMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1953 MANSUETI RJ 1 SCHELTEMA RS 
SUMMARY OF FISH COLLECTIONS MADE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA OF MARYLAND 
AND VIRGINIA DURING OCTOBER, 1953 
MD DEP RES AND EDUCo CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD, FIELD SUMMARY 
FISH POPULATIONS, PHYLOGENY, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIO~S 
1954 MANSUETI R 
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NATURAL HISTORY OF CALVERT COUNTY 
ATLANTIC NATUR 10121 1 60-75 
AMPHIBIANS, BIRDS, FISH, INVERTEBRATES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PLANTS, TOPOGRAPHY 
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1955 MANSUETI RJ 
IMPORTANT POTOMAC RIVER FISHES RECORDED FROM MARINE AND FRESH WATERS 
BETWEEN POINT LOOKOUT, ST. MARY'S COUNTY, AND LITTLE FALLS, MONTGOMERY 
COUNTY ••• WITH A BIBLIOGRAPHY ••• 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC MS 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1955 MANSUETI R 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE STRIPED BASS IN MARYLAND WATERS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 11191,1-2 ISUPPL 31 
. 
ANADROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, STRIPED BASS 
1955 MANSUET! Ri LO~GWELL JR 
MARYLAND DUCKS, GEESE AND SWAN 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 12171,1-2 ISUPPL 8) 
DISTRIBUTJON, DUCKS IWILDlr GEESE IWILOI, SWANS 
1955 MANSUETI R 
~ARYLAND NATURAL RESOURCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
MARYLAND OEP RES AND EDUC, RESOURCE STUDY REP 7, l-27 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1955 MANSUETI R 
NATURAL HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SHAD IN MARYLAND WATERS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 111111,1-2 ISUPPL 41 
AMERICAN SHAD, ANADROMOUS FISH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE 
HISTORY STUDIES, 
1955 MANSUETI R 
THE SEA NETTLE, CHESAPEAKE BAY'S TROUBLESOME SUMMER JELLYFISH 
~D TIDEWATER NEWS 12131,1-2 
JELLYFISH, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SEA NETTLES 
1956 MANSUETI RJ, PAULY R 
AGE AND GROWTH OF THE NORTHERN HOGCHOKER, TRINECTES MACULATu>, IN THE 
PATUXENT RIVFRo MARYLAND 
COPEIA 195bl1lo60-b2 
AGING IBIOLOGICALlo FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
ALBINISM 
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1956 MANSUETI R 
COPPERHEADS AND RATTLESNAKES, THE ONLY VENOMOUS REPTILES OF MARYLAND 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 13111,1-2 ISUPPL 101 
DISTRIBUTION, SNAKES 
1956 MANSUETI R 
RECAPTURES OF TAGGED STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUM), CAUGHT IN 
DEEP WATER OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB RESOURCE STUDY REP 10 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1956 MANSU ET I RJ 
TERMITES OF THE SEA 
SKIPPER MAG 16191,27 AND 31 AND 32 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
195 7 MANSUET I RJ 
EIGHT-FOOT SHARK BLUNCERS INTO PATUXENT RIVER SEINE 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 13181,1 AND 4 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVER, SHARKS 
1957 MANSUETI RJ 
MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA BIOLOGISTS COOPERATE ON BAYwiDE FIS~-TRAWLING TRIP 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 13191,3 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS, TRAWLING 
1957 MANSUETI R ET AL 
PROGRESS REPORT ON RESULTS OF THE 1956 YELLOW PERCH TAGGING PROGRAM 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC REF 57-8 
CATCH, CHESTER RIVER, FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PERCHES, 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MO, TAGGING 
195B MANSUETI R 
A BRIEF BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF THE FISH AND FISHERIES OF 
THE LOWER SUSQUEHANNA RIVER REGION IN MARYLAND AND PENNSYLVANIA 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD. REF 58-40 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PENNSYLVANIA, SUSQUEHANNA 
RIVER 
1958 MANSUETI R, MURPHY G 
BIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT POTOMAC RIVER FIN-FISHERIES 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 58-22 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, POTOMAC 
RIVER 
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1958 MANSUETI R 
EGGS, LARVAE AND YOUNG OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 112 
FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, 
PATUXENT RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1958 MANSUET I R 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANAL SPINES AND SOFT-RAYS IN YOUNG STRIPED BASS, 
ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 113 
FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH STAGES, STRIPED BASS 
1958 MANSU ET I RJ 
THE HICKORY SHAD UNMASKED 
NATURE 51171,351-354 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1959 MANSUETI R 
THE PATUXENT ESTUARY 
~D CONSERV 36131,20-24 
ESTUARIES, NATURAL RESOURCES, PATUXENT RIVER 
1960 MANSUET I RJ 
AN UNUSUALLY LARGE PUGHEADED STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS, FROM 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1121,111-113 ICONTRIB 150, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1960 MANSU ET I RJ 
COMMENTS ON THE ROUGHTAIL STINGRAY, DASYATIS CENTROURA, IN MARYLAND 
WATERS 
CHES SCI 111),76-77 ICONTRIB 143, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUCt SOLOMONS, MOl 
FISH POPULATIONS, RAYS 
1960 MANSUETI R 
COMPARISON OF THE MOVEMENTS OF STOCKED AND RESIDENT YELLOW PERCH, PERCA 
FLAVENSCENS, IN TRIBUTARIES OP CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1, 21-35 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
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1960 MANSUETI R, WALLACE OH 
NOTES ON THE SOFT-SHELL TURTLE ITRIONYXJ IN MARYLAND WATERS 
CHES SCI 1111 1 71-72 ICONTRIB 140, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MDI 
TURTLES 
1960 MANSUETI RJ 
RESTRICTION Of VERY YOUNG RED DRUM, SCIAENOPS OCELLATA, TO SHALLOW 
ESTUARINE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING LATE AUTUMN 
CHES SCI 113 AND 41,207-210 ICONTRIB 167, MARYLAND OEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
l9o0 MANSUETI RJ 
SELECTION OF BODY SITE FOR SCALE SAMPLES IN THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS 
AMERICANUS 
CHES SCI 1121 1 103-109 ICONTRIB 148, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLG~CNS, 
MOl 
AGING IBIOLOGICALir FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, FISH SCALES 
1960 MANSUETI RJ 
THE OCCURRENCE OF T~E ROUGH SCAD, TRACHURUS LATHAMI, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI !(21,117-118 ICONTRIB 154, MARYLAND OEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1961 MANSUETI RJ 
AGE, GROWTH AND MOVEMENTS OF THE STRIPED BASS ••• TAKEN IN SIZE SELECTIVE 
FISHING GEAR IN MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 2, 9-36 
FISHING GEAR, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1961 MANSUETI RJ 
EFFECTS OF CIVILIZATION ON STRIPED BASS AND OTHER ESTUARINE BIOTA IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
GULF AND CARRIBEAN FISH INST, 14TH ANNU PROC, P.ll0-136 
BIOTA, DREDGING, EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, 
MORTALITY, STRIPED BASS, WATER POLLUTION 
1961 MANSUETI RJ, MURPHY GJ 
FURTHER RETURNS OF STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILISr TAGGED FROM DEEP WATER 
DURING WINTER IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 213 AND 41,209-212 ICONTRIB 189, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, STRIPED BASS 
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1961 MANSUETI RJ 
MOVEMENTS, REPRODUCTION, AND MORTALITY OF THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS 
AMERICANUS, IN THE PATUXENT ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 213 AND 4),142-205 ICONTRIB 187, N~TUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV 
MARYLAND) 
FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, 
PERCHES, REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1961 MANSUETI RJ ET AL 
THE STRIPED BASS SPORT FISHERY SURVEY IN THE LOWER POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.45-47 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
1961 ~ANSUETI RJ 
WATE~FO~l PREDATION BY AND RECORDS OF THE GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING WINTER AND SPRiNG 
CHES SCI 211 AND 21,102-104 ICONTRIB 182, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
GULLS, PREDATION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTIO~, WATERFOWL 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
A 20-INCH STRiPED MULLET, MUGIL CEPHAllJS. WITH TWO ANAL SPINES TAKEN IN 
wiNTER FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3!21,135-137 ICONTRIB 203, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
HIOL LAB, SOLOMONS MOl 
FISH POPULATIONS, MULLETS, SEASONAL DiSTRIBUTION 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
CALLICO CRAB, OVALIPES C. OCELLATUS IN MID-CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3121,129-130 ICONTRIB 198, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD) 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL, NEWLY METAMORPHOSED SEA LAMPREYS, PETROMYZON 
~AR!NUS, AND THEIR PARASITISM ON MENHADEN, BREVOOTIA TYRANNUS, IN 
MID-CHESAPEAKE BAY CURING WINTER MONTHS 
CHES SCI 3121,137-139 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, FISH POPULATIONS, LAMPREYS, PARASITISM, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1962 MANSUETI RJ 
EGGS, LARVAE, AND YOUNG OF THE HICKORY SHAD, ALDSA MEDIOCRIS, WITH 
COMMENTS ON ITS ECOLOGY IN THE ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 3131,173-205 ICONTRIB 222, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH FGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SPAWNING 
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1962 MANSUETI RJ, MANSUETI AJ 
LITTLE TUNA, EUTHYNNUS ALLETTERATUS, IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
MARYLAND, WITH AN ILLUSTRATION OF ITS SKELETON 
CHES SCI 3(4),257-263 ICONTRIB 221, NATUR RESOURCES INST, U~IV MD, 
SOLOMONS! 
FISH POPULATIONS, OSTEOLOGY 
1962 MANSUET I RJ 
THE ATLANTIC BONITO, SARDA SARDA, IN NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY, AND 
COMMENTS ON THE SEASIDE FISHERY OF MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3111,47-49 ICONTRIB 190, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MU, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
1963 MANSUETI RJ, HOLLIS EH 
STRIPED BASS IN MARYLAND TIDEWATER 
NATUR RESOURCES INST EDUC SER 61 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1963 MANSUETI R 
SYMBIOTIC BEHAVIOR BETWEEN SMALL FISHES AND JELLYFISHES, WITH NEW DATA ON 
THAT BETWEEN THE STROMATEIO, PEPRILUS ALEPIDOTuS AND THE SCYPHOMEDUSA, 
CHRYSAORA QUINQUECIRRhA 
COPEIA 1963, 40-80 
SEA NETTLES, SYMBIOSIS, SCYPHOZOA 
19b4 MANSUETI RJ 
EGGS, LARVAE, AND YOUNG OF THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS, WITH 
COMMENTS ON ITS ECOLOGY IN THE ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 511 AND 21,3-45. !CONTRIB 236, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS) 
ECOLOGY, FISH EGGS, FISh POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, LARVAE, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PERCHES 
1973 MARASCO RJ 
AN APPRAISAL OF THE ALTERNATIVE EARNING POWER OF THE MARYLAND OYSTERMEN 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 63, 47-52 
OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1972 MARCUS EB 
NOTES ON SOME OPISTHOBRANCH GASTROPODS FROM THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13141,300-317 
DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS 
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1967 MARDEN L 
THE SAILING OYSTERMEN OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT GEOGR 132, 798-819 
BOATS, HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1974 MARKS CH, CARGO DG 
FIELD TESTS OF A BUBBLE SCREEN SEA NETTLE BARRIER 
MAR TECH SOC, J 8!31,33-39 
JELLYFISH, SEA NETTLES, SUMMER 
1968 MARKS JW, VILLA 0 JR 
NUTRIENT DATA ON SEDIMENT SAMPLES OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB, DATA REP 11 
BOTTOM SEUIMENTS, ChEMICAL ANALYSIS, NUTRIENTS, POTOMAC RIVER, SAMPLING 
1968 MARKS JW ET AL 
WATER QUALITY SURVEY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE VICINITY OF SANDY POINT 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB DATA REP 13 
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE 
DATA COLLECTIONS 
1969 MARKS JW, VILLA A JR 
WATER QUALITY SURVEY OF THE HEAD OF CHESAPEAKE BAY -- MARYLAND 
TRIBUTARIES 
CHES TECH SUPPORT LAB DATA REP 12 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, ESTUARIES, EUTROPHICATION, NUTRIENTS 
1882 MARCUETTE GR 
EXTRAORDINARY FLOODS IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U. S • F I S H C 0 M M BULL 1 , 2 58 
FLOODS, HISTORIC FLOOD, POTOMAC RIVER 
1953 MARRIOTT JL 
OBSERVATION ON THE INSHORE DISTRIBUTION, SEASONAL ABUNDANCE AND BIOLOGY 
CF SHRIMP IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE GENUS 
PALAEMCNETES 
UNIV MD THESIS, 32 P. 
BIOLOGY, ECOLOGY, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SPAWNING SHRIMP 
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1966 MARSHALL HG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON ALONG A 140 MILE TRANSECT IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VA J SCI 17, 105-119 
DJSTRIBUTIONt PHYTOPLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1938 MARYE WB 
REPORT OF THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER EXPEDITION, SHELL HEAPS ON THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
ANDOVER PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
GEOLOGY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 MARYLAND ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GROUP 
POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM, MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL PDLLUTIU~, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1944 MARYLAND BOARD Of NATURAL RESOURCES 
MARYLAND LAWS GOVERNING THE BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATED 
DEPARTMENTS, WITH INTERSTATE COMPACTS ON NATURAL RESOURCES 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 3 
LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOu~CES 
1953 MARYLAND BOARD OF NATURAL RESOURCFS 
THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES OF MARYLAND (A REPORT TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ~c 
MARYLAND) 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EOUC SER 30 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH, MANAGEMENT, OYSTERS, BLUE CRAB 
1923 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1924 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE UF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
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1925 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1926 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTME~T 
FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1927 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATIO~ DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOv~CES 
1928 ~ARYLANO CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, ~ATURAL RESOURCES 
1929 MARYLAND CONS~RVATION DEPART~E~T 
SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT Of THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
PALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL ~ESOURCES 
1930 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
~ARYL AND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1931 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF TrE CONSERVATION UEPARTMENT OF THE STATF OF 
~ARYLANO 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATICN, NATURAL RESOURCES 
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1932 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
TENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1933 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
ELEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1934 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
TwELFTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1935 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CO~SERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1936 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
FOURTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1937 MARYLAND CONSERVATION CEPARTME~T 
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1938 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
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1939 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATIO~ DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1940 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1941 MARYLAND CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
NINETEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE OF 
MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
CONSERVATION, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1953 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATI8N 
MARYLAND'S SUNKEN TREASURE 
MD DEP EOUC, CONSERV SER 2 
CYSTER I~OUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1~44 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES 
SUMMARY OF RECORDS OF SURFACE WATERS OF M~RYLAND AND THE POTOMAC RIVER 
BASIN 1892-1943 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 1 
DISCHARGE (WATER), GAGING STATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PATAPSCO 
RIVER,MO, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SOUTH RIVER,MD, STREAMFLOW, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1949 MAKYLAND DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY 
SHORE EROSION IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
BULL STATE OF MARYLAND BOARD OF NATUR RESOURCES. WAVERLY PRESS. BALTIMORE, 
MD 
BEACHES, BULKHEADS, EROSION CONTROL, MEASUREMENT, SHORE PROTECTION 
1972 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
GUIDE FOR CRUISING MARYLAND WATERS, THE ORIGINAL SMAll CRAFT MARINE ATLAS 
STATE OFFICE BUILDING, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
BOATING, NAVIGABLE WATERS 
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1944 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 
MARYLAND TIDEWATER NEWS 
NEWSLETTER PUBliSHED MONTHLY FROM 1944-1959 
BIOTA, COMMERCIAL FISH, 
1948 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF RESEARCH AND EDUCATION 
EFFECTS OF UNDERWATER EXPLOSIONS ON OYSTERS, CRABS AND FISH, A 
PRELIMINARY REPORT 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 70 
BIOTA, CRABS, EXPLOSIONS, FISH, MORTALITY, OYSTERS 
1970 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 
SCENIC RIVERS IN MARYLAND 
REP OF THE SCENIC RIVERS REVIEW BOARD PUBL 161 
RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 
INTEGRITY Of THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COMPR PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROJ MD P-92, BALTIMORE, MD 
ECOLOGY, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER SUPPLY 
1972 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE PLANNING 
MARYLAND CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
COMPR PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROJ MD P-87, BALTIMORE, MO 
ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT, PLANNING, TRANSPORTATION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
1948 MARYLAND DEPARTMENT OF TIDEWATER FISHERIES 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE OYSTER PROBLEMS OF MARYLAND 
STATE OF MARYLAND 
MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1876 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1876 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1877 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT Of COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1877 
BALTIMORE, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1878 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIO~ER 
REPCRT OF CO~MISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1878 
BALTIMORE, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1879 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF CO~MISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1879 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1880 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
OEVELGPMENT OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
MD FISH COMM APPT REP, JANUARY, 1880, P.l-81 
CYSTER INDUST~Y, DY~r~RS, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIFW 
1880 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1880 
ANNAPOLIS, MC 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FIS~ERIES, UNAVAILABLE FUR REVIEW 
1881 MARYLAND FIS~ COMMISSIONER 
REPCKT OF ECONOMICS OF flSH OF MARYLA~O, JA~UARY 1881 
HAGERSTOWN, ~D 
ECONOMICS, FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1882 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1882 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FIShERIES, UNA~AILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1883 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPCRT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1883 
HAGERSTOWN, MD 
FINFISH I~DUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1897 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF CO~MISSIONER OF FIS~ OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1896-1897 
BALTIMORE, ~0 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1901 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF FISH OF MARYLAND, JANUARY, 1900-1901 
BALTIMORE, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1911 MARYLAND FISH COMMISSIONER 
HATCHING OPERATIONS FOR THE COMMISSIONER OF FISH FOR EASTERN SHORE 
1910-1911 
IN MD FISH COMM REP 1910-1911, BALTIMORE, MD, P.Z0-36 
EASTERN SHORE !VA-MDI, FISH HATCHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 MARYLAND GAME AND INLAND FISH COMMISSION 
SYNOPSIS OF FISH LAWS- STATE OF MARYLAND, AND REGULATIONS ADOPTED ••• 
BALTIMORE, MD 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, LEGISLATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1884 MARYLAND OYSTER COMMISSION 
REPORT OF THE OYSTER COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND, JANUARY 1884 
JAMES YOUNG, STATE PRINTER, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
BEDS UNDER WATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1907 MARYLAND SHELLFISH COMMISSION 
FIRST REPORT OF SHELLFISH COMMISSION OF MARYLAND 
BALTIMORE, MD 
FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1915 MARYLAND SHELLFISH COMMISSION 
MARYLAND SHELLFISH COMMISSION REPORTS 
1906-1915 1 BALTIMORE, MD 
FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1935 MARYLAND STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
CONSERVATION PROBLEMS IN MARYLAND 
MD STATE PLANNING COMM, SUB-COMM ON CONSERV MS 
MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1874 MARYLAND TIDEWATER FISHERIES DEPARTMENT 
REPORT OF THE COMMANDER OF THE OYSTER, FISH AND WATERFOWL OF MAKYLANO 
MD TIDEWATER FISH DEP 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1974 MARYLAND UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND ESTUARINE STUDIES 
STATUS OF PROJECTS ANC PROGRAMS OF THE CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND 
FSTUARINE STUDIES ••• 
UNIV MD REF 74-16 
PROJECT PURPOSES, PROJECTS, RESEARCH FACILITIES 
1967 MARYLAND WATER RESOURCES COMMISSION AND DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES 
GENERAL WATER OUALITY CRITERIA AND SPECIFIC WATER QUALITY STANDARDS FOR 
ALL MARYLAND WATERS 
WATER RESOURCES REGULATION 4.8, 29P. 
LEGAL ASPECTS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, wATER QUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 MASON J 
RECORD OF SHAD HATCHING OPERATIONS CONDUCTED AT FREESTONE, VIRGINIA, ON 
THE POTO~AC RIVER FROM MAY 15, 1875 TO MAY 25, 1875, AN ACCOUNT OF U.S. 
FISH COMMISSION 
~D FISH COMM REP 56 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1890 MASON OT 
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF TH~ POTOMAC TIDE-WATER REGIO~ 
u.S. NAT MUS, PROC 12, 367-370 
HISTORY, PCTQMAC RIVER 
1957 MASSMANN WH 
~EW AND RECENT RECORDS FOR FISHES I~ CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA 121, 156-157 lVI~S CO~TRIB 711 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, MARlNE FISH 
1960 MASS MANN WH 
ADDITIONAL RECORDS FOR NEW FISHES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEIA l1l, 70 !VIMS CONTRIB 90) 
DISTRIBUTION, FISh POflULATIO~S, MARJI'·olE FISH 
1961 MASSMANN WH 
A POTOMAC RIVER SHAD FISHERY, 1814-1824 
CHES SCI 2!1 A~D 21,76-81 IVIMS CONTRI~ 981 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER 
1971 MASSMANN WH 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AN ESTUARY ON THE BIOLOGY OF AQUATIC ORGANISMS OF THE 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION 
A SYMfl uN THF BIOL SIGNIFICANCE OF ESTUARIES. SPORT FISH lNST. DOUGLAS PA, 
STROUN RH, EDITORS. P. 96-109 
BIOLOGY, DREDGING, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY, WILDLIFE 
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1946 MATHER B 
LIMULUS POLYPHEMUS - THE KING CRABS 
MD, A J NATUR HIST 16131,47-53 
CRABS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
1897 MATHEWS EB 
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND CARTOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND, INCLUDING PUBLICATIONS RELATING 
TO THE PHYSIOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, AND MINERAL RESOURCES 
MD GEOL SURV PT 4111,229-332 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, GEOLOGY, MAPS, MINERALOGY, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 MATHEWS EB, NELSON WA 
REPORT ON THE MARKING OF THE BOUNDARY LINE ALONG THE POTOMAC RIVER IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AWARD OF 1877 
WAVERLY PRESS INC, BALTIMORE, MD 
BOUNDARIES ISURFACESJ, BOUNDARY DISPUTES, HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, POTOMAC 
RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1969 MATHIESON A, FULLER SW 
A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE ~ENTHONIC MARINE ALGAE OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
RHODORA 71, 524-534 
BENTHIC FLORA, MARINE ALGAE, PATUXENT RIVER 
1950 MAXFIELD GH 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS 1948 AND 1949 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 24 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
1974 MCCARTHY JJ ET AL 
SIGNIFICANCE OF NANOPLANKTON IN THE CHFSAPEAKE AAY ESTUARY AND PROBLEMS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE MEASUREMENT OF NANOPLANKTON PRODUCTIVITY 
MAR BJOL 2411),7-16 
BIOMASS, NANNOPLANKTON, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, PHYTOPLANKTON, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING, VIRGINIA 
1945 MCCAULEY RH JR 
THE REPTILES OF MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
PRIVATE PUBL, HAGERSTOWN, MD 
DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, REPTILES, SYSTEMATICS 
146 
1961 MCCOMAS JR 
WATER QUALITY IN THE TIDAL POTOMAC 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLONIAL BEACH, VA, P.27-28 
POTOMAC RIVER, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER QUALITY 
1885 MCDONALD M 
EFFECT OF WASTE PRODUCTS FROM PAGE'S AMMONIACAL WORKS UPON YOUNG SHAD FRY 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 313-314 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1885 MCDCNALD M 
FLUCTUATIONS OF WATER TEMPERATURE IN THE CHESAPEAKE REGiON 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 1883, 1034 
POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1885 MCDONALD M 
REPORT UF SHAD PROPAGATION ON THE PJTOMAC RIVER DURING THE SEASON OF 1885 
U.S. FISH CO~M BULL 5, 369-385 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHFRIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
1885 MCDONALD M 
REPORT ON THF POLLUTION OF THE POTOMAC RIVER BY THE DISCHARGE OF WASTE 
PRODUCTS FROM GAS MANUFACTURE 
U.S. FISH CCMM BULL 5, 125-126 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION 
18B7 MCOC.._ALD M 
DISTRIBUTION OF SHAG FRY DURING 1886 
U.S. FISH CCNIM BULL FOR 1886, 6, 302 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRibUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, UNITED 
STATES 
1887 ~1COGNALO M 
REPCRT OF SHAD DISTRIBUTION FOR 188b 
U.S. FISH CC'MM BULL FOR 1886, 6, 427-412 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH PUPuLATIONS, UNITED STATES 
1887 II'Cl)CNALD M 
REPORT OF SHAD PROPAGATION 0~ THE POTOMAC RIVER OURI~G THE SEASO~ OF 1886 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FCR 1886, 6, 436-438 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SPAWNING 
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1887 MCDONALD M 
REPORT ON DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND EGGS BY THE U.S. FISH CO~MISSION FOR 
THE SEASON OF 1885-86 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1886, 6, 385-394 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, UNITED STATES 
1887 MCDONALD M 
THE FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES 
IN THE FISHERIES AND FISHING INDUSTRIES OF THE U.S. BY G.B. GOODE, SEC. 5, 
637-654 
FISHERIES, HISTORY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1964 MCERLEAN AJ 
CHARACTERISTICS OF MACOMA BALTHICA POPULATIONS IN THE MIDDLE PhTUXENT 
ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 5141 1 200-208 ICONTRIB 274, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SIZE 
1970 MCERLEAN AJ, HOWARD J 
PHOTOGRAPHIC METHOD FOR SURVEYING CLAM POPULATIONS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 61, 91-94 I~ATUR RESOURCES INST CO~TRIR 439) 
CLAMS, PHOTOGRAPHY, SAMPLING 
1971 MCERLEAN AJ 1 BRINKLEY HJ 
TEMPERATURE TOLERANCE AND THYROID ACTIVITY OF THE WHITE PERCH ROCCUS 
tMORONEI AMERICANUSI 
J FISH BIOL 3 1 97-114 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 4311 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ, KERBY C 
BIOTA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY--INTRODUCTION 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLI 1 S4-S7 ICONTRIB 503, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI !REF 
72-1A, OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTI 
BIOTA, 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CHES SCI l31SUPPL1 1 S8-S16 ICONTRIB 504 NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI !REF 
72-1B 1 OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTI IVIMS CONTRIB 4791 
BENTHOS, BIOTA, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
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1972 MCERLEAN AJ, KERBY C 
DISCUSSION OF TAXA ANC SPECIAL EFFECTS SUMMAR1ES 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLI,S64-S66 ICONTRIB 507, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
CREF 72-1E, OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, SMITHSONIAN INSTI 
A lOT A, 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
DISCUSSICN OF THE STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING SAMPLING VARIATION, 
PHYSIOLOGIC TOLERANCES AND POSSIBLE CHANGE CRITERIA FOR BAY ORGANISMS 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLI,S42-S54 
AQUATIC POPUL AT IO"JS, 8 IOTA, SAMPL lNG 
1972 MCERLEAN AJ ET AL 
SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS OF THE BIOTA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI l31SUPPL),S55-S63 ICONTRIB 506, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
!REF 72-10, OCEANOGR LIMNOL PROGRAM, S~!THSON!AN !NSTl 
BIOTA, 
1973 MCERLEA~ AJ ET AL 
ABUNDANCE, DIVERSITY A"JD SEASONAL PATTFRNS OF ESTuARINE FISH POPULATIONS 
ESTUARINE AND COASTAL MAR SCI 1111,19-36 
ELECT~IC ~CWER PRODUCTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, STEEL 
1953 MCGARY JW, KINSMAN B 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY A~EA 
CHES BAY INST INSHORE SURV PROGRAM INTERIM REP 18 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROGRAPHY, HYDROLOGY, MORPHOLOGY 
1953 MCGARY JW, SEILING FN 
CHE~ICAL AND PHYSICAL DATA, CHINCOTEAGUE BAY AREA, JULY 1943 TO JUNE 1953 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, CHES BAY INST DATA REP 15 
EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MCI, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1888 MCGEE WJ 
THE GEOLOGY OF THE HEAD OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. GEOL SURV, AN'IIU REP 7, 537~646 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, 
TOPOGRAPHY 
1951 MCKEE PW 
••• POLUTION CONTROL ON POTOMAC 
MD SPORTSMAN 91111,1 AND 3 
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POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION CONTROL, UNAVAILABLE FOR RFVIEW 
1972 MCKEWEN TO 
HUMAN WASTES AND THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121,157-161 
INDUSTRIAL WASTES, RUfiiGFF, SEDIMENTATION, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEwAGE 
TREATMENT, WATER POLLUTION, WATE~ QUALITY 
1936 MCLEAN RA 
A NEW DEEP-WATER LUCINA FROM OFF MARYLINO 
NAUTILUS 49(31, 87 
AQUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 MCLEAN RI 
CHLORINE TOLERANCE OF T~E COLONIAL HYDROID BIMERIA FRANCISCANA 
CHES SCI 13131,229-230 
CHLORINATION, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIOf\1, HYDROZOA, MORTAL!TY, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POwER PLANTS 
1959 MCMAHON JW 
MONCGENETIC TREMATOCES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
196 3 MCMAHON JW 
MONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 1. THE 
SUPERFAMILJES CAPSALOIDA PRICE, 1936 A~D DICLIDDPHOROIDA PRICE, 1936 
CHES SCI 4, 151-160 tVIMS CONTRIB 1531 
FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1964 MCMAHON JW 
MONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES. PART 2. THE 
SUPERFAMILY OICLIDOPHOROIDEA 
CHES SCI 5 1 124-133 IVIMS CONTRIB 161) 
FISH PARASITES, TREMATODES 
1953 MCfiiALLY T 
FISH KILLS OBSERVED OFF GIBSON ISLA"lD, SPARil.OWS POit-.IT, AND LOWER POTOMAC 
RIVER AREA 
BALTIMORE EVE"liNG SUIII, JUIIIE 7, 1953 
FISH POPULATIONS, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEh 
150 
1852 MCSHERRY J 
A HISTORY OF MARYLAND FRO~ ITS SETTLEMENT IN 1634 TO THE YEAR 1848 WITH 
AN ACCOUNT OF ITS FIRST DISCOVERY AND THE VARIOUS EXPLORATIONS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY ••• 
JOHN MURPHY CO., BALTIMORE, MO. 4181'. 
HISTORY, UNAVAILAHLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 MCWILLIAMS WJ 
THE COMPACTS Af\10 THE RIVER 
I~TERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, 1961, AT 
COLON! AL BEACH, VA, P .5-21 
HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1063 MEA~LEY 8, WEBB JS 
NESTING ECOLOGY AND REPRODUCTIV~ RATE OF THE RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD IN 
TIDAL MARSHES OF THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
CHES SCI 412!,90-100 
BIRDS, BREEDING, NESTING, REPRODUCTION 
1965 MEANLEY e 
EARLY-FALL FOOD AND HABITAT OF THE SORA IN THE PATUXENT RIVER MARSH, 
~ARYLANU 
C~ES SCI 6(4),235-237 
FOOD HABITS, HABITATS, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, PATUXENT RIVER, WATERFOWL 
1968 MEKCER WO 
TAXONOMIC AND ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE FLORA OF CALVERT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
UNIV MD ~S THESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PLANTS, SOILS, SYSTEMATICS, TREES 
1~59 MEKEOITH WG, SCHwARTZ FJ 
THE CRAYFISHES OF MARYLAND 
MD TIDEwATER NEWS 15(1),1-2 ISUPPL l2l 
CRAYFISH, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1966 MERRILL AS, BOSS KJ 
BENTHIC ECOLOGY AND FAUNAL CHANGE RELATING TO OYSTERS FROM A DEEP BASIN 
IN THE LOWER PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 56, 81-87 
BENTHIC FAUNA, DEEP-WATER HABITATS, GROwTH RATES, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER 
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1969 MERRILL AS, HANKS RW 
THE BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY AT OXFORD, 
MARYLAND, MEETING THE PROBLEMS OF SHELLFISHERIES 
ASB BULL 1614),103-106 
FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SHELLFISH 
1941 MERRIMAN D 
STUDIES ON THE STRIPED ~ASS IROCCUS SAXATILISl OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, FISH BULL 501351,1-77 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH PARASITES, FOOD HABITS, GROhTH RATES, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, SPAWNI~G, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1973 METZGAR RG 
wETLANDS IN MARYLANC 
MD DEP STATE PLANNING PUBL 157 
ECOlOGY, ECONOMICS, GROUNDWATER, LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANDS 
1962 MEYERS CD, MUNCY RJ 
SUMMER FOOD AND GROWTH OF CHAIN PICKEREL, ESOX NIGER, IN BRACKISH WATERS 
OF THE SEVERN RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3121 9 125-128 ICONTRIB 2D2, NATUR RESOURCES INST, U~IV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS) 
FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, SEVERN ~IVER,MD, FEEDING 
1953 MIDDLETON AP 
TOBACCO COAST--A MARITIME HISTORY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE COLONIAL 
PERIOD 
MARINERS' MUSEUM, NEWPORT NEWS, VA 
HISTORY 
1967 MIERS ES 
THE DROWNED RIVER, THE STORY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, AN ESSAY 
THE CURTIS PAPER CO., NEWARK, DELAWARE 
ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, HISTORY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1969 MIHURSKY JA 
ON USING INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WASTES IN AQUACULTURE 
AGR ENG, NOV 1969, 667-669 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 3951 
AQUICULTURE, ECONOMICS, FISH, PRODUCTIVITY, SHELLFISH, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
WASTE DISPOSAL 
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1963 MlHURSKY JA 
PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY STUDY WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE EFFECTS OF 
HEATED STEAM-ELECTRIC STATION CONDENSER WATER UPON ESTUARINE ECOLOGY 
MD UNIV, NATUR RESOURCES INST PUBL 
ElECTRIC PCWER PRODUCTION, ESTUARIES, HEATED WATER, PATUXENT RIVER, 
THERMAl POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 MILLER RJ, WILLIAMS RB 
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS AND FOOD SUPPLIES OF CTENOPHORES AND JELLYFISH IN THE 
PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY 
CHES SCI 1314),328-331 
BICMASS, CTENOPHORES, JELLYFISH, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, PREDATION 
1~47 Ml LLER TM 
UTILIZATION PLAN MARYLAND MARINE PRODUCTS 
~D DE P RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 14 
ECONOMICS, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOU~<CES 
1876 Ml LNER JW 
REPCRT OF THE TRIANA TRIP 
U.S. FISH COMM REP FOR 1873-4 AND 1874-5, PART 3, 351-62 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER 
1879 MILNER Jw 
THE WCRK OF SHAD HATCHING ON THE HEAD WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 1878, 87-89 
AMERICAf'< :,HAD, FISH HATCHERIES, 
1968 MIZFJFWSKI GJ, RAMM GM 
CARBON PARTICLE UPTAKE BY MACROPHAGE$ IN THE OVARY AND THYROID OF 
FUNDULUS DURING VARIOUS SEASONAL CYCLES 
CHES SCI ~141,233-237 
CARBON, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, KILLIFISHES, PATUXENT RIVER, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1972 MOORE CJ, FRISBIE CM 
A WINTFR SPORT FISHING SURVEY IN A wARM WATER DISCHARGE OF A STEAM 
ELECTRIC STATION ON THE PATUXrNT RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 13121,110-115 
CREEL CENSUS, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SPORT FIShiNG, STEAM 
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1972 MOORE CJ, POSEY CR SR 
FIRST RECORDS OF SINISTRALITY IN THE HOGCHOKER, TRINECTES MACULATUS 
!BLOCH AND SCHNEIDER), AND PARTIAL ALBINISM WITHIN A REVERSED AMERICAN 
HETEROSTOMATE 
CHES SCI 13141,324-325 
FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, ALBINISM 
1973 MOORE CJ ET AL 
A SPORT FISHING SURVEY IN THE VICINITY OF A STREAM ELECTRIC STATION ON 
THE PATUXENT ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 14131,160-170 ICONTRIB 545, NATUR RESOURCES lNST, UN!V MD! 
CRABS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, FISH POPULATiONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT 
FISHING, STEAM TURBINES, THERMAL WATER 
1969 MORGAN RP II, STROSS RG 
DESTRUCTION OF PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE COOLING WATER SUPPLY OF A STEAM 
ElECTRIC STATION 
CHES SCI 10, 165-171 ICONTRIB 399, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
COOLING WATER, ElECTRIC POWERPLA~TS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
1969 MORGAN RP II 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BLOOD OF STRIPED BASS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 69-42 
CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1970 MORGAN RP II 
INVESTIGATIONS ON THE BLOOD OF STRIPED BASS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST REF 70-4 
CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS 
1972 MORGAN RP II ET Al 
ALBUMIN POLYMORPHISM IN THE WHITE PERCH, MORONE AMERICANA 
CHES SCI 13(11,66-68 ICONTRIB 475, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES, PROTEINS 
1973 MORGAN RP II 
MARKING FISH EGGS WITH BIOLOGICAL STAINS 
CHES SCI 14141,303-305 INATUR RESOURCES INST, UN!V MD, CONTRIB 557) 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, TAGGING 
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1973 MORGAN RP II 
SUBLETHAL EFFECTS OF BALTIMORE HARBOR WATER ON THE WHITE PERCH, MORONE 
AMERICANA, AND THE HOGCHOKER, TRINECTES MACULATUS 
CHES SCI 14111,17-27 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 5241 
BIOASSAY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATAPSCU RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER 
QUALITY, WHITE PERCH 
1911 MORRIS GS 
DOWN THE POCOMOKE 
CASSINIA 15, 35-39 
EASTERN SHCRE IVA-MDI, NAVIGABLE WATERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1944 MORSE DC 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE FOOD AND FEEDING OF OYSTERS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., JUNE 1944 
FOOD HABITS, OYSTERS, FEEDING 
1947 MORSE DC 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN PLA~KTDN POPULATION, PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBLICATION 65,1-31 
ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, PHYTOPLANKTON, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1971 MULFORD RA 
AN ANNUAL PLANKTON CYCLE ON THE POTOMAC RIVER IN THE VICINITY OF THE 
MORGANTOWN STEAM ELECTRIC STATION 
ACAD NATUR SCI SPEC SCI REP 40. 21P. 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, POWER PLANTS, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 MULFORD RA 
AN ANNUAL PLANKTON CYCLE ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE VICINITY OF CALVERT 
CLIFFS, MARYLANO, JUNE 1969 - MAY, 1970 
ACAD NATUR SCI PHILA 124(31,17-40 
AQUATIC MICROORGANISMS, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, THERMAL POLLUTION, ZOOPLANKTON 
1972 MULFORD RA 
PHYTOPLANKTON OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S74-S75 
PHYTOPLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
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1959 MUNCY RJ 
EVALUATION OF THE YELLOW PERCH HATCHERY PROGRAM IN MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB RESOURCE STUDY REP 15 
FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1963 MUNCY RJ 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA FLAVESCENS, I~ ESTUARINE WATERS 
OF SEVERN RIVER, A TRIBUTARY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3(3),143-159 ICONTRIB 210, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDJ 
DISTRIBUTION, FECUNDITY, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATFS, 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SPAWNING, 
LENGTH-FRECUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1972 MUNSON TO, HUGGETT RJ 
CURRENT STATUS OF RESEARCH ON THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF PESTICIDES IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S154-S156 IVIMS CONTRIB 486J 
BIOTA, PESTICIDES 
1960 MURPHY GJ 
COMMERCIAL FISHERIES CATCH STATISTICS OF MAJOR SPECIES LANDED IN 
WORCHESTER COUNTY, MARYLAND 1890-1958 
MD DEP RES EDUC REF 60-5 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, EASTERN SHORE !VA-MDJ, FINFISH INDUSTRY, 
FISHERIES, SHELLFIS~ 
1957 MURPHY JJ 
SALINITY STUDIES IN ESTUARIES OF THE EASTERN SHORE 
MD OEP GEOL, MINES ANC WATER RESOURCES BULL 18, 426-440 
EASTERN SHORE (VA-MCJ, SALINITY, SURFACE WATERS, TIDES, WATER QUALITY 
1959 MURTHY GK ET AL 
ZINC-65 IN FOODS 
SCIENCE 130!33841,1255-1256 
FOODS, OYSTERS, RADIOACTIVITY, ZINC 
1972 MUSICK JA, WILEY ML 
FISHES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLJ,S121-S122 !CONTRIB 512, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~OJ 
IVIMS CONTRIB 485J 
FISH POPULATIONS 
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1937 NASH CB 
A PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE PATUXE~T RIVER WATERSHED 
UNIV MD THESIS 
ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1947 NASH CB 
ENVIRG~MENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A RIVFR ESTUARY 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 64 
ESTUARIES, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMFNT, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1967 NATIONAL PLANNING ASSOCIATION 
SUMMARY, ECONOMIC BASE STUDY, CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASINS 
wASHINGTON, D.C. 
ECONOMIC PREDICTION, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1969 NAUMAN JW, CORY KL 
THERMAL ADDITIONS AND EPIFAUNAL ORGANISMS AT CHALK POINT, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 10, 218-226 
BENTHIC FAUNA, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1971 NEALE LC 
CHESAPEAKE BAY MODEL STUDY FOR CALVERT CLIFFS 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG, J POWER DIV 97(PQ4),827-838 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH, MODEL STUDIES, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
THER~AL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
1963 ~ELP WB ET AL 
10TAL BODY RADIOACTIVITY AND THE LACK OF EXCRETION OF C0-60 VITAMIN B12 
BY THE AGLOMERULAR OYSTER TOAOF!SH OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 4(41,192-194 (CONTRIB 251, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
SOLOMONS,· MDI 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, RADIOACTIVITY, VITAMIN 
B 
i972 NELSON J, COLWELL RR 
~ETABOLISM OF MERCURY COMPOUNDS BY BACTERIA IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
INT CONGR MAR CORROSION AN~ FOULING PROC AND MAR TECHNOL SOC PROC 
BACTERIA, HEAVY METALS, MERCURY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1940 NESBIT RA 
HOW SHAD CAN BE BROUGHT BACK IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND NORTH CAROLINA 
MD CONSERV 17111,1-Zt 24 
AMERICAN SHAD, DISTRIBUTION, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, NORTH CAROLINA 
1936 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON RESPIRATORY STUDIES OF LITTORINA IRRORATA, L. 
NATURE 137119361 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 351 
GASTROPODS, RESPIRATION, SNAILS, TEMPERATURE 
l93b NEWCOMBE Cl 
VALIDITY OF CONCENTRIC RINGS OF MYA ARENARIA, L. FOR DETERMINING AGE 
NATURE 137119361 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIR 361 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES 
1936 NEWCOMBE CL, KESSLER H 
VARIATIONS IN GROWTH INDICES OF MYA ARENARIA L. ON THE ATLANTIC COAST OF 
NORTH AMERICA 
ECOLOGY l7i3),429-443 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 101 
ClAMS, GROWTH RATES, UNITED STATES 
1937 NEWCOMBE Cl ET AL 
GROWTH INDICES OF LITTORINA IRRORATA. PARTS I AND II 
BIOl GEN 13, 465-481 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 141 
GASTROPODS, GROWTH RATES, MOLLUSKS 
1938 NEWCOMBE CL, HORNE WA 
OXYGEN-POOR WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 88122731 9 80-81 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 191 
OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, WATER CHEMISTRY, WATER QUALITY 
1938 NEWCOMBE Cl ET Al 
VARIATIONS IN GROWTH INDICES OF VENUS MERCENARIA L. FROM WIDELY SEPARATED 
ENVIRONMENTS OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 
CANADIAN J RES 16, 1-5 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 151 
CLAMS, GROWTH RATES, MOLLUSKS, UNITED STATES 
1939 NEWCOMBE Cl ET AL 
STUDIES CN THE PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF ESTUARINE WATERS IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
SEARS FOUND, J MAR RES 2121,87-116 ICHfS BIOL LAB CONTRIB 211 
BATHYMETRY, ESTUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, PHYSICS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WATER 
CHEMISTRY 
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1939 NEWCOMBE CL, LANG AG 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PHOSPHATES IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER PHILOS SOC, PROC, 81, 393-420 !CHFS BIOL LAB CONTRIB 281 
DISTRIBUTION, PHOSPrATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1940 NEWCOMBE CL ET AL 
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUCY OF CERTAIN QUANTITATIVE PLANKTON METHODS 
ECOLOGY 21131,309-322 
PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SAMPLING 
1940 NEWCOMBE CL 
STUDIES ON THE PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OF THF ESTUARINE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
AMER PHIL SOC, PROC 83151,621-630 !VIMS CONTRIB 1J 
PATUXENT RIVFR, PHOSPHORUS 
1940 NEWCOMBF CL, BRUST HF 
VARIATIONS IN THE PHOSPHORUS CONTENT OF ESTUARINE WATERS OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY NEAR SOLOMONS ISLAND, MARYLA~D 
J MAR RES 3,76-88 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 321 
DISTRIBUTIGN, ESTUARIES, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOSPHORUS 
1941 NEWCGMBF CL 
CONSERVING OUR SALT-WATER FISHERIES 
COMMONWEALTH 81121,7-10 IVIMS CONTRIB 51 
CONSERVATION, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, SHELLFISH, TIDAL 
WATERS, VIRGINIA 
1970 NEWMAN MW . 
A POSSIBLE NEOPLASTIC BLOOD DISEASE OF BLUE CRABS 
COMPARATIVE LEUKEMIA RESEARCH 1969 BIBL HAEMAT NO 36 RM DUTCHER, EO P648. 
KARGER.BASEL, MUENCHEN, PARIS, NEW YORK 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, NEOPLASMS, BLUE CRAB 
1937 NICHOL AJ 
THE OYSTER-PACKING INDUSTRY OF BALTIMORE, ITS HISTORY AND CURRENT 
PROBLEMS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 11 
HISTORY, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1962 NICHOLS MM 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 34 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, OCEANOGRAPHY, PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY 
1972 NICHOLS M ET AL 
EFFECTIVENESS OF SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FOR COASTAL OCEA~OGRAPHY 
VI MS MS 
CHESTER RIVER, COASTS, CURRENTS IWATERlr JAMES RIVER, PLANKTON, REMOTE 
SENSING, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1967 NICHOLS PRr MILLER RV 
SEASONAL MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS ROCCUS SAXATILIS lwALBAUMl TAGGED AND 
RELEASED IN THE POTOMAC RIVER, MD., IN 1959-61 
CHES SCI 8, 102-124 
FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1954 NICHOLSON WR, VANDEUSEN RD 
MARSHES OF MARYLAND 
MD DEP GAME AND INLAND FISH, RESOURCE STUDY REP 6 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MARSH PLANTS, MARSHES, 
1972 NICHOLSON WR 
FISHING PRESSURE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON MONDAY CATCHES OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY PURSE SEINE FISHERY 
CHES SCI 13131,215-218 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHERIES 
1972 NICHOLSON WR 
POPULATION STRUCTURE AND MOVEMENTS OF ATLANTIC MENHADEN, BREVOORTIA 
TYRANNUS, AS INFERRED FROM BACK-CALCULATED LENGTH FREQUENCIES 
CHES SCI 13131,161-174 
ATLANTIC MENHADEN, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
1936 NOBLE GK, HASSLER WG 
THREE SALIENTIA OF GEOGRAPHIC INTEREST FROM SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
COPEIA 1936111,63-64 
AMPHIBIANS, DISTRIBUTION, FROGS, 
1949 NCR,..4N JE 
~ARYLAND TURTLES 
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MD NATUR l9!llr13-16 (ALSO MD NATUR LEAFL 6 
TURTLES 
1946 NORTON JBS, BROWN RG 
A CATALOG OF THE VASCULAR PLANTS OF MARYLAND 
CASTANEA 11, 1-50 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS 
1968 0 1 BRIEN M 
MULTIPLE ~AR SYSTEMS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
LlEPOSITICN !SEDIMENTS!, SAND BARS, SEUIMENTATION 
1964 O'CONNOR JT ET AL 
ZINC CONCENTRATIONS IN RIVERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
AMER WATER WORKS ASS, J 56( 1),280-286 
JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPArlANNOCK RIVER, ZINC 
1955 OGLESBY RT 
AGE AND LENGTH OF MENHADEN ••• IN THE WATERS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, hiTH 
COMMENTS ON THE RATE OF GROWTH 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
CO~'MERCIAL FISH, GROWTH RATES, ATLANTIC MENHADE"J 
1941 OLLl MC 
THE TAXO~CMY AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE BORING SPONGES ICLION!DAEl ALONG THE 
ATLANTIC COAST ON NORTH AMERICA 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 44 
DISTRIBUTION, GASTROPODS, SYSTEMATICS, Ut-.iiTED STATES 
1941 OLER TM JR 
SOME NOTES ON THE OCCURRENCE OF A SMALL LAND CRAB, ISESARMA CINEREUM, 
BOSCl ON THE MAGOTHY f{IVER, MARYLAND 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 1113l,5l-53 
CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, MAGOTHY RI~ER,MD 
1941 OLSON RA 
A RAPID RESPONSE THERMOCOUPLE OF HIGH SENSITIVITY FOR THE DETERMI~ATION 
OF TFMPERATURE STRATIFICATION IN NATURAL WATERS 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 45 
~EASUREMENT, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, THERMOMETERS, wATER TEMPERATURE 
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1941 OLSON RA ET AL 
STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL POLLUTION IN THE LOWER PATAPSCO 
RIVER AREA. 1. THE CURTIS BAY REGION, 1941 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 43 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDROLOGY, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, IROIII, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MO, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1948 0' ROURK A1: 
A STUDY OF THE ANNELID WORM POPULATION OF THE INSHORE REGION OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AT GALESVILLE AND SOLOMONS 
MS THESIS, UNIV MD 
ANNELIDS, POPULATION, WORMS 
1949 0 1 ROURK AE 
PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE MACROSCOPIC PARASITES OF FOOD FISHES IN THE 
VICINITY OF SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
TENNESSEE ACAD SCI, J 24-25, 174 
FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM 
1932 OSBURN RC 
BRYOZOA FROM CHESA~EAKE BAY 
OHIO J SCI 3215),441-446 AND 1 PLATE 
BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1944 OSBURN RC 
A SURVEY OF THE BRYOZOA OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BIOL LAB 63 
BRYOZOA, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS 
1972 OTT FD 
MACROALGAE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLloS83-S84 IVIMS CONTRIB 483) 
ALGAE, DISTRIBUTION 
1913 OTT FD 
THE MARINE ALGAE OF VIRGINIA A~D MARYLAND INCLUDING THE CHESAPFAKE RAY 
AREA 
RHODORA 7518021,258-296 IVIMS CONTRIB 4291 
MARINE ALGAE, VIRGINIA 
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1972 OTTO SV 
HERMAPHRODITISM IN THE SOFT CLAM IMYA ARENARIAl 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 62, 47-49 
CHEMICALS, CLAMS, PARASITISM, SHELLFISH, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
I NV EST IGAT IONS 
1974 OTTO SV 
THE DECLINE IN MARYLAND OYSTER PRODUCTION - AN INVESTIGATION BEGINS 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES COMM FISH NEWS 7141,4 
OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1972 OVERSTREET RM 
DIGENETIC TREMATODES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S106-S107 
FISH PARASITES, PARASITISM, TREMATODES 
1969 OWEN W 
A STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF THE PATUXENT RIVER AND ITS ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 53 
HYDROGRAPHY, OXYGEN, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, TIDES, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1949 OWENS AA 
A PRELIMINARY LIST OF MARYLAND MOSSES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION 
UNIV MD MS THESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, MOSSES, SYSTEMATICS 
1972 OWENS AB 
BRYOPHYTES AND LICHENS OF THE.ChESAPEAKE BAY 
CHfS SCI 131SUPPLl,S85-S86 
LICHENS, MOSSES 
1970 OWENS JP ET AL 
ST~ATIGRAPHY OF THE OUTCROPPING POST-MAGOTHY UPPER CRETACEOUS FORMATIONS 
IN SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY AND NORTHERN DELMARVA PENINSULA, DELAWARE AND 
f"ARYLAND 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 674 
DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GEJLOGIC FORMATIONS, STRATIGRAPHY 
1958 PALMER CM 
ALGAE AND OTHER ORGANISMS IN WATERS OF THE CHESAPEAKE AREA 
AMER WATER WORKS ASS, J 50(7),938-950 
ALGAE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, WATER SUPPLY 
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1935 PALMER EM 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A POSSIBLE NEW SPECIES OF FOSSIL CRAB FROM THE 
~IOCENE OF MARYLAND 
NATUR HIST SOC MO BULL 6121,7-8 
CRABS, MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
1939 PAL~ER EM 
GHOSTS OF THE SEASHORE tOCYPODE ALBICANS, BOSCI 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 91121,103-107 
CRABS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, FOOD HABITS, 
1940 PALMER EM 
SOME NOTES ON MARYLAND MIOCENE - THE GENUS PANOPE 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 1019),B4-85 
MIOCENE EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
1941 PALMER EM 
THE KING CRAB ILIMULUS POLYPHEMUS! 
NATUR HIST SOC MD BULL 11151,90 
CRABS, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTIO~, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
1970 PAPARELLA MW, ALLEN M 
GAPING OYSTERS BY SHOCK WAVE ENERGY 
CHES SCI 1112) 0 111-116 ICONTRIB 418, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MARYLAND) 
EQUIPMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1907 PARKER HN ET A~ 
THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN 
U.S. GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 192 
FISH, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAI~FALL, STREAMFLOW, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1968 PATRICK R 
REPORT ON PROGRAM OF WORK ON PATUXENT RIVER 
ACAD NATUR SCI PHILA, DEP LIMNOL, MIMEOGR COPY FROM PEPCO 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 PATRICK R 
THE POTENTIAL OF VARIOUS TYPES OF THERMAL EFFECTS ON CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121,140-144 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, wATER 
TEMPERATURE 
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1878 PATTERSON CP 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE OYSTER BEDS IN TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS AND 
PARTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY CONDUCTED DURING PORTIONS OF YEARS l87B AND 
1879 
MD COMM FISH REP 1878, P.106-219 
BEDS UNDER WATER, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1931 PEARSON JC 
SPORT FISHING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, CIRC 1, 1-19 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, SPORT FISHING 
1933 PEARSON JC 
MOVEMENTS OF STRIPED BASS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD FISH 22, 15-17 
FISH MIGRATION, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1942 PEARSON JC 
DECLINE IN ABUNDANCE OF T~E BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDAS, IN CHESAPEAKE 
BAY DURING 1940, ANC 1941, WITH SUGGESTED CONSERVATION MEASURES 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SPEC SCI REP 16 
DISTRIBUTION, FISHERIES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1948 PEARSON JC 
FLUCTUATIONS I~ THE ABUNDANCE OF THE BLUE CRAB IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV RES REP 14 
DISTRIBUTICN, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB 
1972 PEARSON JG, WARD FP 
A NEW RECORD OF THE BOWFIN, AMIA CALVA LINNAEUS, IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES SCI l3(4l,323-325 
FISH POPULATIONS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD 
1969 PEEP M, FLOWER RJ 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE WAVE FOLLOWER 
- --CHES BAY INST TECH REPT 58 
AIR, INTERFACES, WINDS 
l969 PERKINSON WJ ET AL 
THE CHESAPEAKE AT BAY 
REPRINTED FROM THE BALTIMORE EVENING SUN 
THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION SOURCES, WATER USERS 
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1959 PERLMUTTER A 
CHANGES IN THE POPULATIONS OF FISHES AND IN THEIR FISHERIES IN THE MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC AND CHESAPEAKE REGIONS, l93D TO 1955 
NEW YORK ACAD SCI TRANS, SER 2, 21161,484-496 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
BIGHT 
1699 PETIVER J, JONES H 
RC~A~ tw MR. JAMES PETIVER. APOTHECARY, AND FELLOW OF THE ROYAL 
SOCIETY, ON SOME ANIMALS, PLANTS, -ETC. SENT -TO Hflif FROM MARYl.ll.!'ffi, BY Tt-tf: 
REVEREND MR. HUGH JONES 
PHIL SOC LONDON TRANS 20,393-406 
CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, INVERTEBRATES, SHELLFISH 
1960 PFITZENMEYER HT, SHUSTER CN JR 
A PARTIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE SOFT SHELL CLAM, MYA ARENARIA L. 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 123 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, CLAMS 
1960 PFITZENMEYER HT 
NOTES ON THE NUDIBRANCH, ELYSIA CHLOROTICA, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1(21,114-115 ICONTRIB 151, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLO~ONS, 
MDi 
INVERTEBRATES, NUDIBRANCH 
1960 PFITZENMEYER HT 
SUPPLEMENTAL SURVEY OF SOFT-SHELLED CLAM BOTTOMS IN TIDEWATER SOMERSET 
COUNTY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1!11,66-68 ICONTRIB 138, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, DREDGING, SEDIMENTS 
1961 PFITZENMEYER HT 
BENTHIC SHOAL WATER INVERTEBRATES FROM TIDEWATERS OF SOMERSET COUNTY, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 211 AND 2),89-94 !CDNTRIB 179, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MOl 
BENTHOS, INVERTEBRATES, 
1962 PFITZENMEYER HT 
PERIODS OF SPAWNING AND SETTING OF THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM, MYA ARENARIA, 
AT SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3!21,114-120 !CONTRIB 199, NATUR RESOURCES lNST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CLAMS, LARVAE, PATUXENT RIVER, SPAWNING 
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1963 PFITZENMEYER HT, DROBECK KG 
BENTHIC SURVEY FOR POPULATIONS OF SOFT-SHELLED CLAMS, MYA ARENARIA, IN 
THE LOWER POTOMAC RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 4121,67-74 ICONTRIB 232, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, SOLOMONS, 
MOl 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1964 PFITZENMEYER HT, DROBECK KG 
THE OCCURRENCE OF THE BRACKISH WATER CLAM, RANGIA CUNEATA, IN THE POTOMAC 
Rl VER~ MARYLAND 
CHFS SCI 5(41,209-215 ICONTRIB 273, NATUR RESOURCES lU~T. UNIV MOt CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD) 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1965 PFITZENMEYER HT 
ANNUAL CYCLE OF GAMETOGENESIS OF THE SOFT-SHELLED CLAM, MYA ARENARIA, AT 
SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6111 1 52-59 (CONTRIB 278, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
CLAMS, GONADS, PATUXENT RIVER, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1967 PF!TZENMEYER HT, OROBECK KG 
SOME FACTORS INFLUENCING REBURRO~ING ACTIVITY OF SOFT-SHELL CLAM, MVA 
ARENARIA 
CHES SCI 8131,193-199 ICONTRIB 330, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MQ, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
BURROWS, CLAMS, SEDIMENTS 
1970 PF!TZENMEYER HT 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT C. BENTHOS 
UNIV MD NATUR RESOURCES INST SP.EC SCI REP 3, 26-38 
BENTHOS, DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, INVERTEBRATES, SYSTEMATICS, SPOIL 
DISPOSAL 
1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
MOLLUSCS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLI,Sl07-Sl15 ICONTRlB 509, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
MOLLUSKS, SHELLFISH 
1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF MOLLUSCS, MYA ARENARIA (SOFT-SHELL 
CLAI"l 
CHES SCI l31SUPPLJ,Sl82-Sl84 
DISTRIBUTION, LIFE r!STORY STUDIES, MOLLUSKS, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
167 
1972 PFITZENMEYER HT 
THE EFFECTS OF THE MARYLAND HYDRAULIC CLAM DREDGE ON POPULATIONS OF THE 
SOFT-SHELL CLAM, MYA ARENARIA 
MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES, ANNAPOLIS, MD AND NOAA, NAT MAR FISH SERV, 
WASHINGTON, DC 
CLAMS, DREDGING, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, SEDIMENTS, SHELLFISH 
1972 PHEIFFER TH 
HEAVY METALS ANALYSES OF BOTTOM SEDIMENT IN THE POTOMAC RIVER ESTUARY 
U.S. ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE, REGION III, TECH REP 
49 
CORES, HEAVY METALS, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTS 
1972 PHEIFFER TH ET AL 
16 ~~ ~-~~:~i :c~D!TJONS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY SYSTEM 
~S ~~v;. C~ P~OTECf ASE~CY, ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE TECH REP 55 
Bt· .. ~:::~~-' L'~'J'\C:tVEJ OXYGE"', HEAVY METALS, MANAGEME\T1 \~~_iT::.:~~.,..r-t 
PESli(dui.:~, SU?f';<.::.t WATERS, VIRGINIA, WATER Q\.'f,:_;Tt 
1973 PHEIFFER TH, LOVELACE ~· 
APPLICATION Of AUTO-QUAL MOD~LLING SYSTEM TO THE PATUXENT RIVER BASIN 
U.S. ENVIRON PROTECT AGENC~, AN~~POLIS FIELD OFFICE REGION III, ANNAPOLIS, 
l-iD 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER 
(.;! __ !=.:·_ ITY 
1'1:,::; PHILIPP CC, BROWN RG 
ECOLOGiCAL STUD!ES OF TRANSITiON-zn~~ VASCULAR PLA~TS I~ \C 
MARYLAND 
CriES SCI 6121,73-81 (.:::;Ng:c 36t 1:, MD ASR. EXP STA, !JEP BCL _;'li r--', 
COLLEGE PARK, MOl 
AQUATIC PLANTS, DISTRIBUTIO~. ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, SOUTM RlVER,~O 
1678 PHILIPS B 
HERRING, SHAD AND EELS IN THE POTOMAC 
FOREST AND STREAM 10, 4b2 
AMERICAN SHAD, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS, HERRINGS, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1973 PIERCE SK JR 
THE RECTUM OF *MODIOLUS* DEMISSUS !DILLWYN! CBIVALVIA. MYTILIDAEl, A CLUE 
TO SOLVING A TROUBLED TAXONOMY 
MALACOLOGIA 12121 9 283-293 
CLASSIFICATION, MOLLUSKS~ MUSSELS, SOUTHEAST U.S., SYSTEMATICS 
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1951 POLLAK MJ 
INSHORE SURVEY PROGRAM QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT NO. 3 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, CORE DRILLING, CRUISfS, GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS, 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS 
1957 POLLAK MJ 
AXIAL SLOPE OF SEA LEVEL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER GEOPHYS UNION, TRANS 38111,62-64 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 271 
SEA LEVEL, SLOPES, TIDES 
1958 POLLAK ~J 
SURFACE REFLECTION OF SOUND AT 100 KC 
ACOUST SOC A~ER, J 30141,343-347 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 331 
DISTRIBUTION, SEVERN RIVER,MO, SOUND WAVES 
1960 POLLAK 1'J 
WINO SET-~P AND s~Ea~-STRESS COEFFICIE~T lN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
J GEOPHYS RES b5( 101,3383-3389 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 521 
SHEAR STRESS, ~IN~S 
1942 POOLE FG 
A LIST UF THE HIRDS OF CAROLINE COUNTY, MARYLAND 
~0 NATUR HIST SOC BULL 12, 51-56 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE (VA-MDI, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1942 POOLE FG 
BREEDING ~GTE~ 0~ [A$fERN SHORE BIRDS 
~U NATUR HIST ~OC BULL 12(41,56-58 
BIROS, BREEDING, EASTE~~ S~ORE !VA-MQ), UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 PORE A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY HURRICANE SURGES 
CHES SCI l, 178-186 
HURRICANES, METEOROLOGICAL DATA, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1965 PORE ~A 
CHESAPEAKE BAY [XTRATROPICAL.STORM SURGES 
CHES SCI 613),17~-182 
~ETEOROLOGICAL DATA, PATUXENT RIVER, STORMS, HAMPTO~ ROADS 
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1974 POTOMAC ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
AME~OMENT NO. 4. DOUGLAS POINT ~UCLEAR GENERATING STATION, ENVIRONMFNTAL 
REPORT. DOCKET NOS. 50-448 AND 50-449, AMENDMENT INSTRUCTION SHEET 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
POTOMAC RIVER• PO~ER PLANTS 
1967 POTOMAC PLANNING TASK FORCE 
THE POfOJitAC, A~ QN- l~~ U!P£1ULEQ fUTURE AIIID A GUIDE FOR ITS ORDERLY 
DEVELOPMENT 
AMER INST ARCHITECTS, US GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, wASHINGTON, DC 
ARCHITECTURE, CITIES, LANOSCAPI~G, PARKS, PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, URBANIZATION, WATER QUALITY 
1970 POWER G 
CHESAPEAKE BAY IN LE~AL PERSPECTIVE 
US FED WATER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN NO. 
HISTORY, LEGAL ASPECTS, RIPARIAN RIGHTS, STATE JURISDICTION 
1953 POWERS ~C. KINSMAN B 
SHELL ACCU~LATIONS IN UNDERWATER SEDIMENTS AND THEIR RFLATION TO THE 
THICKNESS OF THE TRACTION ZO~E 
J SEDIME~T PETROL 2314),229-234 ICHES RAY INST CONTRIB 9) 
CONTINENTAL SHELF, CORES, SANDS, SEDIMENTS 
1954 POWERS II'C 
CLAY DIAGENESIS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
SWINEFORD A. PLUMMER NV tEDS). CLAY AND CLAY MINERALS. NAT CONF ON CLAYS 
AND ClAY MI~ERALS, 2NC, COlUMBIA MISSOURI, 1953, P.b8-80 
CLAY MINERALS. CLAYS. DIAGENESIS. GEOCHEMISTRY, JAMES RIVER, PATUXENT 
RIVER, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1972 PRENTISS LW 
THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
WASHINGTON ACAO SCio J 6212),190-195 
HYDRAULIC MODELS, MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1967 PRICE KS JR 
COPULATORY BEHAVIOR IN THE CLEARNOSE SKATE. RAJA EGLANTERIA, IN LOWER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
COPEJA 4. 854-855 IUNIV CELAWARE MAR LAB CONTRIB 451 
BEHAVIOR, FIS!Is REl'ROOucri~, SKATES 
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195 1 PRICE T J 
OBSERVATION ON TRACE ELEMENTS IN THE OYSTER OSTREA VIRGINICA IGMELINl IN 
THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD THESIS, 46 P. 
OYSTERS, TRACE ELEMENTS 
1951 PRITCHARD OW, BURT WV 
AN INEXPENSIVE ANC RAPIC TECH~IOUE FOR OBTAINING CURRENT PROFILES IN 
EST U A R Ir~ E w AT E R S 
CHES BAY t~l TECH ~E? 1 
CURRENT ~ETERS, ESTUARIES 
1951 PRITCHARD Cw 
THE PHYSICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF ESTUARIES AND SOME APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS 
loTH NORTH AMERICAN WILCLIFE CONF, TRA'JS, 368-376 
CRABS, CROAKER, CURRENTS !WATER), ESTUARIES, FISH, OYSTERS 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
ESTUARINE HYDROGRAPHY 
IN H.E. LANDSBERG, EO. ADVANCES IN GEOPHYSICS. VOLUME 1. ACADEMIC PRESS, 
H52 
E~TUARIES, HYDROGRAPHY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 PRITCHARD DW 
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE, CIRCULATIO~, AND MIXING IN A COASTAL PLAIN ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 3 
ESTUARIES, JAMES RIVER, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACESSALINE WATER 
INTRUSION 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
REVIEW OF OUR PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE DYNAMICS AND FLUSHING OF ESTUARIES 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 4 
ESTUARIES, SALINE WATER-FRESHWATER INTERFACES 
1952 PRITCHARD OW 
SALINITY DISTKIBUTION AND CIRCULATION IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY ESTUARINE 
SYSTEM 
J ~AR RES 11, 106-123 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB b) 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, VIRGINIA 
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1959 PRITCHARD OW, BUNCE RE 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HYDROGRAPHY OF THE MAGOTHY RIVER 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 17 
HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, OXYGEN, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1960 PRITCHARD OW, CARPENTER JH 
MEASUREMENTS OF TRUBULENT DIFFUSION IN ESTUARINE AND INSHORE WATERS 
INT ASS SCI HYDROL, BULL 20, 37-50 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 531 
CIRCULATION, CURRENTS IWATERI, FLUORESCENCE, FLUOROMETRY, HARBORS, 
TRACERS, WATER POLLUTION 
1964 PRITCHARD OW, CARPENTER JH 
A COMPARISON OF THE PHYSICAL PROCESSES OF MOVEMENT AND DISPERSION OF AN 
INTRODUCED CONTAMINANT IN THE SEVERN RIVER, THE MAGOTHY RIVER AND THE 
CHESAPEAKE ••• 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 7 
DISPERSION, DYE RELEASES, ESTUARIES, MAGOTHY RIVER,MO, SEVERN RIVER,MO, 
TRACERS, WATER CIRCULATION 
1965 PRITCHARD OW, CARTER HH 
ON THE PREDICTION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCESS TEMPERATURE FROM A HEATED 
DISCHARGE IN AN ESTUARY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 33 
COOLING WATER, CURRENTS !WATER), DISCHARGE IWATERl, ELECTRIC POWER 
PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, THERMAL WATER 
1966 PRITCHARD OW 
A PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECT OF DIVERSION OF FLOW FROM THE 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER ON THE SALINITY OF THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
11TH COORDINATING COMM MEETING OF THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN STUDY 
RIVER FLOW, SALINITY, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1968 PRITCHARD OW 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE BAY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONF ON CHES BAY, WYE INST, SEPTEMBER 12-13, P.49-74 
CIRCULATION, EFFLUENTS, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, SEWAGE 
TREATMENT 
1969 PRITCHARD OW 
A STATEMENT PREPARED FOR SUBMISSION AT THE PUBLIC HEARING ON APPLICATION 
MADE BY BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY FOR A PERMIT •••• 
BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY REPORT 1969 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, 
HEATED WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, NUCLEAR WASTES, RADIOISOTOPES, 
THERMAL POLLUTION 
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1971 PRITCHARD OW 
CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL AFFECTS ENVIRONMENT 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG NAT WATER RES E~G MEETING, PHOENIX, ARIZONA. 26P. 
CANALS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, C + D CANAL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 PRITCHARD OW 
ESTUARINE TURBIDITY, FLUSHING, SALINITY, AND CIRCULATION 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE CHES BAY. CONF, NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN WALLOPS STA, 
VA. SCI AND TECH INFORM OFFICE 
ESTUARIES, SALINITY, TIDAL EFFECTS, TURBIDITY 
1974 PRITCHARD OW, GARDNER GB 
HYDROGRAPHY OF THE CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, CHES BAY INST TECH REP 85 
HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, VELOCITY, WATER TEMPERATURE, C + D CANAL 
1913 PROSSER CS ET AL 
THE MIDDLE DFVONIAN DEPOSITS OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV. 144P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1913 PROSSER CS ET AL 
THE UPPER DEVONIAN CEPOSITS OF MARYLAND 
MD GEOL SURV. 71P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILARLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 PROVENZA VD 
AN INVESTIGATION OF ThE PHYSIO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A RIVER 
ESTUARY 
UNIV MD PHD DISS 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, CISSOLVED OXYuE~, ESTUARIES, IRON, NITRATES, NITRITES, 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, PHOSPHATES, PLANKTON, wATER TEMPERATURE' 
1916 PURDY WG 
POTOMAC PLANKTON ANC ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
IN H.S. CUMMING, INVESTIGATION OF THE POLLUTION AND SANITARY CONDITION OF 
THE POTOMAC WATERSHED/ U.S. PUB HEALTH SERV HYGIENE LAB BULL l04!130-19ll, 
16-53 
PLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 PYLE RW, CRONIN LE 
THE GENERAL ANATOMY OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLI~ECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
CHES BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MD, PUBLICATION 87 
CRABS, ANGIOSPERMS 
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1966 QUITTMEYER CL ET AL 
A REPORT ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHERIES OF MARYLAND 
FOR SEAFOOD ADV COMM OF WYE INST, CHESTON ON WYE, QUEENSTOWN, MD 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, ECONOMICS, LABOR, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1917 RADCLIFFE Lt WELSH WW 
NOTES ON A eotteeT-ffi*--sf--~S- . .f.ROM. THE. HEA_D. OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BIOL SOC WASHINGTON, PROC 30, 35-42 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
i933 RAOCU FFE L 
WATER FARMING AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 63, 154-157 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, MARICULTURE 
1865 RANDALL A 
OPINION IN RELATION TO TAKING OYSTERS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND , ·~ 
TRIBUTARIES, TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
FJSHERIES, OYSTERS, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1952 RANEY EC 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMI 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL BULL 14111,5-97 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FOOD HABITS, GROWTH 
RATES, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, REPRODUCTION, STRIPED BASS, UNITED STATES 
1953 RANEY EC, DE SYLVA DP 
RACIAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMI 
J WILDLIFE MANAGE 17(4),495-509 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK 
RIVER, STRIPED BASS, YORK RIVER 
1954 RANEY EC ET AL 
MIGRATORY PATTERN AND RACIAL STRUCTURE OF ATLANTIC COAST STRIPED BASS 
N AMER WILDLIFE CONF, TRANS 19, 376-96 
FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, UNITED STATES 
1957 RANEY EC 
SUBPOPULATIONS OF THE STRIPED BASS ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMI, IN 
TRiBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP 208, P 85-107 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
174 
1957 RASMUSSEN kC, SLAUGHTER TH 
THE WATER RESOURCES OF CAROLINE, DORCHESTER, AND TALBOT COUNTIES 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 18, 1-371 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GROUNDWATER, WATER RESOU~CES 
1963 RAVP SS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF OCEANOGRAPHY, THE JOHNS 
HOPKINS U~IVERSITY 
AMfR lOOl 3f3},J.1S-3l7 ICH£5. BAY lNST COI\lTRIB 631 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 
1886 RAVENEL WDC 
REPORT OF OPFRATIONS AT SAINT JEROME STATIO~ FOR 1884 
U.S. FISH CO~M REP 12, 209-214 
POTGMAC RIVER, OYSTER SETTING 
1889 RAVENEL WD 
REPORT OF OPEHATICNS AT BATTERY STATIO~, HAVRE DE GRACE, MO., FOR THE 
YEAR E~DING DECEMBER 31, 1886 
U.S. FISH CO~M REP FOR 1886, PART 14, 761-763 
FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA ~IVER 
1963 RAWLS CK, BEAVEN GF 
RESULTS OF A 1962 FIELD EXPERIMENT SUBJECTI~G CERTAI~ ESTUARI~E ANI~ALS 
TO A 2,4-0 ESTER 
SO WEED CONF, PROC 16, 343-344 
AQUATIC WEEDS, CLAMS, HERBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, BLUE CRAB 
1964 RAWLS CK 
AQUATIC PLANT NUISANCES 
INTERSTATE COMMON POTOMAC RIVER BASIN PROC, WASH, D.C. 1964111,51-56 
AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEEDS, POTD~AC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR ~EVIfW 
1965 RAWLS CK 
FIELD TESTS OF HERBICIDE TOXICITY TO CFRTAIN ESTUARINE ANIMALS 
CHES SCI 6, 150-161 ICONTRIB 290, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
AQUATIC PLANTS, HERBICIDES, SHELLFISH, TOXICITY, 2,4D 
1965 RAWLS CK 
TOXICITY TC CERTAIN ESTUARINE ANIMALS IN FIELD TESTS OF SELECTED 
HEHBICIDES 
SO WEED CONF, PROC 18, 574-575 
CLA~S, FISH, HEHBICIDES, OYSTERS, TOXICITY, 2,40, V!RGI~IA, BLCE CRAB 
175 
1961 RAYNER AC 
THE FEDERAL ROLE IN SHORE EROSION CONTROL 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, PROC SEPT 21-22, AT COLONIAL 
BEACH, VA, P.62-63 
BEACH EROSION, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, LEGISLATION 
1932 REDMOND PJ 
A FLORA OF WORCESTER COUNTY MARYLAND 
CATHOLIC UNIV AMER, BIOL LAB CONTRIB 11, 104P. (ALSO CATHOLIC UNIV A~ER 
PHO DISS) 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
1969 REEBURGH WS 
OBSERVATIONS OF GASES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
LIMNOL OCEANOGR 1413),368-375 
GASES, SEDIMENTS 
1972 REEBURGH WS 
PROCESSES AFFECTING GAS DISTRIBUTIONS IN ESTUARINE SEDIMENTS 
GEOL SOC AMER, MEM 133, P.383-389 
GASES, SEDIMENTS 
1947 REED CF 
FERNS AND FERN-ALLIES OF THE GUNPOWDER RIVER REGION, BALTIMORE COUNTY, 
MARYLAND 
CASTANEA 12, 76-88 
DISTRIBUTION, FERNS, GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, PLANTS 
1956 REED CF 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE HERPETOLOGY OF MARYLAND AND DELMARVA. NO. 7. AN 
ANNOTATED CHECKLIST OF THE TURTLES OF MARYLAND AND DELMARVA 
REED HERPETORIUM, BALTIMORE, MO. llP. MIMEOGR 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1956 REED CF 
HYLA CINEREA IN MARYLAND, DELAWARE, AND VIRGINIA, WITH ~OTES ON TAXONOMIC 
STATUS OF HYLA CINEREA EVITTATA 
J WASH ACAD SCI 46110),328-332 
DELAWARE, FROGS, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
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1965 REESE J 
BREEDING STATUS OF THE OSPREY IN CENTRAL ChESAPEAKE BAY 
~D BIRDLIFE 21(4l,l05-10B 
BIRO EGGS, BIRDS, BREEDING, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1968 REESE JG 
BREEDING OSPREY SuRVEY OF CUEE~ ANNES COUNTY MARYLAND 
MD BIMOLIFE 24, 91-93 
B~EEOING, WATERFOWL, OSPREYS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 REESE JG 
REPRODUCTION IN A CHESAPEAKE BAY OSPREY POPULATION 
AUK 8714) 1 747-759 
BIRDS, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1972 REESE JG 
OSPREY NESTING SUCCESS ALCNG THE CHOPTANK RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCl 1313!,233-235 
CHOPTANK RIVER, REPRODUCTIO~, OSPREYS 
1~43 REGAN Ml 
MORPHOLOGICAL ObSERVATIONS ON GLYCOGEN IN THE LIVER OF THE BLUF CRAB 
ICALLINECTES SAPICUSl 
~S THESIS, CATHOLIC UNIV OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, DC 
MORPHOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, r!STOLOG!CAL l~VESTIGAT!ONS, GLYCOGEN 
1944 REGAN Ml 
HISTOCHE~ICAL OBSERVATIONS 0~ GLYCOGE~ IN THE LIVER OF THE BLUE CRAB, 
CALliNECTES SAPIOUS RAThRU~ 
CHES BIOL LA~ PUBL 62 
PHYSIOLOGY, BLUE CRAB, GLYCOGE~, SCYPHOZOA 
1944 REHDER HA 
A NEW VITK!NELLA FRO~ MARYLA~O 
NAUTILUS 57(3),97 
ACUATIC ANIMALS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1BR9 REYNCLCS ER 
THE SHELL MOUNGS CF ThE POTO~AC AND WICG~IC: 
AMER ANTHROPOL 2, 252-259 
HISTORY, UYSTERS, POTOMAC RIVE~, SHELLFISH, WICOMICO R!VER,MD 
177 
1884 RICE HJ 
EXPERIMENTS UPON RETARDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF EGGS OF THE SHAD, MADE IN 
1879, AT THE UNITED STATES SHAD-HATCHING STATIO~ AT HAVRE DE GRACE, MD. 
U.S. FISH COMM REP FOR 1881, PART 9, 787-794 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1970 RICE NE, POWELL WA 
OBSERVATIONS ON THREE SPECIES OF JELLYFISHES FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH 
SPECIAL REFE~ENCE r-o--~METR- ffl*lN-5-
BIOL BULL 139, 180-187 
INVERTEBRATES, JELLYFISH, STINGING NETTLES, TOXINS 
1970 RiEl GK 
RADIOACTIVE CESIUM IN ESTUARIES 
US PUBLIC HEALTH SERV, RAOIOL HEALTH DATA AND REP 11, 659-665 
CESIUM, ESTUARIES, ION EXCHANGE, RADIOISOTOPES 
1965 RITCHIE DE 
SEX DETERMINATION OF LIVE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAuMl, BY 
BIOPSY TECHNIQUE 
CHES SCI 613),141-145 ICONTRIB 288, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UN!V ~0, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, GONADS, STRIPED BASS 
1970 RITCHIE DE JR 
EVALUATION OF GONADAL BIOPSY TECHNIQUE IN STRIPED BASS BASED ON TAGGEO 
FISH RETURNS 
CHES SCI 11, 210-215 ICONTRIB 430, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
GONADS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1970 RITCHIE DE JR 
GROSS PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OVERBOARD SPOIL DISPOSAL IN 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY. PROJECT F. FISH 
UNIV ~D NATUR RESOURCES INST SPEC SCI REP 3, 50-63 
DISTRIBUTION, DREDGING, FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, SPOIL DISPOSAL 
1973 RITCHIE DE JR, KOO TSY 
~OVEMENTS OF JUVENILE STRIPED BASS IN THE ESTUARY AS DETERMINED BY 
TAGGING AND RECAPTURE 
ABSTRACT IN U.S. MAR FISH SERV MIDDLE ATLANTIC COASTAL FISH CENTER TECH 
PUBL 1, 124-125 
ABSTRACTS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, 
TAGGlNG 
178 
1973 I{IVES SR JR 
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE TIDE IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 80 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS, POTOMAC RIVER, TIDES, WAVES (WATER! 
1<J05 ROBERTS WA 
THE CRAB FISHERY OF MARYLAND 
BUR FISH REP (1904), 417-432 
CRAB INDUSTRY, ftSmR:fES, ShEllFISH, ~~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1947 ROBERTSON HC 
NOTES ON THE GREEN TURTLE IN MARINE WATERS OF MARYLAND 
MD NATUR 17(21,29-32 
TURTLES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1938 ROBER~SQN RL 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE G~OWTH STAGES IN THE COMMON BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES 
SAPIDUS RATHBU~ WIT~ SPECIAL REFERE~CE TO POST-LARVAL DEVELOPMENT 
UNIV ~0 THES! S 
CLASSIFICATION, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, LIFE HISTORY STuDIES, 
BLUE CRAB 
1960 ROBINSON PF ET AL 
ORGAN-BODY WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP IN THE TOADFISH, OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 1121,120-122 ICONTRIB 157, MARYLA~D DEP KES AND EOUC, SOLOMONS, 
~Dl 
FISh POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, OSPREYS 
1968 KOBINSON PF, SCHWARTZ FJ 
TOXICITY OF THE NORTHERN PUFFE~, SPHAEROIDES MACULATUS, IN THE CHESAPEAKE 
BAY AND ITS ENVIRONS 
CHES SCI ~121,136-143 
FISH POPULATIONS, PUFFER, TOXICITY 
l~4e ROGERS-TALBERT R 
THE FUNGUS LAGENIDIUM CALLINFCTES CUUCH 119421 0~ EGGS OF THE BLUE CRAB 
IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
BIDL BULL 9512!,214-228 IVIMS CONTRIB 2e1 
EGGS, FUNGI, PARASITISM, BLUE CRAB 
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1969 ROOSENBURG WH 
GREENING AND COPPER ACCUMULATION IN THE AMERICAN OYSTER ••• IN THE VICINITY 
OF A STEAM ELECTRIC GENERATING STATION 
CHES SCI 10, 241-252 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 3981 
COPPER, EFFLUENTS, ELECTRIC POWERPLANTS, OYSTERS, PATUXENT RIVER, 
SHELLFISH 
1970 ROPES JW 
MARYLAND SURF CLAM LANDINGS INCREASE 
COMM FISH NEWS 3141 
CATCH, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, SURF CLAM 
1965 ROSEN B, FREEMAN J 
ESTIMATING RESIDUAL SHELL IN SHUCKED SDFT-~HELL CLAMS IMYA ARENARIA L.l 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, COMM FISH REV 27121,10-13 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, SOFT CLAM 
1966 ROSEN B 
SHELL DISEASE OF THE BLUE CRAB CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHOL 9131,348-353 
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, DISEASES, BLUE CRAB, MOLTING 
1969 ROSENFIELD A ET AL 
COMPARISON OF THE FINE STRUCTURE OF SPORES OF THREE SPECIES OF MINCHINIA 
IHAPLOSPORIDA, HAPLOSPORIDIIDAEI 
J PARASITOL 55, 921-941 
MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, SPORES 
1884 ROTHROCK JT 
VACAT10N CRUISING IN CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE BAYS 
J.B. LIPPINCOTT AND CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA, 262P. 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 ROY RH 
CHESAPEAKE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM, INC 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121,109-111 
MANAGEMENT, PLANKTON, RESEARCH AND D~VFLOPMENT 
1961 RUARK ML 
MARYLAND'S CHESAPEAKE SHORES 
TRAVEL 116, 41-42 
RECREATION 
180 
1961 RUBINOFF I 
ARTIFICIAL HYBRIDIZATION OF SOME ATHERI~ID FISHES 
COPEIA 1961121,242-244 ICHES BIOL LAB-CONTRIB 1561 
FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, HYBRIDS 
1916 RUEDIGER FE, EARLE S 
JOINT REPORT OF E~GINEERS ON RE-LOCATI~G AND RE-MARKING MARYLAND-VIRGINIA 
BOUNDARY LINF ACROSS TANGIER AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS 
THO~AS AND EVANS PRINTING CO, BALTIMOKF, MD 
BOUNDARIES !SURFACES I, BOUNDARY DISPUTFS, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, VIRGINIA 
1961 RU~YA~ S 
FARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLI~GFISH, GD~IESOK STRUMOSUS COPE 
CHES SCI 213 A~D 41,113-141 ICO~TRib 178, MAKYLANO DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, ~DI IJOH~S ~OPKINS U~IV THESISI 
EMBRYONIC GROWTH STAGE, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, LARVAL GROwTH STAGE, 
MORPHOLOGY 
1969 RUPP ~M 
SEASONAL AND SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ACARTIA TONSA AND A. CLAUS! IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MS THESIS, JOHNS HOPKINS U~IV 
COPEPGDS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRI~UTION, ~ATER TEMPERATURE, ZOOPLANKTON 
18~1 RUSBY HH 
A BOTANICAL FKCURSION TO ASATEAGUE bAY 
TORREY bCT CLU~ BULL 18, 250-255 
DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SbORE IVA-MOl, PLANT~ 
1956 RYAN EP 
OBSERVATIO~S ON T~E LIFE HlSTO~IES ANU THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE XANTHIDAE 
IMUD CRABSI OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER MIDLAND ~ATU~ 56, 138 
C~ABS, DISTRIBUTIG~, LIFE HIST~RY STUDI~S, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA 
1953 KYAN JC 
SEDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
DEP GEOL, MINES A~D ~ATER RFSOURCES, STATE OF MARYLAND, BULL 12 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, BANK EROSION, FROSION, SEDIMFNT DISTRIBUTION, 
SEOIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING 
181 
1880 RYDER JA 
ON THE OCCURRENCE OF FREIA PRODUCTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER NATUR 14, 133 
FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1881 RYDER JA 
AN ACCOUNT OF EXPERIME~TS IN OYSTER CULTURE AND OBSERVATIONS RELATED 
THERETO MADE AT ST. JEROME'S CREEK DURING SUMMER OF 1880 
C omoT FIS R Rf~ re-s-t-, -il--• 1--9-l 
OYSTERS 
1881 RYDER JA 
NOTES ON SOME OF THE EARLY STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE CLA~, OR MANONOSF 
(MYA ARENARIA; L.l 
MD COMM FISH REP 1881 I APP A I, 83-91 
CLAMS, GROWTH STAGES, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1883 R.YDER JA 
PRELIMINARY NOTICE OF ThE DEVELOPMENT AND BREEDING HABITS OF THE POTOMAC 
CATFISH, AMEIURUS ALBIDUS !LESUEUR), GILL 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 31151,225-230 
CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, FISH REPRODUCTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
POTOMAC RIVER 
1883 RYDER JA 
REPORT OF THE ABNORMAL APPEARA~CE OF SHAD EGGS FKOM A FISH KEPT IN 
CONFINEMENT AT HAVRE DE GRACE, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH CO~M FOR 1B81, 3, 440 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, SUSQUEHANNA ~IVER 
1883 RYDER JA 
THE OYSTER PROBLEM SOLVED 
FOREST AND STREAM 21, 90 
OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1884 RYDER JA 
AN ACCOUNT OF EXPERIMENTS IN OYSTER CULTURE AND OBSERVATIONS RELATING 
THERETO 
U.S. COMM FISH REP 10, 763-778 
OYSTERS 
182 
ldB4 RYDER JA 
JOURNAL OF OPERATIONS ON GROUNDS OF EASTERN SHORE OYSTERS- CO, ON 
CHINCOTEAGUF BAY ~EAR STOCKTO~, ~D., DURING THE SUMMER OF 1883 
U.S, COM~ FISH BULL 4, 43-47 
FASTERN SHORF IVA-MCJ, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTI~G 
1884 RYDER JA 
REPORT RESPECTING THE PRESENT CONDITIO~ AND FISHERY PROSPECTS AT ST. 
JEROME CREEK FOR THE WORK OF OYSTER CULTURE 
U.S. FISH ~CMM BUll 4, Z35-Z37 
F!SHEK!ES, OYSTERS, SrELLFISH 
1BH') RYUER Jl\ 
THE RATE A\JD GRCWTH OF OYSTERS AT ST~ JER.OME CREFK STATION 
U.S. FISH CO~M BULL 5, 129-131 
GKOWTh kAfES, OYSTERS 
1952 RYAN JD 
THE SEDI~ENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
JOHNS HGPKI~S U\lV PHC CISS 
SEui~ENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR R~VIEW 
1917 SALE JW, SKI~~ER Ww 
THE VERTICAL DIST~IBUTION OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND TH~ PRECIPITATION ~y 
SALT WAT[K IN CERTAIN TIDAL AREAS 
FRANKLIN INST J 1841DECJ,837-848 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, PRECIPITATION INTENSITY, SALINE WATER, VERTICAL 
~IGRATIO~, UNAVAILI\BLE FOR REVIEW 
1970 SALStiURY SM 
~ARYLAND'~ W~TLANCS, THE LEGAL QUAGMIRE 
MD LAw REVIEW 3013!,240-266 
LEGAL ASPECTS, WETLANCS, UNAVAILABLE FnR REVI~w 
1961 SAillANf"AN M, LEAR OW 
IRON IN CHESAPEAKE BAY wATERS 
CHES SCI 2!3 AND 4),207-209 ICONTRib 188, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV ~D, 
CHFS o!OL LAP, SOLOI'IOi~S, MD) 
IKON, 
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1950 SANDERSON AE JR 
AN ECOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE FISHES OF THE SEVERN RIVER WITH REFERENCE TO 
THE EASTERN CHAIN PICKEREL, ESOX NIGER LESUER AND THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA 
FLAVESCENS, I MITCH ILL l 
UNIV MD MS THESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PERCHES, SEVERN RIVER,MD 
1945 SANDHOLZER LA 
THE EFFECT OF DDT UPON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BLUE CRAB ICALLINECTES SAPIDUSI 
FISH MARKET NEWS 71111,2-4 
DDT, PESTICIDES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 SANDIFER PA 
MORPHOLOGY AND ECOLOGY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY DECAPOD CRUSTACEAN LA~VAE 
VI MS 0 ISS I UN IV VAl 
CLASSIFICATION, CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, PAMUNKEY 
RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, YORK RIVER 
1944 SANDOZ M, ROGERS R 
THE EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS ON HATCHING, MOULTING, AND SURVIVAL 
OF ZOEA LARVAE OF ThE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTES SAPIDUS RATHBUN 
ECOLOGY 25121,216-228 IVIMS CONTRIB 161 
HATCHING, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, SALINITY, TEMPERATURE, BLUE CRAP, "'OLTI\IG 
1971 SAWYER TK 
ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF FREE-LIVING MARINE AMOEBE FROM UPPER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
AMER MICROSCOP SOC, TRANS 90111, 43-51 
SYSTEMATICS, AMOEBAE, TRED AVON RIVER 
1B24 SAY T 
AN ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE FOSSIL SHELLS OF MARYLAND 
ACAO NATUR SCI PHILADELPHIA, J 4!1ST SERl.124-155 
DISTRIBUTION, SHELLFISH, SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
1956 SCHELTEMA RS, TRUITT- RV 
THE SHIPWORM TEREDO NAVALIS IN MARYLAND COASTAL WATERS 
ECOLOGY 37141,841-843 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1031 
DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, MOLLUSKS 
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1971 SCHIEMFR Fw, SCHUBEL JR 
A~ IMPROVED VEHICLE FOR TOWING A DISPLhCEMENT TYPE SOUND SOuRCE FOR 
CONTINUOUS SEIS~IC PROFILING 
I"AR GEOPHYS RES 1, 352-353 
INSTRUMENTATION, PROFILES, U~AVAILABLE FOR ~EVIEW 
1972 SCHCOLEY AH 
WHITECAP SUPP~ESSION eY CLOUD SHADOWS ON THE POTOMAC RIVER 
J MAR RES 30131,315-316 
CLOUDS, PUTO~AC RIVER, WAVES IWATERI 
1941 SCHCCNCVER LM 
A STRATIGRAPHIC STUCY OF THE MOLLUSKS 1F TH~ CALVERT AND CHOPTANK 
FORMATIONS OF SOUTHER~ MARYLAND 
AMER PALEONT, BULL 25194BI,1-134 IB~YN MAWR COLL PHD DISSl 
CHOPTANK KIVER, DISTRIBUTION, MIOCE\E EPOCH, MOLLUSKS, STRATI~RAPHY, 
SYSTEMATICS, FOSSILS 
19 6 7 SChUBEL J R 
SUSPENDED SEDI~ENT IN THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
GEUL SOC uF AMER ANC ASS SOC ANNU MEETP<GS, 1967. GEOL SOC OF AMER 
PROGRAMS AND ABSTR 197-198 
SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDEC LOAD 
1 9 61l S C HU B E L J R 
SHORE ERCSIC~ OF THE NORT~ER~ C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
SHORE AND BEACH 3611!,22-26 ICHES BAY l~ST CDNTRIB 1181 
BEACH FROSICN, SEClMENTAT!ON, S~ORE PRDTECT!ON 
19b8 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENOEC SEDI~ENT CATA SUMMARY MARCH 1966 - MAY 1967 UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
eAY ITOLCHFSTER TO ~AVRE DE GRACEl 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 14 
CN-SITE OATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENT TRA~SPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LCAD 
1968 SCHUt:lEl JR 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CISCHARGE ~F THE SUSQUEH~NNA RIVER AT HAVRE DE G~ACE, 
"'ARYLA~u, DURING THE PERIOD 1 AP~IL 1~66 THKOUGH 31 MARCH 1~67 
CHES SCI 9(21,131-135 
SEDIMENT UISCHARGF., SUSPENDED LOAD, SuSQUEHA~~A RIVER 
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1968 SCHUBEL JR 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT OF THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 35, REF 68-2 
SAMPLING, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SESTQN, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1968 SCHUBEL JR 
TURBIDITY MAXIMUM OF THE NORTHERN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 161, 1013-1015 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 1231 
CURRENTS IWATERl, ESTUARIES, SUSPENDED lOAD, TURBTDTTY 
1969 SCHUBEL JR 
DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORTATION OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 60 
CURRENTS !WATER), HYDROGRAPHY, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SUSPENDED LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
1969 SCHUBEL JR, BIGGS RB 
DISTRIBUTION OF SESTON IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 10, 18-23 ICHES BAY INST CONT~IB 1291 (CHES BIOL LAB CONTRif:\ ~73) 
SESTON, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1970 SCHUBEL JR 
SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE SUSPENDED PARTICLES OF THE CHESAPEAKF BAY 
TURBIDITY MAXIMUM 
NETHERLANDS J OF SEA RES 413),283-309.!NRI CONTRIB 133) 
SUSPENDED LOAD, TURBIDITY 
1970 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT ~ATA SUMMARY, AUGUST 1969 - JULY 1970 !~OUTH OF BAY TO 
HEAD OF BAY l 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 18 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD 
1970 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DATA SUMMARY, 24 FEBRUARY 1969 - 13 MAY 1969 UPPER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY !MATAPEAKE TO HAVRE DE GRACEl 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 17 
ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIO~S, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAO 
186 
1~70 SCHUBEL JR 
TIDAL VARIATION OF T~E SUSPE~DED SEDIMFNT SIZ ~ISTRIBUTICN AT A STATION 
IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 63 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SESTON, SUSPE~UFD LOAD, TIUAL EFFECTS 
1971 SCHUBEL JR 
CONCLUDING REMARKS WITH A FEW COMMENTS ON A CO~TI~UOUS SEISMIC PROFILING 
STUDY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, P.XIV-1 TO XIV-5 
l~ J-R- SCHUBEL, THE ESTUARINE E~VIRONMENT, AMER GEOL INST, WASH, D.C. 
INSTR~ME~TATION, PROFILES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1 9 7 l S C HU 5 F L JR. 
SEDIMENTATION IN THE UPPER REACHES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY, P.v!I-1 TO 
VII-31 
IN J.R. SCHUBEL, THE ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT, ESTUARIES AND ESTUARINE 
SEOI~Ef\ITATION, AMER GEOL INST, WASH, D.C. 
SEDIMENTA~ION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1 97 1 SCHUBEL J R 
TIDAL VARIATION OF THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SUSPENDED SED!~ENT AT A 
STATION IN THE CHESIPEAKf 8AV TURBIDITY MAXIMUM 
NETHERLANDS J SEA RES 5121,252-266 
SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENTS, SUSPENDED LOAD, TIDAL EFFECTS, 
TURBIDITY 
1972 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
A CASE STUDY OF LITTORAL DRIFT BASED 0~ LONG-TERM PATTERNS OF EKOSION AND 
DEPOSITION 
CHES SCI 1312l,H0-86 ICONTRIB 168, CHES BAV INST, JOHNS ~OPKINS UNIV) 
BEACH EROSION, EROSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEDIMENTATION 
1 97 2 S C HU 1:1 E L J R , l A 8 A \oi A C F 
A PLEISTOCENE SUSQUEHANNA RIVFR CHANNEL CONNECTS THE LOwER REACHES CF THE 
CHESTER, MILES, AND CHOPTANK ESTUARIES 
CHES BIOL LAB SPEC REP 24 
CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, ESTUARIES, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEISMIC 
STUDIES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1972 SCHUI:IEL JR 
DISTRIBUTION AND TRANSPORTATION OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT IN UPPER CHESAPEAKE 
BAY 
GEOL SOC AMER, MEM 133, P.15l-167 ICHES BAY INST CONHIH 1381 
CURRENTS IWATERl, HYOROGRAPt-iY, SEOI~<•EfH TRA\ISPORT, SUSPEI\JDELJ LOAD, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TIDAL EFFECTS 
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1972 SCHUBEL JR 
SUSPENDED SEDIMENT DISCHARGE OF THE SUSQUEHANNA RIVER AT CONOWINGO, 
MARYLAND, DURING 1969 
CHES SCI 13111 9 53-58 ICONTRIB 160, CHES BAY INST, JOHN HOPKINS UNIVI 
SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SUSPENDED LOAD, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1972 SCHUBEL JR, SCHIEMER EW 
THE ORIGIN OF ACOUTICALLY TURBID SEDIMENTS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 23 
ACOUSTICS, COMPRESSIBILITY, SEDIMENTS 
1972 SCHUBEL JR 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CONDITIONS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY--AN EVALUATION 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 21 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, NUTRIENTS, SALINITY, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
SEDIMENTATION, TEMPERATURE, THERMAL WATER 
1972 SCHUBEL JR, AULD AH 
THERMAL EFFECTS OF A MODEL POWER PLANT ON THE HATCHING SUCCESS OF ALEWIFE 
IALOSA PSEUDOHARENGUSI EGGS 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 28 
ALEWIVES, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, FISH EGGS, 
FISH POPULATIONS, MODEL STUDIES, MORTALITY, POWER PLA~TS, THERMAL 
POLLUTION, THERMAL WATER 
1973 SCHUBEL JR 
EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO TIME-EXCESS TEMPERATURE HISTORIES TYPICALLY 
EXPERIENCED AT POWER PLANTS ON THE HATCHING SUCCESS OF FISH EGGS 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 32 
ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION, FISH EGGS, HATCHING, HEATED WATER, POWER 
PLANTS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1973 SCHUBEL JR, ZABAWA CF 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER PALEOCHANNEL CONNECTS LOWER REACHES OF CHESTER, MILES, 
AND CHOPTANK ESTUARIES 
CHES SCI 14111,58-62 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 1891 
BASINS, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, SEISMIC STUDIES, SUBSURFACE 
MAPPING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1974 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS OF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES OF THE EGGS 
OF SOME CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHES 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 36, REF 74-4 
ALEWIVES, AMERICA~ SHAD, FISH EGGS, HERRINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, WHITE 
PERCH 
188 
1974 SCHUBEL JR ET AL 
SOME OBSERVATIONS OF THE SIZES AND SETTLING VELOCITIES OF FISH EGGS 
CHES liAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 37, REF 74-5 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FISH EGGS, HER.RINGS, SETTLING VELOCITY, STRIPED 
BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1973 SCHUtiERT JS, MACLEOD NH 
DIGITAL ANALYSIS OF POTOMAC RIVER BASIN ERTS IMAGERY, SEDIMENTATION 
LEVELS AT THF POTOMAC-ANACOSTIA CONFLUENCE ••• 
NAT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER E-13, 659-664 
ANACOSTIA RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEOIME~TATION, STRIP MINES 
1913 SCHUCHERT C ET AL 
DEVONIAN 
MD GEOL SURV. 3 VOLUMES, l280P. 
GEOLOGIC FCR~ATIO~S, GEOL~GY, UNAVA!LARLE FOR REVIEW 
l-:16 7 SCHULT Z L P, AS H BY W 
AN ANALYSIS 0F AN ATTEMPT TO CONTROL BFACH EROSION IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, AT 
SCIENTISTS CLIFFS, CALVERT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI til4l,237-252 
BEACH EROSION, BEACHES, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
19 7 l SCHULTZ L P, CAR GO 0 G 
THF SEA NETTLE UF CHE~APEAKE BAY 
NATUR RESOURC5S II'<ST EDUC SER 93 
BIOLOGY, JELLYFIS~, PEST CONTROL, SEA ~ETTLES 
1958 SCHWARTZ FJ, MEREDITH WG 
THE SCALEU GOBY, ~ICROGOBIUS THALAS~INUS, A RECE~T RECORD FROM THE 
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
MO T IOEWAfER NEWS 1413 l ,10.12 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXE~T RIVER 
19 59 SCHWA RT l F J 
TWO EIGHT-FOOT CUH SHARKS, CARCHARINUS LEUCAS (MULLER AND HE~LEI, 
CAPTURED IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLANu 
COPEIA 1959131,251-252 ICHES ~~Ol LAB CO~TRIB 1181 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULAT!OT\IS, SHARKS 
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1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON ADULT BULL SHARKS CARCHARHINUS LEUCAS !MULLER AND 
HENLE!, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1111 9 68-71 (CONTRIB 139, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, MOl 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
AN tmttSthU. w-t-m-ER- £V-R-I;'-WA1.--D-E- A__ 't'OUl'i!>- SPAOEF iSH CHAE TQO l PTE RUS FABER 
CHES SCI 1121,123-124 ICONTRIB 159, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MARYLAND FISHERIES INCLUDING PUBLISHED AND UNPUBLISHED 
PAPERS ON THE FISHERIES AND RELATED FIELDS OF TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 144 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, FISHERIES, NATURAL RESOURCES 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
COMMENTS ON THE SMOOTH DOGFISH, MUSTELUS CANIS, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 1121,124-125 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1960 SCHWARTZ F J 
MEASUREMENTS AND THE OCCURRENCE OF YOUNG SANDBAR SHARK, CARCHARHlNUS 
MILBERTI, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 113 AND 41,204-206 ICONTRIB 166, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, SHARKS 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ 
RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY FISH FAUNA 
CHES SCI 113 AND 41,210-212 ICONTRIB 170, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1960 SCHWARTZ FJ, CARGO DG 
RECENT RECORDS OF THE XANTHID CRAB, PANOPEUS HERBST!, FROM MARYLAND AND 
VIRGINIA WATERS 




1961 SCHWARTZ FJ 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY, EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FORCES ON AQUATIC ORGANISMS 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 168 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, BIOTA, ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONICS, EXPLOSIONS, LIGHT, 
MAGNETIC STUDIES, MORTALITY, RADIATION, SOUND WAVES 
1961 SCHWARTZ FJ, DUTCHER BL 
A RECORD OF THE MISSISSIPPI MAP TURTLE, GRAPTEMYS KOHNI, IN MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 211 AND 21,100-101 ICONTRIB 1Rl, MARYLAND DEP ~ES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MD 
DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, TURTLES 
1961 SCHWARTZ F-J 
1\!ARYLAND TURTLES 
II!D DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 50 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, TURTLES 
i96i SCHWARTZ F 
SALT AND BRACKISH SPECIES, RECORD MARYLAND FiSH 
MD CONSERV 38131,3-B 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1962 SCHWARTZ FJ 
SUMMER OCCURRENCE OF AN IMII!ATURE LITTLF PIKED WHALE, BALAENOPTERA 
ACUTOROSTi<ATA, IN CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 3131,206-209 ICONTRIB 212, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS MOl 
MAMMALS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, WHALES 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ, DUTCHER BW 
AGE, GROWTH AND FOOD OF THE OYSTER TOADFISH NEAR SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 9212!,170-173 tCHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 2181 
AGING !BIOLOGICAL), FISH POPULATIO~~. FOOD HABITS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ 
BLUEFISH FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY DEFORMED ~y PLASTIC BAND 
CHES SCI 4141,196 ICONTRIB 247, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MOl 
BLUEFISH, FISH POPULATIONS, DEFORMITIES 
191 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ ET AL 
ECOLOGICAL POPULATION EXPANSION OF THE INTRODUCED CRAYFISH, ORCONECTES 
VI RillS 
OHIO J SCI 63161,266-273 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 2331 
C~AYFISH, CRUSTACEANS, DISTRIBUTION, FRESHWATER, PATAPSCO RIVER,~D 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ 
EFFECTS OF WINTER WATER CONDITIONS ON TWO SPECIES OF MARINE FISHES 
ECOLOGY 4413),622-623 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 2411 
DRUMS, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER, ~ATER 
TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
1963 SCHWARTZ FJ 
THE BARRELFISH FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT, WITH 
COMMENTS ON ITS ZOOGEOGRAPHY 
CHES SCI 4131,147-149 ICONTRIB 238, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
DISTRIBUTION, MARINE FISH, ~IDDLE ATLANTIC BIGHT 
1964 SCHWARTZ FJ 
EFFECTS OF WINTER WATER CONDITIONS 0~ FIFTEEN SPECIES OF CAPTIVE MARINE 
FISHES 
A~ER MIDLAND NATUR 71121,434-444 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 2461 
FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, WINTER 
1965 SCHWARTZ FJ 
AGE, GROWTH, AND EGG CDMPLE~ENT OF THE STICKLEBACK APELTES QUAORACUS AT 
SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6121,116-118 ICONTRIB 281, ~ATUR RESOURCES INST, U~IV MD, CHES 
BIOL LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
AGING IBIOLOGICALl, FISH EGGS, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH AhlES, 
STICKLEBACKS 
1965 SCHWARTZ FJ, JACHOWSKI R 
THE AGE, GROWTH, AND LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATIONSHIP OF THE PATUXENT RIVER, 
MARYLAND ICTALURID WHITE CATFISH, ICTALURUS CATUS 
CHES SCI 6141,226-237 ICONTRIB 289, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
AGING !BIOLOGICAL), CATFISHES, FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, PATUXENT 
RIVER, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1971 SCHWARTZ FJ 
BIOLOGY OF ~ICROGOBIUS THALASSINUS IPICES. GOBIIDAEl, A SPONGE-INHABITING 
GOBY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, WITH RANGE EXTFNSIONS OF TWO GOBY ASSOCIATES 
CHES SCI 12, 156 
BEHAVIOR, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, JAMES RIVER, Mt.RINE FISH, PATUXENT 
RIVER, PORIFERA, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, YORK RIVER 
192 
1973 SCHwARTZ FJ 
SPINAL A~D CRANIAL DEFORMITIES IN THE ELASMOBRA~CHS CARCHARHINUS LEUCAS, 
SQUALUS ACANTHIAS, ANL CARCHARHI~US MILBERTI 
E ll S H A M IT C HE ll S C I S 0 C , J 8 9 ( 1- 2 l , 7 4- 7 7 
CHOPTANK RIVER, FISH POPULATIONS, NORTH CAROLINA, SHARKS, DEFORMITIES 
1965 SEABER PR, HOLLYDAY EF 
AN APPRAISAL OF THE GROUND-WATER RESOuRCES OF THE LOWER SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
BASIN 
U.S. GEUL SURV OPEN-FILE REP, SEPT 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1888 SEGRAVE ES 
REPORT UN OYSTER FISHERIES CF MARYLAND 
FOREIGN CFF MISC SER 8. u.s. LONDON 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1971 SEITZ RC 
DRAINAGE AREA STATISTICS FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FRESHWATER DRAINAGE BASIN 
SPEC REP 19, CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 
DRAINAGE DISTRICTS, FRESHWATER 
1971 SEITZ RC 
RESULTS OF A FIELD STUDY USING THE 3-AXIS DOPPLER SHIFT CURRENT METER 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 72 
ACOUSTICS, CURRENTS IWATERl, MEASUREME'H, PATUXENT RIVER, VELOCITY 
1971 SEITZ RC 
TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN VERTICAL SECTIONS ALCNG THE 
LONGITUDINAL AXIS AND ACROSS THE ENTRANCE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY !APRIL 
1q68 TO ~ARCH l969l 
CHES BAY INST GRAPHICAL SUM ~E? 5 
SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATUKE 
1972 SEITZ RC 
A CONDUCTIVITY-TEMPERATURE-DEPTH ICTOl RECORDER AND TWELVE 
SEMI-CONTINUOUS PROFILES OF TEMPERATURE AND SALINITY 
CHES BAY l~ST SPEC REP 29 
CONDUCTIVITY, DEPTH, ECUIPMPH, HYOKOGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, SALINITY, 
TE~PERATURE 
193 
1973 SEITZ RC 
OBSERVATIONS Of INTERMEDIATE AND SMALL SCALE TURBULENT WATER MOTION IN A 
STRATIFIED ESTUARY (PARTS I AND II) 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 79 
CURRENTS CWATER) 1 HYDROGRAPHY, MEASUREMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, TURBULENCE, 
TURBULENT FLOW 
1 ~61 'Sft lUffi HH--E~--Al.--­
BIOLUMINESCENCE IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SCIENCE 13313454),699-700 
BIOLUMINESCENCE, BIOTA, 
1962 SELIGER HH ET AL 
BIOLUMINESCENCE OF MARINE DINOFLAGELLATES. I. AN UNDERWATER PHOTOMETER 
FOR DAY AND NIGHT MEASUREMENTS 
J GEN PHYSIDL 45(5) 1 1003-1017 ICHES BAY INST CONTRIB 58) 
BIOLUMINESCENCE, DINOFLAGELLATES, PHOTOMETRY 
1972 SELIGER H 
INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAO SCI, J 6212),196-201 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, RHODE RIVER 
1892 SETH JB 
ANNUAL REPORT Of COMMANDER Of MARYLAND STATE FISHERIES FORCE TO BOARD OF 
PUBLIC WORKS FOR YEAR ENDED 1891 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1925 SETTE Of• AND FIEDLER RF 
A SURVEY OF THE CONCITION OF THE CRAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE HAY 
U.S. BUR FISH. 36P. 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1925 SETTE OE 
TRAWL-NET FISHING ON THE PATUXENT RIVER 
2ND ANNU REP, MD OEP CONSERV, P.47-53 
CATCH, CONSERVATION, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR, PATUXENT RIVER, TRAWLING 
1926 SETTE OE, AND FIEDLER RF 
A SURVEY OF THE CONCITION OF THE CRAB FISHERIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, 1925 
FISH AND OYSTER REPORTER 7(7),6-8, 12 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
194 
1928 SETTE Of 
FISHERIES OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, 1925 
IN FISHERY INDUSTRIES IN THE U"liTED STATES, 1926. BY OSCAR E. SETTE. U.S. 
FISH COMM REP FOR 1927, 463-483 
CATCH, FINFISH INCUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA 
1950 SETTE OE 
Bfot~~y eF THE ATlANTIC MACKEREL lSCOMBER SCOMBRUSl OF NORTH AMERICA 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH BULL 51 
BIOLOGY, DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, MIGRATION, SCHOOLS IFISHI 
1950 SEXTON ,.., 
THE HALOPHYTES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~S THESIS, CATHOLIC UNIV, WASHINGTON, DC 
DISTRIBUTION, HALOPHYTES, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
1972 SHANDS WE, MATHES R 
THE FUTURE CF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SIERRA CLUB BULL, APRIL 1972, 5-10 
LEGAL ASPECTS, POLLUTANTS, RECREATION, RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1906 SHATTUCK GB ET AL 
PLIOCENE AND PLEISTOCENE 
~D GEOL SURV. 291P. 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1962 SHAW Will 
SEASONAL GONADAL CHANGES IN FEMA~E SOFT-SHELL CLAMS, MYA ARENARIA, IN THE 
TREO AVON RIVER, MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 53, 121-132 
CLAMS, GONADS, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, TRED 
AVON RIVER 
1965 SHAW WN 
SEASONAL GONADAL CYCLE OF THE MALE SOFT-SHELL CLAM, MYA ARENARIA, Illl 
MARYLAND 
u.s. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, SPEC SCI REP FISH NO 508 
CLAMS, GONADS, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SPAWNING, SOFT CLAM, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
195 
1965 SHAW WN 
SEASONAL SETTING PATTERNS OF FIVE SPECIES OF BIVALVES I~ THE TRED AVON 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 6111,33-37 
BENTHIC FAUNA, CLAMS, ShELLFISH, SPAWNING, TRED AVON RIVER 
1966 SHAW WN 
THE GROWTH AND MORTALITY OF SEED OYSTERS, CRASSOSTREA VIRGlNlCA, FROM 
BROAD CREEK, CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND, IN HIGH-AND LOw-SALINITY WATERS 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 56, 59-63 
EASTERN SHORE !VA-MCl, GROWTH RATES, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, SALINITY, TREO 
AVON RIVER 
1967 SHAW WN, GRIFFITH GT 
EFFECTS OF POLYSTREAM AND DRILLEX 0~ OYSTER SETTING IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
CHINCOTEAGUE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 57(19671,17-23 
CHEMICALS, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1967 SHAW WN 
SEASONAL FOULING ANC OYSTER SETTING ON ASBESTOS PLATES IN BROAD CREEK, 
TALBOT COUNTY,MARYLAND 1963-65 
CHES SCI 8!41,228-236 
ASSAY, BARNACLES, CHOPTANK RIVER, FOULING, MUSSELS, OYSTERS, OYSTER 
SETTING 
1969 SHEARER CA 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF LIGNICOLOUS ASCOMYCETES AND FU~GI IMPERFECT! IN 
THE PATUXENT RIVER 
UNIV MD MS THESIS 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER 
1969 SHAW WN 
OYSTER SETTING IN TWO ADJACENT TRIBUTARIES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 98, 309-314 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
1~71 SHEARER CA 
A STUDY OF THE ECOLOGY, TAXONOMY, AND PHYSIOLOGY OF SOME WOOD-INHABITING 
ASCOMYCETES AND FUNGI l~PERFECTI FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER 
PHD DISS, UNIV MD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
196 
1971 SHEARER CA, CRANE JL 
FUNGI OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. I. PATUXENT RIVER 
MYCOLOGJA 63, 237-260 
AQUATIC FUNGI, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1972 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLl,S71-S72 
DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI 
1972 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIE3. III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
WOOD-INHAeiTING ASCOMYCETES ANO FU~GI IMPERFECT! IN THE PATUXENT RIVER 
AMER J bOT 59(9),961-969 
DISTRIBuTION, FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1972 SHEARER CA 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR INVENTORY OF DIVISION MYCOTA, COROLLOSPORA 
PULCHELLA (FU~GUS) 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLl,S171-S172 
DISTRIBUTION, FUNGI, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
1973 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRI~UTARIES. II. THE GENUS 
CONIOSCYPHA 
MYCOLOGIA 65(1),128-136 
FUNGI, MANAGEMENT, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY 
1~74 SHEARER CA 
FUNGI OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS TRIBUTARIES. IV. THREE NEW SPECIES 
FROM THE PATUXENT RIVER 
MYCOLOGIA 66111,16-24 
FUNGI, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
1962 SHEARER LW ET AL 
SPORT FISHING SURVEY IN 1960 OF THE LOWER PATUXENT ESTUARY AND THE 1958 
YEAR-CLASS OF STRIPED BASS 
CHES SCI 3!1),1-17 (CGNTRIB 195, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLCMONS, MDl 
CREEL CENSUS, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED 
BASS 
197 
1939 SHEPHARD BB 
PLANKTON VARIATIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERS NEAR SOLOMONS ISLAND, 
MARYLAND 
UNIV MD THESIS, 34 P. 
DIURNAL DISTRIBUTION, PATUXENT RIVER, PLANKTON, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1972 SHERK JA JR 
CURRENT STATUS OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SUSPENDED 
AND DEPOS I TED-SEDHfENTs- TN LRFSAf'CA1C;E M¥ 
CHES SCI 13(SUPPLJ,Sl37-S144 ICONTRIB 515, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
BIOTA, ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENTATION, SUSPENDED 
LOAD 
1973 SHERROD HF IEDI 
ENVIRONMENT LAW REVIEW - 1973 
CLARK BOARDMAN COMPANY, LTD, NEW YORK, NY 
ENVIRONMENT, LEGAL ASPECTS, UNITED STATES 
196 
194 7 S IE ll NG FW 
EFFECTS OF POLLUTION AT BALTIMORE ON PH AND OXYGEN CONTENT OF WATER 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS 1949, 50-54 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1949 SIELING FW 
INTENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF OYSTER SET IN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND 
TRIBUTARIES 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS, OLD POINT COMFORT, VA, JUNE 7-9, 1949 
BEDS UNDER WATER, DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
l-150 S!EL!II!G FW 
INFLUENCE OF SEASONING AND POSITION OF OYSTER SHELLS ON ut~~~~ SETTING 
NAT SHELLFjSH ASS, PROC 1950, 57-61 
PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, OYSTER SETTING 
1950 SIELING FW 
MARYLAND'S COMMERCIAL FISHING GEARS. II. THE OYSTER GEARS 
1973 SHERWOOD AW MD OEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 25 
UNDERSTANDING THE CHESAPEAKE, A LAYMAN'S GUIDE 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISHING GEAR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
BIOLOGY, DREDGING, ECOLOGY, ESTUARIES, GEOLOGY, MANAGEMENT 
1948 SHIFFLETT E 
EOCENE STRATIGRAPHY AND FORAMINIFERA OF THE AQUIA FORMATION 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 3 
FORAMINIFERA, STRATIGRAPHY, SYSTEMATICS, VIRGINIA 
1910 SHREVE F ET Al 
THE PLANT LIFE OF MARYLAND 
MD WEATHER SERV, SPEC PUBL 3, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV PRESS, 533P. 
DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS 
1970 SHURTLEFF BP 
SEEING CHESAPEAKE WILDS 
INT MAR PUBLISHING CO, CAMDEN, MAINE 
PHOTOGRAPHY, SCENERY, WILDLIFE 
1969 SIELING FW ET AL 
DISTRIBUTION OF SOME MICROPARASITES IN OYSTERS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY, 
1963-1968 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 59 
MICROORGANISMS, MSX, OYSTERS, PARASITISM 
1956 SIELING FW 
THE HARDSHELL CLAM FISHERY OF MARYLAND WATERS 
MD TIDEWATER NEWS 121101,1-2 ISUPPL 9) 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CLAMS, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, 
1960 SIELING FW 
THE RESOURCES OF WORCESTER COUNTY COASTAL WATERS 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC REF 60-10 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), NATURAL RESOURCES 
1971 SIELING FW 
ECONOMIC VALUE OF RESEARCH IN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT, AN EXPOSITION OF 
DIRECT ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO MANAGEMENT FROM RESEARCH 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 61, 15-19 
ECONOMICS, MANAGEMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1968 SILVER MA, SHENK WO 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF GLUCOSE CONCFNTRATJON IN TOADFISH BLOOD 
CHES SCI 9!11,1-6 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, TEMPERATURE, BLOOD VALUES 
199 
1962 SIMPSON M 
GAMETOGENESIS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT OF THE POLYCHAETE GLYCERA 
OIBRANCHIATA 
BIOl BULL 123121,412-423 
GONADS, GROWTH RATES, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETES, WORMS, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1962 SIMPSON M 
REPRODUCTION OF THE POLYCHAETE GLYCERA OIBRANCHIATA AT SOLOMONS, MARYLAND 
BIOL BULL 123121,396-411 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 2001 
GONADS, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, POLYCHAETES, REPRODUCTION, WORMS, 
HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1968 SINDERMANN CJ, KRANTZ GE 
ERYTHROCYTE ANTIGENS AND NATURAL ISOAGGLUTININS OF THE AMERICAN EEL 
ANGUILLA ROSTRATA FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 9121,94-98 
BIOASSAY, EELS, FISH POPULATIONS 
1968 SINDERMANN CJ 
OYSTER MORTALITIES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE 
ATLANTIC COAST ON NORTH AMERICA 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP FISH 569 
DERMOCYSTIDIUM, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1945 SINGEWALD JT JR 
MARYLAND STREAM FLOW RECORDS 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 9 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, STREAMFLOW 
1949 SINGEWALD JT, SLAUGHTER TH 
SHORE EROSION IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
HD DEP GEOL, HINES AND WATER RESOURCES, BULL 6 
BEACH EROSION, 
1949 SINGEWALD JT JR 
THE SHORE EROSION PROBLEM 
MD OEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 6, 1-18 
BEACH EROSION, LEGISLATION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
200 
1950 SINGEWALD JT JR 
GUIDEBOOKS TO THE GEOLOGY OF MARYLA~D 
STUD IN GEOL 16, JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS, BALTIMORE, MD 
GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1969 SLADEN WJL, COCHRAN WW 
STUDIES OF THE WHISTLING SWAN, 1967-1968 
N AMER WILDLIFE AND NATUR RESOURCES CONF 34, TRA~S !WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 
INSTITUTE> ICHES BAY CENT FOR FIELD BIOL CONTRIB 11 
MARKING TECHNIQUES, MIGRATORY BIROS, SWANS 
1949 SLAUGHTER TH 
NAVIGATION RESTORATION EXPENDITURES NECESSITATED BY SHORE EROSION 
MD DEP GEOL 1 MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 6, 119-121 
BEACH EROSION, ECONOMICS, NAVIGATION 
1~49 SLAUGHTER TH 
THE SHORE EROSION MEASUREMENTS 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 6, 19-118 
BEACH EROSION, SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 
1967 SLAUGHTER TH 
SHORE EROSION CONTROL IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
J WASHINGTON ACAO SCI 57, 117-129 
BEACH EROSION, EROSION CONTROL, 
1973 SLAUGHTER TH 
SEASONAL CHANGES OF LITTORAL TRANSPORT AND BEACH WIDTH AND RESULTING 
EFFECT 0~ PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES 
NAT AERO~ SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 327, PAPER M-1, 1259-1267 
BEACH ERCSION, LITTORAL DRIFT, SEASO~AL 1 SEDIMENT TRANSPORT, SHORE 
PROTECTION 
1951 SLAVIK W, UHLER FM 
THE POTO~AC BASIN. 3. WHERE ARE THE DUCKS* 
ATLANTIC NATUR 6(4),143-150 
DREDGING, DUCKS !WILD), MARSHES, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTATION, SILTING, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATERFOWL 
1952 SLAVIK W, UHLER FM 
wHERE ARE THE DUCKS* 
IN THE POTOMAC VALLEY, HISTORY AND PROSPECT/ AUDOBON SOC, D.C., INC, 
P.23-31 
DUCKS !WILD), POTOMAC RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1972 SMALL EB 
FREE-LIVING PROTOZOA OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY EXCLUSIVE OF FORANINIFER4 AND 
THE FLAGELLATES 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S96-S97 
PROTOZOA 
1884 SMILEY CW 
PENNING ROCKFISH AT BATTERY STATION 
u.s. FISH COMl't&ttt 4, ~·CB-· 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1887 SMILEY CW 
HATCHING AND PLANTING ROCKFISH 
U.S. FISH COMH BULL 6, 137 
FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1939 SMITH AV 
SOME NOTEWORTHY PLANTS RECENTLY FOUND IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF MARYLAND 
AND DELAWARE 
RHODORA 41, 111-112 
DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, PLANTS 
1940 SMITH AV 
SOME PLANTS RECENTLY FOUND IN THE COASTAL PLAIN OF MARYLAND 
RHODORA 421500),277-280 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS 
1946 SMITH EM 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE OSTRACODA OF 
SOLOMONS ISLAND, MARYLAND 
UNIV MD THESIS, 63 P. 
CRUSTACEANS, ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXENT RIVER, MORPHOLOGY, 
REPRODUCTION, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1891 SMITH HM 
NOTES ON THE CRAB FISHERY OF CRISFIELD, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH COMM BUll 1889, 91PT 21,103-112 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH 
1892 SMITH HM 
NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF FISHES FROM THE LOWER POTOMAC RIVER, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH CO~M BULL FOR 1890, V.10, 63-72 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, SYSTEMATICS 
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1893 SMITH HM 
POTOMAC RIVER, P.180-183. IN SMITH, HM. REPORT ON THE INQUIRY REGARDING 
THE METHODS AND STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 1889-1891, 173-204 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
POTOMAC RIVER, SHELLFISH 
1899 SMITH HM, BEAN BA 
LIST OF FISHES KNOWN TO INHABIT THE WATERS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
AND VICINITY 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL FOR 1898, V.18, 179-187 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1899 SMITH HM 
STUDIES OF YOUNG SHAD IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 1898, 88-89 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, JUVENILE FISHES, POTOMAC RIVER 
i 9 16 S M I T H HW 
~HAD AND ALEWiFE INCUSTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND TRIBUTARIES 
IN REP OF THE COMM FISH 1916, DOC 836, 1-114 
ALEWIVES, AMERICAN SHAD, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1972 SMITH RD 
PARAMETERS NECESSARY FOR ANALYZING THERMAL BIOASSAY$ ON MARINE FISH 
AMER SOC CIVIL ENG, SANITARY ENG DIV J, SA 98!SA6l,973-985 
BIOASSAY, ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, HEATED WATER, 
MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, THERMAL WATER 
1969 SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
SMITHSONIAN OFFICE OF ECOLOGY 
1969 ANNU REP, SMITHSO"JIM..; !'liST, WASHi!IJGTO!II, DC 
ECOLOGY, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1971 SMRCHER JC 
OBSERVATIONS OF FRESHWATER P2~CS 0~ CARROLL ISLAND AND GUNPCWCER NECK, 
~ARYLANO, WITH EMPHASIS ON THE ZOOPLA"JKTON 
EDGEWOOD ARSENAL TECH REP 4549, EDGEWOOD ARSENAL, MD 
AQUATIC PLANTS, CHEMICAL WARFARE, LIMNOLOGY, ZOOPLANKTON 
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1973 SMRCHEK JC 
COMPARATIVE ECOLOGY AND ZOOPLANKTON OF TWO MARYLAND PONDS INCLUDING A 
CONGENERIC OCCURRENCE OF DIAPTOMUS ICALANOIDA, COPEPODA) 
CHES SCI 1413), 188-196 
AQUATIC PLANTS, ECOLOGY, PONDS, WATER CHEMISTRY, ZOOPLANKTON 
1964 SNIESKO SF ET AL 
PASTEURELLA SP. FROM AN EPIZOOTIC OF WHITE PERCH IROCCUS AMERICANUSl IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY TIDEWATER AREAS 
J BACTERIOL 8816),1814-1815 
EPIZOOTIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, MARINE BACTERIA, MORTALITY, POTOMAC 
RIVER, STRIPED BASS, WHITE PERCH 
1917 SNYDER JP 
EXTRACTS FROM REPORT ON FISHERIES AND FISH CULTURAL CONDITIONS ON THE 
EASTERN SHORE OF MARYLAND 
MD CONSERV COMM REP 2, 56-63 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISH HATCHERIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1918 SNYDER JP 
REPORT OF FISH HATCHERIES 1918 
MD CONSERV COMM REP 3, 44-64 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1919 SNYDER JP 
REPORT OF FISH HATCHERIES 1919 
MD CONSERV COMM REP 4, 50-64 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH HATCHERIES, FISHERIES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1965 SOBERS DG 
THE IMPLICATIONS OF SEDIMENT POLLUTION ON WATER RECREATION IN THE UPPER 
POTOMAC ESTUARY 
MD UNIV MS THESIS 
POTOMAC RIVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1949 SOLLERS AA 
VARYING CHARACTERISTICS OF OYSTER BOTTOM 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS, OLD POINT COMFORT, VA, JUNE 7-9, 1949 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER SETTING 
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1974 SOMMER SE, PYZIK AJ 
GEOCHEMISTRY OF MIDDLE CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS FROM UPPER CRETACEOUS TO 
PRESENT 
CHES SCI 1511 l, 39-44 
GEOCHEMISTRY, HEAVY METALS, SEDIMENTS 
1969 SORGE EV 
THE STATU5 OF THERMAL DISCHARGES EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 
CHES SCI 1013 AND 41,131-138 
COOLING WATER, NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, THERMAL POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION 
1972 SOUTHWICK CH 
TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR I~VENTORY OF AQUATIC VEGETATION, MYRIOPHYLLUM 
SPICATUM !EURASIAN WATERMILFO!Ll 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLl,S174-S176 
AQUATIC WEEDS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, POPULATION DYNAMICS 
1969 SOUTHWICK UL, OWENS JP 
THE GEOLOGY OF HARFORD COU~TY, MARYLAND 
"'0 GEOL SURV. l33P. 
GEOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 SPANGLER WB, PETERSON JJ 
GEOLOGY GF ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAI~ IN NEW JERSEY, DELAWfiREr MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA 
AMER ASS PETROL GEOL, BULL 34( 1 l, 1-99 
ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN, DHAWARE, GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY, VIRGI~IA 
1968 SPARI<.S R.M 
INDUSTRIAL AND URBAN ACTIVITIES 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYF INST, SEPT 12-13, 
P.l03-107 
INDUSTRIES, URBANIZATION 
1972 SPEIR HJ 
FISH POPULATIONS AROUND EDGEWOOD ARSENAL'S CHEMICAL AGE~T TEST AREA 
EDGEWOOD ARSENAL TECH REP 4609, 21P. 
CHE~ICAL WASTES, FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1943 SPE"KE SR 
THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE BLUE CRAB OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
SOUTHERN FISHERMAN 3, 14-16, 37 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, BLUE CRAB, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1964 SPRAGUE V 
NOSEMA DOLLFUSI N. SP. IMICROSPORIOIA, NOSEMATIDAEI, A HYPERPARASITE OF 
BUCEPHALUS CUCULUS IN CRASSOSTREA VIRGINICA 
J PROTOZOOL 11131,381-385 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 2431 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, TREMATODES, HISTOLOGICAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
1965 SPRAGUE V 
NOSEKA SP. {MICRUSVQRTUA, NUSEMATIDAEl IN THE MUSCULATURE OF THE CRAB 
CALLINECTES SAPIDUS 
J PROTOZOOL 12111,66-70 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 264) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE CRAB 
1966 SPRAGUE v, BECKETT RL 
A DISEASE OF BLUE CRABS ICALLINECTES SAPIDUSI IN MARYLA~D AND VIRGINIA 
J INVERTEBRATE PATHOL 8, 287-289 
DISEASES, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB, AMOEBAE 
1966 SPRAGUE V 
TWO NEW SPECIES OF PLISTOPHORA IMICROSPORIDA, NOSEMATIDAEI IN DECAPODS. 
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO ONE IN THE BLUE CRAB 
J PROTOZOOL 13121,196-199 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 3031 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER, BLUE 
CRAB, ZOOSPORES 
1969 SPRAGUE V ET AL 
DECREASE IN INCIDENCE OF MINCHINIA NELSON! IN OYSTERS ACCOMPANYING 
REDUCTION OF SALINITY IN THE LABORATORY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 59, 23-26 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, DISEASES, MOBJACK RAY, MORTALITY, MSX, OYSTERS, 
PATUXENT RIVER, VIRGINIA 
1971 SPRAGUE v, COUCH JA 
AN ANNOTATED LIST OF PROTOZOAN PARASITES, HYPERPARASITE$, AND COMMENSALS 
OF DECAPOD CRUSTACEA 
J PROTOZOOL 18131,526-537 
ANIMAL PARASITES, CRUSTACEANS, PROTOZOA, SYMBIOSIS 
1971 SPRAGUE V 
DISEASES OF OYSTERS 
ANNV REV OF MICROBIOL 25 ICONTRIB 451, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
ANIMAL PARASITES, ANIMAL PATHOLOGY, OYSTERS, PROTOZOA 
1950 SPRINGER PF, STEWART RE 
GADWELL NESTING IN MARYLAND 
AUK 67121,234-235 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, NESTING 
1959 SPRINGER PF, STEWART RE 
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CONDITION OF WATERFOWL FEEDING GROUNDS ON THE SUSQUEHANNA FLATS DURING 
THE FALL OF 1959 WITH NOTfS n~ T~E l~VASION 0~ o ~Ew!OUS PEST PLANT 
BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE ADMIN REP, LAUREL, MD 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1936 STEARNS R 
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL VISIT TO THE PATUXENT RIVER 
fi!ATUR HIST SOC MD, BULL 7111.1-2 
HISTORY, PATUXENT RIVER 
1943 STEARNS R 
SOME iNDIAN ViLLAGE SiTES OF TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
NATUR HIST SOC MD, PRCC 9, 1-31 
HABITATS, HISTORY, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, PATUXENT RIVER, SEVERN RIVER,MO 
1951 STEARNS R 
AN INDIAN SITE SURVEY OF THE PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
MD NATUR 2111-21,1-24 
HISTORY, PATUXENT RIVER 
1961 STEENIS JH, STOTTS VD 
PROGRESS REPORT ON CONTROL OF EURASIAN WATERMILFOIL IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
r..E. WEED CONTR CONF, PROC 15, 566-.;70 
AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, HERBICIDES, 
1962 STEENIS JH ET AL 
OBSERV&TIONS ON DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL OF EURASIAN WATERMILFOIL IN 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, 1961 
N.E. WEED CONTR CONF, PROC 16, 442-448 
AQUATIC PLANTS, AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, DISTRIBUTION, HERBICIDES, 
1963 STEENIS JH, STOTTS VD 
PROGRESS REPORT ON DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL OF EURASIAN WATERMILFOIL IN 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION, 1962 
SO WEED CONF, PROC, MOBILE, ALA. 16, 341-342 
AQUATIC WEED CONTROL, AQUATIC WEEDS, DISTRIBUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1970 STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY COOLING WATER STUDIES GROUP 
REPORT ON RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSALS 
POWER PLANT SITING PROGRAM, MD DEP NATUR RESOURCES 
JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, PROJECT PLANNING, THERMAL POLLUTION, 
VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1970 STEFANSSON K, OWENS JP 
CLAY MINERALOGY OF SELECTED SAMPLES FROM THE MIDDLE MIOCENE FORMATIONS OF 
SOUTHERN MARYLAND 
U.S. GEOL SURV PROF PAP 700-B, P.Bl50-B156 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, MIOCENE EPOCH, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1932 STEPHENSON LW ET AL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
!NT GEDL CONGRESS, 16TH SESSION IUS GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS, GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS 
1948 STEPHENSON LW 
CRETACEOUS MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 1894 TO 1896 FEET IN THE BERTHARDS 
WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES ANC WATER RESOURCES BULL 2 1 125-126 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY 
1948 STEPHENSON LW 
TERTIARY AND CRETACEOUS MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 1040 TO 2257 FEET IN THE 
HAMMOND WELL 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 120-124 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, TERTIARY PERIOD 
1892 STEVENSON CH 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 1892, 203-297 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
1894 STEVENSON CH 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
BUR INDUS STAT MD, REP 2, 215-388 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1899 STEVENSON CH 
THE SHAD FISHERIES OF MARYLAND, P.l92-217. IN THE SHAD FISHERIES OF THE 
ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES 
U.S. FISH COMM REP 1898, 101-269 
AMERICAN SHAD, CHESTER RIVER, CHOPTANK RIVER, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1942 STEWART RE 
WINTER BIRDS OF THE PATUXENT RESEARCH REFUGE 
MD CONSERV 19141,10-11 AND 26-29 
BIROS, PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1943 STEWART RE, MEANLEY B 
BACHMAN'S SPARROW IN MARYLAND 
AUK 60(4),605-606 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1946 STEWART RE 
BIRDS OF THE BAYS AND ESTUARIES 
WOOD THRUSH 213),12-13 
BAYS, BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ESTUARIES, VIRGINIA, 
WATERFOWL 
1947 STEWART RE, ROBBINS CS 
RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON MtRYLAND BIROS 
AUK 6412),266-274 
BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, 
1947 STEWART RE 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF MARYLAND BIROS 
MD BIRDL!FE 3(4),55-57 
BIROS, BREEDING, DISTRIBUTION, 
1947 STEWART RE 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF MARYLA~D BIRDS 
MD BIRDLIFE 315!,71-73 
BIROS, BREEDING, DISTRIBUTION; 
1948 STEWART RE 
THE ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIROS 
MD NATUR 18!2),23-29 
BIRDS, OISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, PATUXENT RIVER 
1949 STEWART RE 
BIRDS OF THE MARSHES 
WOOD THRUSH 4131,92-99 
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BIROS, DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTIO~, MARSHES, VIRGINIA, WATERFOWL 
1949 STEWART RE 
THE DISTRIBUTION Of MARYLAND BIROS 
MO BIRDLIFE 5111,2 
BIRDS, DISTRTmJTTON, 
1952 STEWART RE ET AL 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION ON BIRD POPULATIONS AT THE PATUXENT RESEAKCH REFUGE 
AMER MIDLAND NATUR 47121,251-363 
BIRDS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION 
1958 STEWART RC, ROBBINS CS 
BIRDS OF MARYLAND AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, N AMER FAUNA 62, 401P. 
BIRDS, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1958 STEWART RE, MANNING JH 
DISTRIBUTION AND ECOLOGY OF WHISTLING SWANS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION 
AUK 75, 203-212 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1191 
DISTRIBUTION, ECOLOGY, SWANS, WATERFOWL 
1958 STEWART RE 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE BLACK DUCK 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV CIRC 51, 1-8 
DISTRIBUTION, DUCKS IWILOI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 STEWART RE 
WATERFOWL OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13tSUPPLI,S134-S137 
WATERFOWL 
1972 STEWART RE 
WATERFOWL POPULATIONS IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE REGION 
US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP - WILDLIFE 65 
ANIMAL POPULATIONS, BIROS, DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS, FOOD HABITS, HABITATS, 
HUNTING, WATERFOWL 
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1970 STILES NT 
ISOPACHOUS MAPPING OF T~E LOWER PATUXENT ESTUARY SEDIMENTS BY CONTINUOUS 
SEISMIC PROFILING TECHNIQUES 
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGR OFFICE INFORMAL REP 37, 26P. 
MAPPING, PATUXENT RIVER, PROFILES, SEDIMENTS, SEISMIC STUDIES, 
UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1964 STOTTLEMYER JR 
PLANT NUTRIENTS AND PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE PATUXENT RIVER ESTUARY 
MS THESIS, UNIV MD 
BIOASSAY, CHLOROPHYLL, NUTRIENTS, PATUXENT RIVER, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY 
19?6 ~TOTTS VD 
THE BLACK DUCK IANAS RUBRIPESI IN THE UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY 
SE ASS OF GAME ANC FISH COMM, PROC 10, 234-242 
BIRD EGGS, BREEDING, DUCKS IWILDI, HABITATS, NESTING, WATERFOWL 
1958 STOTTS VD 
THE TIME OF FORMATION OF PAIRS IN BLACK DUCKS 
N AMER WILDLIFE CONF, TRANS 23 1 192-197 
BREEDING, DUC!<S (WlLDl, HAB-ITATS, NESTING, WATERFOWL 
1958 STOTTS VO 
USE OF OFFSHORE DUCK BLINDS BY NESTING WATERFOWL IN THE MARYLAND PORTION 
OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS ESTUARIES 
SE ASS OF GAME AND FISH COMM, PROC 12, 280-285 
BREEDING, DUCKS !WILD), HABITATS, NESTING, WATERFOWL 
1959 STOTTS VD 
BLACK DUCK STUDIES, FINAL REPORT 
MD PITTMAN-ROBERTSON PROJECT W-30-R-7. 241P. 
DUCKS IWILDI, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1960 STOTTS VC, CAVIS DE 
BLACK DUCK IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY OF MARYLAND -- BREEDING BEHAVIOR AND 
BIOLOGY 
CHES ~CI 1, 127-154 
BREEDING, DUCKS IWILDI, EASTER~ SHORE IVA-MOl 
1969 STOTTS VD 
HABITAT AND BREEDING ECOLOGY - EAST-CENTRAL UNITED STATES 
IN P. BARSKE. BLACK DUCK-EVALUATION, MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH, A SYMPOSIUM. 
ATL WATERFOWL COUN ANC WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INST 
BREEDING, DUCKS IWILDl, UNITED STATES, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1953 STOUT Cl 
A STUDY OF TIDAL LAGOON SEDIMENT IN CHINCOTEAGUE BAY, MARYLAND 
PRINCETON UNIV DEP GEOl BS THESIS 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEOLOGY, LAGOONS, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1932 STREET JF 
A OAY ON THE HAVRE DE GRACE FLATS !MARYLAND) 
CAS S I N I A , PH I L A 2 8 , 2 1 - 2 7 
MARSHES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEw 
1965 STROSS RG, STOTTLEMEYER JR 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION IN THE PATUXENT RIVER 
CHES SCI 6, 125-140 ICONTRIB 291, NATUR RESOU~CES INST, UNIV MOl 
CHLOROPHYLL, ESTUARIES, PATUXENT RIVER, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PRIMARY 
PRODUCTIVITY 
I961 STROUP ED ET AL 
FINAL REPORT--BALT!~ORE HARBOR STUDY 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 26 
DATA COLLECTIONS, HARBORS, WASTE DISPOSAL 
1963 STROUP ED, LYNN RJ 
ATLAS OF SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
1952-1961 
CHES BAY INSTr JOHNS ~OPKINS UNIV, BALTIMORE, MD, GRAPHICAL SUMMARY PEP 2, 
REF 63-1 
MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1966 STROUP ED, WOOC JH 
ATLAS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF TURBIDITY, PHOSPHATE, AND CHLOROPHYLL I~ 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 1949-1951 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, ANNAPOLIS, MD, GRAPHICAL SUMMARY REP 4, 
REF 66-1 
CHLOROPHYLL, INLETS (WATERWAYS), MAPPING, PHOSPHATES, SALINITY, SAMPLING, 
TURBIDITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1973 SULKIN SO, PICKETT DL 
EFFECT OF AGITATION I~ THE CULTURE OF THE ZOEAL STAGES OF THE MUD CRAB, 
RHITHROPANOPEUS HARRISJI 
CHES SCI 1414),292-294 tNATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CONTKIB 55bl 
CRABS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, LARVAL GROWTH STAGE, MORTALITY, PATUXENT 
RIVER 
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1973 SULKIN SO 
NEW BLUE CRAB STUCY BeGUN 
MD DEP NATUR RESC0RCES, CC~M FISH ~EWS 6161,1 ~~J 4 
LIFE HI~TORY STUDIES, RESEARCH A~O UEVELDPME~T, BLUE CRAB 
1931 SUNDRUP E 
POTOMAC RIVER OYSTER ANC FISH SURVEYS 
MD CONSERV DEP, FEB 4, P .1-8 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, OYSTER iNDUSTRY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
UNAVAILABLE FCR REVIE~ 
1955 SUPP CWA 
ENGINEE~I~G GEOLOGY CF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY BPIDGE tMDl 
IN JOHN~ HOPKINS UNIV, CEF CIVil E\~, SYMP 3EOL AS APPLIED TO HIGHWAY ENG, 
t>TH A'J~'ei PRCC, FEi-\ 1955, ;..43-58 
FNGINEERING, GEOLOGY, U~!VA!LA5LE FOR REVIEW 
1~68 SUTTOR RE ET AL 
THE COMMERCIAL FISHING t~~ SEAFOOD PRJCESS!~G !~DUSTRIES OF THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA 
UNIV MO AGR FXP SfA 
FISH, FISHERIES, FOODS, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, INDUSTRIAL FISH 
1948 SWAIN FM 
CSTRACCDA FRCM THE ~A~M:~c ~~LI 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES ANC WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 187-213 
OSTRACODS, PALEONTOLOGY. SYSTEMATICS 
1423 SWARTZ CK ET AL 
SILURit.\; 
MD GEOL SURV. 794P. 
GEOLOGIC FCR~ATIONS, GECLOGY, UNAVAILARLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 SWARTZ RC 
A PRELIMI~ARY C~SIGN C~ ~~ l~FC~~A-1~~ STCR~~E SYSTEM FO~ BIOLOGICAL 
COLLECT!C\1 CATA 
CHES SCi 13(SUPPLl,S14l-Sl97 IV!~S CO~TKl~ 49~1 
BIOLOGY, BIOTA, DATA i'RGCESSING, DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL, l"lFORMATION 
RETRIEVAL, SYSTEMATICS 
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1972 SWARTZ RC 
BIOLOGICAL CRITERIA Of ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 131SUPPLioS17-S41 IVIMS CONTRIB 4801 
BIOASSAY, BIOTA, LETHAL LIMIT, TOXICITY 
1961 SYKES JE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY COOPERATIVE STRIPED BASS PROGRAM 
CHES SCI 2, 1-2 
FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1905 TALBOT H 
POTOMAC BASS 
AMER FISH SOC TRANS 34, 124-131 
FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC RIVER, STRIPED BASS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1974 TAYLOR G, FLYGER V 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE DELMARVA FOX SQUIRREL ISCIURUS NIGER CINEREUSl IN 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 15111,59-60 
DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, MAMMALS, 
1967 TAYLOR WR, HUGHES JE 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING THE SUMMER OF 1964 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 34 1 67-1 
ALGAE, DIURNAL, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, PLANKTON, PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY, SAMPLING 
1970 TAYLOR WR 
PLANKTON ECOLOGY PROJECT STATION DATA, AESOP CRUISES, 1-12, APRIL 1969 TO 
MARCH 1970 
CHES BAY INST, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, SPEC REP 16, REF 70-6 
CRUISES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, ON-SITE DATA COLLECTIONS, SAMPLING 
1974 THOMANN RV ET AL 
PRELIMINARY MODEL OF POTOMAC ESTUARY PHYTOPLANKTON 
J ENVIRON ENG Dill, AMER SOC CIVIL ENG 1001EE3l,699-715 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, ESTUARIES, MODEL STUDIES, ~ITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, 
PHOSPHORUS. PHYTOPLANKTON, POTOMAC RIVER 
1966 THOMPSON JC JR 
POTAMACUS POTTSI N.G., N. SP., A HYMENOSTOME CILIATE FROM THE POTOMAC 
RIVER 
J PROTOZOOL 13131,459-462 
MORPHOLOGY, POTOMAC RIVER, PROTOZOA, SYSTEMATICS 
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1947 THOMPSON RH 
FRESH-WATER DINOFLAGELLATES OF MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 67 
Dl NOFLAGELLATES, DISTR lBUT ION, FRESHWATER, SYSTEMATICS 
1934 THOMPSON SJ 
GROWTH INDICES OF VENUS MERCENARIA L. 
MD UNIV MS THESIS 
CtAMS, GReWTH RATES, ~VAllA~E FOR REVIEW 
1911 TIDESTROM I 
THE TYPHAE OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
RHODORA 1311561,241-243 
DISTRIBUTION, MARSH PLANTS, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1913 TIDESTROM I 
NOTES ON THE FLORA OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA. [. 
RHOOORA l~, 101-106 
DISTRIBUTION, PLANTS, VIRGINIA 
1914 TIDESTRC'M I 
NOTES ON THE FLORA OF MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA, II. 
RHODORA 161192),201-209 
DI STRI BUT I ON, PLANTS, SYSTEMATICS, 1/IRG IN IA 
1942 TILLER RE 
INDICATIONS OF COMPENSATORY GROWTH IN THE STRIPED BASS IROCCUS SAXATILIS 
WALBAUMJ AS REVEALED BY A STUDY OF THE SCALES 
UNIV MD THESIS 
FISH POPULATIONS, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
1943 TILLER RE 
INDICATIONS QF COMPENSATORY GROWTH I~ THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS 
WALBAUM, AS REVEALED BY A STUDY OF THE SCALES 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 57 
FISH POPULATIO~S, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENCY 
DISTRIBUTIONS, FISH SCALES 
1944 TILLER RE 
THE MARYLAND FISHERY MANAGEMENT PLAN 
~D DEP RES AND EOUC, EDUC SER 1 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
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1944 TILLER RE 
THE MARYLAND MANAGEMENT PLAN AND THE ROCK INDUSTRY 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 2 
COMMERCIAL FISH, MANAGEMENT, STRIPED BASS 
1944 TILLER RE 
THE MARYLAND MANAGE~ENT PLAN AND THE SHAD FISHERY 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 5 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
1945 TILLER RE 
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT PLAN PRODUCTIVE 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 6 
COMMERCIAL FISH, FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
1946 TILLER RE 
FISHERY MANAGEMENT IN MARYLAND 
N AMER WILDLIFE CONF, TRANS 11, 250-260 
FISHERIES, MANAGEMENT, 
1947 TILLER RE 
A FIVE-YEAR STUDY OF THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY OF MARYLAND, BASED ON SCALE 
ANALYSES OF FOUR SUCCESSIVE YEAR CLASSES 
UNIV MD PHD THESIS 
FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIO~S, FISHERIES, GRUwTH RATES, STRIPED 
BASS, FISH SCALES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 TILLER RE 
A FIVE-YEAR STUDY OF THE STRIPED BASS FISHERY OF MARYLAND, HASED ON 
ANALYSES OF THE SCALES 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 85 
FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH RATES, STRIPED BASS, FISH SCALES 
1955 TILLER RE, COKER CM 
EFFECTS OF NAVAL ORDNANCE TESTS ON THE PATUXENT RIVER FISHERY 
U.S. DEP FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, SPEC SCI REP, FISH 143 (CHES HIDL LAb 
CONTRIB lOll 
EXPLOSIONS, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, MORTALITY, PATUXENT RIVER 
1952 TIMM RW 
A SURVEY OF THE MARINE NEMATODES OF CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 95 
DISTRIBUTION, NEMATODES, SYSTEMATICS 
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1873 TIMMONS WE 
REPORT CF COMMANDER OF THE OYSTER FISHERIES AND WATERFOWL OF MARYLAND TO 
HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVER~OR, THE COMMISSIO~ OF THE STATE OYSTER POLICE 
FORCE 
WM T. I NGLEHART 'S CO, ANNAPOLIS, MD, 11P. 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 TINKER BL, LEARSON RJ 
AN IMPROVED PRECOOK PROCESS FOR BLUE CRAB !CALLINECTES SAPIDUSl 
CHES SCI 13 ( 4 l, 332-333 
~LUE CRAB, FOODS 
1901 TOWNSENO CH 
STATISTICS OF THF FISHERIES OF ThE MIDDLE ATLA~TIC STATES 
u.s. FISH CCMM REP FOR 1900, V.26, 195-310 
COMMERCIAL FISH, DELAr;ARE, FISHERIES, SHELLFISH, VIRGINIA, MIDDLE 
ATLANTIC til GHT 
1931 TREADWELL AL 
THREE NEW SPECIES OF POLYCHAETOUS ANNELIDS FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 79(1),1-5 
ANNEllDS, PCLYCriAETES, SYSTEMATICS 
1885 TRELEASF w 
OBSERVATIONS CN SEVERAL ZCCGLDEAE AND REL~TEJ FORMS, PIGMENTED BACTERIA 
JOH~S HOPKINS UNIV STUD BIOL LAB 3(4),193-216 
AQUATIC BACTERIA, U~AVAILABLE FOR REVI~W 
1948 T~ESSLER WL, SMITH EM 
A~ ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF SEASO~AL CISTRIBUT!CN CF OSTRACODA, SOLOMONS 
ISLAND, MARYLA'HJ, REGION 
CHES biOL LAB PUBL 71 
ECOLOGY, OSTRACODS, PATUXE~T RIVER, SEASON~L DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1967 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC 
REPORT C~ PHASE ONE - CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
PREPARED FCR THE MARINE SCIENCES COUNCIL, ~ASHINGTON, D.C 
FISHERIES, LANO USE, LEGAL ASPECTS, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANNING, 
URBANIZATION, wASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER (UALI~Y 
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1967 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC 
REPORT ON PHASE TWO - CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
PREPARED FOR THE MARINE SCIENCES COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C 
CHOPTANK RIVER, POLLUTION ABATEMENT, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, li«TUTCrcA1tlNGHOUSE ffiR---Ff-G-~AND IEDt ll'il'QR."'1 1\JO PB 179-8441 
AQUATIC PLANTS, BEACH EROSION, HARBORS, SEA NETTLES, URBANIZATION, WATER 
POLLUTION, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WETLANDS 
1968 TRIDENT ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES, INC 
REPORT ON PHASE THREE - CHESAPEAKE BAY CASE STUDY 
PREPARED FOR THE MARINE SCIENCES COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
MODEL STUDIES, NAVIGATION, RECREATION, SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTIC~, 
WETLANDS 
1906 TRUE FW 
DESCRIPTION OF A NEW GENUS AND SPECIES OF FOSSIL SEAL FROM THE MIOCENE OF 
MARYLAND 
u.s. NAT MUS PROC 30, 835-940 
~IOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, 
1912 TRUE FW 
DESCRIPTION OF A-NEW FOSSIL PORPOISE OF THE GENUS DELPHINOOON FROM THE 
MIOCENE FORMATION OF MARYLAND 
PHILA J ACAD NATUR SCI SER 2, 163-194 
MIOCENE EPOCH, PALEONTOLOGY, FOSSILS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1921 TRUITT RV 
A POLICY OF REHABILITATION OF THE OYSTER INDUSTRY IN MARYLAND 
MD CONSERV COMM ANNU REP FOR 1921, 5 PAGES 
MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1924 TRUITT RV 
OYSTER PROBLEM INOUIRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
2ND ANNU REP; MD DEP CONSERV, P.21-46 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
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1926 TRUITT RV 
OYSTER PROBLEM INQUIRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
4TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.28-58 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
1 9 2 7 TRUITT R V 
ASPECTS OF THE OYSTER SEASON IN MARYLA"JO, INVOLVING LABOR CONFLICTS 
DETRIMENTAL TO BOTH SEAFOOD AND CANNERY INDUSTRIES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE 
TO THE LATTER 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 1 
LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1928 TRUITT RV 
OYSTER PROBLEM INCUIRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
6TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.25-63 
OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTER SETTING 
1929 TRUITT RV 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL INQUIRY, 1929 
7TH ANNU KEP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.39-69 
BEDS U~DER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1929 TRUITT RV ET AL 
THE FISHES OF MARYLANC 
MD CONSERV OEP BUll 3, 1-120 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, SYSTEMATICS 
1930 TRUITT RV 
CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL 11\JQUIRY, 1930 
8TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P:34-57 
BEDS UNDEN WATER, OYSTFR INDUSTRY 
1930 TRUITT RV, ALGIRE GW 
INVESTIGATION OF FISH MORTALITY AND UNDERLYING CAUSES THEREOF IN THE 
SEVERN AND MAGOTHY RIVERS, NOVEMBER 11-18, 1930 
8TH ANNU REP, MD CONSERV DEP, P.57-63 
FISH POPULATIONS, MAGOTHY RIVER,MD, MO~TALITY, SALINITY, SEVER~ RIVER,MD 
1931 TRUITT RV 
RECENT OYSTER RESEARCHES ON CHESAPEAKE BAY IN MARYLAND 
CHES B!Ol LAB CONTRIB 3 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
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1931 TRUITT RV 
THE OYSTER AND THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
NATUR RESOURCES INST PUBL 4 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1932 TRUITT RV 
SCIENTIFIC FISHERIES WORK IN MARYLAND 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 62, 50-57 
FISHERIES, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
1937 TRUITT RV 
RALTIMORE AND THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 12 
OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1937 TRUITT RV, VLACYKOV VD 
STRIPED BASS INVESTIGATIONS IIIJ THE CHESAPEAKE tiAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 66(1936),225-226 CCHES B!OL LAH CONTRIB 7! 
COMMERCIAL FISH, CISTRIBUTIO~, FISH POPULATIONS, SPORT FISH, STKIPEC EASS 
1937 TRUITT RV, VLACYKOV VD 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPORT FISHING IN MARYLAND 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS CCHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 9) 
SPORT FISHING 
1938 TRUITT RV 
SPORT FISHING IN MARYLAND 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 26 
FISH POPULATIONS, RECREATION, SPORT FISHING 
1939 TRUITT RV 
CUR WATER RESOURCES A~D THEIR CONSERVATION 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 27 
COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, GYSTER I~DUSTRY, OYSTERS, SPORT FISH, 
BLUE CRAB 
1942 TRUITT RV 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS, 1941 AND 1942 
CHES BIOL LAB PUBL 54 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FIS~, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1945 TRUITT RV 
THE OYSTER 
~D OEP RES AND EOUC, EOUC SER 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, OYSTERS 
1946 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPCRT 1946 
~D OEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 16 
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CRABS, DIATO~S, ECUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
1'147 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 194-f 
"0 DEP RE) AIIJD EDUC, ECUC SER 20 
CRABS, OIATCMS, ELUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, OYSTERS, WEATHER 
1948 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1948 
MO DEP RES AND EDUC, ECUC SER 22 
CRABS, DIATOMS, ECUCATJQN, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATUR.AL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, WEATHER 
1Y49 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL RFPCRT 1949 
r-'lJ DEP RES ANU EDUC, EDUC SER 23 
CRAI:lS, OIATCt-<S, EDUCATIO~J, FISH, HYDROGRAPt<Y, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
r-'OLTING 
H50 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1Y50 
~D DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SE~ 27 
CRABS, DIATOt-<S, EOUCATIO•\J, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATUR.AL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
wEATHER 
1951 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPCRT 1951 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 29 
CRARS, EDuCATION, FISH, HYDROGR'APHY, NATURAL K.FSOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
ANU UEVELCPMFNT, wEATHER 
1952 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPCRT 1952 
r-'U DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 31 
CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT, wEATHER 
1954 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1953 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 34 
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CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPME~T, WEATHER 
1955 TRUITT RV 
ANNUAL REPORT 1954 
MD OfP RES ANG- ~~~ fnuL S£R ~q 
CLAMS, CRABS, EDUCATION, FISH, HYDROGRAPHY, NATURAL RESOURCES, OYSTERS, 
WEATHER 
1968 TSAI CF 
EFFECTS OF CHLORINATED SEwAGE EFFLUENTS ON FISHES I~ UPPER PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 912),83-93 ICO~TRIB 348, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
CHLORINATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLUE~TS, 
TOXICITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
1969 TSAI CF, ZEISEL RB 
NATURAL HYBRIDIZATION OF CYPRINID FISHES IN LITTLE PATUXENT RI~ER, 
MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 10121,69-74 !CONTRIB 384, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MARYLAND! 
BREEDING, FISH GENETICS, FISH POPULATiOi\45, PATUXENT RlVER, l!Yl:~IDS 
1970 TSAI CF 
CHANGES IN FISH POPULATIONS AND MIGRATIO~ IN RELATION TO INCREASED SEWAGE 
POLLUTION IN LITTLE PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 11111,34-41 ICDNTRIB 407, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MARYLAND! 
FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE EFFLU~NTS, WATER 
POLLUTION 
1971 TSAI CF, GIBSON GR JR 
FECUNDITY OF THE YELLOW PERCH, PERCA FLAVESCENS MITCHILL, IN THE PATUXENT 
RIVER, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 12141,270-274 
FECUNDITY, PATUXENT RIVER, PERCHES 
1972 TSAI CF 
LIFE HISTORY OF THE EASTERN JOHNNY DARTER ETHEOSTLJMA OLMSTED! STORER, IN 
COLO TAILWATER ANC SEWAGE-POLLUTED wATER 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS l0llll,80-88 I'IIATUR RESOURCES I'JST CllNTRIB 47Hl 
FISH POPULATIONS, LIFE ~ISTORY STUDIES, PATUXENT ~IVER, SFwAGF EFFLUE~TS, 
WATER POLLUTION 
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1970 TSINENIDES NC 
MORTALITY RATES AND POPULATION SIZE OF THE ALEWIFE ALOSA PSEUDOHARENGUS 
!WILSON) IN THE RAPPAHA~NOCK AND POTOMAC RIVERS 
VIMS THESIS ICOLL WILLIAM AND MARY) 
ALEWIVES, ALOSIOS, CATCH, MARINE FISH, MORTALITY, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER 
1970 TUBIASH HS ET AL 
MARINE VIBRIOS ASSOCIATED WITH BACILLARY NECROSIS, A DISEASE OF LARVAL 
AND JUVE~tLE biVAlVE ~CtlUSKS 
J BACTERICL 103!11,271-272 
CLAMS, DISEASES, MARINE BACTERIA, MOLLUSKS, OYSTERS 
1973 TURIASH HS ET AL 
CARDIAC EDEMA ASSOCIATED WITH VIBRIO ANGUILLARUM IN THE AMERICAN OYSTER 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PRUC 63, 39-42 
DISEASES, OYSTERS, PARASITISM, MORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
1967 TUTHILL UF ET AL 
THE EFFECTS OF SEU!ME~T POLLUTION ON WATER qECREATION IN THE UPPER 
POTOMAC ESTUARY 
MU UNIV DEP AGR ECON MISC. PUBL 653, 62P. 
POfOMAC RiVER, RECREATION, SEDIMENTS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
H63 TYLER AV 
A CLEANIN~ SYMBIOSIS BETWEEN THE RAINWATER FISH, LUCANIA PARVA AND THE 
STICKLEBACK, APELTES QUAORACUS 
CHES SCI 4!21,105-106 !CONTRIB 237, ~ATUR RESOuRCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES 
RIGL LAB, SOLCMONS, MDI 
CLEANING, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER, STICKLEBACKS, SYMBIOSIS 
1963 TYLER AV, CARGO CG 
SIZE RELATICNS OF TWO INSTARS OF THE BLUE CRAB, CALLINECTFS SAPIDUS 
CHES SCI 4111,52-54 ICONTRIB 227, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
tJEASUREMENT, MORPHOLOGY, SKATES, BLI.JE CRAB 
1934 TYkRELL wR 
UNKNOWN FISH IN THE CHESAPEAKF BAY 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 4!111,67 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1935 TYRRELL WB 
BIRD NOTES FROM HONGA, MARYLAND 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 517),36-41 
BIRDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 UHLER PR, LUGGER 0 
LIST OF FISH OF MARYLAND 
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IN MD FISH COMM REP, 1ST ED, P.Bl-202. 2ND ED, P.67-176 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1876 UHLER PR 
THE EDI8LE CRAB OF MARYLAND, ETC 
FIELD AND FORREST 2151,73-76 
GROwTH STAGES, SPAWNING, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1889 UHLER PR 
ADDITIONS TO OBSERVATIONS ON THE CRETACEOUS AND EOCENE FORMATIONS OF 
,..ARYLANO 
MD ACAD SCI, TRANS 1, 45-72 
GEOLOGIC TIME, GEOLOGY, MOLLUSKS, PALEOIIJTOLOGY, FOSSILS 
1973 ULANOWICZ RE ET AL 
CHESAPEAKE BAY SAL!IIJITIES IIIJ THE WAKE OF HURRICANE A3NES, 1972 
!DATA REP) CHES BIOL LAB, NAT RESOURCES !!liST (NRI REF 73-25) 
FLOODING, HURRICAIIJES, HYDROLOGIC DATA, SALINITY 
1923 ULRICH EO, BASSLER RS 
AMERICAN SILURIAN FORMATIONS. PALEOZOIC OSTRACODA, THEIR MORPHOLOGY, 
CLASSIFICATION AND OCCURRENCE 
IN MD GEGL SURV, SILURIAN, P.233-39l 
GEOLOGIC FORMATIONS, GEOLOGY, UIIJAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1930 UNITED STATES ARMY, CHIEF OF ENGIIIIEERS 
PATUXENT RIVER, MARYLAND 
HOUSE DOC 463, 71ST CONGR, 2!\ID SESS, P.1-142 
PATUXENT RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1~50 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
THE CORPS OF ENGINEER~ IN MARYLAND, RIVER AND HARBOR IMPROVeMENTS 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 24P. 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, HARBORS, NAVIGABLE WATERS, RIVERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
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1956 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINFERS 
HURRICANE SURVEY, C~ESAPEAKE BAY, POTOMAC AND RAPPAHANNOCK RIVERS, 
APPRAISAL REPORT 
OFFICE OF THF DISTRICT ENGINEER, WASH DISTRICT, ~lt.SH, D.C. UNPUBL MS. 7P. 
HURRICANES, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINFERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHING ~ARBORS ECONOMIC STUDY, MAKYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
BOARD OF ENG FOR RIVERS AND HARBORS. WASH, DC 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHING GEAR., OYSTER INDUSTRY, 
VIRGINIA 
1~61 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ECONOMIC 8ASE SURVEY UF THE POTOMAC RIVER SERVICE AREA 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
ECONOMICS, EMPLOYMENT, POPULATION, POTOMAC RIVER 
1963 UNITED STATE~ ARMY CORPS OF ENGIN~ERS 
POTGMAC RIVER BAS IN REPORT, VOLUME I 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FLOOD PROTECTION, 
FUTURE PLANNI:'<G (PROJECTED). PO~O~L-\C F.IV::K. WAT:::R Ql'c~LITY CONTROL, 
HATER RESOURCES, WATER RESOFRCES DE\'ELOF:·!E:\T, l-'AT":?. ~t:PPLY 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOI-'·AC RIVEQ. PASI!\J REPORT, VC'LUME II 
BALTIMORE CIST~ICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLANNING !PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, 
RESERVOIRS, WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
19o3 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGIN~ERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME III 
BALTIMORE CISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISOICTICN, FUTURE PLA~NING (PROJECTED), LEGAL ASPECTS, 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, wATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, PUeLIC OPINIONS 
1963 UNITEC STATES ARMY CORPS OF.ENGI~EERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IV 
BALTlt-'ORE CISTRICT 
ENGINEERING, FEDERAL JURISDICT!OIIJ, POT0MAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY 
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1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME V 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY CONTROL, WATER 
RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIV-ER-BASTN-R.EPcfRT; VOLUM-E vi 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
AGRICULTURE, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES, WATER 
SUPPLY, WATER USERS 
1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VII 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURISDICTION, GEOLOGY, GROUNDWATER, POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENTOLOGY, 
WATER RESOURCES, WATER SUPPLY 
1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS. OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME VIII 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
FEDERAL JURiSDICTiON, r1~n, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC R!VER, RF(RFATICN, 
WILDLIFE 
1963 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
POTOMAC RIVER BASIN REPORT, VOLUME IX 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS, ECONOMICS, FEDERAL JURISDICTION, FUTURE PLAN~ING 
!PROJECTED), POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES 
1967 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP 
1ST MEETING, 27 SEPTEMBER 1967, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
1968 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINFERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP 
2ND MEETING, 27 MARCH 1968, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
MANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
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1968 U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS. 
REPORT ON NAVIGATION STUDY, DELAWARE BAY- CHESAPEAKE BAY WATERWAY IN 
DELAWARE, ~ARYLAND AN~ VIRGINIA 
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ENGINEER, NORTH ATLANTIC DIV, PHILADELPHIA, PA 
CANALS, DELAWARE, EASTERN SHORE ( VA-MOI, INLAND WATERWAYS, NAVIGABLE 
WATERS, VIRGINIA, DELAWARE BAY 
t~7fr U#tTEfr STATES AR~¥ CGRPS OF E#Gl#FfRS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP 
3KD MEETING, 9 DECEMBER 1970, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
~ANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP 
4TH MEETING, 27 MAY 1971, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
~ANAGEMENT, PLANNI~G 
1971 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMFNT--CHESAPEAKE BAY HYDRAULIC MODEL, MATAPEAKE, 
,..ARYLANlJ 
BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, HYDRAULIC MODELS, PROJECT 
FEASIBILITY 
1~73 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY ADVISORY GROUP MEETING 
6TH ~EETING, 30 OCTOBER 1973, ANNAPOLIS, MD, BALTIMORE DISTRICT 
~ANAGEMENT, PLANNING 
1973 UNITED STATES ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
INTERIM REPCRT. ATLANTIC COAST DEEP WATER PORT FACILITIES STUDY, 
EASTPORT, MAINE TO ~AMPTON ROADS, VI~GINIA 
PHILADELPHIA OIST~ICT 
DREDGING, ECONOMICS, OIL INDUSTRY, PORT AUTHORITIES, SHIPS, 
TRANSPORTATION, HAMPTO~ ROADS, DELA~AK~ BAY 
1913 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGI~EERS 
PATUXENT RIVER 
62ND CONGRESS, 3RO SE~S, HOUSE OF REPR DOC 1266 
PATUXENT RIV~R, U~AVAILABLE FOR ~FVIEW 
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1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR WATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DEEPWATER PORT STUDY. VOL 1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES 
1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR WATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DEEPWATER PORT STUDY. VOL 2. COMMODITY STUDIES AND PROJECTIONS 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, ECONOMICS, ENVIRON~ENTAL EFFECTS, EXPORT, IMPORT, 
INDUSTRIES, PORT AUTHORITIES, UNITEO STATES 
1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGI~EER INSTITUTE FOR WATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DEEPWATER PORT STUDY. VOL 3. PHYSICAL COAST AND PORT 
CHARACTERISTICS, ANC SELECTED DEEPWATER PORT ALTERNATIVES 
US ARMY ENG INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
CONSTRUCTION COSTS, DEEP WATER, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, PORT AUTHORITIES, 
UNITED STATES 
1972 UNITED STATES ARMY ENGINEER INSTITUTE FOR WATER RESOURCES 
U.S. DEEPWATER PORT STUDY. VOL 4. THE ~NV!RONMENTAL AND ECOLOGICAL 
ASPECTS OF DEEPWATER PORTS 
US ARMY INST WATER RESOURCES REP 72-8 
ECOLOGICAL IMPACT, ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, TOURISM, U~ITED STATES 
1968 UNITED STATES BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND ~ILDLIFE 
FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION CHESAPFAKE BAY 
AND TRIBUTARIES !EXCEPT SUSQUEHANNA RIVFR BASIN) 
FOR FED WATER POLLUT CONTR ADMIN 
FISH, FISHERIES, JAMES RIVER, NATURAL RESOURCES, POTOMAC RIVER, 
RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SHELLFISH, WATER POLLUTION, YORK K!VER 
N*D* UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
CHARTS OF THE SOUTH RIVER AREA 
REGISTER Hl88, 1846. REGISTER H2667, 1903. REGISTER H5329, 193~ 
CHARTS, SOUTH RIVER,MD, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
N*D* UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
CURRENT DIAGRAM - CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV, WASHI~GTON, D.C., CURRENT DIAGRAM NO 2 
CURRENTS (WATER), UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1~15 UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY 
AIR AND WATER TEMPERATURES, HYDROMETER READINGS, TURBIDITY, ETC., AT 
VARIOUS STATIONS FROM THE CHAI~ BRluGE TO THE MOUTH OF THE POTOMAC RIVER 
AUG 1873--DEC 1914. JAN--MAY 1915 
AIR TEMPERATURE, HYDROGRAPHY, POTOMAC RIVER, TURBIDITY, WATER 
TEMPERATURE, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1961 UNITED STATES CEPARTME~T OF COMMERCE 
NATURAL CYSTFR BAR ChARTS OF MARYLAND 
PREPARED FOR THE MD OEP TIDEWATER FIShERIES 
BEDS UNDER WATER, CHARTS, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1968 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE I~TERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES AS RELATED TO WATER POLLUTION, CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AND TRIBUTARIES 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV, BUR SPORT FISH AND WILDLIFE, ATLANTA, GA 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), WATER POLLUTION, WATER 
CUAL I TY CGNTROL 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
CHESAPEAKE BAY, MARYLAND ANC VIRGINIA 
IN NATIONAL fSTUAKY STUDY, VOLUME 3, F!SH AND WILDLIFE SERV, P. 65-112 
ADMINISTRATIVE AGE\JCIES, WATER CONSERVAT!C•J, WAiE-< MANAGEMENT (APPLIED), 
WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
1970 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ThE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, NAT! 
ONAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CONF-POLLUT OF THE INTERSTATE WATERS OF THE POTOMAC RIVER (WASHINGTON 
METROP AREA) DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA-MD-VA, PROC I 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGINIA, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1970 UNITED STATES CEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE, NAT! 
CNAL CAPITAL PARKS 
CONF-POLLUT OF THE INTERSTATE WATERS OF THE POTOMAC RIVER (WASHINGTON 
~ETROP AREAl DIST~ICT OF COLUMBIA-MD-VA, PROC II 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, VIRGIN_IA, wASTE ~ATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
POTOMAC ESTUARY WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS SURVEY 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION Ill ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 27 
POTOMAC RIVER, WASTE WATER TREATMENT, WATER QUALITY 
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1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
SURVEY RESULTS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY INPUT STUDY 1969-1970 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION III ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 31 
TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WATER QUALITY 
1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WATER QUALITY OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY GILBERT SWAMP AND ALLEN'S FRESH AND 
6$SlBN- tD¥£ _ 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION iiJAiiiNAPOLTS FTEl.O OFFICE DATA REP 30 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
1970 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WATER QUALITY SURVEY OF THE POTOMAC ESTUARY EMBAYMENT$ AND TRANSECTS 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION Ill A~NAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 28 
POTOMAC RIVER, WATER QUALITY 
1971 UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY WATER QUALITY STUDIES ••• 
US ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY REGION Ill ANNAPOLIS FIELD OFFICE DATA REP 32 
GUNPOWDER RIVER,MD, SEVERN RIVER,MD, TRIBUTARIES, WATER QUALITY, c + D CANAL 
1968 UNITED STATES FEDERAL wATER POLLUTION CONTROL ADM!N!STRAT!O~ 
CLEAN WATER ••• FOR THE NATION'S ESTUARIES 
PROC OF THE ~D-D.C. ·MEETING. VOL 1 AND 2 
ESTUARIES, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CO~TROL 
1950 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
FISHERY STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1880-1947 
STAT DIGEST 21, SECT 15 1 P.280-285 
FISHERIES, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1956 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SFRVICE 
INVENTORY OF PERMANENT WATER OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE TO WATERFOWL IN THE 
STATE Of MARYLAND 
OFFICE Of RIVER BASIN STUDIES, ATLANTA, GA. 7P. 
WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1954 UNITED STATES FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, OFFICE OF RIVER BASIN STUDIE 
s 
WETLANDS Of MARYLAND 
BOSTON, MASS 
WETLANDS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1931 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1928. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 661 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~~OCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1931 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE U~ITED STATES 1929. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 681 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, R.APPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, wATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1932 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1930. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE DRAINAGE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 696 
PATUXENT RIVFR, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SuSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1933 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1931. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE DRAINAGE ~ASINS 
uS GEOL SURV WAT[R-SUPPLY PAP 711 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1934 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1932. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP •726 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1935 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1933. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 741 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSCUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1936 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STUDIES OF RFLATIONS OF RAINFALL AND RUN-OFF IN THE UNITED STATES 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 772 
JAMES RIVER, PRECIPITATION IATMOSPHERICI, RAINFALL, RAINFALL-RUNOFF 
RELATIONSHIPS, RIVER BASINS, SURFACE RUNOFF, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED 
STATES 
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1936 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1934. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 756 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATFRS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1937 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1935. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 781 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1938 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES 1936. PART 1. NORTH ATLANTIC 
SLOPE BASINS 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 801 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHA~NOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1956 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES. PART 1-B. NORTH ATLANTIC SLOPE 
BASINS, NEW YORK TO YORK RIVER 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1432 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1957 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES. PART l-B. NORTH ATLANTIC SLOPE 
BASINS, NEW YORK TO YORK RIVER 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1502 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURFACE WATFRS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1958 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY OF THE UNITED STATES. PART l-B. NORTH ATLANTIC SLOPE 
BASINS, NEW YORK TO YORK RIVER 
US GEOL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1552 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER, SURrACF WATERS, 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, UNITED STATES, WATER SUPPLY, YORK RIVER 
1959 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US GEOL SURV (MONTHLY RELEASES! 
DISCHARGE IWATERl, STREAMFLOW, TRIBUTARIES 
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1960 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
COMPILATION OF RECORDS OF SURFACE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES THROUGH 
SEPTEMBER 1950. PART 1-B. NORTH ATLANTIC SLOPE BASINS, NEW YORK TO YORK 
RIVER 
US GEDL SURV WATER-SUPPLY PAP 1302 
DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT, GAGING STATIONS, SURFACE WATERS, UNITED STATES 
1967 UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ESTIMATED STREAM DISCHARGE ENTERING CHESAPEAKE BAY 
U.S. GEOL SURV MONTHLY RELEASE 
DISCHARGE !WATER), PENNSYLVA~IA, SALT BALANCE, VIRGINIA 
1971 UNITED STATES NATIONAL AERO~AUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
REMOTE SENSING OF THE C~ESAPEAKE BAY 
CONF HELD AT WALLOPS STATION, VA., ~AT AERON SPACE ADMIN SPEC PAP 294 
ENVIRONMENT, NATURAL RESOURCES, POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, REMOTE SE~SING, 
SEASHORES 
1960 UNITED STATES NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
~ARYLANO LANDINGS 
~ONTHLY RELEASE 
CATCH, COMMERCIAL FISH, MARKET VALUE, SHELLFISH 
1937 UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE bASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 9 SUSQUEHANNA. IN* DRAINAGE BASIN 
COMMITTEES' REPORTS FOR THE NORTHATLANTIC BASINS. US GOVT PRINTING OFFICE 
PLANNING, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS 
!BASINS! 
1937 UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT 10, UPPER CHESAPEAKE. IN* DRAINAGE BASIN 
COMMITTEE REPORT FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAI~AGE BASINS 
US GOVT PRINTING OFFICE 
SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS !BASINS) 
1937 UNITED STATES NATURAL RESOURCES COMMISSION 
DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE REPORT ll, POTOMAC. IN* DRAINAGE BASIN COMMITTEE 
REPORT FOR THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DRAINAGE BASI~S 
US GDVT PRINTING OFFICE 
PLANNING, POTOMAC RIVER, WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT, WATERSHEDS IBASINSl 
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1964 UNITED STATES PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE 
SUMMARY REPORT, POLLUTION OF BACK RIVER 
39P. 
BACK RIVER,MO, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1948 VAN ENGEL WA 
REFERENCES BEARING ON THE HYDROGRAPHY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY AND ITS 
TRlSUIARlES 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 2 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES, HYDROGRAPHY, JAMES RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, YORK RIVER 
1965 VAN ENGEL WA, WOJCIK FJ 
LICENSE RECORDS OF THE BLUE CRAB FISHERIES, VIRGINIA AND MARYLAND, 
1898-1960 
VIMS UATA REP 3 
CRAB INDUSTRY, VIRGINIA, BLUE CRAB 
1932 VAN HUIZEN PJ 
REPORT ON THE BLACK DUCK NESTS ON THE BLACKWATER MIGRATORY BiRD REFUGE, 
CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND 
MANUSCRIPT FILED IN BIOL SURV, WASHINGTON, D.C. 
DUCKS (WILD), OYSTER INDUSTRY, WATERFOWL, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1972 VAN VALKENBURG SO 
NANNOPLANKTON OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES SCI 13CSUPPLleS72-S74 ICONTRIB 508, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MDI 
DISTRIBUTION, NANNOPLANKTON, PHYTOPLANKTON 
1964 VAUGHN MW, JONES AW 
BACTERIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF AN OYSTER BED IN TANGIER SOUND, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 5141 1 167-171 
BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, EPIZOOTIOLOGY, OYSTERS, TANGIER SOUND 
1968 VERNICK SH 
ULTRASTRUCTURE OF AUXILLARY GLANDS OF THE TOADFISH OPSANUS TAU 
CHES SCI 9131,182-197 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, 
1969 VERNICK SH ET AL 
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE FINE STRUCTURE OF THE SPORES OF GLUGEA 
WEISSENBERGI IMICROSPORIDA, NOSEMATIDAEI 
J P~OTOZOOL 16111,50-53 INATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 380) 
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY, INVERTEBRATES, PATUXENT RIVER, SYSTEMATICS, 
ZOOSPORES 
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1974 VILLA 0 JR, JOHNSON PG 
DISTRIBUTION OF METALS IN BALTIMORE HARBOR SEDIMENTS 
U.S. ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY TECH REP 59 
DISTRIBUTION, METALS, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SEDIMENTS 
1972 VIRGINIA INSTITUTE DF MARINE SCIENCE 
STUDY OF CHANNEL SECIMENTS. BALTIMORE HARBOR, NORFOLK HARBOR, YORK 
E NT RANCE CHANNEL 
VIMS MANUSCRIPT 
CHANNELS, CORES, PATAPSCG RIVE~,MD, SEDIMENTS, VIRGINIA, YORK RIVER 
1937 VLADYKOV VD, WALLACE Dh 
IS THE STRIPFD BASS (ROCCUS LINEATUSl OF CHESAPEAKE BAY A MIGRATORY F!SH* 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 671 1937),67-86 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 181 
FISH MIGRATION, FIS~ POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, TAGGING 
1937 VLAOYKOV VD, WALLACE DH 
POPULATIONS OF THE SHAD (ALOSA SAP!D!SS!MAl ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST 
REGION 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 67119371,52-66 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 171 
AMERICAN SHAD, FISH POPULATIONS, MORPHOLOGY, UNITED STATES 
1952 VLADYKOV VD, WALLACE DH 
STUDIES OF THE STRIPED BASS, ROCCUS SAXATILIS IWALBAUMI, WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGION DURING 1936-1938 
BINGHAM OCEANOGR COLL, BULL 141 1),132-177 
COMMERCIAL FISHING, FISH MIGRATION, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, GROWTH 
RATES, SPORT FISHING, STRIPED BASS 
1970 VOGEL RM, SCHULTZ LP 
CARGOA CUPELLA, NEW GENUS AND NEW SPECIES OF NUDIBRANCH FROM CHESAPEAKE 




1971 VOGEL RM 
THE BIOLOGY AND A REDESCRIPTION OF THE OPISTHOBRANCH MOLLUSK HERMAEA 
CRUCIATA GOULU, FROM CHESAPEAKE BAY 
VELIGER 14121,155-157 
BIOLOGY, MOLLUSKS, MORPHOLOGY 
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1946 VOKES HE 
CRETACEOUS MOLLUSCA FROM DEPTHS OF 487~ TO 4865 FEET IN THE MARYLAND ESSO 
WELL 
MD DEP GEOLt MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 2, 126-151 
MOLLUSKS, PALEONTOLOGY, SYSTEMATICS 
1949 VOKES HE 
MARYLAND DINOSAURS 
MD NATUR 19(3),38-46 
PALEONTOLOGY, REPTILES 
1957 VOKES HF 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF MARYLAND 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 19 
CLIMATIC DATA, FISHERIES, GEOLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, WATER 
RESOURCES, COMMERCE 
1973 WAGNER DO 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE PHYS1CAL IMPACT OF SEWAGE OUTFLOW ON A 
RIVER-ESTUARINE E~VIRONMENT 
U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD 
ORGANIC WASTES, SEVERN RIVER,MD, SEwAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER ANALYSIS, 
WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY 
195 7 wALBURG CH 
RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF MARYLAND ShAD 1944-52 
U.S. FISH AND wiLCL!FE SERV, RES REP 38, 1-17 
AMERICAN SHAD, CATCH, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISH POPULATIONS, FISHERIES, 
TAGGING 
1954 WALKER H 
AN INTENSIVE SURVEY OF THE PATUXENT RIVER SPORT FISHERY 
IN BUZZELL RD, WALKER ET. A STUDY OF SPORT FISHING IN TIDEWATER MARYLAND. 
MARYLAND OEP RES A!IJC EDUC, RESOURCE STUDY REP 4(11,1-6 
PATUXENT RIVER, SPORT FISHING 
1954 WALKER ET, MISTER TH 
MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS 1952-1953 
MD DEP RES AND EDUC, EDUC SER 35 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH POPULATIONS, 
PERCHES 
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1937 WALLACE DH 
LENGTH FREQUENCIES OF THE STRIPED BASS (ROCCUS LINEATUSI IN THE 
CHESAPEAKE BAY DURING THE SEASON 1936-1937 
MD UNIV MS THESIS, 21P. 
CATCH, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS, LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
1938 WALLACE DH, TRUITT RV 
PROGRESS OF THE ROCK AND SHAD RESEARCH WORK AT THE CHESAPEAKE BIOLOGICAL 
LABORATORY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 68( 19381,364-368 ICHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 251 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH POPULATIONS, STRIPED BASS 
1940 wALLACE DH, TRUITT RV 
REPORT ON MARYLAND COMMERCIAL FISH HATCHERY OPERATIONS, 1940 
CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 41 
AMERICAN SHAD, COMMERCIAL FISH, FISH EGGS, FISH HATCHERIES, FISH 
POPULATIONS, PERCHES 
1940 WALLACE DH 
SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CROAKER, MICROPOGON UNDULATUS, AND DISTRIBUTION 
OF THE EARLY STAGES IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
AMER FISH SOC, TRANS 70, 475-482 !CHES BIOL LAB CONTRIB 391 
CROAKER, DISTRIBUTION, FISH V.JGR~TION, FISH POPULATIO~S, GONADS, 
1972 wALLACE ET AL 
~ARYLAND CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY 
MARYLAND DEP STATE PLA!IJNING, BAL TIMQRE, MD 
CITIES, ECCLDGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUARIES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATIO!IJ, WILDLIFE 
WALLACE ET AL 
THE INTEGKITY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~D DEP STATE PLAN~ING, BALTIMORE, MD (SUMMARY OF WALLACE ETA 1972, 
~ARYLANU CHESAPEAKE BAY STUDY) 
CITIES, ECOLOGY, ECONOMICS, ESTUAR'IES, GEOMORPHOLOGY, INDUSTRIES, LEGAL 
ASPECTS, PLANNING, RESOURCE ALLOCATION, WILDLIFE 
1-H 1 wALSH HM 
THE OUTLAW GUNNER 
TIDEWATER PUP-LISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
HUNTING, WATERFOWL 
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1960 WALSH RE 
GUNNING THE CHESAPEAKE, DUCK AND GOOSE SHOOTING ON THE EASTERN SHORE 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
DUCKS IWILOI, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MDI, GEESE IWILDI 
1966 WARD J ET AL 
EXTRACTION OF GLYCOGEN FROM SOFT SHELL CLAMS IMYA ARENARIAI 
etU:S SCI H4l,2l~-2L4 lCillHRlB 3_14~ lll•\TUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MOl 
CLAMS, GLYCOGEN 
1969 WARD JW ET AL 
THE EFFECT OF CLEANING PROCEDURES 0~ THE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES OF THE 
MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM IMYA ARENARIAI. I. THE EFFECT OF BLOWING 0~ SAND, 
SHELL, AND ABSORBED WATER 
CHES SCI 1011lt48-52 
ABSORPTION, CLAMS, CLEANING, 
1969 WARD JF, TATRO MC 
THE EFFECT OF CLEANING PROCEDURES ON THE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES OF THE 
MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM (MYA ARENARIAl. II. BACTERIOLOGICAL STun!FS 
CHES SCI 1011!,53-53 
BACTERIA, CLAMS, CLEANING, 
1969 WARD JF, TATRO MC 
THE EFFECT OF CLEANING PROCEDURES ON THE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES OF THE 
MARYLAND SOFT SHELL CLAM IMYA ARENARIAI. Ill. PILOT PLANT STUDIES 
BACTE~IA, CHLORINE, CLAMS, CLEANING, 
1965 ~AKD RW ET AL 
ECOLOG:~AL STUDIES RELATED TO PLANKTON PRODUCTIVITY IN TwO CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ESTUA~'<IES 
CHES SCI 6, 214-225 
ALKALINITY, CARBON DIOXIDE, CHLOROPHYLL, DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION 
CONCENTRATION, PLANKTON, SAL IN I TY, TEMPERATURE 
1820 WARDEN DB 
DESCRIPTION STATISTIQUE HISTORIQUE ET POLITIQUE DES ETATS-UNIS DE 
L'AMERIQUE SEPTENTRIONALE ••• 
PARIS, CHEZ ET GRAVIER, 5 VOL. 
FISHERIES, HISTORY, POTOMAC RIVER, STATISTICS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
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1943 WARFIELD E JR 
INCREASING PRODUCTION OF OYSTERS IN MARYLAND 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS CONV ADDRESS, PHILADELPHIA, PA, JUNE, 1943 
BEDS UNDER WATER, MANAGEMENT, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1947 WARFIELD EA JR ET AL 
REPORT ON OYSTER PROBLEMS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
TIDEWATER FISH DEP REP TO GOVERNOR AND GENERAL ASSEMBLY, FEB 19, 1947, 15 
PP. 
DISTRIBUTION, MAMMALS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTiNG 
1963 wARK JW, KELLER FJ 
PRELIMINARY STUDY OF ~EUlMENT SOURCES AND TRANSPORT IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
BASIN 
INTERSTATE COMMON THE POTOMAC RIVER BASIN, WASHINGTON, D.c., TECH BULL ll 
POTOMAC RIVER, SEDIMENT DISCHARGE, SEDIMENT DISTRIBUTION, SEDIMENT 
TRANSPORT, SEDIMENTS 
1969 WARINNER JE 
O!STR!BUT!ON OF JUVENILE RIVER HERMI~G IN THE POTOMAC RIVER 
VIMS CONTRIB 327 
ALEWIVES, BLUEBACK HERRING, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, POTOMAC 
KiVER, SAMPLiNG 
1972 wASS ML 
A CHECK LIST OF THE BIOTA OF LOWER CHESAPEAKE BAY WITH INCLUSIONS FROM 
THE UPPER BAY AND ThE VIRGINIAN SEA 
VIMS SPEC SCI REP 65 
BIOTA, BIRDS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH, lNVERTEBRATES, MAMMALS, PLANTS, 
PROTOZOA 
1973 WATSON D 
MARYLAND POLLUTION SURVEYED 
I;ASHINGTON POST, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 4, 1973, SECT A7 
POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, VIRGINIA, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1966 WEAVER KN, HANSEN HJ 
A~ ANCIENT BURIED RIVER CHANNEL IS DISCOVERED 
MU CONSERV 43, 9-12 
GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1966 WEAVER KN, HANSEN HJ III 
AN ANCIENT BURIED RIVER CHANNEL IS DISCOVERED 
MD CONSERV 6312),2-4 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MD), GEOLOGY, RIVERS, WICOMICO RIVER,MD 
1952 WEBSTER JR 
OPERATIONS AND PROBLEMS OF AN OYSTER CENSUS ON SWAN POINT BAR, UPPER 
CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, CONV ADDRESS 1952, 113-120 
CYSTERS 
1959 WEBSTER JR, MEDFORD RZ 
FLATWORM DISTRIBUTION AND ASSOCIATED OYSTER MORTALITY IN CHESAPEAKE BAY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 50, 89-95 
MORTALITY, OYSTERS, PREDATION, WORMS 
1968 WEBSTER JR, SHAW WN 
SETTING AND FIRT SEASON SURVIVAL OF THE AMERICAN OYSTER, CRASSOSTR~A 
VIRGINICA, NEAR OXFORD, MARYLAND 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV SPEC SCI REP FISH 567 
CHOPTANK RIVER, MORTALITY, OYSTERS, OYSTER SETTING 
1891 WEEKS TC 
SPEECH DELIVERED AT CONCORDIA OPERA HOUSE, BALTIMORE, ON THURSDAY, APRIL 
30, UNDER AUSPICES OF CANTON OYSTER EXCHANGE OF BALTIMORE CITY 
16P. 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1892 WEEKS TC 
THE OYSTER INDUSTRY OF MARYLAND 
4TH BIENNIAL REP OF BUR OF INDUS STAT AND INFORM OF MD, 1891-1892, 
ANNAPOLIS, MO. P.11~194 
FISHERIES, OYSTER INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1950 WEISS CM 
FACTORS CONTROLLING THE OCCURRENCE OF SHIP-WORMS AND OTHER MARINE BORERS 
IN BALTIMORE HARBOR 
SANIT ENG DEP, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV, MIMEOGR, 8P. 
PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, WORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
240 
1950 WEISS CM 
THE REMOVAL OF ESCHERICHIA COLI FROM ESTUARINE ~ATERS BY ADSORPTION ON 
AND FLOCCULATION OF SILTS 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV DISS 
ADSORPTION, BACTERIA, COLIFORMS, FLOCCULATION, PATAPSCO RIVER,MD, SILTS, 
TURBIDITY, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY CONTROL 
195 7 WELLS HW 
ABUNDANCE OF THE HARD CLAM MERCENARIA MERCE~ARIA IN RELATION TO 
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
ECOLOGY 38(11,123-128 
CLAMS, DISTRIBUTION, EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, 
1929 WELLS RC ET AL 
SALINITY OF THE WATER OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
US GEOL SURV PROF PAP 154-C 
SALINITY 
1948 WERNER HJ 
THE MORPHOLOGY AND THE HISTOLOGY OF THE ALIMENTARY TRACT OF LITTORINA 
IRRORATA SAY 
MD UNIV PHD DISS. 77P. 
GASTROPODS, ~ORPHOLOGY, HISTOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1~72 WESTINGHOUSE OCEAN RESEA~CH LAeORATcqy 
INTERIM REPORT, REGIONAL STUDY OF THE CHESTER RIVER AND AN EVALUATION OF 
STRESSES CN THE BIOLOGICkL CCMMUNITIES 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
BIOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES, CHESTER RIVER, CHLORINATED HYDROCARBON 
PESTIC!DESEASTERN S~ORE IVA-MD), 
1973 WESTINGHOUSE OCEAN RESEARCH LABORATORY 
CHESTER RIVER STUCY, SELECTED DATA FRO~ THE CHESTER RIVER STUDY 
ANNAPOLIS, MD 
CHESTER RIVER, CLAY MINERALS, CLIMATIC DATA, HISTORIC FLOOD, HYDROLOGIC 
ASPECTS, METEOROLOGICAL CATA, SALINITY, SEOH~EN-:-S, TIDES, WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
1938 WETMORE A 
A MIOCENE BOO~Y AND OTHER RECORDS FROM THE CALVERT FORMATION OF MARYLAND 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC A51~030),21-25 
BIRDS, MIOCE~E EPOCH, FOSSILS 
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1941 WETMORE PW 
BLOOD PARASITES OF BIRDS OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND PATUXFNT 
RESEARCH REFUGE VICINITY 
J PARASITOL 2715),379-393 
BIROS, DISTRIBUTION, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, PARASITISM, PATUXENT RIVER 
1952 WHALEY HH, HOPKINS TC 
ATLAS OF THE SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHES BAY INSrbR11PRTCAt Stm-~ 1 
MAPPING, SALINITY, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1966 WHALEY RC ET AL 
DATA SUMMARY POTOMAC RIVER NUTRIENT CRUISES 1965-1966 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 11 
DATA COLLECTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, NITROGEN, NUTRIENTS, ON-SITE DATA 
COLLECTIONS, PHOSPHORUS, POTOMAC RIVER 
1966 WHALEY RC ET AL 
NUTRIENT SUMMARY 1964, 1965, Iq66. UPPER CHESAPEAKE BAY I SMITH POI NT TO 
TURKEY POINT). POTOMAC, SOUTH, SEVERN, MAGOTHY, BACK, CHESTER, AND MILES 
RIVERS, AND EASTERN BAY 
CHES BAY INST SPEC REP 12 
NITROGEN, NUTR!ENTS. ON-SITE DATA COLLFCTIONS, PHOSPHORUS 
1968 WHALEY RC, TAYLOR WR 
A PLANKTON SURVEY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY USING A CONTINUOuS UNDERWAY 
SAMPLING SYSTEM 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 36, REF 68-4 
ALGAE, CLASSIFICATION, DIATOMS, DINOFLAGELLATES, PLANKTON, SALINITY, 
SAMPLING, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1963 WHARTON BH 
THE MARYLAND OYSTER INDUSTRY 
MS THESIS, AMER BANKERS ASS, RUTGER~ UNIV, NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. 
DREDGING, LEGAL ASPECTS, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1949 WHARTON J 
THE CHESAPEAKE BAY CRAB INDUSTRY 
U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERV FISH LEAFL 358, 1-13 
CRAB INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FISHING GEAR 
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1970 WHEATON FW 
AN ENGINEERING STUDY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY AREA OYSTER INDUSTRY 
NAT SHELLFISH ASS, PROC 6011970!,75-81 
AUTOMATION, FOODS, LABOR, OYSTER INDUSTRY 
1961 WHITNEY RR 
THE SUSQUEHANNA FISHERY STUDY, 1957-1960, A REPORT 0~ THE DESIRABILITY 
AND FEASIBILITY OF PASSING FISH AT CONOWINGO DAM 
NATUR RESOURCES INST CONTRIB 169 
DAMS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER, TAGGING 
1971 W!EMEYER SN 
REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS OF POTOMAC RIVER OSPREYS--1970 
CHES SCI l2i4i,278-280 
POTOMAC RIVER, REPRODUCTION, OSPREYS 
1960 WILBER CG, ROBINSON PF 
THE CORRELATION OF LENGTH, WEIGHT AND GIRTH IN THE TOADFISH, OPSANUS TAU 
ChES SCI il2l,l22-123 CCONTR!8 !58, MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, SOLOMONS, 
MOl 
FISH POPULATIONS, LENGTH, PATUXENT RIVER, WEIGHT 
i96l WILBUR CG 
SOME PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HEART OF THE TOADFISH, OPSANUS 
TAU 
CHES SCI 211 AND 21,72-75 ICONTRIB 176. MARYLAND DEP RES AND EDUC, 
SOLOMONS, MDI 
FISH PHYSIOLOGY, FISH POPULATIONS, PATUXENT RIVER 
1963 WILL T 
EFFECTS GF A FOREIGN BODY ON THE WHISTLING SWAN, OLOR COLUMBIANUS 
CHES SCI 4121,106 ICONTRIB 231, NATUR RESOURCES INST, UNIV MD, CHES BIOL 
LAB, SOLOMONS, MDI 
PATUXENT RIVER, SWANS, WATERFOWL 
1972 WILLIAMS AB 
DECAPOD CKUSTACEANS OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
CHFS SCI 131SUPPLI,Sll9-Sl21 
CRABS, CRUSTACEANS, SHRIMP 
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1972 WILLI AHS J 
PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL CRISIS INDICATORS--ARE THERE ANY* 
WASHINGTON ACAO SCI, J 62121,174-183 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION, HYDROGRAPHY, SALINITY, 
TIDAL WATERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1972 WILLIAMSON FSL 
BIOLOGY AND THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62121,88-102 
BIOLOGY, BIOTA, MANAGEMENT 
1932 WILSON CB 
THE COPEPOD CRUSTACEANS OF CHESAPEAKE RAY 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 80129151,1-54 
COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, LIFE HISTORY STUDIES, MORPHOLOGY, SEASONAL 
DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS 
1863 WILSON EB 
OBSERVATIONS OF THE EARLY DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF SOME POLYCHAETOUS 
ANNELI OS 
STUD BIOL LAB, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV 2, 271-299 
ANNELIDS, GROWTH STAGES, POLYCHAETESt WORMS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1949 WILSON MS 
A NEW SPECIES OF COPEPOD OF THE GENUS CORYCAEUS FROM THE NORTH AMERICAN 
COAST 
U.S. NAT MUS, PROC 9913239),321-326 
COPEPOOS, DISTRIBUTION, SYSTEMATICS, UNITED STATES 
1970 WILSON RE 
A STUDY OF THE DISPERSION AND FLUSHING OF WATER-BORNE MATERIALS IN THE 
NORTHWEST BRANCH OF BALTIMORE HARBOR ••• 
CHES BAY INST TECH REP 64 
DYE RELEASES, HARBORS, MATHEMATICAL MODELS, TRACERS, WATER QUALITY 
1937 WILSTACK P 
POTOMAC LANDINGS 
TUDOR PUBL CO, N.Y. 
FISHERIES, POTOMAC RIVER, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1969 WILSTACH P 
TIDEWATER MARYLAND 
244 
TIDEWATER PUBLISHERS, CAMBRIDGE, MD 
EASTERN SHORE IVA-MOl, HISTORY, 
1881 WINSLOW F 
DETERIORATION OF AMERICAN OYSTER BEDS 
POP SCI ~ONTHLY 20, 29-43, 145-146 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNITED STATES, UNAVAILABLE 
FOR REVIEW 
1 8 8 2 W I N S LOW F 
REPORT ON THE OYSTER BEDS OF THE JAMES RIVER, VIRGINIA, AND OF TANGIER 
AND POCOMOKE SOUNDS, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA 
APPEN 11 1 U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV REP 1881, WASHINGTON, D.C. 87P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, JAMES RIVER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEw 
1863 wiNSLOW F 
CHESAPEAKE OYSTER BEDS 
SCIENCE 2, 440-443 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS 
1926 WOLFE JJ ET AL 
AN INVESTIGATION OF T~E MICROPLANKTON OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 
ELISHA MITCHELL SCI SOC, J, 42,25-54 
DIATOMS, ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION, PLANKTON, PROTOZOA, VIRGINIA 
1961 WOL~AN A ET AL 
PATUXENT REGIONAL SEWAGE REPORTS 
~D DEP HEALTH, 113P 
PATUXENT RIVER, SEWAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, WATER CUALITY, UNAVAILABLE FOR 
REVIEW 
1962 WOLMAN A, GEYER JC 
REPORT ON SANITARY SEWERS AND WASTE WATER DISPOSAL IN THE WASHINGTON 
~ETROPOLITAN REGION 
BALTI~ORE, MD 
PATUXENT RIVER, POTOMAC RIVER, SANITARY ENGINEERING, SEWAGE, WASTE 
TREATMENT, WASTE WATER DISPOSAL, WATER POLLUTION, WATER QUALITY, WATER 
SUPPLY 
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1964 WOLMAN MG 
PROBLEMS POSED BY SEDIMENT DERIVED FROM CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IN 
~ARYL AND 
MD WATER POLLUT CONTROL COMM REP INOW DEP WATER RESOURCES!, l25P. 
SEDIMENTATION, WATER POLLUTION, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1967 WOLMAN MG, SLICK AP 
EFFECTS OF CUNSTRUCT ION ON FLUv'tM: £HH~BI-lT ~ 4foiD SU&URSAN AREAS OF 
MARYLAND 
wATER RESOURCES RES 3, 451-464 
SEDIMENTS, SOIL EROSION, URBANIZATION 
1968 WOLMAN MG 
THE CHESA~EAKE BAY--GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
IN GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CHESAPEAKE BAY, WYE INST, SEPT 12-13 
HISTORY, PLEISTOCENE EPOCH, SEDIMENTATION RATES, SUSQUEHANNA RIVER 
1885 WOOD WM 
REPORT OF THE OPERATIONS AT ST. JEROME STATION IN LAYING OUT OYSTER 
GROUNDS BY THE STEAMER FISH HAWK IN 1883 
U.S. COMM FISH REP 11, 1153-1156 
OYSTERS; OYSTER SETTING 
1885 WOOD WP-1 
TRANSPLANTING LOBSTERS TO THE CHESAPEAKE - EXPERIMENTS UPON THE 
TEMPERATURE THEY CAN ENDURE 
U.S. FISH COMM BULL 5, 31-32 
LOBSTERS, WATER TEMPERATURE 
1962 WOOLCOTT WS 
INFRASPECIFIC VARIATION IN THE WHITE PERCH, ROCCUS AMERICANUS !GMELINl 
CHES SCI 312),94-113 
BASS, DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, TRIBUTARIES, VIRGINIA, WHITE PERCH 
1966 WYE INSTITUTE, SEAFOOD ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
A REPORT ON THE CHESAPEAKE BAY FISHERIES OF MARYLAND 
CENTREVILLE, MD 
CLAM INDUSTRY, CRAB INDUSTRY, FINFISH INDUSTRY, FISHERIES, FOOUS, OYSTER 
INDUSTRY, SHELLFISH 
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1907 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. l06P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1908 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, SOMERSET COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 118P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1909 YATE) "-\.. 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, wiCOMICO COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 54P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1909 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, WORCESTER COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 67P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER !~DUSTRY, OYSTFRS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1910 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF CYSTtK ~ARS, CALVERT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 94P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1911 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, BALTIMORE COUNTY, MARYLAND 
u.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 4~P. 
BEDS UNUER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1911 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, CHARLES COUNTY, MARYLAND 
u.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 62P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, CORCHESTER COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. l80P. 
BEDS UNOEK WATER, OYSTER I~DUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
247 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, KENT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 130P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, QUEEN ANNE COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 176P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1912 YATES CC 
SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS, TALBOT COUNTY, MARYLAND 
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURV. 250P. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1913 YATES CC 
SUMMARY OF SURVEY OF OYSTER BARS OF MARYLAND 1906-1912 
U.S. DEP COMM, COAST AND GEODETIC SURV, U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 8lP. 
BEDS UNDER WATER, OYSTER INDUSTRY, OYSTERS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1934 YEDINAK A 
THE EFFECT OF SALT WATER FLOODING ON SOIL FERTILITY 
MD UNIV MS THESIS. 12P. 
CATION ABSORPTION, HISTORIC FLOOD, SALINE WATER INTRUSION, SOIL 
PROPERTIES, SOILS 
1934 YINGLING FC 
FOUR QUEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 4(5),26-28 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1936 YINGLING FC 
FISH OBSERVED AT COVE POINT, MARYLAND 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 6181,47-52 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1937 YINGLING FC 
PARENTAL INSTINCTS OF SOME MARYLAND FISHES 
MD NATUR HIST SOC BULL 71101,60-64 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
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1941 YINGLING F 
RARITIES OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
~D NATUR HIST SOC, BULL 11131,51-56 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
1948 YINGLING FC 
QUEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
MD NATUR LEAFLET (51,1-4 
FISH POPULATIONS, UNAVAILABLE FOR REVIEW 
1948 YINGLING F 
QUEER FISH OF THE CHESAPEAKE 
MD NATUR 18131,53-56 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS 
1957 YOKES H!" 
GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY OF MARYLA~D 
MD DEP GEOL, MINES AND WATER RESOURCES BULL 19 
CLIMATES, FISHERIES, GECLOGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, PLANTS, SOILS, WATER 
RESOURCES 
1972 YOTSUKURA N ET AL 
A TRACE~ SIMULATION OF WASTE TRANSPO~T IN THE ~UODY CREEK-RHODE RIVER 
ESTUARY, MARYLAND 
CHES SCI 13121.101-109 
CURRENTS (WATER), DYE RELEASES, SEWAGE DISPOSAL, SEWAGE EFFLUENTS, RHODE 
RIVER 
1962 YOUNG OK 
CHEMISTRY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY SEDIMENTS 
VIMS THESIS ALSO CHES SCI 9141,254-260 IVIMS CONTRIB 2831 IN 1968 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, GEOCHEMISTRY, PETROLOGY, SEDIMENTATION RATES, 
SED! MENTS 
1972 YOUNG FC 
TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSIS BY PROTON-INDUCED X-RAY EXCITATION 
WASHINGTON ACAD SCI, J 62(2),1~3-156 
POLLUTANT IDENTIFICATION, TRACE ELEMENTS, X-RAYS 
1953 YOUNG RH 
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE INSHORE POPULATION OF THE SPOT ILEIOSTOMUS 
XANTHURUS LACEPEDEI WIT~ PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO SEASONAL GROWTH AND SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION IN ChESAPEAKE BAY 
UNIV MD THESIS, 34 P. 
DISTRIBUTION, FISH POPULATIONS, GROwTH RATES, SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION, 
LENGTH-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 
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1966 ZANEVELD JS 
THE MARINE ALGAE OF THE AMERICAN COAST BETWEEN CAPE MAY, N.J. AND CAPE 
HATTERAS, N.C.) 
BOT MAR 913-41,101-128 
DELAWARE, DISTRIBUTION, MARINE ALGAE, NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA 
1948 ZELLER RO 
STUDIES ON THE ECOLOGY AND GRUWTft Of ftif SOFT SH£lt.H} CLA).I !MYA ARENARIAI 
IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY 
MS THESIS, UNIV MD 
CLAMS, ECOLOGY, GROWTH RATES, 
1970 ZWEIFEl RG 
DISTRIBUTION AND MATING CALL OF THE TREEFROG, HYLA CHRYSOSCELIS, AT THE 
NORTHEASTERN EDGE OF ITS RANGE 
CHES SCI 11121,94-97 
DELAWARE, FROGS, MORPHOLOGY, VIRGINIA 
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Saline water intrusion 
Water wells 
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ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN 
Geographical regions 
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B'T' Aquatic animals 
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BT Aquatic animals 
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Eastern Shore (Va-Md) 
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RT Animal physiology 
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GREY SEA TROUT 
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RT Currents (water) 
Laboratory tests 
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Research and development 
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